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ABSTRACT

The Rosemont historic sites project was performed by
Archaeological Research Services, Inc. for the Arizona State Museum as
part of a larger archaeological mitigation program for sites to be
impacted by a proposed land exchange between the U.S. Forest Service and
the ANAMAX Mining Company.
The project area was located on the northeast flank of the Santa
Rita Mountains in Pima County. It was situated on the Wasp Canyon,
McCleary Canyon and Barrel Canyon washes and their tributaries. The
sites were found between 4720 feet to about 5400 feet in elevation. Two
sites were located on the west side of the mountains.
A total of 30 sites, covering a period of over 100 years, was
investigated from early May 1982 to the end of October 1982. The
results of the field study are presented in Chapters 4 to 8.
Chapter 4 covers the 14 sites identified as mining related sites,
including the two communities of Old and New Rosemont. From a historical
and an archaeological perspective, the latter two sites were probably the
most important of all the sites studied.
Chapter 5 reports the results of the study of five ranches. Four
of these sites were small operations where the tenants owned none of the
land. The VR Ranch was the only one of the five sites that could be
considered a ranch in the traditional sense. It is still occupied.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the study of the U.S. Forest
Service facility near Old Rosemont. The two sites were occupied from
about 1904 to about 1937.
Chapter 7 discusses the site of the Old Rosemont school and a
site believed to have been occupied by at least one of the many school
teachers.
The final chapter, Chapter 8, presents information on seven sites
whose exact functions or purposes are unknown. Some of these sites
experienced multiple occupations.
Accompanying the archaeological field project was an effort to
locate historical records and photographs and to interview knowledgeable
individuals, for the purpose of obtaining as much relevant historical
information on the 30 sites as practicable.

The data from these sources were combined with the archaeological
data collected to provide as complete a view as possible of life in
mining camps, small ranches, government related sites and other sites in
the Rosemont area.
This research has resulted in an archaeological study of 30 sites.
In a larger sense, it has also contributed to a better understanding of
the Mexican sub culture and its role in the development of southern
Arizona, of the history of mining and ranching in the Rosemont area and
of the economic interaction networks operative through time. It has also
provided information on subsistence, on settlement, on the general
character of the population and, to a lesser extent, on the technology of
the time.

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Project History

In 1982, Archaeological Research Services, Inc. spent
approximately five months in the field, conducting a data recovery
program that included a number of historic sites in the Rosemont area of
the Santa Rita Mountains, southeast of Tucson, Arizona (Figure 1.1). To
reach the mitigation stage, a lengthy process involving field survey and
site evaluation was begun in 1970.
In 1970, the Anaconda Copper Company asked the Thorne Ecological
Foundation and its Rocky Mountain Center on Environment (ROMCOE) in
Denver to organize and conduct appropriate studies to satisfy those
federal environmental requirements necessary to facilitate an exchange of
land between the mining interests and the U.S. Forest Service. The
primary purpose of the exchange was to consolidate ANAMAX holdings at
Rosemont to make the recovery of mineral resources economically feasible.
In turn, ROMCOE contracted various faculty members at the University of
Arizona to prepare cost estimates for a variety of environmental studies.
These included an archaeological survey of an approximately 16 square
mile area of the Coronado National Forest.
In January of 1971, James E. Ayres (then of the Arizona State
Museum) submitted a proposal to ROMCOE for an archaeological inventory.
In 1975, more than four years after the initial proposal, the Arizona
State Museum was asked to submit another proposal for a slightly larger
study area. This lengthy delay between proposals was generally
beneficial to the archaeological resources at Rosemont because both the
archaeologists and the U.S. Forest Service had gained sophistication in
approaching federal responsibilities for preservation under the Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 and the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969. Also, Executive Order 11593 further emphasized federal
responsibility for historic preservation. This order was signed by
President Nixon in 1971.
In October 1975, the Arizona State Museum began field work on a
partial archaeological survey of the 18 square mile parcel initially
selected for exchange. Subsequently, other parcels were added to or
removed from the study area. The ANAMAX-Rosemont project area ultimately
extended over nearly 30 square miles. During the period 1975-1977,
surveys were conducted on all of the pertinent Forest Service lands, on
some of the ANAMAX patented and fee lands within the Coronado National
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Forest and on some of the lands outside of the forest owned by ANAMAX.
Although federal preservation law does not normally require
inventory, evaluation or other treatment of historic resources on
private lands under these circumstances, ANAMAX agreed to inventory
certain sites on some of its property. The company also agreed to
provide funds for limited data recovery at those important sites which
were directly affected by development. Many historic sites on ANAMAX
property were in areas not surveyed by the Arizona State Museum or were
sites (such as mines) which were generally not recorded. Among those
sites which could not be inventoried were all of the mines which
established the raison d'etre for both Old and New Rosemont.
Debowski (1980:2-8) reports on the details of the relatively
complex (and often confusing) additions and deletions made to the study
area. Her 1980 report discusses the results of the survey effort. Two
small parcels were added to the study area and surveyed in 1980 (Huckell
1981).
In its final configuration, the proposed exchange area was
reduced in size, with mitigation considered for sites within a 12,941
acre (slightly over 20.2 square miles) parcel.
In February 1982, Archaeological Research Services, Inc. was
asked to submit a bid on the historic sites data recovery aspect of the
Rosemont project. A technical proposal was submitted to the Arizona
State Museum on February 24, 1982 which outlined the proposed level of
work effort. The technical proposal recognized that the level of work
effort for sites on ANAMAX property would be less intensive than for
those located on U.S. Forest Service lands. In March of 1982, the
contract to perform data recovery was awarded and a research design was
prepared and submitted to the State Museum.
Field work began on May 10, 1982 with Lyle M. Stone as Principal
Investigator. James E. Ayres was the Project Director and Edward M.
Fortier was the Field Director. Lisa Eppley, James Gibb, Barbara Hall,
Philip Jacome, Sherrie Jernigan and John Peterkin constituted the field
crew. In August, James Gibb resigned for health reasons and was replaced
by Anna Calek. On October 22, 1982, after five months of relatively
comfortable summer weather, the field work phase of the project came to
an end.
The historic sites included as part of the mitigation process at
Rosemont covered a somewhat more restricted geographical area in a less
diverse environmental setting than did those included in the original
study area (Debowski 1980; Huckell 1981; Davis and Callahan 1977;
Cockrum 1981). In its final form, the original study considered impacts
to approximately 30 square miles. However, for a variety of reasons, the
archaeological survey did not cover an area that large. The mitigation
program was performed within only nine sections of land, eight of which
formed a contiguous block. All but two of the sites discussed in this
report were located on the east flank of the Santa Rita Mountains between
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4720 and 5400 ft in elevation. Two sites, AZ EE:1:92 (ASM) and AZ
EE:1:93 (ASM), were located on the west side of the mountain crest.
Eighty-five historic sites, several of which consisted of only an
isolated artifact, were recorded during the several archaeological
surveys performed by the Arizona State Museum. Thirty-two of these
sites, scattered over nine sections of land, were determined to be
eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places and
were, therefore, subjected to mitigation through data recovery. Thirteen
of these sites were on U.S. Forest Service lands and 19 were on lands
owned by the ANAMAX Mining Company. A number of the 32 sites were, in
tact, components or features of larger sites. For example, seven of the
sites were features of the settlement of Old Rosemont. During the
project's data recovery phase, features having a single related function,
association or which could otherwise be treated meaningfully as a
cultural entity, were, like the features at Old Rosemont, considered
parts of a single site. Therefore, the 32 State Museum sites were
reduced to 22 sites by Archaeological Research Services. During the
course of the field work, an additional eight sites (which had not
previously been recorded) were located and studied. Accordingly, a total
of 30 sites was subjected to data recovery (Figure 1.2).

Report Content

In this report, an attempt was made to document the features and
artifacts found on and in the ground at the 30 sites investigated. As
much historical background was provided for each site as possible. The
level of data recovery was documented through surface collecting and
excavation. Excavation was limited because many sites had little or no
depth, and constraints were placed on the project by ANAMAX.
I have provided as detailed an identification and discussion of
the sites, features and artifacts as possible. The artifacts related to
each feature are presented in more detail than is usual in historic site
reports to permit the reader to independently evaluate our dates and
interpretations, and perhaps to derive independent interpretations and
conclusions in the process. Those artifacts with maker's marks, brand
names and other potentially identifiable information, which were not
dated or otherwise identified in the report, could not be located in the
standard sources. With access to city directories on a national basis,
and other sources, most could be identified and dated.
Each site on which we worked at Rosemont was classified on the
basis of its known (or probable) primary purpose. Thus, the sites were
reported under categories of mining, ranching, federal government (U.S.
Forest Service), local government (school) or miscellaneous. The latter
included the few sites whose functions could not be determined, and the
few that served two or more different, but equal purposes.
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The primary objectives of the project, to historically and
archaeologically document the significant historic sites in the Rosemont
area, were achieved. The information in this report demonstrates that,
despite the paucity of the historical record (particularly for the
predominantly Mexican population that labored in the mines and on small
ranches), it is possible to partially reconstruct the life styles and
behavior of these individuals during the years in which they eked out a
subsistence living at Rosemont.
Throughout this report, the terms "Rosemont" or "Rosemont area"
are used. They are equated with the project study area which generally
encompasses the portion of the Santa Rita Mountains east of the crest and
which is drained by the Wasp Canyon and McCleary Canyon washes to their
confluence with Barrel Canyon Wash.

Chapter 2
ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURAL SETTINGS

The Rosemont Environment

The Rosemont project area lies within the Coronado National
Forest at the north end of the east slope of the Santa Rita Mountains in
Pima County. It is about 30 airmiles southeast of Tucson, Arizona. The
Santa Ritas are oriented in a north-south direction and lie east of the
Santa Cruz River in both Pima and Santa Cruz counties. The mountains are
a component of the basin and range physiographical province which is
characteristic of much of southern Arizona. The highest peaks on the
crest of the Santa Rita Mountains (immediately west of the project area)
are: to the south, an unnamed hill (once named Anderson's Hill?) having
an elevation of 6290 ft; in the middle, Weigles Butte with an altitude of
6284 ft; and, to the north, Harts Butte at an elevation of about 6120 ft.
North of the project area is Mount Fagan, which is 6175 ft high. To the
northeast lie the Empire Mountains.
The Rosemont study area is defined by a series of generally eastwest oriented rounded ridges which are located between small, steep sided
ephemeral washes formed by eastward flowing tributaries to Wasp and
McCleary canyons. The natural environment of this area is summarized by
Debowski (1980) and is discussed in detail in Davis and Callahan (1977).
The geology of the project area is characterized by Cenozoic,
Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, and by Cenozoic volcanic and
intrusive igneous crystalline rocks. A broad band of predominantly
Cretaceous rocks, dipping to the east, comprise the foothills of the
Santa Rita Mountains. Older Cretaceous rocks are exposed along the
eastern margin of the mountain mass itself (Hargis and Harshbarger
1977b:43,56). Most of the springs at Rosemont are associated with
fractures in the Cretaceous rocks.
The U.S. Forest Service has mapped 18 soil units in the Rosemont
area. These tend to be calcareous, shallow and rocky. They do not have
well developed subsoils (Hargis and Harshbarger 1977b:43,56; Clemmons and
Leven 1971). Somewhat better, but areally limited, soils are found in
the flood plains along the drainages.
The drainage system at Rosemont is represented by a complex
network of ephemeral streams or washes which are tributaries to two
relatively minor branches of Barrel Canyon Wash, Wasp and McCleary
canyons. Most of the historic sites occur along these two branches of
Barrel Canyon. All of these streams flow only during periods of
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relatively intense rainfall, over half of which occurs during the period
of July through September. Precipitation at Rosemont averages 16 to 18
in per year (Sellers 1977:2). Barrel Canyon drains to the northeast
where it joins Davidson Canyon which lies between the Santa Rita and
Empire mountain ranges. Davidson Canyon Wash flows north into Pantano
Wash and ultimately into the Santa Cruz River.
Hargis and Harshbarger (1977a: Table C-4) list six major springs
which occur at Rosemont. Only three of these are within the project
area, two in McCleary canyon (at AZ EE:2:150 (ASM) and AZ EE:2:155
(ASM)), and one, Rosemont Spring near the VR Ranch. All have a discharge
of 0.01 CFS or less. The listing of only three springs at Rosemont is
somewhat misleading because, historically, springs were vital to life in
the area. Springs not mentioned by Hargis and Harshbarger were in use at
the Martinez Ranch, at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM), the Lopez Ranch (AZ EE:2:146
(ASM)) and probably at other sites.
The Rosemont area lies within the Arizona Upland Desert subregion
of the Sonoran Desert and includes both the Lower and Upper Sonoran Life
zones. The wide range of life forms existing at Rosemont are described
and discussed in detail by several authors in "An Environmental Inventory
of the Rosemont Area in Southern Arizona", edited by Davis and Callahan
(1977). In this report, McLaughlin and Van Asdall describe four major
vegetation communities: riparian, grassland, woodland and limestone
(1977:82). Except for the limestone community, which covers relatively
large areas along the east side of the mountain crest, these communities
tend to form a dendritic pattern created by grassland on ridge tops and
woodland along drainages. Within the project area, only a short segment
of Wasp Canyon (where it joins Barrel Canyon Wash and Barrel Canyon)
exhibits vegetation characteristic of the riparian community. There
appears to be considerable variation within each community depending upon
such determinants as elevation, slope, aspect and other localized
factors. Several species were of economic importance to the Rosemont
inhabitants, including oak, grape, walnut and cacti.
The vertebrate fauna at Rosemont were listed and discussed by Lowe
and Johnson (1977:116-166), Russell and others (1977:167-194), Roth
(1977:195-217) and Hungerford (1977:218-232). Several species, including
deer, javelina, quail, dove and rabbits, were probably of economic
importance to the historic occupants of the Rosemont sites.
Many changes have occurred in the Rosemont environment since
miners and cattlemen first came into the area, but few of these have been
observed and recorded in a systematic manner (Cooke and Reeves 1976;
Hastings and Turner 1965). Since the late 1800s, livestock grazing,
gradual lowering of the water table (Hastings and Turner 1965), removal
of large quantities of mesquite and oak for industrial and domestic uses
(about 1890-1920) or other factors have caused the populations of major
species (oaks, junipers, mesquite and grasses) to undergo considerable
change. For example, what would have been labeled oak woodland 50 years
ago would now be classified as juniper woodland (McLaughlin and Van
Asdall 1977:71). The lowered water table has affected springs at a
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number of sites. These springs, which provided a permanent water source
historically, are now dry or flow only during the rainy season.

Regional Historical Developments

The historic period in southern Arizona began with the Spanish
who made intermittent exploratory probes into the area as early as the
16th century. This contact became progressively more frequent and, as
the region became more widely known and accessible, the establishment of
settlements by missionaries, the military and ordinary citizens followed
as a matter of course. These pioneers founded Guevavi (1691), San Xavier
del Bac (1692), Tumacacori (1697), Tubac (1752) and Tucson (1776). These
settlements were all along the Santa Cruz River; several others were
established elsewhere in what is now southern Arizona. Many of the
Spanish period settlements developed into communities which are still in
existence.
Relatively quickly after the initial missionary and military
penetration of the area, settlers began exploring and exploiting the
mineral resources found in the Santa Rita, Patagonia and other mountain
ranges (Hinton 1954:193-196; Hodge 1965:129; Schrader 1915:20-21; Keith
1975:3) and establishing ranches and farms. With some exceptions, human
activities in southern Arizona at this time are very poorly documented.
By the time of Mexican independence in 1821, however, Apache
Indians had forced curtailment of mining operations, mineral exploration
and of agriculture in all of southern Arizona. Even so, most of the
petitions for Spanish and Mexican land grants were filed between 1820 and
1833. Provisions of the Gadsden Treaty subsequently provided that, if
the claimants to the grants could establish the validity of their grants,
the United States would recognize their ownership. All of the 19 cases,
except those relating to the Baca Float grants, were settled by 1904. At
one point, Baca Float No. 3 overlay the mining areas of the Santa Rita
Mountains. The problem of this grant was not resolved until 1914 (Walker
and Bufkin 1979:15).
The Gadsden Purchase of 1854 resulted in an American "invasion"
of southern Arizona that precipitated a mining boom during the latter
half of the 1850s along the Santa Cruz River Valley, especially in the
area around Tubac. Among the major firms engaged in mining during this
period were the Santa Rita Silver Mining Company, the Salero Mining
Company, the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company, the Arizona Mining and
Trading Company, the Sopori Land and Mining Company and the Arizona Land
and Mining Company. Individuals such as Charles Poston, Herman
Ehrenberg, Samuel Heintzelman, Sylvester Mowry, Robert Allen and William
Wrightson (Hinton 1954:197; Wagoner 1975:215, 385-387; Schrader 1915:22)
were the motivating forces behind much of this early effort.
Also during the 1850s, Americans came into the area for
agricultural purposes (Hinton 1954:286). Several ranches were
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established or were acquired from their Mexican owners; among the better
known of these were the Canoa, Sopori, Reventon, Pete Kitchen and Rhodes
ranches (Granger 1975:261, 318, 323, 325).
The Civil War (1861-1865) ended the resource exploitation boom of
the late 1850s because most of the U.S. Army garrisoned in Arizona was
needed in the east. The removal of the army encouraged and greatly
increased Apache hostilities to the point that, by 1864, the center of
mining (Tubac) had been abandoned and was in ruins. Apache activities
had a similarly negative effect on agriculture (Hinton 1954:224).
While a few hardy individuals continued sporadic mining
endeavors, it was nearly 10 years after the beginning of the Civil War
before mining became a widespread activity again. In the 1870s, many of
the mines developed in the 1850s were relocated and reopened and new
mines were located. With the army back in force in Arizona,
agriculturists also returned and, for the next several decades, continued
to flourish. In 1876, for example, the famous Empire Ranch was founded
through purchase of an already established ranch located east of the
Santa Rita Mountains.
During the Civil War, the Homestead Act (1862) was passed by
Congress, but it had little effect in Arizona. Subsequently, the Desert
Land Act of 1877, and, others, modified the 1862 act. In 1876, the
Greaterville gold placers were located. By the late 1870s, copper
deposits were being exploited at Helvetia, Twin Buttes, Silver Bell and
dozens of other locations in south central Arizona. The first mine known
to have been located in the Rosemont area was the Narragansett, found by
J.K. Brown in 1879.

Mining
today,
lands.
record

Accompanying the surge in mining activity in the 1870s, was the
Act passed by Congress in 1872. This act, which is still in force
clarified and codified acceptable mining practice on federal
It spelled out in detail how miners had to locate, mark and
a claim; how they could patent a claim; and so on.

The Southern Pacific Railroad line was extended through southern
Arizona during the period 1878-1880. This event, more than any other,
created a positive effect on the development of mining in Arizona, and it
insured a continuous effort to extract the mineral wealth of southern
Arizona. It enabled miners to economically ship ore to regional or
distant smelters, allowed them to have heavy mining equipment shipped
into the region and generally encouraged investments in mining.
In the early 1880s, a railroad line connecting Benson and Nogales
was constructed by the New Mexico and Arizona Railroad (1881-1882). This
line, more than any other, directly affected the Santa Rita miners.
The mining boom of the 1870s flourished unabated into the early
1880s; however, with boom times in the mining industry, bust is never far
behind. With the national depression of 1884, the force of the boom
subsided. Mining activity continued, of course, but on a more attenuated
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scale than before. It suffered again during the depression of 1893 when
silver prices dropped drastically. In the late 1890s, metal mining
regained much of its vitality but price fluctuations, metallurgical
problems and frequent changes in mine ownership and management plagued
any large, sustained operation (Keith 1974:3). During this period, in
1894, the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company built a smelter at Old
Rosemont.
The Santa Rita (1902), Santa Catalina (1902), Huachuca (1905) and
other Forest Reserves were established between 1902 and 1907. The
subsequent creation of the Coronado National Forest from some of these in
1908 had an effect on mining (Ames 1967:120). Ultimately, the Coronado
National Forest encompassed all the major mountain ranges in southeastern
Arizona. Forest Service employees had (or attempted to acquire)
responsibility and authority over the cutting of wood for mine timbers,
fence posts and firewood; construction of wagon roads; use of water; use
of fire; existence of saloons located on federal lands; homesteads and
mining claims; hunting; and grazing (Document 39).
Ranching was also profoundly affected by the creation of the
forest reserves. The government began regulating land tenure which had
an effect on local settlement patterns and range use (Schaefer 1979:28).
Previously, federal lands were used openly without regard to ownership or
impacts on those lands. After 1902, no new ranches or other inholdings
(except mining claims) could be established and use of the reserves, for
whatever purpose, became highly regulated. Private property within the
reserves included only the patented mining claims and those holdings
which had been properly settled before 1902. Grazing and other uses of
the reserves were permitted, so while individuals could not establish a
new ranch within a reserve, they could exploit its resources.
In general, the period from 1900 to 1915 was one characterized by
sporadic progress in some mines and none at all in others. A depression
in 1907-1908 idled the smelters in Helvetia, Rosemont, Washington Camp
and Duquesne; however, the mines at Helvetia, Greaterville, Empire and
other areas continued to produce (Schrader 1915:25-27). Agriculture,
while often suffering the same economic problems as mining, was
relatively stable during this period. In 1903, the Santa Rita
Experimental Range was established on the west side of the Santa Rita
Mountains by the Department of the Interior to study and improve grazing.
Homesteaders were given additional encouragement during this period by
the passage of the Enlarged Homestead Act in 1909, and later by the Stock
Raising Homestead Act of 1916.
World War I brought a more favorable market for minerals. As a
result, mining activity increased across southern Arizona, especially in
Pima county where the first large scale, open pit copper mine was
developed at Ajo (Keith 1974:3).
The depression of 1929 and subsequent years marked a period of
steep decline in major mining activities throughout Arizona. Not until
World War II did a high level of production resume. The major copper
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production period in southern Arizona began in 1950 and has continued
more or less unabated to the present.
The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 was passed by Congress in the same
year that President Roosevelt ended homesteading on federal lands. The
Grazing Act permitted the creation of grazing districts on public lands,
established that the tees collected would be divided between federal and
state governments and generally put additional restraints on the
agricultural use of federal lands.
Perhaps not surprisingly, agricultural developments in southern
Arizona historically have often closely paralleled the developmental
periods in mining. As with mining, when times were good, ranches and
farms were established, expanded, improved and experimented upon. When
times were difficult, ranches and farms were often abandoned or their
owners eked out only a meager subsistence. Nonetheless, agriculture has
frequently been a more stable and consistent source of livelihood than
mining in southern Arizona.

Rosemont Area Historical Developments

During the historic period, the Santa Rita Mountains received
enthusiastic attention from individuals interested in extracting mineral
wealth. First came the small scale and poorly documented Spanish and
Mexican workings in the southern part of the range. These early efforts
were followed in the late 1850s, after the Gadsden Purchase, by an influx
of individuals from the eastern United States who precipitated a small
boom in the Tubac area. Mining activity slowed to a point where it was
virtually nonexistent during the Civil War, but interest in copper, gold
and silver revived in the early 1870s. It continued more or less
unabated until the present, except during times of economic or political
stress.
According to Schrader (1915:91), no legal mining districts were
established in the Santa Rita Mountains. Through common usage, however,
five subdivisions are generally referred to as districts. These are,
from south to north, the Tyndall, Wrightson, Mt. Baldy, Greaterville and
Helvetia districts.
Rosemont is usually considered to be a part of the Helvetia
District. However, because Rosemont is on the east slope of the
mountains, it is sometimes thought of as a separate entity and is
occasionally referred to as the "Rosemont District" (Keith 1974:29).
That very little prospecting occurred, or that few claims were
located in the Helvetia-Rosemont areas in the 1870s, is supported by the
1877 publications of Hinton (1954) and Hodge (1965). While discussing
Santa Rita mining activities at length, these papers make no reference to
any mining north of Greaterville. The Greaterville placers were
discovered by a prospector named Smith in 1874. They were worked
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extensively during the 1870s and sporadically for many years after
(Schrader 1915:86; Wilson 1978:72).
Possibly, claims were located before the Civil War at what later
became Helvetia, but records do not extend earlier than the late 1870s
when three claims were located by L.M. Grover (Schrader 1915:96). By
1912, mining activities at Helvetia had passed their peak.
In addition to Helvetia, small camps were located at one time or
another within the Helvetia District at the Rosemont, Tiptop, Blue Jay,
Proctor and Deering, Beuhman, Cuprite, Pauline, Metallic, Helena,
Scholefield and Ridley mines (Schrader 1915:92). Only Rosemont concerns
us here.
The first known claim activity in the Rosemont area was by J.K.
Brown, who located the Narragansett claim in 1879. It is more than
likely that other individuals explored the district, but no records exist
of their efforts. William McCleary states (McCleary N.D.) that he was in
the Rosemont area (apparently known then as Furnace Gulch) as early as
1879, but the first claim to which his name is attached is the Backbone.
This claim was located by Thomas Deering and McCleary in 1885. The
Eclipse claim was surveyed in 1882 and patented in 1884 by M.L. Gerould
(Document 115). The Backbone and the Eclipse, along with the Triangle,
were later known as the Eclipse Group (Schrader 1915:118). All three are
located on the west side of the Narragansett. A related claim, the
Backbone Mill site lying east of the Narragansett, was located in 1896.
The Backbone, the Backbone Mill site and the Triangle claims were
surveyed and patented in 1911 by Gilbert Dunbar (Document 114). Numerous
claims were located and worked but were never patented.
Other early claims were located south of Anderson's Hill in 1888
(Mohawk Silver), in 1892 (Altamont and Tremont) and in 1894 (Empire).
These claims were patented by the Lewisohn Brothers in 1899.
During the same period, the establishment of the Rosemont
Smelting and Mining Company (1894) by William McCleary, J.L. Rose and
others marked the beginning of what would hopefully be large scale mining
at Rosemont. In 1896, this short lived business was taken over by the
Rosemont Mining and Smelting Company and, later, by the Rosemont Copper
Company. Both were creations of the Lewisohn Brothers and survived until
about 1910.
In 1915, W.R. Ramsdell began full scale exploitation of the
Narragansett mine which he had purchased from J.K. Brown. Ramsdell was
bankrupt by 1919. With the demise of Ramsdell's operation, the era of
large scale mineral extraction at Rosemont came to an end.
Concurrent with the activities of McCleary, Rose and Ramsdell
were a myriad of efforts by smaller operators. Singly, or in concert
with others, these men located, developed and exploited their claims,
usually with limited success.
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The Lewisohns continued to operate their numerous claims, either
through one of their own companies or by leasing the claims to others,
until 1961 when their holdings were sold by the Trustees of the Lewisohn
Estate to the Banner Copper Company. In 1973, Amax Mining Company
purchased the Banner holdings and, with Anaconda Copper Company, formed
the ANAMAX Mining Company which today owns most of the Rosemont area
(Schaefer 1979:26).
Historically, agriculture within the Rosemont area was limited,
and little documentation is available for that which did exist. The only
major ranching operation established in the Rosemont project area was the
VR Ranch. This property was first occupied in 1883 by Edward Vail, who
was awarded a homestead patent for it in 1908. The history of
agriculturally related sites is presented in Chapter 5.
With the establishment of the Santa Rita Forest Reserve in 1902,
the federal government became actively involved in the Rosemont area.
The responsibility of managing the reserves was initially that of the
Department of the Interior, which relinquished it to the Department of
Agriculture in early 1905. Shortly thereafter, in mid-1905, the U.S.
Forest Service was founded.
The point at which actual "occupation" of the Rosemont area by
the Forest Reserve employees began appears to have been September 1904.
The construction of facilities specifically for them began near old
Rosemont in late 1904. Further details on the Forest Service facilities
can be found in Chapter 6.

Chapter 3
THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Introduction

The research program for this project was designed to identify
sites and features, date their use, determine their functions and,
insofar as possible, to develop an assessment of life at Rosemont which
would cover socio-cultural behavior, settlement or demographic patterns,
subsistence and the level of technology required to be a miner or
rancher. The assessment or evaluation of these factors at Rosemont was
based upon archaeological and historical records, and the reminiscences
of individuals who, in one way or another, participated in that society.

The Research Design

In the research design, prepared in 1982 for the Arizona State
Museum, several potential research questions, or problem domains, were
enumerated under four general headings: socio-cultural behavior,
demography, subsistence and technology. The specific questions posed
were primarily intended to express the range of possibilities or to
suggest parameters, rather than being a list of research goals that could
and must be addressed. The formulation of these questions was based on
our preproject knowledge and expectations. These research questions
were expressed as "general research goals" and "specific research
interests."

General Research Goals

The general research goal of the project was to establish and
verify the basic culture history of the Rosemont sites. Using
documentary sources, interviews and the results of an evaluation of
archaeological site data (including artifacts and the relationships
between the distribution of artifacts and cultural features), it was
expected that dates of occupation, function and cultural and ethnic
affiliations of each site could be determined.
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Specific Research Interests

In formulating the specific research questions, a number of
assumptions had to be made. The Rosemont area sites were seen as
manifestations of rural mining and ranching activity. Their residents
had ample contact with surrounding communities, transportation and
communication systems and other factors which indicated their role, on a
daily basis, as components of a geographically large and complex socioeconomic system. In a very general way, historical documentary sources
provided the project workers with a sense of awareness of who was at
Rosemont, when and in what activities these individuals were engaged.
However, this information was insufficient to provide an adequate picture
of the Rosemont resident's day to day activities, life styles, cultural
diversity and relationships both within the community and with external
commercial and population centers. It was not clear in what manner, and
to what extent, this type of information would be reflected in the
archaeological record. To develop the type of information which might be
applied to a more precise evaluation of the activities of Rosemont's
miners and ranchers, the categories of specific research interest, which
follow, were prepared and subsequently refined during the course of field
work and analysis. Data pertinent to the questions listed within these
categories were thought to be reflected in three sources: archaeology,
historic documents and interviews. Of course, not all three sources were
expected to equally provide the quantity or quality of data relevant to
any given question. The four categories of specific research interest
were: socio-cultural behavior, demography, subsistence and technology.

Socio-Cultural Behavior
In the category of socio-cultural behavior, historical sources
and interviews were expected to provide data on interaction among miners,
ranchers and neighboring communities. Archaeology was expected to
supplement this information through the recovery of ethnically oriented
artifacts and evidence of nonlocal sources for food, supplies and
equipment.
This category of research interest was expressed and elaborated
by the following series of questions:
1. What was the nature of the interactions between: the
Rosemont miners and the residents of nearby mining communities such as
Greaterville and Helvetia; the Rosemont area ranchers; and the Rosemont
miners and ranchers?
2. To what extent and in what manner did the Rosemont miners
interact with the residents of Tucson, with other communities such as
Nogales, Patagonia and Vail?
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To what extent and in what manner did the ethnic composition
3.
of the Rosemont miners and ranchers affect their mutual interaction and
their interaction with the regional population?
Did interaction between residents and between communities
4.
involve primarily economic factors, or were social and cultural concerns
major considerations in the structuring of interaction?
Were there major differences between the ethnic composition
5.
of the Old Rosemont and New Rosemont mining communities?
6.

In what recreational activities did the Rosemont residents

7.

Was kinship a factor in structuring the mine labor force?

engage?

Were there ethnic or socio-economic differences among the
8.
Rosemont residences which would have supported class or status
distinctions?
9.

To what extent are these factors reflected archaeologically?

Demography
Much of the data relating to demographic questions, such as the
characteristics of settlement patterns and changes through time, were
expected to be archaeological in nature. It was thought that the U.S.
census would provide information on population and ethnic
characteristics. Informants were also expected to provide relevant data
on the nature of settlement, settlement dynamics and family size and
makeup.
This category of research interest was expressed by the following
questions:
What were the ethnic compositions of the Rosemont mining
1.
communities (both Old Rosemont and New Rosemont) and of the ranches?
What were the population characteristics (that is, size,
2.
age, sex, occupation, marital status) of the Rosemont communities and
the area ranches through time?
Were there differences in population characteristics between
3.
the Old Rosemont and New Rosemont communities?
To what extent were the mining communities occupied
4.
primarily by males or by males and their families?
In what way did the population characteristics of the
5.
Rosemont communities relate to task specialization or to status
differences among the residents?
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6.
What factors (such as economic, social, natural
environmental) contributed to the selection of the Old Rosemont and New
Rosemont town sites, to the distribution of personal or family dwellings,
and to the location of support facilities such as stores within and
adjacent to the communities?
Were there differences between the settlement patterns of
7.
Old Rosemont and New Rosemont?
Was the Rosemont community settlement pattern similar to or
8.
divergent from those of nearby mining communities, such as Helvetia?
9. To what extent did the ethnic composition of residents
influence the settlement patterns of the Rosemont communities?
To what extent were socio-economic differences among
10.
residents reflected in the settlement patterns of the community?
Were the work forces of Old and New Rosemont relatively
11.
stable, or did they vary over the years?
Did the Old and New Rosemont settlement patterns change
12.
through time?
What was the relationship between the structure of the work
13.
forces and settlement patterns?
To what extent are the preceding considerations reflected in
14.
the archaeological remains?

Subsistence
Archaeological materials were expected to provide information
diagnostic of subsistence activities and economic status. Informants
were expected to supply details regarding food procurement and
processing. It was not anticipated that documentary sources would
contribute substantially to this category of the research.
Questions pertaining to subsistence were:
1.
In what ways did the Rosemont miners and ranchers adapt to
the natural environment?
2. What were the food procurement, distribution and processing
systems of the Rosemont area residents?
3.
In what manner, and to what extent, were external markets
related to the subsistence behavior of the Rosemont population?
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4. Were there socio-economic and ethnic differences in the
dietary and food procurement systems of Rosemont?
5. Were there differences in the degree to which the residents
of Old Rosemont and the later New Rosemont relied upon locally available
food resources?
6. To what extent was local ranching supportive of the Rosemont
subsistence system?
7. Was task specialization on the basis of age or sex a factor
in the Rosemont subsistence system?
8. What was the nature of the economic system or network that
provided a link between the Rosemont communities and external regional
commodities sources and markets such as Tucson?
9. To what extent was the Rosemont population influenced by the
national economic system?
10. To what extent are the preceding reflected in the
archaeological record?

Technology
Documentary and informant sources were anticipated to be
particularly useful in determining the sequence and technology of ore
extraction and processing, the nature of the communications and supply
network, and in providing information pertaining to ranching technology.
Archaeology was expected to provide information on the material aspects
of mining and ranching.
This category of research interest was expressed by the following
questions:
1. What was the sequence and technology of ore extraction and
processing used at Rosemont?
2. Did this technology differ between the operations at Old
Rosemont and New Rosemont?
3. What was the relationship between the regional communication
and supply networks and the mining technology used at Rosemont?
4.
5.
Rosemont?

Was a complete mining system represented at Rosemont?
What components of local ranching technology were used at

6. To what extent can these questions be answered
archaeologically?
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It was anticipated that it might not be possible to fully address
each of these questions, due to the nature of site disturbance and the
lack of complete archaeological access to the full range of sites present
at Rosemont.
In addition to the specific research interests noted above, the
effects of site disturbance on historic resources were to be evaluated.
This would be accomplished through examination of the nature and extent
of disturbance in order to: determine why certain sites were disturbed
and others were not; identify agents responsible for causing destruction;
and to compare destructive impacts on federal and private lands.

Archaeology

The study of the Rosemont area began with relocation of each site
recorded by the Arizona State Museum. This process was generally a
simple one. Assistance was provided by Bruce Huckell of the State Museum
and by following directions on the field survey forms. Once a site had
been relocated and its limits defined, the individual features were found
and given an initial evaluation. In a number of cases, such as at the
community of Old Rosemont, several State Museum sites were combined in
order to more closely reflect historical reality. This effort was
usually based upon the available historical documentation which had been
studied prior to beginning field work.
After this preliminary evaluation, a large scale map was prepared
for each site and a grid network of 5-foot squares placed over each
feature. Both of these tasks were performed using a transit, except in
cases of single features or other very small and uncomplicated sites.
Brush clearing was often necessary before the surface grids could be laid
out or mapping could begin.
In most cases, the grid was laid over the maximum extent of the
trash scatter around a feature or, if the trash scatter itself was the
feature, over the full extent of the trash. The grid squares were
numbered serially, rather than by more traditional methods such as that
described by Hester, and others (1975). The grid squares provided
horizontal control for surface collections and defined excavation units
(EU). The squares were labeled EU-1, EU-2 and so on.
While one part of the field crew laid out the grid and collected
surface trash, another prepared a detailed scale map of each feature.
The field supervisor documented these activities with extensive
descriptive and, where possible, interpretative notes. Each site and
feature was photographed before and after clearing, and before, during
and after any excavation.
Throughout the project, the collection of surface artifacts was
emphasized over excavation. This was due to the nature of site
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ownership, which has been previously discussed. We were discouraged from
intensive excavation efforts, especially on those sites owned by ANAMAX.
Surface collection, which could be performed quickly and efficiently,
provided the easiest access to the maximum quantity of cultural debris on
most of the sites. Usually, the surface trash had been reduced to very
small fragments. For example, with only one or two exceptions, no whole
bottles or ceramic objects were found. Rarely was even a bottle base
found intact.
Total (100 percent) collection was attempted on most features to
facilitate the location of dwellings and other buildings; to provide
deposition dates for approximation of occupation dates of each feature;
and to determine site and feature functions.
In a few instances, surface collections of less than 100 percent
were made. These collection samples (as low as 20 percent) were selected
through the use of a random number table. When a site or feature was
less than 100 percent collected, datable or other diagnostic artifacts
were occasionally collected from squares outside the sample area. This
approach was used only where the features or sites consisted entirely of
trash. In two or three cases, where less than 10 artifacts were found on
a feature, artifacts were collected using the grab sample method.
Surface collected artifacts were bagged by grid square, assigned a
number, entered on the bag list and transported to the Tempe laboratory
for processing. Large surface artifacts such as boards, sheet metal,
most bricks and other large or heavy objects were recorded in the field
and left in place.
Excavations were limited to a very few sites where: the depth of
fill was obvious; building remains were observed; and those rare
instances where latrines were located. Some fill was removed to expose
covered or partially covered rock alignments, building foundations or
footings and other architecturally related features.
Excavations were conducted in natural levels where possible. The
5-foot square grid provided horizontal control. Shovels and smaller hand
tools were used to remove the deposits which were then screened through
1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth. All portable artifacts were collected,
bagged, numbered, listed on a bag list and sent to the laboratory.
Nonportable artifacts were recorded and left in place.
Field documents, such as notes, maps, drawings and photographs;
laboratory recording forms (used to order and analyze the artifacts); and
the artifacts themselves are housed at the Arizona State Museum.

History

From the perspective of mining, Rosemont has been a marginal area
throughout its history. It had generally low quality ore that was rarely
found in easily accessible quantities and water was not readily available
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in the quantity needed for industrial uses. Rosemont's geographic
isolation, poor access to transportation routes, distance from a
railroad and other factors also limited development. For these reasons,
most of the local miners operated on a small scale. Like small
businesses everywhere in that time, few or no records were kept and fewer
still survived. This fact, added to the basically secretive nature of
mining activity (especially at the explorative level) excluded the
accumulation of records for public use. The occupants of the Rosemont
area were primarily poorly educated Mexicans. While a few of the
residents had small ranches, most of them worked in the mines. None had
a reason for keeping records or otherwise documenting their existence at
Rosemont. Accordingly, the quantity and quality of historical records
for the Rosemont project area are limited.
The search for documentation providing general and site specific
historical information was begun prior to the fieldwork and continued
throughout the project. Initially, advantage was taken of the previous
work by Schaefer (1979), Debowski (1980) and Baker (1980). Their
research provided more than an adequate beginning point for developing a
history of the Rosemont area.
No single library, institution, government agency or individual
possessed all of the information available on any specific mine, camp,
ranch or other site.
Information on mines and mining came from several sources,
including: the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson; the Arizona
Collection and Arizona Historical Foundation, Carl Hayden Library,
Arizona State University, Tempe; the Department of Library, Archives, and
Public Records, Phoenix; the Pima County Recorder's Office, Tucson; the
Arizona Department of Mineral Resources, Phoenix; the Arizona Bureau of
Geology and Mineral Technology, Tucson; and the Bureau of Land
Management, U.S. Department of Interior, Phoenix.
Records for Rosemont's schools were located at: the office of
the Pima County Superintendent of Schools, Tucson; the Arizona Historical
Society; Special Collections, Main Library, University of Arizona,
Tucson; and the Department of Library, Archives, and Public Records.
Documents and other information relating to homesteading and
ranching were located at the Bureau of Land Management, Arizona
Historical Society and the National Archives in Washington, D.C.
Little information of value was found for the U.S. Forest Service
facilities at Rosemont. Some information was obtained from the
Supervisor's Office, Coronado National Forest, Tucson.
The unpublished records, documents and other types of information
examined at the above locations included: newspapers, correspondence,
business records, mining engineer's reports, GLO and other maps, mining
claim survey maps and field notes, corporation records, school district
ledgers and journals, U.S. Forest Service field diaries, photographs, the
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U.S. census and others.

Interviews

The Arizona State Museum conducted five interviews with
individuals more or less familiar with the Rosemont area (Schaefer 1979).
Of these, the information obtained from Ruperto Lopez is the most useful.
An interview of Flaviano (Floyd) Daniels (conducted by Sims 1976) also
provided important information. Baker (1980) interviewed Robert Saenz
who drew a sketch map of New Rosemont as it was ca 1918. No attempt was
made by Archaeological Research Services, Inc. to reinterview these
individuals.
Interviews were conducted with: Mrs. Harold Lee, whose father
was the second U.S. Forest Service Ranger at Rosemont; Mrs. Anita
Vindiola, who lived at the Lopez Ranch in the 1930s; Mrs. Eleanor Davis,
whose grandfather, J.K. Brown, located the Narragansett Mine; Mrs. Emil
Geffert, whose father, W.S. George, was the second postmaster at Old
Rosemont; Frank Encinas and Josefina Romero Encinas, who had both lived
in the Rosemont area; John Pomeroy, a former U.S. Forest Service employee
at Rosemont; and Mrs. Evelyn Muheim, whose husband Joseph had mined in
the Rosemont area.
Old Rosemont was in operation from 1894 to ca 1910 and New
Rosemont from 1915 to 1921. Individuals alive in 1982 who were old
enough to have a Rosemont "world view" (as opposed to a view only of
home, siblings and parents), say at age 12 or more in 1900, would now be
at least 94 years of age. A 12 year old individual living in New
Rosemont in 1921 would be 73 in 1982. Thus, the pool of potentially
alert, knowledgeable individuals to interview was extremely limited. To
compound the problem, many of those who were at Rosemont are highly
mobile, Spanish speaking individuals who were difficult to identify and
locate. Most informants will remember the later postmajor mining
period, that is after 1919 when very few individuals were living in the
Rosemont area. Most of Rosemont's residents during the period of
interest are gone; only a few of the stragglers remain.
One faces a number of problems when using elderly informants; not
the least of these is the human memory. Most of the people interviewed
are totally unfamiliar with reading U.S.G.S. and other maps used by
archaeologists, so to point out a location on one and ask, "Is this where
your family lived?" is generally a waste of time. On site visits are
necessary if one expects to obtain adequate results from an informant.
The major problem with the use of informants is the interviewer's lack of
knowledge about the area and sites about which information is needed.
Without a good knowledge of the sites, the history of the area and of the
local geography, the end result of an interview can be ambiguous,
misleading and often of little use. Without in depth prior knowledge of
the site or area involved, a rambling, open ended interview results. The
more soundly based the interviewer is in the essentials, the greater will
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be his or her control over the interview and the final product. Usually,
it is best to conduct several interviews of the same individual over a
period of time, because the knowledge of the interviewer improves and the
informant will recall additional information.
Multiple interviews were conducted with Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Davis,
Mrs. Vindiola, Frank Encinas and Mrs. Encinas. Mrs. Geffert and Mrs.
Muheim were interviewed only one time each because their knowledge of
Rosemont was for the most part indirect. Site visits were made with Mrs.
Davis, Mrs. Vindiola, Mrs. Encinas and Mr. Encinas.

Laboratory Analysis

About two months after field work began, the process of cleaning
the artifacts was initiated. This relatively mechanical procedure was
followed by labeling. Because every bag was assigned a number in the
field and recorded on a bag number form, labeling simply involved putting
the bag number on all of the artifacts, except wire and nails.
After the labeling process was completed, the artifacts in each
of the nearly 6800 bags were laid out bag by bag, sorted by artifact
class and recorded on forms prepared for this purpose. For all
artifacts, the provenience, technological information and method of
manufacturing was recorded as appropriate. Color, form, size, contents
and embossed lettering was noted for bottle glass. Ceramics were
recorded by form, decoration, size, maker's marks and by type of ceramic,
that is, earthen ware, porcelain or stone ware. Cans were documented by
size, content and lettering; and, nails were noted by type and size.
Because of the diversity in types, functions, materials and so on, other
metal artifacts were descriptively recorded, rather than summarized on
forms. The same procedure was used for shell, bone and other
miscellaneous artifacts.
While recording the metal artifacts, several dozen were selected
for further cleaning. Those selected were chosen either because of the
possibility that they could contain obscured patent dates, brand names
and other useful information, or because further cleaning was required
for identification. These artifacts were cleaned by the electrolytic ,
procesfEdwaM.Fortie,whasmbldnoperathcsry
apparatus.
Upon completion of the preliminary analytical process of
separating, sorting and classifying the artifacts and recording the
information on forms, the distribution of various classes and subclasses
of artifacts (glass, ceramics, nails and so on) were plotted within each
feature to determine if clustering or patterning was observable.
Subsequently, for the purposes of further analysis, all identifiable
artifacts were classified by function, using a version of Sprague's
(1981) system.

Chapter 4
THE MINING SITES

The history and archaeology of two major mining camps, Old
Rosemont (1894-1910) and New Rosemont (1915-1921), are presented in this
chapter. Both were extensive sites, once housing large numbers of
individuals who exploited the mineral resources of the Santa Rita
Mountains. In addition, there are discussions of 11 smaller sites whose
occupants were also engaged in mining. These 11 sites encompassed
habitation sites, a precipitation facility, a leaching tank and a mine.
The documentation for mining claims in the Rosemont area was
incomplete and confusing. Many claims were located by McCleary, Rose and
numerous other individuals before the creation of the Rosemont Smelting
and Mining Company in 1894. Few of these were ever actually mined, and
fewer still were ever patented. Through time, beginning about 1879,
claims were located, forgotten and new ones located, sometimes over the
old. These in turn would be forgotten.
The largest mining operations and most productive lodes were
those mined over the years by the owners and lessees of the Rosemont and
Narragansett claims. Other claims were also mined from time to time. No
attempt has been made here to discover or to report all of those involved
or to reconstruct a complete history of mining in the Rosemont area. In
fact, most of these (including the Rosemont and Narragansett mines) were
outside the study area.
Mining, as an industrial process from mine to market, was
actually very poorly represented in the sites studied as part of this
project.

AZ EE:2:138(ASM): Old Rosemont

The site of the former mining community of Old Rosemont (Figure
4.1) is located along Forest Road 231 and Wasp Canyon Wash, just west of
its confluence with Barrel Canyon Wash in the South 1/2 of the SW 1/4,
Section 29, T18S, R16E. The site is situated primarily within the
riparian and grassland vegetation zones as designated by McLaughlin and
Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). Site elevation varies from about 4790 ft
to about 4940 ft.
The community was spread out east-west along both sides of Wasp
Canyon Wash; however, most of the site lay on the north bank between the
wash and the ridge top.
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AZ EE:2:138(ASM) includes Arizona State Museum field numbers X72S3-L5, X88-S1-L1, X88-S2-L1, M76-S1-L1, HP18-S4-L1, HP18-S4-L2 and HP18S4-L3. The site is spread out over a maximum area 2000 ft east-west by
500 ft north-south.

History

The earliest mention of the occupation of this site is in the
records of the Pima County Recorder's Office (Document 61). The records
state that a cabin "many years occupied" by William B. McCleary stood
within the boundaries of what, in 1894, became the Chicago Mill Site, one
of seven mill site claims at this location. The cabin was not indicated
on the Roskruge mineral survey map of 1898 (Document 62).
William McCleary came to the Santa Rita Mountains in 1879 and
settled on the east side in what was then known as Furnace Gulch. In
partnership with L.J. Rose, he located and developed 30 claims. In 1894,
they established the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company. At that time
McCleary's original camp became the community of Rosemont, named after
the company's principal stockholder, L.J. Rose of California.
The Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company was an incorporated, but
loosely operated, business owned by L.J. Rose (5000 shares), William
McCleary (3000 shares) and William Shaw (1000 shares). No record of the
incorporation has been located. Rose was named President of the firm.
In addition, William Mulvaney, Rose's son-in-law, and Judge C.W. Wright
were named Directors; each was given, or sold (on an informal basis) five
shares in the company. Later a Mr. Monihan, the company's bookkeeper,
replaced Mulvaney as a Director (Document 63).
The only record maintained by the Rosemont Smelting and Mining
Company of its business affairs consisted of a minute book. According to
the minutes of February 22, 1896, the stockholders agreed at that time to
sell the firm to the Lewisohn Brothers (Document 63).
Although the developmental history of Rosemont is confusing,
contemporary newspaper articles helped to sort some of it out.
By June of 1894 development was under way at Rosemont (Document
86) and by early July 50 men were at work preparing the smelter site and
developing a mine, probably the Chicago (Document 87). By mid July the
excavation had been nearly completed for the smelter location (Document
88) and by the end of October the smelter had been erected and blown in
(Document 89). On December 21, 1894 the Phoenix Daily Herald (Document
90) reported that the Rosemont copper mines had not been closed down but
that little development of mines had actually been done. The Herald
remarked that it was hardly practical to try to operate an 80 ton smelter
on surface materials. In other words, the smelter was in operating
condition but no ore was available for it. Obviously the company was in
financial trouble.
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On December 22, 1894 (Document 91) the Arizona Silver Belt
reported that "Rosemont" was to be sold at auction on January 9, 1895.
To be sold were groceries, provisions, hardware, tin ware, mining tools,
stoves, all equipment necessary to furnish a small hotel, as well as all
equipment necessary to furnish a blacksmith shop, 13 mules, four wagons,
horses and other property (Document 92). Real property was not sold.
Somehow McCleary and Rose managed to survive despite having to
sell the contents of the store, blacksmith shop, hotel and so on.
By May
1895 (Document 93) McCleary was quoted as saying that the "Rosemont
Copper Company's" 60 ton smelter would be blown in about June 1; in mid
July it actually was in use to process 700 tons of ore (Document 94).
Then it was again shut down. The reference to the "Rosemont Copper
Company", instead of the correct Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company,
appears to simply be a newspaper reporter's inaccuracy.
In mid October the Arizona Silver Belt (Document 95) again
reported that the Rosemont camp was booming and that the smelter would
shortly be blown in.
On February 27, 1896 the Phoenix Daily Herald (Document 96)
announced the sale of Rosemont Copper Mines and camp to the Lewisohn
Brothers of New York who paid between $30,000 and $40,000 for everything.
Later, on July 2, the Arizona Silver Belt (Document 97) reported the
same sale of all of the "Rosemont Mining and Smelting Company" assets.
In early December John Weigle sold 12 claims, including the Mohawk, to
the Lewisohns who appeared to be expanding their holding within the
Helvetia Mining District (Document 98). A day later the Citizen reported
that the water jacket of the 60 ton smelter at Rosemont had been
freighted to Tucson for repairs at the firm of Gardiner, Worthing and
Goss (Document 99). This presumably was a part of the smelter damaged in
the explosion which finally put McCleary and Rose out of business.
Francis Hereford, the Lewisohn Brothers' attorney in Tucson,
advised and assisted the Lewisohns in their purchase of the holdings of
the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company. Hereford was instructed that
no reference to the Lewisohn Brothers, a copartnership or any Lewisohn
corporation, was to be made on the deeds or other official documents
relating to the acquisition and ownership of the Rosemont property. Only
the name of Leonard Lewisohn, as an individual was to be used (Document
64). Apparently Hereford had filed part of the official documents in the
Lewisohn Brothers' name and subsequently had to change them. Why the
Lewisohns wanted no reference to their incorporated entities is not
clear.
Hereford reported to the Lewisohns that there were very few
records of the company's activities. The legal status of shareholders,
in addition to Rose, McCleary and Shaw, was open to question. He
suggested to the Lewisohns that to insure protection of their interests
they should obtain patents on the claims purchased from the Rosemont
Smelting and Mining Company (Document 62).
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A year after the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company agreed to
sell, Hereford was still attempting to acquire consent from all the
shareholders, formal and informal, for the sale which in fact had already
occurred. Because of the confused state of the records, Hereford
believed it necessary to obtain consent, even from the informal
stockholders. This took time because Mulvaney and Monihan were difficult
to locate. Hereford's advice to patent the claims was therefore all the
more relevant (Documents 64-65).
The Lewisohns began operations as the Rosemont Copper Mines and
soon thereafter as the Rosemont Copper Company. Neither business was
incorporated in the State of Arizona.
By early January, 1897, the Lewisohns had 40 men employed at the
Rosemont mines (Document 100) and by mid January the work force had
increased to 75 with expectations that it would grow larger (Document
101). In June the smelter was blown in (Document 102).
In mid 1898 George Roskruge, with the help of others, including
Ed Vail, a local rancher, surveyed 46 claims and seven mill sites so that
they could be patented (Document 103).
The 21 core claims and seven mill sites (Old Rosemont) at
Rosemont were surveyed by George Roskruge in 1898 (Document 62) and then
patented in 1899 (BLM patent No. 30792, April 4, 1899). They are:
Coconino
Oregon Copper
Chicago
Erie
Marion
Franklin
Cushing
Central
Old Put Consolidated
Old Pap Copper
Falls
Ajax Consolidated
Hilo Consolidated
Cuba

York
Daylight
Potomac
Don Webster
Patrick Henry
LaFayette
R.G. Ingersoll
Chicago Mill Site
Coconino Mill Site
Old Put Mill Site
Oregon Mill Site
Ajax Consolidated Mill Site
Old Pap Mill Site
Franklin Mill Site

The claims were patented by Leonard Lewisohn for the Lewisohn
Brothers through assignee Charles Welch. They are situated between
Hart's Butte and the Narragansett claim on the north and Anderson's Hill
on the south. The mill sites lie to the east of the claims at the
junction of Barrel and Wasp Canyons and are collectively known as Old
Rosemont. According to Mineral Survey 1297A and B (Document 62) the 21
claims were located between January, 1890 and February, 1894. Six of the
mill sites were located on December 20, 1894, and one, Ajax Consolidated,
was located June 26, 1898. A number of other claims were recorded north,
south and west of the study area by Roskruge for Lewisohn at the same
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time the core claims were surveyed.
Of the 28 claims, the Coconino, Hilo Consolidated, Old Put
Consolidated, Potomac, York and Oregon Copper Mill Site claims, which had
originally belonged to the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company, were
patented by the Lewisohns. The remainder of those patented were
apparently new claims. A number of claims obtained from Rose and
McCleary's company, including the Furnace, Post, Rose, Copper Bell and
Moultrie were not patented. Also, their Mohawk and Amole claims located
outside the Rosemont core were patented as were several that originally
belonged to parties other than the Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company.
Ultimately the Lewisohns acquired 59 patented and unpatented claims
(Documents 66-69).
The Nogales Oasis (Document 104) states that the Rosemont Copper
Company shipped its bullion via the Sonoita Station of the New Mexico and
Arizona Railroad, and unloaded coke there to be hauled to the smelter at
Rosemont.
The Lewisohns were unable to sustain their operation at Rosemont.
The mines were closed briefly in 1899 due to a lack of coke for the
smelter (Document 105); the smelter was idle again at the end of 1901
(Keith 1974:31). MacFarlane (1943) states that the smelter worked
intermittently until 1903 when it was stopped for good. Alexander (N.D.)
reports that the operation was leased to an unnamed individual or firm in
1906. Keith (1974:31), Popoff (1940:14) and Schrader (1915:25) all state
that the Rosemont smelter finally stopped operating because of a
depression resulting from national financial problems in 1907-1908.
The Arizona Business Directory (Gazetteer Pub. Co. 1905:353)
lists J.J. Stone as the proprietor of the hotel and agent for the
Rosemont Copper Company in 1905. In 1907 Rosemont is listed as having a
population of 150 including U.S. Forest Service employees, local ranchers
and other nonmining households. The Arizona Business Directory for 1909
reports a population of 25 individuals for Rosemont and by 1911 Rosemont
is no longer listed (Gazetteer Pub. Co. 1909:458; 1911). The fact that,
as of 1905, the Rosemont Copper Company had a local hotel proprietor as
agent indicates that the smelter operation was moribund if not dead by
that time.
The site of Old Rosemont gradually fell into disuse and
ultimately ruin after 1905. Although mining had for all practical
purposes ceased at that time, the Rosemont Copper Company continued to
maintain Old Rosemont by employing a caretaker. From 1905 to 1908 J.J.
Stone lived in the hotel, ran the post office, a small store and looked
after the company's interests (Gazetteer Pub. Co. 1905:353; Tucson City
Directory Co. 1908:46). Upon his death his brother, Leo T.J. Stone,
assumed the duties of caretaker until at least 1910 (Document 119).
Sometime between 1910 and 1916 George Scholefield acquired the
responsibility as caretaker (Document 106). Mrs. Lee (pers. comm.)
states he moved into the hotel around 1915. By this time the hotel,
which was primarily a residence for the caretaker, included a bar and
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dance hall in the central part of the first floor. The store was in the
original store building or in the hotel, depending on the source
consulted. Either way, it provided some competition to Ramsdell's store
at New Rosemont.
The hotel is remembered in 1916 as a place where on the 16th of
September, Mexican Independence Day was celebrated with a big dance
(Document 47). In fact, the hotel during this period served at least two
purposes in the community. That is, it provided a recreational
alternative to the facilities available at New Rosemont and in general
provided a center for social gatherings of the scattered ranchers and
miners in the greater Rosemont area.
George Scholefield lived in the hotel building until sometime
after 1921 (Mrs. Lee pers. comm.). Around 1929 he moved into the former
U.S. Forest Service Ranger's house at AZ EE:2:143(ASM) where he lived
until about 1937. The hotel building, apparently unoccupied after
1927(?), was dismantled sometime around 1938 for its lumber and brick
(Mrs. Lee pers. comm.).
John Pomeroy, who lived at AZ EE:2::143(ASM) from about 1928 to
1929 and who knew George Scholefield, does not remember Scholefield
living at the hotel. Therefore, Scholefield had probably moved back to
his ranch before 1928.
Even less is known about mining in Rosemont after the closing of
the smelter than before. Sporadic activity by the Lewisohns occurred,
probably through leasing of certain claims. During this period the
Rosemont Copper Company continued to own 59 claims covering a total of
800 acres (Blake 1910:20). Heikes (1914:699) reports some production
from Rosemont claims in 1913 but nothing is reported for 1914.
On January 18, 1916 (Document 107), the Tucson Daily Citizen
complained that the Lewisohns were keeping Rosemont idle while copper
prices were soaring. In February, 1916, George Scholefield had leased
the Daylight claim for one year.
It is instructive to look at the available tax records to see the
course of decline of the Rosemont Copper Company"s activities at the
Rosemont mines during and after World War I (Documents 66-73). In 1917,
only six of the 59 claims owned by the company in the Helvetia District
were in production: Coconino, Chicago, Old Put, Daylight, Potomac and
Dan Webster. The general manager for the firm, William Burns, was
headquartered in Helvetia. Burns, who by 1918 was operating out of Vail,
had seven claims in production: Oregon Copper, Hilo Consolidated, R.G.
Ingersoll, Coconino, Chicago, York and Daylight. Only two claims, the
Oregon Copper and the Daylight, were in production in 1919, and the
manager then resided in Salt Lake City. The manager was still located in
Salt Lake City in 1920, but during that year the Oregon Copper and the
York were the only claims in production. No production occurred in the
Rosemont core claims in 1921.
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Heikes reports some production by lessees at Rosemont in 1922
(1924:512) and in 1924 (1926:188). Which claims were being worked is
unknown.
The Daylight, Hilo Consolidated and York claims were worked by
Fred Bennett from about 1943 to the early 1950's (MacFarlane 1943;
Document 108). About the same time James Maffeo was working six claims
including the Franklin, Marion and Cushing. In 1958, the Falls claim was
being worked and was under lease to Lauren van Horn (Johnson 1958).
Others may have been working claims belonging to the Rosemont Copper
Company or other companies during this period as well.
The Banner Mining Company purchased the Rosemont claims from the
trustees of the Lewisohn estate in 1961 (Schaefer 1979:26). The Amax
Mining Company bought the Banner holdings in 1973 and with Anaconda
Copper Company formed ANAMAX. ANAMAX owns all the claims at Rosemont at
the present time.
In 1898 (Document 61; Document 62; Roskruge 1898), the seven mill
site claims, including the site of Old Rosemont, were mapped for the
Lewisohns. They patented the claims in 1899.
Eight buildings and structures were recorded on these claims
(Figure 4.2) in mid 1898 and were plotted on the mineral survey map; an
additional three were described in George Roskruge's field note book
(Roskruge 1898) and not put on the mineral survey map. Whether all of
these buildings and structures were erected by McCleary and Rose or if
some were built after 1896 by the Rosemont Copper Company is not known.
It seems likely that most structures were there before 1896.
The smelter machinery was surrounded by a large, rectangular,
frame building 51 ft by 60 ft with an attached room 20 ft by 20 ft on the
west end of the south wall. South, and down slope from this building was
the slag pile. On the west side of the smelter was a wooden water tank
of unknown size. Both were located on the west end of the Old Put Mill
Site. In the southeast corner of the Chicago Mill Site, west of the
smelter, was a rectangular, two room adobe assay office. The building
was 21.9 ft long on the south and 13.5 ft long on the east side. The
assay furnace was located in a 6 ft by 6.5 ft extension on the west side
of the north wall giving the west wall a total length of 19 ft. South of
the assay office in the northeast quarter of the Coconino Mill Site was a
stable, a corral and a blacksmith shop. The latter two are not shown on
the map. The stable was a rectangular frame building 28 ft by 72 ft in
size. On its southeast side was a corral measuring 93 ft by 183 ft.
North of the stable, about halfway between it and the assay office was a
square, frame(?) blacksmith shop measuring 24 ft by 24 ft. On the Oregon
Mill Site was located a rectangular frame bunkhouse measuring 24 ft by 36
ft and to the east of it was a small unidentified building, possibly a
latrine. In the southwest corner of the Old Pap Mill Site claim was the
second largest building at Old Rosemont, the two story rectangular frame
hotel which also served, among other purposes, as an office and boarding
house. It measured 46.5 ft by 56.5 ft.

Figure 4.2
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in the photo (Figure 4.3), the hotel was a white, two
story, hipped roof building resting on piers. In the photo, which dates
about 1897, only the south and east elevations are visible.
As seen

The east elevation had four openings, two on each floor, all of
which appear to have been large, double hung sash windows. Each pair of
windows was separated by a large brick chimney partially constructed on
the exterior of the building.
The south elevation included an open porch built into the angle
of the L-shaped building to fill out a rectangular floor plan. The
porch, which extended slightly over half of the length of the building,
was on the southeast side. Access to the porch was by means of three
steps. The openings on the first floor under the porch include a doorway
which led into the center of the building, and two side by side, double
hung sash windows. The porch was supported by piers, and like the rest
of the building, did not have the space under it enclosed. The flat
porch roof, which had a railing around it, was supported by three square,
unembellished columns. The west side of the south facade had five double
hung sash windows, two which were widely spaced on the first floor and
three on the second floor. The two first floor windows were larger than
the others. Four openings overlooked the porch roof. These included two
small, possibly four over four light windows flanked by two four over
four light, double hung sash windows. The presence of a relatively high
railing around the porch roof suggests that the roof may have been
intended for use and that the railing was more than simply a decorative
device. The large, double hung sash windows would have provided access
to the roof.
In a later, undated, photograph (Figure 4.4) owned by Mrs. Lee,
more detail of the hotel is recorded. This photograph dates after about
1915 to sometime after 1921 and possibly as late as 1929. In the
photograph, the white paint has weathered away leaving a grey, ghost town
appearance to an obviously unmaintained building. The board and batten
building appears not to have been modified from its approximately 1897
state (Figure 4.3). The south facade and its openings are more clearly
defined and the brick piers are much more clearly visible. What was
recorded in the field as a rock alignment or reinforcing wall appears to
have been dry laid field stones stacked between the piers from the
surface to the bottom of the building. Possibly these were added by
Scholefield. After the building was removed the rocks formed a linear
pattern.
The roof was shingle covered and both ridge crest lines had a cap
board with a denticulated pattern terminating in finials. These were
identical to that on the store (Feature 3).
The west elevation of the building which is visible in Figure 4.4
shows three windows on the second floor and four on the first. All
appear to be four over four light, double hung sash windows.
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Figure 4.3 Old Rosemont. View
ground is the smelter (Feature
in the foreground is the store
the hotel (Feature 2). Arizona

looking west about 1897. In the back6) and the assay office (Feature 5), and
and warehouse (Features 3 and 17) and
Historical Society photograph
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Figure 4.4 Old Rosemont, Feature 2, hotel. View looking north. Mrs.
Harold Lee photograph
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Another feature not seen on the earlier photograph is located on
the southeast corner. It does not appear to be a lightning rod, but it
may be part of an antenna for a battery operated radio.
South of the hotel on the Ajax Consolidated Mill Site claim was
the store and warehouse (Figure 4.2). The store was a 24 ft by 40 ft
rectangular board and batten frame building with a 6 ft wide, 24 ft long,
unroofed porch along the entire south side. Four steps were located at
each end. At least four piers supported the south edge of the porch.
Two were made completely of brick and two had brick bases with a square
wood post resting on them. The south facade had two wooden doors with
screen doors and a window. The doorway had a small transom window
centered over it. The large, double hung sash window was located very
near the southwest corner. The store had a shingled, hipped roof; the
ridge crest was formed by a ridge cap board having a denticulated pattern
terminating in finials. The building was originally painted white.
Fourteen feet east of the store was the rectangular frame board
and batten warehouse which measured 16 ft by 26 ft. The warehouse had a
shingled, gabled roof and no visible openings on its south or east sides.
A large firewood pile was located on its north side.
Approximately 660 ft east of the store was a large,
located on the Franklin Mill Site claim. The well was 5 ft
ft deep and supplied water to the smelter and the community
The well was timbered to prevent the walls from collapsing,
in Wasp Canyon Wash.

open well
by 6 ft by 45
as a whole.
and was dug

South of the bunkhouse on the south boundary of the Oregon Mill
Site claim was a rectangular frame building, 16 ft by 48 ft, used as a
store, post office and dwelling. Only part of the building was on the
claim. It was occupied by William S. George and his family.
Old Rosemont was unique within the study area because it was the
only mining camp to have a post office. In 1894, McCleary stated that
the post office would serve about 300 individuals, 200 of whom were
located at Old Rosemont (Document 76).
William B. McCleary, one of the founders of Rosemont, was its
first postmaster (Document 76; Theobald and Theobald 1961:124). He
assumed responsibility for the U.S. mail beginning in August, 1894, and
served through most of 1896. No mention is made as to the location of
the post office but it seems reasonable to assume that it was in the
hotel where his Rosemont Smelting and Mining Company had its office.
William S. George succeeded McCleary and served through 1905 (Theobald
and Theobald 1961:124; Gazetteer Pub. Co. 1905:353). In 1903, George
incorrectly located his post office in T18S, R16E, Sec. 22 (Document 74)
The correct location is shown on George Roskruge's 1898 claim map
(Document 62) on the south side of the Oregon Mill Site claim, about 330
ft south-southwest of the hotel.
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John T. Stone, who ran the hotel and was agent for the Rosemont
Copper Company (Gazetteer Pub. Co. 1905:353), succeeded George as
postmaster in January, 1906. The hotel seems to be the likely location
for the Stone post office but no specific information is available. The
exact length of Stone's tenure is unclear, but he may have served until
early 1909. Upon the death of John Stone, his brother Leo was appointed
postmaster on March 18, 1909. Leo apparently declined the appointment
(Document 75) for some reason and on May 14, 1910, the post office was
closed with the Rosemont mail going to Helvetia (Document 75). Leo may
have actually served as postmaster until the post office was closed. The
residents of the Rosemont area used Helvetia as their mailing address
until at least 1919 (Mrs. Lee pers. comm.).

Features

A total of 25 features was recorded at Old Rosemont (Figure 4.1).
These include the sites of a smelter and slag pile, two assay offices, a
hotel, bunkhouse, store, store warehouse, stable, trash dump, six trash
scatters, two platforms, a stock tank, mining prospect hole, two trash
scatters that may also have included platforms and two miscellaneous
features. The stock tank and the prospect are both recent and do not
relate to the historic occupation of Old Rosemont. The two miscellaneous
features (8 and 24) are also of recent origin and are unimportant. One
is a recent rock ringed campfire and the other is a depression of
noncultural origin. Two features (21 and 22) are part of the Old
Rosemont school and are described in Chapter 7.
All but three features identified at Old Rosemont (21, 22 and 25)
were located within six mill site claims patented in 1899. A seventh
mill site claim on the east end of the six claims contained the community
well. It was in Wasp Canyon Wash but no trace of it exists. The well
was the only feature plotted on Roskruge's map (Document 62) that was not
located. A corral and a blacksmith shop on the Coconino Mill Site claim
and a water tank near the smelter on the Old Put claim were not on
Roskruge's map, nor were they located during survey or data recovery.
The William S. George frame dwelling and post office combination, which
was on the south edge of the Oregon Mill Site claim, was not positively
identified. The various distances indicated by Roskruge (Document 62),
when measured on the ground, intersect approximately at Feature 15.
The buildings and structures at Old Rosemont were dispersed over
a relatively large area with one or more within each of seven mill site
claims. The claims covered an area 660 ft north-south and 2310 ft eastwest, or about 35 acres. At least one improvement was needed in each to
validate the right to use, control and ultimately to patent the space and
thus establish ownership.
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Feature 1
Feature 1 (Figure 4.1) was a large trash dump associated with the
hotel (Feature 2) at Old Rosemont. It was identified as part of site
X88-S1-L1 by the Arizona State Museum. It was located east of the hotel
and north of Wasp Canyon Wash on the Old Pap and Ajax Consolidated mill
site claims. The dump measured about 100 ft long, north-south and from
40 ft to 100 ft wide, east-west. The south end of the dump had been
disturbed, and some of it removed, possibly for fill material. There was
also additional evidence that the feature had suffered from extensive and
intensive pot hunting and collecting over the years since the hotel was
abandoned. A few prehistoric artifacts were observed under the historic
trash at the south end of the feature.
Despite the obvious disturbances, a surface collection from the
dump was thought to retain potential for understanding dietary behavior at
Old Rosemont; therefore, a grid system of 436 5-ft square units was
placed over the maximum extent of the dump and 25 percent random sample
collected. Seventy-seven squares of the 107 examined produced artifacts.
In addition, 68 purposive units were collected.
To determine the depth of the trash in the dump, EU-307 was
selected for excavation in the south center of the feature, in the
densest part of the dump. Results of the excavation revealed that the
trash was only 0.2 ft to 0.45 ft in depth. For the purpose of this
report, the few artifacts encountered are discussed with the surface
material.

Artifacts
Of the 1681 fragments of glass collected at Feature 1, 438 were
parts of beer bottles. On the basis of the number of bases, these
represented at least 59 bottles, only four of which were machine made.
Nearly 47 percent of the beer bottle glass was brown in color, with
smaller amounts of aqua and light green glass. Only six amber fragments
were collected. Thirty-three of the 59 bottles could be identified as to
approximate capacity: 17 were large, 23 were 24 oz, export style
containers and 16 were the small, 12 oz export style containers. Two
blob, eight brandy and 39 crown finishes were represented, only one of
which were machine made.
The 59 bases contained the marks of 11 separate bottle
manufacturers. Twelve bases had the AB monogram (1905-1929); 14 had
A.B. Co. (1905-1929); nine had A.B.G.M. Co. (1886-1928); four had
W.F. & S. (1900-1929); two had R & Co. (1880 1900); two had S.B. & G. Co.
(1881 1905); two had E.H.E. Co. on the heel (1893-1904); one had WISC.
GLASS CO. (1881-1885); one had WOOSTER (1900-1904); one had N.B.B.G. Co.
(1885-1930); and one had an "I" in a diamond (1916-1929). Date sources,
respectively, are Ayres and others (1980) and Toulouse (1971:30, 26, 536,
439, 185, 541, 543, 379 and 264). Ten base marks consisted of numbers
only or were represented in fragmentary form.
-

-
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Wine and champagne bottle were represented by 99 fragments: 46
green, 46 dark green, four amber and three apple green. Except for two
finishes from amber hock wine bottle shapes, form could not be
determined. All the bottles were made in a turn mold, so no embossing
was present. Nine kickups, six wine finishes and one brandy finish
without the ring were collected.
Other alcoholic beverage bottles had contained whiskey, gin or
brandy. A specific product could not be identified for a number of
fragments.
The largest number of fragments came from whiskey bottles: 17
were SCA, nine were clear, nine were brown, five were amber and one was
straw color. These represented a wide range of forms and capacities;
none had identifiable maker's marks or identified brands. The SCA glass
included at least eight forms with "DESIGN PATENTED" and "DESIGN
PATENTED"/"569" in a diamond, respectively on their bases. The brown
fragments appeared to represent at least four round, 4/5 quart or full
quart bottles with hand-formed brandy finishes. The clear fragments
represented at least three bottles: two brandy finished pint ovals (one
of which was machine made) and one brandy finish. At least two amber
bottles were represented, a quart sized round bottle with a brandy finish
and a base fragment from an unidentified form. The straw colored bottle
was a machine made oval form with a "13" on its base.
One Gordon's gin bottle base fragment and one piece of a ringfinished, dark green, squat brandy or benedictine form (Putnam 1965:155)
were collected. Fragments (nine) of a least five bottles could not be
identified as to form or content beyond their general association with
liquor.
A variety of glass food containers, most of which were unembossed
and contained unidentifiable products, were represented by 179 fragments.
There were 12 fruit jars within the general food category. All
had continuous thread finishes and two had been created in a blow over
mold. One of the jars was a Kerr Economy made in Portland, Oregon. It
was a squat Columbia Preserve style container dating 1904-1909 (Berge
1980:102). Four milk glass fruit jar lid liners were collected. One had
"PO..." on it (possibly "Boyds Genuine Porcelain Lined Cap"). Other
general food containers included a variety of wide mouth jars, bottles
and other containers represented by 26 SCA fragments (one with continuous
threads made in a blow over mold). Six were light green, one with a bead
finish and one with "P.C...W/3", or Pacific Coast Glass Works, 1902 to
1924 (Toulouse 1971:416); one was aqua; and three were clear pieces.
Another light green base fragment had "B & Co. LR/K/2002" on it.
Although this mark was not identical to that illustrated by Toulouse
(1971:77), it is thought to be a Bagley and Company, Yorkshire, England,
food container. In addition, there were six SCA jelly jar fragments; two
clear and one SCA machine made Type 1 preserve bottle fragments (Figure
A.1D); and seven SCA pieces of straight sided, machine made Type 2
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preserve bottles with a square ring finish below the sealing surface
(Figure A.1A). This jar type probably had a pry off metal lid.
Companies were identified on a few food containers. One machine made SCA
base fragment had "...ISHOP & COMPANY" on it. This was Bishop and
Company of San Diego, 1904-1932 (Zumwalt 1980:48). One aqua base
fragment had "...TH BROS/S.B.C.C./...RESNO CAL", or Smith Bros. Canning
Company (?), Fresno, California. Four clear pieces had "CUTTING PACKING
CO./SAN FRANCISCO, CAL" on the base, surrounding a griffin, 1858-1899
(Zumwalt 1980:106-107).
Specific food products identified included 68 SCA and eight clear
fragments which were thought to be catsup and related food items. Only
two base marks were present, a "3" and "BBG CO 606...". One body had
"CURTIC.../PRESERVE.../ROCHESTER, N.Y.", or Curtice Bros. Preserves, 1868
through 1920s (Zumwalt 1980:101). The BBG Co was thought to be the mark
of the Berney-Bond Glass Company, 1920-1930 (Giarde 1980:14-15) or 19051930 (Toulouse 1971:72); although Toulouse did not list this specific
mark.
Lea and Perrin's Worchestershire Sauce was represented by four
light green fragments. One was a base with "J 86 D/S", 1877-1921
(Zumwalt 1980:269) and one had "L..." on it. Gebhardt's Eagle Trade Mark
Chile Powder was represented by one clear and two SCA pieces, 1896-?
(Zumwalt 1980:164).
Six SCA fragments of a machine made Heinz vinegar bottle with
"Heinz Co.96 Pat" on the base, dated from about 1900 (Zumwalt 1980:223).
Another SCA fragment from a Heinz apple butter bottle which had "69" on
the base, dated from 1891 (Zumwalt 1980:217).
Mustard was represented by two SCA fragments of a ribbed barrel
shape similar to that illustrated in Putnam (1965:198). A light green
fragment appeared to be from an olive oil bottle.
At least 12 proprietary medicine and 11 prescription ware bottles
were represented by 96 fragments. A number of fragments had the remains
of embossed words but only a few were complete enough for
identification. At least one Chamberlain's Cough Remedy bottle, about
1897 (Wilson & Wilson 1971:28) was identified. There was one Brown's
Sarsaparilla, about 1897 (Wilson & Wilson 1971:24); a Boschee's German
Syrup, about 1897 (Wilson & Wilson 1971:23); and one H.H.H. Horse
Medicine, about 1868-1915 (Wilson & Wilson 1971:43; Herskovitz 1978:16;
Devner 1968:44). Three bases with embossing were collected: one with
"P.A.", one with "19" and one with "P.D. & Co./172". The latter was that
of Parke Davis and Company which dated from 1875 (Toulouse 1971:417).
One small, unembossed container was a Chinese pill bottle similar
to that illustrated by Herskovitz (1978:10).
Twenty-seven of the prescription ware pieces were SCA and five
were clear. A clear base had "W.T. & Co/1/U—." on it. Whitall-Tatum
and Company used this mark from about 1857 to 1935 (Toulouse 1971:544).
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The seven soda water bottle fragments were created from at least
five bottles: two with round bottoms; one crown finished and with a
paneled body; one with "NOT TO BE SOLD" on it; and one with
"...RKS/...RTIN/BOTTLE", possibly from Tucson.
Four ink bottles were represented by one SCA and one aqua conical
ink bottles, a light green pyramidal shape and a clear square bottle.
One light green fragment from a rectangular, paneled bottle with
"...ONE" was a Three-in-One oil bottle, 1907 to about 1934 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:82).
Two green fragments had been tentatively identified as having
come from a mineral water bottle.
Two milk glass patch boxes and a lid, a base fragment of another
and a small, square, round cornered, continuous thread jar (probably for
a cosmetic product), were also collected.
Sixty-four pieces of nonbottle glass, including flat glass,
lamps and chimneys, buttons, tumblers and other items, were recovered
from Feature 1. Three SCA pieces of a kerosene lamp body and 15 chimney
fragments were found. The latter represented a clear chimney with a
beaded rim; two SCA chimney rims, one with large crimps and one with
small crimps; and a milk glass chimney. Eight pieces of light green flat
glass in four thicknesses were collected. Four pieces were 1/16 in
thick, one was 5/64 in thick, two were 3/32 in thick and two were 7/64 in
thick. One of the 3/32 in pieces was frosted on one side. This piece
had an unknown use, while all the others may have been window glass. A
ridged, clear glass washboard scrubbing surface was represented by 18
fragments. Two four-hole, 24 ligne buttons were found. One was black
and the other, milk glass. Two SCA fragments from an unidentifiable
pressed glass object, two SCA pieces of a beaded rim vase, an SCA piece
from a container made in a blow over mold, three light green pieces of a
5/8 in diameter glass tube with a 7/16 in hole and six fragments of SCA
tumblers or mugs were also recovered. Three of these pieces were from one
or more tumblers and three pieces appeared to have been from a mug. One
SCA fragment had a raised oval ridge 1.5 in high on it with
"...TEDS/...MAY23,.../534/CANADA/189..." around it. One of the patent
dates appeared to have been the 1890s. The object could not be
identified. One SCA drawer pull fragment was collected.
The remaining 734 pieces were small fragments that could not be
assigned to a form or to contents. About 34 percent of this glass was
SCA, 25 percent was light green, 14 percent was clear, 13 percent was
aqua and the remaining 14 percent was made up of brown, amber, green,
milk and blue glass.
The fragmentary condition of the ceramics from Feature 1 made
determination of vessel form possible only in some cases. There was a
total of 370 fragments, 78 percent of which were hardpaste white
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earthen wares related to food preparation and consumption.
The hardpaste white earthen wares were of two types, undecorated
sherds and those with remnants of various forms of decoration. Thirty
plate, 16 small bowl, four small oval bowl, five wash basin, 17 cup, one
pitcher, two berry dish, one mug, three chamber pot lid and four deep
mixing (?) bowl fragments were undecorated. These represented at least
10 separate ceramic objects.
At least nine separate ceramic objects were represented by
decorated sherds. Seven plate fragments, one of which had a Homer
Laughlin mark; two fragments each of a bowl and an oval bowl; and 14
pieces with no identifiable form, had a brown floral printed decoration.
Two of the plate fragments had hand painted blue flowers added. Six
fragments, three from a plate; one from a bowl and two whose form was
indeterminate, had a brown floral design with elements larger than those
on the pieces previously described. Because of the small size of the
fragments, it was uncertain whether both elements occurred on the same
vessel or whether the design was produced in two versions.
Six plate, one saucer, two cup fragments and 12 pieces with no
identifiable form were decorated with a printed blue floral design.
One small plate had a gold line decoration on its rim.
One small oval bowl, one saucer, one berry dish, five plate and
two cup fragments were decorated only with a raised design on their rims.
Two additional fragments had a combined raised rim design with a red rose
and green leaf decoration. One fragment had the raised rim design and a
trace of a gold line on the rim.
A fragment of a chamber pot lid had a molded design, and one
piece of a large bowl had a molded, vertical ribbed design on it.
A green floral design on a saucer fragment and the ghosts of a
floral design on three pieces all appeared to be decorated by hand
overglaze.
Ten pieces had maker's marks; but only one, a plate fragment with
a brown floral design, had remnants of decoration. A small plate had the
Homer Laughlin eagle and lion marks, as illustrated by Gates and Ormerod
(1982:131-132). Lehner dated this mark to 1890 to about 1900 (1980:88).
Two plates had the same mark, as did the plate with the printed brown
floral design mentioned earlier. One plate had the mark of the C.C.
Thompson Pottery Company, 1890 - about 1910 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:288,
Figure 266b). Another plate had the mark of F. Winkle and Company, used
1890 - 1925, and illustrated as number 4215 in Godden (1964:678). Two
fragments had a mark of the Johnson Brothers, "JOHNSON
BROS/...ENGLAND/...1st 1902" under a crown and "JOHNSON BROS/...ENG..."
under a crown. The vessels represented by these fragments were probably
made in Tunstall, England, 1899 - 1913 (Godden 1964:355), although the
exact mark was not illustrated in Godden (1964), Cushion (1980), Kovel
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and Kovel (1977) or elsewhere. A partial mark on a small bowl, "SE.../
0
R-1.-/ENGLA..."
and a partial impressed mark on another fragment could
not be identified.
Softpaste earthen ware included 14 yellow ware sherds, five of
which had a blue interior glaze. These pieces possibly represented one
mixing bowl.
Included in this category were two bricks; one, a fragment with
"CW MAU..." impressed in it; and the other, a red fired brick measuring 2
1/4 in x 3 7/8 in x 8 in. Both probably came from the hotel, Feature 2.
There were 19 Papago pottery sherds which were also classified as
softpaste earthen ware. One of these was from a plain jar, 16 were from a
red slipped jar and two were from a white slipped jar with a red painted
decoration. All had a dark carbon streak.
Stone ware was represented by six glazed sewer tile sherds and
five pieces of a brown glazed ink bottle, one piece of which had
"...BOTTLES/...& SON" on it. This container appeared identical to the P.
& J. Arnold bottle illustrated by Herskovitz (1978:113, Figure 56e,
Figure 57b). The Arnold firm was founded in 1862. The sewer tile was
thought to have originated at the hotel (Feature 2).
Three stone ware fragments were related to an unexpected ethnic
group at Old Rosemont, the Chinese. Two pieces were parts of ceramic
opium pipe bowls, one grey and one orange brown in color. One fragment
was from a dark brown glazed, wide-mouth, shouldered food jar.
Twenty-five pieces of porcelain representing at least 10 objects
were collected at Feature 1. These were: 10 undecorated pieces whose
form was unknown; two plate, a small bowl, a cup and two saucer fragments
that were undecorated; a cup fragment with a raised design; a small plate
or saucer with a gold line on the rim; a piece with the ghost of a floral
design; an undecorated child's toy plate; and two saucer fragments,
possibly Japanese in origin, with a blue floral design. Two French
maker's marks were found. One, on an unidentified form, dated after 1891
and was that of Guerin-Pouyat-Elite Ltd. (Cushion 1980:31; Kovel and
Kovel 1977:241i). The other was
CHINA"/a "v" in a rectangular
box/"...ES" on two pieces of a bowl. This was the mark of Raymoud et Cie
dating after 1919 (Cushion 1980:32). With the exception of the toy
plate, all of the porcelain described appeared to have been for table
use.
Seven fragments of a flush toilet were also found in Feature 1.
Like the sewer tile, the toilet probably originated at Feature 2.
A total of 440 cans and related artifacts were collected from
Feature 1. Included in this number were fragmentary and whole cans, lids
and can keys and strips. The majority of these were food related, but
only a few could be identified as having contained a specific food
product.
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Fifty-seven round cans were identified only as food cans.
Twenty-eight were opened around the inside of one end with a straight can
opener, at least three were key opened, one was opened by prying out the
cap and seven had the end cut off. The straight type of opener was
illustrated by Lantz (1980:52). This very common opener was operated in
a prying - sawing motion which left a characteristic, upturned, jagged
edge on the can. Forty cans were hole-and-cap cans; 13 of these had
lapped and soldered side seams, 20 had crimped (double) side seams and
seven could not be determined. Only 14 of these cans were complete
enough to obtain accurate measurements: 115 x 306, 208 x 404, 215 x 409,
302 x 314, 303 x 400, 305 x 315, 305 x 408, 306 x 400, 315 x 411, 400 x
411, 400 x 413 and 400 x 505. Other than three cans of the 400 x 411
size, all were represented by one can each. One can had "7 oz" embossed
on it and one had "7 oz NET".
The sanitary type can was represented by 17 examples, two of
which had "SANITARY" embossed on them and one had "Empson" in script on
it. The "SANITARY" cans dated from 1904 to about 1908. The J. Empson
and Daughter Canning Company was in existence from 1887 to 1927 when the
company was sold (May 1938:71, 77). Only nine cans were complete enough
to provide accurate measurements: 200 x 306, 200 x 307, 208 x 111, 208 x
400, 300 x 409, 306 x 407, 306 x 409 and 400 x 410. All were single
specimens except for the 306 x 409 size, of which there were two cans.
The next largest number of cans was the type that held meat
products. These were identified on the basis of shape, presence of an
establishment number or the presence of a key and strip for opening. A
minimum of 36 rectangular, tapered cans were represented, only one of
which was whole. Seven cans were round. Nineteen of the 43 cans had
establishment numbers: "EST. 12", "16", "EST. 19/18" (two), "ESTAB 20-0",
"ESTAB 20-0/8TR", "EST. 21" (two), "EST. 22" (two), "EST. 22/A" (two),
"EST. 28" (two), "ESTAB 28" (two), "ESTAB 262/1X" and one illegible.
These numbers were required by federal law to be placed on meat and meat
product cans. Twenty-six of the cans had lapped side seams and 13 had
crimped or double seams. All of the 43 cans were of the hole-and-cap
type, except two of the round cans (which had matchstick filler or vent
holes) and three possible lard cans or buckets. One of the two round
cans had "ESTAB 10-0/8TR" on it. The meat product placed in these 404
diameter cans was unknown. One of the round, "EST. 28" can fragments was
a 410 diameter can, possibly a lard can or bucket. It had "U.S.
INSPECTED & PASSED/EST. 28/DEPRESS CENTER—HEAVY BLOW...COVER MAY THEN
BE EASILY LIFTED AT EDGE" embossed on the end. The remains of two small
lard-type buckets without embossed lettering were also collected. Most
of the rectangular, tapered cans had measurable hole caps. Diameters of
these ranged from 102 to 112, with 108 and 110 being the most common.
The smallest (100) and the largest (206) hole caps recorded were on two
of the round cans. All of the meat cans were provided with a key and
scored strip on the side of the can for easy opening, but only 24 were
opened with a key (Figure A.6A). The remainder were opened with a
variety of can openers or knives.
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There were 29 cans holding fish or other seafood products.
Twenty-five of these were relatively small, rectangular, round cornered
cans of the shape generally in use today. Sixteen of the cans are listed
in Table 4.1. Nine cans were not in the Table because they were fragments
with little information. Embossed lettering and the key slots were on
the can bottoms. Most cans had a depressed slot in which the opening key
was spot soldered on one end to hold it in place. One can had an easily
removable, thin metal loop soldered over the key. The top of the cans
were generally plain with a tab to start the key for removal of the top.
The five cans which were opened on the side had the starter tab on the
side. Three of the side opening cans were opened with a wire key with a
compressed S-shaped handle. Keys are discussed below.
TABLE 4.1 RECTANGULAR FISH, AND OTHER SEAFOOD CANS,
FEATURE 1, OLD ROSEMONT
Size
010 x 300 x 400
011 x 212 x 400

Embossing

Sprats
France

011 x 214 x 400
012 x 204 x 314

Side Seam

Opened On

Double
Lap

Top
Top

Lap

Top

Lap

Top

Double

Top

Lap

Top

012 x 213 x 400

Sprats
France
Sprats
France
France

013 x 300 x 403

Importe do Portugal

Lap

Top

013 x 300 x 404

Lap

Top

014 x 300 x 403

Fabrication
Francaise
Norvege

075 x 300 x 402

Belgium

Lap

Top

100 x 208 x 400
102 x 204 x 408

Lap
Lap

Side
Top

207 x 215 x 403

Lap

Side

012 x 210 x 400

Francaise
Nett 4oz
Belgium
Packed in Portugal
Importe do Portugal

Top

Top
Top
Lap

Top

Remarks

Bottom inside body
key slot 300 long
Bottom inside body
key slot 302 long
Bottom inside body
key slot 300 long
Bottom inside body
key slot 300 long
Bottom inside body
key slot 304 long
Top corner starter tab
for opening with key
not used
Bottom inside body
key slot 304 long
Drawn body top double
seam
Bottom inside body
key slot 304 long
S-Key 306 long
Key slot 306 long with
soldered strip to
hold key in place
202 diameter cap
key not used
Both ends inside body
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Four of the cans not listed in Table 4.1 were long, narrow, oval,
almost cigar shaped, cans. Only three of these were complete enough to
measure, 014 x 112 x 700 and 013 x 108 x 700 (two). The former had the
bottom inside the body. The latter two had the bottom inside the body,
had 304 long key slots and had an easily removable, thin loop of metal
soldered over the key to hold it in place.
Seventeen of the food cans were evaporated milk containers (Table
4.2).

TABLE 4.2. EVAPORATED MILK CANS,
FEATURE 1, OLD ROSEMONT
Can Size

Filler Hole

Cap Diameter Side Seam

Opened With

Dates

215 x 305

Hole-and-cap

102

Lap

Round pointed
object

1903-1908

215 x 406

Hole-and-cap

111

Lap

Knife

1885-1903

215 x 406

Hole-and-cap

012

Double

Knife

1885-1903

215 x 408

Hole-and-cap

012

Double

Knife

--

300 x 305

Hole-and-cap

102

Lap

Knife

--

300 x 305

Hole-and-cap

102

Lap

?

--

300 x 305

Hole-and-cap

102

Lap

Round pointed
object

--

300 x 306

Hole-and-cap

103

Lap

Knife

--

300 x 407

Hole-and-cap

012

Double

Round pointed
object

--

--

Hole-and-cap

013

Double

Round pointed
object

--

208 x 208

Matchstick

---

Double

Round pointed
object, one side,
knife, other

214 x ?

Matchstick

---

Double

Knife

214 x ?

Matchstick

---

Double

Screwdriver(?)

215 x 404

Matchstick

---

Double

Knife(?)

1917-1929

215 x 406

Matchstick

---

Double

Knife

1915-1930

215 x 406

Matchstick

---

Double

?

1915-1930

215 x 406

Matchstick

---

Double

?

1915-1930

1915-1930

---

The dates in Table 4.2 are from Simonis (N.D.) who gave no source
for them. All cans had stamped ends fitted over the body and had no
embossed lettering. The cans were opened with a sharp pointed object,
such as an icepick, small knives and other tools.
Four baking powder lids were collected. Each was identified on
the basis of the embossed lettering. Three 302 diameter lids had "FULL
WEIGHT/1 LB/ROYAL BAKING POWDER/ABSOLUTELY PURE" embossed on them and
one had "CALUMET/4 oz/BAKING POWDER/FULL WEIGHT/ABSOLUTELY PURE". The
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one had "CALUMET/4 oz/BAKING POWDER/FULL WEIGHT/ABSOLUTELY PURE". The
latter was 202 in diameter. Royal brand baking powder was produced
between 1869 and about 1929 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:81).
Calumet was first produced in 1889 but did not have a national
distribution until about 1927 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:37).
Cocoa was represented by five fragments from four cans. Three
were lids with "WALTER BAKER & CO LTD./BREAKFAST COCOA" on them and one
can had "COCOA" on the side of the can. The Walter Baker firm was
established in 1780. It was acquired in 1927, as was the Calumet Baking
Powder Company, by General Foods (Periodical Publishers Assoc.. 1934:37;
Moskovitz and others 1980:29).
The tops were found to four small rectangular spice containers
with identical revolving disk closures (Figure A.7B). Each had two rows
of holes at a right angle to one another for shaking out the contents.
Turning the disk, which was held to the can top by a single rivet, sealed
or opened the container.
Coffee was represented by two lid fragments. One was a lid to a
round, one pound can which had "A.../HILL.—OS/...Co/SAN FRANCISCO/CUT
THIS END OUT" on it. This was a Hills Brothers Company product dating
from 1910 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:47). The second partial lid
had "DWINEL.../BOSTON.../ROAS.../COF..." on it. A slightly different
arrangement of the embossed lettering was found on a complete lids at the
Jackrabbit mine (Reynolds and others 1974:96). The Dwinell-Wright
Company operated out of Boston and Chicago.
Chiles, crackers or cookies and syrup were represented by one
artifact each. The remains of an end of a small can had "ORTEGA"
embossed on it. This was thought to have been a can of chilies. Two
fragments of a large square or rectangular can had the remains of a
painted label "SUNSHINE/VERONIA" in script on it. Sunshine and Veronia
were brand names of the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company. Sunshine had been
in use since 1908 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:59). Towle's Log
Cabin Syrup was packaged in a "log cabin" shaped can introduced in 1897.
The can fragment from Feature 1 had folded end seams, so it probably
predated 1918, according to Rock (1981:15). The can was apparently
sealed with a Kork and Seal type closure, illustrated by Putnam
(1965:266) and Berge (1980:Figure 29d).
A number of cans contained nonfood products. Those identified
were tobacco, salve, polish, oil, scouring powder, powder and cans
containing unidentifiable liquids.
The 10 tobacco can fragments were all from the oval type used
today to package a brand such as Prince Albert. One can had match
striking ridges on its base. The three round, two piece salve boxes were
010 x 201, 101 x 203 and 006 x about 100 in size. They had no embossing,
and each piece was stamped or drawn into shape. The polish, oil,
scouring powder and powder were represented by one fragment each. The
polish can fragment had "U.S. METAL POLISH"/(U.S. Flag)/"INFALLIBLE..."
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on it. The oil can was an approximately 9 in square container with
"...IL/OIL/COMPANY" (possibly Mobil) on the top. The embossed letters
surrounded a D-ring handle situated in the center of the top. The
scouring powder can end had 10 holes arranged in a circle around "PUNCH
POINTS AND SIFT/PAT. SEPT 9, 1909". The powder can had a complex opener
with a knurled knob on top. The knob, which was attached to a tube,
pulled up to expose an oval hole in the side of the tube. The entire
assembly was nickel plated. The contents were shaken from the round can
through this hole. This small can may have held tooth powder.
Ten fragments represented a variety of sizes of cans that once
held unidentifiable liquids. All were rectangular soldered cans with
continuous threaded pour spouts for screw on lids. The spouts were
soldered in place. Three cans were 202 x 215 x 303 in size, with the
pour spout on one side of the can top. A metal seal over the bore of the
pour spout had to be punctured to get at the contents. Three other cans,
113 x 406 x about 713, 202 x 305 x 408 and 210 x 311 x 708 in size were
similar to the previous except in dimension. Two cans were approximately
114 x 203 x 402 in size and had the pour spout centered in the top of the
can. One can was approximately 402 x 602 x 808 and had the pour spout in
one corner. A hole was punched in the opposite corner to facilitate
pouring. A strap handle was soldered across the width of this 1 gallon
can. One can was too fragmentary to measure.
In addition to the 10 cans, a fragment of a spout from another
can was collected. This spout was a composite of several pieces, but it
basically had three major parts: a domed piece over a hole in the top of
the can, a pour spout soldered to the domed piece and a knurled knob on
top of a screw that penetrated the domed piece. At the base of the screw
was a gasket. By turning the knob, the hole in the can was either sealed
by the gasket or was opened so that the contents could be poured out
(Figure A.8B, C).
Twenty-seven keys were collected for opening cans. Most had
metal strips wound on them. All were made of wire, bent to shape. Four
different types of keys were represented: the oval headed type of grip or
handle common today; one with a flattened or compressed "S" shape of
grip; one similar to the oval headed type, except that it had angular,
instead of round corners; and one that had a loop for a shank, rather
than a straight shank as did the other three (Figure A.10E). The keys
ranged in length from 1 5/8 in to 3 1/2 in with the short size being the
most common. The key opening concept was developed by Edward Norton in
1895 (May 1938:221).
Other container related objects included eight small bucket
bails, a ring handle and 13 can lids. The bails were made from 10 to 13
gage wire. The two 10 gage bails were 5 in high and 5 13/16 in across
and were for containers heavier than the ordinary lard type bucket. Only
one other bail, made of 12 gage wire, could be measured. It was 4 1/2 in
high and 5 1/4 in across. A 2 5/8 in oval ring handle came from a large
square or rectangular can. Thirteen removable can lids were collected.
All but one were friction lids fitting over the can body. The exception
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was a friction lid fitting into a hole in the top of the can.
In addition to these objects, there were numerous can fragments
which were unidentifiable as to size and content.
Miscellaneous metal totaled 268 whole and fragmentary objects.
Twenty-seven pieces of iron wire of various sizes were collected.
One was 15 gage; 12 (including four baling loops) were 16 gage; eight
(including two baling loops) were 17 gage; and four were 18 gage. One
piece consisted of seven strands of 20 gage wire twisted together and
one was a 13 gage piece wrapped with a 20 gage length of copper wire.
Two pieces each of "Brotherton Barbed" and "Winner" barbed wire were also
collected (McCallum and McCallum 1965:244, 254).
A total of 133 nails were recovered from Feature 1. Nine were
square cut nails, while the rest were wire nails (Table 4.3).
Metal objects related to transportation were two worn horseshoe
fragments, the face of a 1 3/4 in diameter rosette from a horse bridle
and a wagon tire bolt fragment.
Architecturally related objects included a fragment of 1/8 in
mesh hardware cloth, a screen door spring, a four hole, 8 in long hinge
hasp and a 2 1/4 in long hasp staple.
Clothing related items included safety pins, one 1 3/4 in long,
one 2 1/16 in long and one fragment; a 23 ligne metal button with four
cut out holes in the center, each shaped like a quarter circle; a 1 1/4
in wide buckle with two tongues (Figure A.14D); a corset clasp (Sears
1902:945); two garter or hose support hooks; and four suspender buckles.
One of the hose support hooks was made of 17 gage wire and one was a
stamped, nickel plated hook with "PAT/9-1-14/BOSTON GARTER" on it. The
suspender buckles were made of wire and stamped, light, plated metal;
each had its own unique shape. One had "PAT. MAR 19.07/MAR 7.11" (Figure
A.14H) and one had "PAT. DEC 4 1900" (Figure A.14K). Two were unmarked
fragments.

a lamp
CO/PAT
holder
Atwood

Three lighting related objects, parts of two wick assemblies and
globe holder, were collected. One wick assembly had "P. & A.
and the nickel plated globe
1.16.83 & 8.17.97/MADE IN
had "PAT'd MAY 15, 1877" on it. The "P & A CO" was the Plume &
Company.

Four cartridges were found with "W.R.A.Co..25-20
"W.R.A.
CO-25-35 W.C.F.", "WINCHESTER/No 12/LEADER" and "WESTERN/No 16/FIELD"
headstamps. The Winchester Repeating Arms Company (1866 to the present)
made the .25-20 and .25-35 caliber cartridge cases. The .25-20 was first
made about 1885 and the .25-35, in 1895. Both cartridges are obsolete
(Barnes 1980:29-30). Only one of the two shotgun shells could be dated.
The Winchester Leader dated from 1894, according to Vinson who was cited
by Herskovitz (1978:51). It was listed in the 1894-1895 Montgomery Ward

TABLE 4.3

Cannon Nails
Provenience
FE 01-Surf.
FE 02-Surf
FE 02-Pier
Exc.
FE02-A.1-1.1
L.2
3
1.3
A.2-1..1
L.2
L.3
A.3-L.1
1.2
L.3
L.4
FE 03-Surf.
Exc.
FE 04-Surf.
Exc.
FE 05-Surf.
FE #6ASurf.
FE 97-Surf.
FE 07-Exc.
Int.
Around Kiln
Ash Lens
FE 07-Exc.
Ext.
EU-47
FE 09
FE 011
FE 013
FE #14
FE 015-Surf.
FE #15-Exc.
FE 016
FE 017-Surf.
FE #17 Exc.
EU-16, L.1
L.2
L.3
L.4
EU-72
ED-82 -L.1
L.2
Rock Align
FE 018
FE 020
FE 021-22 Surf
FE #21-22 T.AE

Smooth

N/A

3d

4d

5d

6d

7d

8d

9d

10d

12d

16d

200

30d

400

3
1

3
32

16
61

4
14

115

1

2

12
2

5
1

3

18

4
2

9

42

4

4
6
21

2
3
1

32
15
22

4
3
8

1
7
8

13
1

9

28=,
1
2
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Box

N/A

3d

4d

57

6d

70

8d

2

1

4

6

7

2

2

1

1

2
1
1

Square Nails
9d

10d

12d

1

1

16d

20d

N/A

3

4d

5d

6d

7d

1

1

3

1

1

Bd

9d

10d

12d

40d
2
1

2
1
4
9

2
14
24

1

1

1

2
1
3

1
3

7

2
3

1
1

2
6

4

19
24
2

1

31
4
22

12

6

10

5

1

1

9
15

20

2
5

2

5

4

1

15
2
3
10
3
3
4
24
24
2
12
13
2
26
10
24

3
5
12
2
1
8
2
1

2
1
2
3
10
28
3
10
36
3
17
1
6

3

1
2

5
1
2

1

1

1

2

1
2

1

1

1
1

1
4

5
10

3
1

1

2

1
1
2

39

35
3

3
13
2

9

1

8

1

3

7

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9
3
3

1
1
1

3

1

1
11

1

2

7

3

2 12
1

1

2

27
1

20

3
1

1
4

7
5

4
1

5
1

2

1
1

1

3
1

3

1
14

2

11

2
4

1

1

2
1

1

2

1

2
1

7

1

1
3

3

11

2

2

16

1
10

3
16

1

4
3

4

1
3

2

3

1

1

1

FE #23
FE #25
160

86

48

35

180

48

2

1

2
1
1
38

14
13
18

1

7

555

80

2
68

1
1

2
11

1

1

1

5

51
111
132

1
2

2

6

2

2

1

2

13
1
1
2
2
1

1

1

9
19

2
1

1
1

133
167
55

9
22

1

3
4

15
23
2

1

1
2

1
1

11

3
1

2

1
6

16

3
:

1

1
1

2

1

2

7

3

3

1

1

2

1

4

7

1

3

26

13

1

5

6
4

114

64

39

4

9

31

74

4

3

2

3

9

1

1

1

1

1
6

3

1
1

29

2

1

1

1
238

1

1

2

42

51

1
1

6

6

2

1

3

23

1

4

5

6

13

3

1

1

1

8

14

21 150

33
14
1
8
20
79
118
12
62
184
13
159
15
67
12
10
5
5
76
2
57
2
35
84
14
19
4
1
13
2
3
61
3
4
184
47
38
25
1
2185
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catalog (Schroeder 1970:460).
Metal objects which could have been found in a house, included a
light, stamped out tablespoon; a dishpan with U-shaped handles riveted to
the pan; a spring from a wooden clothespin; a continuous thread-finished,
foil ointment or toothpaste tube with "...CLEAN..." on it; a piece of
stove pipe; a white metal lid with "WIL-LOW (in script)/OF BOSTON" on it;
two pieces of threaded steel pipe and a six sided reducing bushing; 14
crown caps; two fragments of a Phoenix food bottle seal; one "KERR (in
script) /SELF SEALING/AS—" lid with a rubber gasket; five lids with
rubber gaskets and "ECONOMY JAR KERR GLASS MFG CO." on them; a continuous
thread metal cap for a glass bottle; a continuous thread aluminum cap;
six pieces of ribs from an umbrella; and a piece of the metal frame and
lock from a cloth Oxford bag similar to those in the 1908 Sears catalog
(Schroeder 1969:989).
Other metal artifacts included a fragment of a carriage bolt, a
square nut for a 5/16 in bolt, a two piece riveted body padlock with
"MILLER" on it, a 1 11/16 in long screw hook, a 1 3/4 in long torsion
spring and a round nose shovel with the handle socket riveted to the
blade. The riveted construction was evident in the 1897 Sears, Roebuck
Company catalog (Israel 1968:48) but not in the Sears catalog for 1908
(Schroeder 1969:520).
The remaining metal fragments consisted of 24 unidentifiable flat
tin sheets, strips and disks; a brass piece that might have been the tip
on an umbrella or cane; two fragments of cast iron; a piece of lead; a
small piece of white metal; a fragment of copper; a 5 1/2 in diameter
pipe made from a lapped and riveted sheet of galvanized sheet metal; an
aluminum object that vaguely resembled a suspender buckle but was not;
two fragments of a 20 in long tin strip with nail holes along both edges;
a C-shaped piece of 14 gage wire; and an iron piece with interior
threads.
Artifacts made of miscellaneous materials were a hard rubber comb
fragment with "UNBREAKABLE GOODYEAR" on it; a hard rubber tip from an
atomizer, similar to that illustrated in the 1908 Sears catalog
(Schroeder 1969:795, No. 8K2652); a 2 1/4 in long piece of 3/8 in
diameter rubber tubing; an unidentifiable bakelite object; a two hole, 18
ligne shell button; a fragment of leather, possibly a shoe; 13 pieces of
oyster shell; a fragment of a 5/16 in diameter carbon battery core; and a
1/8 in thick piece of a child's slateboard.
Five faunal pieces were collected from the surface and 22
fragments were recovered from excavations in Feature 1. The five surface
fragments were all from Bos taurus. They were: the possible distal end of
a tibia shaft that was sawn and calcined; the proximal end of a cut or
sawn left radius; a left radius fused with an ulna; a possible rib
fragment that was calcined; and a piece of cancellous bone, possibly from
Bos taurus.
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The excavations provided six Bos taurus, four Ovis aries and 12
Artiodactyla fragments. The latter were all indeterminate pieces, three
of which exhibited sawing. The Bos taurus pieces were: a sawn right tibia
fragment; a left tibia fragment; the sawn distal end of a tibia; a sawn
fragment of a left cervical vertebra; a possible distal fragment of a
humerus; and a right dorsal rib fragment. The Ovis aries pieces were: a
right humerus fragment; a sawn right humerus fragment; a right carpal;
and a possible Ovis aries right innominate fragment.

Feature 2
After the smelter, the second most obvious feature at Old
Rosemont was probably the site of the hotel, Feature 2 (Figures 4.1, 4.2,
4.3, 4.4). The hotel was located in the southwest corner of the Old Pap
Mill Site claim, east of the smelter and north of the store. This
feature was included as part of the Arizona State Museum's site X88-S1L1. The hotel was constructed on a slope on the south side of the eastwest ridge that formed the north boundary of Old Rosemont. It sat higher
on the ridge than any building except the smelter (Feature 6A) and the
upper assay office (Feature 5). In this position, it commanded a view of
the entire community.
According to Roskruge (Document 62), the hotel was 46.5 ft by
56.5 ft, with the long axis of the building oriented more or less eastwest. On the surface, the extent of the feature appeared to be about 30
ft by 55 ft. A number of brick and mortar footing piers were visible on
the surface, as were a chimney base and a rock alignment.
A grid system of 164 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature and a 100 percent surface collection of artifacts made.
Ninety-seven of the units examined contained artifacts.
Scattered about the surface of Feature 2 were fragments of sewer
tile and a white flush toilet. A probe search for the septic tank and
for the one known latrine was unsuccessful.
Excavation of the hotel feature (Figure 4.5) was limited to a
large number of spacially limited units whose primary purpose was to
delineate architectural details rather than to produce artifacts. Fiftyone 5-ft square units were partially excavated and two were entirely
excavated to locate and define the number and pattern of the brick and
mortar piers, the extent of the rock alignment along the east and south
sides of the feature, the two chimney bases and other details.
Excavations to locate piers revealed remnants of 44 of them in
seven rows. None of the piers were found completely intact during
excavation. It is likely that additional piers were once present but
could not be located. For example, those in the southwest corner, west
of the porch, appeared to have been eroded away or were those supporting
the porch. Because the hotel was erected on a slope, pier height varied
from north to south. The piers would have been tallest on the south
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side. In Figure 4.4, the south side piers seemed to be about 2 ft in
height above the surface. The tooting piers on which the hotel rested
were constructed of lime mortared, red, fired bricks resting on large
flat rocks. Bricks were uniformly 8 in long, but varied in width from 3
3/4 in to 3 7/8 in and in thickness from 2 in to 2 3/8 in. Most
frequently the bottom course of bricks was made with three bricks laid
side by side, thus making a pier approximately 0.7 ft by 1 ft.
Subsequent courses were laid three bricks to the course, usually with two
laid in one direction side by side with the third across the ends. This
arrangement was alternated to provide a stronger pier (Figure 4.6).
Two chimneys, one in the center of the east wall and one in the
center of the building, are shown in Figure 4.4. Only the former could be
identified on the surface; excavation of both was performed.
The east chimney (Figure 4.7) rested on a complex base which was
3.5 ft by 4.5 ft in size and was about 2 ft in height overall. The top
of the chimney base extended 0.6 ft above the present ground surface.
The base was constructed in several layers, beginning with a layer of
small cobbles which were laid on a prepared, leveled surface. No
builders trench was observed. An approximately 0.2 ft layer of lime
mortar was then poured on top and over that was added a layer of small
cobbles and lime mortar. On top of this layer was an approximately 1.2
ft layer of lime mortar which had the appearance of having been placed
there in four successive stages, probably to allow each addition to dry
properly. All the mortar layers were poured into forms.
The smaller chimney in the center of the building (Figure 4.8)
rested on a red, fired brick and lime mortar base. Like its counterpart
on the east side, it had been disturbed so that its original height and
its exact relationship to the chimney could not be determined. The base
was 2.5 ft by 4 ft in size, with the long axis north-south. The top of
this component was at the present ground surface; it extended six courses
or about 1.5 ft, below the surface. Adjacent to the west side of the
base, a four course segment of brick fall was discovered during
excavation. These bricks represented part of the chimney base or part of
the lower portion of the chimney itself. With one exception, the top
course of bricks in the outer wythe were laid end to end (stretchers).
The interior was filled with bricks oriented with their long axis northsouth . The remaining courses appeared similar but they had more bricks
with the small end out (headers). Most of the bricks used in
construction of the two chimneys and in the piers were cannabalized
during its destruction phase for use elsewhere, according to John Gayler
of the VR Ranch.
The hotel had a porch which was built into the angle of the L-shaped
building to fill out the rectangular floor plan. The porch covered
slightly more than half the length of the building. Figure 4.4 shows
that the porch had piers similar to those under the main part of the
hotel, but none were located. A rock alignment or retaining wall on the
south-east corner of the hotel feature was associated with the porch; the
rocks were used to fill the spaces between the porch piers. When the
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Figure 4.6 Old Rosemont, Feature 2, hotel. View of pier 6
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Figure 4.7 Old Rosemont, Feature 2, hotel. View of the east wall
chimney base showing extent of excavations, looking northeast
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Figure 4.8 Old Rosemont, Feature 2, hotel. View of the central chimney
base showing extent of excavations, looking southwest
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building and piers were removed, the rocks fell and thus created an
alignment.
Preparation of the original ground surface for the placement of
the hotel at this location appeared to have been minimal, although some
leveling may have been necessary. The construction of what became the
rock alignment on the east and south sides at the southeast corner, may
have been intended to help stabilize the site and prevent erosion. The
east alignment was 8 ft long and the south alignment, now badly
deteriorated, was 30 to 40 ft in length.
The series of limited excavations revealed three general
stratigraphic levels at Feature 2. Small rocks and light brown sand and
silt, which were spread over the surface, had been washed onto the
feature from the hilislope adjacent to the north side of the hotel. This
material was deposited unevenly from about 1.4 ft in depth on the north
to about 0.3 tt on the south. Although numerous artifacts reflecting the
destruction of the hotel were mixed in this layer, its deposition was a
postdestruction event.
Under the water deposited surface layer was a layer of debris,
less than 0.3 ft to 0.8 ft thick, which had resulted from the destruction
of the hotel. It was mixed with a brown, sandy soil. The debris
included bricks, plaster, mortar, window glass, nails, roofing paper,
fragments of burned and unburned boards and other artifacts of an
architectural nature, as well as ash and charcoal and other trash.
The destruction layer was created over a relatively lengthy
period during the demise of the hotel, which was cannabalized by local
ranchers and others for bricks, lumber and similarly useful items. This
layer was not apparent in Area 3 on the south side of the feature
probably because of postoccupation erosion. In the second stratigraphic
layer there were several occurrences of ash and charcoal and an
occasional, partially burned board. While there was no historical
evidence of a fire at the hotel, the data suggest that one or more minor
fires may have occurred at a late stage in the destruction of the hotel.
These remains may represent campers' fires. The present surface
contained a number of recent campfire remains, many of which were ringed
with brick from the hotel.
Finally, the third stratigraphic layer was from 0.2 ft to 1.7 ft
thick and consisted of relatively trash free brown soil lying on a
sterile, light brown, sandy clay soil containing caliche. The contact
zone between this layer and the one above it may have contained
construction debris and trash deposited under the hotel during its
occupation; however, lack of clearly visible stratigraphic differences
precluded identification and separation of such trash, if present. The
third layer was probably created by cutting into and leveling the area so
that the hotel could be erected on a relatively flat surface. This layer
terminated on the north side of the rock alignments, while the sterile
layer below it continued under and beyond the alignments. The third
contained burned and unburned wood (board) fragments, plaster, ash,
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charcoal and brick, as well as other trash.
The small excavations to define pier location and depth were
confined to an area immediately adjacent to each pier. Artifacts
encountered were not separated by any natural or artificial level.

Artifacts: Surface
The surface on and immediately around the hotel produced 431
pieces of glass, 80 fragments of ceramic, 249 pieces of metal and one
fragment of shell.
Most of the glass bottles whose contents could be identified were
alcoholic beverage containers. At least 11 beer bottles (six brown, five
aqua and two light green) were represented by 44 fragments, of which 35
were brown, seven were aqua and two were light green. The base marks on
the brown bottles were "...Co/6", "8" with "ROOT 19 151" on the heel of a
small sized export bottle; "A.B.../A", (A.B.G.M. Co?);
"THE.../BRG. Co./CHICAGO"; and "...8/411". One heel fragment had "1 5" on
it. Only two finishes, a crown and a brandy (both hand formed), were
found. The Root and A.B.G.M. Co. marks dated 1901-1932 and 1886-1928,
respectively (Toulouse 1971:445, 26). The Root heel mark "19" and the
lone heel mark "15" suggested manufacture dates of 1919 and 1915,
respectively for those bottles.
One of the aqua beer bottles had "...ASS C..." on a base
fragment, probably the Wisconsin Glass Company mark; one piece was a hand
formed crown finish from a large export bottle; one piece was from a
small export bottle; and one was a machine made crown finish from a large
export bottle.
The light green beer bottles were represented by two hand formed
crown finishes.
Wine, champagne or related products were represented by one green
and 13 dark green fragments, all produced in a turn mold. No bases or
finishes were recovered.
One light green gin bottle fragment with "...ON DR..." (London
Dry Gin) was collected, as was an SCA piece from a hand formed brandy
finish from a whiskey bottle.
The second largest category of recognizable bottle contents was
that of food. Seventeen pieces of at least five food bottles were found.
One SCA paneled bottle had "H.J. Heinz.../PAT..." on its base, the marks
of H.J. Heinz Company from 1888 (Zumwalt 1980:203); six fragments were
from a clear paneled bottle; and five SCA and five clear fragments were
from at least three machine made preserve bottles. Among these were four
clear and one SCA finish fragments of Type 1 preserve bottles and four
pieces of an SCA Type 2 preserve bottle.
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Six fragments (three SCA and three clear) were parts of at least
two panel bodied catsup bottles.
One SCA fragment with "...EAGLE..." was from a Gebhardt's Eagle
Chili Powder bottle. This product had been produced since 1896 (Zumwalt
1980:164).
Nonfood containers included four pieces (one brown, one light
green and two aqua) from three probable proprietary medicine bottles with
unreadable fragmentary embossed lettering on each; a milk glass jar 1 1/2
in high and 2 in in diameter with "OTHIN..." on its base; a blob finish
from a large, light green bottle (possibly mineral water); and an SCA
body fragment with "...FOR THE.../...EETH.../...UP...". The latter was
"Rubifoam/for the/teeth/put up by/E.W. HOYT & CO./Lowell, Mass.", a
dentifrice available from 1875 to about 1915 (Devner 1970:55).
Nineteen aqua, 68 brown, 22 clear, 61 light green, 83 SCA, four
cobalt blue and three green fragments could not be assigned to a specific
form or content.
Other glass from the surface of Feature 2 were 79 pieces of flat
glass and a small milk glass fragment of a Mason jar lid liner. One
piece of flat glass was 3/64 in thick, 33 were 1/16 in thick, nine were
5/64 in thick, 16 were 3/32 in thick, 18 were 1/8 in thick and two were
9/64 in thick.
Eighty fragments of ceramic objects were collected from the
surface of the hotel. Fourteen of these pieces were from at least three
hardpaste white earthen ware objects. One was a lid to a chamberpot, one
was a straight sided bowl (?) with a brown transfer printed design and
one was a plate with a Goodwin Brothers Pottery Company mark, 1885-about
1897 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:53, Figure 436).
Sixty-four fragments of porcelain were recovered. Two of these
were true porcelain and 62 were from components of a flush toilet. One
of the former was a plain undecorated fragment. The other was an
Oriental made, possibly Chinese, celadon bowl sherd with a trace of a
floral design. A similar bowl fragment came from Feature 7.
One piece of a stone ware sewer tile was also found.
In the softpaste earthen ware category was a 2 1/4 in x 3 13/16 in
x 8 in red fired brick with lime mortar adhering to it. The numerous
bricks found on the surface in campfire circles, and so on, were not
measured.
One complete tin can and 35 fragments and related objects were
collected at Feature 2. Two pieces were from a hole-and-cap, lapped side
seam, 211 diameter food can; one was from an oval, key opened fish
product can; four were from two evaporated milk cans; a lid fragment was
from an oval tobacco can; and 19 (some with hole-and-cap and lapped or
doubled side seams) were unidentifiable as to content. One whole
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evaporated milk can (211 x 407) had a 008 diameter cap and a double side
seam. A 310 diameter friction lid with a rolled rim edge might have been
from a syrup can.
A fragment of a small lard type bucket, one 1 5/8 in long oval
handled can key and two pieces of a large square or rectangular can were
found. The latter was cut open with a knife or similar tool, the edges
flattened and the pieces nailed to something, such as a building roof or
wall. However, nothing so informal appears to have been used on the
hotel building itself.
An 11 gage, D-shaped, small bucket bail and a 13 gage fragment
were also collected.
Eight pieces of wire were found on the surface at Feature 2.
These were: one 14, two 16, one 17 and two 18 gage pieces of iron wire; a
piece of Brotherton Barbed wire; and a piece of poultry netting.
The large quantity of nails found were: 167 wire and
miscellaneous and only one square cut. These were categorized by type
and size in Table 4.3.
Thirty-seven other metal artifacts from the surface were
primarily fragments of whole objects. Two of these were flat galvanized
iron sheet metal pieces, eight were fragments of heavy iron sheet metal
and 10 were pieces of sheet metal with nail holes. One of these pieces
had holes from square nails, the remainder had wire nail holes. Most of
the latter were 2 in to 2 1/2 in wide strips with nail holes along the
long axis edges. Two light iron (tin) metal disks, one 1 1/2 in and the
other 23/32 in in diameter, had been cut from larger pieces.
Also collected were three crown caps; a screen door spring; a
badly deteriorated pocket knife; a 7/8 in square nut with a 7/16 in
diameter hole; a piece of 1/2 in diameter threaded steel pipe; an
unidentified iron fragment; a 1 1/2 in long, 1/4 in diameter bolt; a
small brass ferrule; a 9 in diameter, 1 in deep, enamel ware pie plate; a
13 in long, heavy duty, three tined kitchen fork (Figure A.20); and a
nickel plated, bell shaped object, 1 7/8 in in diameter, with a hole in
the small end. This may have been a small wooden handled dinner bell.
A .22 caliber cartridge case with a "W" headstamp and a shotgun
shell case with a "WINCHESTER/No 12/REPEATER" headstamp were also found.
Both were made by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company after 1866
(Suydam 1977:325). An example of this shotgun shell was found at Fort
Bowie, but Herskovitz was unable to date it (1978:51). It was
illustrated in the 1897 Sears catalog (Israel 1968:584).
One fragment of oyster shell was collected.
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Artifacts: Pier Excavations
A total of 134 artifacts were collected from 19 of the 44 piers
exposed by excavation. Glass accounted to 52 of the artifacts, which
included pieces of a light green, wide mouth prescription bottle; a half
pint, brown whiskey bottle with a continuous thread finish and "1224" on
its base; an SCA rectangular, paneled prescription ware bottle; an SCA
oval paneled prescription ware bottle; a light green, turn molded, blob
finished soda bottle; and an SCA oval whiskey flask. Twenty-three of the
pieces were light green flat glass, two were 3/64 in thick, 19 were 1/16
in thick, one was 5/64 in thick and one was 3/32 in thick.
Only eight ceramic fragments were found: two plain, hardpaste
white earthen wares and six pieces, probably from a flush toilet.
Two fragments of a small bucket with unusual ears were found.
The ears were small brass plugs, open on the outer end, that were pushed
through the wall of the bucket. The plug was like a miniature thimble in
form. The end of the wire bail fit snugly into the recess in the plug.
The 55 wire nails recovered are listed in Table . In addition,
a horseshoe fragment, a button hook, a crown cap, a 2 in wide paint
brush, a piece of heavy sheet metal with two rows of nail holes and an
unidentified brass and iron object were collected as a result of pier
excavations.
The 12 faunal fragments recovered were identified as Sus scrofa
(a skull fragment, a fragment of a left maxilla with three teeth and a
second phalanx), Bos taurus (a ventral rib fragment and a transverse
process of a lumbar vertebra), Artiodactyla (three fragments) and four
pieces of indeterminate large mammal. Three of the latter pieces showed
indications of sawing.
Area 1 (Figure 4.5) encompassed two complete squares (EU-1 and 72)
and nine partial squares (EU-12, EU-27, EU-42, EU-57, EU-58, EU-73, EU87, EU-88 and EU-102), all contiguous, around the east chimney base. The
chimney base was located primarily within EU-72 but it also overlapped
small portions of EU-57, EU-58 and EU-73.
All squares in Area 1 were excavated through Level 3. Level 1
was a wedge shaped level, deepest on the north end (1.4 ft) in EU-12 and
thinning downslope to about 0.3 ft thick in EU-102. It was about 0.4 to
0.5 ft thick around the chimney base. Only about 0.8 ft on the south end
of EU-12 was excavated. The level was primarily alluvium, deposited from
the hillslope on the north side of the feature. No artifacts were found
in Level 1 in EU-12, EU-27 or EU-42.
The second level represented the destruction of the hotel and was
most obvious around the chimney base where it reached a depth of 0.6 ft.
This level pinched out to a thin line of trash, as observed in profile,
in the north end of EU-42 and on the south side of EU-120. The trash
making up this thin line was labelled Level 2-3 in the field to
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distinguish it from Level 2. Trash from EU-27, EU-42, EU-57 and EU-102
was labelled Level 2-3; however, both Level 2 and Level 2-3 were later
incorporated. Level 2 produced no artifacts in EU-12.
Level 3 was an irregular level, 0.2 to 0.6 ft thick. Artifacts
were recovered from this level only from EU-71, EU-73, EU-87 and EU-88.
It is possible that Level 3 represented the fill layer in Area 1,
described previously.
Sterile was excavated only in the north 1 ft of EU-27 and in the
0.8 ft excavated area of EU-12, to a depth of 0.6 ft. This excavation
was designated Level 4.

Artifacts: General Excavation
A total of 594 artifacts were collected from the excavations in
Area 1: 164 glass, 15 ceramic, 397 metal and 18 miscellaneous.
Level 1 produced 22 glass fragments; 20 were from bottles and two
were flat glass. Fourteen of the bottle pieces were light green, one was
SCA, two were brown and three were clear. One of the brown pieces was
from an approximately 2 oz square prescription ware bottle and the clear
fragments were all from a Type 2 preserve bottle. One 1/16 in thick and
one 3/32 in thick light green pieces of flat glass were also collected.
Only three small, unremarkable can fragments were found in Level 1.
A total of 51 nails, including a horseshoe nail, were collected
(Table 4.3). Other metal included a 1/4 in diameter coiled spring; a 4 1/2
in long, 3/8 in diameter carriage bolt; a 3/4 in diameter, brass clock
gear; and three pieces of noncan tin.
Level 2 produced nine light green bottle fragments and one clear
piece from an approximately 4 oz round, wide mouth prescription ware
bottle. Four pieces of a Type 2 preserve bottle, identical to that in
Level 1, were also collected. Nineteen pieces of light green flat glass
were recovered: three 3/64 in thick, 13 1/16 in thick, one 5/64 in thick
and two 3/32 in thick. One of the 1/16 in thick pieces had a yellow
coating, which was possibly paint, on one side.
Fifteen can fragments and related items were recovered in Level
2. These included an approximately 412 diameter friction lid and a 413
diameter friction lid, both of which fit over the body of a can; a push
in pry out, approximately 300 diameter lid; a 212 diameter lid to a
blasting cap can with "CALIFORNIA CAP CO./SAN FRANCISCO" embossed on it;
the bottom half of an approximately 204 x 204 drawn can, possibly a salve
box; a rectangular can fragment with a round, tapered pour spout in one
corner; a can key 2 5/8 in long without a strip; and eight unidentifiable
can fragments.
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A piece of 17 gage copper wire and a 16 gage length of iron wire
were also collected, as were 111 nails (Table 4.3). Other metal pieces
included a brass alarm clock frame; a 1 1/4 in long wood screw; a piece
of a coil spring; a gear from an alarm clock; a cast iron stove (?) part;
15 miscellaneous unidentifiable pieces; a shotgun cartridge case with a
"REMINGTON/UMC/No. 12/ARROW" headstamp; a two blade pocket knife,
identical in form to No. 6K16835 in the 1908 Sears catalog (Schroeder
1969:770); and a padlock, identical in form to No. 41805 in the 1894-5
Montgomery Ward catalog (Schroeder 1970:374), but without the keyhole
cover. The shotgun cartridge dated 1910 to 1962 (Suydam
1979:329), 1902 to 1934 (Steward 1969:45) or 1909 to 1933 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:31). The best range of dates for cartridges
marked REM-UMC or Remington - UMC, appears to be 1909 to 1934.
Miscellaneous artifacts from Level 2 were: a 1/4 in diameter
slate pencil fragment; a piece of dimensional lumber painted white,
possibly part of the woodwork on the hotel interior; and a 1 7/8 in
diameter celluloid disk with the months of the year printed around the
edge. The disk, which had a center hole, was probably part of a rotating
calendar. Also from Level 2 were two fragments of long bone from a small
mammal.
Only 11 glass bottle fragments were recovered from the level
designated Level 2-3. Two clear pieces were from a panel bodied catsup.
Wine, champagne or related containers were represented by one green and
one dark green pieces; a brown fragment from a proprietary medicine
bottle had "CHI..." on it; and a clear piece had "...bifo..." on it. The
latter was a Rubifoam tooth powder bottle and was dated 1875 to about
1915 (Devner 1970:55). In addition, one brown and four light green
fragments could not be assigned to a specific form or content.
Ceramics from Level 2-3 consisted of two sewer tile fragments;
three hardpaste white earthen ware pieces of a 6 1/4 in long, small oval
bowl or serving dish with "HOTEL" impressed in the base; and nine
porcelain fragments of a small plate with an overglaze geometric floral
design and "Habsburg" in script on the base. An undecorated, 1 in
diameter clay marble was also collected.
Two sanitary can fragments, four pieces from a can with a lapped
side seam, three pieces of an evaporated milk can, two fragments of a
small bucket bail and 23 can keys made up the can and related item
category. Twenty-two of the keys (four 1 /8 in, eight 7/16 in, three 1
9/16 in, six 1 5/8 in and one 3 1/4 in in length) had oval heads. One 1
1/2 in long key had a triangular head and a wire "loop" to engage the
strip, rather than a stamped out or sheared slot as did the other keys
(Figure A.10E).
A total of 132 nails were collected (Table 4.3).
Other metal artifacts were: a small unidentified brass object; a 1
1/16 in long unused rivet; a 2 1/2 in long wood screw; a 2 in diameter,
12 gage wire ring with a machine tied knot; a crown cap; two 5/16 in wide
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tin strips; and a .22 caliber cartridge with a diamond headstamp. The
latter mark was that of the Western Cartridge Company, 1908 to the
present (Suydam 1979:325, 327).
The eight miscellaneous artifacts from Level 2-3 were: five pieces
of a child's school slate; a red painted wood shingle; a piece of
dimensional lumber with white paint; and a 23 ligne, two hole, black shell
button. Also from Level 2-3 were a right femur of a young Lepus
calitornicus and three indeterminate Artiodactyla fragments, one of which
had been sawn.
Seventeen pieces of flat glass (eight 1/8 in thick, eight 1/16 in
thick and one 5/64 in thick) were found in Level 3, Area 1, along with
nine nails (Table 4.3), an unidentified iron and brass object, an
unidentifiable metal fragment and a cartridge case with a "UMC .30-30"
headstamp. United Metallic Cartridge Company dated from 1867 to 1910
(Suydam 1979:324) and the .30 caliber cartridge from 1895 to the present
(Barnes 1980:48). Also from Level 3 was an indeterminate long bone
fragment, which was possibly Aves.
The two complete (EU-32 and EU-83) and two partial squares (EU-97
and EU-98) around the interior chimney base were designated as Area 2
(Figure ). The chimney base was located within EU-82 and EU-97. These
four squares were excavated only through Level 1, except for the south
half of EU-83, which was excavated through Level 5. EU-83 produced no
artifacts below Level 3. A total of 111 artifacts were collected from
three levels.
Level 1 in EU-82, EU-83, EU-97 and EU-98 varied from 0.1 ft to
0.25 ft in depth. Level 2 in EU-83 was 0.3 ft thick, Level 3 was 0.45 ft
thick, Level 4 was 0.4 ft thick and Level 5 was 0.5 ft thick. Level 5
terminated on a sterile brown soil. All were natural levels, although
the destruction and fill levels were divided for control purposes.
Level 1 included the alluvium layer mixed with some destruction
period material. Levels 2 and 3 clearly contained debris from the
destruction period. The soil in Levels 4 and 5 appeared to be fill used
to level the site before construction. Because the excavation below
Level 1 occurred only in the south half of EU-83, generalizations about
the fill are necessarily limited and correspondence with levels in Areas
1 and 3 can only be suggestions.
Level 1 produced 12 bottle glass fragments: four SCA, two of
which were from a paneled food bottle (probably catsup); one light green;
six clear; and one aqua piece.
Thirty-three pieces of light green flat glass, four 4/64 in, one
7/64 in and 17 1/8 in thick, were collected.
In addition, one hardpaste white earthen ware sherd; three can
fragments, including one from an evaporated milk can; 22 nails (Table 4.3);
a brass hinge from a carpenter's folding wooden rule; a piece of 10 gage
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iron wire; a two hole, 15 ligne shell button; two fragments of a bone
toothbrush with "THE PERFECT BRUSHES" impressed in the handle; a bone
collar button fragment; and a piece of leather, possibly from a horse
harness strap, were collected from Level 1.
Only 21 artifacts were encountered in Level 2: a piece of cobalt
blue bottle glass, nine pieces of sewer tile, six nails (Table 4.3), a dry
cell battery carbon core and a metal, cloth covered clothing hook, which
had probably been part of a garter (the same form as illustrated by Adams
and others 1975:263).
Four pieces of light green flat glass, two 1/16 in thick and one
each 5/64 in and 3/32 in thick; a sewer pipe fragment; seven nails (Table
4.3); and a piece of wood with burlap adhering to it, constituted the
artifacts contained in Level 3.
Part of three 5-ft squares (EU-116, EU-131 and EU-146), excavated
on the south side of the feature, were designated Area 3 (Figure 4.5).
These squares were north of the rock alignment and were presumably mostly
under the hotel porch. The ground surface sloped from north to south at
this point. Level 1 was 0.4 ft thick and was excavated only in EU-116
because of the slope. Level 2 was 0.5 ft thick and was excavated only in
EU-116 and EU-131. Level 3 was 0.4 ft thick. Only Level 4, which was
0.8 ft thick, was excavated in all three squares (EU-116, EU-131 and EU146). Excavation in EU-146 extended only into the northernmost 1 ft of
the square. All levels were excavated in arbitrary depths.
On the north end of the excavation, in the upper part of Level 1
(up to 0.2 ft), was the alluvial layer seen over most of the feature.
Levels 2 to 4 corresponded to the fill layer in Areas 1 and 2. No
destruction level was observed in Area 3. Considerable erosion on this
part of the feature had affected Area 3 through removal of much of the
upper levels, especially over EU-146. Only 85 artifacts, 56 of which
were nails, were recovered.
.

Level 1, all of which was in EU-116, contained one piece of light
green glass; eight pieces of flat glass, one 3/64 in thick, one 1/16 in
thick, four 5/64 in thick and two 3/32 in thick; 33 nails (Table 4.3); a
horseshoe fragment; a 2 1/2 in long mine car track spike; a .22 caliber
cartridge with an "H" headstamp; and a .38 caliber revolver cartridge
with a "UMC .38 S & W SP'L" headstamp. The "H" was a mark of the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company and the "UMC" mark was that of the
Union Metallic Cartridge Company prior to 1910. The .38 Smith & Wesson
Special was first made by UMC in early 1899 (Suydam 1977:172, 327, 329).
The second level, excavated in EU-116 and EU-131, produced only
21 artifacts: a fragment each of light green and dark green bottle glass,
the latter probably from a wine or champagne bottle; one light green
piece each of 1/16 in and 1/18 in thick flat glass; a hardpaste
earthen ware cup handle with a gold line decoration; a fragment of sewer
tile; 14 nails (Table 4.3); and a .22 caliber cartridge with the same "H"
headstamp as that in Level 1.
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Level 3, excavated in EU-116 and EU-131, produced only three
artifacts, all from EU-116. These were a fragment each of light green
and brown bottle glass and one nail (Table 4.3).
Level 4 was excavated in all three squares and produced artifacts
only from EU-131 and EU-146. These artifacts were: eight nails (Table
4.3); five fragments of 17 gage iron wire, one of which was a baling tie;
a .22 caliber cartridge with an "H" headstamp as mentioned earlier; and a
made by the Remington Arms - Union Metallic Cartridge Company between
1909 and 1934. The "WCF" stood for Winchester Center Fire (Suydam
1977:329; Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:31; Steward 1969:45).

Feature 3
Approximately 60 ft south of the hotel was Feature 3, the remains
of the store (Figure 4.9). Just east of the store, across a shallow
erosional channel, were rock alignments, which had probably been footings
for the store's warehouse, Feature 17. The store was included as part of
the Arizona State Museum's site x88-S1-L1 and was located on Roskruge's
map (Document 62) as being within the Ajax Consolidated Mill Site claim
(Figures 4.1, 4.2).
At Feature 3 were located three parallel, 1.5 ft wide, northsouth oriented, mud (and some lime) mortared, angular rock footings
(Figure 4.10). They were spaced about 7.5 ft apart. Most of the mortar
appeared on the top of the upper layer of rock rather than around the
rocks. The west footing was 10 ft, the middle one was 11 ft and the east
footing was 12 ft in length. The south end of the north-south oriented
wood frame store building, which overall was 24 ft by 40 ft in size,
rested on these footings. Given the configuration of the footings, only
about the south half of the building would have rested on them. Most of
the store rested directly on the ground surface.
At the south end of the westernmost footing was a 0.8 ft by 1 ft
common red fired brick and lime mortar footing pier. This may have been
part of the footings for the wood porch which ran the full length of the
south side of the store. This was the only pier remaining of the inner
row of piers that supported the porch at its junction with the building.
About 6 ft south of the south ends of the three rock footing alignments
were three flat rocks, all of which had traces of mortar on them. These
appeared to be the base supports for the outer brick footing piers which
were similar to the one just mentioned. No bricks were found in place on
these rocks which were spaced at about 7 ft intervals.
At the north end of the east footing wall were impressions in the
lime mortar of a vertical 4 in by 4 in timber. A series of similar
timbers may have been placed along all three footing walls as supports to
the floor joists.
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Figure 4.10 Old Rosemont, Feature 3, store. View of the rock footings
looking north
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The presence of relatively numerous mesquite trees on the feature
resulted in the development of duff on parts of the feature over the
years. Surface artifacts were collected before duff removal.
Subsequently, additional artifacts were collected after duff removal and
during exposure of the three rock alignments. To expose the south ends
of the alignments only duff removal or sweeping of the surface was
necessary, but on their north ends subsurface excavations were required
to delineate them. These shallow excavations in parts of 15 squares,
uncovered the tops of the alignments and removed a narrow area on both
sides to a depth varying from about 0.1 ft to 0.8 ft on the north end.
The artifacts from this activity, collected with only the square from
which they came recorded, are now described.
A small trench 2 ft wide and 5 ft long was excavated along the
exterior west footing wall to determine its depth and construction
detail. The footing was about 1.4 ft in depth, constructed entirely of
tabular rock which was stacked in place rather than being laid in
courses and was held in place only with clay mortar. No builder's
trench was observed and no trash was found in the excavation.
A grid system of 108 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature and a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Sixty
of these units contained artifacts.

Artifacts: Surface
Feature 3 produced 568 surface artifacts: 475 glass, 32 ceramic
and 61 metal.
The category of bottle glass related to food contained only three
objects. One was a whole, clear, 12 oz machine made Type 1 preserve
bottle which had an Owen's cut oft scar and "./7" on its base. This type
of food bottle was more fully described in Feature 1. A fragment of a
second clear Type 1 preserve bottle and a light green applied flat strip
finish from a wide mouth jar were also collected.
The largest number of bottle fragments (276) were derived from at
least 26 beer bottles. This number was based on four brown hand finished
and five brown machine made crown finishes, six aqua hand finished and
one aqua machine made crown finishes, eight light green hand finished and
one machine made crown finishes and one very light green machine made
crown finish. Three finishes were from 12 oz bottles.
Ten heel marks were present, those on brown bottles were:
"NET.../...0.14"; "...B.C. CO" with an Owen's cut off scar on the base;
CO"; and "11". On an aqua beer bottle was: "...5 G" and on
light green bottles were: "3...", with "...BR.../CINCI..." on the body;
4..." with an Owen's cut off scar on the base; "58"; and "14" with
an Owen's scar.
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Base marks on brown bottles were: "PCGW"; "...& S" (WF & S); and
"ROOT" with "51" on the heel. On a clear base was a ".9" and on aqua
bases were: "3"; "A.B..." (A.B. CO); "AB monogram/..."; and "AB
monogram/10". Two pieces of a brown, 12 oz beer bottle had
"...ONTENT.../McA.../CHI.../C..." embossed on them. This was the label
of the McAvoy Brewing Company (Friedrich and Bull 1976:86, 1638i), which
was in business in Chicago supposedly until 1889. This date is probably
incorrect.
Beer bottle body fragments without marks numbered: 102 brown, 80
aqua, 40 light green, two clear and seven very light green.
Company heel and base marks which were datable were: American
Bottle Company (A.B. CO. 1915-1929), Pacific Coast Glass Works
(P.C.G.W. 1902-1924), William Franzen and Sons (WF & S 1900-1929), Root
Glass Company (Root 1901-1932) and American Bottle Company (AB
monogram 1905-1929). The "...B.C. Co" heel marks could not be identified
(Toulouse 1971:30, 416, 536 and 445; Ayres and others 1980).
One green fragment from a wine, champagne or related product, a
milk glass sherd from a continuous threaded jar of the Mentholatum type
and an SCA fragment from a small, rectangular prescription ware bottle
completed the list of bottle glass.
In addition to the identifiable fragments, 167 bottle sherds
could not be assigned to a form or content. These were: 31 brown, 16
emerald green, 26 light green, 19 SCA, 38 aqua, two milk, one yellow
green, one cobalt blue, three green and 30 clear.
Other glass included a clear tumbler rim fragment; 19 pieces of
1/16 in thick light green flat glass, three pieces 3/64 in thick and four
pieces 5/64 in thick.
Only 32 ceramic sherds were found on the surface at Feature 3.
Twenty-two of these were hardpaste white earthen ware, nine were softpaste
earthen ware and one was stone ware.
The hardpaste white earthen ware category included one cup
fragment with a red rose and green leaf printed design; two soup plate
pieces; a handle fragment; and a piece with a floral painted design,
possibly from a plate or saucer. Seventeen pieces of hardpaste white
earthen ware were undecorated and had no recognizable form.
In the softpaste category were nine red slipped Papago sherds,
all with a dark carbon streak. These sherds were all from at least one
large jar or olla.
The stone ware fragment was part of a sewer tile, probably from
Feature 2.
The metal artifacts numbered: 25 cans, five pieces of wire, 20
nails and 11 miscellaneous pieces.
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The surface of Feature 3 produced only 25 can fragments, 14 of
which were fragments not assignable to a particular type or content.
Food cans included two partial evaporated milk cans, one with a
matchstick filler hole and one with a hole-and-cap (?) and lapped side
seams. It measured about 208 by about 309. Three cans originally
contained meat products. One was a sanitary can, 302 in height, whose
key and strip had not been used. The can had been opened with a straight
opener. One of the cans had a hole-and-cap, a lapped side seam and had
been opened with a key. The third meat related item was a 604 diameter
friction lid with "COTTOLENE/...BURBANK/...(COMP)ANY". Cottolene was a
lard compound. In addition, an oval Prince Albert type tobacco can and
two lids were collected. Two lids for glass jars were recovered. One was
a vacuum side seal pry off lid with its rubber gasket intact and the
other was a lug type vacuum seal, 208 diameter lid (Lief ND:32). One
friction lid from a can or bucket was 514 in diameter.
Five pieces of wire (one 12 gage, one 16 gage and two 17 gage)
were collected. One of the latter had a machine twisted loop for an
unknown purpose. One piece of wire was composed of 10 fine wires twisted
together.
Twenty nails (Table 4.3) were collected from Feature 3's surface.
Other metal artifacts were: two crown caps; a cast iron stove
fragment; a square ring buckle with a missing tongue; a cast iron Dutch
oven lid with, "E.R..." embossed on it; half of a horseshoe; a chisel
cut, 16/32 in high and 2 in wide fragment of iron bar stock; and an 11
gage piece of wire, which was pointed on one end and battered on the
other, as if it had been fastened to another object. A two part,
reducing, plumbing union similar to that illustrated in the 1894-5
Montgomery Wards catalog (Schroeder 1970:401, #43586); a horse harness
buckle, illustrated in the same catalog (Schroeder 1970:322, #38210); and
a shotgun cartridge case with a "WINCHESTER/NO. 12/LEADER" headstamp,
were also collected. This cartridge dated between 1893 and well into the
twentieth century (Steward 1969:83).

Artifacts: Excavation
A total of 172 artifacts (78 glass, 10 ceramic and 84 metal) were
collected as a result of the shallow excavations to fully delineate the
three rock alignments.
The bottle glass included two fragments of a light green,
machine made beer bottle crown finish; one SCA base with "...NG
ING./USA/...FIELD, MASS"; and three aqua, four light green, 23 clear, one
brown and six SCA pieces whose form or content could not be determined.
Ten pieces of 3/64 in thick, 16 pieces 1/16 in thick and 11 pieces of
5/64 in thick light green flat glass were collected. One 5/16 in thick
light green, beveled plate glass was also recovered.
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The ceramic fragments were: two pieces of fired, red common brick;
five red slipped Papago olla sherds with a dark carbon streak; and three
hardpaste white earthen ware fragments, two of which had been part of a
cup.
The metal artifacts included: a piece of a large square or
rectangular can; an unidentifiable can fragment; 79 nails (Table 4.3); a
crown cap; a horseshoe fragment; and a hollow metal tube with a 16 hole
disk around an upright, threaded piece fastened to one side of it. This
tube was probably part of a kerosene or gas stove burner assembly.

Feature 4
This feature (Figures 4.1, 4.2) consisted of several related rock
alignments about 135 ft southwest of the hotel (Feature 2). Feature 4
(Figure 4.11) was located on the end of a narrow northwest to southeast
sloping ridge top within the Oregon Mill Site claim. The feature was
identified by the Arizona State Museum as part of site X88-S1-L1.
A 45 ft long alignment formed the west side of the complex and
had a 12 ft segment extending eastward from its southwest corner. The
north side was not continuous but overall it was about 32 ft long. Two
short alignments, one about 7 ft long and the other about 10 ft long,
extended to the south. These roughly divided the north wall into thirds.
Running east-west in the middle of the feature was what appeared
to be one or more disturbed alignments with a total length of about 25
ft. No rocks or alignments were found in the southeast quarter of the
feature.
Rock alignments were used at Old Rosemont in association with
frame buildings (Features 2, 3, 17), as well as for soil retention
devices at leveled areas thought to be building platforms (Feature 13). The
elaborate nature of Feature 4 suggested that it was associated with a
building.
Feature 4 presented an enigma. According to Roskruge's map
(Document 62), a bunkhouse was located within the Oregon Mill Site claim
about 270 ft southwest of the hotel. Feature 4 was only about 135 ft
from the hotel. Only a scatter of trash (Feature 23) was found at the
location that was 270 ft from the hotel. Feature 4 may represent the
remains of a post Roskruge map building and Feature 23 is the site of the
bunkhouse or, the Roskruge map is in error and Feature 4 is the
bunkhouse location.
A grid system of 88 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature and a 100 percent collection made. Only 35 squares contained
artifacts.

Figure 4.11
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The northern halves of two of the 5-ft square units were
excavated to determine the nature of the subsurface fill. The results
indicated that a 0.1 ft to 0.5 ft thick, rocky soil rested on bedrock at
the feature.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 300 artifacts (56 glass, 9 ceramic and 235 metal) were
collected on the surface of Feature 4.
Thirty-three pieces of glass representing at lest five bottles
were collected at Feature 4. Nine pieces were from a clear, machine
made, Type 1 preserve style food bottle (see Feature 1 for description);
two light green fragments, one a finish and one a base, were from a fruit
jar; one dark green piece was from a wine or champagne bottle; and one
aqua hand formed, crown finish was from a beer bottle. In addition,
seven SCA, two clear and 11 light green pieces were found.
Light green flat glass numbered 22 pieces, four 3/64 in thick, 11
5/64 in thick, four 3/32 in thick and three 1/8 in thick.
In addition, an SCA rim fragment of a probable tumbler was
collected.
Only two of the eight hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were
decorated. The two were from a brown, floral transfer printed plate.
One softpaste earthen ware sherd was from a red slipped Papago jar.
A fragment of a large, oval, drawn body salmon can and a holeand-cap, lapped side seam, 405 diameter food can (probably opened with a
key) were the only objects that could be partially identified from the
total of 24 can fragments from the surface of Feature 4.
There were also 74 pieces, at least nine of which had soldered
seams present, that might have been pieces of one or more very large
square or rectangular cans.
Other metal included 118 nails (Table 4.3); four 16 gage pieces of
iron wire, one attached to a 10d common wire nail; seven 17 gage pieces
of iron wire; a fragment of galvanized sheet metal; a 5/8 in wood screw;
a 1 3/4 in wide, 12 in long, broken strip of flat sheet metal; a piece of
lead foil; an 8 1/4 in long, 1/2 in diameter carriage bolt with square
nut and a washer; a cast iron butt hinge fragment; a cast iron drawer
pull with "SARGENT & CO." on the reverse; and a shotgun cartridge case
with a "REMINGTON/UMC/N0.12/ARROW" headstamp. The best dates for this
case appeared to be 1909 to 1934.
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Artifacts: Excavation
Excavations at Feature 4 were limited to the removal of half of
two 5-ft squares (EU-36 and EU-44) within the rock alignment area. The
depth of the excavation to bedrock varied from 0.1 to 0.5 ft.
Only 22 artifacts, three glass and 19 metal, were recovered. The
glass consisted of a brown bottle fragment and a clear, thin piece,
possibly part of assaying glass ware from EU-36 and one piece of 3/32 in
thick, light green flat glass from EU-44. Two pieces of 16 gage iron
wire, one wrapped around a 10d common wire nail, came from EU-36. Two
pieces of the same large can as that found on the surface were collected
from EU-44. In addition, 12 nails were excavated from the two squares
(Table 4.3).

Feature 5
In the photograph of Old Rosemont dating about 1897 (Figure 4.3),
a small building sitting on the hilltop overlooking the smelter can be
seen (Figure 4.1). The location of this building, which was on the Old
Put Mill Site claim, was labelled Feature 5. This building was not
plotted on the Roskruge map (Document 62). Earlier this feature had been
designated as part of site X72-S3-L5 by the Arizona State Museum.
At the time of the survey, no trace of the building shown in the
photograph remained. The area of the feature had been heavily impacted by
recent activities of a pseudo-military, war games-playing group.
Historic components at the feature had been removed and modified, and
four small rock walled "fortifications" constructed. The historic aspect
of the feature was retained only in a trash scatter, a concentration of
cinders and remnants of two 4 by 8 in wooden posts. The trash scatter
covered an area about 50 ft by 70 ft but the majority of trash was
concentrated in a 15 by 15 ft area around the cinder pile.
A grid system of 154 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 100 percent collection of artifacts was made. A total of
78 units contained artifacts. On the basis of the quantity of assay
related artifacts, this feature is thought to have been the location of
an assay office.

Artifacts
Of the total 1253 artifact fragments collected from the surface of
Feature 5, 704 were glass, 386 were ceramic, 151 were metal and 12 were
miscellaneous. Only four types of contents could be identified for the
623 glass bottle fragments: 89 were from definite or possible beer
bottles; 42 were from wine, champagne or related bottles; one was from a
probable proprietary medicine container; and 37 were from reagent or
chemical bottles. On the basis of color, the remaining 454 are thought
to have been primarily from alcoholic beverage and reagent or chemical
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bottles.
The beer bottles were represented by 16 aqua fragments including a
remnant basemark
& CO", a brandy finish and two blob finishes. The
73 brown fragments included a brandy finish, two blob finishes, a partial
basemark
CO.", a "D.O.C./2" basemark and two remnant marks "C.C.."
and "...GC.../2" whose pieces fit together. This was the mark of the
Cream City Glass Company, 1888-1894 (Toulouse 1971:119). The "D.O.C."
mark was that of the Dominic 0. Cunningham Glass Company, 1882-1837
(Toulouse 1971:163). In all, at least six beer bottles were represented.
Only one base, with a shallow kickup, and no finishes were
represented in the 42 fragments of bottles with wine or related contents.
Three pieces were light green, and 39 were dark green in color. The
probable proprietary medicine bottle consisted only of one SCA panel
fragment.
Thirty-seven bottle fragments were from reagent or chemical
bottles. Within this category were 10 brown, 18 amber, one light aqua,
four light green, two deep aqua and two SCA pieces. These fragments
included five "patent" finishes, three of which had ground bores ranging
in size from 11/16 in to 1 in in diameter. Two of the patent finishes
had unground bores, one of which was 1 1/8 in in diameter. Two fragments
had straight necks with no finishes.
Only three fragments had legible and relatively complete embossed
base letters; one was unidentified "WA & CO" on an aqua piece, and one
was "REDING...N & CO./".CISCO" (Redington and Company/San Francisco) on
two amber pieces.
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The remaining 454 small fragments included: two milk, 117 aqua,
light green, eight SCA, 64 brown, 55 amber, 83 deep aqua, 14 clear,
reddish brown, five yellow greenish brown, two greenish brown and
green. No form or content could be determined for these. Based on
relatively unusual colors, many of these fragments probably fit into
category of reagent or chemical bottle, or other special content.

In addition to the fragments readily identifiable as bottle glass,
76 pieces which had been burned and melted were found scattered (with
only two exceptions) across the southwest quarter of the feature. One of
these pieces was green, two were brown, two were SCA and 71 were light
green in color.
Also collected were: a brown glass stopper of the mushroom
tincture or carmine style (Whitall, Tatum and Company 1971:6), a fragment
of a clear glass tube with a 5/16 in hole, an SCA fragment with a ground
end surface, nd three pieces of thin, clear glass from a beaker or
similar item of chemical glass ware.

Only seven ceramic fragments appeared to have been for table use.
were
hardpaste white earthen ware except for one piece of softpaste
All
earthen ware. No forms could be identified.
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More numerous were the various ceramic pieces (379) from objects
used in the assaying process. Central to the process was the furnace. A
common type, the muffle furnace, was used to melt the material to be
assayed. The muffle or box was often D-shaped, open on one end and was
externally heated. It was made of refractory clay. This type of furnace
was often constructed of fire clay tiling, fire brick and common red
brick. Each contained a fire box under the muffle, and had a duct on top
to carry away smoke and noxious fumes (Lodge 1904:20-21; Fulton 1907:13) .
Within the muffle would be placed the crucible in which the assay
sample was melted, as well as the scorifying dish in which the
scorification-assay of gold and silver ores took place. The cupel used
for the cupellation of the lead button carrying gold an silver was also
placed in the muffle (Furman 1905:61).
A number of furnace parts were collected at Feature 5, including
fire clay pipe, brick and muffle fragments. A total of 39 pieces of 5/8
in thick fire clay pipe (probably part of the duct work of a furnace)
were found. Two types of brick, fire brick and common brick, were also
collected. Of the 24 fragments, two were common brick and 22 were fire
brick. One of the latter had "...HOWA.../...OUIS...", and one had
"...HOWA.../...OUI...", impressed in them. These were made by Evens and
Howard as early as 1857 (Herskovitz 1978:117). Ninety-one pieces of one
or more unmarked, refractory clay muffles were also collected. All of
these pieces were very small, but those with curvature suggested a
D-shaped muffle.
Most abundant were crucible fragments, of which 137 were found.
At least 12 crucibles were represented by these pieces. Only four had
marks: one had a "6" and one had "...RR.../...ARD/..." on the base; one
had "8/F LUX..." and one had "...TER/...LUX..." impressed on the side.
Only two pieces of a bone ash cupel were found.
Scorifiers, all made of refractory clay, were represented by 19
fragments comprising at least seven formerly complete objects. At least
four of these were made in Battersea, England. One had "...BATTERSEA
WORKS/ENGLAND" on its base. The Battersea scorifiers were considered to
be among the best available (Lodge 1904:18; Furman 1905:61).
Sherds of ceramic storage containers, possibly for acid or other
material used in the assaying process, were also found. One of these was
a clear glazed stone ware jug represented by six pieces, and the other was
a brown glazed stone ware jug of which 32 pieces were collected. With the
exception of three sherds, the latter was glazed on both the exterior and
the interior. Both jugs were unmarked and both were wheel made.
Nineteen fragments of small, shallow porcelain bowls, many of
which appeared to have been subjected to high temperatures were found.
These were undoubtedly from evaporating dishes (Aaron 1885:26) or
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casseroles (Furman 1905:61). None had maker's marks and all appeared to
be from the same vessel type.
Also collected were five fragments of a small ceramic mortar, one
piece of which was burned.
Four fragments of one or more 15/16 in high, porcelain cabinet
door or drawer pulls were collected.
A piece of a circular, small ceramic disk with a threaded center
hole was unidentified. It was thought to be related to assay processing
equipment.
Only 151 of the artifacts from Feature 5 were of metal. Twenty-two
of these were small fragments of tin cans. Two pieces were from a
large square or rectangular can, one was part of a recent sardine can and
one fragment had a lapped side seam. Of the 62 nails, all but six were
collected in the southwest corner of the feature (Table 4.3). Fifty-five
of the metal artifacts were variously sized pieces of burned, warped and
partially melted cast iron. These may have been parts of the furnace
fire box or ash box. A metal object probably related to the assay
operation was a broken clamp with a thumb screw. This clamp could have
been part of a number of objects, including a support ring, a ring for
use with a support rod, a burette clamp, a burner fork or other objects
illustrated in chemical apparatus catalogs (for example, see Cambridge
Botanical Supply Company 1918). Two fragments of brass screen may also
have been related to the laboratory assay process.
Other metal recovered was a 1 1/2 in long wood screw; a 6 1/2 in
long piece of heavy, tapered wire; a 1/4 in by 1 1/4 in in by 8 in iron
bar; and 11 pieces of sheet metal (tin), some with nail holes.
Miscellaneous artifacts (12) collected were two fragments of lime
mortar; four fragments of glass like material, probably from discarded
assay crucibles; a piece of sandstone with melted glass adhering to it;
and three pieces of float and two of slag. The latter five were probably
from the smelter slag pile (Feature 6B) rather than a product of the
assaying process.

Feature 6
This feature (Figures 4.1, 4.2), which was situated within the
Old Put Mill Site claim, was recorded as part of X72-S3-L5 by the Arizona
State Museum Figure 4.1). It was located in the northwest part of the
feature cluster that constituted the remains of the community of Old
Rosemont. The feature consisted of two components, the smelter site
(Feature 6A) and the slag pile (Feature 6B).
To construct the smelter a large cut (Figure 4.12) had to be made
in the top of the east-west ridge which lay along the north side of Old
Rosemont. The cut extended into the hillside about 80 ft and was about
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Figure 4.12 Old Rosemont, Feature 6a, smelter location. View looking
north
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60 ft wide, narrowing slightly from south to north. The nearly vertical
original side and back walls of the excavation had eroded and slumped
into the excavation. Only a 50 ft by 50 ft area of original surface in
the center of the cut remained relatively free of material eroded from
the side walls. All that remained of the smelter that stood in the cut
was a large, 14 ft long, 6 ft diameter iron cylinder; a large, 1 ft
diameter cast iron object of unknown purpose; a small pile of red, fired
bricks; three heavy vertical strap iron pieces (on the west side) which
may have been attached to the building to provide support; the remains of
a small brick pad which may have been part of the footings for the
building; and dozens of nails.
A slag pile developed on the hillslope in front of the smelter.
The molten slag was poured so that a continuous, relatively flat working
surface was created; as the slag pile advanced to the south this leveled
surface also was continued. On the north side of the flat surface was a
pile of limestone rock probably for use in the smelting process. The
slag pile, which was roughly 60 ft by 150 ft in size, had been dug into
on its south face. Slag was probably removed to be reprocessed sometime
after the abandonment of Old Rosemont.
A grid system of 94 5-ft square units was placed over the smelter
cut out, and a 20 percent random sample of surface artifacts was made.
Eighteen units contained artifacts.

Artifacts
A total of 241 artifacts, seven glass, nine ceramic and 225
metal, were collected from the surface of the smelter site (Feature 6A).
No artifacts were collected on the slag pile (Feature 6B).
Of the glass, one clear and five light green pieces were from two
or more bottles. One additional light green piece was a 5/64 in thick
flat glass fragment.
Nine ceramic sherds were collected. Seven were from one or more
white, hardpaste earthen ware objects and two were from fire brick
fragments. One of the bricks had "...RD" impressed on it.
Only two cans, both rectangular, tapered meat cans, could be
identified as to specific content. Both had hole-and-caps with "ESTAB
183" on them and had lapped side seams. Remnants of a round hole-and-cap
can and two sanitary cans were also present. In addition, 14
unidentifiable can fragments were found.
Five pieces of iron wire, one 16 gage, one 17 gage, and three
3/16 in in diameter were found. The latter were from one multiple strand
of twisted wire.
A total of 184 nails were collected at Feature 6A (Table 4.3).
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Four metal artifacts were related to heavy machinery or to
fastening heavy machinery to their foundations. These included two large
iron washers, one of which had a 7/16 in hole; a 1 1/2 in square nut with
a 3/4 in hole; and a 9/16 in diameter, 1 3/4 in long bolt with a 1 in
square chamfered head and a 1 in square nut attached. Also found were
three small fragments of cast iron, five pieces of heavy sheet metal, a
strip of sheet copper with nail holes, a fragment of a square iron bar
with chisel marks, a sheave fragment from an iron pulley and two pieces
of unidentifiable white metal.

Feature 7
Feature 7 (Figures 4.1, 4.2) was designated as site HP18-S4-L2 by the
Arizona State Museum. It was the remains of a two room adobe assay
building located west of the slag pile (Feature 6B) on the north side of
Wasp Canyon Wash. The building was located on a small low terrace
approximately 75 ft by 100 ft in extent, and about 4 ft above the wash
bottom. It was located within the Chicago Mill Site claim on Roskruge's
1898 mineral survey map for Rosemont (Document 62) and was identified as
an "assay office". The assay office was first observed because of the
exposed rock wall footing in the southeast corner, adobe wall fall and
surface trash, including numerous red fired bricks. A grid system of 81
5-ft square units was place over the feature and a 100 percent collection
of surface artifacts was made. Only 35 squares contained artifacts.

Artifacts
Complete excavation of the feature (Figures 4.13, 4.14) was
undertaken because it was the only one of two former assay offices at Old
Rosemont that had wall footings intact. Also, it represented remains of
one of only three known adobe buildings available for excavation within
the project area. Most importantly, it was the only building in Old
Rosemont that had at least portions of original walls intact. Because of
these unique characteristics, and the fact that of all the mining related
sites investigated, it represented the only definitely located assay
office, it was expected that information nowhere else available in
the project area would be recovered.
The fill in the interior of the building was completely removed.
It consisted of a mix of adobe brick fragments, melted adobe, silt and
sand washed onto the ruin from the slope to the north, scattered red
fired common brick, fire brick and a few artifacts. All were post
abandonment deposits. This fill ranged from 0.1 ft in depth in the
southeast corner to 2.3 ft in the northwest corner. No obvious
stratigraphid differences were observed in the fill; arbitrary levels
were assigned and excavated. At the bottom of this fill a sterile, hard
brown clay surface was encountered. Embedded in this clay were the
remains of eight north-south oriented 2 in by 4 in floor joists spaced
from 1.2 ft to 2.7 ft apart on centers. Flooring of 1 in by 4 in boards
was oriented east-west on top of the joists and was fastened with wire

Kiln or furnace foundation
of common brick

Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.14 Old Rosemont, Feature 7, assay office. View looking west
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nails. Burned board fragments, ash, charcoal and occurrences of fire
reddened clay indicated that the building had burned. The artifacts from
the interior of the building were treated as a unit in this report.
NO
artifacts were found on the floor joist surface.
The interior fill surrounding the furnace or kiln foundation,
that is, the fill between the sides of the kiln and the adobe walls

surrounding it, was excavated separately from the fill elsewhere in the
room. The fill was removed in three arbitrary levels labelled Levels 24. This was done because it was thought the narrowness of the space
between the kiln and the adobe wall would tend to protect artifacts
fallen there, and that, unlike the rest of the interior, this space would
probably not have been disturbed after abandonment of the building. This
fill was lumped together for the purposes of this report.
A roughly L-shaped ash lens resting on top of the brick remains
of the furnace foundation at its south end was separately excavated. It
was a maximum of 1.9 ft wide north-south and 2.3 ft wide east-west. The
approximately 0.2 ft thick lens, which sloped sharply from north to
south, probably represented remains from the burning of the building.
The interior of the building measured 12 ft by 20 ft, with a
small extension at the west end of the north wall. This extension was
about 5 ft by 5 ft in size and housed the foundation on which the
assayer's furnace for melting ore samples sat. The brick foundation was
4.2 ft north-south, by 4 ft wide east-west, and was 1.8 ft high. The
south side had been badly disturbed as had the upper portion. The
original height of this furnace pad could not be determined nor could its
true north-south dimension.
The furnace foundation (Figure 4.15) was constructed of red,
fired common brick laid in courses. On the east side the outer wythe of
bricks were all stretchers, on the north and west sides both headers and
stretchers were used although they appeared in no fixed pattern. The
interior was mostly constructed of courses of brick fragments. In all,
seven courses of bricks remained. Given the quantity of brick in the
room fill and elsewhere, the furnace pad was undoubtedly higher than its
present 1.8 ft.
Patches of lime mortar adhered to the surfaces of some of the
bricks but adobe mud was used exclusively as mortar for the furnace
foundation. The source of these reused bricks in unknown. Kiln heat, or
the burning building, had fire hardened the adobe mortar.
The walls of the building were adobe resting on a stone
foundation. At least one adobe course remained in place except on the
south and east sides where erosion had removed most traces of the bricks.
The foundation was constructed of angular, irregular shaped rock of
varying sizes laid with mud mortar. The rock foundation was stacked
rather than laid in courses, was from 0.4 ft to 0.6 ft in height, and was
1.0 ft wide. The building attempted to achieve an even, vertical face on
the exterior. No evidence of a builder's trench was observed on the
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Figure 4.15 Old Rosemont, Feature 7, assay office. View of the assay
kiln foundation looking north. Note floor joist remnants
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interior.
The walls of the assay office were constructed of adobe bricks
measuring about 4 in by 10 in by 18 in. The bricks were laid one wide
and end-to-end, and alternate courses overlapped to provide tight, bonded
corners. Mesquite roots had badly damaged many of the remaining bricks.
No evidence remained of a doorway, but given the terrain, it was most
likely in the south or east walls near the southeast corner. Overall,
the remains clearly indicated that the assay office was a substantial,
well constructed building intended for long term use.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 167 artifacts including 61 glass, 29 ceramic, 73 metal
and four miscellaneous were collected from the surface of Feature 7. The
glass bottle fragments included a clear, machine-made Tyoe 1 preserve
bottle finish; three SCA pieces from another food bottle with a finish
similar to the Type 1 except a narrow ring or ridge of glass was located
on the sealing surface; one SCA piece from a paneled food bottle; a clear
base with an "8" over a "9" and an Owen's cut-off scar; a light green
hand formed crown beer finish; an SCA fragment of a rectangular paneled
proprietary or prescription ware bottle; two SCA pieces of a rectangular
paneled proprietary medicine bottle with "—AN's TO..." on a side panel;
an aqua base with "B3" in a diamond and a "3", probably a proprietary
medicine bottle; three pieces of a milk glass jar, probably Mentholatum;
and four clear pieces from a recently deposited bottle. Other bottle
glass fragments found included three light green, 16 brown, five SCA, one
milk, nine green and two aqua.
Nonbottle glass included a clear fragment from a beaker or
similar chemical glass ware used by an assayer; two fragments of a 3/16 in
diameter, SCA stirring rod (Table 4.4); and four pieces of light green flat
glass (Table 4.5).
Surprisingly, the 24 hardpaste, white earthen ware objects from
the surface showed considerable consistency. Thirteen pieces were from
two or more small plates or saucers whose sole decoration was two thin
parallel green lines near the rim. Seven pieces with the same decoration
appeared to be from a dinner plate, three pieces were from a cup with the
same decoration and one undecorated piece could not be assigned to a
particular form.
A few ceramic fragments appeared to be either part of the assay
process or of the assay furnace. These were: two pieces of an assay
crucible, two fragments of fire brick and a rim fragment of a porcelain
evaporating dish.
Of the 46 whole and fragmentary tin cans, seven (five fragmentary
and two whole) were evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes.
The two complete cans measured 215 by 405, one was opened with a knife
and one had two small oval holes made with an unknown object. Three
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TABLE 4.4. ASSAY-RELATED ARTIFACTS, FEATURE 7, OLD ROSEMONT

1

59

4

4

3

5

38

Totals

113

5

9

5

2

1

2

12

Rubber Tubing

Sc rew c lamp s fo r
Rubber Tubing

Miscellaneou s

Porce la in evap orat ing dish

Totals

4
1

1

1

3

1

2

1
2

2

5
3

11

6

1

1

Exterior Exc 13
EU-47

Assay cruc ib le

St irr ing ro d

Tubing

Thin, c lear
Gla ssware
2

T9d n p

Interior Exc

15 T JTIOO S

z add o l s

sse12 go nem

1

Around Kiln

2

2

Surface

Other

Ceramic

11

Glass

3

24

2

2

80

4

48

6

162
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TABLE 4.5. FLAT GLASS, FEATURE 7, OLD ROSEMONT

Provenience

Size (Thickness)

1/16in
Surface

5/64in

3/32in

1

3

1/8in

Total
4

Interior Exc

7

42

10

2

Around Kiln

5

14

10

29

Exterior Exc

15

10

10

35

EU-47

13

6

9

28

Totals

40

73

42

2

61

157
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round sanitary cans had "ESTAB 18", "ESTAB 556" and "ESTAB 18/33"
respectively embossed on them. Presumably these were cans once
containing meat products. The use of establishment numbers dated them
after 1907. Another round can presumed to have contained meat had a
lapped side seam and was opened around the can circumference with a key.
A hole-and-cap can with a double side seam had "THE—.EAGLE..." embossed
on one end. This was a Borden's Eagle Brand condensed milk can. Two
lids were also found: one was from a Kerr type open top fruit jar and
the other was a 509 diameter push in-pry out friction lid. Twelve
fragments of sanitary cans and 16 miscellaneous can fragments, possibly
all from food cans, were also recovered.
Only 13 nails were found on the surface of Feature 7 (Table 4.3).
Other metal artifacts collected were: an oval cast iron fragment; a
crown cap; three small pieces of sheet metal; a 5 in long button hook
(Figure A.10B); a 1 3/4 in long iron pipe coupling with interior threads;
a 1/16 in thick rectangular piece of iron with four holes for screws; an
unusual, unidentified, knurled edge domed nut 1 in in diameter with a
3/16 in hole; a piece of sheet metal with two nail holes; a fragment of a
1 in wide, 1/4 in thick iron bar which was probably part of a piece of
heavy machinery; a thin, flat brass "key" or handle from a petcock; half
of a toy stamped tin, headless horse with a rider in a clown suit (Figure
A.11D); and a .44 caliber cartridge case with "U.M.C. .44 CFW" headstamp.
This cartridge dated between 1873 and 1910 (Suydam 1977:220, 324).
Miscellaneous artifacts from the surface at Feature 7 were a
drycell, 5/8 in by 7/8 in by 5 7/8 in carbon battery core, and three
fragments of smelter float which probably originated at nearby Feature
6A, the smelter slag pile.
Upon completion of the surface collection, the site was cleared
of organic debris and standing vegetation. This resulted in exposing
most of the observable wall fall which existed on all four sides of the
building, but was most intact and noticeable on the west side. All four
walls fell, or were pushed outward, during the deterioration of the
building.

Artifacts: Excavation Interior
From the interior of Feature 7, excluding the ash lens and the
space around the brick furnace or kiln foundation, 443 artifacts were
collected: 157 glass, 16 ceramic, 217 metal and 53 miscellaneous.
Eighty-four of the glass fragments were from bottles and jars: two milk
glass, three aqua, nine SCA, 16 light green, 25 brown and 29 clear. One
SCA piece was from a Type 1 preserve bottle and one was from a
prescription ware or proprietary medicine bottle. One whole, light
green, 4 oz, double bead finished rectangular bottle was a machine-made
proprietary medicine bottle, and one light green pieces was from a
rectangular proprietary medicine bottle. The whole light green bottle
had "B3" in a diamond on its base. One of the aqua pieces was a whole 2
oz, cone ink with "SANFORD'S/8" on its base, and one aqua piece was a
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double bead finish from a proprietary medicine bottle. Twelve clear
pieces were from food jars; one had a fruit jar finish and one was from a
machine-made Type 1 preserve bottle with a dot over an upside down and
backwards "6" and a dash under the "6" on its base. Six clear pieces
were from an oval prescription ware bottle. Two pieces were from a milk
glass Mentholatum jar.
In addition to the bottle glass were 61 pieces of light green
flat glass (Table 4.5); seven fragments of a clear, 3 3/4 in tall tumbler;
a milk glass button with an iron loop shank; a four hole, 21 ligne black
glass button; and three assay related items including a fragment of
glass tubing with a 3/16 in diameter hole and two pieces of a clear
beaker or flask (Table 4.4).
The ceramics included six hardpaste, white earthen ware sherds:
one with a narrow gold line on the rim, two with a fragment of a printed
design, one heavy hotel style cup with two narrow green lines on the
exterior rim, one from a dinner plate with the same decoration as the cup
and one without decoration. Other ceramics included a piece of an assay
crucible (Table 4.4), a common brick fragment and eight fragments of fire
brick. Two of the latter were marked "EVENS & HOWARD/St. LOUIS", one
appeared to have "S.H.B. .../GW MAYO..." on it, one had "FOS..." on it
and two had "...AL/...PIPE CO/...NGELES" on them. The Evens and Howard
Fire Brick Company was in business from 1865 to sometime around 1952
(Herskovitz 1978:117).
Only 16 can fragments, a piece of a cap from a hole-and-cap can,
a round push in-pry out friction lid, two lids from oval tobacco cans
and 12 unidentifiable pieces were found within the fill of Feature 7.
Other metal included: 159 nails (Table 4.3); a brass eyelet and
four brass hooks from a man's shoe; a 10 3/4 in piece of 1 in galvanized
pipe; a bolt fragment; a 1 5/16 in diameter iron washer; a button hook; a
4 1/8 in long railroad spike; two unidentified U-shaped iron objects; a
continuous thread 1 in diameter metal cap with a knurled edge; a harness
or bridle buckle; three pieces of 15 gage iron wire; an axle clip plate;
a crown cap; a safety pin; a blacksmith-made iron washer, 1 3/4 in
diameter and 3/4 in high; four pieces of galvanized sheet metal for
roofing (?); an unidentified cast iron fragment; a 1 1/4 in square nut
with a 9/16 in hole; a 3 in bolt with a countersunk head from a wagon
(?); a 3/4 in high, 2 9/16 in diameter iron washer with a 7/8 in hole and
a narrow raised ridge across its center; a 1 9/16 in long piece of plated
metal; a 17 in long piece of iron wagon tire, 2 1/16 in wide; a bolt or
pin without threads; two unidentified pieces of galvanized metal; and a
17 in long 1 in diameter threaded iron bolt with both ends flattened.
This was very much like the seven round rods found around the kiln
foundation.
In addition, six cartridge cases and one .22 bullet were found;
five of the cases were .22 caliber, and one had a "REM-UMC/.38 S&W"
headstamp. One .22 case had an "H", two had a "U" and one had no
headstamp. The "H" was the mark of the Winchester Repeating Arms
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Company, and the "U" was that of the Union Metallic Cartridge Company and
its successors (Suydam 1977:327).
Miscellaneous artifacts included one two-hole, 19 ligne shell
button; two four-hole, 22 ligne shell buttons; two two-hole, 18 ligne
shell buttons; a shoe fragment from a Goodyear welt constructed woman's
shoe; a shoe heel fragment with wire nails and a "13" stamped on one of
the leather layers in the heel; a leather fragment possibly from a shoe;
five pieces of smelter float and a piece of slag; a piece of lead ore;
three fragments of rubber; two pieces of red rubberized material; and
nine wood shingle fragments, one with rounded corners. At least six of
these pieces were sawn.
Also included in this category were 24 faunal fragments. Six Bos
taurus bones, a lumbar vertebra, two rib fragments, a right innominate
fragment, a thoracic vertebra and an indeterminate fragment were found;
all were sawn. A sawn rib (?) fragment from a large Artiodactyl; a long
bone fragment and a right innominate with cut marks from a medium sized
Artiodactyl; a vertebra from Crotalus sp.; a right coracoid from Gallus
gallus; three Canidae (possibly domestic dog) metatarsals; three
Sciuridae (squirrel?) fragments including a right humerus, a right tibia,
and a left humerus; two Rodentia fragments, a left and a right
innominate; and five medium to large mammal fragments were found on the
interior of the assay office.
The fill around the furnace foundation was 1.65 ft deep from the
top of the brick pad to the floor, 0.5 ft wide on the sides, and 0.3 ft
wide at the rear (north end). This fill was removed in three arbitrary
levels (2-4) which were combined for the purposes of this report. From
the fill came 266 artifacts: 143 glass, 11 ceramic, 45 metal and 67
miscellaneous.
The glass contained fragments of bottles, assay laboratory
glass ware and flat glass. One brown, one SCA, 10 aqua, 11 clear and 19
light green fragments as well as whole bottles were found. A whole, 12
oz rectangular paneled aqua proprietary medicine bottle with a hand
formed "patent lip" finish and "462" on its base; nine fragments of a
second, identical bottle; a whole, 8 oz rectangular paneled light green
proprietary medicine bottle with a hand formed thin strap finish, and an
"N" in a circle on its base; four light green pieces from a rectangular
paneled proprietary medicine bottle; and nine clear pieces from a 2 oz
prescription finished, prescription ware bottle were included in the
bottle glass numbers. The "N" in a circle mark was used by the Obear-Nestor
Glass company, 1894 to 1915 (Toulouse 1971:373).
The assay glass consisted of four clear fragments of glass tubing
with a 3/16 in diameter hole; four solid glass stirring rods, 3/16 in in
diameter; five watch glasses, one of which was 3 in in diameter; and a
variety (59 pieces) of flasks, beakers and other glass ware used in an
assay laboratory context (Table 4.4).
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Twenty-nine fragments of light green flat glass were also
collected (Table 4.5).
Ceramics directly related to the assay process were: a complete
2 1/2 in diameter, 1 1/8 in high, scorifier with "2 1/2IN/BATTERSEA/WORKS
ENGLAND" on its base (Figure A.2A); a complete cupel 1/2 in in diameter
and 11/16 in high (Figure A.2B); three fragments of one or more assay
crucibles; and a grey, very hard, unidentified sherd, probably part of an
object used in the assaying process. Also, two whole common bricks and
three fragments of fire brick were found in the fill.
Metal artifacts represented were: four fragments of a small,
rectangular can with "HE..." in red; seven fragments of a large can; one
piece of a round lid; 15 nails (Table 4.3); a cast iron leg from a wood
burning heating stove; a 10 1/2 by 12 in piece of fine mesh, brass (?)
hardware cloth; a wagon bolster plate (Schroeder 1970:574); a 2 in by 7
in piece of flat cast iron; a 2 in long safety pin; a counter sunk bolt
with two washers and a square nut for a wagon tire; two fragments of
heavy sheet metal (tin), possibly roofing material; a piece of 5/8 in bar
stock chiseled out of a larger piece; a shotgun case with a
— 490" on the primer; seven
"1901/N216/LEADER" headstamp, and "NEW No
round iron rods from 12 in to 16 1/4 in in length and from 5/8 in to 1
1/4 in in diameter; and a flat iron bar 1/4 in by 2 1/8 in by 13 1/2 in
in size. The latter bar and rods may have been related to assay
apparatus. The shotgun cartridge case was manufactured by the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company sometime after 1894 (Steward 1969:83).
The 67 miscellaneous artifacts included the graphite from a
carpenter's rectangular pencil; two pieces of leather; two fragments of
5/16 in diameter, black rubber tubing with a 3/16 in hole; four two-hole
16 ligne shell buttons; a small piece of paper; and a possible rib
fragment from a medium sized mammal. Also found in the provenience were
45 pieces of float and 11 fragments of slag, all possibly from the
smelter.
From the ash lens came 69 artifacts: one piece of clear bottle
glass and 68 pieces of metal. All but one of the metal pieces were nails
(Table 4.3). The one other piece could not be identified.

Artifacts: Excavation Exterior
In addition to the removal of the interior fill, a narrow strip
of fill was removed on all sides on the exterior except the midsection of
the south wall. The width of this excavation was confined to the 5-ft
squares that extended beyond the foundation, so the width of the exterior
trench around the foundations varied from 0.6 ft to 2 ft. All sides were
excavated to sterile soil which was on the surface in the south corner
and up to 0.85 ft below surface at the northwest part of the building.
After removal of surface organic duff, the next level was a layer
of adobe wall fall that was most obvious at the northwest corner, along
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the west wall and at the southwest corner. It also appeared along the
north wall and at the northeast corner. Below the wall fall was a more
or less continuous thin layer of trash resting on a sterile surface.
This layer produced most of the trash found in the exterior trench.
A 0.25 wide builder's trench was observed only on the exterior of
the west wall. It was observed from the southwest corner northward for
about 9 ft.
Only one excavation (EU-47) was performed away from the building.
A 2.5 ft north-south and 5 ft east-west excavation was placed 1.6 ft west
of the center west wall. The fill at this point was a maximum of 0.9 ft
deep. Level 1 corresponded to the adobe wall fall level. A layer of
trash and a number of impressions of oak leaves were found under the adobe.
A total of 177 artifacts (77 glass, 11 ceramic, 37 metal and 52
miscellaneous) were recovered from the trenches around the exterior of
the walls. The glass included five SCA, eight brown, six light green and
eight clear bottle fragments; 35 pieces of light green flat glass (Table
4.5); a four-hole, 22 ligne milk glass button; an unidentified piece of glass
with metal attached; and 13 fragments of assay laboratory beakers, flasks
or related items (Table 4.4).
Most of the 11 ceramic fragments were assay related. Four of
these were from an assay crucible; one was from an unusual softpaste
earthen ware crucible; one was a round molded bone ash object with a
center hole, probably related to assaying; one was a white porcelain
strip or bar for testing (?) assay samples; and two pieces were from a
small, white porcelain dish used in the assay process. Parts of this
artifact were found on the surface about 15 ft to the southeast. One
ceramic sherd was from a prehistoric plain ware vessel and one was from a
small plate with two narrow green lines on the rim.
Metal artifacts numbered 37 and included 12 nails (Table 4.3); a
broken, threaded bolt; a piece of a cast iron stove lid with a lifter
slot; a rectangular iron bar 1/2 in by 2 in by 12 in in size; four pieces
of sheet metal (tin); two small iron bars with chisel cut ends; a crown
cap; seven fragments of galvanized wash tub or large pan; three pieces of
galvanized stove or kiln pipe; a wad of lead foil; a 30 ligne metal
overall button; and a 16 in long cast iron window sash weight. Two brass
screw clamps used to control the flow of liquids through rubber tubing
were also found (Figure A.21). These were undoubtedly used in the assay
process. The Mine and Smelter Supply Company Catalog No. 74 (1929:11)
and the Cambridge Botanical Supply Company Catalog No. 94 (1918:83, No.
88-181) illustrated similar clamps.
In the miscellaneous category were 11 wood shingle fragments;
five pieces of adobe plaster with white wash or white paint adhering; a
fragment of hard rubber; a 1 in diameter leather disk with an off center
hole; 14 pieces of smelter float; 11 pieces of slag; and a yellow
mineral sample (?).
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Eight fragments of bone were also found in these excavations.
Three, a sternum and two cervical vertebra, were from a chicken (Gallus
gallus). Five were egg shell fragments probably also from a chicken.
From EU-47 came 125 artifacts. All but eight, including a piece
of light green, 5/64 in thick flat glass (Table 4.4), six nails (Table
4.3), and a piece of galvanized metal, were found under the wall fall.
Of the remaining 79 pieces of glass, five were clear and four
were brown bottle fragments; one was a 2 in long brown, ground stopper;
one was a 2 7/8 in long brown, ground stopper; three were from 3/16 in
diameter clear stirring rods; 38 were from clear assay laboratory
beakers, flasks or similar glass ware (Table 4.4); and 27 pieces were
light green flat glass (Table 4.5).
A piece of an assay crucible, a common brick with adobe plaster
and white wash or paint adhering to it and a base fragment from a
porcelain dish with "VICTORIA"/a crown/"AUSTRIA" were collected. The
mark on the dish was that of Porzellanfabrik Viktoria Schmidt and
Company, after 1883 (Cushion 1980:58).
Eight can fragments; four nails (Table 4.3); eight galvanized
metal pieces possibly from a tub or large pan; a cast iron window sash
lock part; a 2 in square nut, 1 in in height and with a 7/8 in hole; two
ore(?) fragments; two pieces of paper (possibly filter paper?); four
pieces of black rubber tubing with a 3/16 in hole; a fragment of red
cloth; and four pieces of wood shingle were also recovered in EU-47.

Feature 8
Feature 8 (Figure 4.1) consisted of a recent rock ringed campfire
west of Feature 7. It was originally designated a possible latrine
(HP18-S4-L2) by the Arizona State Museum. A shallow test pit clearly
established that it represented the remains of a campfire and not a
latrine. It fell within the Chicago Mill Site claim.
No artifacts were collected from this feature.

Feature 9
This feature (Figure 4.1) consisted of a trash scatter just west of
the junction of the Wasp Canyon and McCleary Canyon roads on the west end
of Old Rosemont. It was located within the Chicago Mill Site claim. The
scatter surrounded a flat, possibly man leveled, area at the base of a
small ridge located in Wasp Canyon Wash. The level area was about 17 ft
by 28 ft in size, and the trash scatter occurred over an area about 55 ft
by 90 ft in extent. The feature was designated X88-S2-L1 by the Arizona
State Museum. Since the State Museum survey in 1977, its Feature 1, a
pile of limestone and a buried charcoal lens located on the southwest
side of the site had been removed by erosion.
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A grid system of 188 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 35 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Forty
squares contained artifacts. An additional five squares were collected
on a purposive basis.

Artifacts
Feature 9 produced 96 pieces of glass, 95 ceramic, 45 cans and 17
other metal artifact fragments.
Seventeen of the glass fragments were from one or more hand
finished, brown 23-24 oz export beer bottles. Two had a blob beer
finish. Wine, champagne or similar products were represented by four
fragments, one dark green and three green in color. One SCA fragment was
from a whiskey bottle. Proprietary medicine was represented by a light
green "patent lip" finish and an SCA ball neck panel bottle fragment with
a bead finish. Nineteen SCA, 13 brown, 21 light green, six green, five
aqua and six clear fragments could not be assigned to form or content.
Two fragments of light green flat glass, one 1/16 in thick and one 5/16
in thick were also found.
Of the 95 ceramic fragments recovered, 91 were hardpaste, white
earthen ware and four were porcelain. Only 11 fragments could be assigned
to a particular form; 10 represented one or more plates and one was a cup
fragment. One plate fragment had a printed blue floral design. Five
fragments of the same design could not be assigned to a form but were
probably all part of the same plate. Two fragments had partial maker's
marks. One was that of the Goodwin Brothers pottery Company and dated
1885 to about 1897 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:53, Figure 43b), and the other
was unidentified, but was probably American in origin.
The four porcelain fragments were all undecorated. One was part
of a child's toy plate.
Of the 45 can fragments, the contents of only 10 cans could be
determined. Four were meat cans, three were general foods, one was a
baking powder lid and one was a fish can. Four round lids without
embossing were also collected. The meat cans were the rectangular
tapered type; three had lapped side seams and a hole-and-cap. Three
were key opened. Three round cans held food: two had lapped side seams,
and one had a double side seam. Probably all three had hole-and-caps.
Two of these cans were opened with a straight opener as described in
Feature 1, and one had its top quartered with a knife. The baking powder
can lid had "...oz.../...EED PUR" on it indicating that it may have been
either a Royal or Calumet brand product. The fish can was a three piece
flat rectangular can with round corners. It was opened with a straight
opener rather than a key. Of the four unembossed lids, one was 600 in
diameter, one was 508 and one was 200. The larger two were probably used
on small lard type buckets.
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Other metal included two pieces of 17 gage and one of 16 gage
iron wire, as well as five nails (Table 4.3).
Two pieces of an iron reinforcing back strap from a horse harness
clip frame; two D-shaped, small bucket bails, one of 11 gage and one of
12 gage wire; an iron reinforcing strap from the lower part of a shovel
handle; a 5/16 in wide, 3 in long, bowed iron strip with a small hole in
each end; and two unidentified miscellaneous pieces were collected. It
is not known what the bowed strip was part of, but it was a relatively
common artifact on Rosemont sites. A .41 caliber center fire cartridge
case with a "U.M.C./41 L.C." headstamp was also found. This case was for
a .41 caliber Long Colt revolver introduced in 1877 (Barnes 1980:179).
The Union Metallic Cartridge Company (U.M.C.) dated 1867-1910 (Suydam
1971:324, 329).

Feature 10
A hexagonal concrete stock tank (Figure 4.1) located within the
Coconino Mill Site claim was labelled Feature 10. The feature was
located on a low terrace south of Forest Road 231 and Wasp Canyon Wash.
The tank was 8 ft in diameter and was 2 ft in height. It had 0.4 ft
thick walls and a concrete floor which had an iron pipe standing in its
middle. The tank was made in a form. The tank related to relatively
recent stock grazing activities on the Rosemont Grazing Allotment and
post dated occupation of historic Old Rosemont. Feature 10 was
designated part of HP18-S4-L1 by the Arizona State Museum.
No artifacts were collected in or near this feature.

Feature 11
Feature 11 (Figures 4.1, 4.2) was a level area with some surface
trash and was located within the Coconino Mill Site claim. It was at the
building labelled "stable" on Roskruge's map (Document 62) and was
designated as part of HP18-S4-L1 by the Arizona State Museum. No trace
of the stable or of a corral existed on the surface. The feature
included an area about 40 ft by 100 ft in size.

Artifacts
A grid system consisting of 260 5-ft square units was placed over
the feature, and a 20 percent random sample of the surface artifacts
collected. Forty-two squares contained artifacts; five of these were
purposive units. Feature 11 produced 141 artifacts, whole and
fragmentary, from the surface. These included 75 glass, 20 ceramic and
46 metal artifacts.
Only 30 of the glass bottle fragments could be assigned to a
specific form or content. Nine of these pieces were part of a brown beer
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bottle and eight were from at least one recent amber beer bottle. One
amber base had the "B" in a circle mark of the Brockway Glass Company (in
use since 1925) as well as "68/15/11" (Toulouse 1971:59). This bottle
probably was made in 1968. Seven brown pieces were from a whiskey bottle
with a brandy finish, and three dark green pieces were from a wine, or
related, bottle.
Food was represented by one SCA fragments of a continuous
threaded catsup bottle. One clear piece was part of a recent fruit jar.
One aqua fragment from a proprietary medicine bottle had "...68"
on a side panel. This was an H.H.H. Horse Medicine container, about
1868-1915 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:43; Herskovitz 1978:16; Devner
1968:44).
Glass for which no form or content could be established was brown
(eight), aqua (four), SCA (three), clear (13), green (one) and light
green (three).
Thirteen fragments of light green flat glass were also collected
at Feature 11. One piece was 3/64 in thick, one 5/64 in thick, six 3/32
in thick and one 1/8 in thick. Four pieces, one of which had "SAFETY
LOF" in a square /PLATE/A516V" on it, were from a relatively recent
automobile window made by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company. The firm
dated from 1930 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:58).
Twenty ceramic fragments, six porcelain and 14 hardpaste, white
earthen wares were recovered. One of the porcelain pieces had a red "63"
on the base, and two were from a small plate with a raised molded
decoration on the rim. All six pieces may have been from the same
object. Only two fragments of the hardpaste earthen wares were decorated:
one had a narrow blue band below the rim, form indeterminate, and one, a
possible sauce or berry dish, had the faint trace of gold line work in
its center.
One of the 13 can fragments was a relatively recent 215 by 407
sanitary food can. Two fragments represented two hole-and-cap, lapped
side seam, meat (?) cans. Both were opened with a key. One can fragment
was an oval fish can opened with the compressed "S" headed key discussed
in Feature 1 above. The remainder of can pieces could not be classified
as to form or content.
Fifteen pieces of wire, one 14 gage, nine 16 gage and five 17
gage were found at Feature 11, as were five nails (Table
).
Other metal included a broken carriage bolt; a threaded, 1 7/8 in
long iron pipe coupling; a 1 9/16 in square nut with a 7/8 in hole; a
13/16 in high riveted metal band, possibly from a wooden keg; two
fragments of heavy, iron sheet metal; three pieces of unidentifiable
iron; and three cartridge cases. One of the latter, a .22 caliber, had
a "C" headstamp, possibly made by Cascade Cartridges Inc, dating from
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1960 (Suydam 1979:323, 327). The other two cartridges were very recent,
probably from the para military group's use of the area. The headstamps
were "L/C/53" and "DA56/L CDN-MK.1".

Feature 12
Feature 12 (Figure 4.1) was a trash scatter and possible building
platform located south of the Wasp Canyon and Forest Road 231 on the
Coconino Mill Site claim. It was west of the stable (Feature 11) shown
on Roskruge's map (Document 62) on the edge of a ridge overlooking
Feature 11. The feature, labelled M76-S1-L1 by the Arizona State Museum,
covered an area 32 ft by 35 ft.
In the northwest part of the feature was a flat, artificially
leveled area possibly constructed as a tent platform. No rock alignments
were observed. A short alignment did occur across a small drainage
channel in the northeast corner of the feature. Its purpose may have
been to act as a check dam to prevent or control erosion on the feature.

Artifacts
A grid system of 252 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 10 percent random sample of surface artifacts made.
Fifteen of the 24 sample units examined contained artifacts. Nine
purposive units were also collected. A total of 98 artifact fragments
were recovered from the surface of Feature 12.
Glass accounted for 48 of the fragments collected. Only three
pieces, parts of an SCA, horizontally ribbed, peppersauce bottle, were
food related. Five light green fragments with "HIR...", "H...", and
"...RS..." may have represented a Hires Root Beer bottle, but that was
uncertain. Three SCA fragments of a rectangular, paneled prescription ware
bottle; seven aqua fragments of a proprietary medicine bottle with a
deep "patent lip"; and a brown brandy finish from a whiskey (?) bottle
completed the list of identifiable products packaged in bottles.
Five pieces of light green flat glass, one 1/16 in thick and four
1/8 in thick, and a curved one-hole faceted, 24 ligne, black glass button
represented the total of nonbottle glass.
Four porcelain and 37 hardpaste, white earthen ware sherds were
collected. Three of the former were from a bowl with a gold line around
the body near the foot, and four were from an oval earthen ware bowl.
The nine metal objects from Feature 12 included six fragments of
cans and three miscellaneous artifacts. Five of the cans were round meat
product containers. One had a double side seam, and four had hole-andcaps and lapped side seams. All but one of these were opened with a key;
the exception was opened on the side with an opener. A lone rectangular
tapered meat can, opened with a key, had a hole-and-cap.
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The miscellaneous items were two small fragments of iron sheet
metal (tin) and a cartridge case. The cartridge had an unidentified,
very recent "C/7/1/6" headstamp.

Feature 13
This feature (Figure 4.1) was a platform located on a narrow
terrace at the base of an east-west trending ridge, south of Forest Road
231 and Wasp Canyon Wash. The platform lay within the Oregon Mill Site
claim. Feature 13 consisted of a cleared, leveled area about 15 ft by 15
ft in size with a rock alignment on its northeast corner, all of which
were within a large, 40 ft by 45 ft scatter of thin trash. The rock
alignment was about 9 ft long on the north side and 6 ft long on the east
side.

Artifacts
A grid system of 120 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 100 percent collection made of surface artifacts. Only 42
of the squares contained artifacts. Feature 13 produced 251 glass
fragments, 56 ceramic sherds and 100 pieces of metal.
The glass bottle fragments whose contents could be identified
included 16 wine, 37 beer, eight catsup, eight proprietary medicine and
one prescription ware. The 16 wine, champagne or related pieces were all
dark green in color; no finishes or bases were found.
At least three beer bottle were represented in four aqua, two
light green and 31 brown fragments. One of the brown pieces was large
enough to recognize as a 23-24 oz container, one of the aqua pieces was a
brandy finish and one of the light green pieces had "A.B.G.M. Co./66/L."
as a basemark. This was the mark of the Adolphus Busch Glass
Manufacturing Company, dating approximately 1886 to 1928 (Toulouse
1971:26).
The catsup bottle fragments, all SCA, represented one or more
bottles. One piece had a continuous thread finish.
Medicine bottles included eight aqua fragments, one of which had
"...TOR..." on it. These probably were from one Fletcher's Castoria
bottle. A finish fragment and the color were identical to an example
illustrated in Wilson and Wilson (1971:72). A small fragment of an SCA
prescription ware bottle was also collected.
In addition to the fragments whose content was identifiable, 31
brown, 28 light brown, 60 SCA, 16 clear, 29 aqua, one milk, two cobalt
blue and two yellow brown glass fragments were also collected.
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Three fragments of light green flat glass, one 1/16 in thick and
two 3/32 in thick; a light green, horizontally ribbed fragment of a
wash board rubbing surface; and eight milk glass Mason jar lid liner
pieces were found. One of the latter had "MASON FRUIT JAR
CO./PHILADELPHIA, PA 131" on it, one had "...LP...", and one had
"...JAR...". The eight pieces probably came from two liners.
At least three plates and one cup could be identified in the 53
hardpaste white earthen ware fragments. Six fragments had a polychrome
floral design, two had a blue transfer printed design and one sherd with
ground edges had a brown floral printed design. One rim fragment had a
raised pattern and the ghost of a floral design on it. Two maker's
marks, both of the Homer Laughlin China Company, were found. One was
similar to that shown in Gates and Ormerod (1982:133, Figure 113b) dating
approximately 1907, and one was identical to that shown dating 1877 to
about 1900 in the same source (1982:132, Figure 112b). A mark on one
blue transfer printed piece could not be identified. A brown transfer
printed floral design was found on the one cup fragment.
A small undecorated sherd from an unknown form, possibly a
saucer; a miniature doll body, 3/4 in tall; and a fragment of its head,
were collected at Feature 13. All were made of porcelain.
Only three of the 17 can fragments recovered could be identified
as to content. One was a friction lid from a round syrup can. It had
"KARO" embossed on it. "KARO" had been a brand of the Corn Products
Refining Company, now CPC International, Inc" since 1906 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:27; Moskovitz and others 1980:92).
The top and bottom from one rectangular, tapered meat can was cut
open along the key strip line with an opener. The key had not been used.
The can had a hole-and-cap and a lapped side seam. The narrow end of the
can measured 115 by 304 by about 211 and the large end 205 by 303 by
about 011. The remaining can was an oval tobacco can with "PRINCE
ALBERT" embossed on the base.
Only two pieces of wire, one Brotherton Barbed (McCallum and
McCallum 1965:254) and one double turn and wrap barbed (Clifton 1970:109) were
collected.
A total of 76 nails were recovered at Feature 13: 54 were wire
nails, 20 were square cut nails, one was a tack and one was a horseshoe
nail. The various sizes and types of wire and cut nails are detailed in
Table 4.3. Seventy-one of the nails clustered south and east of the north
alignment within 15 ft of the platform. Nearly 68 percent of these nails
were in one 5-ft square on the east side of, and adjacent to, the east
alignment.
Five pieces of miscellaneous metal were found on this feature.
These were a mine car track spike 2 5/8 in long; two pieces of Mason jar
zinc lid, one with a keystone embossed on it; a 1 in long wood screw; and
an unidentified cast iron fragment.
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Feature 14
A mining prospect hole (Figure 4.1) south of Forest Road 231 and
Wasp Canyon Wash was labelled Feature 14. Although it was on the south
edge of the Oregon Mill Site claim it appeared to post date the historic
occupation at Old Rosemont. It lay between Feature 13 and Feature 15.
The prospect was a roughly circular, 7 ft diameter hole about 8 ft deep.

Artifacts
A grid system consisting of 28 5-ft square units was place over
the feature, and a 100 percent collection made. Eighteen of the units
contained artifacts. Given its proximity to Feature 15, this trash is
thought to have originated, for the most part, from Feature 15 rather
than having been associated with the prospecting activity. Some of the
trash may have resulted from casual deposition due to the proximity of
the prospect to the road, and some of the glass, which was recent
(1960s), may have dated from the prospecting activity. Feature 14
contained 62 artifact fragments: 44 glass, eight ceramic and 10 metal.
Within the glass category only eight fragments of four beer
bottles and one piece of a milk bottle could be identified. The beer
bottles all appeared to be of recent origin. Two had "Al" and "23
(1)61/45 20075-GB" respectively on their bases. The latter base dated
1961. The one quart milk bottle fragment was brown in color. Only two
of the remaining pieces were SCA, the rest were clear (10), brown (12)
and light green (seven). One of the clear bases had "DIXIE/8" on it.
Four pieces of light green, 3/32 in thick flat glass were also
collected.
Of the eight ceramic fragments, only a fragment of a cup or mug
base, a second cup represented by a rim fragment and a piece from a plate
could be identified as to form. The second cup had a brown printed
floral design with yellow flower centers. The plate had a small remnant
of a Homer Laughlin mark, 1877 to about 1900 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:131,
Figure 111b). All eight sherds were from hardpaste white earthen ware
objects.
A sanitary can fragment and a recent fish can embossed "PACKED IN
CANA(DA)" were found at Feature 14. The oval headed key was still

attached to the can.
A piece of 15 gage wire; two nails (Table 4.3); a 2 3/4 in long
mine car track spike; a 3 in long oval headed can key; a crown cap; a 1
3/8 in diameter, 14 gage wire ring with cut ends, possibly a handle; and
a piece of a metal frame from an Oxford bag made up the category of
miscellaneous metal. The Oxford bag frame was identical to that
described in Feature 1.
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A carbon battery core, 1 in in diameter and 5 5/16 in long was
also recovered at this feature.

Feature 15
Feature 15 (Figure 4.1) was a thinly dispersed trash scatter
covering an area about 80 ft by 110 ft along two small drainages. The
feature was located on a low terrace and gentle slope on the south side
of Forest Road 231 and Wasp Canyon Wash. The trash scatter was also on
the south edge of the Oregon Mill Site claim. Within the scatter was one
visible concentration of trash, partially buried by erosion. Two 5-ft
squares within the concentration were excavated.
Measured distances and compass orientations from George
Roskruge's survey notes and map (Document 62) of the mill site claim were
compared with on the ground distances and orientations between the hotel
(Feature 2) and the location of the William George frame dwelling and
post office, and between the bunk house (Feature 23) and the George
building site. All coincided at Feature 15. No traces of a building or
building location were observed at this feature.
A grid system of 359 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature and a 20 percent random sample of surface artifacts made. A
total of 57 units contained artifacts. Twenty additional units were
purposively collected.
Two 5-ft squares on the east end of the feature within the
concentration were excavated. EU-282 was excavated in seven arbitrary
0.3 ft levels to a depth of 2.1 ft below surface. Only the west 2/3 of
the square contained artifacts. EU-300 was excavated in two arbitrary
levels to 1.4 ft below surface. Artifacts were found throughout the
square. These excavations revealed a subsurface concentration of trash
which was partially exposed by very small, shallow erosional channels cut
across both squares. The trash was not stratified but was mixed with
alluvium washed onto and over the site from the surrounding hillslopes.
The full extent of the buried trash deposit was not determined.

Artifacts: Surface
The surface artifacts collected from Feature 15 totaled 751: 376
glass, 99 ceramic, 272 metal and four miscellaneous. Another 259
artifacts came from two small excavations for a total of 1010 artifacts
from Feature 15.
The glass artifacts were primarily bottle fragments with a few
pieces of pressed and miscellaneous glass included. Fragments of food
related containers numbered 17. Sixteen fragments were from eight
bottles or jars: seven pieces of a light green, English-made bottle with
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"J.K. &S/..." on the base (which according to Toulouse 1971:279-280
stands for John Kilner and Sons, 1844 to about 1928); one clear piece
from a recent wide mouth jar; three SCA fragments of two H.J. Heinz food
bottles, one with "—.00./59PAT.D JUNE 9/..." and one with "...HEINZ
C0/59/PAT.D JUNE 9/1891" on the base. These bottles were used to package
a number of different food products, including sweet pickles (Zumwalt
1980:216). Also recovered was a light green packer finish from a
machine-made olive oil style bottle; a light green 6 oz (?) square ring
peppersauce bottle fragment; an SCA jelly jar rim; a milk glass fruit jar
lid liner with "...IN LINED..." (PORCELAIN LINED) on it; and two SCA
pieces from a paneled body catsup bottle with "B.B.G. CO/263" on its
base. The base mark was probably that of the Berney-Bond Glass Company,
1905 to about 1930 (Giarde 1980:14-15; Toulouse 1971:70-73).
A total of 178 alcoholic beverage bottle fragments were found.
These included one yellow brown, seven amber, 17 aqua and eight light
green in color. At least seven brown beer bottles were represented by
145 pieces. Most of the bottles appeared to have been of the 22-23 oz
size and all appeared to have been hand finished. Three brandy and three
blob finishes were collected, as were nine base fragments with complete
or partial lettering. Two complete marks and one fragment of the
Streator Bottle and Glass Company (S.B. & G. Co.) 1881-1905; five partial
marks of the Adolphus Busch Glass Manufacturing Company (A.B.G.M. CO)
representing at least two separate bottles (approximately 1886 to 1928);
and one partial mark of the American Bottle Company (A.B. Co.), 1905 to
1916, were recovered (Toulouse 1971:461, 26, 30). One "A.B.G.M. Co/VI"
mark was found on an aqua base fragment from a 12 oz bottle. The
remainder of the beer bottle glass from this feature was unmarked.
Two apple green, 15 dark green and 10 green pieces probably held
wine, champagne or related contents. One of the green pieces was a
kickup.
One dark green oil finish may have come from a liqueur bottle.
Some of the dark green pieces above may have been from this bottle.
Proprietary medicine was represented by a light blue piece with
"...CO" on its body, by an SCA piece with "...R NY" on a side panel and
by two clear fragments with "...ub.../...For The...". The latter was
Rubifoam, a tooth powder, dating approximately from 1875 to 1915 (Devner
1970:55). Two pieces of an SCA prescription finish with a ground bore
were also collected at Feature 15.
In addition to the fragments of bottles whose form or content
could be determined were 126 unassignable pieces: 23 clear, 48 SCA, 34
light green, five brown, 10 blue, four aqua, one milk and one bright
green.
Nonbottle glass was represented by 16 pieces. One piece was a
small, molded milk glass dish with pendant scallops on the interior. A
3/8 in diameter handle fragment and a pitcher or bowl with a sunburst
pattern (see McCain 1982: plate 108) were both of clear glass. The SCA
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fragments included five pieces of pressed glass, two of which had a
geometric design; two pieces of one or more handled mugs; and five
tumbler fragments. One tumbler had a sunburst on its base and a diamond
pattern on its body. Another tumbler had raised bullseye rings on its
base.
One white glass, four-hole, 17 ligne button was also recovered at
Feature 15.
Ninety of the 99 ceramic fragments collected from the surface
were hardpaste, white earthen wares. Fifty-five of these had no
decoration, and only one had a legible maker's mark. The mark was
"K.T.&K.CO.", Knowles, Taylor, and Knowles Company, 1870-1929 (Gates and
Ormerod 1982:115). Only a few pieces were large enough to suggest their
form. These were three saucer fragments; two tea cup handles, one with a
gold line decoration; two pieces from a wash basin (?); three pieces of a
shallow bowl with a raised molded design; five plate fragments, one with
a brown, floral printed design identical to those listed below; and
seven soup plate sherds. Pieces of the latter were also found in the
excavated squares. Decorated sherds whose form could not be determined
included three brown, floral transfer printed pieces; four blue transfer
printed sherds; and six polychrome floral printed fragments.
Three softpaste earthen ware Papago sherds were found, two of
which were plain brown with a dark carbon streak, and one of which had a
white slip with a dark carbon streak.
Five pieces of porcelain were also collected. These included
small white undecorated pieces whose form could not be determined; a
sherd from a Chinese celadon rice bowl; and two pieces of a white
doorknob.
Only one piece of stone ware, with a light brown glaze on the
interior and a clear glaze on the exterior, was collected.
A total of 185 whole and fragmentary tin cans and related items
were collected at Feature 15. Of these, 121 could not be identified as
to form or content. Food cans made up the majority of the remainder. A
sardine can was represented only by a cut out top and attached key; two
were pieces of one or more coffee cans (one piece had a top removed with a
key and had the remnants of a lithographed design and the work "COFFEE");
two pieces were from a Borden's "EAGLE BRAND CONDENSED MILK NEW YORK",
can; and four whole cans contained evaporated milk. All four of these
cans were hole-and-cap with two having crimped, and two having lapped,
side seams. Three of the cans measured 300 by 305 and one measured 215
by 409. Neither of these sizes was listed by Simonis (N.D.). Judging
from the dates he gave for hole-and-cap evaporated milk cans, these cans
pre dated 1914. Additionally, six rectangular tapered meat can ends,
representing at least four cans, were found. All were hole-and-cap with
lapped side seams, and all but one was key opened. The exception was
opened with a knife or can opener. One whole rectangular, lapped seam
can was labelled "WELCH BROS MAPLE CO/BURLINGTON" and probably held maple
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syrup. The can had an oval wire handle, a 1 in diameter threaded pour
spout and measured 308 by 500 by 700 in size. The pour spout was
soldered to the top of the can.
Twenty round cans, of which eight were complete or nearly so, are
believed to have contained fruit, vegetables or other food products.
Their sizes were 209 by 406, 215 by 305, 300 by 406, 300 by 409, 302 by
400, 305 by 408, 307 by 410 and 400 by 411. All were hole-and-cap
except the 300 by 409 can which had only two vent holes and a lapped side
seam. The remainder all had crimped side seams except the 215 by 305 can
which had lapped side seams. All eight cans were opened with a straight
push forward and pry up type opener that left a jagged, up turned edge.
An example of this type of opener was illustrated in the 1908 Sears
catalog (Schroeder 1969:469) and by Lantz (1980:52).
One oval tobacco can was the only identified nonfood can found
at Feature 15.
Several bucket and large can fragments, some of which may have
contained food products, were also collected. These included two pieces
of a large bucket with a rolled rim and of a small bucket with two
recessed brass nipples rather than the more common exterior ears used to
hold the bail. The nipples were pushed through the side of the bucket
with the exterior surface flush. Seventeen pieces of large square or
rectangular cans were found; 12 of these were unremarkable pieces. Two
pour spouts were included: one was made for a Kork and Seal type closure
(Putnam 1965:266), and one was a two piece spout with a 1 in diameter
dome and a round soldered spout. One 904 by 904 by (?) square can had a
pour spout in one corner and three vent holes punched in another. The
spout was the three piece type with a domed body having a center post
with a gasket on the lower end and a knurled knob on the top. The spout
was opened and closed by turning the knob (Figure A.8B, C). To
facilitate pouring, a round tube was soldered to the side of the dome.
One of the large can fragments was a 710 by 912 rectangular hinged lid
with a wire reinforced rim.
Related items were three wire bails; a 208 diameter continuous
thread lid; and a nickel plated can top with a sprinkler type opening.
The top was marked "J.H.W. & CO./NEW YORK". This container probably held
powder. A total of 87 other metal artifacts were recovered from the
surface of Feature 15. Four were pieces of wire, one 17 gage, two 18
gage and one 19 gage. Fifty-seven nails were also collected (Table 4.3).
Other metal objects included a 2 in diameter tin disk; four pieces of a
flat metal (tin) sheet with six nail holes; an unidentified, 20 gage
circular wire object; a brass wing nut like piece with a threaded center
hole; four pieces of the latch assembly from an Oxford bag essentially
the same as that illustrated in the 1908 Sears catalog (Schroeder
1969:989, No. 33K1230) and identical to one found at New Rosemont Feature
75 and elsewhere; a small, 5/8 in wide, 2 3/16 in long iron corner
bracket; two pieces of miscellaneous flat sheet metal; a piece of a 1 in
wide metal (aluminum?) comb; a 12 gage, lunate, brass wire piece; a
round, doorknob escutcheon with two holes for screws; a 2 in circular
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metal tube with a soldered lap seam (possibly part of a pour spout); a
clothespin torsion spring; a brass wick holder from a lamp wick assembly;
a broken screw for metal; a small brass ferrule with four small nails; a
rectangular metal button with an inset in the center and two square
holes; and a recent lead foil claim marker tag. Two cartridge cases, one
for a shotgun with a "U.M.C. CO./No. 10/ NITRO CLUB" headstamp, and one a
,22 extra long with a "U" headstamp were found. The former pre dated
1910 (Suydam 1971:324). The "U" was the mark of the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company and its successors, and probably dated from the 1930s
(Suydam 1979:80, No. 6).
The four miscellaneous items were a 5 5/8 in long carbon core from
a dry cell battery, two pieces of oyster shell and a fragment of a
child's school slateboard.

Artifacts: Excavation
From the excavations in squares EU-282 and EU-300 were recovered
259 artifacts: 32 glass, three ceramic, 223 metal and one miscellaneous.
The levels in EU-282 produced the following bottle fragments:
Level 3, one aqua beer; Level 4, five brown beer(?); Level 6, one light
green beer, three amber beer, one brown beer base fragment with "...M.
C0/110" (A.B.G.M. CO.) and one apple green brandy finish, possibly from a
liqueur bottle. EU-300 produced: Level 1, one brown beer and one
unidentifiable clear; Level 2, one brown beer with "A.B.G.M. CO./E2", one
SCA with a paneled body, four aqua from a possible fruit jar, one brown
22-23 oz beer blob finish, one aqua 22-23 oz beer, one dark green wine or
champagne, one brown beer and two unidentifiable pieces (one SCA and one
light green). Several of these pieces may have been parts of some of the
bottles found on the surface.
Miscellaneous glass fragments in EU-282 included: from Level 1,
a clear piece from the base of a kerosene lamp chimney; Level 3, an SCA
ground glass plain ball topped stopper (The Pyne press 1971:6); and Level
5, an SCA piece of a square molded candy (?) dish with a raised exterior
design. Three clear pieces of a pressed glass pitcher or bowl with a
geometric pattern (probably part of that found on the surface) came from
Level 1, EU-300.
Only three ceramic fragments, all from EU-282, were excavated.
All were from an undecorated hardpaste, white earthen ware soup plate.
Tin cans represented the majority (nearly 84 percent) of the
trash excavated at Feature 15. From EU-282 came 153 whole and
fragmentary cans and related pieces; 64 pieces were from EU-300.
Food cans from EU-282 were the most numerous.
cans whose contents are thought to have been primarily
vegetables. Information of these cans is detailed in
six cans were whole, three were represented by a total

These were round
fruit and
Table 4.6. Thirtyof six pieces.
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TABLE 4.6.

ROUND FOOD CANS, FEATURE 15 (EU-282),
OLD ROSEMONT

Whole or frag
Condition

Pieces

Filling

Side Seam

Size

W
W
W
W

1
1
1
1

H-C 1

Lap

209 x 403
210 x 404
211 x 406

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

1
1

W

1

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
N
W
W
W
F
W

1

II

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

H-C

W
W
F

1
1

II

Two
Ventholes
H-C

Double
Lap
II

ff
II

1
1
1

1
1

It

,,
Two
Ventholes

fl

Lap
Double
Lap
Double

If

1

1
1
1
1
1
3

II

H-C

1. H-C represents "hole-and-cap"

II

,,
-

212
214
215
215
215
215
215
215
215

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

409
408
305
305
306
306
306
306
306

215
215
215
300
300
300
305
306
306
306
306
307
308
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

408
409
409
305
305
306
409
409
409
409
409
409
408
303
303
303
303
303
411
411
411
411
412
412
412
412
413

How
Opened

Cap
Diam

Level

Opener
u

106
106
108

5
4
3

200
104
102
104
104
104
102
110

6
3
6
6
3
3
3
5
5

102
102
104
100
112
114
102
106
200
112
202
202
112
114
200
202
200
201
208
200
202
206

5
5
2
6
7
3
6
3
5
5
5
2
4
4
4
5
5
6
3
5
6
6
4
5
6
4
1

Opener
,,
Knife
Knife
Opener

t,

If

,,
Opener
ft
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Nineteen fragments and one whole can, tour in Level 2, six in Level 3,
one in Level 4 and nine in Level 6 were from similar food cans. The
whole can was from Level 3 and was a 209 x 314 round can with a hole for
a 209 diameter friction lid in the center of the top.
Cans thought to be evaporated milk cans are listed in Table 4.7.
All but two (three fragments) of the 11 cans were whole.
Rectangular, tapered meat can fragments (13) were found in Levels
3, 5 and 6. One can with top, bottom and key still attached came from
Level 6. All the meat cans were hole-and-cap with lapped side seams; all
but one were key opened. Four pieces representing at least two cans were
found in Level 3. Two had 108 diameter caps; one of these had a 102
diameter solder catching flap soldered to the underside of the cap.
Seven pieces, representing at least four cans, were found in Level 5.
Cap diameters were 106, 106, 108 and 108. Two pieces of the same can
were separated with a knife or opener rather than a key. Two pieces came
from Level 6. One can had the lid and key still attached. It had a 108
diameter cap. The oval headed key was 1 5/8 in long.
A lard bucket, measuring about 410 x 411, was found in Level 6.
The container had a rolled rim, ears that were soldered to the exterior
and a friction lid that fit over the body. Embossed lettering "ARMOUR
PACKING/LARD COMP(OUND)/...OH..." was located on the side of the can.
The Armour firm dated from 1867 (Periodical Publishers Assoc 1934:13).
Fragments from square or rectangular cans were found in Levels 3,
4 and 5. One piece in Level 3 was a stamped, 1 1/4 in wide strap handle
and another was a 2 1/2 in long D-shaped handle; both were from
rectangular cans. Level 4 produced a fragment of a larger square can,
and Level 5 produced four pieces of another square can.
In addition to these pieces, a bucket fragment with a rolled rim
was found in Level 3, a D-shaped bucket bail came from Level 4, and two,
1 5/8 in long, oval head can keys and strips, one each from Level 2 and
Level 5, were collected. Fifty-four miscellaneous unidentifiable can
fragments, 15 from Level 2, 11 from Level 3, 13 from Level 4, seven from
Level 5 and eight from Level 6 were also found.
Level 1, EU-300, produced 31 can fragments and three whole cans.
Two whole cans are believed to have held fruit or vegetables; they
measured 215 x 409 and 307 x 409 respectively. Both cans were opened
with a straight opener. The former had a lapped side seam and only two
soldered vent holes on one end; the latter had a hole-and-cap and a
doubled side seam. Nine fragmentary cans that were represented by holeand-caps and doubled side seams, two hole-and-caps with lapped side seams
and four miscellaneous pieces, were all parts of food cans. Evaporated
milk was represented by one 215 x 406, double side seam, knife opened can
with a 102 diameter hole-and-cap. A fragment of a hole-and-cap, lapped
side seam, rectangular tapered meat can was also collected. It was
opened with a key. A rectangular can fragment was thought to have been
from a sardine can. In addition, 14 miscellaneous can fragments were
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TABLE 4.7.

Whole or frag
Condition
F
W
W
W

W
W
W
W
W

F

Pieces
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

EVAPORATED MILK CANS, FEATURE 15 (EU-282),
OLD ROSEMONT

Filling
H-C 1

Side Seam
Double
Lap

ft

tt

u
Double
Lap
Double

1. H-C represents "hole-and-cap"

Size
215 x ?
215 x 408
300 x 305

How
Opened

Can
Diem

Knife

012
102
102
102

012
014
II

102
102
102

300 x 406
300 x 407
300 x 409

011
If

Level
4
6
3
4
4
5
6
5
6
5
5
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recovered from Level 1.
Level 2, EU-300, produced 30 whole and fragmentary cans. Six
measurable cans, four complete and two nearly so, contained food,
probably fruit or vegetables. Four cans of the hole-and-cap type had
double side seams, and were opened with a straight opener. One of these
cans measured 400 x 411, one 400 x 303, one 400 x 412 and one 306 x
407. Two cans, measuring 300 x 305 and 215 x 401 respectively have
lapped side seams. The 300 x 305 can was a hole-and-cap type can opened
with a knife (two holes). The 215 x 401 can had only two vent holes on
one end and no hole-and-cap. It was opened with a straight opener. In
addition, parts of eight other round, hole-and-cap, double side seamed
food cans were recovered. A complete 215 x 406 evaporated milk can was
opened with a knife. It was of the hole-and-cap type and had a lapped
side seam. A fragment of a small, rectangular can was probably from a
spice can, and three pieces of hole-and-cap, lapped side seam,
rectangular tapered meat cans were also found in Level 2. All three cans
were opened with a key.
Also collected were a 1 5/8 in long oval headed key, two lid
fragments and six miscellaneous pieces of can.
Other metal artifacts, all from Level 4, EU-282, included two
nails (Table 4.3), a 1 5/8 in diameter tin disk and a 1 in diameter lead
foil bottle seal with "CURTICE BROTHERS CO/PATENTED SEP. 25
1881/ROCHESTER, NY" embossed on it. Curtice Brothers was founded about
1868, and although the firm is still in business as Curtice-Burns, the
foil seal probably dated no later than the 1920s (Zumwalt 1980:101-102).
From EU-300, Level 1, came a 2 1/4 in long tin strip and a small
irregular piece of tin, neither of which were can parts.
A fragment of a machine stitched and nailed leather shoe heel
camefrom Level 2, EU-300.

Feature 16
A thin linear trash scatter and a leveled area (Figure 4.1). which
may have been a building platform, constituted Feature 16. The feature
was located on a low terrace between Forest Road 231 and Wasp Canyon Wash
on the north, and an east-west ridge on the south. Feature 16 was
designated HP18-S4-L3 by the Arizona State Museum. It was within the
Ajax Consolidated Mill Site claim.
The leveled area was about 15 ft by 46 ft in size, and the trash
scatter covered an area about 25 ft by 200 ft. The trash scatter was
probably part of a larger trash scatter that included Features 18 and 20.
The feature was in the approximate location from which the turn of the
century photograph of the hotel, store, warehouse, smelter and upper
assay office was taken (Figure 4.3) about 1897.
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Artifacts
A grid system of 162 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 50 percent random sample collected. Seventy-two of the 81
sample units examined contained artifacts. At Feature 16, 367 artifacts,
mostly fragments, were collected. 108 of this total were glass, 31 were
ceramic, 228 were metal and one was leather.
The 104 bottle fragments provided very little in the way of
identifiable contents. Six brown fragments are thought to have been from
one or more beer bottles; three pieces, two dark green and one yellow
green represented two wine, champagne or related bottles. In the food
category were four fragments: one piece was a clear, partial base with
"...00/176/PAT D", possibly an H.J. Heinz Company product in use before
1920 (Zumwalt 1980:232); and one piece was from an SCA wide mouth jar made
in a blow over mold, as were two clear pieces. It is possible that all
three came from the same container. Two pieces, one light green and one
brown, were probably from proprietary medicine bottles.
Fourteen SCA, one yellow brown, 15 brown, 25 clear, 28 light
green, one cobalt blue and five aqua fragments could not be assigned to
a specific bottle form or content.
Four fragments of nonbottle glass were recovered. One was a
5/64 in thick piece of light green flat glass and three pieces were from an
SCA object, possibly a drawer pull with a center hole.
A small plate with a silver colored floral design underglaze; a
plain cup; a plain plate; a plate with two thin blue lines, one on the
upper and one on the lower part of the rim; a saucer with a raised
pattern and an overglaze gold floral design on the rim; a sherd with a
dark blue transfer printed design; and a sherd with an overglaze gold
floral design represented at least five separate hardpaste, white
earthen ware objects. One plain porcelain sherd and 23 plain fragments of
hardpaste, white earthen ware could not be assigned to a specific form.
One hundred forty-five can and bucket fragments and related
items, such as can keys, were collected at Feature 16. Thirteen of these
were from food related containers. Two can fragments could only be
classified as food cans; one had "Empson" in script on an end and one was
a 400 diameter hole-and-cap can with a lapped side seam. The cap had an
"R" embossed on it.
Three cans contained fish products. Two of these were soldered,
flat, rectangular cans with round corners and lapped side seams. One had
the ends inside the body. One can was a salmon can with a one piece,
oval, drawn body. The former two cans were opened with a key while the
latter was opened with a straight opener of the type described from
Feature 1.
Rectangular, tapered meat cans were represented by four
fragments, All of which were the hole-and-cap type. One with a double
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side seam was opened with a straight opener and had "ESTAB 65" on its
cap. Two cans with lapped side seams were opened with a key and had
"ESTAB 10-0/24" and "ESTAB..." respectively on their caps. The fragment
of the fourth can had no embossed lettering.
Two fragments from two small, earred lard (?) buckets were found.
One had ears that were riveted to the can body.
Smoking tobacco cans were represented by 12 fragments. Seven of
these were from four Prince Albert type straight oval cans and three were
from two kidney oval shaped cans having base ridges against which a match
could be struck. One round snuff can lid with "UNITED STATES TOBACCO CO"
on it was also recovered. This company dated from 1921 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:87).
A large square or rectangular can with a pour spout and
rectangular, heavy wire handle was in five pieces. The handle was held
in place on the top of the can by an oval tin strip soldered to the can.
The pour spout was made of two pieces of tin soldered together, one a
vertical, internally threaded cylinder soldered to the top of the can,
and the other a conical spout soldered to the side of the cylinder. An
oval, heavy wire handle from a can similar to that mentioned above was
also collected from Feature 16.
Three can keys of three different sizes were found at this
feature; one was 1 3/8 in long, one was 3 1/2 in long and one was 3 5/8
in long. One appeared not to have been used.
Of the 22 pieces of wire, two were 13 gage, one was 16
gage, 17 were 17 gage and one was 18 gage in size. Five of the 17 gage
pieces had baling loops. The 35 nails recovered were all wire nails, and
are listed on Table 4.3.
The 22 miscellaneous metal objects included four fragments from
at least two horseshoes; three pieces of strap iron; a crown cap; a
segment of iron bar; two pieces of heavy, flat sheet metal; five
unidentifiable iron fragments; a 2 3/16 in diameter iron ring, possibly
from a horse harness; a piece of a cast iron cooking stove lift out lid
or cover; a 20d nail that had been split longitudinally for half its
length and wrapped near its head with 17 gage wire; and a .22 caliber
Long Rifle cartridge case with a "U" headstamp. The "U" is the mark of
the Union Metallic Cartridge Company and its successors.
A brass hook with "CATCH ON" in script on it was unidentified,
although it may have been part of a clothing or luggage fastener. A
safety pin with a rectangular attachment for a belt or strap on one side
was similarly unidentified but it too may have been a clothing related
item.
Finally, a push handle food whipper or eggbeater was found minus
its wooden handle. A patent date "PAT OCT 15-07" was found on the metal
ferrule of the base of the handle. This artifact was illustrated by
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Lantz (1980:100, 101).
One 7 in long, 1 in wide leather strap which was probably part of
a horse harness was recovered.

Feature 17
Approximately 60 ft south of the hotel (Feature 2) on the east
side of Feature 3 were the remains of the store warehouse, Feature 17
(Figure 4.1). The warehouse location was included as part of the Arizona
State Museum's site X88-S1-L1, and was located on Roskruge's map
(Document 62) as being within the Ajax Consolidate Mill Site claim
(Figure 4.2).
The feature (Figure 4.16) consisted of a leveled area, currently
about 10 ft by 25 ft in size, and bordered on the south and east by a 2
ft wide rock alignment on which the frame warehouse rested. The east
footing was about 15 ft long and the south footing was about 30 ft long
which closely fit the known building size of 16 ft by 26 ft (Document
62). The footings, joined at the southeast corner, were constructed of
angular rock; only mud mortar was used. No footings were located on the
north and west sides; presumably the warehouse was resting on the surface
at these locations.
A grid system of 63 5-ft square units was placed over the feature,
and a 100 percent surface collection made. Thirty-one squares contained
artifacts.
Excavations to investigate the subsurface fill north and west of
the leveled area, and on the north end of the east alignment, were
undertaken in three test units. The test unit on the north side of the
feature (W 1/2, EU-16) was excavated to a depth of 2.2 ft below surface
in a 2.5 ft by 5 ft area. Two natural levels were observed: the first
was a 1.2 ft deep layer of light brown alluvial soil excavated in three
arbitrary levels. This layer was primarily slope wash which covered much
of this portion of Old Rosemont. Level 1, which only extended over the
north half of the excavation unit because of the slope of the surface,
was 0.5 ft thick. Level 2 was 0.5 ft thick and Level 3 was 0.2 ft thick.
The second natural layer was excavated in two arbitrary levels both 0.5
ft thick. This layer consisted of a dark, mottled soil resting on a
sterile reddish brown soil.
The portion of square EU-72 lying over, and west of, the end of
the east alignment was also excavated. Only one level, at a depth of 1
ft, was excavated in this square. The level was in the same alluvial
soil as found in EU-16.
Only the east half of square EU-82 on the west side of the
feature was excavated. It, like EU-16, did not have a level surface but,
unlike EU-16, it did not exhibit the same two natural levels. Level 1,
which varied from 0.1 ft to 0.9 ft thick because of the slope, was
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primarily reddish brown alluvial slope wash. Level 2 contained a dark
brown, sandy soil with two small lenses of ash and charcoal. This level
varied from 0.3 ft to 0.85 ft in thickness. Level 3 was a very ashy,
hard layer that covered only about half of the unit. It was 0.2 ft thick
and rested on Level 4, a reddish brown sterile soil. This last level was
excavated to a depth of 0.4 ft. Neither Level 3 nor Level 4 contained
artifacts.
In addition to the excavation of EU-72 described above, parts of
seven additional 5-ft square units overlying the alignments were cleared
to fully expose the alignments. This effort included exposing the tops
of the alignments and a narrow area of varying widths on both sides.
Complete exposure required removal of from about 0.1 ft along the inside
of the south alignment and up to 1 ft at the north end of the east
alignment. All artifacts recovered by this effort were recorded only by
the square from which they came.

Artifacts: Surface
Artifacts from Feature 17 totaled 430: 104 glass, 18 ceramic,
295 metal and 13 miscellaneous. Only 210 of these came from the
surface: 36 glass, six ceramic, 159 metal and nine miscellaneous.
Surface bottle glass included only unidentifiable pieces; two
amber, three aqua, two light green, six brown, one cobalt blue and 15
SCA. In addition, there were seven pieces of flat glass; four 1/16 in
thick, one 5/64 in thick and two 3/32 in thick.
Only six ceramic sherds came from the surface: four hardpaste,
white earthen ware pieces, one of which had a red rose and green leaf
printed design; a piece of undecorated porcelain; and a fragment of a
stone ware sewer pipe.
Twenty-seven whole and fragmentary cans were found on the
surface. One was a whole 300 by 406 sanitary food can opened with a
straight opener and one was a whole sanitary can that measured
approximately 400 by 410 and was opened with a straight opener. One was
a rectangular, rounded corner fish can with the ends soldered inside the
body. The flattened S-head type key was still attached.
A complete 215 by 406, knife opened evaporated milk can with a
matchstick filler hole, and two coffee can lids with "STRICTLY
PURE/S.../C.../COFFEE/MJB BRANDENSTEIN & CO." embossed on them, completed
the identifiable food cans. The remainder included three lids from oval
tobacco cans, a small bucket fragment, eight pieces of at least one large
square or rectangular can, an oval wire handle for a large square or
rectangular can and eight unidentifiable fragments. A drawn two piece
can measuring about 300 by 014 was opened with a straight opener. Its
contents were unknown.
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Fourteen pieces of 17 gage iron wire were also found. Six were
roughly 1 1/2 in diameter machine twisted loops, five were machine
twisted baling loops and three were miscellaneous fragments. The 84
nails from the surface are listed on Table 4.3.
Other metal artifacts were a crown cap; a condensed milk can
opener (Figure 4.10A) with an oval wire loop handle and a flattened point
bent at a right angle, with "GAIL BORDEN EAGLE BRAND" on one side and
"(JAN1?) 1882" on the other; a 2 5/8 in by 10 1/2 in tin strip with a row
of nail holes around the edge; a 1/2 in long by 5/16 in diameter split
metal bead(?); 12 metal (tin) strips of various sizes and shapes; a 3/8
in diameter by 5 3/4 in long round bar stock chisel cut on both ends; an
11 gage, 3 ft 6 in long heavy wire, with a 3/8 in hexagonal brass nut
on the one threaded end; two fragments of cast iron; a 3/4 in and a 1 in
wood screw; a piece of a 5/16 in diameter lag bolt; a 1/2 in square nut
with 7/32 in hole; two 3/8 in square head bolts, both 1/4 in diameter
with 1 1/4 in long shanks; a 4 3/4 in long, 3/8 in diameter hand-made
bolt with a 15/32 in by 1/2 in head; two truncated cone headed iron
rivets, each 2 in long; two square head cast iron threaded plugs, one 7/8
in diameter and 2 in long, and one 3/4 in diameter and 1 7/8 in long; a
wooden pencil fragment with a brass cap on which was "No. 30 HARD/P...";
and two unidentified objects.
Miscellaneous artifacts were three fragments of an overshoe (?)
consisting of a sandwich of three layers of rubber separated by two
layers of cloth, and a 1 3/8 in long piece of hard, opaque material
believed to be sealing wax.
Five additional miscellaneous artifacts from the surface of
Feature 17 were a sawn right sacral vertebra and a sawn right dorsal rib,
both from Bos taurus, and three sawn long bone shaft fragments from a
large Artiodactyl.

Artifacts: Excavation
Material recovered from the excavations in the west half of
square EU-16 totaled 58 artifacts. In Level 1 was one light green glass
fragment, a piece of dark green wine or champagne bottle, 14 nails (Table
4.3), a 1 1/4 in long wood screw and an unidentified light metal object.
Level 2 produced only 19 nails (Table 4.3).
Five pieces of a dark green wine or champagne bottle, five SCA
pieces of a fruit jar with "...AS..." (MASON) on its body, a light green
bottle glass fragment and a 2 oz milk glass cosmetic jar were found in
Level 3. The jar had "BOTTLE PATD N. 421953" on the base, and "INGRAMS
MILKWEED CREAM" on the shoulder. The jar had a metal continuous thread
cap with "...E S.../MILKWEED..." lithographed on it. Additionally, a key
opened, whole rectangular sardine can, 015 by 215 by about 406, four
nails (Table 4.3) and a metal (tin) strip were collected from Level 3.
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Level 4 contained only two fragments of 3/64 in thick light green
flat glass and one nail (Table 4.3). No artifacts were found in Level 5.
In the excavation of square EU-72 on top of the north end of the
north-south alignment, only one level was removed. It contained 32
artifacts: one brown, two amber, four clear and three aqua bottle glass
fragments; a piece of 1/16 in thick light green flat glass; two pieces of
an SCA lantern globe made in a blow over mold; 13 nails (Table 4.3); a
short piece of 3/4 in diameter, threaded galvanized pipe; a round, 1/2 in
diameter iron rod tapered at both ends; a round headed iron rivet with a
5/8 in long shank; a broken, 3/8 in square headed bolt 1/4 in in
diameter; a flattened brass wick holder from a kerosene lamp wick
assembly; and an oval headed, 3/8 in diameter carriage bolt with a 2 1/2
in long shank.
In square EU-82 on the west edge of Feature 17, 45 artifacts were
recovered from two levels. Level 1 produced one brown beer bottle
fragment; two SCA, two clear and two aqua bottle glass fragments; three
pieces of 3/32 in thick light green flat glass; three hardpaste, white
earthen ware cup fragments representing two undecorated cups; a hardpaste,
white earthen ware plate sherd with a red and green floral printed design;
one sherd of porcelain; and two nails (Table 4.3).
From Level 2 came two brown beer bottle fragments; four aqua and
three light green bottle glass pieces; four fragments of an SCA jelly jar
with "NO.../PAT...?DEC 2.../JULY..." (No. 72/PAT in US/DEC 22, 1903/JULY
17, 1906/53) on its base (Ayres and Stone 1981:42); two hardpaste, white
earthen ware sherds; two softpaste sherds from a yellow ware bowl; three
Papago sherds with a red slip and a carbon streak, probably from a large
olla; a 2 3/4 in diameter push in-pry out type can lid; an iron
fragment; and three nails (Table 4.3). The excavation in EU-82, Level 2
also produced two indeterminate mammal bone fragments, a fragment of a
caudal vertebra from a medium sized mammal and an indeterminate fragment
from a large mammal.
The clearing excavation of the rock alignment produced 84
artifacts. Glass accounted for 16 of the 84 artifacts: one dark green
fragment of a wine or champagne bottle, one aqua beer bottle fragment
and eight clear and five brown pieces of bottle glass. Only one piece,
5/64 in thick, of flat glass was found. The remainder were all metal
artifacts: 61 nails (Table 4.3); a 25 ligne, two-piece metal overall
button; two pieces of an approximately 8 in long stamped tablespoon; a 1
1/4 in long iron wedge for an axe (or similar tool) handle; a 1 in
diameter iron washer with a 13/32 in hole; a small, round headed rivet
with a 5/8 in long shank; and a large, truncated cone head rivet, 1 15/16
in long.

Feature 18
This feature consisted of a very thin trash scatter (Figure 4.1)
located within the triangle formed by the junction of Forest Road 81 and
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Forest Road 231, on the east side of Old Rosemont. The trash extended
over an area about 70 ft by 120 ft. It was within the Ajax Mill Site
claim.

Artifacts
A grid system of 419 5-ft square units was place over the feature
and a 20 percent random collection of the surface artifacts made. Only
14 of the 84 sample units examined contained artifacts. Only 48 artifact
fragments (20 glass, two ceramic and 26 metal) were collected from
Feature 18.
One SCA piece from a catsup bottle, a brown beer fragment and
four fragments of a light green Coca Cola bottle were the only pieces of
glass with identifiable content.
Two sherds of plain hardpaste white earthen ware without
identifiable form and without decoration were collected.
The 16 whole cans and fragments represented a mixture of turn-ofthe-century and recent items. Eight fragments were from soldered, holeand-cap cans and five were pieces of sanitary cans. The three whole
cans, an "SAE 30" oil can and two all steel beer cans, were of recent
origin.
The 10 pieces of miscellaneous metal included one piece of 17 gage
wire; three nails (Table 4.3); three crown caps; and three unidentified
fragments.

Feature 19
Feature 19 was a trash scatter (Figure 4.1) located on a low
terrace adjacent to the south edge of Wasp Canyon Wash and Forest Road
231 and within the Oregon Mill Site claim. A steep hillside and rock
outcrop defined the southern boundary of the feature. It was possible
that a tent or building once stood here but no evidence for either was
located. The scatter covered an area 40 ft by 45 ft in size.

Artifacts
A grid system consisting of 72 5-ft square units was place over
the feature, and a 20 percent random sample of surface artifacts
collected. Only six units were found to contain artifacts. In addition,
three purposive units were collected. Feature 19 produced only 26
artifacts, 21 of glass and five of metal.
The glass was SCA (10), light green (four), clear (two), brown
(four) and aqua (one) in color. One of the SCA pieces was the base of
an oval whiskey bottle and two were from a vertically ribbed catsup
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bottle. No other forms or contents could be identified.
The metal consisted of three pieces of 16 gage wire, two of which
were machine twisted baling loops; a work horse sized horseshoe about 5
1/2 in long; and a broken heavy iron wagon box strap.
Feature 20
A long, narrow scatter of trash (Figure 4.1) between Wasp Canyon
Wash and Forest Road 231 was labelled Feature 20. The feature was 70 ft
long by 330 ft in size, with the long axis of the site lying east-west
and paralleling the road and wash. It was within the Ajax Mill Site
claim.

Artifacts
A grid system of 816 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 20 percent random collection of the surface artifacts
made. Only 70 of the 164 sample units contained artifacts. In addition,
two purposive units were collected.
The glass from Feature 20 was reduced to very small pieces;
identification of form and content of the bottles represented was
therefore, in most cases, not possible. A total of 174 pieces of glass
were collected from Feature 20 including 28 light green, 25 SCA, one
cobalt blue, 47 brown, one amber, three emerald green, eight dark green,
eight red brown, 27 aqua and 20 clear bottle fragments, plus six
miscellaneous pieces.
Alcoholic beverages accounted for 29 percent of the bottle glass.
At least five beer bottles were represented by 28 fragments: 20 brown,
one amber and seven aqua. Three brown bases, one with "A.B.G.M. CO.
J11" (1886-1928), one with "S.B.&G. CO." (1881-1905), and one plain; one
recent amber base with a 1968 date; and one aqua base with the AB
monogram "X...." (1905-1929) were collected (Toulouse 1971:26, 461; Ayres
and others 1980).
Sixteen fragments were from bottles holding wine or relq Pd
products. Eight pieces were from a turn molded, liter (7) size red brown
hock wine bottle, and eight pieces represented two wine, or probably
champagne, bottles with deep kickups. Five clear fragments, one of which
was a brandy finish, were from a whiskey bottle.
Three SCA fragments were from a paneled catsup bottle, the only
glass food container represented at Feature 20.
Representing at least one turn molded, blob finished bottle were
four light green fragments. This may have been a mineral water, or
possibly a beer bottle.
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Four brown, paneled fragments may have been from a Reif's Special
soda bottle.
Six glass fragments were from nonbottles. Two were part of a
milk glass lamp shade, one was an SCA molded fragment of unknown form and
three were pieces of flat glass. The flat glass was light green, 5/64 in
thick window glass.
Only 15 ceramic fragments, all from hardpaste, white earthen ware
objects, were collected. One had a brown printed design, one had a blue
floral printed design, one had a remnant of a green leaf design and one
handle fragment had gold trim. The remainder were plain.
One hundred seventy-one metal artifacts both whole and
fragmentary, were collected at Feature 20. A total of 148 can fragments
and related items came from this feature. Only one of the cans was
complete. Seventeen fragments were from 14 round food cans, contents
unknown; nine were from seven meat cans; seven were from three fish cans;
and four were parts of two large, square cans. In addition, one fragment
of a small bucket, a lid and a can key were collected. The remaining
fragments could not be identified as to content or, in most cases, to
form.
Eight of the round food cans were the hole-and-cap type with
double side seams, two were the same but with lapped side seams and one
was a sanitary can with "SANITARY" embossed on it. Only four of these
were complete enough to measure; two were 400 x 412, one was 308 by 408
and one was about 300 by 405 in size. Eight of these cans were opened
with a straight opener of the type illustrated by Lantz (1980:52). They
were opened in a forward prying-sawing motion which left an upturned
jagged edge on the can. Three cans were opened with a knife; two of
these had the tops quartered.
The seven hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered meat cans had lapped
side seams. All but one were opened with a key; one was opened with a
knife. None of the cans had "ESTAB" numbers on their caps.
Three fish cans, two round cornered rectangular sardine cans and
one oval salmon can, were collected. One of the sardine cans had
"NETT/40Z/BELGIUM" embossed on it. Both ends fit inside the body of the
can; it was heavily soldered. Its top was removed with a key. The salmon
can was about 600 long, had a lapped side seam and was heavily soldered.
Four fragments were from two large, square cans. Both were
represented only by a hole in the top and a ring of solder marking the
location of a pour spout.
One 614 high earred bucket fragment was collected. The ears were
soldered onto the body of the bucket. No bail was found.
A rectangular friction lid, 005 by 111 by 202 in size, and a 1
5/8 in long oval headed key with a strip were also found.
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Miscellaneous metal numbered 23 pieces including three pieces of
wire, all of which were 16 gage (two of these were machine twisted baling
loops); four nails (Table 4.3); a 29/32 in wide small barrel (keg) hoop;
a rubber overshoe buckle; a 2 1/2 in long extension spring; a 1 in
diameter locking washer with a 19/32 in hole; a fragment of steel pipe;
two small pieces of sheet metal; the back of a 4 in diameter alarm clock
(?); a piece of iron bar stock cut on both ends by a chisel; a 6 1/2 in
long piece of strap iron; a 1 1/2 in wide segment of an iron wagon tire;
a chain repair link; a 5 3/4 in wide stove shovel blade (Schroeder
1970:415); two objects of unknown use; and a metal top or disk from the
wire mechanism used to hold corks on beer bottles in place. The disk,
which prevented the wire from cutting into the cork, had "ADOLF
BAIL/XXX/TUCSON ARIZONA" embossed on it. Bail was in the liquor business
in Tucson from at least 1897 to 1902 (City of Tucson Directory 18971898:21; Tucson City Directory 1902:5). By 1903 Bail had merged with
another firm.
A two-hole shell button measuring 19 lignes was also found. A
fragment of rubber, possibly part of a 1 in diameter cup placed on the
end of a chair leg or other piece of furniture to prevent damaging a
floor, completed the list of artifacts for Feature 20.

Feature 23
This feature consisted of a thin trash scatter (Figure 4.1) located
north of Wasp Canyon Wash and west of the hotel (Feature 2). This was
the approximate location of the bunkhouse which was shown on Roskruge's
map (Document 62) as being on the Oregon Mill Site claim. No
structural remains were found at this location. The feature was about 70
ft by 95 ft in size.

Artifacts
A grid system of 236 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 30 percent random collection of the surface artifacts
made. Fifty-five of the 70 sample units examined contained artifacts.
Five purposive units were also collected.
The preponderance of artifacts from Feature 23 was in the form of
glass which numbered 354 pieces. Only two ceramic sherds and 101 metal
artifact fragments were found with the glass.
Of those glass fragments that could be assigned to a form or
content, alcoholic beverages predominated. At least nine were beer
bottles. Two brandy and two blob finishes were included in the 22 brown
fragments. A light green base fragment had
the mark of
the Adolphus Busch Glass Manufacturing Company (1886-1928); an unusual
smokey blue grey quart size bottle in 27 pieces had "W.F.&..." on its
base. The latter was the mark of William Franzen and Sons (1900-1929).
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Finally, the 15 aqua fragments included a blob finish and the base marks,
"ABG.—/B12", and "W...". These represented the American
Bottle Company (1905-1929), and the Adolphus Busch and William Franzen
firms as described above (Toulouse 1971:26, 30, 536).

"A.B.../76",

Wine was represented by seven dark green fragments comprising one
or more bottles.
The 10 proprietary medicine bottle fragments resulted from at
least three bottles. These included two light green fragments with
and "...0M1-1..." respectively; one SCA patent lip with a ground
bore; and six aqua rectangular, paneled bottle fragments, one of which
had "DAVIS" on it in a square panel and a lone finish. This was a Davis
Vegetable Pain Killer bottle, roughly dated from 1890-1900. The finish
was identical to that illustrated on the bottle dated approximately 1890
in Wilson and Wilson (1971:31; Baldwin 1973:144-145).
One ink bottle represented by three aqua fragments had
"CARTER..." on the base. The Carter Ink Company began business in 1858
(Munsey 1970:120). One green, two clear, 24 light green, 60 amber, 86
aqua, 38 brown and 49 SCA fragments not attributable to a particular
bottle form or content were also collected.
Nonbottle glass consisted of 32 pieces of light green flat glass
in four thicknesses: 3/64 in (three), 1/16 in (nine), 5/64 in (11) and
3/32 in (nine).
Only two ceramic sherds were recovered: one was an undecorated
hardpaste, white earthen ware piece whose form was indeterminate, and the
other was a fragment of an assay crucible.
The metal category was comprised of 42 cans, four pieces of wire,
25 nails and 30 miscellaneous items.
The identifiable cans were predominantly food containers. Two
were rectangular, tapered meat cans with hole-and-caps and lapped side
seams. One possible meat can was a round hole-and-cap type, had lapped
side seams and was opened with a key. The 300 diameter cap had a 100
diameter flap spot soldered to its underside to prevent solder from
falling into the food (Figure A.68). A small fragment of a round
cornered, flat, rectangular sardine can was also collected. One round,
hole-and-cap can, about 212 in diameter, had "OYSTERS" embossed on the
108 diameter cap. Many of the remaining fragments were from hole-andcap, lapped seamed, soldered cans. One oval, heavy wire handle from a
large square or rectangular can was also found.
Two pieces of 16 gage and two of 17 gage wire were collected.
One of the latter was a machine twisted baling loop.
All of the 25 nails were the wire type (Table 4.3).
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Only 13 of the 30 remaining pieces of metal could be identified
as to actual use. One was an 11 gage wire bucket bail that had one ear
attached. This ear was an unusual white metal plug that extended through
the body of the can. Each bail end fit into a recess in the ear. A
similar type of ear was found in Feature 2. In addition, a 25 ligne,
metal overall button with "LEVI STRAUSS & CO./S.F. CAL." which dated from
1850 (Brand Names Foundation 1947); a tin, 5/8 in diameter plug tobacco
tag with two prongs to fasten it into the plug (Smith 1980:13); an iron
shanked, brass headed latch bolt from a rim knob lock (Blish and others
1934:256); a white metal friction lid, possibly from a tooth powder can;
and seven cartridge cases and a bullet were collected at Feature 23. The
cartridge cases included a .22 Short with the "US" headstamp of the
United States Cartridge Company, 1868-1935 (Suydam 1977:324), as well as
six recent cases with an AEF monogram and "1935" headstamp. This
cartridge, made in 1935, was produced by the Portuguese Army Arsenal,
probably to fit the .303 British military rifles. Its use was recent
(Woodin pers. comm.). Also collected was a flattened bullet, possibly a
:22 caliber.
Eight 19/32 in wide tin strips with nail holes (possibly wooden
box reinforcing straps); six pieces of flat, heavy sheet metal that were
possibly roofing material; and three miscellaneous unidentifiable pieces
completed the metal artifacts from this feature.

Feature 24
A 10 ft diameter depression (Figure 4.1) about 25 ft northwest of
the hotel was partially excavated because it was thought to have been a
possible latrine or similar feature. It was recorded by the Arizona
State Museum as part of X88-S1-L1. A 5-ft square excavated to a depth of
3 ft below surface demonstrated that the depression was an area of
intensive rodent burrowing. Numerous rodent bones and a few small
artifact fragments were found in the burrows. Because this was not a man
made feature and the artifacts were not in a meaningful context, no
further attempt was made to study the feature or the trash within it.

Feature 25
Feature 25 was a tent platform (Figure 4.1) located about 30 ft
west of Forest Road 81 and about 180 ft of its junction with Forest Road
231. The feature was not recorded by the Arizona State Museum. The
platform consisted of a leveled area about 13 ft by 25 ft and was
bordered on the north end of the east side by a 6 ft long rock alignment.

Artifacts
A grid system of 42 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Only
seven units contained artifacts. Only 19 artifacts were located at
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Feature 25; seven glass, eight ceramic and four metal.
The glass represented two bottles. Three pieces were from a
light green olive oil bottle of the type illustrated in the 1911
Cumberland Glass Manufacturing Company catalog (Mooers Mail-tiques
N.D.:46, No. 135). Four were from a horizontally ribbed, aqua food
(possibly a peppersauce) bottle. The olive bottle had an "I.P.G.CO. 126
2" heelmark which indicates the bottle was made by the Illinois pacific
Glass Company, 1902 - 1925 (Toulouse 1971:268).
The eight ceramic sherds were all hardpaste, white earthen ware
pieces representing one or more dinner plates.
Included in the metal category were two nested, smashed earred
buckets. The inner one was made of lighter tin than the outer one; it
had a wire bail and a push on friction lid fit over the body. The outer
bucket had a wire reinforced, rolled rim, a two piece body with the ears
located over the seams, a base diameter of about 8 in and a height of 6
3/4 in. The remaining can was a lapped seam sardine can measuring 015 x
300 by about 402. It was opened on the top with an opener rather than a
key. The bottom and top of the can were fitted inside the body and
soldered. A 10d common wire nail was also collected at Feature 25 (Table
4.3).

Summary and Interpretation

The Old Rosemont site represented a unique set of features, most
of which were related to mining activity. This was the focal point of
mining activity in the Rosemont area for approximately 11 years, from
1894 to about 1905.
A total of 25 features (Table 4.8) were recorded at Old Rosemont: a
smelter site, two assay offices, a hotel, a store, a warehouse, a bunk
house, the area of the stable, a large trash dump, six trash scatters, two
platforms, two possible platforms and four post occupation features that
appeared to be of relatively recent origin. Two additional features were
parts of the Old Rosemont school site and are treated elsewhere in this report.
Many of the Old Rosemont features were unique, such as the
smelter, the two assay offices, the hotel, the warehouse and the stable.
These functionally specific features were not found elsewhere in the
Rosemont study area.
Features 2-4, 7 and 17 were partially excavated to locate
foundations, to define other structural aspects of the buildings, to
recover trash with which to verify function as recorded by Roskruge
(Document 62) and to date their use and occupation.
Features 5 and 11, which were also on the map (Document 62), were
represented only by surface scatters of trash and were not excavated.

TABLE 4.8.

Feature

FEATURE SUMMARY, OLD ROSEMONT

Type

1

Trash dump

2

Hotel

Shown on
Doc 62

Features within the
7 millsite claims

Dates Derived from
Documents and Artifacts

X

1894 - 1930

X

X

1894 - 1930

3

Store

X

X

1894 - 1929

4

Bunkhouse

X

X

1894 - ?

5

Assay Office

X

1894 - 1897

6

Smelter

X

X

1894 - 1905

7

Assay Office

X

X

1897 - 1905

8

Camp fire

X

Recent

9

Trash scatter

X

Post dates 1907

10

Stock tank

X

Recent

11

Stable (Trash scatter)

X

1894 - ?

12

Platform (?) and trash scatter

X

Turn-of-century

13

Platform

X

1906 - 1910

14

Prospect

X

Recent

15

Trash scatter

X

1905 - 1916

16

Platform and trash scatter

X

1907 - 1917

17

Store warehouse

18

Trash scatter
1,
I,

19

II

20

X

X

1894 - 1906

X

Post 1900

X

Turn-of-century

X

1902 - 1919

21

School

(See Chapter 7)

22

School

(See Chapter 7)

23

Trash scatter

X

24

Depression

X

25

Platform

1900 - 1919
Noncultural

Post - 1900
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The old Rosemont features (at least those of a major, structural
nature) were very well documented, by Rosemont area standards (Document
62). A number of photographs, an informant and the archaeology provided
useful information.
A number of photographs exist of the camp, including Figures 4.3
and 4.4. Although undated, Figure 4.3 apparently was taken between 1894
and 1897, because the building on the top of the hill (Feature 5) did not
appear on Roskruge's 1898 map (Document 62). Another assay office
(Feature 7) was shown by Roskruge. It obviously replaced Feature 5,
which may have burned.
A total of 11,656 artifacts (Table 4.9) were recovered from the
surface and from excavations of 20 of the old Rosemont features. Six of
the features (11, 12, 14, 18, 19 and 25) each contained less than 200
artifacts apiece. The artifacts from Feature 14 were probably not
related to the prospect.
Artifacts tended to be in small fragments; therefore, only a few
provided enough information to identify form, product label and
technological information. Few were datable. Further reducing the
quality of the artifacts, was the fact that the surface appeared to have
been heavily collected by bottle collectors and other vandals. This
activity occurred occasionally during the field work for the Rosemont
project and is still continuing, as in Feature 1, for example. For these
reasons, larger collections of surface trash were made than might
ordinarily have been necessary. This somewhat offset the fragmentary
condition of the samples and the effect on the overall collection
resulting from the activities of souvenir hunters.
The datable artifacts were entirely consistent with the broadest
time frame of occupation of Old Rosemont, as suggested by the historical
record and informant data. The dates listed in Table 4.8 for each feature
were derived from the historical record and from the artifacts. Most of
these dated pieces overlapped the three occupations of the site. The
hotel was occupied and the dump utilized, for example, by McCleary and
Rose from 1894 to 1896; by the Lewisohn's agents from 1896 to about 1910;
and by George Scholefield from about 1915 to about 1927. After about
1905, when the smelter was abandoned, other buildings may have continued
to be used for an unknown length of time. However, most were burned,
removed, dismantled or left to succumb to the elements.
Generally there were too few datable artifacts recovered from the
features to provide firm dates. Most of the trash from Features 9, 12,
13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 23 and 25 suggested that these features post dated
1900. Only a few artifacts on each feature dated to the 1890s, and in
several cases those were confined to fragments of SCA glass (1880-1919).
Only the trash from Feature 5 was fully consistent with its suggested
life span of 1894 to 1897.
After a study of the distribution of various artifacts within
each of the surface trash scatters, it was apparent that there was
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TABLE 4.9.

Feature No.

Glass

TRASH BY ARTIFACT CLASS, OLD ROSEMONT

Ceramic

Metal

Miscellaneous

Totals

1

1681

370

708

48

2807
761

2

431

80

249

1

Exc

206

23

460

30

729

3

475

32

61

-

568

Exc

78

10

84

-

172

4

56

9

235

-

300

3

-

19

-

22

5

704

386

151

12

1253

6

7

9

225

-

241

Exc

7
Exc
9

61

29

73

4

167

378

38

367

172

955

96

95

62

-

253

11

75

20

46

-

141

12

48

41

9

-

98

13

251

56

100

-

407

14

44

8

10

-

62

15

376

99

272

4

751

Exc

32

3

223

1

259

16

108

31

228

1

368

17

36

6

159

9

210

Exc

68

12

136

4

220

18

20

2

26

48
26

19

21

-

5

20

174

15

171

2

362

23

354

2

101

-

457

25

7

8

4

-

19

Totals

5800

1384

4184

288

11,656
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virtually no clustering or patterning of the trash. The nails at Feature
13 did appear to be concentrated in the northeast corner of the leveled
surface. This suggested the presence of a frame building on that
feature.
Without the historical documentation available for Old Rosemont,
specifically the Roskruge map, the field notes (Document 62; Roskruge
1898) and the photographs, it is unlikely that most of the remains of the
buildings shown on Roskruge's map would have been identified as such
archaeologically. The smelter with its slag pile, however, was readily
identifiable. Indeed, with the exception of Features 5 and 7, there were
few artifacts on the site that were in any way related to mining. Mine
car track spikes were found at Features 2, 12 and 14. All three could
have come from the smelter, which would have required a track to dump
slag. A crucible fragment from Feature 23, a blasting cap can from
Feature 2 and a piece of assay glass ware from Feature 4, represented the
total mining related artifacts.
The hotel was obviously a large and important building on the
site. The presence of a flush toilet facility and sewer tile suggested
as much, but there were no artifacts found that identified the feature as
a hotel. The same was true for the other buildings identified on the
Roskruge map.
In only two instances did trash indicate the function of the
features with which it was associated. At Feature 5, large quantities of
a muffle furnace, assay related glass ware, crucibles, cupels,
evaporating dishes and so on were found on the surface and clearly
indicated the activity that took place there. The surface trash at
Feature 7 was not as revealing. It was only during excavation that large
quantities of assay related artifacts were found. The presence of the
foundation for the assay furnace was revealing.
Old Rosemont was the industrial and service core of a mining
business that was spread over a large part of the Rosemont area. Its
actual operation was sporadic throughout its lifetime. When miners were
employed (possibly as many as 200), they were housed and fed at the sites
of the mining activity rather than at Old Rosemont. Except for the hotel
and the bunk house (and possibly the platforms), there seemed to have
been no residential area at Old Rosemont. These would have been
sufficient for the needs of the smelter crew, stable hands, assayer,
blacksmith, storekeeper and the company management, such as the
bookkeeper and general manager. The platforms may have served as the
sites of family residences.
Since the hotel was the headquarters for both companies, it
served as a focal point during the life of Old Rosemont. Because of its
size, social activities, such as dances, could be held there. Local
miners and ranchers were undoubtedly drawn to it for the social reasons,
but they also utilized the post office and store.
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While no artifacts clearly reflected the occupations practiced at
Old Rosemont, beyond the assay function, several did indicate the
presence of women and children in the camp. The latter were documented
through the census and interviews, as well as from Feature 1 and from the
George residence.
Artifacts chiefly within the realm of men were cartridges;
alcoholic beverages which were found in large quantities at all features;
a suspender buckle (Feature 1); a pocket knife (2); and a man's shoe (7).
Women were represented by Milk Weed Cream (Feature 17); a
clothing hook (16); a corset clasp; a garter hook; a ceramic cosmetic box
(1); and a woman's shoe (7).
Children's toys were found at several features. A toy plate came
from each of Features 1 and 9; a small solid ceramic doll, from Feature
13; fragments of a school slate were found in each of Features 1, 2 and
15; and a tin stamped toy came from Feature 7.
Artifacts identifiable with specific ethnic groups were also
found, although there were none that could be attributed to Mexicans, as
was the case elsewhere. There were no Mexican-made ceramics, large
numbers of chili powder or peppersauce bottles nor medicine bottles
embossed in Spanish.
A few artifacts unequivocally identified as Chinese were found.
These were a fragment each of porcelain rice bowls in Features 2 and 15;
a dark brown, glazed food jar; a piece each of two opium pipe bowls; and
a glass pill bottle all from Feature 1. The artifacts from Feature 1
strongly suggested the presence of a Chinese individual at Old Rosemont.
Given the location of these in the hotel dump, it seemed possible that
the hotel, at one time or another, employed a Chinese cook. No
documentary evidence of this was located in the census or elsewhere.
Finally, fragments of Papago ceramics were found in Features 1,
3, 4, 15 and 17. Rather than reflecting the presence of Papago Indians
on the site, they indicated that the residents of Old Rosemont, like
their contemporaries throughout southern Arizona, used these ceramics for
a number of purposes, such as for cooling drinking water.
Diet appeared to have been basically plain and simple. Food
products represented were evaporated and condensed milk, meat, salmon,
lard, sardines, baking powder, cocoa, oysters, coffee, crackers and
syrup, all in cans; hole-and-cap and sanitary cans which had contained
primarily fruit and vegetables; glass fruit jars and preserve bottles
with a variety of food items; jelly jars; and catsup, peppersauce, olive
oil and chili powder in glass containers. Oyster shells and faunal
remains were also found. Beef and sheep remains were identified in
Feature 1, and beef and chicken, in Feature 7. Staples such as flour,
rice, beans and potatoes, surely consumed in large quantities, were not
reflected because the packaging for them would not preserve.
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The architecture of the features documented by Roskruge at Old
Rosemont was uniformly of frame construction, except for the latest assay
office. This was built of adobe, probably to insure against fire. As a
result, large quantities of nails were found at these features, as was
flat glass, indicating the presence of windows.
The platform features may have contained tents, frame buildings
or buildings of other materials. Only the George family, whose location
is uncertain, was known to have had a frame house.
The technological processes used in the smelter would have
required elaborate machinery. Except for the boiler fragment at the
smelter location, and possibly the track spikes previously mentioned,
there remained nothing from which to describe or reconstruct the smelting
process.
No artifacts specifically provided information on status
differentiation, or on social, economic, religious or cultural aspects of
life at Old Rosemont.

AZ EE:2:157 (ASM): New Rosemont

The site of the former mining community of New Rosemont (Figures
1.2, 4.17) extended over an area from McCleary Canyon Wash, west about
1300 ft along the line between Sections 19 and 30, T18S, R16E. It was
about 800 ft north-south in extent. Most of the site was situated on an
east-west trending ridge designated as "grassland" by McLaughlin and Van
Asdall (1977: Figure F-2); however, part of the site was located north of
the ridge along a deeply entrenched tributary to McCleary Canyon Wash and
on the hillside beyond it. Site elevation ranged from about 5050 ft on
its east end to about 5190 ft on the west.
New Rosemont was located by the Arizona State Museum subsequent
to its 1975 survey, but was not recorded.

History

One of the earliest, if not the first, claim to be located in
Rosemont was the Narragansett or Narragansett Bay, as it was sometimes
called. It was located by J.K. Brown on March 10, 1879. The
Narragansett properties together with the Rosemont claims of the Lewisohn
Brothers, were the big producers at Rosemont. Although there were no
reliable production statistics available, they probably accounted for 90
percent of the ore processed from the Rosemont area of the Helvetia
District.
It is not known when Brown began working the Narragansett claim,
but by mid 1881, he wrote to his wife that, "I went over to the mine last
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Sunday. George is there yet." (Document 1). By September 1881 he was
attempting to sell the mine (Document 2), but either he had no success or
changed his mind, because he wrote in December that William Loyal' was
working at the mine for him (Document 3). By February, 1882, a tunnel
about 30 ft deep had been excavated into "good ore" (Document 4).
It was unclear from the sources available, to what extent Brown
worked the Narragansett during the early years, but he continued at least
sporadic, small scale efforts through the 1890s (Document 5). in 1909,
Schrader visited the Narragansett and implied that Brown was not actively
working it because, "Recently the Lewisohns are reported to have ...
taken a two year bond on the Narragansett group under development
stipulations" (1915:128-129). There was no evidence to show that the
Lewisohns ever actually entered into a bonding agreement with Brown.
Brown lived in the entrance to an abandoned tunnel at the mine in
the late 1890s and later build a wood frame cabin and a ramada (Document
5). Mrs. Eleanor Davis reported that her family spent at least one
summer during the period 1911-1913 at the mine, and that Brown was
actively mining during that time (pers. comm.).
In July, 1915, 36 years after he located the Narragansett, Brown
sold the claim and seven others to William R. Ramsdell for $60,000 (Smith
1919:8). Ramsdell was a peripatetic miner who between 1900 and 1915,
had developed a mine in Washington and at least five mines in Mexico
before arriving in Tucson (Document 6).
Incorporation of the business under the name Narragansett Mines
Company occurred on September 1, 1915, with Ramsdell, Edward Trout, R.J.
Williams and Charles Taylor listed as directors (Document 9). Production
began the same month. By May, 1916, the Pima County Assessor had
assessed the value of property at the Narragansett as follows: Hoist,
$250; ore car rails, and so forth, $100; and store stock, $500 (Document
8). It was an interesting fact that the company store was worth more
than the improvements at the mine. In November , 1916, a mining engineer
reported that the Narragansett was "a big producer" (Document 31).
A camp which was developed in 1915 (Document 7) was thinly spread
over a large, relatively flat ridge east of the mine. By 1917, an
average of 250 men worked for the company (Document 7) and most of them
presumably lived in the company camp referred to as New Rosemont. The
camp was the most impressive sight of the entire operation. In fact, a
Tucson Daily Citizen reporter noted that, "The above ground works of the
Narragansett are not impressive. Owing to the tunnel and incline shaft
method of extraction, only small units of machinery have been employed up
to this time" (Document 7).
On January 24, 1917, the Narragansett Copper Company was
incorporated by James Kelso, R.W. Langworthy and James Corbett (Document
10). Although Ramsdell was not an incorporator, he was listed elsewhere
as President and General Manager (Document 11; The Gazetteer Publishing
and Printing Co. 1918:505). The purpose of this company is not entirely
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clear; it did not function strictly as a successor to the Narragansett
Mines Company. At any rate, both companies filed tax statements on the
same properties. Statements exist for the Narragansett Mines Company for
1915-1918 (Documents 13-16) and a Mine Tax Statement Short Form was filed
for 1919 up to September (Document 17). The Narragansett Copper Company
filed Tax Statements for 1917 and 1918 only (Documents 11 and 12).
Despite the seemingly endless praise of Ramsdell's business
acumen, mining skill and far sightedness by the Tucson Daily Citizen in
1916 (Document 28), and in 1917 (Document 6), there was evidence that his
mining operations were in financial trouble, by 1918 at least.
Apparently, no taxes were paid by the Narragansett Copper Company for the
years 1917-1920 (Documents 18 and 19). Also, the Narragansett Copper
Company was sued for $254.00 for nonpayment of good delivered (Document
20) and in February, 1918, Ramsdell was sued in federal court for
nonpayment of taxes (Document 23).
In November, 1918, Ramsdell's Narragansett Mine Company sold all
its stock of store goods to the newly created Narragansett Mercantile
Company, which was incorporated by Francis Hartman and James Kelso on
November 11, 1918. Ramsdell was listed as president of the firm
(Documents 21 and 22).
The store at New Rosemont (Feature 17) was probably established
in 1915, but the earliest known record was from 1916 when the store was
listed as having $500 worth of stock. Ramsdell was listed as the owner
(Document 8). There was no record of its closure; it may have been open
until sometime in 1921, during the period Steinfeld operated the mine.
To further complicate Ramsdell's life, the administrator of the
Dunbar estate, Ralph Langworthy, sued the Narragansett Copper Company in
January, 1919 over a promissory note (Document 24). Langworthy had been
one of the incorporators of the company.
The creation of the Narragansett Copper Company, incorporation of
the company store, the tax problems and nonpayment of bills, all
suggested that Ramsdell was having serious financial problems and was
losing control of the business. They were a portend of things to come.
The formation of the Narragansett Copper Company in 1917
apparently came about as a result of funding needs to keep the mines
operating. The company gave the Narragansett Mines Company four notes
totaling $300,000 in return for a mortgage on 15 unpatented claims,
including the Narragansett. The mines company, in turn, sold the notes
to Albert Steinfeld of Tucson (Document 26). In July, 1919, Steinfeld,
who no doubt had recognized earlier that his investment was in jeopardy,
filed suit against the Narragansett Copper Company and R.W. Langworthy,
alleging default. Langworthy's involvement was more technical than one
of financial liability, and of little consequence to the outcome of the
suit (Document 26). By August 9, Steinfeld obtained his judgment against
the defendants and on September 4, a sheriff's sale of the property was
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to be held (Document 27). The sale was postponed briefly because of a
request by the Giant Powder Company which asked for receivership of the
two Narragansett companies because of an outstanding debt of $5000
(Document 25).
Eventually, Steinfeld acquired the Narragansett property to
satisfy his claim against the companies.
Ramsdell credited his loss of the Narragansett to the fact that
the ore had become of too low grade to ship under conditions of steadily
declining prices (Document 17), but Smith placed the blame on Ramsdell's
bad management (1919:9).
Over the course of 3 1/2 years (mid 1915 through 1918) Ramsdell
shipped over 34,300 dry tons of ore, with an average smelter return per
ton of $24.35, or a gross of $835,860 (Smith 1919:8).
The Franklin Smith report of October 1, 1919 on the Narragansett
properties (presumably prepared at the request of Steinfeld), was a less
then enthusiastic statement on their condition and potential. Steinfeld
continued mining at Narragansett, probably through leasing to a second
party, until 1921, when all operations ceased (Wilson 1953:12).
In 1924, the Narragansett and six adjacent claims were relocated,
and in 1926, were patented by Steinfeld (Document 29). At that time,
improvements consisted of 12 shafts, seven cuts, two tunnels and one
drift valued at $24,190. The Narragansett claim was shown as containing
an office and two other buildings, while the adjacent Landor claim
contained an ore bin and an assay office (Document 29). All were located
just west of the New Rosemont mining camp.
The subsequent history of the Narragansett is incomplete. The
next notice of activity was in 1938, when R. Hughes and Earl Peterson
took an optional lease on the Narragansett and other claims owned by the
Steinfeld estate (Document 30). By 1943, Fred Bennett was leasing the
claims from the Steinfeld estate, as well as the neighboring Hilo
Consolidated, York and Daylight claims from the Lewisohn estate. Ore was
shipped by truck to Vail and by railroad to Douglas. As late as 1950,
Bennett was still leasing the Lewisohn claims, but apparently he had
purchased the Narragansett claims by 1945, when it was said he was the
owner-operator (Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors 1945:22). In
September, 1958, C.D. Wilson was listed as the lessee of the Narragansett
and the owner of it by October, 1958. He operated the mine until the end
of February, 1961 (Johnson 1961).
In July, 1963 (Johnson September 27, 1963), Wilson had leased the
Narragansett claims to the Banner Mining Company. Subsequently, Banner
obtained the Narragansett claim.
In 1973, the Amax Mining Company bought the Banner holdings, and
with Anaconda Copper Company, formed ANAMAX.
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Few photographs and very little other documentation exists which
provide information about the nature and character of the buildings and
other features at New Rosemont.
A unique source (although of somewhat limited value) was a map
illustrated by Baker (1980:23), showing the buildings and structures at
New Rosemont in about 1918, as recalled by Robert Saenz who once resided
there. Saenz indicated 20 components on the ridge and along the deep
wash on the north side (excluding the features on the east along McCleary
Canyon Road). This number is in contrast with the features identified
by ARS as probably "platforms" (42); that is, former locations of various
types of company related and residential buildings and structures.
Saenz identified a number of components specifically as to use.
The mine owner's house and latrine (the only such facility identified),
were opposite the company store (ARS Feature 17). The owner's house (not
surprisingly) was the largest dwelling in the camp. Its location could
not be identified by ARS. The "cave for supplies" was identified as ARS
Feature 43, an adit. No other one to one correlation between the Saenz
map and on the ground survey could be established for the other ridge top
components, which included a pool hall, the assayer's residence, the
deputy's house, the boarding house-diner and several miner's dwellings.
To the east of the main part of camp, along the McCleary Canyon
Road were a number of additional contemporary components including the
dance hall and saloon (ARS Feature 45) and a spring (AZ EE:2:150 (ASM)).
None of the remaining components could be positively identified.
The dance hall and saloon were owned and operated by one of Juan
Lopez's sons, Francisco. This building may have housed a small store
operated by Juan. It was also used for sleeping purposes by some of the
Lopez family (Document 47) whose history is cited in the section of this
report on the Lopez Ranch, AZ EE:2:146 (ASM).
It is interesting to note that only five nonMexican names were
indicated on Saenz's map: that of the mine owner, a "Frenchman", the
assayer, the deputy and the deputy's neighbor.
In an interview (Document 47), Ruperto Lopez stated that the
owner's house, the store and the deputy's house were all wood frame
buildings. In addition, a photograph in the possession of Manuel Celaya
revealed that the Mascarena house (Saenz #9) was also wood frame. Lopez
mentioned that the other dwellings consisted of "a lot of tents" and
"many homes made of palm" branches. He stated that a family named Yanez
lived in a palm dwelling. This may have been the same Yanez (#17) shown
on Saenz's map. Examples of these house types are illustrated in
Debowski (1980:157), Schaefer (1979:37) and Feil (1968).
Only two photographs taken at New Rosemont could be located, both
were in the possession of Manuel Celaya. One, dated 1918, showed part of
the Mascarena house; and the other, dated 1917, was of the company store
(Figure 4.18).
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The company store (Feature 17) was a wood frame, gable roofed
building with the main entrance on the south side. The roof was covered
with roofing paper, and the exterior of the building, with vertically
placed corrugated metal sheeting. The south facade contained what
appeared to have been a double doorway. On each side of the entry was
what appeared to have been a double hung sash window, but both were
obscured by the screens over them. Over the doorways was a small,
corrugated, metal covered sloping wood roof, supported by braces against
the wall. The porch floor, like the roof, extended only the width of the
doorways. The floor was made of north-south oriented planks laid just
above ground level. No railing was needed. A window with a sloping wood
frame shade over it was also located at the north end of the west wall.
Only a corner of the Mascarena house was visible in the 1918
photograph, and it was not clear which corner of the house was shown.
The house was of board and batten construction, and probably had a gable
roof. No doorway was visible in the photograph, but two six-over-six
light, double hung sash windows could be seen. Part of a porch with the
roof supported by at least two vertical, square columns could be seen.
The space between the ground surface and the wooden porch floor was
enclosed with dimensional lumber. A low wooden railing was evident. For
some unknown reason it extended not only along the open sides of the
porch but also along the facade. Mascarena was identified on one of the
Celaya photographs, as the owner of the store, but he was actually only
the store keeper for the company. The fact that he lived in a frame
house suggested that it too was a company building.

Features

The New Rosemont site was the largest in the project area, both
in terms of the surface extent of the site, and on the basis of the
number of features identified. A total of 77 features were recorded but
10 of these (Features 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 18, 23, 27, 49 and 57) appear to
postdate the abandonment of the site.
Over half of the historic features were artificially leveled areas
sometimes reinforced with alignments of rock. For the purposes of this
report they are referred to as "platforms"; that is, prepared surfaces on
which tents or other temporary housing were erected. Only four buildings
were known to have been of more permanent wood frame construction.
A thin distribution of artifact fragments occurred virtually over
the entire surface of New Rosemont; therefore, an attempt was made
initially to grid, and systematically collect from, the entire surface.
It was quickly realized that the size of the site and time constraints
would prohibit such an ambitious exercise. Only part of the west end of
the site (which included Features 1-14), was collected using this
approach. Subsequently, a grid of 5-ft squares was placed only on and
around recognizable features such as platforms, trash dumps and
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concentrations of surface trash designated "trash scatters". A trash
scatter was generally defined when a relatively dense surface occurrence
of artifacts was observed. This required an obvious concentration of
trash in quantities greater than normally found on the surface, or at
least five squares in close proximity containing five or more artifacts
apiece. A trash dump was indicated when very dense trash, having an
appearance of stacking or piling in a relatively small space, was
observed. Eighteen trash scatters and dumps were identified. Trash was
found around most of the other features as well.
A total of 11 trash scatters were recorded at New Rosemont.
These were Features 1, 2, 26, 31, 37, 53, 56, 59, 62, 68 and 75. They
were features without evidence of surface modification for placements of
dwellings or other buildings or structures. The artifacts from only five
of the trash scatters (Features 1, 26, 37, 59 and 75) were reported,
primarily, because the trash found in these scatters was identical in
form and function to that found associated directly with the platforms.
Selection of the five features was made on geographic grounds, so that at
least one feature was selected from the west, east and central parts of
New Rosemont.
Table 4.10 shows the number of grid squares at each of the 77
features at New Rosemont, the percent of the squares collected and the
number containing artifacts.

Feature 1
Feature 1 was a large thin scatter of trash (Figure 4.17) located
at the east end of New Rosemont. The area where Feature 1 was situated
was relatively open, easily accessible, and flat. For these reasons it
has been used extensively in recent years as a camp site. Feature 1
extended about 80 ft north-south between the New Rosemont road and the
south edge of the entrenched wash tributary to McCleary Canyon Wash, and
120 ft east-west along the ridge top between Feature 7 and Feature 5.
Included within the boundaries of Feature 1 was a recent campfire
surrounded by a ring of rocks (Feature 3).

Artifacts
Of the 983 artifacts collected from the surface of the trash
scatter labelled Feature 1, 771 were glass (Table 4.11). Only 67 pieces
of this glass were from bottles whose contents could be positively
determined.
Fifty-five fragments were from beer bottles: 17 brown, 25 aqua,
10 light green, two amber and one light emerald green. The brown pieces,
representing at least four bottles, included four bases with "(R0)0T",
"(R)&CO", "(WF&)S(MIL)" and "8" on them, respectively. Six of the aqua
base fragments had the AB monogram mark of the American Bottle Company,
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TABLE 4.10. FEATURES AND GRID SQUARES COLLECTED.
NEW ROSEMONT

FE No.

Description

No. of
Squares

% of Squares
Collected

No. of
squares
w/artifacts

1

Trash scatter

340

100

2

Trash scatter

24

100

9

3

-

-

-

4

Recent campfire ring
I1
1T
11

-

5

Platform

72

100

62

6

Rock pile, claim marker

7

Platform

198

100

154

8

Recent rock ring

-

-

9

Trash dump

-

Remarks

51

Excavated

-

154

100

154

Excavated

10

Platform

48

100

42

Disturbed

11

Rock pile, claim marker

-

-

12

Trash dump

42

50

8

13

Platform

16

100

4

14

Platform

15

100

3

15

Platform

24

100

10

16

Trash dump

54

100

17

Excavated

17

Co. store rock alignment

-

-

-

Disturbed

18

Prospect

-

19

Platform

22

100

22

20

Platform

40

100

22

21

Platform

29

100

8

22

Platform

50

100

36

23

Rock pile

-

24

Rock alignment

-

-

-

25

Trash dump

78

50

29

Plus 3 sq. collected in addition

26

Trash scatter

98

100

56

Not all cans collected

27

Corral

-

-

-

28

Tent platform?
Rock alignments

151

50

65

-

-

-

29

Cave room

Disturbed
Disturbed

Disturbed
Within FE 25

Plus 4 sq. collected in addition
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TABLE 4.10, continued

FE No.

Description

No. of
Squares

% of Squares
Collected

No. of
squares
w/artifacts

30

Platform

42

100

27

31

Trash scatter

35

50

16

32

Platform

42

100

16

33

Platform

24

100

16

34

Platform

30

100

7

35

Platform

24

100

13

36

Platform

25

100

24

37

Trash scatter

90

100

33

38

Platform(?)

85

100

46

39

Well

-

-

-

40

Platform

30

100

12

160

50

68

41

Trash dump

42

Platform

25

100

13

43

Adit

-

-

-

44

Trash dump

40

50

20

45

Dance hall

180

100

37

46

Platform

24

100

1

Platform

40

100

6

64

100

7

-

47
48

Platform

50

Platform

40

100

18

51

Platform

50

100

18

52

Platform

70

100

34

53

Trash scatter

433

86

165

54

Platform

60

100

56

Mine shaft

36

100

30

49

55

i Recent privy

56

Trash scatter

66

100

57

57

Recent prospect

-

58

Platform

80

100

69

59

Trash scatter

201

20

44

Remarks

Plus 4 sq. collected in addition

w/rock wall

Excavated

Plus 4 sq. collected in addition
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TABLE 4.10, continued

FE No.

Description

No. of
Squares

% of Squares
Collected

No. of
squares
w/artifacts

Platform

50

100

46

61

Trash dump

36

50

18

62

Trash scatter

36

100

28

63

Platform

42

100

40

64

Platform

80

100

70

65

Platform

80

100

63

66

Platform + 3 rock piles

112

100

108

Platform

30

100

29

Trash scatter

64

100

61
44

60

67
68
69

Platforms(2)

63

100

70

Platform

28

100

17

71

Platforms(2)

70

100

62

72

Platform

40

100

27

73

Platform

30

100

25

74

Platform

48

100

40
37

75

Trash scatter

80

50

76

Platform

60

100

32

77

Platform

72

100

27

Remarks

Plus 6 sq. collected in addition

Disturbed

Plus 6 sq. collected in addition
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TABLE 4.11. BOTTLE GLASS FRAGMENTS, NEW ROSEMONT

FE
No.

Brown

SCA

Clear

Light
Green

Aqua

Amber

Milk

Emr.
Grn.

161

90

49

182

24

40

1

5

92

62

18

47

4

13

4

7

412

247

189

166

36

197

9 Surf

88

143

109

73

9

15

9 Exc

63

60

288

84

8

15

10

20

43

24

36

6

3

12

17

11

4

17

2

3

3

13

5

4

14

2

7

4

2

15

6

1

4

20

16

6

4

2

3

A

6

13

22

9

4

B

43

3

56

70

1
11

12

2

5
4

8

49
2

Dk.
Grn.
2

C•1

3

19

5

Straw

CJ N1-1

1

Cblt.
Blue

7

8

20

2

2

7

21

5

6

16

22

54

12

21

5

42

8

25

22

22

20

7

3

3

2

26

12

15

22

21

5

28

31

24

117

12

23

1

2

30

6

4

11

3

4

3

1

2

2

3
ri

32

1

9

4

33

1

1

6

34

1

35

1

36

33

3

62

2

1

2

37

17

14

42

10

11

5

38

34

5

52

1

10

9

40

18

5

3

1

5

11

124

50

11

1

6
1

1

1
4

98

149

163

42

10

14

7

4

C.4

41

86

1

Yel.
Grn.

OrangeGrey
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TABLE 4.11, continued

FE
No.

Brown

SCA

Clear

Light
Green

44

3

1

7

4

45

18

3

12

2

2

4

1

Emr.

Aqua

Amber

Milk

Grn.

Cblt.
Blue'

Straw

Dk.
Grn.

Yel.
Grn.

DrangeGrey

4
1

3

17

1

46
47

3

10

50

1

1

2

51

9

3

52

10

25

30

54

51

71

55
Surf

68

55
Exc
56

48

3

1

6

23

20

2

52

15

18

32

13

80

140

54

74

48

26

1

1

106

107

352

141

139

219

26

22

2

161

124

119

48

59

35

10

58

30

24

35

19

19

25

13

5

59

24

28

56

15

8

9

3

1

1

1

60

24

29

46

12

24

61

8

9

40

2

2

9

1

63

49

46

62

8

3

7

4

64

232

125

261

65

7

53

95

66

84

55

7

4

8

59

3

66

26

57

141

8

17

7

4

38

32

12

32

11

5

67

19

69

12

4

7

2

21

25

70

5 I

10

5

71

4

37

63

72

7 1

20

9

73

12

74

4

9

3

1

3
27

1
1
2

1
5

8
19

4
1

6

9
2
1

7

1
1

1

2

33

2

2 1

6

13

22 i

23

5
16

33

1

1

6

13

1

1

12

j

11

55

75

2

23

23

1

6

76

25

46

3

50

41

77

3

20

2

5

6

Totals 2187
(11,955)

1989

3023

1384

1874

3

1
1
1059

173

112

1
39

28

56

2

27

2
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and one had "WF&S/32/MIL". One aqua heel had a "15" on it. At least
two bottles were represented in the light green pieces, and one each in
the emerald green and amber categories. The "Root" mark dated 1901-1932;
"R&CO", about 1880-1900; WF&S, 1900-1929; and the AB monogram, 1905-1929
(Toulouse 1971: 445, 439, 536; Ayres and others 1980). The "15" heel
mark probably represented the year 1915, and may have been related to the
AB monogram bottle.
Other recognizable alcoholic beverage containers were whiskey pint
oval bottles, represented by two SCA and one clear fragments; wine, of
which only a light green wine finish was found; and wine or champagne,
represented by a dark green sherd. Nonalcoholic beverage bottles were
represented by a clear machine-made condiment bottle, an SCA sauce bottle
stopper, three amber sherds from a Reif's Special soda bottle, and one
aqua fragment (probably from a proprietary medicine bottle).
Ceramics were represented by 38 sherds: 31 hardpaste white
earthen ware, three softpaste earthen ware and four porcelain. Included
in the hardpaste category were the remains of a cup and a heavy bowl.
The softpaste sherds were all from a yellow ware bowl.
Only two of the 45 can remnants were known to have contained food.
One was from a Borden's Eagle Brand condensed milk can, and one was a
hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can with "ESTAB 183" on the cap.
A sanitary can fragment, a hole-and-cap can with a lapped side seam and a
heavily soldered, 404 diameter can, also probably contained food.
Table 4.10. New Rosemont Features and Grid Squares Collected (cont'd)
Thirty-three of the fragments were from oval tobacco cans.
Fourteen cans and 14 lids were from Prince Albert type cans; two cans and
three lids were of the kidney oval shape that had match striking ridges
on the base.
Also found were a top to a large, square can with an oval ring
handle and a domed pour spout of the type previously described for Old
Rosemont, Feature 1 (Figure A.8B,C); an oval headed can key; an oval
handle from a large can; a smashed pour spout; and three pieces of two
"CALIFORNIA CAP CO/ (design)/SAN FRANCISCO" blasting cap cans.
Other metal included 57 nails (Table 4.12); 54 crown caps; a
handle fragment of a small pair of scissors; a wood screw; part of a
kerosene lantern frame; a piece of a Phoenix glass jar closure; a wad of
lead foil; a wire coiled spring; a cast iron stove part; a 208 diameter
tin can compressed vertically (with 16 gage wire wrapped three times
around it); a shotgun shell case with a duck in flight over "12 GA/MADE
IN USA" headstamp; three unidentified fragments; and six pieces of iron
wire (one 14, one 15, two 16, one 17 and one 18 gage). The 14 gage and
one of the 16 gage pieces included machine twisted baling loops.
A two-hole, 18 ligne shell button was also collected at Feature 1.
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NAILS, NEW ROSEMONT

TABLE 4.12.
Common Nails
Feature NA 2

3

4

5

1
2

6

7

2

8
14

1

1

5

3

7

1

2

10

5

6

10

3

4

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

4

6

2

1

1

4 10

7

8

9

Square Nails
10 12 16 20 NA 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 i

Totals
2

2

2
1

6

9

3

2
5

4

2 11

7C
1

3

3

2

Exc

Smooth Box

10 12 16 20 3h 40 50 60 NA 2

3

78
9

9

57
7

2

3

1

3

2

4

1

1
1

1

1 3

38

1

1

47
2

1

1

4
2

1 12
1 4

1

4
3

3
1

1 10
5

1
1

5

1 21

2

5

3

1

4

12

4

1

16 10

4
6

3
4

9

7

2
1

2

8

5

2
1

1 1
3

1

3

87
30

15

99
2

1

15
16
16A

1
12

16B

2

2

1

I

1

1

21

19
20

2

1

22

1

1

2

1

25
26

2

1

4

30

2

36

2

2

2
1

1

1

2

1

4

1

2

1

1

5

3

1
1

1

40

2
9

1

38
41

8

3

28

37

1

1

1

1

1

1

13

1

1

4

20
3

1
2

6

3 28

47

2

4

4

1

3

1

7

3

2

3

5

50
51

2
2

1

53

1

1

54

1

1

18

3 14

52

1

55

7

Exc

4

56

7

1

4
2

13 12 29
5

22

58

2

9

59

2

3

2

61

1

4
1

62

3

3

2

2

4

3

10

5

6

6

2

1

2

2

2

4

2

1

1

2

1

2

3

2

5

1

6

8

8 55

2

14

4

1

1

2

1

1

1

1 1 7 2 3
1 22 16 19 11
3

16

2

6

2

1

2

1 4
6

93
185

1

2

64

1

33

5

5
48

2

1

3

1

2

2
1

1
1
2

1

5

1

1

1

1

17

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

7
1

1

1
8

4

2
6

4

6

9

1

2

2

2

1

1
6

36
132
5

2

9

2

1

1
1

70
6

1 1 23 10 45

72

2

73

1

1

5

74

1
2

1

4

2

14

6

8

2

2
1
1

77

2

2

TOTALS

79,

:5-1

F3

2
2

1

35

4

75

3

1

69
71

17

1
1

1

18

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

7

8

3

2

1

11

4

68

4

5

1
1

12

1

67

1
2

1

64
65

1
2

1

5
1

1

6

1

60

66

78
2

1

1

9 15

6

2

2 1

2
1

2

2

3

3

2

1

7

7

9

1

2

1

1

4

5

1

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1 15 12

230

1

34

1

24

1
2

1
1

5

1

2

18

2

24
5

1

g

7-1
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Feature 2
This feature (Figure 4.17) was a small trash scatter with a
bulldozer-made rock pile. The scatter was about 35 ft by 50 ft in size,
and the rock pile was about 6 ft by 15 ft in plan and about 3 ft in
height. The rock pile was probably created during the construction of
the present east-west road through New Rosemont, or by a later
maintenance or repair activity. It did not appear to be historic.

Feature 3
A recent rock ringed campfire, situated within the confines of
Feature 1, was labelled Feature 3 (Figure 4.17).

Feature 4
Feature 4 was a recent rock ringed campfire (Figure 4.17).

Feature 5
Feature 5 was a leveled platform about 15 ft by 16 ft, which was
bordered on its east side, south side at the southeast corner and
southwest corner by rock alignments (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
A total of 541 artifacts were collected from Feature 5: 309
glass (Table 4.11), 105 ceramic, 125 metal and two miscellaneous.
Fourteen pieces were from at least seven beer bottles. Five of
these were from two aqua bottles having the AB monogram mark; seven were
from at least three brown bottles; and two were crown finishes, one each
from a clear bottle and a light green bottle. Three SCA pieces were from
a half pint whiskey bottle.
Food containers were represented by one SCA vertically ribbed
catsup bottle fragment, and one SCA and two clear preserve bottle pieces.
Proprietary medicine was represented by four milk glass sherds
from a small Mentholatum jar.
Nonbottle glass consisted of one clear and one SCA tumbler
fragments; two SCA kerosene lamp chimney pieces, a sherd of SCA pressed
glass and 16 pieces of flat glass (11 5/14 in thick and five 3/32 in thick).
One hundred five ceramic fragments were collected at Feature 5.
These were 92 hardpaste white earthen ware, two porcelain and 11 softpaste
earthen ware. Hardpaste sherds included five fragments from two cups, one
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with a flow blue decoration; one from a footless bowl; and one from a
footed bowl. One sherd, whose form could not be determined, had part of
an Edwin M. Knowles China Company mark, which dated 1900-1948 (Gates and
Ormerod 1982:99, Figure 82a). The softpaste earthen ware total included
four pieces of a yellow ware white and brown banded bowl and eight sherds
of a Mexican-made brown bowl. One of the porcelain sherds was from a
doll's head.
Of the 28 can fragments, three were hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered meat cans; one was a sanitary food can; and 18 were tobacco cans.
One of these was a kidney oval can with match striking ridges on its
base, with its lid; five were oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans; and
11 were lid fragments representing nine lids. Two lids had "BLASTING/
CAPS/DANGEROUS" on them. A whole 411 x 414 bucket, with a 12 gage wire
bail handle and ears that were pushed through the can from the interior,
was also collected. Three can fragments were unidentifiable.
Other metal included 38 nails (Table 4.12); 30 crown caps; 16 pieces
of iron wire (four 15 gage, 10 16 gage and two 17 gage); two wire bucket
bails; a grab hook from a chain; a fragment of a strap hinge; a mine car
track spike; an iron washer; a piece of a file; part of a brass kerosene
lamp wick assembly; a galvanized pipe reducing coupling; a continuous thread
lid with "MENTHOLATUM" embossed on it; and three unidentifiable
fragments.
The miscellaneous category contained only a two-hole, 12 ligne
shell button and a fragment of an oyster shell.

Feature 6
A 4 ft diameter pile of large rocks was labelled Feature 6. The
1.5 ft high rock pile was possibly the remains of a recent claim marker,
although the usual 4 in by 4 in wooden post was not present (Figure 4.17).

Feature 7
This feature consisted of a platform and rock alignments
surrounded by an extensive trash scatter covering an area 65 ft
north-south and 80 ft east-west. The east edge of the feature coincided
with the west edge of Feature 1 (Figure 4.17).
The platform was about 13 ft by 20 ft, with a rock alignment
along the entire north side and most of the east side. Two short
alignments extended northward from the north wall. One about 5 ft in
length was situated at the northeast corner, and one about 3 ft long was 9
ft west of the corner.
At the northeast corner of the platform, an irregular lens of ash
(roughly 10 ft by 20 ft) was discovered just below the surface scatter of
leaves, twigs and other organic debris. This lens was labelled Feature
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7b in the field. One 5 ft square at the northeast corner of the platform
was excavated to determine the depth of the lens, which proved to be less
than 0.2 ft thick. With the removal of the ash, which rested on sterile
soil, a 1 ft diameter pit (labelled Feature 7c in the field) was
revealed. The pit was about 0.6 ft in depth. Both the pit and the ash
lens contained a small quantity of artifacts.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 2338 artifacts were collected from the surface of
Feature 7, including 1614 glass (Table 4.11), 339 ceramic, 375 metal and
10 miscellaneous.
One hundred eighty-five fragments of glass were from at least 41
crown finished beer bottles (12 brown, 16 aqua, six light green, two SCA,
three amber and two clear). Maker's marks on the brown base fragments
were "WF&S/MIL" "WF&S/35..." and "ROOT/X" and heel marks were "17 S...."
and "14...1% Marks on the aqua bases were seven AB monograms and a
"WF&S/23/MIL"; on a light green heel was "12 ROOT"; and on two amber
bases was "ROOT". Both machine-made and hand finished bottles were
included in this collection. Dates for these manufacturer's marks can be
found under Feature 1. The brown heel marks probably represented 1917
and 1914. The "12 ROOT" could represent 1912, but that date would
predate the occupation of New Rosemont by three years.
Other alcoholic beverage bottles were at least five (three SCA,
two brown) whiskey bottles, all with brandy finishes, and one dark green
fragment from a wine or champagne bottle. One SCA stopper from a whiskey
bottle was also collected.
Fragments from bottles once containing food products numbered 67.
Forty of these were from Type 1 and Type 2 preserve bottles (Figures
A.1A, D). A fruit jar was represented by 15 aqua fragments; 11 SCA
pieces were from a horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle; and one SCA
sherd was from a machine-made, 1 quart milk bottle.
Medicinal bottles were represented by eight clear, rectangular,
paneled prescription ware fragments, one clear proprietary medicine with,
"...SYR(UP)" on it, 11 aqua proprietary medicine bottle fragments and
three SCA pieces from a rectangular, paneled prescription ware bottle.
Ninety-five amber fragments were derived from at least five Reif's
Special soda bottles.
Nonbottle glass included three SCA jelly jar rims, four SCA
tumbler fragments, five apple green insulator fragments, three clear
tumbler pieces,a two-hole, 16 ligne milk glass button and eight light
green pieces of flat glass (two 5/6 in thick and six 1/16 in thick).
Ceramic sherds totaled 339: 319 hardpaste white earthen ware
and 20 porcelain. In the former category, were 18 sherds from a small
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plate with a gold band on the rim; a saucer fragment with three gold
lines on the rim; two cup fragments; a plain saucer fragment; 12 saucer,
one bowl and one berry dish with a raised design on the rim; and an
individual butter dish. Only two fragmentary maker's marks were found.
One was of the West End pottery Company, dating 1893 to 1938 (Gates and
Ormerod 1982:315) and one was of the W.S. George Pottery Company, dating
1909 to about 1960 (Lehner 1980:61).
A plain bowl sherd, one bowl with two green lines on the rim and
pink flowers and a gold line, one saucer with two green lines on the rim
and red flowers and 11 pieces of a saucer with a gold rim band and a
floral design were the only noteworthy pieces of porcelain found.
Of the total of 170 can fragments, 28 were from tobacco cans and
103 were from food cans.
Six of the tobacco cans were oval Prince Albert type cans with 20
lid fragments representing 18 lids. Two kidney shaped can lids were also
found.
Cans once containing food products included those for condensed
and evaporated milk, meat, sardines, baking powder, syrup and sanitary
and hole-and-cap cans whose specific contents were unknown.
The milk cans included 26 fragments of at least 20 Borden's Eagle
Brand condensed milk Company milk cans. Only one can was complete enough
to measure; it was 215 x 305. The 14 evaporated milk can fragments
represented at least four cans, only one of which could be measured; it
was 215 x 406.
The 35 fragments of meat cans represented at least 24 cans: 15
that were hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered cans; four that were
rectangular but not tapered; and five that were round. The hole-and-cap
type had three with "ESTAB 183"; three with "ESTAB 119"; one with "EST
259"; and eight that were incomplete ("ESTAB..."). Only four cans were
opened with the key supplied by the manufacturer for opening the cans; 10
were opened with an opener used in push in-pry up motion that leaves a
jagged edge. None were complete enough for measurements.
At least three cans were represented in the five fragments of
rectangular, round cornered sardine cans.
Six baking powder can lids were located. One had "BAKING/KC/
POWDER" on it; one had POWDER/6 oz"; one had "FULL WEIGHT/6
oz/ROYAL BAKING POWDER/ABSOLUTELY PURE"; and one was the same as the
Royal can except it had "1/4 lb" instead of "6 oz".
Three round syrup can friction lids of the push in-pry out type
were found; one had "Karo" embossed on it. This syrup was made by the
Corn Products Refining Company, beginning in 1906 (Periodical Publishers
Assoc. 1934:27; Moskovitz and others 1980:92).
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Thirteen sanitary can fragments represented at least seven cans,
only three of which were measurable. Two were 306 x 408 in size and one
with a "C" on it measured 304 x 408. One can had an "A" on a flag on it.
Both the "C" and the "A" were unidentified company marks.
One hole-and-cap can measuring 304 x 408 (also thought to have
been a food can) had a "C" on one end.
Cans and related items that could not be clearly categorized as
food related were: four lids from blasting cap cans with "CALIFORNIA
CAP CO/SAN FRANCISCO" on them; three push in-pry out type lids; two
rotating sprinkler tops; two oval headed can keys; an oval ring handle
from a large square or rectangular can; and 26 unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal artifacts from Feature 7 surface were: 47 nails
(Table 4.12); 63 crown caps, including one with "BLATZ (a star)
MILWAUKEE" on it; a fragment of a tin strip from a Phoenix cap; a knurled
edge continuous thread lid for a glass jar; 13 wire bucket bails (one 14
gage, three 11 gage, two 9 gage and seven 12 gage); 39 pieces of iron
wire (one each 13 and 20 gage, two each 9 and 18 gage, three 15 gage, 21
16 gage and nine 17 gage); two bolts; a wood screw; a shovel handle
reinforcing strap with "PEERLESS/2/BEST STEEL"; the blade from a toy
shovel; a tin "cricket" noisemaker (Figure A.11E); a hair pin (Figure
A.11C); a safety pin; a brass shoe eyelet; a "gripper" type clothing
snap; two metal overall buttons, one 26 lignes and one 27 lignes with "BL/Co" on their faces; a suspender buckle with "CRESCENT"; two cast iron
stove fragments, one a door with "7.14.MAR" on it (Figure A.19); a piece
of wire from the springs of a cot; an iron wick holder and an adjustment
shaft and knob from a kerosene lamp wick assembly; a 4 in diameter pot
lid; an eggbeater flywheel; an ear from a large bucket; an approximately
600 tall bucket with a bail having a wooden handle; a brass tube from a
miner's carbide lamp; two mine car track spikes; a horseshoe fragment;
two pieces of a can end with 10 holes punched through it with a square,
pointed object; two wire, oval headed objects, each with a straight shank
end beveled point; and eight unidentifiable fragments. Three cartridges;
a .22 caliber case with an "H" headstamp and one with "UMC/S H/.38/LONG";
and a shotgun case with, "W.R.A.CO./No 12/RIVAL" were also found. The
"H" headstamp was that of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, 1966 to
the present (Suydam 1979:325). The .38 caliber case was produced as a
military cartridge between 1892 and 1911 (Barnes 1980:176). This
specimen would have to have been made in 1910 or earlier because the
United Metallic Cartridge Company ceased independent operation in 1910
(Suydam 1979:324). This case was listed by Suydam as an auxiliary load
(1979:162). The shotgun case was produced by the Winchester Repeating
Arms Company from 1886 (Steward 1969:85).
Artifacts of miscellaneous materials were: four pieces of a hard
rubber comb; a fragment of a rhyolite metate; a two-hole, 22 ligne button
of unidentified man-made material; a two-hole, 16 ligne shell button; a
ceramic nozzle for spraying (?); a 1/4 in diameter carbon battery core;
and a piece of a phonograph record.
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Artifacts: Excavation
A few artifacts were recovered from the ash lens (7b) and the
small pit below it (7c).
The ash lens produced 10 fragments of glass (four SCA; three each
of aqua and amber); 17 ceramic sherds, all hardpaste white earthen ware;
and two nails (Table 4.12).
The small pit contained glass fragments (two brown, six SCA,
three clear and four light green) including a brown beer bottle crown
finish and two clear Type 1 preserve bottle fragments; nine hardpaste
white earthen ware sherds; two crown caps; four nails (Table 4.12); and two
two-hole shell buttons, one 12 lignes and the other 15 lignes in size.

Feature 8
A 3 ft diameter rock ring was designated Feature 8 (Figure 4.17).
The ring was removed and the organic material and loose soil in and
underneath it was removed by sweeping. Sterile soil was encountered
under this very thin layer of loose surface detritus. Although the rock
ring had the appearance of a recent campfire ring, no ash or charcoal was
found. It did not appear to be historic. Feature 8 was located west of
Feature 7 and was within the area where surface trash was collected for
Feature 7.

Feature 9
Feature 9 (Figure 4.17) was comprised of two elements, a trash
dump (9a) and a short rock alignment (9b).
Feature 9a was a 100 ft long, narrow trash dump in, and along, a
small, 5 ft to 6 ft wide shallow channel which drained from southwest to
northeast. The dump was widest at the head of the channel and narrowed
to the northeast. Most of the trash lay in the channel and on its south
side. A number of platforms south of the dump probably accounted for the
deposit. Occupants of the site living north of the dump would have found
its use inconvenient, at best.
Because the trash appeared to have depth in the midsection of
the dump, four 5-ft squares were excavated to provide information on the
nature of buried trash. Two of these were on the south edge of the
channel, one was in the channel and one was on the north edge of the
channel. Three of the squares provided a transverse section through the
dump. In all the squares, a dense concentration of trash was
encountered, consisting mainly of badly rusted tin cans, mixed with small
rocks and silt. Depending on the location of the square, trash varied
from 0.2 ft to 1.2 ft in depth with no discernible stratigraphic
variation. Below the trash was a uniform brown, rocky sterile soil.
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The westernmost square (13-204) was situated on the west edge of
the erosional channel. The trash layer which varied from 0.2 ft nearest
the channel to 0.6 ft in depth was excavated in one level. Ten feet to
the east, three squares (13-216, 13-313, 13-314) were excavated across
the trash deposit to provide a transverse section of the channel. The
trash level varied in thickness in these squares from 0.2 ft to 1.2 ft.
The deepest trash was in the square on the west side and the shallowest
was in the square placed in the center of the channel.
Feature 9a appeared to have been an open dump which silted over
subsequent to the abandonment of New Rosemont.
Feature 9b was a loose alignment of rocks lying at a right angle
to the flow of the erosional channel. It was 7 ft in length and of
unknown purpose. It may have been constructed to control erosion when
the site was occupied.
Artifacts: Surface
A total of 1167 artifacts were collected from the surface of
Feature 9: 546 glass (Table 4.11), 257 ceramic, 353 metal and 11
miscellaneous.
Bottle glass accounted for 529 fragments, 33 pieces of which were
from alcoholic beverage containers. At least three brown beer bottles,
two of aqua and one each of clear, amber and light green were
represented in the 25 pieces of beer bottles. Only the two aqua bottles
had maker's marks, AB monograms, dating 1905-1929 (Ayres and others 1980).
Whiskey was represented by eight SCA fragments. On the basis of
the number of brandy finishes, at least three bottles were present.
There were 82 fragments that contained food products. Two SCA
fragments were from a Gebhardt's Eagle Brand Chili Powder bottle; one
light green "patent lip" was from a salad oil bottle; 12 clear fragments
represented two olive bottles; six aqua, one SCA and four light green
fragments with horizontal ribs were from at least three peppersauce
bottles; five SCA and eight clear fragments were from at least four Type
1 preserve bottles; and 15 SCA and 28 clear pieces were from at least two
vertical sided Type 2 preserve bottles.
Three amber sherds are from a Reif's Special soda bottle.
Bottles relating to medicine were represented by 34 fragments.
Seven brown pieces were from one machine-made bottle with "P.D. & CO" on
its base. This was the Parke, Davis and Company which used this name
beginning in 1871 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:66). Three clear
pieces were from a rectangular paneled prescription ware bottle and 18
fragments were from proprietary medicine containers. Fifteen of these
were aqua rectangular paneled pieces representing at least three bottle,
all with a "B3" in a diamond as a base mark. One of the proprietary
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medicine fragments was SCA, one was clear and one was light green in
color. The clear sherd had, "Rex" in script on its base. "Rex" was a
trademark of the Obear-Nestor Glass Company and was first used in 1896
(Peterson 1968:43). Finally, two milk glass sherds came from a
continuous thread-finished Mentholatum jar.
Nonbottle glass totaled 18 fragments: five clear pressed glass,
one clear and two SCA kerosene lamp chimney, four SCA tumbler rim, two
SCA jelly jar, one SCA water pitcher fragment and a 3/32 in thick piece
of flat glass. A four-hole, 16 ligne milk glass button and a machinemade, spiral toy marble were complete.
A total of 257 ceramic sherds were collected from the surface at
Feature 9. Of this total, 211 were hardpaste white earthen wares, eight
were softpaste earthen wares, 22 were porcelain and 14 were stone ware.
Two miscellaneous pieces, one part of a figurine and a clay pipe bowl
with a silver bolster with, "GERMANY" on it, were also collected.
Identifiable hardpaste white earthen ware forms were 32 cup, one
bowl, four saucer and eight plate fragments. The cups were decorated by
a gold line on the rim (one), by a gold floral design (one), by a gold
band at the rim (one), by a gold line and a floral design (four) and by
a gold line at the rim with a blue line below (10). A handleless
undecorated cup was also present. The bowl had a green-white-green
banded decoration and the saucers had a raised design on the rim (three)
and a gold line with a floral design on the rim (one). The plate
fragments had a gold band at the rim (one) or a gold band at the rim and
a gold floral design below it (seven). One of the latter pieces had,
"FLORENCE" in green on its base, a mark of the Standard Pottery Company,
about 1910 to about 1925 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:249, Figure 228a).
Softpaste earthen ware was represented by two pieces of a Mexicanmade green glaze bowl, two pieces of a yellow ware chamber pot lid, two
sherds of a yellow ware chamber pot, one yellow and brown mottled bowl,
and one piece of a bowl with a clear glaze. The 14 stone ware sherds had
a brown glaze on both sides and appeared to be from flat based jug or
crock.
Eight of the porcelain sherds were from one or more cups and one
was from a berry dish with a molded rim design.
Of the 177 cans and fragments of cans, 103 were food cans, 22
were tobacco cans and 22 were buckets and can related artifacts and the
remainder (30) were unidentifiable fragments.
The food can category included: 10 evaporated milk cans with
matchstick filler holes; a 215 x 306 Borden's Eagle Brand condensed milk
can; five syrup cans, all probably 308 x 312 in size with 212 diameter
push in-pry out friction lids (three), with "KARO" in script on one of
them; 22 fragments of hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat cans
representing at least 12 cans (with "ESTAB 183" (2) and "ESTAB 20-C" (2)
on four of the caps); four round meat cans with "ESTAB...", "ESTAB 119"
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on two of the caps; three fragments from two rectangular, round cornered
sardine cans; and one 208 x 206 sanitary can with, "ORTEGA'S CHILES"
• embossed on it.
Twenty-four fragments were from hole-and-cap cans thought to have
contained food. Six of these cans were 306 x 408, one was 400 x 412 and
two were 306 x 410 in size. One of the 306 x 408 cans had an "E" in
script on it, the mark of the Empson and Daughter Canning Company.
Only 13 of the 32 sanitary cans and fragments were measurable.
One each measured 215 x 41 2, 300 x about 410, 306 x 409, 306 x 410, 400 x
408, 400 x 410, 400 x 411, about 400 x 412 and 404 x 414. Two each were
about 304 x 408 and about 306 x 408. Two fragments had, "Empson" in
script on them and the 300 x about 410 can had an "A" on a flag embossed
on one end.
In the nonfood category there were 22 tobacco cans and lids.
Fourteen were oval Prince Albert type cans with four lids and three were
kidney oval shaped cans with one lid. Also a snuff can lid with, "UNITED
STATES TOBACCO CO." on it, was collected. This firm began business in
1921 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:87).
There was a total of 22 miscellaneous items related to canned
goods. Seven were buckets, seven were can or bucket lids, six were can
keys and strips and two were parts of a large square can. At least five
small buckets with the push through type ears were included in the seven
fragments. One had, "CANCO" in an oval, "ESTAB 28" on its base and may
have been a lard container. All of the seven lids were the friction
type, six fit over the can body and one was the push in-pry out type.
Other metal totaled 176 artifacts: 87 nails (Table 4.12); 22
pieces of iron wire (one each 11, 14 and 18 gage; six 15 gage, 10 16 gage
and three 17 gage); 12 wire bucket bails (one each 9 and 14 gage, two
each 11 and 15 gage and three each 12 and 13 gage); 12 crown caps; two
iron washers, one homemade; a round head metal screw; three carriage
bolts; a square headed bolt; two barrel hoop fragments; a 608 diameter
friction lid with square holes punched in it to make a sieve (?); a 214 x
406 evaporated milk can with a piece of 14 gage iron wire strung through
it; a continuous thread lid embossed, "Mentholatum"; and 16
unidentifiable fragments.
Additionally, seven metal artifacts were related to personal use
and nine were related to the kitchen. Personal items were: a garter
buckle, two Levi Strauss and Company clothing rivets marked, "L.S. &
Co/S.F."; a change purse frame with a remnant of the leather pouch
(Figure A.12D); a 22 ligne, two-hole iron button; a 35 ligne, two-hole,
three piece iron button with, "A.J. FOWLER CO/BOSTON" on it; and a brass
watch face plate. Kitchen items were: a wire wisk or similar implement;
a granite ware dish pan handle; two granite ware iron pot lids, one 6 1/2
in and one 7 1/2 in in diameter; a coffee pot or tea kettle lid; a small
granite ware basin; two granite ware pot handles; and a fragment of stove
pipe.
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Artifacts of other materials were two pieces of a phonograph
record and a fragment of a man's shoe with a Goodyear welt.
Eight fragments of bone from Bos taurus were also collected on
the surface of Feature 9.

Artifacts: Excavation
A total of 1599 artifacts were recovered from excavations in
Feature 9: 673 glass (Table 4.11), 347 ceramic, 346 metal and 233
miscellaneous.
Bottle glass totaled 607 pieces, of which alcoholic beverage
bottles accounted for 124 fragments. The 57 brown beer bottle fragments
included two hand formed crown finishes; the 23 aqua pieces included
three crown finishes and a base with the AB monogram, dating 1905 - 1929;
and the 20 light green fragments encompassed a handmade crown finish,
fragments representing two other bottles and a partial bottle with
"WF&S/3/MIL" on the base, "REGISTERED" on the heel and "MILLERS" on the
shoulder. At least two brown, three aqua and three light green beer
bottles were represented.
Whiskey bottles accounted for 24 pieces, one clear and 23 SCA.
The clear piece was from a pint bottle with a brandy finish and the SCA
pieces included three brandy finishes, one with a glass stopper plus
parts of a fourth bottle. All were machine-made.
Contents of food related bottles included peppersauce, chili
powder, catsup, oil and olives. One SCA, one aqua, 25 clear and 26
light green fragments were from at least six horizontally ribbed or
ringed peppersauce bottles. At least two Gebhardt's Eagle Brand Chili
Powder bottles were represented by one clear and two light green
fragments. Six clear sherds were from at least two machine-made olive
bottles, 10 light green pieces were from a 4 1/2 oz Bordeaux shape olive
oil bottle and one clear catsup base fragment had, "H.J. HEINZ &
CO/162/PAT'D." on it (Zumwalt 1980:228).
Three clear, complete preserve style bottles and 243 fragments
were also collected. One whole bottle and 91 fragments were of the Type
1 bottle (Figure A.1D) and two whole bottles and seven pieces were of the
Type 2 container (Figure A.1A). Nine fragments were of an unidentified type
of preserve bottle and 136 pieces were from both Types 1 and 2. The
complete Type 1 bottle was a 5 1/2 in tall, 10 oz container with a 2 1/4
in diameter base. The Type 2 bottles were 6 in tall, had a 2 1/4 in
diameter base and held about 12 oz. Both types were machine-made.
Six amber pieces were from a Reif's Special soda bottle.
Ink was represented by six milk glass sherds from a continuous
thread-finished bottle with 10 body facets and by a complete, clear 20
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oz bottle marked, "CARTERS/79/MADE IN USA" on its base.
Proprietary medicine included four light green fragments from a
rectangular paneled bottle, 43 aqua pieces from at least two bottles and
an aqua lid with, "PREPARED BY/J.C. ENO LTD" on it. The latter, ENO'S
Fruit Salts, was for treatment of an upset stomach. One light green
sherd had "HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL" on it. This product was used as a cancer
cure in at least 1916 (Devner 1968:41). Two milk glass sherds were from
a Mentholatum jar and four SCA fragments were from a Hind's Honey and
Almond Cream bottle, a product used for cosmetic and medicinal purposes.
Two clear and one SCA fragments were from common prescription ware
bottles.
Seven SCA tumbler fragments (Figure A.1C), six SCA and 37 clear
pieces of pressed glass objects, 10 SCA fragments of a kerosene lantern
chimney and six pieces of light green flat glass (one 5/64 in thick, two
1/8 ion thick and three 7/64 in thick), made up the collection of
nonbottle glass from the excavations at Feature 9.
A total of 347 ceramics (324 hardpaste and five softpaste
earthen ware, 11 porcelain, three stone ware and four doll parts) were
recovered at Feature 9 excavations. The hardpaste white earthen wares
included a wide range of forms and designs but as found for ceramics from
other Rosemont sites, the fragmentary nature of the artifacts often
precluded more than general identifications. Most were plain without
decoration or determinable form. One handleless cup, 11 cup, three
plate, five saucer and 10 bowl sherds were without decoration. Twenty-one
bowl, 10 plate, 12 cup, nine saucer and one berry dish fragments had
only a molded, raised design on the rim. Eighteen of the bowl sherds
were from one bowl with an Edwin M. Knowles mark, without the same
numbers and the word "patented" as on Gates and Ormerod's Figure 82a
(1982:99). The numbers "16-1-9" were found on this specimen which dated
1900 to 1948. Eight berry dish sherds exhibited four apparently
different designs. One had a red rose with greenery design (leaves and
stems), one had a polychrome floral design, one had a 1/8 in wide gold
band on the rim and one had a thin blue line and molded, raised design on
the rim. Two sherds from a small, deep bowl had a 1/8 in wide gold band
on the rim exterior; one soup plate fragment had a gold line on the rim;
14 saucer pieces had two designs, a 1/8 in wide gold band on the rim and
a molded, raised rim design with a floral design over it; three plate
fragments had traces of three designs, one with a molded, raised rim
design with a solid pink overglaze decoration, one with a 1/8 in wide
gold band on the rim and one with two gold lines on the rim; 27 cup
fragments representing six cups had remnants of three designs, one with a
printed red rose and greenery design, two with a 1/8 in wide gold band on
the rim and 24 with a gold floral design on the body; one sherd, probably
from a plate, had a gold rim line and a gold floral design; and 18 sherds
were from at least two bowls, one with a light green and peach banded
design and 17 with a molded, raised design on the rim and solid yellow-green
over it. Three additional sherds had only partial maker's marks on
them: one was a West End Pottery Company (1893 - 1938) mark and two were
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from the Homer Laughlin China Company (1873 - present). One of the
latter had the pattern name, "REPUBLIC" and "9 7 K" on it which indicated
its manufacture in September, 1907 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:315, 128;
Lehner 1980:88).
Two softpaste earthen ware sherds were from a jug with a dark brown
exterior glaze, two were from a mixing bowl with a clear interior glaze
and molded raised design and blue glaze on the exterior and one was
indeterminate.
Only nine of the 11 porcelain sherds had identifiable form. Five
pieces were from cups, four with a Japanese (?) design and one with a
molded raised design with a floral pattern over it. Four fragments of a
porcelain doll, two legs, an arm and a head were also collected. On the
inside of both of the legs was, "620 1/2".
Three fragments of a stone ware jug or crock with a brown glaze on
both sides were found.
Of the 238 fragments of cans, buckets and related items, 125
were food cans.
One hole-and-cap evaporated milk can measuring 215 x about 306
and 25 cans with matchstick filler holes were found. One of the latter
measured 208 x 208 and 15 measured 215 x 406; nine were fragments. The
latter two sizes dated 1915 to 1930, according to Simonis (N.D.).
Fragments of four condensed milk cans, one containing Borden's Eagle
Brand condensed milk, were also found.
Twenty-one fragments representing at least 15 hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered, and four round, meat cans, were collected. Two of
the former had, "ESTAB 183" and, "EST 28" on their respective caps.
Three of the round cans measured 208 x 208 with one having, "SANITARY"
embossed on one end.
Sardine cans were represented by 12 fragments equaling nine cans.
Only two cans, measuring 300 x 402 x 015, were relatively complete.
Ten fragments were parts of syrup cans, three of which measured
308 x 312. One lid had "KARO" in script on it.
Baking powder was represented by two lids with "KC BAKING
POWDER"; and cocoa, by two parts of a lid with "...COA".
Of the cans thought to have contained food products, there were
10 hole-and-cap fragments representing 10 unmeasurable cans and 38
pieces of sanitary cans. Only 10 of the latter were measurable; one each
was 206 x 211, 208 x 211, 211 x 204, 211 x 205, 212 x about 206, 300 x
411, 306 x 202 and 400 x 411. Two measured 212 x 204 and three were 306
x 408 in size.
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Of the 113 cans and related items not containing food, 30 were
tobacco cans. Four kidney oval cans (Figure A.7A) and 23 oval, Prince
Albert type cans with three separate lids were collected.
An oval, white metal shaker top; six oval head can keys (one 3
1/8 in long; one 3 5/8 in long and three 1 5/8 in long); two pieces of a
square, 5 gallon can; a wire oval handle from a large square can; a
pour spout; 13 small bucket fragments representing at least four buckets,
one with ears soldered to the container and three with ears pushed
through the can from the interior; a complete 401 x 409 bucket with a 12
gage bail and push through ears; six push in-pry out friction lids; 14
friction lids that fit over a can body; and 38 unidentifiable can
fragments completed the nonfood category.
Other metal artifacts (108) included: 30 nails (Table 4.12); 11
crown caps; 12 pieces of iron wire (one each 11 gage and 14 gage, five
each 15 gage and 16 gage); and one 13 gage wire bucket bail. Also, in
this general category were a fragment of an iron barrel hoop, a hexagon
headed bolt, two small buckles (Figures A.14B, E), a 9 in long lag bolt,
two wood screws and 10 unidentifiable fragments.
Clothing related items were represented by three brass clothing
rivets labelled, "L.S. & CO/S.F."; a 27 ligne metal button labelled,
"LEVI STRAUSS & CO/S.F."; a two-piece clothing snap labelled, "SCOVILLE
MFG CO."; a plated hook from a hook and eye clothing fastener; a 24 ligne
metal overall button with, "L & M/S" under a sunburst (Figure A.14L); and
a 27 ligne metal overall button with, "B-L/CO" on it.
Artifacts of a more personal nature included a political campaign
button, three pieces of a pocket watch and a metal disk from a plug of
chewing tobacco.
Items that might have been found in a home were a clothespin
spring, three teaspoons, a 9 in long granite ware handle from a dipper
(?), 10 pieces of 15 gage wire from a wisk or other kitchen implement, a
brass lamp wick assembly, a cast iron stove part, two metal strips from a
Phoenix lid, a continuous thread lid for a catsup bottle, two jelly jar
lids and two cap liners from a Kerr fruit jar lid.
Artifact fragments of miscellaneous material (61) were primarily
clothing related. Forty of these were parts of at least three shoes:
one child's, one woman's and one adult male's. The male's shoe was a
hobnail boot, probably for use in the mines. Buttons constituted the next
largest category of artifacts; 16 were made of shell and one was of bone.
Two of the six two-hole shell buttons were 14 lignes, two were 18 lignes,
one was 15 lignes and one was 22 lignes in diameter. One four-hole
shell button was 18 lignes in diameter and one was 24 lignes. The fourhole bone button was 26 lignes in diameter. The remaining artifacts were
a piece of rubber, a piece of a hard rubber comb and two fragments of
eggshell.
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Faunal remains (172), mostly Bos taurus, were found primarily in
fragmentary condition (Table 4.13).

Feature 10
Feature 10 was a platform about 10 ft by 20 ft, with a rock
alignment along the entire east side. Disturbance from road construction
and maintenance appeared to have occurred, but was relatively minor in
nature (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Four hundred and four artifacts, 207 glass (Table 4.11), 39
ceramic and 158 metal were collected at Feature 10.
Only five fragments, one brown, three light green and one aqua,
were from beer bottles. The aqua and two of the light green pieces were
crown finishes. One light green heel had the 1905 - 1929 mark of the
American Bottle Company "A.B. (Co.)" (Toulouse 1971:30).
Eight fragments, one clear, one SCA and six aqua, were from food
containers.
Prescription ware was represented by a clear ballneck panel
fragment and proprietary medicine, by a light green panel and four aqua
pieces including a handmade strap finish.
Nonbottle glass totaled five pieces: a 5/64 in thick flat glass
sherd, a blue glass seed bead, an SCA tumbler fragment and two pieces
of SCA pressed glass.
Only 39 ceramic sherds were found at Feature 10; 31 hardpaste
white earthen ware, six porcelain, plus two porcelain figurine (?)
fragments. The only identifiable forms were three hardpaste fragments of
a plain cup and two pieces of a porcelain cup with an overglaze floral
design.
Of the 21 pieces of cans and related items, one hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat can with "(ESTAB) 20-C" on it; a "Karo" in
script syrup can lid; and a piece of a round hole-and-cap represented the
total of the food cans found.
Two oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans and two pieces of one
lid, a kidney oval shaped tobacco can lid, a continuous thread
"Mentholatum" jar lid, two friction lids, four oval headed can keys, two
push through type bucket ears and four unidentifiable fragments
completed the inventory of cans and related items.
Other metal from Feature 10 included 99 nails (Table 4.12); six
crown caps; 14 pieces of iron wire (two 17 gage, five 16 gage and seven
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TABLE 4.13.

Taxa
Bos taurus

FAUNAL REMAINS, FEATURE 9 EXCAVATIONS,
NEW ROSEMONT
Quantity

Element

2

Left humerus

Sawn

2

Right tibia

Sawn (1)

1

Femur head

6

Scapula

Sawn (1); cut marks (1)

12

Ribs

Sawn (4); cut marks (2);
charred (1)

16

First phalanx

2

First phalanx
epiphesis

13

Second phalanx

Charred (2)

1

Sacrum

Sawn

2

Lumbar vertebra

Sawn (1); cut marks (1)

3

Vertebral fragment

Sawn (3)

6

Metatarsal

8

Metacarpal

Cut marks (2)

1

Thoracic Vertebra

Sawn

4

Metapodial

2

Tarsal

Cut Mark

2

Cervical vertebra

Sawn (2)

1

Teeth

2

Mandible

5

Third phalanx

34

Indeterminate

Large artiodoctyl

1

Long bone

Medium artiodoctyl

2

Rib

1

Scapula(?)

1

Long bone

Artiodoctyl

Remarks

Calcined

Mandible
39
Small mammal

1

Indeterminate
Long bone

Cut mark (1); charred (2)
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15 gage) with one machine tied baling loop for each of the three sizes; a
heavy iron rivet; a fragment of the ribbed metal scrubbing surface of a
washboard; a brass shoe eyelet; a piece of a triangular file; a homemade
eye bolt; a wood screw; a 1911S Lincoln penny; a recent lid of aluminum;
two oval headed can key-like objects, each with a straight shank and a
beveled point identical to those found at Feature 7; a "W.R.A. C0/.32
W.C.F." cartridge case; a "38 S&W Sp'L" cartridge case; and five
unidentifiable fragments. The Winchester Repeating Arms Company produced
the .32 caliber cartridge introduced in 1882. The .38 Special
cartridge was introduced in 1902 (Barnes 1980:60, 177).

Feature 11
A 5 ft diameter pile of large rocks (Figure 4.17), which may have
been the remains of a mining claim marker, was labelled Feature 11. As
part of an effort to ascertain the purpose and construction of rock piles
at New Rosemont, this feature was removed and the subsurface area under
it explored. A 5-ft square was excavated under the pile to a layer of
light brown clay silt. This undisturbed stratum was encountered at 0.2
ft below surface. No artifactual remains were found.

Feature 12
This feature was a linear trash dump along a small drainage
channel. It was similar to Feature 9 but had less trash. This roughly
dumbbell shaped dump varied from about 3 ft in width in the center to
about 15 ft at each end. It was about 77 ft in length (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
A total of 120 artifacts: 79 glass (Table 4.11), 28 ceramic, 12
metal and one miscellaneous, were recovered from the surface of Feature
12.
Eighteen glass fragments, 12 aqua and three each brown and light
green, were from beer bottles. The aqua fragments represented two
bottles, one with a "20" on the base; the brown pieces were from two
bottles; and the light green sherds were from one bottle with a base
mark "1425/96" which was that of the American Bottle Company, 1905 to
1929 (Toulouse 1971:30).
One clear base fragment with "PINT" on it was from an oval
machine-made whiskey bottle.
Food containers were represented by two clear pieces of a Type 1
preserve bottle and by two SCA fragments of a horizontally ribbed
peppersauce bottle.
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One SCA fragment was from a proprietary medicine bottle.
Nonbottle glass was represented by three 7/32 in thick pieces of
flat glass, possibly from a mirror.
Of the 28 ceramic sherds, 27 were hardpaste white earthen ware and
one was porcelain. The only forms recognizable were a sherd each from a
hardpaste soup plate and cup.
A hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can with "ESTAB2(0c)", a sardine can measuring about 304 x 404 x 014 and a sanitary can
represented the food cans collected. Additionally, a 1 5/8 in long, oval
head can key and a push in-pry out friction lid were found.
Other metal included two nails (Table 4.12), one piece of 15 gage
iron wire, a crown cap, an eyelet from a shoe, a cast iron circular grate
that fit over the burner of a kerosene (?) stove and a cartridge case
headstamp. This Winchester Repeating Arms
with a "W.R.A. CO./.30
Company case was introduced in 1895 (Barnes 1980:48).
Also collected was a fragment of shoe leather.

Feature 13
Feature 13 (Figure 4.17) was a small platform about 5 ft by 7 ft
in size with a rock alignment along its east and part of its north sides.
About 2.5 ft east of the east alignment was a 3 ft long alignment sitting
at about a 45 degree angle from the east alignment. It purpose was
unknown, but it may have been related to the platform.

Artifacts
The 54 artifacts collected at Feature 13 were 20 glass (Table
401), 19 ceramic and 15 metal.
Nineteen of the glass fragments were from bottles, nine of which
contained alcoholic beverages. Three light green pieces represented one
beer bottle, as did five brown fragments. One SCA piece was from a
whiskey bottle with "DESIGN/569 in a diamond/PATENTED" on its base. One
SCA fragment was from an unidentifiable pressed glass object.
Three porcelain and 16 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds
constituted the ceramic collection. Four of the latter type were from a cup.

with
both
with
with

Of the 11 can fragments and related items, six were associated
food: three pieces of hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat cans
with "ESTAB20-C/1" on their caps; a push in-pry out friction lid
"Karo" in script on it; and two fragments of sanitary cans, one
"SANITARY" embossed on an end.
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One oval Prince Albert type tobacco can and three lids were also
collected.
Other metal artifacts included a crown cap, a 9 gage small bucket
bail, a piece of 16 gage iron wire and a wire brush handle.

Feature 14
Feature 14 was a leveled platform about 10 ft by 15 ft in size
with rock alignments along its west and north edges (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Only 26 artifacts, 15 glass (Table 4.11) and 11 ceramic were
collected at Feature 14.
The glass fragments contained only two recognizable products, one
brown and one light green beer bottles.
Of the 11 hardpaste white earthen ware fragments, only one plate
could be recognized.

Feature 15
This feature (Figure 4.17) consisted of a platform approximately
10 ft by 15 ft in size with reinforcing rocks along the north and east
edges. The feature was not clearly defined and had been impacted on its
south end by the construction of the main road through the site.

Artifacts
A total of 52 artifacts came from Feature 15: 35 glass (Table
4.11), one ceramic, 15 metal and one miscellaneous.
The contents of only three bottles could be determined; one was a
brown crown finish from a beer bottle, one light green rectangular panel
fragment was from a proprietary medicine bottle and one brown sherd was
from a bottle for Clorox bleach. Nonbottle glass included an SCA piece
of pressed glass and a 3/16 in thick fragment of light green flat glass.
The one ceramic sherd was from a hardpaste white earthen ware
object.
Two of the eight can fragments were hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered meat cans; four were from two oval Prince Albert type tobacco
cans and two were recent, all steel 210 x 413 beer cans.
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Other metal was one nail (Table 4.12), a crown cap, a piece of
window screen (hardware cloth), a mule shoe, a lock washer, a blue
granite ware utensil handle probably from a large spoon and a square,
906 x 906 x 1311, 5 gallon can with its top removed. A wooden piece was
fitted into the can across the opening to create a handle. The handle
reflected the secondary use of the can as a bucket.
A carbon core from a D-size flashlight battery was also
collected.

Feature 16
Feature 16 was a trash dump (Figure 4.17) with what appeared to
have originally been two rock rings and a short rock alignment on a north
facing slope. This feature covered an area about 30 ft east-west and 35
ft north-south, all on the slope. Unlike most other features at New
Rosemont, Feature 16 was more a subsurface, than a surface,
manifestation. After a collection of the thin surface scatter of
artifacts was completed, two 5-ft squares were excavated on the slope,
one each in the area of Features 16a and 16b.
Feature 16a consisted of rocks formed into a partial ring around
a tree stump on the steepest part of the slope. The 5-ft square was
excavated in one level to the bottom of the trash which was 0.7 ft deep
on the south side. The depth of trash became progressively shallower
down slope where it thinned to a maximum of 0.45 ft. The fill was very
dark, trashy, organic soil mixed with ash, charcoal and artifacts.
Feature 16b, a more obvious rock ring than 16a, incorporated two
small trees within it. the 5-ft square placed over the rock ring was
excavated in one level to the bottom of the trash which was 1.2 ft deep
on the upslope (south) side and narrowed to a thin wedge on the north
side. The north half of the trash in this square was overlain by a
deposit of sterile reddish brown silt, probably washed onto the trash by
the east-west wash at the foot of the slope. The trash layer was
identical to that in Feature 16a.

When the excavations were completed, it appeared that the rock
rings and the alignment were probably not man-made. For one thing, the
slope was too steep for either a platform or campfires.

Artifacts: Surface
Of the 88 artifacts collected from the surface of Feature 16, 31
were glass (Table 4.11), three were ceramic, 46 were metal and eight were
miscellaneous.
Seven of the glass fragments were from three beer bottles; one
amber piece had a "17" on the heel, probably representing 1917 and six
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brown fragments represented two beer bottles with "WF&S/21/MIL" and,
"WF&S MIL/49" on their respective bases. Alcoholic beverages were
further represented by an amber piece from a whiskey bottle with the
"FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS..." slogan (1933'-1964).
Food containers from Feature 16 were a clear, continuous threadfinished, wide mouth jar and an aqua base with an "N" in a circle,
probably from a salad (?) oil bottle. The mark was that of the ObearNestor Glass Company and was used from 1894 to 1915 (Toulouse 1971:373).
Nonbottle glass was a clear tumbler fragments, two SCA pieces
from a pressed glass pitcher and eight pieces of flat glass (one 7/32 in
thick, two 13/64 in thick and five 3/16 in thick) which may have been
from the same (?) mirror.
Only two ceramic sherds, both hardpaste white earthen ware, were
found. One from a plate had a partial Homer Laughlin mark with a 1907
manufacture date.
The cans (24) and related items (five) collected were primarily
food containers.
Four whole cans, all 215 x 406 in size, contained evaporated
milk; one, 214 x 305, contained Borden's Eagle Brand condensed milk; one
fragment was from a sardine can; three pieces were from two hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans; part of a rectangular spice can; a recent
1 lb coffee can; one hole-and-cap can with a lapped side seam; and four
food related sanitary cans, only two of which were measurable (one 307 x
409 and one 400 x 303).
Nonfood cans included one kidney oval tobacco can with match
striking ridges on its base; three fragments of two oval Prince Albert
type tobacco cans; a paint can; and two recent all steel beer cans. One
unidentifiable can fragment was collected.
A small bucket, about 410 x 414, with ears pushed through from
the interior, and a 12 gage bail; two 410 diameter friction lids that fit
over the body of a can or bucket; and a fragment of a large square or
rectangular can were also found.
Other metal artifacts found were: one nail (Table 4.12); two
steel reinforcing caps for the toes of a pair of man's work boots; an
automobile connecting rod; two automobile window frame pieces, one with
7/32 in thick clear, glass; a hacksaw blade; a screen door spring; a leg
brace for a folding wooden cot; a teaspoon with "STEEL S.P." on it; a 3
in deep, 6-7 in diameter granite ware pan; a lid from a glass mayonnaise
jar; a rectangular meat can with holes punched in its bottom to create a
sieve (?); a "tube" or "pipe" formed by three 400 x 410 tin cans with
both ends cut out and all three wired together; and four unidentifiable
fragments.
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Miscellaneous artifacts included four fragments of shoe leather,
a four-hole, 23 ligne shell button, a rubber shoe sole and a right
humerus and a right femur (both sawn).from Bos taurus.

Artifacts: Excavation, Feature 16a
From the excavation designated Feature 16a, 134 artifacts were
recovered: 72 glass (Table 4.11), 28 ceramic, 17 metal and 17
miscellaneous.
Sixty-six glass fragments were from bottles.
Alcoholic beverages included six brown pieces with "WF&S/8/MIL"
on a base and representing one bottle; four light green fragments of one
bottle; and eight emerald green pieces from one bottle with "...AN
MOER..." on its shoulder. This was a bottle from the Christian Moerlein
Brewing Company of Cincinnati which went out of business with the onset
of national prohibition in 1920 (Friedrich and Bull 1967a:212).
Food related bottles were represented by five light green pieces
from a horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle, one clear sherd from a
salad oil bottle and 16 clear fragments from a tall, cylindrical olive
bottle.
Eleven SCA fragments were from a 6 oz prescription ware bottle
and four aqua pieces were parts of a Murray and Lanman Florida Water
bottle.
Nonbottle glass included two pieces of flat glass, one 3/16 in
thick and one 1/4 in thick; three clear tumbler fragments; and one clear
piece from a pressed glass pitcher.
Of the 25 hardpaste white earthen ware ceramic sherds, 10 were
from an 8 in dinner plate with a molded, raised rim design and the mark
of the Knowles, Taylor and Knowles pottery firm (around 1905 to 1929),
nearly identical to that in Gates and Ormerod, but without the "PGH"
(1982:126, Figure 108a); 10 were from a berry dish with a molded, raised
rim design with a gold floral decoration over it; and four were from a
saucer with a molded, raised rim design. The form of one sherd could not
be identified.
Three fragments of a Mexican-made softpaste red earthen ware bowl
with a green glaze and sooted exterior were also collected.
Only four cans, a hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can, a
sanitary can (about 200 x 213) and two oval Prince Albert type tobacco
cans, as well as an oval headed 1 5/8 in long can key were produced by
this excavation.
Other metal included one nail (Table 4.12); a horseshoe fragment; an
iron harness buckle; a 6 in teaspoon; a brass Levi Strauss clothing rivet
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with "L.S. & CO/S.F."; a 24 ligne, iron overall button; two cartridge
cases, one with a "W.R.A. CO./.44 W.C.F." headstamp and one with a "REMUMC/.38 S& W" headstamp; and four unidentifiable fragments. The latter
cartridge case dated between 1909 and 1934 (Periodical Publishers Assoc.
1934:31; Steward 1969:45).
Artifacts of miscellaneous material were a peach seed; a fourhole, 18 ligne shell button; a fragment of shoe leather; and 14 faunal
fragments. The faunal remains were a right humerus (sawn) and a rib
fragment from Bos taurus, a sawn rib fragment from Sus scrofa and 11
unidentified pieces.

Artifacts: Excavation, Feature 16b
From the excavation designated Feature 16b came 329 glass (Table
4.11), 68 ceramic, 95 metal and 72 miscellaneous, for a total of 564
artifacts.
Fourteen of the 285 bottle glass fragments were parts of
alcoholic beverage bottles, 12 beer and two whiskey. Five aqua pieces
represented at least three beer bottles, two amber were from two beer
bottles, three brown equaled three beer bottles and two light green pieces
represented one beer bottle. Two clear bases were from two whiskey bottles.
One clear fragment was from an olive bottle and three clear and
seven straw pieces were from wide mouth food jars. One piece of an amber
Reif's Special soda bottle was also collected.
Proprietary medicine bottles were a clear, complete homeopathic
vial and one aqua piece from a rectangular, paneled bottle labelled "LA
SANADORA/ROMERO DRUG CO". Four milk glass sherds, representing two small
continuous thread-finished jars, may have been from Mentholatum containers.
Three clear fragments, including two prescription finishes, were
from prescription ware bottles, one of which was 2 oz in size.
The nonbottle glass category included a two-hole, 20 ligne milk
glass button, three pieces from a clear tumbler and six pieces of
pressed glass. Two of the latter had a peach colored coating on both
sides, one was from a lid and one was part of a pitcher. Thirty-four
pieces of flat glass were also recovered from this excavation. Three
were 3/32 in thick, 11 were 3/16 in thick and 20 were 1/16 in thick.
Two porcelain, 42 hardpaste white earthen ware and 23 softpaste
earthen ware ceramic sherds were found at Feature 16b. One of the
porcelain sherds was from a cup and one was from a plate with a molded,
raised rim design. None of the hardpaste sherds could be identified as
to form. The softpaste sherds were all from one or more green glazed,
Mexican softpaste red earthen ware bowls with sooted exteriors. A clay
marble also came from this excavation.
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Most of the tin cans were food related. Three 215 x 406 cans were
evaporated milk containers with matchstick filler holes. Simonis dated
this size 1915 to 1940 (N.D.). Seventeen cans were hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans; one was a rectangular can with rounded
corners, once containing sardines; one was a 105 x 205 x 303 shaker top
spice can; and two, 212 diameter, push in-pry out lids with "Karo"
embossed in script, were from syrup cans. Eight sanitary can fragments
represented at least five cans, one of which measured 306 x 409. One
had "EMPSON" in script embossed on it.
Additionally, a bucket fragment with ears pushed through from the
interior and three friction lids that fit over the body of a can or
bucket were also recovered.
Other metal artifacts (49) recovered were 21 nails (Table 4.12);
two parts of the frame of a kerosene lantern; a piece of 16 gage iron
wire; two crown caps; two 12 gage wire bucket bails; a padlock shackle or
bolt; an extension spring; a single bit axe head with a battered poll; an
iron buckle; a leg from a cast iron toy horse; a carriage bolt; a truck
tire valve stem with "SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE 825/TRADEMARK REG. U.S.
PAT. OFF. PAT 5/15/17" on it; a clothespin spring; a fragment of a cast
iron stove grate; a granite ware knob from a pot lid; three teaspoon
fragments; a brass back plate from a pocket watch; a liner from a Kerr
fruit jar lid; and six unidentifiable tin and iron fragments.
Eleven miscellaneous artifacts included a hard rubber comb
fragment; a piece of a rubber shoe heel; a rubber canning seal; three
pieces of hard rubber; a four-hole, 21 ligne shell button; and three
leather fragments from a man's shoe.
Sixty-one faunal fragments were also collected at Feature 16b
(Table 4.14).

Feature 17
The location of the company store (Figures 4.17, 4.18) was
designated Feature 17. The feature and the immediately surrounding areas
have been destroyed by bulldozing, probably as part of activities
originating with the U.S. Forest Service. The store building was pushed
into the head of a wash north of its original location. The only element
remaining in situ was a segment of a rock alignment which may have been
part of the foundation for the store. The alignment was 16 ft in length
and was located 49 ft north of the main road through the site.
The debris in the wash consisted of 1 in by 12 in, 2 in by 4 in,
and 3 in by 8 in dimensional lumber, wire nails, roofing paper and
trash. The 1 in by 12 in boards had pieces of roofing paper attached
with galvanized roofing nails. Several of these boards were from 10 ft
to 12 ft in length. A small segment of floor, either from the porch or
store interior was also observed. A large quantity of nails ranging from
4d to 16d were present.
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TABLE 4.14. FAUNAL REMAINS, FEATURE 16b,
EXCAVATIONS, NEW ROSEMONT

Element

Quantity

Taxa

1

Bos taurus

Remarks

Right tibia

Sawn

1

Innominate

Sawn

2

Cervical vertebra

Sawn (2)

1

Vertebra fragment

Sawn

1

Thoracic vertebra

Sawn

Ribs

Sawn (3)

21
1

First phalanx

1

Second phalanx

1

Metapodial

1

Tooth

1

Carpal

6

Unidentifiable

1

Left radius

1

Rib

Sawn

cf Ovis aries

1

Left humerus

Sawn

cf Felis familiarus

1

Left maxilla

1

Right tibia

Medium artiodoctyl

If

18

Indeterminate

Sawn (2)
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Figure 4.18 New Rosemont, Feature 17, store. View looking north about
1917. Celaya photograph
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In addition to the building remains, a commercial size
refrigerator was found in the wash. It was probably used in the store.
Because of the disturbance of this site, no artifacts were
collected from it.

Feature 18
A small prospecting hole (Figure 4.17) measuring 7 ft by 10 ft
and 7 ft deep was labelled Feature 18. The hole narrowed to about 4.0 ft
by 6.6 ft at the bottom. The relative freshness of the excavation and
the lack of trash in the hole suggested that this feature postdated the
occupation of New Rosemont.

Feature 19
This feature (Figure 4.17) was an exceptionally large platform
consisting of a leveled area 27 ft by 31 ft with a 27 ft long rock
alignment on the north side. The rocks in the alignment, or retaining
wall (which was about 1.5 ft high on the west end) were not laid in
regular courses but were stacked as was usually the case with these types
of structures.

Artifacts
Only 26 artifacts were collected at Feature 19: 13 glass (Table
4.11), five ceramic and eight metal.
Glass bottle fragments included four amber pieces of a recent beer
bottle; four amber pieces of a recent, continuous thread-finished whiskey
bottle; two aqua sherds from a rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine
container; and three SCA fragments.
Three hardpaste white earthen ware sherds and two porcelain sherds,
one from a saucer, were collected.
Five cans were found: a round meat can with "ESTAB 183" on it;
two hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered meat cans, one with a lapped side
seam; a recent, 210 x 413, all steel beer can; and a 304 x 304 hinged lid
with the word "DRUMMONDS".
Other metal included one nail (Table 4.12), a teaspoon handle and
a fragment of tin.

Feature 20
Feature 20 was a platform (Figure 4.17) about 15 ft by 30 ft with
two rock alignments, one on the south side and one about 10 ft from its
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east edge. This north-south alignment acted as a divider of the
platform. The east-west alignment formed a retaining wall along the
south edge of the easternmost two-thirds of the platform and at its
southeast corner.

Artifacts
Sixty-two artifacts were found at Feature 20: 17 glass (Table
4.11), 18 ceramic and 27 metal.
The 17 glass fragments included one SCA fragment, which was part
of an oval whiskey bottle with a brandy finish and three milk glass
fragments, all from a Mentholatum jar.
All the ceramics (18) were hardpaste white earthen ware; no forms
could be determined.
Four of the 15 cans were food related. Two were from oval kipper
cans and two were parts of an evaporated milk can. Tobacco was represented
by one oval Prince Albert type can and two lids. Part of a toothpowder can
and seven can fragments were also collected.
Other metal included two nails (Table 4.12), two pieces of 16
gage iron wire, a 10 gage wire bail, two gears from an alarm clock, an
iron chain link, a granite ware pan about 1 1/2 in deep and about 7 1/2
in in diameter and three cast iron fragments of two 7 1/8 in diameter
stove lids.

Feature 21
Immediately north of Feature 20 was another platform (Figures
4.17, 4.19) about 20 ft by 23 ft. Rock alignments existed on the east,
north and south sides. The east alignment, which was 15 ft in length, as
the most complete of the three. The north alignment, which was about 10
ft in length, was stacked about two rocks high.

Artifacts
Only 31 artifacts, 30 glass (Table 4.11) and one metal, were
found at Feature 21.
The bottle glass included four aqua pieces from a crown finished
beer bottle, a dark green fragment from a wine or champagne bottle and
one SCA piece from a "ONE PINT" oval whiskey bottle. Twelve of the clear
pieces were from a Type 1 preserve bottle and one aqua sherd was from a
rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine bottle with a diamond "8" on
its base. The latter mark may have been that of the Diamond Glass
Company, in use since 1924 (Toulouse 1971:550).
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Figure 4.19 New Rosemont, Feature 21, rock alignments. View looking
east
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Nonbottle glass was confined to one piece of 7/32 in thick flat
glass.
The metal piece was a lid for a vacuum sealed glass jar.

Feature 22
This feature (Figure 4.17) was a leveled platform disturbed by
the activities of vandals. The platform was about 15 ft by 18 ft with
two rock alignments, one on the northwest corner and along the west wall
and one about 3 ft long located mid-way on the east side and oriented
east-west. Vandal activity consisted of a pit approximately 3 ft in
diameter and 2.4 ft in depth, with a corresponding back dirt pile which
obscured much of the platform. The pit was located in the southwest
quarter of the leveled area.
The upper 0.3 ft of the platform fill appeared to contain some
artifactual remains which explains why the feature was vandalized. This
was the only platform at New Rosemont where subsurface trash was observed
within the platform. No excavations were performed.

Artifacts
A total of 324 artifacts were collected from Feature 22: 146
glass (Table 4.11), 61 ceramic, 115 metal and two miscellaneous.
The bottle glass totaled 143 pieces, 27 of which were from
alcoholic beverage bottles. Ten of these were brown and represented at
least three bottles. Two of these base marks, one "ROOT" and one, "MC
AVOY BREWING CO/CHICAGO, ILL". The former dated 1901 to 1932 (Toulouse
1971:445) and the latter was listed in Friedrich and Bull as ceasing
operation in 1889, which cannot possibly be correct for this machine-made
specimen (1976a:86). Two bottles were represented by five aqua
fragments, one of which had the AB monogram mark of the American Bottling
Company, 1905-1929 (Ayres and others 1980). At least one bottle with an
AB monogram mark was represented by nine amber pieces and one bottle was
reflected in the two light green fragments, one of which had A.B. Co. on
its heel and "1425/93" on its base. This also dated 1905-1929 (Toulouse
1971:30). The clear fragment had the "I" in a diamond mark of the
Illinois Glass Company, in use from 1916 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:264).
Only one clear Type 1 preserve bottle sherd was found, as well as
one amber crown from a Reif's Special soda bottle and one clear "patent
lip" from a proprietary medicine bottle. A single milk glass fragment of
a continuous thread-finished jar, probably Mentholatum, was also
recovered.
Nonbottle glass included a milk glass lamp shade, a tumbler
fragment of clear glass and one of SCA glass.
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The 61 ceramic sherds were divided into 54 hardpaste white
earthen ware, one softpaste earthen ware and six porcelain. One hardpaste
sherd was from a saucer with a gold line at the rim, 10 were from a plate
with a molded, raised design and a green floral decoration and one was a
tureen handle. The clear glazed softpaste red earthen ware sherd was from
a Mexican-made bowl (Figure A.3). The only form recognizable in the
porcelain group was a cup.
The majority of the 85 can and related items were associated with
food. Fourteen cans were evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler
holes. The four that were measurable were all 215 x 406 and dated 1915 to
1930, according to Simonis (N.D.). Fifteen fragments represented two round
meat cans, 12 hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat cans and one
rectangular can with a false cap. The round cans both measured 208 x
208. Two of the hole-and-cap cans had "ESTAB" numbers ("79" and "113")
and the false cap had "INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA/ESTAB 15" on it. This can
had a circle embossed on it that was the same size and appearance as a
hole-and-cap. Other specific food products represented by cans were a
shaker top from a spice can, a 1 lb coffee can, a lid from a baking
powder can with "ABSOLUTELY..." on it and pieces of three (probably
Karo) syrup cans. One measured 308 x 312. There were also three lids
found for these cans.
General food containers were represented by eight sanitary cans,
only three of which were measurable (400 x 411, 300 x 410 and 400 x
410). One can end had "SANITARY" on it and the 300 x 410 can had an "A"
on a flag embossed on it.
Nonfood cans and related items were 17 oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans and two lids and two kidney oval cans with match striking
ridges on their bases. Four bucket fragments were found, two of which
were the push through ear type. One measured 410 x 501 and had "CANCO"
in an oval and "ESTAB 23" on its base. There were also five friction
lids, three that fit over a can body and two of the push in-pry out
type. One of the former had "USE ONE-THIRD LESS THAN BUTTER..."
embossed on it. Four unidentifiable can fragments were also found.
Other metal from Feature 22 included eight nails (Table 4.12); a
lock from a trunk or suitcase; a blue enamel ware pot handle; a 13 gage
bucket bail; five 12 gage bucket bails; five crown caps; an 11 gage
bucket bail; two pieces of 16 gage iron wire; and six unidentifiable
pieces.
Two oyster shell fragments were also collected.

Feature 23
Feature 23 was a roughly oval rock pile about 5 ft by 7 ft in
size. The rock pile may have been the remains of a claim marker
location. The few artifacts scattered around the pile were probably not
related to it (Figure 4.17).
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Feature 24
A 2 ft wide and 14 ft long rock alignment lying across a small
drainage channel was assigned Feature 24. This feature was located
within the larger boundaries of Feature 25 (Figure 4.17). The purpose of
this alignment was unknown but it may have served as a check dam across
the channel.

Feature 25
This feature was a large, linear trash dump (Figure 4.17) and,
like the trash dumps on Features 9 and 12, was located along a shallow
drainage channel. Feature 24 bisected the drainage about 30 ft east of
the west end of Feature 25 and was included within its boundaries.
Occupants of
and Features
The dump was
ft of either

four nearby platforms, Features 20 and 21 on the north side
19 and 22 on the south side, may have deposited trash here.
about 160 ft long, with most of the trash occurring within 5
side of the channel.

Artifacts
A total of 193 artifacts were collected from the surface of
Feature 25, including 79 glass (Table 4.11), 25 ceramic, 88 metal and one
miscellaneous.
Five fragments of the glass were from alcoholic beverage bottles.
Beer was represented by one amber, one brown, one SCA crown finish and a
brown base with "(W) F & S MIL" on it. One SCA sherd was from an oval
whiskey flask.
Food was represented by one continuous thread finish from a
catsup bottle and six clear fragments of a Type 1 preserve bottle.
One fragment was from an SCA rectangular, paneled, proprietary
medicine bottle.
Twenty hardpaste white earthen ware and five porcelain fragments
constituted the total ceramic remains found. Only two forms could be
identified (both hardpaste), one from a cup and one from a small bowl.
Thirty-four of the 69 cans and related artifacts were from food
containers. Evaporated milk can fragments (nine) represented eight cans
with matchstick filler holes. Only one 215 x 406 can, dating 1915 to
1930, was measurable (Simonis N.D.). Two round cans and six hole-andcap, rectangular, tapered cans contained meat. The round cans (both 208
in diameter) had "ESTAB 75" and "ESTAB 22A" on their respective ends.
Only three of the hole-and-cap cans had numbers ("EST 28", "ESTAB 183"
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and "ESTAB 20-C"). Three of the five syrup cans were the "Karo" size;
one was 308 x 412. Twelve sanitary cans which were all probably food
containers, were collected from Feature 25. Only four were measurable;
one each was 304 x 408, 401 x 201, 400 x 303 and 400 x 410. The latter
had "SANITARY" embossed on it. One fragment had "EMPSON"in script
embossed on it.
Five small bucket fragments were found. Two of them had ears
pushed through from the can interior and one had "CANCO" in an oval and
"ESTAB 2F" on its base. Three fragments of large square cans (one 906 x
906 x 314), part of a large round can 1408 tall, a friction lid fitting
over the body of a can and 24 can fragments were also collected from this
feature.
Other metal included two nails, (Table 4.12) one crown cap, nine
pieces of iron wire (one 10 gage, one 12 gage, one 14 gage and six 16
gage), four wire bucket bails (one 11 gage, one 12 gage, one 13 gage and
one 14 gage), a silver pocket watch back, a piece of poultry netting and
a fragment of a hoop from a nail keg.
A fragment of a sandstone basin metate was also found.

Feature 26
Feature 26 was a large, thin trash scatter about 50 ft by 65 ft
(Figure 4.17). In the northeast corner of the scatter was an 8 ft long
rock alignment whose purpose was unknown. It did not appear to be
associated with a tent platform. At the center of the east side of the
scatter was a recent excavation made by heavy equipment. The base of
this cut, which was the narrowest part of the excavation, was about 9 ft
wide and 12 ft long. Presumably the cut was made by miners as part of
the testing for mineral potential in the area.

Artifacts
Of the 299 artifacts collected at Feature 26, 82 were glass
(Table 4.11), nine were ceramic, 205 were metal and three were miscellaneous.
Bottle glass totaled 77 pieces. Alcoholic beverages were
represented by 20 pieces, all beer. Ten brown fragments represented two
machine-made bottles, one with "16 8 12" on its heel and one with "ROOT"
on its base and "2191" on the heel. Ten light green fragments came from
at least three bottles. One had "CLINT.../BREWING "./CLINTON..." on the
body; one base had "A.B. C(0)"; one base had "C/A.B. CO."; and one bottle
had "NBBGCO/231" on its heel and "PROPERTY OF/THE CONRAD SEIPP/BR'G
CO./CHICAGO" on its base. The "Clinton" bottle was from one of two
breweries in Buffalo, New York whose terminal date was either 1901 or
1905 (Friedrich and Bull 1976a, 1976b). The American Bottle Company
bottles dated 1905 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:30). The North Baltimore
Bottle Glass Company dated 1885 to 1930 (Toulouse 1971:379) and the Seipp
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firm, according to Friedrich and Bull (1976a), terminated in 1890.
Again, their date seemed to be too early, especially considering that the
bottle was machine-made.
Food was represented by seven clear fragments of a Type 1
preserve bottle.
Proprietary medicine was indicated by at least four containers;
two fragments of a light green rectangular, paneled bottle, two milk
glass sherds probably from a Mentholatum jar, one SCA fragment of a
rectangular, paneled bottle and one aqua piece from a rectangular,
paneled Scott's Emulsion bottle.
Nonbottle glass consisted of three SCA tumbler fragments, one
pressed milk glass sherd and a piece of SCA pressed glass with a bee and
flower pattern.
Only nine hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, one of which was
from a cup, were found.
Of the 188 cans and fragments, 158 were identified as having
contained food. Evaporated milk was represented by 14 whole cans and 31
fragments, one was a complete 215 x 306 can and 13 were complete 215 x
406 cans. Both sizes had matchstick filler holes. The latter size dated
1915 to 1930 (Simonis N.D.). The fragments included six hole-and-cap can
fragments and one whole, 215 x 406, hole-and-cap can which may have dated
1885 to 1903 (Simonis N.D.).
Meat cans were represented by fragments of four hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered cans, one of which had "ESTAB..." on the cap and by
seven round sanitary cans. Five of these had on their ends respectively
"ESTAB...", ESTAB 183" "ESTAB 2-B" and "Sanitary" (two).
One lid with "KARO" in script and three can fragments were from
syrup cans. There was one lid which had the words "BEST/JACK
FROST/BAKING POWDER/1 LB"; there were two 1 lb round coffee cans; and
there were five rectangular, round cornered sardine cans. One of these
measured 214 x 400 x 012; two with lapped side seams measured 211 x 312 x
012 and about 306 x about 406 x 112; and one with a drawn, one piece
body measured about 300 x 402 x 015.
The 75 whole and partial sanitary cans are listed in Table 4.15.
Fifteen hole-and-cap cans and fragments were collected. One each
measured 304 x 408, 304 x 409, 306 x 406 and 310 x 409; two measured 306
x 408. The remaining nine were fragmentary.
Non food cans included one oval Prince Albert type tobacco can
and one lid, two kidney oval tobacco cans with match striking ridges on
the base, a pour spout from a larger square can, five friction lids
fitting over the body of a can, three small buckets with ears pushed
through from the interior and 17 miscellaneous fragments. Two of the
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TABLE 4.15. SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 26, NEW ROSEMONT

Quantity

Size

Opener type

2

210 x 204

Push in-pry up type

6

306 x 408

12

400 x 303

2

400 x 407

2

400 x 410

8

400 x 411

1

400 x 412

1

408 x 306

41

-

11

II

-

II

Remarks

II

Fragments, four have "SANITARY"
on an end and one has the "E"
in script of the Empson Canning Co.
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small buckets had "CANCO" in an oval on them which was accompanied by
"ESTAB 28" and "ESTAB 23" respectively.
Other metal artifacts from Feature 26 were five pieces of iron
wire (two 16 gage and three 17 gage), three bails (one 12 gage and two 14
gage) and nine nails (Table 4.12).
Three fragments of shoe leather, one a heel with square nails in
it, were also collected.

Feature 27
A small corral on the north side of the entrenched wash was
designated Feature 27. The corral appeared to postdate the occupation
of the site. It was a trapezium shaped structure with three openings.
Two of these were gated, one in the east side and one at the the
southeast corner in the south side. The third was the remains of a
loading chute, located on the exterior of the east side at the northeast
corner (Figure 4.17).
The north side was about 38 ft; the east side, 30 ft; the south
side, 28 ft; and the west side, 43 ft in length.
The posts in the corral were of mesquite and oak set from 6 ft to
8 ft apart. Seven double strands of barbed wire about 0.5 ft to 0.7 ft
apart were stapled to the posts. The corner posts were braced. In the
spaces between the posts were small, upright poles placed about a foot
apart. These poles, which were also stapled to the wire, were about 0.1
ft to 0.2 ft in diameter and 6 ft to 8 ft in height.
Four railroad ties were used as vertical supports on which a 3 ft
wide loading chute was constructed. Nothing remained of the chute
itself.
Inside the corral was a solitary post which was probably used as
a snubbing post.
The corral was very sturdily constructed and was in good
condition. It appeared to postdate occupation of New Rosemont and was
most likely related to relatively recent ranching activities.

Feature 28
Feature 28 was a platform in front of Feature 29 (Figures 4.17,
4.20). It was about 10 ft by 12 ft. On the north edge was a 12 ft long
rock retaining wall about 1 ft in height. A number of rocks were located
around a recently dug hole that was 4 ft by 6 ft in plan and 1.5 ft deep.
Most of the rocks formed a rectangular border around the hole, which was
on the south side of the southeast corner of the platform. These rocks
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Figure 4.20 New Rosemont, Features 28 and 29. View of rock alignments
and underground room looking south
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appeared not to be directly related to the platform. Silting from the
slope south of the platform had obscured part of its south end.

Artifacts
From Feature 28 were collected 434 artifacts: 223 glass (Table
4.11), 12 ceramic, 194 metal and five miscellaneous.
Alcoholic beverages were represented by at least four beer
bottles. Three aqua fragments were from a small export sized beer
bottle, two light green pieces were from a similar bottle, one crown was
from a brown bottle and one aqua piece had the AB monogram /"K19" on
its base. The latter two pieces were probably earlier than the others.
Two whiskey bottle brandy finishes, one represented by four SCA pieces
and one by two brown pieces, were also collected.
Fragments identified as parts of food containers all appeared to
postdate the occupation at New Rosemont. Included in this collection
were four Hazel-Atlas marks, two Owens-Illinois Glass Company marks
without date numbers and seven with date numbers and a Glass Container
Corporation mark. The Hazel-Atlas mark dated 1920 to 1964 and the Owens-Illinois
mark dated 1929 to 1954. Seven Owens-Illinois marks had "3"
(two), "4" (two), "5", "6" and "9" with them indicating 1930s, 1940s or
1950s manufacturing dates. The pieces with the "3"s and the "5" also
had "Duraglas" (1940 to 1963) on them. The Glass Container mark dated
1945 to the present. Based on the presence of the "Duraglas" and the
"Glass Container" marks in particular, the other Owens-Illinois marks
probably also dated to the 1940s or even the 1950s (Toulouse 1971:239,
403, 220).
In addition to the late glass, an SCA fragment of a Kerr fruit
jar patented in 1915 was also found.
One emerald green fragments with "DOUGLAS/ARIZ" on its base was
from a Coca Cola bottle.
Seven brown pieces were from a bleach bottle and one clear piece
was from a rectangular, paneled prescription ware bottle.
The nonbottle glass was all SCA. Three pieces were from a
pressed glass object, one was from a kerosene lamp chimney, two were from
a tumbler and one was unidentifiable.
One fragment of porcelain and 11 of hardpaste white earthen ware
were also collected. The porcelain sherd came from a saucer with a
floral rim decoration, two of the hardpaste sherds were from a plate with
a printed rose and greenery floral design on the rim and one hardpaste
saucer fragment had a raised design on its rim.
Of the 164 cans and fragments from Feature 28, 110 were food related.
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The 14 evaporated milk can fragments represented 12 cans which
all had matchstick filler holes. Two of these cans measured 215 x 304,
two were 208 x 205 and one was 215 x 315. The latter size may
correspond to Simonis' Type 19. The first size listed dated 1917 to
1929 and the latter two after 1950 (Simonis N.D.).
One Borden's condensed milk can was also represented, as were
four 1 lb coffee cans and a lid, an oval salmon can, a 306 x 504 cocoa
can with "GHIARRDELLI/SWEET/COCOA..." on it and three syrup cans and
three lids, one of which had "KARO" in script.
Within the meat can category, there were seven round cans, all
but one of which was 208 in diameter. "ESTAB" numbers "20-C" "URUGUAY
6" and "260" and a "SANITARY" label were present on these cans. There
were a total of 12 rectangular, hole-and-cap, tapered cans. "ESTAB"
numbers "20-C", "186/89" and "3B" appeared on these cans. At least two
cans were rectangular in form but did not have the hole-and-cap. These
appeared to be relatively recent. Seven can fragments could not be
identified.
Five hole-and-cap food cans, two with lapped side seams, were
collected, as were 49 sanitary food cans (Table 4.16). Several of these
cans, especially those with number codes embossed on their ends, appeared
to date to the 1950s.
Nonfood cans included 15 oval Prince Albert type cans and three
lids, a lid from a kidney oval can, a lid embossed "BLASTING/CAPS/
DANGEROUS", a lid embossed "HIGHEST GAS YIELD/UNION CARBIDE/TRADEMARK/
NEW YORK CHICAGO/UNION CARBIDE CO." and three fragments of large square
cans. There were also five small buckets with ears pushed through from
the interior. They contained the embossed words "HARDESTY/DENVER/ESTAB
3NN", "CANCO" in an oval with "EST..." and "ESTAB 2F" (on three of them)
respectively. Twelve can fragments could not be identified.
Other metal included eight nails (Table 4.12), a crown cap, four
pieces of 17 gage iron wire, a clothespin spring, a 400 x 411 sanitary
can used as a sieve, a 1 lb coffee can also made into a sieve, a brush
from an automobile alternator or starter, a wood screw and 12
unidentifiable fragments. Thirteen lids for glass jars (probably those
previously discussed) were also collected.
In the miscellaneous category there was a fragment of shoe
leather, a man's rubber shoe heel, a fragment of rubber from a man's
shoe, an oyster shell and a two-hole, 22 ligne shell button.

Feature 29
Feature 29 (Figures 4.17, 4.20) was a small room excavated into
the side of the south side (bank) of the entrenched wash tributary to
McCleary Canyon Wash. It was situated just below the brow of the flat
ridge on which most of New Rosemont was located. The feature was cut
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TABLE 4.16.

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 23,
NEW ROSEMONT

Quantity

Size

Opener type

Remarks

1

210 x 200

Knife

3

210 x 400

Push in-pry up type
(2); Knife (1)

1

211 x 205

Push in-pry up type

1

211 x 300

Safety roll

2

211 x 400

Knife

"C/M113" on one; "C" on one

1

213 x 408

Knife

"50 H5/E7"

1

300 x 406

Knife

1

303 x 406

Push in-pry up type

1

305 x 408

1

306 x 112

1

306 x 305

4

306 x 408

Safety roll (1);
Push in-pry up type(1)

2

306 x 409

Knife (1);
Push in-pry up type(1)

29

II

II
II

II

II

II

"TONU" on one

Fragments. Two ends with
"A" on a flag; one end
with "HUNT FOR THE BEST";
one "E" and two "EMPSON's"
in script
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into a 10 ft high vertical face formed by human and natural forces.
Considerable silting appeared to have occurred. The doorway was cut into
the vertical face beginning about 5 ft below the top of the ridge. It
was at least 5 ft in height (originally it may have been 6 ft) and was
2.5 ft wide and 3 ft deep. After the doorway was cut into the bank a
distance of 3 ft, the excavation was widened to create a small room, 8 ft
deep by 10 ft wide. The interior front (north side of the room) was
apparently about 7 ft, and the rear of the room about 5 ft, from ceiling
to floor. In the northeast corner, a 0.4 ft diameter chimney hole was
excavated to the surface. A few wire nails in the sides of the doorway
indicated that it had had wooden framing and most likely a door.

Feature 30
This feature was a platform about 17 ft by 25 ft with incomplete
rock alignments bordering the east, west and north sides. The platform
was situated below the north edge of the main ridge on which New Rosemont
was located. Run off from the ridge top had eroded the feature (Figure
4.17).

Artifacts
Only 54 artifacts were collected at Feature 30: 33 glass (Table
4.11), four ceramic and 17 metal.
Most of the glass fragments were from alcoholic beverage
bottles. Five brown pieces represented at least one beer bottle; three
amber fragments were from a relatively recent beer bottle; and one aqua
beer base, which had "A...CO/78" on it, was made by the Adolphus Busch
Glass Manufacturing Company, around 1886 to 1928 (Toulouse 1971:26).
Whiskey was represented by a brown piece of a recent 1 pint oval flask.
One clear fragments was from a Type 1 preserve bottle and a clear
piece was from a prescription ware bottle.
The four ceramic sherds recovered were all from hardpaste white
earthen ware objects. Two were from a cup.
A rectangular, tapered meat can and three sanitary cans, one of
which measured 315 x 408 and one 311 x 300, were food cans.
Three fragments of two small buckets were found; both had pushed
through ears. One had "CANCO" in an oval and "ESTAB 2B" embossed on its
base. An oval headed key was also found.
Other metal artifacts included two nails, a crown cap, a 5 in
diameter stove pipe damper disk, a keg hoop, a piece of 15 gage iron
wire, an alarm clock frame (Figure A.12A), a hinge and one unidentifiable
fragment.
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Feature 31
This feature was a trash scatter located on the south side of the
entrenched wash about 25 ft north of Feature 30 and may have been
associated with that feature. The scatter was about 15 ft by 30 ft with
its long axis paralleling the wash (Figure 4.17).

Feature 32
Feature 32 was a platform with a short rock alignment along the
south wall at the southeast corner. The platform was about 14 ft by 19 ft
and the rock alignment was about 8 ft long (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
A total of 41 artifacts were collected at Feature 32: 24 glass
(Table 4.11), seven ceramic and 10 metal.
One aqua base fragment with the AB monogram /"R5" and a clear
crown finish were from beer bottles. Five SCA pieces were from a whiskey
bottle having a brandy finish.
One clear sherd with the 1920 to 1964 Hazel-Atlas mark was
probably from a food jar; and one piece was from a ball neck panel
proprietary medicine bottle.
Nonbottle glass included two SCA pressed glass pieces, an SCA
tumbler base and a light green depression glass cup fragment.
Five of the seven hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were from at
least one cup.
Food cans were represented by two meat can fragments, an
evaporated milk can with a matchstick filler hole, a piece of a possible
syrup can and a 306 x 408 sanitary can.
Nonfood cans included a shoe polish can with a wing nut twist
off lid and a 5 gallon round kerosene (?) can.
Other metal found consisted of an alarm clock spring, a piece of
17 gage iron wire and an unidentifiable iron fragment.

Feature 33
A platform, Feature 33 (Figure 4.17), was located on the north
bank of the main wash and was about 15 ft by 20 ft in size. A rock
alignment existed on the south and east sides. A tree located in the
southwest corner and one located 8 ft beyond the southeast corner were
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connected by barbed wire. A barbed wire and pole gate 6.5 ft long was
situated on the west side. The gate closed against the tree in the
southwest corner. The purpose of the gate and fence was unknown, but the
platform may have once been fenced to keep livestock out of the living
area.

Artifacts
Of the 51 artifacts from Feature 33, 30 were glass (Table 4.11),
one was ceramic and 20 were metal.
One clear crown finish was from a beer bottle, one clear piece
had a Hazel-Atlas mark and "BEN-HUR MUSTARD" on it, one clear piece with
the same mark was from a food jar and one piece of a 3 oz clear
prescription ware bottle had "Duraglas" on its heel, an Owens-Illinois
mark and a "4" date indicator. This latter piece dated 1944 or 1954.
Nonbottle glass included an SCA pressed glass bowl fragment and
21 pieces of a clear depression glass plate with a white rim and raised
knobs on the underside.
A hardpaste white earthen ware saucer fragment with a Homer
Laughlin mark and "D 42 N8" on its base was also found. This mark
indicated a manufacture date of 1942 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:128).
Food can fragments totaled 19: seven evaporated milk cans, five
meat cans, three sanitary cans and one hole-and-cap can. The milk cans
all had matchstick filler holes and were of two measurable sizes, 208 x
206 (two) and 215 x 315 (four). The former could have dated between 1917
and 1948 and the latter, 1950 to the present (Simonis N.D.). One of the
meat cans was a 208 diameter can. Four pieces were from a rectangular can
with "RATH" on it. Only one of the sanitary cans was measurable, 202 x
213. It had "NM 68" on one end.
Nonfood cans included a lid from a round can similar to a shoe
polish container, a bucket with pushed through ears and a 212 x 215 paint
can.
A handled enamel ware cup was also collected.

Feature 34
Feature 34 was a platform build against a hillside on the north
side of the main wash (Figures 4.17, 4.21). It had a retaining wall
about 1 ft wide and 3 ft in height on its north side and at the northwest
and northeast corners. The purpose of the wall was to keep the hillside
from encroaching onto the platform. The platform was about 12 ft by 15
ft, not counting the wall. A rock alignment, which was broken in spots,
extended along the south side of the platform. It was about 10 ft in
length.
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Figure 4.21 New Rosemont, Feature 34. View of rock alignment or reinforcing wall looking north
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A steep drainage channel on the hillside northeast of the
platform is gradually obscuring the platform by depositing silt and rock
on it.

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 34 produced only 18 artifacts, 17 glass
(Table 4.11) and one unidentifiable cast iron fragment.
Nine of the clear glass fragments were from a wide mouth food
jar, and two amber pieces were from a gallon sized bleach jug with the
Latchford Marble Glass Company, "LM" in an oval, mark on its base. This
mark was dated by Toulouse as 1939 to 1957 (1971:332). Additionally,
four opaque green depression glass fragments from a handled cup with a
molded design were found.

Feature 35
This feature was a platform about 15 ft by 20 ft, located on the
south side of Feature 34. Only small segments remained of the rock
alignment along the south side of the feature. Small rocks and silt were
currently being deposited on the platform by a small drainage channel on
the hillside north of the feature (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Feature 35 produced only 23 surface artifacts: five glass (Table
4.11), five ceramic and 13 metal.
All the glass came from bottles and only one piece, an aqua
fragment from a rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine bottle, was
identifiable.
Four of the ceramic sherds were hardpaste white earthen ware and
one was porcelain. No forms could be recognized.
Tin cans were the most numerous artifacts from the feature.
Seven fragments were from food cans: two evaporated milk; three
rectangular, tapered meat, one with "EST 86" on it; and two sanitary.
Three fragments were from a large square can and one was a friction push
in-pry out lid.
A cast iron stove part and a crown cap made up the category of
other metal.

Feature 36
Feature 36 was a small platform, about 12 ft by 15 ft in size,
with intact rock alignments on the east side and on the north side at the
northeast corner (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Of the 191 artifacts from the surface of Feature 36, 114 were
glass (Table 4.11), 41 were ceramic and 36 were metal.
One brown crown finish from a beer bottle, a brown piece from a
machine-made dry snuff bottle and two milk glass fragments of a
Mentholatum jar were the only nonfood containers recognizable from this
feature. Food containers were represented by only 11 clear fragments of a
Type 1 preserve bottle.
Nonbottle pieces included two SCA tumbler fragments and three
pieces of a milk glass lamp shade.
Two of the ceramic remains were porcelain and 39 were hardpaste
white earthen ware. A hardpaste cup of which there were two pieces was the
only form recognizable. One sherd had a red, blue and green cork
stamped and hand painted "gaudy Dutch" or "peasant ware" design, but the
form was unknown.
Food cans from this feature included two evaporated milk cans
with matchstick filler holes; a sardine can; a round, sanitary meat can,
measuring 208 x 400, with "ESTAB 793" on one end; a round meat can with
"ESTAB 598" on one end; a 208 x 208 round meat can with "SANITARY" on one
end; a rectangular, tapered meat can fragment; a 400 x 402 sanitary can;
a sanitary can fragment; and two caps from hole-and-cap cans.
Nonfood items were an oval Prince Albert type tobacco can; a
piece of a square 5 gallon can; a bucket with "CANCO" in an oval on its
base; a 410 x 404 bucket with pushed through ears and "CANCO" in an oval
and "ESTAB 2B" on its base; an oval headed can key; a 700 diameter
friction lid that fit over a can or bucket body and that was embossed
with "USE ONE-THIRD LESS THAN BUTTER/KEEP IN COOL PLACE"; and three
unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal included a continuous thread lid for a glass food
jar, a clothespin spring and a piece of 12 gage wire from an unknown
artifact.

Feature 37
A trash scatter located about 10 ft east of Feature 36 and about
the same distance south of Feature 38, was labelled Feature 37 (Figure
4.17). The scatter covered an irregular area about 40 ft by 45 ft in
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extent. The trash may have originated at Features 36 and 38.

Artifacts
Feature 37 produced 329 artifacts from the surface: 107 glass
(Table 4.11), 55 ceramic, 165 metal and two miscellaneous.
Alcoholic beverages were represented by 11 pieces: one aqua base
fragment with an AB monogram; three light green pieces, two of which
were crown finishes; and seven brown fragments, one had "R&CO/41" on it,
one was a crown finish, two were from a heel with "17 S 6" on it and two
were from a shoulder with "A 7 Milwaukee" on it. The "17 S 6" was a mark
of the American Bottle Company and indicated a manufacture date of 1917.
Four SCA pieces were from a pint whiskey bottle with a brandy
finish, one SCA fragment was from a 4/5 quart sized whiskey bottle and
one clear fragment with "4/5 QUART" on its heel was probably from a wine
bottle.
Sixteen clear fragments were from food containers including a
Type 1 preserve bottle, a Gebhardt's Chili Powder, a horizontally ribbed
peppersauce, a continuous thread-finished catsup, a Hazel-Atlas made
(1920-1964) mustard and a fruit jar. One SCA fragment was from a
horizontally ribbed peppersauce.
Nonfood containers represented were a piece of a brown Clorox
bleach bottle with the Owens-Illinois mark and a "5" date indicator (1935
or 1945), two light green sherds from a rectangular, paneled proprietary
medicine with a diamond "7" on its base, two cobalt blue pieces of a
Vicks (?) bottle, a milk glass sherd from a Mentholatum (?) jar and two
pieces from a brown, dry snuff bottle.
A light green 3/16 in thick piece of flat glass, a milk glass
saucer or small plate and a piece of opaque brown glass made up the
nonbottle glass category.
Of the 55 ceramic sherds collected, 35 were hardpaste white
earthen ware, 13 were porcelain and seven were softpaste earthen ware. The
only hardpaste forms identifiable were two cup fragments, one with gold
decoration and one with a gold rim line and a red floral and greenery
design; a saucer fragment with a blue line on the rim; and a piece of a
handleless cup. Twelve of the porcelain sherds were from a small plate
with two green lines on the rim. The seven softpaste sherds were from a
green glazed bowl (?), possibly Mexican.
Food cans from Feature 37 totaled 108. Evaporated milk cans were
confined to three sizes: 214 x 315 (seven), 215 x 315 (five) and 215 x
406 (19), plus three that were unmeasurable. The latter size dated 1915
to 1930 and the 215 x 315 dated 1950 to the present (Simonis N.D.). Six
of the meat cans were 208 in diameter. Three had "SANITARY" embossed on
one end and one also had "ESTAB 183/8" on it. None of the seven hole-
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and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat cans had complete "ESTAB" numbers.
Coffee was present in the form of two "Hill Bros." 1 lb cans and a lid.
One of the cans had "COPYRIGHT 1922-23-36 by HILLS BROS." on it. Two
cans once contained sardines and six were syrup cans. Three lids for the
syrup cans were also found.
Thirty-nine cans were the sanitary type (Table 4.17); and two had
hole-and-caps, one measuring 400 x 408 and one 306 x 409. Six cans,
which had also contained food products, could not be identified as to
type.
Nonfood cans included three oval Prince Albert type cans and one
lid, a kidney oval tobacco can and a 210 x 412 all steel beer can.
Fourteen fragments represented parts of at least six small
buckets which all had "CANCO" in an oval and an "ESTAB" number "51" or
"2B" (five), on the base. Two pieces were from a large square can, five
were friction lids fitting over can or bucket bodies, one was an oval
headed can key and two were miscellaneous fragments.
Other metal included a piece of 17 gage iron wire, 20 nails
(Table 4.12), an automobile piston ring, an extension spring, a bolt, a
black enamel ware pan handle and two unidentifiable objects.
A fragment of cloth and a carbon core from a D-size battery were
also collected.

Feature 38
Three adjacent platforms located on the top of a small ridge were
labelled Feature 38a, b and c. The platforms were stepped down the
ridge in a series of three successively lower level terraces with 38a
being the highest and 38c the lowest (Figure 4.17).
Feature 38a covered an area about 20 ft in diameter. At the
center of its east edge was a 4.5 ft high mesquite post about 0.4 ft in
diameter.
Feature 38b was on a more or less lunate shaped leveled area
between Features 38a and 38c. The feature was about 14 ft by 26 ft with
short segments of rock retaining walls on the south (10 ft long) and east
(12 ft long) sides. On the leveled area above the east retaining wall
were the disturbed remains of a small pen built of small poles,
dimensional lumber, corrugated metal sheets and poultry netting. The
structure, which was at least partially roofed, probably served as a pen
for chickens, rabbits or other small animals. It was approximately 5 ft
by 10 ft in size.
Feature 38c was also situated on a roughly lunate shaped, level
area and was about 10 ft by 18 ft in extent.
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TABLE 4.17.

Quantity

Size

1

210 x 205

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 37,
NEW ROSEMONT

Opener type

Remarks

Push in-pry up type

1

210 x 315

Safety roll

"P5X0L/...2/3...0 35"

1

211 x 215

Punch-2 holes

Liquid contents

1

302 x 411

Push in-pry up type

1

304 x 200

9

306 x 408

Push in-pry up (8),
Safety roll (1)

"E" in script (2), "CORN/
H893"(1), 12 S/HL2Q5 (1)

8

306 x 409

Push in-pry up (8)

"SANITARY"(2), "C"(1), "E"
in script(1), "Empson" in
script(1)

1

306 x 410

2

400 x 411

II

1

400 x 412

Punch-2 holes

1

400 x 413

Push in-pry up

1

401 x 410

2
1
8

II

11

TI

IT

IT

TI

It

11

II

II

401 x 411

II

11

406 x 413

II

IT

Liquid contents
11

Fragments. Marks: "A" on flag
(2), "SANITARY"(1), and
"Empson" in script (2)
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Because of the relatively small quantity present, the surface
trash was collected as a single unit.

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 38 produced 191 artifacts: 119 glass
(Table 4.11), 12 ceramic, 56 metal and four miscellaneous.
Most of the glass fragments, whose form were recognizable, (38)
came from alcoholic beverage bottles. Sixteen were from beer bottles.
Nine of these were from at least two brown bottles, six were from an
amber 12 oz bottle which had, "ROOT" on its base and "17" on the heel and
one was from an aqua beer bottle. Three clear wine bottles were
represented by 21 fragments, one of which had the Owens-Illinois mark,
dating 1929 to 1954, on it. An SCA piece was from a whiskey bottle.
Food bottles were represented by 13 clear pieces, seven of which
were from a Type 2 preserve bottle and two of which were from a Type 1
preserve bottle.
Proprietary medicine was present in three aqua pieces from two
rectangular, paneled bottles, one with a plain diamond mark on the base
and one with "33" in a diamond.
Nonbottle glass included a toy marble, two clear and two SCA
tumbler fragments, a piece of 3/32 in thick aqua flat glass and two
pieces of light green, 7/32 in thick, flat glass.
Only 12 ceramic sherds, all hardpaste white earthen ware, were
found. No forms were identified.
Nineteen fragments were parts of tin cans once containing food.
Five of six evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes measured
215 x 406 and dated 1915 to 1930 (Simonis N.D.). Three 1 lb coffee cans
and one lid, a round 208 diameter meat can, four hole-and-cap cans and
four sanitary cans were included. One of the latter measured 211 x 400,
and one 400 x 408.
Nonfood cans were three oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans and
one kidney oval can and a lid, an oval shaker pour spout from a powder
can, a friction lid of the push in-pry out type, two bucket fragments
with pushed through ears and three unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal artifacts found were three nails (Table 4.12); two
crown caps; a 15 in diameter granite ware pan; two pieces of 15 gage, one
of 16 gage and three of 17 gage iron wire; a pair of small scissors
(Figure A.11B); a stove bolt; a piece of a barrel hoop; and ten
unidentifiable fragments.
Miscellaneous artifacts found were a D size carbon core from a
battery, a piece of leather strap and two pieces of a leather shoe.
-
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Feature 39
Located in the entrenched wash (Figures 4.17, 4.22), a tributary
to McCleary Canyon Wash, was a small, open, hand excavated well
approximately 3 ft by 4 ft in size. This may be the well shown on
Mineral Survey Map 2550A and B of the Backbone Mill Site (Document 114).
It is currently about 15 ft deep with about 3 ft of water. The upper 5
ft of the shaft was cribbed with small mesquite logs, 0.2 ft to 0.4 ft in
diameter, to prevent the sand in the wash from collapsing into the well.
On top of the logs was a 2 in by 12 in plank frame, which served to keep
sand from falling into the well and as a support onto which the
superstructure was fastened. The frame around the sides of the shaft was
2 ft in height. A 4 in by 4 in timber was fastened on the middle of both
the exterior southwest and northeast sides of the frame. These were
braced with 2 in by 4 in pieces. A horizontal piece rested across the
top of the 4 in by 4 in pieces and presumably held the pulley on which a
rope and bucket were attached. This upper part of the superstructure was
no longer extant.

Feature 40
Feature 40 was a level platform 20 ft by 27 ft. The south and
east edges had short segments of rock alignments most of which were
disturbed (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 40 produced only 54 artifacts: 45 glass
(Table 4.11) and nine metal.
Alcoholic beverages included two aqua fragments from two beer
bottles, both of which had the AB monogram (1905-1929) on their bases.
Eight brown pieces were also from at least one beer bottle.
Three clear fragments were from a catsup bottle and nine amber
pieces were from a 1 gallon size "PUREX" bleach bottle.
Nonbottle glass was present in the form of an SCA pressed glass
fragment.
The four can fragments found had all contained food. One was a
round meat can and three were sanitary cans.
Other metal artifacts recovered were a piece of 17 gage iron
wire, one nail (Table 4.12), a wagon pole cap and hold back, a fragment
of cast iron and a staple.
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Figure 4.22 New Rosemont, Feature 39, well. View looking east
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Feature 41
This feature was a trash dump about 65 ft east-west and 70 ft
north-south in extent. It was situated on a relatively steep slope. It
included two concentrations, one on the south end and one on the north
end, with thin trash on the surface between the two. Minor disturbances,
probably the result of pot hunter activities, appeared in the southern
concentration (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 41 produced 1360 artifacts: 747 glass
(Table 4.11), 316 ceramic, 285 metal and 12 miscellaneous.
Alcoholic beverages accounted for 179 pieces of glass: 171 beer,
two wine and six whiskey.
Forty-eight brown fragments represented at least eight beer
bottles. One had "(WF&S) MIL" on its base, one had "17-B-40" on its heel
and one had "14" as a heel mark. Eight crown finishes, one hand formed,
were found. Light green beer fragments (27) represented at least four
bottles. One of these had "16 N 53B" on its heel and one had, "PROPERTY
OF THE INDEPENDENT BR'G ASSN CHGO" on its heel. The latter terminated
business about 1920 (Friedrich and Bull 1976a). Aqua fragments (63)
accounted for at least five bottles. Five aqua AB monogram marked bases
(1905-1929) were found. Amber sherds (32) were part of at least three
bottles, one with "WF&S/25/MIL", one with "ROOT/X" and another with
"ROOT/Z" on their bases. The "ROOT/X" bottle also had "18..." on its
heel. One SCA crown beer finish was also found.
Wine was represented by a light green wine finish and a dark
green fragment of a wine, or possibly a champagne, bottle.
One clear and five SCA pieces were from at least two oval whiskey
bottles.
Eighteen SCA and 63 clear fragments were from food bottles.
Twenty-five of the clear pieces were from Type 1 preserve bottles; three
SCA and 19 clear pieces were from Type 2 preserve bottles. Two SCA and
three clear sherds were from the 1915 patented Kerr fruit jar. A stopper
was SCA.
Bottles whose contents could be more specifically determined were
a Gebhardt's Chili Powder represented by four SCA pieces, four aqua
pieces of a Lea and Perrins Worcestershire Sauce, seven clear pieces of at
least one continuous-thread-finished catsup bottle and one clear and one
SCA fragment from at least one tall cylinder olive bottle.
Proprietary medicine was represented by four milk glass pieces of
a Mentholatum jar, seven clear fragments of a bottle labelled "ASEPTIC",
one light green and three aqua, rectangular, paneled sherds and four
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clear and nine SCA pieces of at least two ball neck paneled bottles with
"patent lips".
Five clear pieces were from a rectangular, paneled prescription ware
bottle.
Nonbottle glass (58) included 21 SCA and two clear tumbler
fragments, five SCA and two clear pieces from pressed glass objects, one
clear and two SCA pieces of kerosene lamp chimneys, one clear piece of a
kerosene lantern chimney, three pieces of a 1/4 in thick, silver backed
mirror and seven pieces of light green flat glass (two 9/32 in, two
17/64 in and one each 1/8, 1/16 and 3/10 in thick). Also collected
were six SCA pieces of glass pan or pot lid, a clear goblet foot, three
pieces of a clear dish or pitcher and two milk glass fragments of a
round cosmetic (?) box.
Ceramics totaled 315 sherds: 291 hardpaste white earthen ware,
six softpaste earthen ware, 15 porcelain and three stone ware. One
porcelain doll's head was also found.
There were 12 plate fragments in the hardpaste category: five
pieces with a gold line at the rim and one below it; a scalloped edge
chamber pot lid with a raised design; a piece of a soup plate; six berry
dish fragments, four with a gold line at the base of the interior rim and
a raised design and one with a red rose and greenery design; 16 cup
sherds, one with a gold line at the interior rim and one below it, three
with a floral design and three with a gold band at the rim edge; a toy
cup; seven saucer fragments, one with a scalloped edge and a raised
design on the rim, one with a gold line and one with a cobalt blue
decoration, which was possibly Japanese (?) in origin; and 12 pieces from
small bowls, three with a blue line at the rim and one below it, one a
green band bordered by two red lines on the interior and one red line on
the exterior, six pieces of a deep, oval bowl, one piece with a gold line
on the interior at the base and one with a blue and gold design on the
exterior.
Several complete and partial maker's marks were found but none
were associated with an identifiable form. The West End Pottery Company
(1893-1938) was represented by an 1893 to about 1910 mark (Gates and
Ormerod 1982:316 Figure 294b) and by three illustrated in Gates and
Ormerod (1982:317 Figure 295C). Homer Laughlin (1877 to present) was
also represented by two fragments (Gates and Ormerod 1982:128) and there
was one fragment of a Crown Pottery (1902-1954) mark (Lehner 1980:48).
The softpaste pieces included three from a yellow ware bowl and a
brown glazed jar.
The stone ware forms were not identifiable.
Cans and related items totaled 159 items: 96 food and 63 other.
Evaporated milk was represented by 300 x 406 (three), 214 x 315 (three),
215 x 406 (18) and six partial cans, all with matchstick filler holes.
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The latter size was dated by Simonis as 1915 to 1930 (N.D.).
Three round 208 diameter meat cans and 13 fragments of hole-andcap, rectangular, tapered cans were found at Feature 41. Seven were
unidentifiable. One round can had "ESTAB 10..." on it and two hole-andcap cans had "ESTAB 20-C" and "EST 2B" respectively.
Three rectangular sardine cans with rounded corners were
collected, as well as a 1 lb coffee can lid; three pieces of rectangular
spice cans; a baking powder lid with "CALUMET/40Z/BAKING POWDER/FULL
WEIGHT/ABSOLUTELY PURE" on it; five syrup cans and one lid with "Karo" in
script on it; six fragments of hole-and-cap cans; and 26 sanitary cans.
Of the 26 fragments, one each as from cans measuring 109 x 307, 205 x
211, 208 x 211, 210 x 205, 211 x 205, 306 x 409 and 309 x 400. Two were
from cans measuring 210 x 400 and 306 X 408. Three cans measured 400 x
411. Four unmeasurable fragments were embossed with a "C" and an "A" on
a flag (three).
Nonfood cans included 23 oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans
and three lids; eight kidney oval tobacco cans; a can of insect
repellent; a 211 x 413 all steel beer can; nine oval headed can keys;
four pieces of small bucket, including two with "CANCO" in an oval
"ESTAB"; and 11 friction lids, seven of which fit over the body of a can
and four of which were the push in-pry out type.
Three cans appeared to be of the sanitary type, but all had
solder on their side seams. One of these was 400 x 410, one was 306 x
408 and one had an "E" in script on its end.
Other metal artifacts totaled 126: 78 nails (Table 4.12); five
wire bails, of which two were 13 gage and one was 11 gage; four crown
caps; one piece each of 12 gage and 17 gage iron wire; a bolt from a
wagon; a butt hinge; a small buckle; a small horseshoe; a can key like
object with a beveled point (Figure A.10D); an iron washer; a strap
hinge; a piece of a wagon tire iron; seven links of an automobile tire
chain; and seven unidentifiable pieces.
A number of items were personal in nature. These included a
piece of a metal overall button, a 22 ligne metal overall button, a
harmonica reed plate and a silver pocket watch back.
There were 13 items that would have been found in the home. These
included a 7 in diameter granite ware dish; a fragment of a pair of
scissors; a handle from a granite ware dish pan; two granite ware
fragments; the adjustment shaft from a kerosene lamp wick assembly; a
granite ware kettle ear; a teaspoon; an iron leg support from a wooden,
folding cot; two pieces of cast iron from a stove; a salt or pepper
shaker lid; a cast iron stove grate; and a clothespin spring.
Miscellaneous artifacts were five fragments of oyster shell, two
D-size battery carbon cores, three rubber shoe sole fragments and a
yellow plastic like tip from a cigarette holder.
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Feature 42
Feature 42 was a platform 10 ft by 15 ft, with rock alignments or
retaining walls on the north and east edges of the leveled areas. The
east wall was about 8 ft long and the north wall was 10 ft long; their
common corner had fallen (Figures 4.17, 4.23).

Artifacts
Feature 42 produced 121 artifacts: 35 glass (Table 4.11), one
ceramic, 83 metal and two miscellaneous.
A brown beer bottle base with "ROOT" on it, four SCA fragments
from an oval pint whiskey bottle, a clear continuous thread finish from a
fruit jar and three clear pieces from a food bottle were the only
identifiable bottle fragments found.
Only one hardpaste white earthen ware cup fragment was located.
Cans were more numerous than other artifacts. Sixty-nine cans,
46 of which had contained food and 23 others were collected at Feature 42.
The 12 evaporated milk cans all had matchstick filler holes and
measured 215 x 406 (1915-1930); eight of the 13 meat cans were round; two
were hole-and-cap, rectangular and tapered; and two fragments were from
a can with a matchstick filler hole and "(ESTAB)...STR" on it. The
content of the latter was an animal product of an unknown kind. One of
the round cans had "ESTAB 2B/B" and one rectangular, tapered can had
"ESTAB 119" on their respective ends. One fragment was unidentified.
Nine can fragments were from syrup containers, including a lid
with "Karon in script.
Two round, hole-and-cap can fragments were found, as were nine
sanitary cans. One each of the measurable sanitary cans was 204 x 205
and 306 x 408. The former had "ROYAL" embossed on one end.
Nonfood cans included two oval Prince Albert type tobacco lids
and three kidney oval tobacco cans; seven friction lids, five that fit
over a can body and two of the push in-pry out kind; and four pieces of
three complete, small buckets measuring 700 x 708, 408 x 407 and 500 x
512. The smaller of the three had "CANCO" in an oval and "ESTAB 2B" on
it.
Other metal found at Feature 42 included three 14 gage wire
bails, seven pieces of iron wire (one each 11, 16 and 18 gage and four
17 gage), a 400 x 411 tin can "cup" with the partially cut out end folded
back and crimped to form a crude handle and three unidentifiable fragments.
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Figure 4.23 New Rosemont, Feature 42. View of rock alignments looking
west
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The miscellaneous artifacts were a piece of leather belt and a
rib fragment from Bos taurus.

Feature 43
This feature (Figure 4.17) consisted of an adit approximately 4
ft wide, 5 ft high and about 16 ft deep, located on the hill side north
of the entrenched wash tributary to McCleary Canyon Wash. The adit was
15 ft above the wash. Tailings were scattered on the hillside below the
mouth of the adit. No trash was found related to this feature.

Feature 44
This feature was a trash dump about 24 ft by 40 ft in extent. No
habitation features were located closer than 120 ft to it (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
This feature yielded 213 surface artifacts: 20 glass (Table
4.11), three ceramic, 176 metal and 14 miscellaneous.
Alcoholic beverages were represented by a brown fragment of a
12 oz beer, an amber crown finish from a relatively recent beer, two aqua
fragments of two beers with the AB monogram (1905-1929) on their
respective bases and a clear brandy finish from a whiskey bottle with a
Hazel-Atlas mark (1920-1964).

Food bottles were represented by a clear fragment of a fruit jar
and one clear piece each of a Type 1 and Type 2 preserve bottle. A
fragment of a brown, square Garrett's (?) snuff bottle was also found.
An SCA fragment of a kerosene lamp font constituted the nonbottle
glass.
Only three hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were found. One
was from a handleless cup and one from a saucer.
Of the 171 cans, 139 were food related. The evaporated milk cans
included three sizes: 214 x 315 (one), 215 x 315 (one) and 215 X 406
(40), all with matchstick filler holes. The latter size dated 1915 to
1930 and the 215 x 315 size may have been Simonis' No. 19, dating 1950 to
present (Simonis N.D.).
Sardines were represented by three cans and syrup by at least
seven cans (and possibly by nine more). No lids were found.
Eight round, 208 diameter meat cans and 15 hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans were collected. "ESTAB 20-C" was found on
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three of the latter cans and "ESTAB 183" was on one can.
Sanitary cans numbered 41, 34 of which were relatively complete
(Table 4.18). Eight of the 11 round hole-and-cap cans were nearly
complete. The sizes for which only one can was found were: 210 x 315,
304 x 408, 306 x 409, 306 x 410 and 400 x 411. Three of the 306 x 408
size were collected.
Nonfood cans and related items (32) were from
representing at least six small buckets, two of which
oval and "ESTAB 2B" on them and one had "CANCO" in an
on it; and oval headed can key; 10 friction lids, all
can body; and five unidentifiable pieces.

16 bucket fragments
had "CANCO"in an
oval and "ESTAB 21"
of which fit over a

Other metal represented was a T-shaped iron leg brace for a
folding wooden cot, a granite ware invalid care object (a urinal?), a 400
x 411 sanitary can with wire wrapped around it to create a small bucket
with a handle and two unidentifiable fragments.
Miscellaneous artifacts (14) were nine fragments of a man's
leather work shoe, part of a woman's shoe (two), a piece of a child's
shoe, a leather fragment and a piece of rubber.

Feature 45
Feature 45, located on the north side of the junction of McCleary
Canyon Wash and the entrenched wash running east-west through New
Rosemont, was a very large, leveled platform on which had been situated a
dance hall and saloon (Figure 4.17). The platform was 25 ft by 100 ft in
size and was cut into the hillside. A retaining wall was built along the
west side to prevent the hillside from eroding onto the platform. The
wall, which had fallen and had been covered over with silt in some spots,
was originally about 60 ft in length.

Artifacts
Of the 83 artifacts collected at Feature 45, 56 were glass
(Table 4.11), two were ceramic and 25 were metal.
Only one Owens-Illinois mark (1929-1954) was recognized in the
glass.
Two ceramic sherds, one hardpaste white earthen ware and one
softpaste earthen ware were found. The softpaste sherd was from a
yellow ware bowl.
Food cans were represented by 17 fragments: a meat can with
"ESTAB 720/101" on it; a sardine can; a coffee can; and three sanitary
cans, one each 215 x 200, 210 x 304 and 400 x 410. The latter had
"CANCO" in an oval on it. Nonfood cans were represented by an "SAE/40"

TABLE 4.18.

Quantity

Size

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 44,
NEW ROSEMONT
Opener Type

1

208 x 204

Push in - pry up

1

210 x 215

Two punched holes

1

211 x 401

Push in - pry up

Remarks
Liquid contents

1

300 x 410

push in - pry up

"A" on flag

2

305 x 409

Push in - pry up

"Empson" in script (1)

1

306 x 401

Push in - pry up

1

306 x 408

Push in - pry up

5

306 x 409

Safety roll (2)

3

307 x 408

Knife(1),push inpry up (2)

1

308 x 408

Knife (1),push inpry up (2)

1

314 x 413

Knife (1),push inpry up (2)

3

400 x 303

Knife (1),push inpry up (2)

2

400 x 409

Bash in- pry up (1),
two punched holes (1)

2

400 x 410

Push in - pry up

5

400 x 411

Push in - pry up (4),
Knife (1)

2

400 x 412

Push in - pry up

1

402 x 410

Push in - pry up

1

501 x 310

7

"E" in script(1), "Empson"
in script (2)

Liquid contents (1)

Fragments
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motor oil can and an oval Prince Albert type tobacco can and lid.
Eleven unidentifiable fragments were also collected.
Other metal artifacts included a 4 in deep granite ware pot with
a missing handle, an 8 in long granite ware pan handle, a piece of 12
gage iron wire, a folding wooden cot leg brace and a piece of 16 gage
woven wire.

Feature 46
This feature was a platform, about 20 ft by 35 ft in extent.
Segments of the original rock alignments on the south, east and north
sides of the leveled area still remained (Figure 4.17).
Only one artifact, a piece of aqua bottle glass, was found at
this feature.

Feature 47
A platform whose leveled area was 25 ft by 40 ft was labelled
Feature 47. No rock alignments or retaining walls were used at this
feature (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Only seven pieces of glass (Table 4.11), a piece of hardpaste white
earthen ware, a porcelain bowl sherd, an oval Prince Albert type tobacco
can lid and two nails (Table 4.12) came from Feature 47.

Feature 48
Feature 48 was a platform about 15 ft by 35 ft, with a rock
alignment only on the northeast corner (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Thirteen pieces of glass (Table 4.11) were collected at Feature
48. There were 11 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds from a plate with a
scalloped edge and a raised, molded design on the rim; a syrup can lid
with "Karon in script on it; a crown cap; a lid for a glass jar; and a
two-hole 18 ligne shell button.

Feature 49
Feature 49 was a relatively recent, above ground toilet made from
a 5 gallon bucket with both ends removed. A flush type toilet seat was
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attached to the top of the bucket (Figure 4.17).

Feature 50
This feature was a platform which appeared to have been disturbed
on its south and west side by a bulldozed dirt road. The portion
remaining was about 6 ft by 8 ft in size (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
From Feature 50 were collected eight pieces of bottle glass
(Table 4.11), a marble with a swirl pattern, 21 hardpaste white earthen ware
sherds, an oval headed can key, three can fragments and five nails
(Table 4.12).

Feature 51
One of the larger, better defined platforms was labelled Feature
51. This 15 ft by 30 ft leveled area was supported by rock alignments on
the south, east and north sides. About 5 ft south of the center of the
south alignment was a round wooden stake with wire wrapped around its
exposed end. This may have been a tent stake.

Artifacts
Fourteen pieces of bottle glass (Table 4.11), two of which were
from an SCA proprietary medicine bottle were collected at Feature 51.
There were also four hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, four pieces of
porcelain, an evaporated milk can with a matchstick filler hole, seven
can fragments, a table fork handle, a carriage bolt, a piece of 16 gage
iron wire, five nails (Table 4.12) and a fragment of cast iron.

Feature 52
About 25 ft south of Feature 51 was another platform, Feature 52.
This platform was a leveled area about 15 ft by 25 ft. Originally, rock
alignments were located along the east and west sides, but except for
rocks in the southeast and northwest corners, few of the rocks are now in
place (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Feature 52 produced 287 surface artifacts: 124 glass (Table
4.11), 74 ceramic, 88 metal and one miscellaneous.
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The bottle glass included one amber beer bottle with "ROOT" on
the base and a crown finish; a brown beer bottle fragment; and a clear
1/2 pint oval whiskey bottle fragment in the alcoholic beverage category.
Six clear pieces were from a Type 1 preserve bottle and four were from a
Type 2 preserve bottle. Proprietary medicine was represented by two milk
glass sherds from a Mentholatum jar and 13 aqua fragments, probably all
from a Scott's Emulsion of Lime and Soda bottle. This bottle had a plain
diamond "9" on its base.
Nonbottle glass included two pieces from an SCA, footed dessert
dish, four SCA pieces of a pressed glass object and a 5/16 in thick
fragment of a mirror (?).
Sixty-six hardpaste white earthen ware and eight porcelain sherds
were collected. Eight of the hardpaste pieces were from one or more
cups and 10 were from a saucer with a gold line at the rim and a red
flower and greenery on the rim (which also had a raised, molded design).
One piece was from a berry dish.
Nine of the 25 cans and related items were from food containers.
Two evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes were found, as well
as a round 208 x 110 meat can; two sardine cans; two baking powder can
lids, one with "BAKING/KC/POWDER" and one with "SATISFACTION/10cts/KC
BAKING POWDER/10 cts/GUARANTEED"; and a fragment of a syrup can.
There were the following nonfood artifacts: a lid to an oval
Prince Albert type tobacco can; a small bucket fragment; an oval headed
can key; two friction lids, one that fit over a can body and one that
was pushed in and pried out; and 11 fragments.
Other metal artifacts (63) from this feature were: 17 nails
(Table 4.12); a crown cap; two pieces of 16 gage iron wire; a square nut;
a 1 1/2 in hasp staple; a 31 ligne brass faced, iron backed button,
marked, "ENGINEER/COAT" on the face; three carriage bolts; a wood screw;
a hacksaw blade; the frame from a pocket knife; an oval headed can key
like object with a beveled end on its shank; 27 pieces of a cast iron
stove; a 12 in diameter, 2 1/4 in deep, deep blue enamel ware pan; and
five unidentifiable fragments.
A two-hole, 15 ligne shell button was also collected.

Feature 53
This feature was a large, thin trash scatter, approximately 100
ft in diameter. Within this area, there were two small piles of tin cans
and a recent camp fire. It was situated down slope from Features 54-56
(Figure 4.17).

+421,,,V•
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Feature 54
Feature 54 was a platform without rock alignments or retaining
walls. The cleared, slightly depressed, rectangular platform was about
10 ft by 20 ft in size. South of the southeast corner was a 4 ft long
rock alignment of unknown purposes (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Of the 559 artifacts from the surface of Feature 54, 256 were
glass (Table 4.11), 212 were ceramic and 91 were metal.
Alcoholic beverage bottles were represented by one SCA crown beer
finish and 22 brown fragments from at least two beer bottles. One dark
green sherd was from a wine or champagne bottle.
One SCA and seven clear fragments were from two horizontally
ribbed peppersauce bottles, one SCA stopper may also have been from one
of these bottles. One aqua fragment was from a fruit jar, one clear
piece was from a Type 2 preserve bottle and eight clear pieces were from
a Type 1 preserve bottle.
Proprietary medicine bottles were represented by 13 milk glass
sherds, at least one of which was from a Mentholatum jar; five aqua
pieces from two rectangular, paneled bottles with "patent lips" and bases
which had a plain diamond on each; four light green fragments of a
rectangular, paneled bottle and two bead finishes; and 12 SCA fragments
of a ball neck panel bottle and two "patent lips".
Nonbottle glass was represented by two SCA and one clear tumbler
fragments.
Ceramic fragments totaled 212: 205 hardpaste white earthen ware,
four porcelain and one softpaste earthen ware. Seven of the hardpaste
fragments were from cups; one was part of a soup plate; 10 were from at
least one small bowl with "ATHENA" on its base; three were from two
plates, one of which had a scalloped edge and a raised, molded design on
the rim; and eight were from a pitcher having a raised, molded design on
the exterior. Two fragmentary Homer Laughlin marks (1877 to present) and
a Goodwin Brothers mark (1885 to 1897) were also collected (Gates and
Ormerod 1982: 128, 53, Figure 43b).
The softpaste sherd was from a yellow ware bowl. None of the
porcelain table ware forms could be identified, but a porcelain fragment
each of a doll's head and a figurine (?) were recognized.
Fourteen can fragments reflecting a variety of food products came
from the surface, including one evaporated milk can with a matchstick
filler hole; a round and a hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can; a
lid with "Kano" in script from a syrup can; a piece of a baking powder
can lid; three sardine cans; and six fragments of sanitary cans, two of
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which measured 400 x 411 and 400 x 410, respectively.
Nonfood cans and related items totaled 21, including two oval
Prince Albert type tobacco cans and four lids; one kidney oval tobacco
can with match striking ridges on its base and four lids; a lid with
"THE AMERICAN/TOBACCO CO." from a round snuff box; two plain, oval
tobacco cans with match striking ridges on the base; an oval handle from
a large, square can; a push in-pry out friction lid; and five
unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal objects totaled 56 specimens and included seven nails
(Table 4.12); eight crown caps; seven wire bails (one 12 gage and two
each 13, 14 and 18 gage); 19 pieces of iron wire (one 15 gage, 13 16
gage, and five 17 gage); a luggage fastener; an adjustment slide from a
pair of suspenders; a canteen fragment; two cast iron stove parts; a
barrel hoop fragment; a toy blue enameled metal cup; riveted shovel
handle reinforcing straps and part of the blade with, "O.AMES/CALIFORNIA"
on the front strap (Figure A.15); a knurled edge lid for a continuous
thread-finished food jar; a metal reinforcing strip from a wooden box; a
cast iron object of the type inset into ceramic doorknobs and into which
the spindle was inserted; and four unidentifiable fragments.

Feature 55
Feature 55 (Figure 4.17) was originally reported to represent the
remains of a building constructed of irregular shaped rocks. It appeared
as a shallow depression surrounded on all sides by rocks, although no
coursing or alignments of rocks were visible. The feature covered a
maximum area of about 15 by 20 ft. To determine whether or not the
feature was the remains of a building, it was totally excavated after a
surface collection was made.
Fill in the depression was removed in one level which varied from
0.3 ft to 1 ft in depth. It consisted of trash, ash, charcoal and
washed-in silt, all of which were deposited after the original excavation
of the depression.
The irregular bottom of the depression or hole was roughly 9 ft
square and about 1.7 ft to 2.5 ft below ground surface. The hole was
wider at the surface than at the bottom.
During excavation it became clear that the depression and rock
were a result of the excavation of a mining prospect hole, or as suggested
by Wilson McCurry (ANAMAx geologist), the beginning of a two compartment
mine shaft. The hole had been cut into bedrock which was beneath the
thin surface soil layer.
Three 5 ft
excavated. One was
Feature 56 and two
was encountered in

squares on the west side of the depression were
actually within the arbitrary area established for
were within Feature 55. An irregular sterile surface
these squares from 0.1 ft to 0.25 ft below ground
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surface. Excavation in the three squares helped establish that the rocks
around the depression were not part of a building wall or foundation.
The trash associated with this feature was deposited after the
excavation of the hole.

Artifacts: Surface
From the surface of Feature 55 were collected 1245 artifacts:
539 glass (Table 4.11), 479 ceramic, 190 metal and 37 miscellaneous.
Alcoholic beverages at Feature 55 were represented by 43
fragments of beer bottles and two clear pieces of a whiskey bottle.
Twelve of the former were from at least one brown bottle having "ROOT/X"
on its base; eight pieces, including two crown finishes, were from two
light green beer bottles; and 23 amber fragments, including a crown
finish, a heel with "18 S 22P" and a base with "RO(OT)" were from two
bottles. The latter heel mark, which represented a manufacture date of
1918, was probably that of the American Bottle Company.
Food bottles included one light green piece from an olive oil
bottle, two SCA fragments of a catsup bottle, four clear pieces of an
oval ring peppersauce, 11 pieces of an aqua fruit jar, 17 clear fragments
of a Type 1 preserve bottle, 10 clear pieces from a Type 2 preserve
bottle, 10 clear pieces from one or the other of the two preserve
bottles and part of a jelly jar base with 1903 and 1906 patent dates
(Ayres and Stone 1981:42).
The nonfood bottles were represented by seven amber pieces of a
Reif's Special soda. Three aqua pieces with "CARTER/2" were from an ink
bottle and four clear and six SCA fragments were from prescription ware
bottles.
Proprietary medicine was represented by at least five different
bottles. Of the 20 milk glass sherds, at least nine were from a
Mentholatum jar. The nine aqua pieces included a round bottle and a
rectangular, paneled McLean's Volcanic Liniment bottle. The four light
green pieces were from a rectangular, paneled bottle. The seven SCA
fragments were from a round bottle; and the clear piece was from a
Hamlin's Wizard Oil bottle.
Nonbottle glass totaled 47 pieces, including three clear and two
SCA tumbler fragments, six clear pieces from a pitcher, one SCA piece
from a kerosene lantern chimney, two SCA pieces from a kerosene lamp
font, six clear fragments of a kerosene lamp chimney, a clear piece of a
pressed glass bowl, four SCA pressed glass fragments, an SCA fragment, a
light green piece and a four-hole, 23 ligne button. One 5/64 in thick
piece of aqua flat glass and 14 light green pieces (one each 3/32 in and
7/64 in thick, five 1/16 in thick and seven 5/64 in thick) were
collected, as was one 7/64 in thick piece of beveled plate glass which
was probably part of a large mirror.
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A total of 479 ceramic sherds were collected from the surface of
Feature 55. These were 452 hardpaste white earthen ware, 13 porcelain
and 13 softpaste earthen ware. Fifteen of the hardpaste fragments (three
of which had a blue hue on the rim) were from cups; one sherd was from a
platter; one was from an oval bowl; three were from round bowls; five
sherds, three of which had remnants of a floral print and a raised,
molded design, were from soup plates; 24 pieces with a raised, molded
design were from a pitcher; one was a teapot lid fragment with a printed
floral design; and six sherds were from saucers, one of which had a
raised, molded rim design, one had two black lines on the rim and three
pieces were from one with a blue line at the rim. The 14 pieces of
plates that were recognizable were one sherd with a geometric design
with pendant lines and circles, five with a raised, molded rim design and
a red rose and greenery floral printed design and one piece with a
Harker Pottery Company mark. The Harker mark dated 1890 to 1930 (Gates
and Ormerod 1982: 83, Figure 67b). One additional mark, on a vessel
whose form was unknown, was that of the Goodwin Pottery Company dating
1885 to 1897 (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 53, Figure 43b).
Five of the 13 porcelain sherds were from cups, one with a
raised, molded design covered with a red rose and greenery floral
decoration.
One of the softpaste sherds was from a Mexican-made green glazed
bowl and 12 were from Papago-made vessels. Eight of the latter were
from plain brown bowls with a dark carbon streak and four (also with a
carbon streak) were from a large, red slipped jar.
A porcelain doll's head was also collected from this feature.
Fifteen of the 40 cans and related items associated with food
were: three evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes; six meat
cans, two round, 208 diameter cans and four hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered cans; two syrup cans and one lid; two sanitary cans, one 400 x
411 and one 306 x 408 in size; and one round hole-and-cap can.
Nonfood cans and related items included two oval Prince Albert
type tobacco cans; a powder can; two friction lids that fit over the
body of a can; six oval headed can keys; three oval handles from large,
square cans; three push through type bucket ears and one base with
"CANCO" in an oval "ESTAB 2(0-C)" on it; and six fragments.
Other metal totaled 150 pieces: 93 nails (Table 4.12), two crown
caps, six bails (one each 5, 9, 12 and 14 gage, two 13 gage), 10 pieces
of iron wire (one each 12, 15 and 18 gage, three 16 gag° nd four 17
gage), two wood screws, a nut, three carriage bolts, a burr from a rivet,
a horseshoe fragment, a sanitary can with a homemade 15 gage wire handle,
a pencil ferrule, a lid for a glass food jar and two cartridge cases (one
with "PETERS/.45 COLT" and one with REM-UMC/.45 COLT" headstamps). The
latter dates about 1909 to 1934 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:31;
Steward 1969:45).
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Metal objects of a personal nature included a brass shoe eyelet,
a brass watch back plate, a brass key from a music box, three pieces of
umbrella stays, a clothing rivet with, "L.S.& CO./S.F.", a lid to a
"NYAL...IMPROVED COLD CREAM" jar, a clothing fastener marked
"INTERNATIONAL/TIGER", a rectangular iron belt buckle (Figure A.14A), a
harmonica reed plate and an aluminum thimble with "FINLEY'S EL DORADO
COFFEE" on it. Finley was a Helvetia merchant.
There were several artifacts usually associated with household
use. These were two cast iron pieces of a sliding draft panel from a
heater, four pieces of a brass kerosene lamp wick assembly, four spring
links from a cot or bed, a 7 1/4 in diameter stove lid with a lifter
slot, a stove grate and two leg braces from a folding wooden cot.
Miscellaneous artifacts were a rubber shoe heel with the words,
"GOODYEAR/MADE IN USA", four oyster shell fragments, a piece of leather
shoe, a piece of unidentified shell, four two-hole shell buttons, (one
each 11 and 14 lignes and two 15 lignes in diameter) and 26 faunal
fragments. One of the latter was a sawn Bos taurus left scapula and 25
were unidentified.

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavations at Feature 55 produced 1235 glass (Table 4.11),
754 ceramic, 488 metal and 111 miscellaneous artifacts, for a total of
2588.
Alcoholic beverages were confined to 241 beer bottle fragments.
One clear fragment had "PGCO" in a diamond on its base which dated 19061912, according to Toulouse (1971:390). Fourteen emerald green fragments
came from a crown finished beer with "ROOT" on its base; 29 aqua pieces
appeared to be from at least two bottles with the AB monogram mark of
the American Bottle Company; 90 amber fragments represented at least two
bottles; 68 brown sherds included at least two bottles, one with
"ROOT/13" on its base and one with "(WF&S)MIL" and two heel marks, one
"15" and one "17 S 2" (1915 and 1917 respectively); and 39 light green
fragments representing at least four bottles, all with "WF & S MIL"
marks. One light green bottle had "PABST" on its body and one had
"FALSTAFF/LEMP...ST. LOUIS" on its shoulder.
Food bottles included four SCA pieces from a continuous threadfinished catsup, one clear fragment of an olive bottle, two clear pieces
of a horizontally ribbed peppersauce, 19 aqua pieces from at least one
fruit jar, 11 clear fragments of a Type 1 preserve bottle, three clear
and six SCA fragments of Type 2 preserve bottles, one clear and 23 SCA
fragments of either the Type 1 or Type 2 bottle and eight clear pieces of
a possible food bottle with "ROYAL" on its shoulder.
Nonfood bottles were represented by seven amber pieces of a
Reif's Special soda bottle; two clear fragments of a Hamlin's Wizard Oil
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bottle; one clear piece with "MURINE E..." on it; a light green fragment
of a rectangular, paneled bottle; a sherd from a milk glass Mentholatum
jar; five aqua pieces from a McLean's Volcanic Liniment bottle; two
fragments of a Murray and Lanman's Florida Water bottle; and an aqua base
sherd with a plain diamond and "7" on it. Two SCA and six clear pieces
were from prescription ware containers. The SCA bottle had "BLUE RIBBON"
on its base.
A light green fragment from an ink bottle and 12 milk glass
pieces with vertical ribs (probably a cosmetic jar) were also found.
Nonbottle glass was represented by 26 pieces of aqua flat glass
(two 1/32 in thick, six 3/32 in thick and nine each 1/16 in thick and
1/8 in thick), 27 pieces of light green flat glass (one each 1/8 in, 7/64
in and 3/64 in thick, three 1/16 in thick, eight 5/64 in thick and 13
3/32 in thick), eight SCA fragments of a kerosene lamp font, 23 clear and
seven SCA pieces of kerosene lamp chimneys, two clear and 12 SCA pieces
of pressed glass objects, one clear and one SCA pitcher fragments, one
SCA and two clear tumbler fragments, an aqua mirror fragment, a 3/16 in
thick light green beveled edge mirror sherd, a spiral marble, an emerald
green lens from a pair of sunglasses, a grey glass two-hole, 31 ligne
button, a piece of a 1/16 in thick flat glass sign (?) with gold paint
and two milk glass buttons with iron shanks.
The 754 ceramic sherds could be divided into 719 hardpaste white
earthen ware, 14 porcelain and 15 softpaste earthen ware.
Twenty of the hardpaste sherds were from bowls, 16 from small
round bowls and four from a heavy oval bowl. One of the former had a
red rose and greenery decoration; four had a gold line at the rim; five
had blue, spread winged eagles on them; and six were plain. An unknown
number of cups were represented by 85 sherds. Two of these had a blue
rim line, no doubt from the same set as the other blue line and eagle
pieces seen on other forms. Five of the 15 soup plate fragments had two
black rim lines and had a gold decoration; seven were from a plate
marked, "...WN/HOTEL/CHINA"; and two were plain. One fragments from a
berry dish had a raised, molded rim design and a floral print and 24
pieces came from a pitcher with a raised, molded design. Of the 21
sherds from saucers, one had a gold floral design, five had a blue rim
line, nine had a blue rim line with blue, spread winged eagles below it
and six sherds were undecorated. A total of 41 sherds were from plates.
One plain piece had a Homer Laughlin mark dated about 1901 to 1915 (Gates
and Ormerod 1982: 135, Figure 115a); 18 pieces were from at least one
plate with a scalloped edge and a rose and greenery floral design; 13
sherds were from a plate with a scalloped edge, a raised molded design on
the rim, a West End Pottery Company mark and "1711" (Gates and Ormerod
1982: 317, Figure 295c) dating about 1920 to 1932; eight sherds had a
gold line near the rim; and six pieces were plain. In addition, there
were marks on ceramics whose form could not be determined, such as a West
End mark identical to that found above; a Homer Laughlin mark dating 1900
to 1960 (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 136); two fragments of Homer Laughlin
marks; a Homer Laughlin mark with a "12 7 N", or 1907 date mark; a
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Goodwin Brothers Pottery Company mark dating 1885 to about 1897 (Gates
and Ormerod 1982: 53, Figure 43b); and a J. and G. Meakin mark dating
about 1890 (Godden 1964:427, No. 2601).
Recognizable porcelain forms were five cup sherds, one with a
gold decoration, four with a floral, overglaze design and two from a
salt or pepper shaker.
The 16 softpaste sherds were from Papago pottery forms, all with
dark carbon streaks. Seven of these sherds were from red slipped jars,
two were from a plain brown bowl, one was from a polished, plain brown
vessel and two plain brown sherds had soot on their exterior. The
latter three sherds could not be associated with a specific vessel form.
An additional six porcelain sherds were from nontable ware
objects. Four fragments were parts of a doll's head and two were from an
unidentifiable object.
One hundred fifteen cans and items of a related nature were
recovered during the excavation of Feature 55. The food can fragments
(50) included six evaporated milk cans all with matchstick filler holes;
three pieces of at least two sardine cans; five fragments of at least two
round syrup cans; a rectangular spice can; a round hole-and-cap can with
a lapped side seam; and 23 meat can fragments, eight from sanitary round
cans and 15 from hole-and-cap cans. One of the eight round cans had
"SANITARY" on it and one of the nine hole-and-cap cans had "ESTAB 20-C".
Eight sanitary cans were represented by 11 fragments, none of which were
measurable. One fragment has an "A" on a flag, one had "E" in script
and one had "Empson" in script.
Nonfood cans totaled 65 objects: five oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans and four lids; a kidney oval tobacco can with match striking
ridges on its base; 14 pieces of at least three small buckets; six
friction lids, one of the push in-pry out variety and five that fit over
the body of a can; and five pieces (including three oval handles) from at
least three large square cans; 16 oval headed can keys; one can key
roughly triangular in form; and 13 unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal included 185 nails (Table 4.12), two crown caps,
eight bails (two each 11 and 12 gage, four 13 gage), 17 pieces of iron
wire (one each 10 and 13 gage, nine 15 gage and six 16 gage), a tin strip
used to hold a wooden box together, four carriage bolts, a brass "YALE &
TOWNE MFG CO" key, a face plate from a "LUFKIN R" 100 ft tape reel, a
hexagonal nut, an extension spring, a 6 in long lag bolt, four wood
screws, a flat, iron spring, a brass hinge from a folding wooden rule, a
horseshoe fragment, a bicycle axle, two brass pencil ferrules, an iron
corner reinforcing piece from a suitcase or trunk, a copper burr from a
rivet, a white metal continuous thread lid, a handle and ears from a
large, galvanized bucket, a harness buckle, a brass rectangular lid
labelled "JOHN SIMMONS/N.Y.", two horseshoes, a hammer head, a brass
knife handle guard, an oval headed can key like object with a beveled
shank end (Figure A.10D) and 15 unidentifiable fragments. Six cartridge
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cases were found with headstamps "U.M.C./S H/.45-60" (two), "U.M.C./.38 S
& W" (two), "U.M.C./S H/.50-70" and "W.R.A. CO./.41 L.D.A.". The .45-60
cartridge was made until 1935 and cartridges were available for the .5070 until after 1934 (Barnes 1980:122, 127). The remaining two cartridges
were still in production according to Suydam (1979:173, 191). All four
sizes were introduced before New Rosemont was founded.
Items usually found around a house were: two screen door hooks; a
granite ware pot ear; a tin frying pan handle; two cast iron stove parts,
one with "7.14.MAR" on it; nine fragments from kerosene lamp wick
assemblies; a table knife labelled "ROGER'S NICKEL SILVER" (Figure
A.13A); two tablespoons, one marked, "HALL & ELTON"; a teaspoon marked,
"SILVER METAL"; nine fragments representing six teaspoons; two clothespin
springs; two safety pins; and 16 fragments of flat, wire cot springs.
Of a more personal nature were: 17 brass shoe eyelets; 10
clothing rivets, five of which had "L.S. & CO./S.F." on them and four had
"PSA"; an iron shoe heel plate; two corset lacing strips; a boy's
suspender buckle; a suspender buckle marked "SHIRLEY PRESIDENT" (Figure
A.14G); three 21 ligne, two 26 ligne and one each 22, 25 and 28 ligne,
solid iron overall buttons; a one-hole 26 ligne iron overall button; a
solid brass 22 ligne button; an iron, stamped four-hole, 35 ligne button;
an aluminum thimble marked "EL DORADO COFFEE & TEAS" and two marked
"FINLEY'S EL DORADO COFFEE"; 12 pieces of umbrella stays or ribs; and a
pocket knife blade.
Mining related artifacts were a chrome plated cup like reflector,
and a fuel flow adjuster, both from a carbide lamp.
Miscellaneous artifacts from the excavation of Feature 55
included a cloth and rubber hose fragment; a piece of a bicycle tire; two
pieces of rubber tubing; a pellet of laundry bluing; two leather shoe
fragments, one with square nails in the heel; a rubber shoe heel; a peach
seed; seven oyster shell fragments; a large carbon battery core; two twohole, 16 ligne shell buttons; one two-hole, 15 ligne shell button; one
two-hole, 19 ligne shell button; and one four-hole, 18 ligne shell
button.
Also recovered at Feature 55 were 91 faunal fragments (Table 4.19).

Feature 56
On the basis of the quantity of large rocks on the surface, a
building was thought to have existed at this 25 ft diameter feature. To
verify whether or not the remains of a building existed, the feature was
studied for linear arrangements of rock. None were seen. Removal of the
rocks revealed that they were resting on an undisturbed sterile surface;
in fact, many were resting upon partially rotted leave and twigs. Based
on the proximity of Feature 56 to Feature 55 and the prospecting activity
which took place there, the rocks at Feature 56 appeared to have been
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TABLE 4.19. FAUNAL REMAINS, FEATURE 55, EXCAVATIONS
NEW ROSEMONT

Taxa
Bos taurus
II

II

II

Possible Bos taurus
II

Artiodactyl

Quantity

Element

Remarks

1

Humerus head

3

Carpal

5

Rib

sawn (2)

1

Longbone shaft

sawn

4

Metapodial

1

Femur head

2

Cervical vertebra

1

Right scapula

sawn

1

Femur fragment

sawn

1

Right innominate

sawn

1

Scapula fragment

sawn

1

Left tibia

sawn

1

Metatarsal

1

Thoracic vertebra

sawn, charred

8

Rib

sawn (2)

4

Long bone shaft

9

Indeterminate

1

Rib

8

Longbone shaft

sawn (1)

33

Indeterminate

sawn (6)

Gallus gallus

1

Indeterminate

1

Left radius

sawn (4)
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deposited by the miners working Feature 55 (Figure 4.17).

Feature 57
This feature was a recent, roughly circular prospect hole with
the spoil pile on its south side (Figure 4.17). The hole was about 18 ft
in diameter and 10 ft deep. This excavation postdated occupation of New
Rosemont.

Feature 58
A platform about 13 ft by 23 ft in size was labelled Feature 58.
It was bordered on the entire length of the east side by a rock
alignment (Figure 4.17).
Sixteen feet east of the platform was a 5 ft diameter rock
campfire ring of recent vintage.

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 58 produced 293 artifacts: 174 glass
(Table 4.11), 51 ceramic, 65 metal and three miscellaneous.
Bottle accounted for 171 of the glass pieces. Alcoholic beverage
remains totaled 44 pieces, all from beer bottles. The 22 brown fragments
included a base with "WF & S MIL 176"; a base with the Owens-Illinois
mark and a "5" date indicator; and a crown finish. The former mark dated
1900 to 1929 and the latter, 1935 or 1945 (Toulouse 1971: 536, 403). Two
light green pieces included a crown finish, one of the five emerald green
pieces had "4" on a heel, four aqua pieces included a crown finish and
two AB monogram marks (1905-1929) and 11 amber sherds appeared to be
recent.
Food bottles were represented by one aqua and two SCA fragments
of horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottles, a straw colored fragment of a
Kork and Seal finish from a catsup (?) bottle, a clear piece of a fruit
jar, two SCA and four clear fragments of Type 2 preserve bottles, three
clear pieces of a Type 1 preserve bottle and three clear pieces marked,
"PACKED BY CAL PACKING CORP".
One milk glass fragment was from a Milk Weed Cream cosmetic jar.
There were also three clear pieces of a rectangular, paneled prescription
ware bottle with a "patent lip"; an aqua rectangular, paneled proprietary
medicine with a "B3" in a diamond on its base; and three SCA fragments of
a rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine bottle.
Nonbottle glass included a fragment each of an SCA tumbler and
SCA pressed glass object and a marble with a white and green swirl
pattern.
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Of the 50 hardpaste white earthen ware and one porcelain
fragments, 11 hardpaste sherds were from one or more cups, which had a
raised, molded design and a red and green floral decoration.
Twenty-five of the 45 can and related items were food containers,
including four evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes and
measuring 208 x 208 (one) and 215 x 406 (two); four hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans, one of which had "ESTAB..." on it; a
"Karo n in script, syrup can lid; a baking powder can lid with
"SATISFACTION—.25/CTS/...BAKING POWDER..."; a sardine can fragment; a 1
lb coffee can; two pieces of a rectangular spice can; a hole-and-cap can
fragment; and 10 sanitary cans, only two of which were measurable. One
was 210 x 115 and one was 214 x 204.
Nonfood items included three oval tobacco can lids, a 410 x 500
bucket with push through type ears, an all steel beer can, four pieces of
a 5 gallon square can, three friction lids (one that fit over a can body
and two that pushed in and pried out), an oval head can key and seven
fragments.
Other metal included two nails (Table 4.12), four pieces of iron
wire (one each 12 and 16 gage, two 17 gage), a carriage bolt, a hacksaw
blade, a butt hinge, a horseshoe fragment, a wood screw, a wick assembly
from a kerosene lantern, four coil springs from a bed or automobile seat
and a garter buckle with "RUBBER BUTTON" on it.
A fragment of a whetstone, a D-size carbon battery core and a
piece of cloth between two pieces of rubber were also collected.

Feature 59
Feature 59 was a trash scatter (Figure 4.17) approximately 40 ft
by 80 ft. It was located on a slope, in and between three minor north to
south flowing drainage channels. On the north end at the highest point
of the scatter was a large pile of tin cans. These cans postdated
occupation of New Rosemont.

Artifacts
Of the 399 artifacts, 155 were glass (Table 4.11), 28 were
ceramic, 208 were metal and eight were from miscellaneous materials.
Alcoholic beverages accounted for 33 fragments, 21 beer and 12
whiskey. Twelve of the beer fragments were brown and represented at
least two bottles, both of which had "DURAGLAS" in script (1940 to 1963)
on them, two were light green with a "12" heel mark, five were amber and
two were from an unusual yellow-green colored crown finish.
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One light green and three brown sherds were from 1 pint oval
whiskey bottles, 13 SCA pieces were from a 1/2 pint bottle and seven
clear pieces were from a bottle with a brandy finish.
Food was represented by 34 clear pieces of a Type 1 preserve
bottle and a clear horizontally ribbed peppersauce. One amber fragment
was from a Reif's Special soda. Two light green fragments including a
"patent lip" and a milk glass sherd from a Mentholatum jar represented
proprietary medicine. Five SCA rectangular, paneled pieces with a
prescription finish represented prescription ware.
Nonbottle glass included a clear kerosene lamp chimney fragment,
a light green, opaque piece labelled, "OVEN FIREKING", a clear tumbler or
jelly jar piece, three SCA tumbler fragments and two pieces of partially
melted glass.
A cup, seven plate sherds (five of which had a cork stamped design)
and a saucer sherd were represented in the hardpaste white earthen ware
category. A porcelain cup with a red, yellow and green floral design,
and a clear glazed small stone ware bowl (?) were also collected.
Most of the 145 cans and related items were food associated.
Thirty-one cans contained evaporated milk (one each measured 215
x 314, 208 x 206 and 214 x 314; two each were 215 x 404 and 215 x 314;
three were 214 x 315; and 12 were 215 x 315). The 215 x 314 can had
"PUNCH HERE" twice on one end and dated 1935 to 1945; the 215 x 315 cans
dated 1950 to the present; the 208 x 206 can dated 1931 to 1948; and the
215 x 404 cans dated 1917 to 1929 (Simonis N.D.).
Coffee was represented by six 1 lb and one 1/2 lb cans and three
lids; fish, by three sardine cans and one oval salmon can; and meat, by
14 cans (three round and 11 hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered, of which
one had "INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA/ESTAB44" (round) on it, one had "ESTAB
8" and one had "E4/1 on it, Figure A.5A, B); sanitary food cans totaled
52 whole and fragmentary (Table 4.20); and round hole-and-cap cans were
represented by four fragments.
Nonfood cans were 12 oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans (with
two of the cans embossed "PRINCE ALBERT") and four lids; five all steel
beer cans; two bucket fragments; two friction lids; an oval headed can
key; and four unidentifiable fragments.

Other metal was represented by 33 nails (Table 4.12), three crown
caps, seven pieces of iron wire (one each 9, 12, 13, 14 and 17 gage and
two 16 gage), three bails (two 11 gage, one 14 gage), a coil spring from
a bed or automobile seat, an iron washer, a single bit axe (Figure A.17),
two pieces of stove pipe, a cast iron stove part, a teaspoon labelled
"REGAL PURE SILVER PLATE", a bolt snap, a stamped tin toy locomotive or
bus, four lids from glass containers and four unidentifiable fragments.
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TABLE 4.20.

Quantity

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 59,
NEW ROSEMONT

Size

Opener type

Remarks

1

203 x 400

Safety roll

"RST LM/SR 205", recent

1

210 x 215

2

211 x 115

1

211 x 200

2

211 x 315

1

300 x 207

1

300 x 315

Pointed -2 holes

Liquid contents

2

300 x 400

Knife

"VACUUM PACKED" on end

1

300 x 407

Safety roll

6

302 x 406

2

305 x 202

1

305 x 409

Push in- pry up

Recent

" (5)

2

306 x 306

Safety roll (1)

2

306 x 408

Safety roll (1),
push in - pry up (1)

2

307 x 409

1

308 x 410

1

312 x 411

II

IT

"JOJ3/...SN" (1)

"Empson" in script (1)

II

1

315 x 410

1

400 x 202

3

400 x 410

Safety roll

7

400 x 411

Safety roll(5),
push in- pry up (2)

Safety roll

1

400 x 412

Safety roll

1

404 x 309

It

"Z U 47" (1)
"DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW"
Fragments, "SANITARY" (1)
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Four D-size carbon cores from a battery pack, a piece of plastic,
a leather shoe fragment, a hard rubber comb fragment and a piece of
rubber were also recovered from the surface of Feature 59.

Feature 60
This feature (Figure 4.17) was a level area partially created by
excavation into the south bank of a small west to east drainage. The
east side and the southeast corner of the area were reinforced by a rock
alignment about 12 ft in length. This platform was about 15 ft wide and
30 ft long. Two small wooden stakes were located next to the west edge
of the platform. They may have been tent stakes.

Artifacts
Feature 60 produced 310 surface artifacts: 157 glass (Table
4.11), 105 ceramic, 44 metal and four miscellaneous.
Glass relating to alcoholic beverages was represented by the
remains of three beer bottles (three brown, five light green and two
amber fragments) and two SCA pieces of a brandy finished whiskey bottle.
Two clear horizontally ribbed fragments were from a peppersauce
bottle, three SCA and three clear pieces were from a Type 2 preserve
bottle and 11 clear fragments were from a Type 1 preserve bottle.
Proprietary medicine was represented by six aqua, rectangular,
paneled pieces with a plain diamond "8" on the base; an SCA "patent lip";
and a milk glass fragment from a vertically ribbed, small jar.
Nonbottle glass included four SCA pressed glass pieces, an SCA
tumbler sherd, an SCA stem from a footed goblet and a piece of opaque
blue glass.
Of the 105 ceramic sherds, 93 were hardpaste white earthen ware,
10 were porcelain and two were softpaste earthen ware. Eight of the
hardpaste pieces were parts of cups, one was from a saucer and one was
from a plate. At least two saucers and one cup were represented in the
porcelain and the softpaste sherds were from a yellow ware bowl.
Nine of the 19 cans and related items were food containers. Two 1
lb coffee cans; a hole-and-cup can fragment; a syrup can lid; two sardine
cans; a 400 x 411 sanitary can; a round 208 diameter can with "SANITARY"
on one end; and a hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can with,
"ESTAB 20-C" on the cap were found.
Nonfood cans were represented by four oval tobacco can lids, a
kidney oval tobacco can with match striking ridges on its base and lid
and one unidentifiable fragment.
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Other metal included five nails (Table 4.12), three bails (one 13
gage and two 9 gage), 11 pieces of iron wire (one 15 gage and five each
16 and 17 gage), a cast iron stove grate, a 414 diameter can end with
square holes punched in it to create a sieve (?) and four fragments.
Three oyster shells and a piece of rubber overshoe were also
found.

Feature 61
Feature 61 was a trash dump (Figure 4.17) narrowly confined along
a small wash. It was about 10 ft wide and 60 ft long. Although it was
relatively small, it was similar in configuration and, apparently, in
function to Features 9, 12 and 25.

Artifacts
From the surface of Feature 61 were collected 101 glass (Table
4.11), 33 ceramic, 152 metal and two miscellaneous for a total of 288
artifacts.
Several pieces were recognized in the bottle glass fragments.
These were two brown sherds from a beer bottle; one clear piece from a 1
pint oval whiskey bottle; eight clear fragments from a Type 1 preserve
bottle; two clear pieces, one with the Hazel-Atlas mark (1920 to 1964)
and one with an Owens-Illinois mark (1929 to 1954); a clear piece and a
straw colored piece with an "I" in a diamond from two prescription ware
bottles; and a clear fragment of a Hind's Honey and Almond Cream bottle.
The "I" in a diamond was a mark of the Illinois Glass Company in use
from 1916 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971: 264).
Nonbottle glass was represented by an SCA tumbler fragment, a
piece of a clear pressed object and 17 3/16 in thick aqua, flat glass
fragments.
Of the 27 hardpaste white earthen ware, five porcelain and one
stone ware sherds, only the form of the stone ware piece could be
recognized. It was from a clear glazed jug. A pink ceramic tile
fragment was also collected at Feature 61.
Twenty-two of the 89 cans from this feature contained evaporated
milk. Only 10 were measurable (two each were 214 x 315, 215 x 404, 215 x
407, one was 215 x 315 and three were 215 x 406). One can may have
contained syrup; two 1 lb cans and one 1/2 lb can held coffee; a
rectangular can with rounded corners, a lapped side seam and labelled
"FRANCE" contained sardines; and two round and three hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered cans held meat. One of the latter had "ESTAB 18" on
it. Two fragmentary, round hole-and-cap cans and 40 sanitary cans (Table
4.21) were also collected.
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Quantity

TABLE 4.21.

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 61,
NEW ROSEMONT

Size

Opened Type

1

210 x 400

Push in- pry up

1

212 x 308

Knife

1

215 x 400

Punched- 2 holes

1

300 x 412

Push in- pry up

2

303 x 409

Push in - pry up,
Safety roll (1)

1

305 x 408

Push in - pry up

1

305 x 409

1

306 x 407

4

306 x 408

6

306 x 409

2

400 x 409

3

400 x 410

7
9

400 x 411

Description

Liquid contents

Push in - pry up
"SEH 8" (1), "6HB"(1)
II
"
(2)
Safety roll (1)

"K 50 5/8" (1)

Push in - pry up
Fragments
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Nonfood related cans and associated items included four bucket
fragments, one with "ESTAB 3D" on its base; four oval headed can keys;
one oval Prince Albert type tobacco can; a friction lid that fit over a
can body; an 1800 diameter can end, possibly from a blasting powder can;
two large, rectangular oil cans (one 300 x 508 x 800 and one 300 x 800 x
1000); and one unidentifiable fragment.
Other metal included 48 nails (Table 4.12), a 14 gage bail, a 15
gage and two 16 gage pieces of iron wire, a single edge razor blade, a
stove pipe fragment, two pieces of a barrel hoop, a crown cap bottle
opener, an iron washer, a teaspoon handle, the poll of a single bit axe
with "AMERICANAX GLASSPORT,
AX MF'D BY... PITTSBURGH" on it, a
400 x 411 sanitary can with three rows of three holes punched in its
bottom to make a sieve (?), a 407 x 407 x 408 tin lunch bucket with a
hinged lid and wire bail and one unidentifiable fragment.
Two D-size carbon battery cores were also recovered.

Feature 62
A very thin trash scatter along a small drainage was labelled
Feature 62. This feature was a maximum of 10 ft wide and 50 ft long
(Figure 4.17).

Feature 63
Feature 63 was a bulldozer disturbed tent platform about 6 ft by
10 ft in size (Figure 4.17). It was bordered on the south by a 6 ft long
rock alignment. Because of this disturbance, no artifacts were
collected.

Feature 64
This feature was a platform about 10 ft by 20 ft in size. No
rock alignments or retaining walls were used to support the leveled area
of the platform. A small erosional channel was damaging the southeast
corner of the structure (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
A total of 989 artifacts were collected from Feature 64: 864
glass (Table 4.11), 87 ceramic and 38 metal.
Alcoholic beverage bottle fragments, all beer, totaled 197. The
116 brown fragments represented at least seven bottles. Three "WF&S"
base marks, an "A.B. CO" mark and an "18" on a heel were noted. At least
one bottle produced the 43 amber fragments which included a "ROOT" base
mark with "1185A" on its heel. The 14 light green and 13 emerald green
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fragments represented one bottle each. The former had an "A.B. CO" base
mark and the latter "ROOT/6" on the base and "17" on the heel. Two
aqua, one clear and eight straw fragments represented one bottle each.
The clear piece had a "WF&S" base mark.
Food bottles were represented by an SCA piece from a jelly jar,
five clear and five SCA pieces from at least one olive bottle, one clear
and two SA fragments of one or more horizontally ribbed peppersauce
bottles and an SCA piece from a Gebhardt's Chili Powder bottle. A Type 1
preserve bottle was represented by 35 clear fragments and a Type 2
bottle, by 11 clear and three SCA pieces. Seven clear fragments belonged
to one or the other of the preserves. Twenty-one amber fragments were
from at least one Reif's Special soda.
Nineteen aqua fragments were from at least one rectangular,
paneled proprietary medicine bottle. Two of these pieces (possibly all
of them) were from a Scott's Emulsion of Lime and Soda bottle.
Four clear fragments, including a prescription finish, were
probably from a single prescription ware bottle.
One clear fragment was from a Whittemore Brothers shoe polish
bottle.
Nonbottle glass included three SCA tumbler fragments, a clear
kerosene lamp chimney piece and a piece of light green, 5/64 in thick,
flat glass.
The 87 ceramic fragments were divided into 80 hardpaste white
earthen ware, three porcelain and four softpaste earthen ware. One cup,
three plate, one bowl and four saucer sherds were hardpaste. The saucer
had a blue line on the rim and a gold line on the rim edge. Part of a
West End Pottery Company (1893 to 1938) mark was found on one sherd whose
form could not be established. Three of the porcelain sherds were cup
fragments and three of the softpaste sherds were from a small red ware
bowl with a white interior glaze.
Two hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat cans with "ESTAB 20-C"
and "ESTAB 183" on their respective caps, a Borden's condensed milk can,
a sanitary can with "SANITARY" on one end, an oval headed can key, an
oval tobacco can lid and three unidentifiable fragments represented the
cans found at Feature 64.
Other metal from this feature was four crown caps, four nails
(Table 4.12), a 13 gage bail, three pieces of 16 gage iron wire, a
horseshoe fragment, six cast iron stove parts, a bolt and nut, two
Phoenix cap strips, a lock assembly for a trunk or suitcase, a silver
watch back frame (Figure A.12B), a 25 ligne overall button with "B-L/CO"
on it (Figure A.14M), a cartridge case with a "W.R.A. CO./.32
headstamp and three unidentifiable fragments.
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Feature 65
Feature
ft by 20 ft. In
platform were 5
alignment was a
different gages
the tree served

65 was a cleared, level platform (Figure 4.17) about 11
the center of the north and the south edges of the
ft long rock alignments. In the center of the north
large oak tree which had two hinges, nails and two
of iron wire attached to it. The hinges suggested that
as a gate post.

Artifacts
Feature 65 produced 368 artifacts: 234 glass (Table 4.11), 23
ceramic, 110 metal and one miscellaneous.
Two dark green fragments were from a wine or champagne bottle,
five clear pieces with "DURAGLAS" and "4/5 PINT" on them were from a wine
bottle and one SCA fragment was from a 1 pint whiskey bottle.
Five aqua pieces were from at least one rectangular, paneled
bottle with a plain diamond as a base mark. A clear piece and five SCA
pieces were also from rectangular, paneled bottles. One milk glass sherd
was from a Mentholatum jar. All of these pieces were from proprietary
medicine bottles. Three clear fragments, including a prescription
finish, were from a prescription ware bottle.
One SCA piece was from a fruit jar.
Nonbottle glass found was an SCA piece of a kerosene lantern
chimney, an aqua piece of 3/16 in thick flat glass and a 3/16 in thick
clear piece from a mirror.
Two porcelain and 21 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were
collected. A cup fragment, a floral decorated small plate sherd and
five pieces of a gaudy Dutch or peasant ware bowl (Berge 1980:202) were
all hardpaste. One cup fragment was porcelain.
Of the seven food cans found, six were meat cans. Four of these
were hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered cans (two had "ESTAB..." on
them) and two were rectangular recent cans with "HORMEL" and with,
"OSCAR MAYER/BACON", respectively on them. One sanitary can had,
"SANITARY" on one end.
Nonfood cans and related items were four oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans (one of which had "PRINCE ALBERT" on its base) and two
lids; a bucket ear; an all steel beer can; six oval headed can keys; a
push in-pry out friction lid; and four unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal included 36 nails (Table 4.12), three crown caps; a
piece of 9 gage copper wire; 17 pieces of iron wire (four 12 gage, seven
16 gage and six 17 gage); a coil spring from a bed or automobile seat; a
carriage bolt; a small extension spring; a single edge razor blade; a
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stamped, heavy tin stove leg; an automobile spring leaf; a teaspoon
fragment; a small light bulb base (probably from an automobile); a nail
keg hoop; four lids for glass jars; and a .22 long rifle cartridge case
with a "U" headstamp.
Of greatest interest from this feature was a large blasting
powder can made into a stove. The can was about 1208 in diameter and
1900 tall. A 6 1/2 in diameter hole was cut into the center of the
bottom for a stove pipe and a rectangular hole, 6 in by 9 in, was cut out
of the side near the top of the can as a place to put fuel into it. The
can was used in an inverted position with the original top placed on the
ground or floor. The fuel hole was about 3 in above the floor. Several
holes were punched through the can to provide a draft.
A leather rosette from a horse bridle (?) was also found on this
feature.

Feature 66
A platform with a rock alignment and three rock piles in
proximity was labelled Feature 66 (Figure 4.17). The leveled platform
was about 15 ft by 40 ft, with an irregular rock alignment at the
northeast corner, along the east edge and around the southeast corner.
There were three elongated rock piles, one east of the southeast corner
and two north of the northwest corner of the platform. The piles, whose
lengths ranged from 7 ft to 12 ft and widths, from 3 ft to 5 ft, were of
an unknown origin and purpose.

Artifacts
A total of 763 artifacts were collected at Feature 66: 287
glass (Table 4.11), 69 ceramic, 400 metal and seven miscellaneous.
Of the 287 pieces of glass, 269 were fragments of bottles.
Alcoholic beverages accounted for nine fragments; these were eight beer
and one wine. Five brown pieces were from a "MCAVOY BREWING CO/CHICAGO"
beer bottle and one fragment each of clear, aqua and SCA glass
represented three additional bottles. The aqua piece had the AB
monogram "C4" on it.
One clear piece was from a relatively recent wine bottle.
Food bottles were represented by 12 clear pieces of a Type 1
preserve and five clear pieces of a Type 2 preserve bottle. Two aqua,
three clear and two SCA fragments were from fruit jars. Five SCA
horizontally ribbed pieces and a clear fragment were from peppersauce
bottles.
Proprietary medicine was represented by a milk glass sherd from a
Mentholatum jar; five aqua pieces of a rectangular, paneled bottle; and
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two clear fragments of a McLean's Volcanic Liniment bottle.
Two prescription ware bottles were present. One was represented
by 11 clear fragments, including a "patent lip" and one brown piece with
an Owens-Illinois mark and an "8" date indicator (1938 or 1948).
Two fragments whose forms were unknown were marked, one with the
Owens-Illinois mark with a "6" date indicator (1936 or 1946) and one
with a "J" in a keystone. The latter was a mark of the Knox Glass Bottle
Company, 1932 to 1953 (Giarde 1980: 63).
Nonbottle glass was represented by three clear tumbler
fragments; a piece of ruby glass; two clear pieces of a shot glass; an
SCA fragment of a kerosene lantern chimney; an SCA lid from a small dish;
three SCA sherds from a kerosene lamp font; a light green, 1/16 in thick,
piece of flat glass, 5/64 in thick; and an aqua piece of flat glass, 1/16
in thick.
Of the 69 ceramic sherds, 62 were hardpaste white earthen ware and
seven were porcelain. Represented in the hardpaste category were six cup,
two saucer, four handleless cup and one plate fragments. Three pieces
whose form was unknown were from a red, green and blue gaudy Dutch or
peasant ware vessel.
A plate with an overglaze floral decoration was the only
porcelain form identifiable.
A total of 78 of the 176 cans were food related.
Of the
315, 215 x 314
Condensed milk
condensed milk

20 evaporated milk cans only three were measurable, 214 x
and 215 x 404. All had matchstick filler holes.
was represented by two pieces of a Borden's Eagle Brand
can.

Nine of the 12 meat cans were hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered
containers and three were round. Only two of the former were labelled,
"ESTAB 20-C". Coffee was represented by four 1 lb and one 1/2 lb cans.
A lid with "Karo" in script on it was from a syrup can. Two rectangular
shaker tops were from spice cans and a round sprinkler top was part of a
chili powder container. Eight fragments of six oval salmon cans were
also collected. Six lids from baking powder cans had respectively the
information "CALUMET/BAKING POWDER..." "TRUE HEIGHT CAN/BAKING KC/POWDER
GUARANTEED" "CALUMET..." "SAME PRICE/AS 45 YEARS AGO/BAKING/25 OZ KC 25c",
"CALUMET/40Z/BAKING POWDER/FULL WEIGHT/ABSOLUTELY PURE" and "SAME PRICE TODAY/BAKING /25 OZ KC 25c/POWDER/AS 45 YEARS AGO".
Seven round hole-and-cap can fragments were also likely to have
contained food products as did the 14 sanitary cans recovered. Nine of
the latter were measurable, one each 202 x 400, 208 x 412 (recent), 210 x
400, 300 x 410, 300 x 411, 300 x 412 (recent), 306 x 408 (recent), 314 x
410 and 400 x 411. As elsewhere, the artifacts noted as "recent"
appeared to postdate the historic occupation of New Rosemont.
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Nonfood cans and related items included 18 oval Prince Albert
type tobacco cans (one was marked "PRINCE ALBERT" on its base) and six
lids; six all steel beer cans; a 210 diameter pill box; a large round
blasting powder can; nine fragments of at least three square 5 gallon
cans; two oval headed cans, one piece of which had "CANCO" in an oval and
"ESTAB..." on its base; 13 friction lids: six that fit over a round can
body, six of the push in-pry out type and one from a rectangular can;
and 35 unidentifiable pieces.
Other metal artifacts totaled 224: 132 nails (Table 4.12); two
crown caps; eight bails (one 13 gage, two 14 gage and five 12 gage); a
piece of 19 gage copper wire; 35 pieces of iron wire (one each 9 and 12
gage, three 14 gage, five 15 gage, 12 16 gage and 11 17 gage); a fragment
of a large metal bucket; a 1920 Arizona automobile license plate; a large
iron bucket ear; two iron leg braces from a folding wooden cot; two Tshaped hinges; a pot lid; a dish pan handle; a spring shackle (Spivey
1979:33); a mule shoe; two back covers from silver pocket watches; five
pieces of an extension spring; two pieces of flat, woven wire cot springs
(Schroeder 1969:431); a grommet; the cast iron base to a shoe last stand;
part of the valve stem from a truck tire; a horseshoe fragment; four lids
for glass jars; and 18 unidentifiable fragments.
Miscellaneous artifacts collected were a carbon core from a large
dry cell battery, two D-size carbon cores, a hard rubber mechanical
pencil lead box labelled "PARKER PEN CO./ JANESVILLE, WIS.", a
whetstone, a fragment of black rubber and a man's rubber shoe heel.

Feature 67
Feature 67 was a small D-shaped platform about 6 ft by 10 ft
(Figure 4.17). A rock alignment bordered the leveled area on the north
and east sides. An approximately 5 ft square rock pile was located 4.5
ft east of the east side of the platform. The purpose of the rock pile
was unknown.

Artifacts
Feature 67 produced 338 surface artifacts: 159 glass (Table
4.11), 45 ceramic and 134 metal.
The bottle glass category contained six amber, one light green
and three aqua fragments from three beer bottles and a dark green piece
from a wine or champagne bottle, all alcoholic beverages.
Food associated items were a clear sherd from a 2 oz Gebhardt's
Chili Powder, an SCA, horizontally ribbed fragment from a peppersauce
bottle, four SCA pieces from a catsup bottle, two clear fragments from a
Type 1 preserve bottle, seven clear pieces of a Type 2 preserve bottle,
five clear pieces from a food bottle, an SCA stopper and an aqua fragment
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from a fruit jar.
Proprietary medicine was represented by 11 SCA fragments of a
bottle labelled "LA SANADORA/ROMERO..."; eight aqua pieces of a Hamlin's
Wizard Oil bottle; and two milk glass pieces from a Mentholatum jar.
Glass artifacts not from bottles were three SCA pieces of a
tumbler, an SCA fragment of a pitcher, two clear pieces of pressed glass,
an SCA kerosene lantern chimney fragment and a 3/32 in thick piece of
light green flat glass.
The 43 hardpaste white earthen ware fragments contained pieces of
a cup, two plates and a small bowl. The one fragment of porcelain was
from a bowl and the piece of softpaste earthen ware was part of a white
glazed bowl.
Most of the 113 cans and related items were from food containers.
Evaporated milk was represented by 27 cans, one each 208 x 206,
215 x 400, 300 x 405, 214 x 315 (two), 215 x 403 (three), 215 x 315
(five), 215 x 406 (14) and 14 fragments. One Borden's condensed milk can
fragment was found, as well as two oval salmon cans; a syrup can fragment
and two lids with "Karo" in script on them; and five hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans (one each with "ESTAB 119" and "ESTAB
20-C").
The 30 whole and fragmentary sanitary cans (Table 4.22) were all
thought to have contained food products.
Nonfood cans included five oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans
and one lid, three kidney oval cans with match striking ridges on the
bases, two pieces from two large square cans, six friction lids that fit
over the body of a can, 10 bucket fragments (one earless and at least two
with pushed through ears and "CANCO" in an oval and "ESTAB 210" on their
bases) and four unidentifiable fragments.
The other metal represented included five nails (Table 4.12),
three pieces of iron wire (one each 9, 15 and 17 gage), two iron leg
braces from a wooden cot (Figure A.22), two cast iron stove pieces, a
teaspoon fragment, a granite ware pot lid, a white enamel ware lid
fragment, a shoe eyelet and a stamped, tin, toy milk wagon or truck body
piece labelled "MILK".

Feature 68
Feature 68 was a trash scatter approximately 30 ft wide and 55 ft
long along a shallow drainage channel. It was situated about 20 ft down
slope and southeast of Feature 67, a platform (Figure 4.17).
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TABLE 4.22.

SANITARY CANS, FEATURE 67,
NEW ROSEMONT

Quantity

Size

Opened Type

Remarks

1

210 x 400

Safety roll

"V47", recent

1

211 x 115

Push in-pry up

1

213 x 406

-

1

300 x 400

Safety roll

2

300 x 406

Push in-pry up

1

300 x 410

1

300 x 411

1

304 x 408

Safety roll

2

306 x 408

2

306 x 409

Push in-pry up
u

1

306 x 410

1

314 x 411

4

400 x 408

2

400 x 410

1

403 x 600

1

404 x 414

6

-

"E23 S" (1), recent

Punched 2 hole

Liquid contents

Recent
"361 7" , recent

(3)
Quartered with knife (1)
1,

Safety roll
-

Fragments
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Feature 69
This feature consisted of a cleared, very shallow, depressed area
surrounded on three sides by rock alignments and a cleared, level area
adjoining it on the south. Both areas were probably platforms. On the
north end, rock alignments on the north, east and south enclosed a space
about 10 ft by 10 ft. South of the 12 ft long south alignment was a
cleared, level space about 10 ft by a maximum of 13 ft. Except for the
common alignment between the two platforms, the one on the south side had
no other alignments (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The surface of this feature produced 178 artifacts: 79 glass
(Table 4.11), 27 ceramic and 72 metal.
Of the 76 pieces of bottle glass, three were from a light green
beer bottle, three clear and three SCA pieces were from a Type 2 preserve
bottle, one clear fragment was from a Type 1 preserve bottle and one milk
glass sherd was from a Mentholatum jar.
Twenty-two of the ceramic sherds were hardpaste white earthen ware
and five were softpaste earthen ware. Three of the latter were parts of a
Mexican-made, yellow green glazed bowl and two were from a Mexican-made,
brown glazed bowl.
Nonbottle glass consisted of a clear and an SCA tumbler fragment
and an SCA piece of pressed glass.
Twenty-two of the cans once contained food products. Eight of
these were evaporated milk cans with matchstick filler holes; two cans,
one round and one hole-and-cap with "ESTAB 20-C", once contained meat; one
was from a syrup can; one was a sardine can; two were sanitary cans, one
of which had an "A" on a flag on one end; and eight were round, hole-andcap cans and like the sanitary cans, were not complete enough to provide
measurements.
Nonfood cans included two oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans,
three friction lids that fit over the body of a can, three bucket fragments,
three pieces of at least two large square cans and 20 unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal consisted of two nails (Table 4.12), three bails (one
each 11, 13 and 14 gage, Figure A.9C), seven pieces of iron wire (one 14•
gage and three each 16 and 17 gage), a dish pan handle, a small
horseshoe, an iron corner reinforcing piece from a trunk or suitcase,
part of a trunk or suitcase lock, a 406 diameter sanitary can with nail
holes in the bottom to create a sieve and two unidentifiable fragments.
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Feature 70
Feature 70 was a platform about 10 ft by 28 ft (Figure 4.17). A
small pile of rocks occurred at the southeast corner but they did not
appear to be part of an alignment. A second rock pile with a mining
claim stake was located about 16 ft north of the platform.

Artifacts
Only 45 artifacts were found at Feature 70: 33 glass (Table
4.11), six ceramic and six metal.
Five SCA pieces of a 1 pint whiskey and one aqua and two brown
fragments of two beer bottles were the only recognizable bottle forms.
Nonbottle fragments were two SCA pieces (one each from a tumbler) and a
pressed glass object.
Six hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, for which no form could
be determined, were collected.
Metal included one can fragment, two nails (Table 4.12), a piece
each of 16 gage and 17 gage iron wire and a stove pipe fragment.

Feature 71
Two leveled areas for platforms were assigned Feature 71. The
north platform was about 10 ft by 25 ft in size. It had no rock
alignments associated with it. About 8 ft southwest of it was a second
platform, 15 ft by 25 ft, with a rock alignment in place along most of
its north edge (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The artifacts from Feature 71 totaled 786: 289 glass (Table
4.11), 132 ceramic, 360 metal and five miscellaneous.
Six dark green fragments were from a champagne bottle with a wine
finish and a deep kickup; one yellow green piece was from a wine bottle
with a wine finish; nine clear, three aqua and one light green fragment
were from fruit jars; two clear pieces were from a Type 1 preserve
bottle; four clear fragments were from a prescription finished
prescription bottle; and three clear fragments were from two proprietary
products, McLean's Volcanic Liniment and "Palmolive Cream" for the hair.
Nonbottle glass included 11 partially melted fragments, an SCA
kerosene lantern chimney fragment, four clear sherds from a kerosene lamp
chimney, two pieces of a yellow green depression glass bowl, two
fragments of a light green depression glass tumbler and 75 pieces of flat
glass. Six of the latter were aqua (one 1/16 in, two 5/64 in and three
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3/32 in thick), 23 were clear (two each 1/16 in and 1/4 in thick and 19
7/32 in thick) and 46 were light green (nine 3/32 in thick, 11 1/16 in
thick and 26 5/64 in thick).
Of the 132 pieces of ceramics, 105 were hardpaste white
earthen ware, 22 were porcelain, four were softpaste earthen ware and one
was stone ware. The hardpaste fragments included eight cup pieces, one
with a blue line on the rim; two from a cork stamped, gaudy Dutch or
peasant ware bowl; one from a yellow glazed bowl; two plates, one with
two gold bands on the rim; and four fragments of two Homer Laughlin
marks, one probably dating 1900-1920 and one dating 1877 to present
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:128). Four cup, a bowl and two saucer fragments
were porcelain. One softpaste sherd was from a yellow ware bowl and one
was from a bowl with a clear glaze.
Foods cans totaled 13 and nonfood items totaled 30. Food cans
were represented by a piece from a Borden's condensed milk can; a lid to a
1 lb coffee can; a baking powder can lid with "CALUMET/4 OZ/ BAKING
POWDER...ABSOLUTELY PURE" on it; and three round and two hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat cans. The round cans were all 208 in diameter;
one had "ESTAB 83/RJK9" on it. A round hole-and-cap food can fragment
and four fragments of sanitary cans were also collected.
Nonfood cans and related items were five oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans; a small bucket fragment; nine oval headed can keys (Figure
A.10C); two friction lids that fit over a can body; six friction lids of
the push in-pry out type; three lid fragments; and four unidentifiable
pieces.
Other metal artifacts included 230 nails (Table 4.12); 10 crown
caps; two 14 gage bails; 22 pieces of iron wire (one 9 gage, two each 12,
13 and 18 gage, six 17 gage and nine 17 gage); a shovel reinforcing strap
labelled "STEEL/MIDLOTHIAN"; a valve stem from a truck tire; two bolts;
two square nuts; a pencil ferrule; a lag bolt; a corrugated metal box
fastener; a small, stamped tin star; an iron washer; a hacksaw blade; and
an extension spring.
Items found in a house were the aluminum pour spout from a round
cardboard salt box, a wash tub handle, a window shade roller pin and
three lids from glass food jars.
Items of a more personal nature were a harmonica reed plate, a
buckle, a rusted overall button, three 27 ligne overall buttons (one
with "LEE UNION/ALLS"), a two-hole, 21 ligne white metal button, a
garter buckle, a two pocket purse and a brass watch face.
Miscellaneous artifacts were a hard rubber straight razor handle,
a fragment of rubber, an oyster shell, a D-size battery carbon core and a
prehistoric core.
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Feature 72
Feature 72 was a partially disturbed platform bisected through
its short axis by a small drainage channel. No rock alignments were
associated with this structure which was approximately 20 ft wide and 40
ft long. The south center portion of the platform had eroded away
(Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Feature 72 produced 60 glass (Table 4.11), 99 ceramic and 41
metal objects for a total of 200 artifacts.
Only two bottle forms were evident: an aqua crown finish from a
beer bottle and a "patent lip" from a proprietary medicine bottle.
Nonbottle fragments were limited to three SCA pieces of a tumbler.
Sixty-one of the ceramic sherds were hardpaste white earthen ware,
and 33 were porcelain. A berry dish and a saucer (both with raised,
molded rim designs with a gold floral decoration below) were hardpaste,
as was a West End Pottery Company mark, 1920 to 1932 (Gates and Ormerod
1982:317, Figure 295c). Fifteen porcelain sherds were from at least one
saucer with a gold line at the rim and a floral decoration. In addition,
five porcelain fragments of a doll's head were collected.
Metal included an oval tobacco can lid, a piece of a large,
square can, three can keys, an iron washer and an unidentifiable
fragment.

Feature 73
This feature consisted of a platform about 15 ft by 25 ft (Figure
4.17). It had rock alignments on the southwest and southeast corners and
along the east wall. Two square wooden stakes were located on the
surface, one near each end of the platform. Feature 73 was in close
association with Features 74 and 75.

Artifacts
Feature 73 produced 135 artifacts: 32 glass (Table 4.11), 13
ceramic, 88 metal and two miscellaneous.
Five brown glass fragments were from a beer bottle and two clear
pieces were from a Type 2 preserve bottle. Nonbottle glass was confined
to three clear pieces of flat glass, one 3/16 in thick and two 7/32 in
thick.
Only 13 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, including two from a
cup, were found.
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Most of the cans were food related. One fragment was from a
Borden's condensed milk can; five cans all with matchstick filler holes
once contained evaporated milk. One fragment was from a round meat can;
five fragments were from at least four syrup cans; and three pieces were
lids with "Karo" in script on them (Figure A.4). There were also two
sanitary cans found, one 400 x 410 and one with "SANITARY" on one end.
Nonfood cans and related items were two oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans and one lid, two lids from kidney oval tobacco cans, a
bucket fragment, a push in-pry out friction lid and one unidentifiable
fragment.
Other metal included 24 nails (Table 4.12), one crown cap, four
bails (two each 11 and 12 gage, Figure A.9B), 13 pieces of iron wire (one
each 18 and 20 gage, two each 15 and 17 gage and seven 16 gage), one wire
of the type used to fasten the cork in a champagne bottle, an iron
washer, a brass washer, part of a spur, a hinge fragment, a cinch tongue,
a 9 gage wire hook like object (Figure A.10A), a lid from a glass bottle,
two pieces of a butt hinge, a window sash lock, a piece of a kerosene
lantern, a fragment of a white, metal, washboard scrubbing surface, a
piece of an aluminum comb, a four-hole, 27 ligne button, a brass gear
from a clock, a sieve made from a can end, a stamped tin trigger from a
toy pistol and four unidentifiable pieces.
A section of a solid rubber tire and an eyelet row from a
hightop button shoe was also found at Feature 73.

Feature 74
Feature 74 was a small platform about 10 ft square with a scatter
of rocks along the west edge (Figure 4.17). These may have been piled
here as a result of clearing the platform surface rather than as a
consciously constructed rock alignment. A wooden stake was located about
6 ft north of the northeast corner. There were two metal stakes, one
each in the southeast and northwest corners and two more west of the west
edge of the platform. The stakes may have been used as tent stakes.

Artifacts
From Feature 74 were collected 462 artifacts: 133 glass (Table
4.11), 83 ceramic, 241 metal and five miscellaneous.
The recognized forms from Feature 74 glass were three beer
bottles, which were represented by two amber, 14 aqua and three brown
fragments; one clear Type 2 preserve bottle; nine clear fragments from at
least two bottles, one with a Capistan Glass Company mark about 1918 to
1938 (Toulouse 1971: 548); a clear prescription ware prescription finish;
and two light green and 12 clear, rectangular, paneled pieces from two
bottles, the latter of which had a "patent lip" and had contained
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California Fig Syrup. Nine clear tumbler fragments were also collected.
Three softpaste and 80 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were
recovered at this feature. One hardpaste sherd was from a saucer, 10
were from one or more cups and 16 were from a plate with a West End
Pottery Company mark (1893 - 1938). Two of the softpaste sherds were from
a Mexican-made, green glazed bowl and one was from a white glazed mixing
bowl.
Over half of the 113 cans and related artifacts were food
containers. Seven fragments were from evaporated milk cans with
matchstick filler holes (three of these cans measured 215 x 406); one
piece was from a Borden's condensed milk can; one lid, embossed,
"SCHILLINGS/BEST/80Z", was from a baking powder can; a rectangular shaker
top was from a spice can; one lid had "HERSHEY'S COCOA" embossed on it;
one fragment was from a 3 lb coffee can; one syrup can had a "LOG CABIN"
shape; three fragments were from two round syrup cans and two lids had,
"Karo" in script on them; five were sardine cans; and 18 were meat cans
(10 were 208 diameter round cans and eight were pieces of hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered cans). Two of the round cans had "SANITARY" on an
end and two had "ESTAB 119" and "ESTAB 183", respectively on them. Two
hole-and-cap cans had "ESTAB 110" and "ESTAB 118", respectively on
them.
The 13 sanitary can fragments included four cans that were
measurable, 212 x 308, 306 x 408, 306 x 409 and 400 x 410. One fragment
had an "A" on a flag on one end. Only one of the four round, hole-andcap fragments was measurable (306 x 411). All four of these had lapped
side seams.
Nonfood cans and related items included eight oval Price Albert
type tobacco cans and five lids; two oval headed can keys; fragments of
three large square cans (Figure A.8C); seven pieces of at least three
small buckets, all with push through ears; 14 friction lids, one of the
push in-pry out variety and 13 that fit over a can body; and 17
unidentifiable fragments.
Other metal artifacts from this feature were 18 nails (Table
4.12), two crown caps, 10 bails (three each 11 and 12 gage, four 13 gage,
Figur A.9A), 39 pieces of iron wire (one each 18 and 20 gage, 10 15 gage,
21 16 gage and six 17 gage), three oval headed can key like objects, each
with a beveled point (Figure A.10D), an iron belt buckle, a fragment of a
horseshoe, a corrugated box joint fastener, a wood screw, an ear from a
large bucket, a 9 gage wire hook like object (one identical to that in
Feature 73 and Figure A.10A), a piece of a branding iron, six pieces of a
1/8 in mesh screen, a tin "cricket" noise maker (Figure A.11E), a wagon
box rivet, a coil spring from a bed or automobile seat, a tin strip from
a Phoenix lid, part of a kerosene lantern frame, two pieces of butt
hinges, three pieces of window screen, a tin frying pan handle, a cast
iron stove lid with lifter slot, 11 cast iron pieces from a stove, a cast
iron heater leg (Figure A.18), three pieces of one cast iron stove lid
with a lifter slot, a teaspoon and 14 unidentifiable fragments.
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Additional artifacts were four fragments of rubber and a piece of
leather.

Feature 75
This Feature was a trash scatter adjacent to the east sides of
Features 73 and 74 and was probably related to them. The scatter covered
an irregular area about 60 ft by 80 ft. A concentration of tin cans and the
remains of a recent campfire occurred in the center of the scatter
(Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The artifacts (484) from Feature 75 were: 118 glass (Table
4.11), 60 ceramic, 293 metal and 13 miscellaneous.
One light green and one amber piece, both with "ROOT" on the
base, were from beer bottles. The former was filled by the Moehn Brewing
Company of Burlington, Iowa, which was out of business by 1915 (Friedrich
and Bull 1976a) and the latter had "18" on its heel. A grey piece of
glass was from a 1/2 pint whiskey bottle.
Food bottles were represented by one clear and one SCA piece from
Type 1 preserve bottles; 11 clear pieces represented at least three
bottles and light SCA fragments of a fruit jar.
Three clear fragments, including a prescription finish, were from
a prescription ware bottle.
Nonbottle glass included three SCA pressed glass fragments, 31
SCA pieces of a pitcher, one SCA fragment of a pressed dish, two clear
tumbler fragments, five SCA kerosene lamp chimney pieces and a piece of
light green, 3/32 in thick, flat glass.
A number of forms were recognizable in the 59 sherds of hardpaste
white earthen ware and the one softpaste earthen ware. In the former, were
two saucer sherds; a bowl fragment with a scalloped edge; eight cup
sherds, two with a sponge applied green floral decoration and five with
a gold band at the rim, and "LIBERTAS" and the head of an eagle on one of
them; two sherds from a small pitcher with a Homer Laughlin mark and
"REPUBLIC/97L" on its base; and a West End pottery mark with "PURITAN"
above it and "E.L.O" below it, on a piece whose form was unknown. The
Laughlin piece was made in 1907 and the West End pieces dated about
1915 (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 128, 316, Figure 294d).
The softpaste sherd was from a Mexican-made, green glazed bowl.
The 193 tin cans and related items from Feature 75 reflected a
variety of food and nonfood contents.
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The food cans included 14 fragments of evaporated milk cans, two
of which measured 215 x 406. All had matchstick filler holes. Condensed
milk was represented by only two pieces from two Borden's condensed milk
cans.
Of the 16 (208 x 208) sanitary meat cans, a number of embossed
marks were seen including: "SANITARY" (four) "ESTAB 183", "ESTAB 119"
(Figure A.5D) and "ESTAB 935 (two). On the 21 hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered meat cans, only the following complete marks were seen: "ESTAB
20-C" (six) and "ESTAB 20-C/1 (one, Figure A.5C).
Nine fragments from six syrup can lids (three with "Karo" in
script on them) and 12 pieces of at least 10 cans in two sizes were
found. Nine cans measured 308 x 312 and one measured 308 x 400. The
"Karo" lid was found in both sizes.
Twelve fragments represented eight sardine cans. Three spice
cans were represented by three rectangular tops. Two baking powder lids,
one with "BAKING/KC/POWDER" and one with "...10 CTS/KC BAKING POWDER/ 10
CTS...", were found. Twelve round, hole-and-cap can fragments, all with
lapped side seams, represented at least nine cans; and 21 fragments were
from at least 19 sanitary food cans, seven of which were measurable (400
x 410 (two), 300 x 411, 306 x 409, 300 x 410, 306 x 408 and 400 x 411).
Nonfood items were 15 oval Prince Albert type tobacco cans and
seven lids; a toothpowder can embossed "DR E.L. GRAVE.—UNEQUALED
TOOTHPOWDER"; 13 bucket fragments representing at least four containers,
one of which was marked "CANCO" in an oval and "ESTAB 28" and one in an
oval "ESTAB 20"; 15 friction lids, of which 10 fit over a can body and
five were the push in-pry out kind; three oval headed can keys; six
fragments of at least four large, square cans; and 10 unidentifiable
fragments.
Other metal included 24 nails (Table 4.12); five bails (one 11
gage, and two each 13 and 14 gage); 23 pieces of iron wire (one each 12,
13, 14, 18 and 20 gage, two each 9 and 10 gage, three each 15 and 16 gage
and eight 17 gage); an extension spring; a claw hammer head; a grommet; a
small bucket with holes in the bottom to create a sieve; a cast iron
(malleable) washer with a "May 10, 1904" patent date; a 400 x 407
sanitary can made into a sieve; a bolt; the frame (Figure A.16) of an
Oxford bag (Schroeder 1969: 989); a .38 caliber cartridge case without a
headstamp; and two oval headed can key like objects with a beveled end on
the shank identical to those seen elsewhere at New Rosemont; a round
screen with 20 holes to the inch; and 14 unidentifiable fragments.
Metal objects commonly seen in the house included a wire spring
from a cot; a tin frying pan handle with "PAT ACME Nov 76" on it; two
ribs from an umbrella; a can with its edge rolled down to form a 3 3/4 in
high cup; a safety pin; the front of an alarm clock; two teaspoon
fragments; a corkscrew; a fruit jar lid; a lid with "MENTHOLATUM" on it;
part of an alarm clock similar to #200 in the Blish and others catalog
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for 1934 (621), a granite ware mixing or serving spoon; and a butt hinge
fragment.
Of a more personal nature were several other metal artifacts,
including a 40 ligne metal button; two 22 ligne overall buttons embossed,
"B.L./C0"; an aluminum thimble embossed "FINLEY'S EL-TRADO COFFEE"; a
harmonica reed plate; and the back frame plate from a pocket watch.
Miscellaneous artifacts collected were a rubber stopper and nine
fragments of rubber.

Feature 76
Feature 76 was an irregularly shaped platform measuring about 12
ft by 15 ft. It had no rock alignments associated with it. Erosion on
the east side may have removed part of the cleared, level platform
(Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
The artifacts from Feature 76 were 166 glass (Table 4.11), 10
ceramic and three metal.
Of the 166 pieces of bottle glass, 20 aqua, 23 light green and 17
brown fragments represented at least one aqua, two light green and one
brown beer bottles. Nineteen SCA fragments were from at least one Type 1
preserve bottle and two SCA parts of a prescription finish represented a
prescription ware bottle.
Only 10 hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were found. Six of
these were from a saucer with a gold band on the edge of the rim.
One fragment of an oval tobacco can lid, a piece of 17 gage iron
wire and a garter buckle labelled "VELVET GRIP/BOSTON GARTER/ PAT'D 6-704" (Figure A.14J), were also collected from this Feature.

Feature 77
Feature 77 was an irregularly shaped, cleared, level platform
about 30 ft in length and from 5 ft to 12 ft in width. The few rocks
scattered around the east end may have been part of a short alignment at
one time (Figure 4.17).

Artifacts
Feature 77 produced 100 artifacts from the surface: 42 glass
(Table 4.11), 33 ceramic and 25 metal.
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One light green heel fragment with "16-13" on it, a brown crown
finish and two aqua pieces (one a crown finish) were from beer bottles.
A dark green fragment was probably from a champagne bottle. One light
green sherd was from a horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle. One clear
piece with a continuous thread finish was part of a catsup bottle and
four SCA fragments were from a rectangular, paneled prescription ware
bottle.
Nonfood glass recorded were four SCA tumbler fragments and two
SCA pieces of pressed glass.
All of the 33 ceramic sherds from Feature 77 were hardpaste white
earthen ware. Three sherds were from at least one cup, one piece had a
gold band at the rim; seven fragments were from at least one bowl with a
printed floral design; one sherd was from a wash basin with a printed
floral design; and one piece was from a saucer with a thin blue rim line.
The 13 can fragments and related items included two pieces of a
sardine can; three evaporated milk cans (two of which measured 215 x
406), all with matchstick filler holes; a hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered meat can with "ESTAB..." on its cap; a kidney oval tobacco can
with match striking ridges on its base; and three can keys.
Other metal artifacts collected at this feature were a tine from
a pitchfork, a crown cap, five nails (Table 4.12), a shoe hammer head
(Association for Preservation Technology 1980: 239), an 8 in wood handled
table knife, a piece of 17 gage iron wire and two unidentified fragments.

Summary and Interpretation

New Rosemont, like its predecessor Old Rosemont, was a large
mining camp. With the Naragansett Mine, it formed the center of mining
activity in the Rosemont area for a period of six years, from 1915 to
1921.
A total of 77 Features (Table 4.10) were recorded at New
Rosemont: 11 were trash scatters; nine were trash dumps; 10 were
posthistoric occupation features, including a corral, two prospects,
campfires and rock piles; 41 were features with 43 platforms. A store, a
well, an adit, a rock alignment, a dance hall, an underground room and an
incipient mine shaft were also identified.
Beyond these feature identifications, other features, with more
specific functions or name associations, were identified by Saenz (Baker
1980:23). He identified the mine owner's (actually part owner and
manager) house and latrine, the deputy's house, the company store, the
storekeeper's house which was identified by Saenz as "Mascarena's" house,
the assayer's house, a pool hall, a boarding house, a cave for supplies, a
spring/well and a dance hall. Only a few of these were identified during
our field work. The company store was Feature 17; the cave for supplies
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was an adit, Feature 43; the dance hall was Feature 45; and the
spring/well was designated AZ EE:2:150 (ASM). None of the remaining
features listed by Saenz could be assigned positively to one of the
features identified during field work. The purpose of the deputy
presumably was to keep order in what could become, on occasion, a wild
and rowdy mining camp. He was a Pima County Sheriff's deputy. No assay
office was located at New Rosemont. There was thought to have been one
near the mine to the west, outside the study area.
Limited excavations were performed at Feature 7, 9, 16 and 55 to
evaluate the depth of trash deposits and to recover trash useful for
dating the features. No building foundations or other structural remains
were observed at New Rosemont beyond the relatively simple, dry laid rock
alignments and retaining walls that were used to maintain leveled
habitation platforms.
Typical dwellings, such as would have been used by the New
Rosemont laborers, are illustrated in the about 1900 photograph of
Helvetia (Figure 4.24).
The level of historical documentation available on the New
Rosemont camp was surprisingly scanty. A number of informants, one of
whom possessed two photographs, were the primary resources for camp-specific
information. The photographs were restricted in scope and,
therefore, provided little information except that relating to
architecture. No mineral survey plot was prepared for New Rosemont
because no attempt was made to patent the Naragansett claims until after
the camp was abandoned.
A total of 27,951 artifacts (Table 4.23) were collected from the
surface and from excavations of 62 of the features. Twenty-nine of the
features contained less than 200 artifacts apiece. The artifacts
associated with the mine shaft (Feature 55) were thought not to be
related to the feature, but were instead part of a trash scatter.
Artifacts tended to be in small fragments; therefore, only a few
provided enough information to identify form, product label and
technological information. Few were datable. Further reducing the
quality of the artifacts was the fact that the surface appeared to have
been disturbed by bottle collectors and other vandals. For these
reasons, larger collections of surface trash were made than might
ordinarily have been necessary, to somewhat offset their fragmentary
condition and the effect on the overall collection resulting from the
activities of souvenir hunters.
The datable artifacts collected were consistent with the 1915 to
1921 period of occupation, derived from the historical documentation. A
number of features contained trash that clearly postdated the 1921
abandonment of New Rosemont. Some of this was the remains of camping
activity and some, no doubt, a result of short term prospecting or mining
activity. There was no documentary or other evidence that Hughes,
Bennett or Wilson used the New Rosemont site, but some of the late trash
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TABLE 4.23. TRASH BY ARTIFACT CLASS, NEW ROSEMONT

FEATURE
NO.

GLASS

CERAMICS

CANS
43

METAL

NAILS

TOTAL
983

-

57

74

MISC

1

771

38

2

20

13

18

3

7

2

63

58

38

2

541

158

47

10

2338

2

6

2

60

5

309

105

29

7

1614

339

170

Exc.

24

26

-

9

546

257

177

89

87

11

1167

Exc.

673

347

238

78

30

233

1599

10

207

39

21

38

99

-

404

12

79

28

5

5

2

1

120

-

-

54

-

13

20

19

11

4

14

15

11

-

-

15

35

26

-

1

8

6

1

1

52

17

1

8

88

11

1

17

134

72

564

16

31

3

28

16A-Exc.

72

28

5

329

68

46

28

21

19

13

5

5

2

1

-

26

20

17

18

15

10

2

-

62

21

30

-

-

1

-

-

31

22

146

61

85

22

8

2

324

1

193

16B-Exc.

25

79

25

69

17

2

26

82

9

175

21

9

3

299

28

223

12

164

22

8

5

434

4

8

7

2

-

54

142

7

-

1

196

-

41

30

33

31

46

-

32

24

7

7

3

-

33

30

1

19

1

-

-

51
18
23

34

17

-

-

1

-

-

35

5

5

11

2

-

-

36

114

41

20

3

13

-

191

2

329

4

191

107

55

138

7

20

38

119

12

31

22

3

40

45

-

4

4

1

-

54

78

12

1360

37

41
42
44

747

316

159

48

35

1

69

14

-

2

121

5

-

14

213

20

3

171
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TABLE 4.23, continued

FEATURE
NO
45

GLASS

CERAMICS

CANS

METAL

56

2

20

5

-

-

83
1

NAILS MISC

TOTAL

46

1

-

-

-

-

-

47

7

2

1

-

2

-

12

48

13

11

2

1

-

1

28

50

9

21

4

-

5

51

14

8

8

4

5

-

39

39

52

124

74

25

46

17

1

287

53

1213

481

344

96

16

1

2151

54

256

212

35

49

7

-

559

55
Exc.
58

539

479

40

57

93

37

1245

1235

754

115

188

185

111

2588

174

51

45

18

2

3

293

59

155

28

145

30

33

8

399

60

157

105

19

20

5

4

310

61

101

33

89

15

48

2

288

62

345

143

63

36

17

2

606

64

864

87

9

25

4

-

989

65

234

23

26

48

36

1

368

66

287

69

176

92

132

7

763

67

159

45

113

16

5

-

338

68

203

28

140

21

9

4

405

69

79

27

53

17

2

-

178

70

33

6

1

3

2

-

45

71

289

132

43

87

230

5

786

72

60

99

5

2

34

-

200

73

32

13

24

40

24

2

135

74

133

83

114

109

18

5

462

75

118

60

194

75

24

13

484

76

166

10

1

2

-

-

179

77

42

33

13

7

5

-

100

5,341

4,026

1,962

1,573

665

27,951

TOTALS

14,384
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may have originated with their activities at the Narragansett Mine.
A study of the distribution of artifacts within the surface trash
scatters on each of the features revealed that there was virtually no
meaningful clustering or patterning of the trash. For example, for the
platforms where nails and flat glass had been collected, only two
Features, 5 and 71, had more than 10 pieces of glass and 10 nails. The
16 pieces of flat glass and 38 nails at Feature 5 were concentrated in
several squares on the north side of the platform in a 15 ft by 20 ft
area. At Feature 71, where two platforms existed, the 230 nails tended
to be on the north platform and east of both. The 75 pieces of flat
glass duplicated this arrangement. At four other features, nails also
tended to be concentrated rather than randomly scattered. At Feature 10,
the 99 nails were on the platform surface and on its east side; at
Feature 65, the 36 nails tended to be on the north side of the platform;
at Feature 66, the 132 nails were primarily north and south of the
platform; and at Feature 73, the 24 nails were north and east of the
platform. Most flat glass and nails were not found on platform surfaces
where presumably frame buildings, tents or other forms of dwellings were
erected. What these concentrations represented is unclear. They may
simply have been work areas, or parts of trash scatters that normally
accumulated around habitations.
Without the historical documentation (specifically the Saenz map)
and information collected from informants, it is unlikely that the
building functions that have been discussed would have been similarly
identified through an analysis of the archaeological remains. Had it not
been for the documentation and for its location in an area of intensive
mining, the site of New Rosemont might not have been identified as a
mining camp, on the basis of trash alone.
Only 22 widely scattered artifacts could be identified as mining
related. These were nine blasting cap cans, three mine car track spikes,
a carbide can, three pieces from miners carbine lamps and three blasting
powder cans (one of which was subsequently made into a stove). A man's
hobnail shoe and two metal pieces used to reinforce the toes of a pair of
work boots, were also found. The metal pieces were built into the shoes
and were designed to protect the miners' toes from being crushed by
falling rock and machinery in the mine. Why a mining camp that produced
nearly 28,000 artifacts contained only 22 related to mining, could not be
explained. Specific functions for most features at New Rosemont could
not be determined from the trash collected. For example, no feature
contained the kinds of trash, such as large sized (no. 10) food cans that
one would have expected from the "boarding house" feature shown on the
Saenz map. Instead the trash appeared to reflect more generalized and
uniform domestic habitation activities. The type of situation that might
result if the majority of features were occupied or utilized by mine
employees and their families, all with a common cultural background,
limited access to the outside world and all buying groceries from the
same store.
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The features identified by Saenz, the owner-manager's house,
store and so on, were obviously important enough to be remembered by him
and thus were possibly central features in the community for everyone.
The mine owner-manager's house, the company store and the mine (of
course), were the focal points for company related business and for
contact between the company and its employees. To a lesser extent the
boarding house would have accomplished the same purpose. Exclusive use
of the company store may not have been necessary, because a store
operated by Juan Lopez was readily accessible at Feature 45 and a store
at Old Rosemont was also available. The company store, at least, would
have provided credit.
The focal points for social interaction, at least for the men in
the camp, would have been Pallare's "pool hall and card games"
establishment; the boarding house, where lodging and meals were
available; and the dance hall (Feature 45). The store might have served
a social purpose, as well.
The authority figures and technicians (the mine owner-manager,
the deputy and the assayer) in camp were all Anglos. Second level
employees (the storekeeper and the mine foreman) were Mexican (Document
47), and the labor force appeared to have been exclusively Mexican.
The population of New Rosemont at any given time is unknown, but
probably around 200 people lived in the camp. The 1920 census, which is
not yet available for use, would have been helpful for determining the
number of residents, the number of families present, the size and ethnic
background of the work force and so on. The presence of a boarding house
in the camp attested that a number of single men were employed in the
mine, while several artifacts indicated the presence of families.
Artifacts normally associated with men during the New Rosemont
era were cartridges, alcoholic beverages, tobacco, suspender buckles,
overall buttons, rivets from Levis and other pants, shoes, pocket
knifes, belt buckles, a hair cream bottle, part of a straight razor and
single edge razor blades. Because mining was strictly a male occupation,
the mining related artifacts were also associated with men.
There were numerous tobacco cans, in the form of the Prince
Albert type oval container, for those who rolled their own cigarettes.
These appeared on 35 of the 56 reported features that contained trash.
Alcoholic beverage containers (primarily beer bottles, with some whiskey
and wine), were also very common. Only eight of the 56 features reported
with surface trash did not contain alcoholic beverage bottles.
Women and children were represented in at least 19 of the 56
features (Table 4.24). Artifacts related to women were clothing
fasteners, shoes, a bead, cosmetic containers, a purse and thimbles.
Small scissors for sewing (?), porcelain figurines, mirrors, fancy
pressed glass objects (both of a decorative and utility nature) and
umbrellas were more likely to be in a dwelling where women were present.
These were not shown on Table 4.24, but pressed glass, for example, was
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found on 16 features, eight of which were not on Table 4.24. All but one
of the eight were platforms.
Except for the occasional prostitute who visited the camp
(Document 47), no single women lived at New Rosemont.
Child related artifacts (Table 4.24) included toys and a few
items of clothing. Four reed plates harmonica not on Table 4.24 were
from artifacts, possibly considered to be toys.
On the basis of the artifacts related to women and children (if
the artifacts probably associated with women were included), at least 11,
and possibly 18, platform features were occupied by families. These
artifacts probably underrepresent the number of women in the camp.
Artifacts identifiable with specific ethnic groups were also
recovered at New Rosemont. It was not surprising that most of these
could be attributed to Mexicans. Parts of proprietary medicine bottles
labelled, "LA SANADORA" were found at two features (16 and 67). Nine
features contained fragments of Mexican-made softpaste earthen ware bowls,
one of which had a sooted exterior. Thirteen features contained
peppersauce bottle fragments and six produced Gebhardt's Chili Powder
bottle remains. Five of these features contained both chili powder and
peppersauce bottles.
Fragments of Papago ceramics were found only in Feature 55.
These reflected the use of Papago pottery for a number of purposes, such
as cooling drinking water, rather than indicating the presence of Papago
Indians on the site.
Diet at New Rosemont appeared to have been basically plain and
simple. Food products identified from the artifactual remains
represented the same types as those found at Old Rosemont. Most common
were evaporated milk, meat, syrup cans and sanitary cans once
containing vegetables and fruit. Karo syrup in red cans was reported by
Lopez (Document 47) and was found in some quantity during the course of
field work. A few round, hole-and-cap cans that had contained vegetables
and fruit were also found. Other canned food products recognized were
condensed milk, sardines, salmon, kippers, spice, coffee, baking powder
and cocoa. Lard in small buckets was also commonly used. Bottle foods
included catsup, peppersauce, chili powder, Worcestershire sauce, olives
and salad or olive oil. Mayonnaise and mustard were in containers
postdating the historic occupation of the site. A round, cardboard salt
box represented by a pour spout, a peach seed, eggshell, oyster shells,
fruit jars, jelly jars and many preserve bottles were also collected.
The vast majority of faunal remains found were beef, with an occasional
chicken or sheep bone.
Staples such as flour, sugar, coffee in paper bags, beans and
corn for tamales and tortillas were reported (Document 47). Flour and
white sugar were rationed because of World War I, but substitutes for the
latter of honey, brown sugar and panocha from Nogales were used. Of
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TABLE 4.24.

ARTIFACTS RELATED TO WOMEN AND CHILDREN,
NEW ROSEMONT

Feature No.

Artifact

Related to

Type of Feature

7

Hair pin

Woman

Platform

"

Trash dump (1), Platform(3)

9,58,71,76

Garter Buckle

9

Hook and eye

Trash dump

9, 44

Shoe

Trash dump

9, 55,58,61

Brand name cosmetic

Trash dump (2), Trash
scatter(1), platform (1)

10

Bead

Platform

41,55

Milk glass
cosmetic box

Trash dump, trash scatter

Corset lacing
strip

Trash scatter

55

Children

Platform(4), trash scatter
(1)
Platform

5,9,54,55,72

Ceramic doll

7

Toy shovel

7

"Grickeenoise
maker

7,16,38,50,55,58

Marble

Platform(4), trash dump (1),
trash scatter (1)

16

Toy horse

Trash dump

41,54

Toy dishes

Trash dump, platform

59,67

Stamped tin toy "

9, 44

If

Shoe

11

Platform

Trash scatter, platform
Trash dump
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course, traces of these in the archaeological context were not found,
because the packaging for them does not preserve.
Unlike Old Rosemont, most of the buildings at New Rosemont were
of less durable construction than wood frame. Only the owner-manager,
store keeper and deputy lived in frame houses. The store was also a
frame building. No stone or adobe buildings were ever erected.
Housing for the laborers at New Rosemont was probably an eclectic
combination of tents and whatever locally available materials were at
hand to be used. Some were no doubt a mixture of wood, tarps, thatch,
metal sheeting and other suitable materials. A tent and two thatched
roof pole buildings in around 1900 Helvetia, are shown in Figure 4.24.
The rock alignment on the side of the thatched roof structure in the
foreground, is noteworthy. Lopez mentioned that at least one man, Yanez,
lived in a thatch roofed house at New Rosemont (Document 47). A Yanez
was shown on Saenz's 1918 map (Baker 1980:23).
No artifacts specifically provided information on status
differences, or on the social, economic, religious or cultural aspects of
life at New Rosemont. The available historical documentation did
indicate that Anglos were employed in the upper level of management and
in the technical areas. The individual who was in upper management and
another who was at a lower level (the storekeeper) lived in frame houses
which were probably company owned. The owner-manager occupied a frame
building larger than all the other frame buildings at New Rosemont, if
Saenz's map reflected reality.
Perhaps another factor indicating status differentiation was the
owner-manager's latrine, shown on Saenz's map. It was the only latrine
shown. Lopez (Document 47) reported that most individuals used the
arroyos and trees at New Rosemont rather than wood frame latrines.

AZ EE:1:106 (ASM)

The AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) site lies immediately north of the Martinez
Ranch site, AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), and is scattered along a major eastward
draining branch of Wasp Canyon (Figure 4.24) in the NW 1/4 of the NW 1/4,
Section 31, T18S, R16E. It extends a short distance into Section 36,
T18S, R15E. Most of the features of the site are located on small flood
plain remnants or terraces on both sides of the narrow and relatively
deeply cup wash within an area designated as "woodland" by McLaughlin and
Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). Elevation is about 5100 ft on the east and
5147 ft on the west end of the site.
The site is about 810 ft long (east-west) and is from 60 to 330 ft
wide (north-south).

•

Figure 4.24
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History

The first to make permanent use of this site appears to have been
Juan Martinez. He had at least two buildings located along the wash, and
used the spring (Feature 14). The history of Martinez' occupation of the
area is presented in Chapter 5.
The relative abundance of water made this a favored location for
miners and cattle raisers (Martinez was both). Specific evidence of
three components exists at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM): the Martinez Ranch
occupation prior to 1917; the Muheim-Grafen mining operations from about
1917 into the 1930s; and cattle ranching. Off-site ranchers, such as
Edward Vail, used the general Rosemont area for grazing purposes from at
least as early as the 1880s. It seems possible that at some time or
another, cattlemen used the water resources at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) even
when Martinez and Muheim were located at the site. The remains of
ranching appears to postdate the Muheim-Grafen occupation. These
probably belong to the VR Ranch.
Little is known of the Muheim-Grafen mining operation at
Rosemont. The Muheims, Joseph and Henry, may have become interested in
the area as early as 1906 (Evelyn Muheim pers. comm.) but no mention of
them occurs in the literature until much later. They patented no claims.
William Grafen was prospecting and mining in the Greaterville and
Rosemont districts as early as 1879. At one time, he owned the Sweet Bye
and Bye claim which he later sold to the Muheims (Document 37). Sometime
between 1910 and 1917, after Martinez had left Rosemont, Grafen was
living at the Martinez Ranch site (Document 38). Ultimately, the ranch
buildings were incorporated into the Muheim-Grafen mining camp.
Grafen's level of business involvement with the Muheims is
unclear, but he worked for them in their various mining activities
p nbably as a partner, or lessee, in some ventures. Towards the end of
his life he may have been only an on-site caretaker at their facilities
in the Rosemont area. Grafen died on the site in 1930 (Document 84).
In the early 1930's Warner Pfenninger became a caretaker of the Muheim
interests. In 1934, he died and was buried at AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), Feature 1
(Document 85).
The Muheims, or rather their employees, may not have occupied the
site after 1934, but no specific documentation was found to validate this
assumption. Mrs. Muheim could not clarify the problem. At least one of
the Muheims (Joseph), who lived in Bisbee, Arizona, continued to have an
interest in the mine and other claims until 1963 when he sold out to the
Banner Mining company (Evelyn Muheim pers. comm.). The last shipment of
ore from the Muheim-Grafen mine may be that cited by Keith (1974:127) for
1960.
The Muheim-Grafen mine is reported to be in the NW 1/4, Section
31, T18S, R16E (Keith 1974:127). It was not specifically identified by
the Arizona State Museum survey. Keith (1974:127) lists the mine as
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consisting of a shaft and adits. The adits may be those discussed below
as Features 4, 7 and 8.
Another aspect of the Muheim mining operations at Rosemont was a
leaching system, AZ EE:1:105 (ASM), constructed in Section 30 and
described elsewhere in this report. The leaching facility is located
just north of AZ EE:1:106 (ASM).
Subsequent to the historic occupation of this site, it has
enjoyed considerable popularity as a location for camping, both by those
engaged in mine related activities and by recreationists.

Features

The 17 features at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) included a series of rock
alignments, three adits, four platforms, a concrete water tank (connected
by pipes to a spring), a capped well, a house site, a stock trough, a
small animal pen, a concrete pad and two concentrations of trash. The
term "posthistoric trash" used below refers to the around 1945 to 1957
period trash found throughout the site.

Feature 1
At the east end of the site and north of Feature 2, AZ
EE:2:68 (ASM), was a large leveled area, supported by a 35 ft long rock
retaining wall on its east end adjacent to the wash. The artificially
leveled area is about 60 ft north-south and 65 ft east-west and has
numerous boards, barbed wire fragments and other trash scattered over it.
The major element of the feature is a complex of rock alignments about 25
ft north-south and 62 ft east-west in extent, roughly situated across the
center of the leveled area. the purpose of these alignments was not
determined.
A rectangular grid of 217 5-ft squares was laid over the feature
and a 100 percent collection made. Only 129 squares contained artifacts.
A trench, 2 ft wide and 40 ft long, was excavated across the
southern two-thirds of the feature in an attempt to locate any alignments
buried by slope wash, to recover artifacts and to define and identify
the purpose of the alignments. The trench revealed a dark brown soil
layer 0.2 ft to 0.4 ft thick with a small number of artifacts throughout.
Below this layer was sterile soil. No structural remains were found.
Portions of six squares were excavated to sterile on the west end
of the rock alignment complex, primarily to uncover the extent of the
alignments and to recover subsurface trash. These excavations revealed
that the rock alignments were sitting on sterile soil, covered by a 0.1
ft to 0.2 ft layer of slope wash which became progressively deeper as the
excavations moved toward the south. Only one segment of an alignment is
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noteworthy. This consisted of two east-west oriented parallel rows of
cobbles about 1 ft apart and 16 ft in length. This may have been part of
a building foundation, but only this segment remains.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 1219 artifacts (892 glass, 80 ceramics, 243 metal and
four miscellaneous) were collected from the surface and excavations at
Feature 1. Only 163 of these (112 glass, eight ceramic and 43 metal)
came from the excavations.
A total of 780 glass fragments were collected from the surface of
Feature 1. Only 64 fragments of surface bottle or jar glass could be
classified as being food related. Items related to specific food
products were relatively few in number. These fragments (two clear and
one SCA) came from one or more Gebhardt's Eagle Chili Powder bottles. A
machine-made clear piece, with a continuous thread finish and an in-place
metal cap, came from a catsup bottle; and, a clear, quart size milk
bottle was represented by a finish fragment.
Parts of containers found which were known or thought to have
contained food products included: six clear machine-made Type 1 preserve
style bottle fragments; a lug finished, machine-made, rectangular, aqua
bottle sherd; two clear bases with "BEST FOODS" embossed on them; and a
clear base with "DESIGN PATENTED/" a T in a triangle/"S82-F 81605". The
mark was that of the Turner Brothers about 1910 to 1920 (Giarde
1980:122).
Wide mouth food bottle (or jar) fragments, either from home
canning fruit jars or from containers purchased at a store, numbered 49
and represented at least six bottles. One of these pieces was SCA, three
were light green, three aqua and 32 were clear. All appeared to have
been machine-made and all had continuous thread finishes. One of the
clear fruit jar pieces had "(T)RADE.../MASON" on it, one had
"".er.—/...seal."" in script and one had "MASON'S STRONG SHOULDER" on
it. The SCA sherd had "(K)ERR GLASS MFG. .../PAT/AUG..." on it. This
fruit jar was patented in 1915.
Seventeen of the 36 soda bottle fragments were parts of "NEHI"
bottles. One had "PAT JULY 20.../ORAN(GE)...", one had "NEHI/DES. REG.
U.S. PAT...", one had "(NE)HI 9 FLUID/OUNCES/..." and the base mark of
the Illinois-pacific Glass Company, 1902-1930 (Toulouse 1971:268), and
one had "NE(HI)..." on it. The remaining bottles were recognizable on
the basis of raised elements of their body designs.
Two sherds were from a light green, or "Georgia green" (Munsey
1972:72), Coca Cola bottle, with "(TUCSO)N BOTTLING WORKS" on one of
them. Four pieces were from a clear bottle with "CHIEF" on the shoulder.
Six light green fragments were from a Cliquot Club soda bottle with
"REGISTERED/B1" on the heel and a representation of an Eskimo with a
bottle in his arms and an R in a triangle on the base. The "R" was the
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mark of the Reed Glass Company,
Tucson Bottling Works dated from
1913: 137; Walsh 1930:316). Two
crown finish and four which were
specific brands.

1927 to 1956 (Toulouse 1971:432). The
1913 to 1930 (Arizona Directory Company
clear sherds, one with an emerald green
straw colored could not be assigned to

One hundred and sixty-seven fragments could be assigned to
alcoholic beverage bottles. Beer bottles accounted for 98, wine for 11
and whiskey for 58.
Fifty-one of the beer fragments were from at least three, 12 oz,
machine-made, amber colored bottles of relatively recent origin.
Included within this total were three crown finishes, a base with
"Root/6" (dating 1902 - 1932), and a base with "7", Owens-Illinois mark,
"7/9/B/G11" dated 1937 or 1947 (Toulouse 1971:445, 403). The "Root"
bottle had "(C)ONTENTS 12 FLU. OZ./.-15.—" on its heel. the "15" may
have been a date mark, 1915. Aqua beer bottle pieces totaled 25, and
included: an AB monogram "...3"; a partial AB monogram mark; two heel
marks, "175..." and "19"; and, two crown finishes, one was machine-made
and one was hand formed. The AB monogram was that of the American Bottle
Company, 1905-1929 (Ayres and others 1980). The heel marks were of the
same company and dated 1917 and 1919 respectively.
Brown beer bottle glass, totaling 16 pieces, represented at least
three bottles. Included were two machine-made and one hand formed crown
finishes; a base with a "4"; a 1916 "16 S47" heel mark of the American
Bottle Company; and "...CO/...ISCO/...LIF..." (an unidentifiable San
Francisco, California brewery) on a body sherd.
Five light green fragments including two finishes, one of which
was machine-made, and a clear crown finish, were also collected.
Whiskey bottles were represented by 58 fragments: 26 SCA, 21
clear, six amber and five brown. The SCA pieces included two brandy
finishes, an oval base embossed, "ONE PINT" and a round quart base with a
"B" on it. At least two bottles were represented. A brandy finished
piece, a fragment with a partial "Federal Law Forbids..." slogan (19331964), a sherd each from a round quart and an oval pint bottle, and a
base with "31", L in an oval, "3" and "ONE P..." on the heel were clear.
The base mark, used after 1957, was that of the Latchford Glass Company
(Toulouse 1971:316). Two whiskey bottles were represented in the clear
glass. Six amber fragments were from an oval pint bottle. Five brown
pieces, including two continuous thread finishes, represented two
bottles. One of these pieces had "ONE QUART" on a heel and "377", L in
an oval, "0" on a base.
One green, one clear and nine dark green fragments represented at
least four wine bottles. Within the dark green glass were two kickups.
The clear piece was a continuous thread finish with an aluminum neck band
from an oval pint bottle.
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Twenty fragments were from medicinal bottles and a jar. Nine
clear and six aqua sherds were from proprietary medicine bottles. Four
of the aqua fragments, including a bead finish, were from a Pond's Extract
bottle with "1846" on its base. This product dated at least from 1878
(Wilson and Wilson 1971:133) to 1926 (Brewer and Company 1926:84). One
aqua sherd was from an HHH Horse Medicine bottle that dated from around
1864 to at least 1915 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:43; Herskovitz 1978:16;
Devner 1968:44). Another aqua piece was from a McElree's Wine of Cardui
bottle dating 1882 to at least 1926 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:58, 126;
Brewer and Company 1926:75). Four of the clear pieces were from a
machine-made ball neck paneled HHH Horse Medicine bottle. Two others had
"(H)HH/...(LINIM)ENT/CHICAGO" on the front panel and "ILLINOIS" on a side
panel. The "liniment" product was most likely a later version of HHH
Horse Medicine but it was not listed in any of the standard sources. The
three remaining clear fragments were a "patent lip" from a ball neck
paneled bottle, a reinforced patent lip and a rectangular base with "9",
an 0 in a square, "5". The mark was that of the Owen's Bottle Company,
1911 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:393).
Three small milk glass, continuous thread-finished fragments were
from a Mentholatum jar. These dated from 1906 (Periodical Publishers
Assoc. 1934:61) to 1955 (Eastin 1965:6).
Two prescription ware bottles were represented by a piece each.
One, a rectangular base, had "F", an I in a diamond, "9/LYRIC" on it, and
the other, a 6 oz, machine-made, continuous thread-finished container,
had a "6" in a circle on its base. "LYRIC" on the former refers to the
bottle shape. The maker's mark dated 1916 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:264).
Miscellaneous fragments from the surface numbered 425 pieces.
These included: one yellow green, two cobalt blue, four straw, nine
emerald green, 11 dark green, 14 brown, 24 light green, 37 aqua, 54 SCA,
76 amber and 193 clear pieces. Within the clear fragments were a number
of datable maker's marks. These were: the Owens-Illinois Glass Company,
without a date number (1929-1954); Owens-Illinois with datable numbers
"2", 5", "7", and "8" which represented, respectively, 1942 or 1952 (the
2 is also associated with the "Duraglas" trademark, 1940 to 1963), 1935
or 1945, 1937 or 1947 and 1938 or 1948 (Toulouse 1971:170, 403); Glass
Container Corporation, 1934 to 1967 (Giarde 1980:45); the mark of the
Capistan Glass Company, around 1918 to 1938 (Toulouse 1971:549); HazelAtlas, 1920 to 1964 (Giarde 1980:51); an "I" in an "0", Owens-Illinois
Glass Company, since 1954 (Toulouse 19712:403); and a mark of the Pacific
Coast Glass Company, 1925 to 1930 (Giarde 1980:99). Two datable marks
were on amber glass: that of the Latchford-Marble Glass Company, 1939 to
1956 (Giarde 1980:142) and the "I" in an "0" mark mentioned above.
An additional 19 glass fragments were collected from the surface:
two clear jelly jar rims; a fragment of a clear glass dinner plate with
raised knobs or "bumps" (hobnail pattern) on the underside and a milky
rim; two clear tumbler body sherds; an SCA lid for a round baking dish;
three SCA fragments from a pressed (7) glass object; two clear kerosene
lamp font sherds; one milk glass piece not from a jar; four pieces of
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9/16 in thick light green flat glass; one piece of clear 1/8 in thick
flat glass; and two 5/16 in thick pieces of automobile or truck window.
None of the 72 ceramic sherds from the surface of Feature 1
contained a maker's mark. Of the 26 hardpaste white earthen ware
fragments, three were from a cup, four from a mug, one from a saucer, one
from a plate and two from an oval bowl. The forms of 15 pieces could not
be determined; two of these had decorative remnants. One had at least
two thin blue lines near the rim and another had the ghost of a geometric
design.
Three softpaste red ware sherds were also unmarked. They were
from a clear glazed, Mexican-made bowl. One unidentifiable softpaste
earthen ware sherd was also found. Three porcelain sherds, whose form
could not be established, were unmarked and without decoration.
The most numerous group of sherds were 39 fragments derived from
at least three stone ware forms. Twenty-five pieces had a clear glaze on
both sides. Ten of these were from a straight sided crock which lacked
an interior lip to hold a lid. Three appeared to be from a jar which had
a loop handle and a 2 in to 3 in opening with a lip or ledge on which to
rest a lid. The form of two of the sherds could not be determined. Four
sherds were from a jug with a dark brown glaze on both sides and a loop
handle at the rim. The jug could have been sealed with a cork. Nine of
the fragments had a clear glaze on the exterior and a dark brown glaze on
the interior. The four jug sherds and the 10 previously mentioned were
probably all from one jug which had a dark brown glaze on the interior
and half of the exterior. The lower half of the exterior had a clear
glaze.
Most of the 70 can (and related fragments) from Feature 1 were
from food cans. Two were from hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat
cans opened with a key. One cap had "AT...9 1" on it; the other had "W/1
0" and an "E" in a diamond. Neither of these marks could be identified
as to manufacturer. Three fragments, otherwise unidentifiable, were also
from meat cans. One 500 diameter 1 lb coffee can, opened with a key and
six lids, three of which fit this can size, were collected. One lid was
508 in diameter and one was approximately 404. The latter was a friction
lid, fitting over the body of a can, and had "A SCHILLING PRODUCT"
embossed on it. One lid was only a fragment. Six pieces were of cans
which once contained fish products. Three were rectangular, round
cornered sardine cans which opened on the top with a key. One of these
had a one-piece drawn body, one was a heavily soldered, three-piece can,
and the third was a three-piece can with "NORVEGE" embossed on it. One
drawn oval salmon can and two cut out ends were found. One of the ends
had "MONTEREY CAL. U.S.A." embossed on it. The lid of a baking powder
can was found with "...BAKING...MADE...ABSOLUT..." embossed on it. Six
matchstick filler hole type evaporated milk can fragments which
represented parts of four cans, were found . A sanitary can fragment was
collected which had "Empson's" embossed in script on the end. One of the
milk cans measured 215 by 315 and dated post1950, according to Simonis
(N.D.). The Empson can probably contained vegetables. It was packed by
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the J. Empson and Daughter Canning Company between about 1904 (the year
in which the sanitary can was introduced) and 1927 when the company was
sold (May 1938:71, 77). Five other fragments of sanitary cans were found
which probably also contained food; however, their contents could not be
ascertained.
Nine food container lids were found. Four of these were friction
lids fit over the body of a can. Only one of these, which was 208 in
diameter, was complete enough to measure. Five lids, all with continuous
threads, were for glass jars. One was a Kerr Economy-type lid without
the center disc; one was a zinc fruit, or Mason, jar lid; one had "BEECHNUT/BRAND/TO OPEN TURN" and an arrow; one was a knurled-edged, 208
diameter lid with a metal liner; and one was a plain lid. The Beech Nut
Food Company was founded in 1891 and the Beech Nut brand is still in use
today (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:15; Zumwalt 1980:44). Other
food related items found were three small earred buckets, one with the
ears soldered to the bucket body and two with the ears pushed through the
body of the bucket. These containers could have held lard, peanut
butter, honey or any number of food products. Two 9 gage and one 14 gage
bucket bails were found. One oval headed can key with a strip attached
was also collected.
Several nonfood cans were found: a cone top, all steel beer
can; a kidney oval tobacco can with ridges for striking matches on the
base; two tobacco can lids; a lid with "TO OPEN INSERT COIN UNDER EDGE OF
COVER AND TWIST" embossed on it; and an oval handle from a large square
or rectangular can. The cone top beer can dated from 1935 to the mid1950s (Busch 1981:100-101).
Use of the kidney oval tobacco can dates at
least as early as 1917 (Rock 1981:23). The embossed lid may have been
from a shoe polish can. Eighteen can fragments whose form or content was
unidentifiable were also collected.
Other metal objects found included 57 pieces of wire, 28 nails
(Table 4.25) and 45 miscellaneous objects. The iron wire included one 12
gage, three 15 gage, 43 17 gage and five 18 gage pieces. In the 17 gage
category were two machine twisted baling loops and six round loops which
apparently had been formed around small poles or posts. These loops were
1 in, 1 1/2 in (2), 2 1/4 in (2), and 3 1/2 in in diameter. One piece of
17 gage wire had a short piece of 20 gage wire wrapped around it. Two
pieces of 18 gage wire formed a type of netting. It was not unlike a
fine poultry netting except for its rectangular pattern. The three
individual 18 gage pieces probably came from this netting. Two pieces of
wire, 12 gage and 14 gage, were galvanized. Three pieces of barbed wire,
two of the Winner type (McCallum and McCallum 1965:244) and one similar
to the turn and wrap type described by Clifton (1970:109) were also
collected. One of the former was actually two pieces joined by six
strands of 17 gage iron wire.

The 45 miscellaneous metal artifacts included nine
architecturally related items: a screen door spring, a piece of window
screen, part of a horizontal rim knob lock, a screen door hinge of the
type illustrated in Blish, and others (1934:285, No. 960) and five tin

TABLE 4.25.

Square
Number

Common
Exc
Surface
5d 6d 8d 10d 20d 30d 40d
6d 8d 10d 20d 30d
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1
1
1

2

2
3

1
2

1

2

1

1

1-11-11-4

1

1
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1

1-1.--1

1
1
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2
4
5
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Sr
Surface
2d 6d 8d
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1

1

1

2

1

1

8

7

6

1

2

1

7

2

1

1

1

3

2

48
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disks with a center nail hole. Three of the discs were 1 1/4 in, and two
were 1 9/16 in in diameter. One of the former had a 7/8 in long nail
through it and another had a 4d smooth box nail through it. These discs
were commonly used to prevent nails from pulling through roofing paper.
Also collected were: two cast iron fragments; part of a stove; a
short section of 1 in diameter bolt with a 1 1/4 in square, chamfered
nut; two crown caps; a can opener of the type commonly referred to as a
"church key"; four iron straps, two with countersunk holes and one with
two rivets at each end; an unidentifiable 2 1/8 in diameter tin disc with
six triangular prongs around the edge, and "P.D. & Co." (Parke, Davis and
Company) embossed on it; an unidentified brass, box-like object; a 5 gage
bail from a heavy bucket; an automobile or truck tire valve stem with
"MADE IN USA/SCHRAEDER/REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 777"; a 6 in diameter bucket
bottom with small holes punched in it to form a sieve or strainer; three
fragments of a flattened large can or roofing tin; 15 tin strips with
nail holes; and a brass buggy curtain fastener similar to those
illustrated in the 1909 Worthington hardware catalog (Spivey 1979:78). A
16 gage shotgun cartridge case was found with a "1901/No, 16/REPEATER"
heads tamp.
Other miscellaneous artifacts included: a 19 ligne, two-hole
shell button; a D-size dry cell flashlight battery; a 15/16 in wide
plastic band fragment (possibly part of a bracelet); and a fragment of a
man's sewn and nailed shoe sole with square nails in the heel.

Artifacts: Excavation
The limited, shallow excavations at Feature 1 produced 163
artifacts: 112 of glass, eight ceramic and 43 of metal.
Four pieces of glass from food containers were: a clear Type 1
preserve bottle; a clear continuous thread, wide mouth jar; and two
pieces of a clear, wide mouth, continuous thread bottle with "(BEST)
FOODS REGISTERED" on its base. Four clear fragments were from a soda
bottle with "NEHI...UMBUS, GA." embossed on it.
Three SCA sherds were found with
from an HHH Horse
Medicine bottle. This proprietary medicine product has been discussed
previously. One clear piece of glass was from a prescription ware bottle
with an "I" in a diamond and "LYRIC", a mark with has also been
discussed.
Alcoholic beverages were represented by five fragments of three
whiskey bottles, four dark green fragments of a wine bottle and seven
brown pieces from a machine-made, crown finished beer bottle. Three of
the whiskey fragments were from an SCA picnic flask. One clear piece was
from a round, quart bottle, and another was from a one pint oval bottle
with "D-259/87-6" on its base.
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Eighty fragments could not be assigned to specific forms or
contents. These were: 11 brown, two amber, seven SCA, six aqua, one
green, one emerald green, one dark green, 15 light green and 36 clear.
One of the clear sherds dated from 1925 and had "DESIGN PAT MAR 2 '25" on
it. Another, from the period 1920 - 1964, had the mark of the Hazel-Atlas
Glass Company.
Nonbottle glass pieces consisted of a clear tumbler base, an SCA
tumbler body fragment and two clear pieces of a kerosene lamp chimney.
Three plain porcelain sherds, one of which is from a cup; four
hardpaste white earthen ware pieces, one from a cup and three with a flow
blue printed design; and a clear glazed (both sides) stone ware crock
fragment were also collected in the excavations of Feature 1.
Nine can fragments and related items were excavated. These
included: a key opened, round 208 diameter, meat can with "ESTAB
183/P450" on the end; a lid for a lug finish with "BEECH NUT/BRAND/OPEN
TURN" and an arrow embossed on it; a cut-out coffee can end embossed
with, "PACKED ...TEED/HILLS BROS/CUT THIS SEAL OUT"; a shaker top from an
oval powder can; two oval handles from large square or rectangular cans;
two fragments; and a composite soldered pour spout. This spout consisted
of a dome soldered onto a cap over a hole, and a pour spout soldered to
the dome. In the center of the dome was a screw with a knurled edge top
which, when turned, opened or closed the hole in the cap (Figure A.8B, C).
Hills Brothers began packaging coffee about 1910 (Periodical Publishers
Assoc. 1934:47).
Other excavated metal artifacts were: five pieces of wire, 20
nails (Table 4.25) and nine miscellaneous pieces. The wire consisted of
three fragments of 17 gage iron wire (two of which had machine-tied
baling loops), and two pieces of 18 gage wire, forming a rectangular
pattern netting. In addition, there were: a 1 in diameter galvanized
iron washer with a 15/32 in hole; a clothespin spring; a crown cap; a
hexagonal nut with a 5/16 in hole; a 1 1/4 in diameter tin disc with a
center hole, used for attaching roofing paper; a square headed, 1 1/4 in
long, 1/4 in diameter bolt; a square headed, 3/15 in diameter, 1 1/2 in
long straight shaft screw bolt; and a garden hose sized brass hose
coupling. A shotgun cartridge case with a "REM-UMC/Na 16/NITRO CLUB"
headstamp was also found. This dated between 1909 to 1934 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:31; Steward 1969:45).

Feature 2
The platform consisted of a leveled area about 14 by 20 ft which
was supported by 1 ft wide rock retaining walls on the south and west
sides. The south wall was about 15 ft long while that on the west was 6
ft long.
A grid of 42 5-ft squares was placed over this feature and all of
the squares were searched for artifacts. Eighteen of the 42 units
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contained artifacts.
One of the squares on the inside center of the west retaining
wall was excavated in order to determine the nature of the fill. The
maximum depth below surface at the north side of the excavation was 0.9
ft and 0.1 ft on the south side. Fill consisted of rock and earth,
primarily from the bank cut away to create the level space, and of 1950s
tin cans and glass. Whether the trash was buried in the feature during
construction or after its abandonment could not be determined.
The proximity of Feature 2 to the well and motor mount (Feature
13), and to the pipe leading from one to the other, indicated that this
feature may have been a platform on which a metal water tank was
situated.

Artifacts
None of the 98 artifacts collected from the surface and the
limited excavations in Feature 2 appeared to clearly pre date 1950.
Because of this fact, only a summary of them is presented here.
A complete one quart whiskey bottle with a 1934-1967 mark (Giarde
1980:45) of the Glass Container Corporation and a "Federal Law
Forbids..." slogan on its shoulder (1934-1964), four clear fragments from
a food bottle, an amber sherd and a fragment of a plain hardpaste white
earthen ware plate were collected.
Seventy-five whole and partial tin cans were recovered which
included 12 unidentifiable fragments, 28 evaporated milk cans, a spice
can, a chili pepper can, nine meat cans, 17 sanitary food cans, seven all
steel beer cans, seven fish cans, three oval tobacco cans, a coffee can
and a motor oil can. All of the evaporated milk cans appeared to post
date 1950 (Simonis N.D.).
Also found were: a 2 in long horseshoe nail, a 20d common wire
nail, a worn horseshoe fragment and a round clear plastic telephone dial
cover with 10 finger holes.

Feature 3
Seventy feet west of Feature 2, a small, homemade, concrete,
metal lined water tank was found which was 4 ft in diameter and 3 ft
high. The walls of the tank were from 0.2 ft to 0.6 ft thick. Pieces of
iron and plastic pipe, which carried water to the tank from Feature 14
were also associated with this feature. No artifacts were collected at
this feature.
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Feature 4
This feature was a mining adit excavated into the north bank of
the wash. The shaft was 26 ft long and approximately 4 ft in diameter at
its mouth. In the rear, was a low concrete wall across the adit which
impounded water. A pipe carried the water to the outside. Whether the
wall and pipe were added as part of the mining operation or later by
cattlemen is unknown, but the latter seems a likely possibility. No
artifacts were observed.

Feature 5
This feature was a recently constructed source of water for
cattle. It consisted of a 2 by 8 ft metal trough, fed by a 4 in iron
pipe located at the west end. The pipe and trough were situated in the
middle of a 55 ft by 90 ft bulldozer-made cut in the south bank of the
wash channel. No artifacts were observed at this feature.

Feature 6
Feature 6 was situated on a low, level terrace on the north side
and just above the bed of the wash. It showed indications of having been
flooded. A rock alignment was found in the form of a right angle, 5 ft
long on the south side and 7 ft long on the east side. The remains of a
small wood frame building and large quantities of trash, which had been
reported by the ASM survey crew, disappeared between 1975 and 1982. The
rock alignment either served as a foundation for the building or as a
retaining wall for the level surface or platform on which it sat.
A rectangular grid of 24 5-ft squares was laid over the site and
a 100 percent surface collection was made. Only five squares contained
artifacts.
With the exception, perhaps, of three pieces of roofing paper,
none of the 11 artifacts collected were from the historic period. The
roofing paper may have been part of the roof covering on the frame
building that once stood here.

Feature 7
This adit was cut into the face of the south bank of the wash.
At the time of the survey, the mouth of the shaft was about 3.5 ft in
diameter and its depth at least 10 ft. The mouth of the shaft was
partially blocked by dirt pushed into it by bulldozer. The interior had
been used recently as a trash dump which was not investigated because of
its location. No historic trash was observed at this feature. In 1975,
the ASM survey team had reported a small plank "bridge" across the wash
in front of this feature, but no trace of it was found.
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Feature 8
Feature 8 was an adit cut into the north bank of the wash. Its 2
by 5 ft mouth had been partially filled with dirt pushed into it by a
bulldozer. The depth of the tunnel was roughly 16 ft. A concrete wall,
built in the rear across the shaft, formed a small water catch basin. A
pipe led to the outside of the adit. This arrangement was identical to
that found in Feature 4. No historic trash was observed at this feature.

Feature 9A-B
This feature consisted of a leveled platform with retaining walls
and a large rock pile which were located on a small terrace on the south
side of the wash. The leveled area (Feature 9A) was about 15 ft
north-south and 20 ft east-west in size, with a rock retaining wall on the
north side. The north wall was about 15 ft long. On the west side of
the platform was Feature 9B, a 6 ft diameter pile of angular rock and
pieces of cement. This feature was a relatively recent hearth.
A grid system of 49 5-ft squares was laid over the site and a 100
percent collection was made. Thirty-nine of the units contained
artifacts.

Artifacts
Feature 9A produced 234 artifacts: 90 glass, 10 ceramic, 131
metal and three miscellaneous. This feature contained only a few
artifacts from the historic period that could be separated from the later
trash. These were two SCA fragments from a McElree's Wine of Cardui,
bottled by the Chattanooga Medicine Company which dated from 1882 to at
least 1926 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:58, 126; Brewer and Company 1926:75);
two aqua pieces of a proprietary medicine bottle; seven SCA and three
aqua fragments; and an SCA tumbler rim with three rows of short, vertical
lines around it for decoration. Posthistoric occupation glass included:
four fragments of an emerald green wine jug with an aluminum cap; three
amber pieces of a beer bottle with a finish for a twist-off cap; seven
amber fragments of a 1/2 pint, oval whiskey flask with "Ball" in script
on the base; three clear, wide mouth food jar pieces with a continuous
thread finish and the base mark of the Latchford-Marble Glass Company,
1939-1956 (Giarde 1980:142); and four amber and 54 clear fragments.
The 10 ceramic sherds consisted of eight hardpaste white
earthen ware pieces (including one from a cup) and two fragments of a
stone ware jug with a dark brown glaze on both sides.
The cans found included two meat cans. One was key opened, round
and had a 208 diameter; the other was a sanitary, rectangular, tapered
key opened can with "ARGENTINA/ESTAB 4.../INSP". Also collected were a
215 x 406 sanitary food can, and an oil can with "TEXACO Ursa.../S1/10-
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61". The "10-61" probably represented October 1961.
A total of 107 wire nails (Table 4.26) were collected from 24 of
the 49 squares laid over the feature. About 93 percent of these were
collected from 19 grid squares located on the platform area. Fifteen of
the 20 miscellaneous nails in Table 4.26 were 1 1/2 to 2 in large headed
roofing nails.
Other metal object found included: three fragments of 17 gage
iron wire, one of which was a machine tied baling loop; one piece of 15
gage galvanized wire; seven crown caps; a fragment of a pocket knife;
four cast iron stove parts, two of which were nickel-plated, decorative
pieces; a 6 by 7 in piece of galvanized sheet metal with three rows of
holes punched in the center; a piece of heavy sheet metal (tin) from
roofing material or a large can; two continuous thread lids; an oval
brass tag with a hole on each end, "Angelus Camp Bed" in script and "U.S.
PATENT NO. 1,477,044/SOLD BY/WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO."; and a .22 Magnum
rimfire cartridge case with an "H" headstamp. This cartridge was
introduced in 1959 by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company (Barnes
1980:291). The bed patent, dated December 11, 1923, was for a
collapsible camp bed (U.S. Patent Office 1923).
Miscellaneous artifacts included: two pieces of 5/16 in diameter
carbon dry cell battery cores and a two-hole, 22 ligne shell button.

Feature 10
Adjacent to the north side of Features 9 and 11 was a small trash
scatter, Feature 10, which measured about 24 ft north-south and 65 ft
east-west. A rectangular grid of 67 5-ft squares was laid over the
feature. Twenty-eight of the 38 squares examined contained artifacts.
Board fragments on the surface suggest the possibility that a wood frame
building was situated on or near this location. This trash may be
partially from the individuals who occupied Feature 9.

Artifacts
Feature 10 provided 170 artifacts (102 glass, 15 ceramic and 53
metal) from the surface.
Like Feature 9A, Feature 10 appeared to contain only a few
artifacts from the historic period that could be isolated from later
trash. These were: two SCA fragments of a side panel from a proprietary
medicine with the letters, "CHA..."; McElree's Wine of Cardui, bottled by
the Chattanooga Medicine Company from 1882 to at least 1926 (Wilson and
Wilson 1971:58, 126; Brewer and Company 1926:75); three clear pieces of a
fruit jar with the letters "HALF.../...R GL(ASS)/6/PA...", Kerr Glass
Company's 1915 patented jar; a dark green wine bottle fragment; three
brown base pieces marked "P.C.G.W." for the Pacific Coast Glass Works,
1902 to 1924 (Toulouse 1971:416); 13 miscellaneous SCA, two aqua and 10
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TABLE 4.26. NAILS, FEATURE 9a, AZ EE:1:106 (ASM)
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3
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1
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brown fragments; and an SCA sherd from a pressed glass object.
The glass classified as originating from the posthistoric
occupation included 51 pieces of clear glass; five light green; nine
amber; three cobalt blue; and two emerald green. Within the clear glass
category were a soda bottle and several wide mouth food jars with marks
from the Glass Container Corporation, 1934-1964 (Giarde 1980:45), HazelAtlas, 1920-1964 (Giarde 1980:51) and Latchford, since 1957 (Toulouse
1971:316). Only one other form, an amber proprietary medicine bottle,
was recognized. One 1953 base mark from an amber bottle was that of the
Owens-Illinois Glass Company (Toulouse 1971:403).
All of the 15 ceramic fragments were hardpaste white earthen wares
from at least three objects, including one cup and one plate. The plate
had a blue transfer printed design. A third object, of undetermined
form, had a small blue flower and greenery design. There was also a
fragment of one mark, that of Alfred Meakin (probably Godden's No. 2584)
which dated from about 1897 to 1913 (Godden 1964:425).
Like the bottle glass, the 34 can fragments reflect both the
historic occupation and the subsequent use of the site. None could be
associated with the Martinez period, but all could have related to Muheim
or later. Thirteen meat cans were found, including one hole-and-cap, and
one sanitary, rectangular, tapered, key-opened can. Ten (possibly 11) of
these were round, 108 diameter sanitary, key-opened cans of the potted
meat style. Four had "ESTAB" numbers "P062" and "2C". There were two
other food cans, one was a round, key-opened coffee can lid and the
other, a drawn-body, rectangular, round-corner sardine can. In addition
to these, there were five hole-and-cap fragments, four sanitary can
fragments, a small bucket with push-through ears and a 9 gage bail, and a
1 1/4 in diameter, orange lid with the white lettering,
"AGUDO/Y/CISNEROS/MIGUEL E. SCHULTZ".
The 19 metal artifacts included: two 15 gage pieces of wire (one
aluminum and one iron), one 12 gage and three 17 gage pieces of iron
wire; an 8d common wire nail and a 1 1/2 in long, large-head roofing
nail; four crown caps; a 1 5/8 in wide iron hoop from a large barrel; a 6
in by 8 in fragment of sheet metal (tin) with two nail holes; a brass
shoe eyelet; a piece of cast iron from a stove; the works and frame from
an alarm clock; and a shotgun cartridge case with the headstamp,
"WINCHESTER/No. 12/RANGER", postdating 1873-74 (Steward 1969:82).

Feature 11
A leveled area west of Feature 9 had two rock retaining walls,
one along the west side of the northwest corner and one along the east
side of the feature. The east retaining wall had shifted down slope at
its center. The leveled area between the retaining walls was about 24 ft
wide and 37 ft long, running north-south. A total of 101 grid squares
was laid over the site; of the 50 units examined, only 15 contained
artifacts.
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Artifacts
Fifty-two artifacts were found at Feature 11: 41 glass, six
ceramic, four metal and one shell.
The 35 bottle fragments included three pieces of an amber beer
bottle with a crown finish; two clear fragments of a one-pint whiskey
bottle with an Owens-Illinois mark dating 1936 or 1946 (Toulouse
1971:403); two aqua sherds from a rectangular, paneled, proprietary
medicine bottle; and two pieces of light green glass with the letters,
These were from a McElree's Chattanooga Medicine Company
bottle which contained Wine of Cardui, and dated from 1882 (Wilson and
Wilson 1971:126) to at least 1926 (Brewer and Company 1926:75).
Miscellaneous bottle fragments included 14 brown, two aqua, one clear,
two SCA and six amber pieces. A clear, 4 oz, complete, wide-mouth, lugfinished food bottle with "BEST FOODS REG." on the base was also
collected.
Other glass included a fragment of an SCA bottle stopper, four
small pieces of pressed glass from an unidentifiable object and a 1/16
in thick, light green flat glass sherd.
There were also five hardpaste white earthen ware fragments, one
of which was from a cup, and one, from a plate. A porcelain saucer
fragment with a red floral and greenery hand-painted overglaze design,
was also found.
The two can fragments were both of recent origin; one was from a
rectangular tapered meat can with the words, "INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA/ESTAB
1/INSP." Other metal items included a suspender buckle with the
inscription, "PAT...1900" and a Levi Strauss and Company clothing rivet
with "L.S. & CO/S.F." on the head and burr.
One 22 ligne, two-hole shell button was also found.

Feature 12
A small barbed-wire enclosure on the north side of, and
overlooking, the wash was labelled Feature 12. The enclosure is roughly
square in shape, and about 16 ft north-south and 17 ft east-west. Barbed
wire was used on the south, east and west sides, and woven wire on the
north. The wire, which had been fastened to five oak trees and a
mesquite tree, was now embedded in the trees. Rocks were piled against
the base of the south side of the enclosure and mesquite poles, against
the base of the north side. There was a piece of poultry netting on the
inside of the feature.
The feature appeared to have been a pen for animals. There was
no indication as to the time period of use but it may have been related
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to Martinez or to later mining activity at the site. No artifacts were
seen at this feature.

Feature 13
Feature 13 was a small concrete pad, 2 ft by 6 ft in size, with a
vertical, 8 in iron pipe on its east end. This pipe was at least 30 ft
deep, and was probably a well. The concrete pad appeared to be a
foundation for a gasoline-driven motor for pumping water. The pad had
six bolts embedded in it, probably to secure the motor. An iron pipe lead
from Feature 13 to Feature 2. No artifacts were associated with this
feature.

Feature 14
On the east end of the site, about 200 ft north of the wash, was
a developed spring. A small basin was excavated into the hillside to
create a small pool of water. This was enclosed with a sheet of 1/8 in
thick steel which formed a roof and two sides over the pool. Rocks,
silting and other debris in the pool obscured the nature of the pool
bottom, pool size and the dimensions of the steel sheet. The latter may
have been either a short cylinder open on the outer end or a U-shaped
piece set over the pool. The opening had a flat, D-shaped steel cover
with a handle and was attached to the main steel sheet with hinges.
Inside the steel sheet, on the north edge, was a concrete postlike
element shaped to fit the contour of the steel. There may have been a
similar piece on the south side. The purpose of this "post" was unknown.
It may have served as a support for the outer edge of the steel roof.
On the hillside just above the steel roof, was a small slab of
concrete. This was placed to prevent erosion into the spring. The date,
"1919", and the initials, "I.M.M. u , were cut into the concrete. The date
indicated that the improvement of the spring postdated Martinez'
occupation of the site. The initials were more problematical. If, as it
is currently believed, the evidence of mining activity at AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM) reflected the efforts of the Muheim brothers and William
Grafen, the initials could easily have been those of Joseph M. Muheim.
The use of an "I" was an old form representing a "J". Its use here,
while arcane, is not unlike the use of "v" to represent a "U" which can
be observed on some contemporary government buildings.
Iron and plastic pipes led from the spring to Feature 3. This
spring was the largest at the site and is at the location of the Martinez
Ranch "shacks", as shown on the 1905 maps. Establishment of a ranch
would have been unlikely without water, so this spring was probably the
reason for the siting of the Martinez Ranch at this location. No
artifacts were observed at this feature.
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Feature 15
Feature 15 was a capped well with a 4 in diameter, cast iron pipe
surrounded by a fragmented, thin, concrete support collar. No artifacts
were observed at this feature.

Feature 16
There was a small, leveled platform with a rock retaining wall
between Features 6 and 7. The leveled area was about 6 ft by 10 ft with
an 8 ft retaining wall on its north side. No artifacts were observed on
the surface of this feature.

Feature 17
Feature 17 was a thin trash scatter located west of Feature 11 on
the westernmost edge of AZ EE:1:106 (ASM). It covered an area of about 35
ft in diameter on the south side of the wash. A rectangular grid of 63
5-ft squares was laid over the feature and 15 of these units were
examined. Artifacts were found in only 13 of those units; an additional
six units outside the sample were also collected.

Artifacts
A total of 73 artifacts (32 glass, 3 ceramic and 38 metal) were
collected at Feature 17.
The glass pieces were all bottle fragments, and included: six
clear fragments from a Heinz Company food bottle; two beer fragments,
an aqua blob finish and a recent amber, small, export shape, bearing an
Owens-Illinois mark dating 1937 or 1947 (Toulouse 1971:403); a clear
machine-made brandy finish from a whiskey bottle; an SCA prescription
finish from a prescription ware bottle; an aqua hand-made packer finish
from a proprietary medicine bottle; and ten clear, six SCA, one brown,
two amber and two aqua fragments. Two of the clear fragments had OwensIllinois marks, one dated 1938 or 1948 and one without a date number, was
made between 1929 and 1954.
Only three ceramic pieces were found, two hardpaste white
earthen ware sherds, one from a cup, and a clear glazed sherd from a
stone ware crock or jug.
A total of 30 can fragments and related items were found,
representing 22 separate artifacts. Two of these were recent oval fish
cans, probably for sardines; one had "ORTEGA CHILES/ESTAB 22/4SYFK" on
it; three were round, sanitary, key-opened, recent meat cans; nine were
recent, round, letter-and-number coded, sanitary food cans, one of which
measured 400 x 408 and two measured 210 x 400; one was a bucket with
external, riveted ears; and one was a 12 gage bucket bail possibly from
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the bucket above. Seven fragments were from five, plain, oval tobacco
cans, three of which had match strike ridges on their bases. One holeand-cap fragment was also collected as were five miscellaneous can
fragments.
One piece of 17 gage iron wire, a 4d square cut nail, three cast
iron fragments from a cook stone, a zinc Mason jar lid, a metal strap
from a horse harness hame and a flattened 8 1/2 by 14 in piece of sheet
metal (tin) from a large tin can or roofing were also collected.

Summary and Interpretation

On the basis of the historical documents, this site was known to
have been a part of the Martinez Ranch and later a site of mining
activity. Seventeen features: a series of rock alignments, three adits,
four leveled platforms, a concrete water tank connected to a spring, a
house site, a capped well, a stock trough, a small animal pen, a concrete
pad and two trash concentrations were recorded.
A total of 1857 artifacts were collected, both from the surface
of seven features (1, 2, 6, 9A, 10, 11 and 17) and from limited
excavations performed at two (1 and 2) of them.
AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) was located in 1975 by the Arizona State Museum
as part of its Rosemont survey project. While most of the impBrtant
features recorded were relocated by ARS, a few were not. Seven years of
flooding in the wash and activities of cattle ranchers, campers, miners
and others can account for the disappearance of certain features such as
a plank "bridge" and short alignments of rocks. Perhaps most surprising
is the reduction of material culture on the site. Remains of a least one
wood frame building (Feature 6) and several large, relatively nonportable
artifacts, which had been reported by the Museum, were not relocated.
The Martinez occupation of the site, according to the historical
documentation available, appears to have focused on the east end of the
site along the wash. Feature 14, the spring, is probably the reason
Martinez established his home at this location and at AZ EE:2:68 (ASM).
It would have been adequate to supply the water needs of both his family
and of the livestock he owned.
Martinez was a part-time miner, subsistence "rancher" and
occasional wood cutter. Like most Mexican residents of the Rosemont
area, he most likely had a garden, and collected locally available wild
plant foods (Sims 1976; Mrs. Vindiola pers. comm.) to supplement what he
could buy with his small income.
No trace of buildings or structures were found that can be
unequivocally assigned to the Martinez occupation (around 1900 to around
1917). The trash from this period is limited in quantity. However, some
SCA, aqua and other glass fragments, commonly seen before the World War
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I period, were found throughout the site. The 1915 patented fruit jar,
the P.C.G.W. bottle, the Root bottle, A.B. Co. bottle, the Meakin-made
ceramic object, Pond's Extract, Wine of Cardui, the 1900 patented
suspender buckle, HHH Horse Medicine, the REM-UMC shotgun cartridge case,
the Beech-Nut food bottle lid, the Empson can, the Mentholatum jar and
other artifacts could have been deposited during the Martinez occupation.
However, they could just as easily have been deposited during the Muheim
occupation. Noting the facts that most of the specifically dated trash
(the 1915 patented jar, the 1915 Root bottle, the 1916 A.B. Co. bottle)
falls at the suspected end of the Martinez occupation, and, that this
trash is scattered throughout the entire site from Feature 1 to Feature
17, it is probable that the bulk of even these artifacts date from the
Muheim occupation.
If the majority of the artifacts postdate the Martinez
occupation, what became of the Martinez trash? Of course, the short
answer to that question is that we don't know. Given the probable
subsistence level of the Martinez occupation and what can be seen at
other sites at Rosemont, the amount of durable trash (glass, ceramics,
metal and so on) might have been limited (Schaefer 1979:35; Sims 1976;
Mrs. Vindiola pers. comm.).
Assuming that Feature 2, AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), was the location of the
southernmost building at the Martinez Ranch, the relatively level space
between Features 1 and 3 at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) would be about where the
other buildings appear on the 1905 map. The 1905 map shows the Martinez
buildings at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) as being very near to the wash. Nothing
cultural was observed at this location.
For example, experience at Feature 6, where a collapsed frame
building and trash disappeared between 1975 and 1982, suggests that the
Martinez buildings may have been moved, cannabalized or both. The wash
may have covered or, more likely, washed away and covered whatever
remained. Flash floods in these narrow canyons are known to have been
able to move very large and heavy objects, such as a cow (Mrs. Lee pers.
comm.). Clearly, the Muheim occupation had some effect on the buildings
and trash left by Martinez as well.
Several of the features relate to the period of the Muheim-Grafen
mining activity, which began, at least, by 1917. The features that could
be identified were: the adits (Feature 4, 7 and 8); the spring where
1929 Muheim cement work can be observed (Feature 14); the frame cabin
locations (Feature 6 and 9A); trash related to Feature 9A (Feature 10);
another possible building site (Feature 11) and related trash area
(Feature 17); a concrete slab and well pipe (Feature 13); a water tank
platform (Feature 2); and a series of rock alignments (Feature 1) which
possibly included a building foundation. Features 2 and 13 were part of
the same operation, namely the pumping and storage of water. No Muheim
period trash was associated with these features. However, given that
post1950 trash was buried in Feature 2, it seems likely that these
festures date from an earlier period. A considerable quantity of
comparable trash (dating around 1945-1957) was also found on Feature 1,
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especially in the southeast corner. Seemingly, this feature was used as
a dump for such material, and is thought to predate the 1945-1957 period.
Feature 16, the remnants of a rock reinforced platform (with no
associated trash), may also date to the Muheim period. The character of
the alignment construction was found to be similar to those at Features
1, 6, 9 and 11.
All of the features with trash deposits contained Muheim period
trash plus additional trash dating from around 1945 and later. During
the field work on this site, it was thought that the late trash resulted
from casual use of this attractive camping location by recreationists,
ranchers and miners. The facts that the post1945 trash was discovered to
be ubiquitous, that it occurred in large quantities at Features 1 and 2
on the east end of the site and was found in somewhat lesser quantities
on the west end, at Features 9, 10, 11 and 17, quickly disabused us of
that idea. The quantity and distribution of the trash throughout this
large site, and at Feature 6 in AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), suggests that it was
deposited by more than one individual over a relatively short period of
time.
The direct, specifically documented evidence of the Muheims' and
Grafen's involvement with AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) exists from about 1917 to
1934. The level of their operations, that is, the number of employees,
quantity of ore produced and so on, is not known. By at least 1930, the
operation based at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) had been reduced to a single
caretaker, William Grafen. He was replaced, upon his death, by Warner
Pfenninger, who died on the site in 1934. Possibly, after 1934, no
caretaker was employed, but no evidence was found to support this idea,
one way or the other. Neither was evidence found of any mining activity
between 1930 and 1963. As reported by Keith (1974:127), some ore was
produced at the Muheim-Grafen mine in 1960. Joseph Muheim continued to
own claims and the mine until 1963.
The trash found at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) clearly was deposited before
1963, and, therefore, must be a direct result of the Muheim mining
activities, or of a lessee. The trash clustered into two chronological
periods approximating 1915 to 1927 and 1945 to 1957. Trash from the
earlier period was deposited about the time that Grafen occupied the
Martinez Ranch site. The 1915 to 1927 time period was parsimoniously
derived from the beginning and end dates for specific artifacts. As
such, it represents only a close approximation of the actual time the
site was occupied. No artifacts existed on the site that could be dated
unequivocally as having been produced during the 1930 to 1945 period.
The second group of trash was assigned to the period 1945 to 1957; it is
also an approximation. Three artifacts, that could be dated either 1935
or 1945, 1937 or 1947, and 1938 or 1948, were arbitrarily assigned to the
1940s trash, which was deemed most appropriate for the majority of the
items found. In the absence of historical documentation, and with only
three artifacts that were potentially assignable to the late 1930s, there
seemed to be insufficient evidence to label the trash as belonging to a
period other than that of 1945 to 1957.
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Features that were partially or completely ranching-related
included: the spring (Feature 14) and the iron and plastic pipes leading
from it to the water tank (Feature 3); a low concrete wall to form a
small pool of water in the rear of an adit (Feature 4), with plastic pipe
leading to the outside; another adit (Feature 8) which also had pipe
leading to the outside; and a trough and developed spring (Feature 5).
The latter feature was remodeled in 1983 and was the only currently
viable source of water for cattle at the site. No dates could be
determined for these ranching related features.
Two features, a small animal pen (Feature 12) and a capped well
(Feature 15), could not be assigned to a specific period of occupation at
the site.
The cultural remains at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) reflected the use of a
single location, by both ranching and mining interests, for well over 80
years. The primary reason for this long period of use was the permanent
source of water.
As previously mentioned, Feature 6 is known to have included a
frame cabin at the time that the site was surveyed by the Arizona State
Museum. At least two other features (Feature 1 and Feature 9A) are
thought to also have had frame cabins on them. The evidence for Feature
1 included a possible remnant foundation, fragments of lumber, nails, tin
disks used to prevent nails from pulling through roofing paper, flat
glass, window screen, a screen door hinge, a screen door spring and part
of a horizontal rim knob lock. Additionally, parts of a stove were
found. More than 100 nails (most of which were found on the leveled
platform), flat metal (possibly used as roofing material), a stove part
and a camp bed were collected at Feature 9A. At nearby Feature 10 (which
possibly contained trash related to Feature 9A), were a roofing nail,
fragments of lumber and a stove part. Too few items were found at
Feature 11 (flat glass) and Feature 17 (metal sheets that were possibly
used for roofing and a stove part) to justify the conclusion that a frame
building or other type of architectural structure was ever present.
Few artifacts of any time period were found which reflected the
nature of activities which took place at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM). For example,
no mining-related artifacts were found. In a situation where the site
was used only for residential purposes and mining activities were
performed elsewhere, one might expect few mining related artifacts.
Where both occurred together, it would seem likely that some artifactual
trace of the mining would exist.
Two fragments of men's shoes, a suspender buckle and a Levi
Strauss clothing rivet all represented parts of men's clothing. Only a
fragment of a plastic bracelet suggested the presence of a woman.
Nothing was found that indicated the presence of children on the site.
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AZ EE:1:93 (ASM)

A small mining related site designated AZ EE:1:93 (ASM), was
located in the NW 1/4 of the NW 1/4, Section 1, T19S, R15E (Figures 1.2,
4.25. It was situated on a terrace on the east side of Sycamore Canyon
Wash at about 5400 ft elevation. The two features at the site were
separated by an unnamed wash which was tributary to Sycamore Canyon Wash.
Following McLaughlin and van Asdall (1977), this area can be classified
as "woodland".

History

No historical information was found for this site. It was
located in 1980 as a result of a survey conducted to supplement the
original Rosemont survey (Huckell 1981).

Features

Two features were identified at AZ EE:1:93 (ASM). The thin
scatter of surface artifacts was collected by the grab sample method.

Feature 1
This feature appeared to be a leveled platform, 12 by 18 ft in
size. A dry laid rock wall, about 2 ft wide and a maximum of 1.5 ft high
was located on the north end of the platform. A less distinct alignment
of rock delimited the south side and partially delimited the west side.
Neither of the alignments acted strictly as a retaining wall because the
surface sloped downhill only to the west. The wall on the north side was
possibly constructed as a wind break.
An iron stake was located near the northeast corner of the
platform. Two round posts, sawn off about 2 in above the surface, were
found imbedded in the ground. They were slightly inset from the rear
(east side) of the platform.

Artifacts
The surface artifacts, all from the platform, consisted of a
cobalt blue glass fragment, two pieces of 17 gage wire, an oval tobacco
can, two 6d smooth wire box nails and three 8d and one 30d wire common
nails. Huckell (1981:6) noted a piece of lumber, three burned posts and
rusted tin sheet metal inside Feature 1. He also reported sardine and
other cans, hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, bottle glass (light
green, brown) and a part of a pocket watch. None of these were seen on
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the site in 1982.

Feature 2
West of Feature 1 were two adjoining, 10 ft diameter, rock
alignments which formed crude semi circles of unknown function. The
easternmost of these had dry-laid rocks piled as high as 1.5 ft, and was
open to the north. The other semicircular alignment opened to the east
and was only one course in height.
Six fragments of an aqua AB monogram beer bottle, a metal strip
of unknown function and a piece of 1/8 in thick, light green flat glass
constituted the surface trash within the rock alignments at Feature 2.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:93 (ASM) may have been related to mining activities.
Indications of prospecting were visible on the slope of the mountain
southwest of the site, outside the study area.
Based on the presence of the metal stake, the two low posts and
the lumber and sheet metal reported by Huckell (1981:6) in Feature 1, it
is thought that this feature represented the location of a tent. Similar
iron stakes, probably used to anchor tents, were recorded elsewhere
during the Rosemont project. The presence of large wire nails, the low
posts and the board suggested that the tent may have had a wooden floor
whose joists were supported in part by the posts.
Only three artifacts, the wire nails, the tobacco can and the
beer bottle, are useful for providing the possible dates of occupation of
the site. The oval tobacco can is of a style that generally became
common after 1908; and, on the basis of form and manufacturing
technology, is virtually identical to that used today to package Prince
Albert brand tobacco. The Prince Albert can was first used around 1908
(Periodical publishers Assoc. 1934:74). Wire nails were in common use
after about 1900.
The AB monogram beer bottle is that of the American Bottling
Company which was in business from 1905 to 1929 (Ayres and others 1980);
not the Adolphus Busch Glass Manufacturing Company as listed by Toulouse
(1971:26). Neither do the dates listed by Toulouse fit the known use of
the AB monogram. AB marked bottles, for example, are known from
logging camps founded in 1913 in the Uinta Mountains of Utah (Ayres
1983).
If the AB beer bottle and the oval tobacco can were deposited on
the site by its original inhabitants, a date for the occupation of the
site would probably lie between about 1905 and 1929. Given the small
quantity of surface trash present, a short term occupation is likely.
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AZ EE:1:105 (ASM)

A leaching tank system, M1-S5-L1, was located in the SW 1/4 of
the SW 1/4, Section 30, T18S, R16E (Figures 1.2, 4.26). It was
incorrectly labelled on the 1874 7.5' USGS Helvetia quadrangle map as a
"water tank." The concrete block structure was situated on an east-west
trending ridge at about 5200 ft elevation between washes tributary to
Wasp Canyon Wash. The ridge was located within the are designated as
"grassland" by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2).

History

The leaching structure was constructed by the Muheim brothers of Bisbee
as part of their mining operations in the Wasp Canyon Wash drainage. It
was related indirectly to AZ EE:2:106 (ASM). Just when the facility was
built was unknown, but it must have been towards the end of the Muheim's
mining activities at Rosemont.

Feature

Only one feature (Figure 4.27), the concrete block structure with
a related pile of tin cans and scattered trash, was found. The cobble
outlines reported by the site survey was created by bulldozer activity.
No surface collections were made at this site.
The concrete block structure was a three compartment, roofless
tank 6.6 ft high, 14 ft wide and 26 ft long. Each of the compartments
was approximately 8 ft by 12 ft in size, and each was 6 ft deep with a
concrete floor. Along the entire north side was a concrete trough 1.4 ft
deep, 4 ft wide and 30 ft long. Each of the tanks could be drained into
the trough through 4 in concrete pipes. Attached to the north side of
the trough was a concrete pad, 20 ft by 26 ft in size. The structure
appeared not to have been completed or used. A large pile of tin cans,
intended for use in the leaching process, was located on the west side of
the structure.

Summary and Interpretation

The leaching tanks were designated for use in a process for
extracting copper from ore, and, in some cases, from water pumped from a
mine.
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Figure 4.26
AZ EE 1 105 (ASM)
Site plan
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Figure 4.27
4.27 AZ EE:1:105 (ASM). View looking southeast
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The process involved percolation of dilute sulphuric acid through
ore, in order to dissolve the oxides and place the copper in solution.
The resulting solution was then passed over iron. Often tin cans were
used as an iron source, after they had been burned to remove the tin.
The iron replaced the copper, which precipitated out of solution.
Estimating on the basis of tin cans and some surface trash found
at this site, construction may have occurred any time between 1930 and
1960.

AZ EE:1:107 (ASM)

This site is a small mining related site (Figures 1.2, 4.28)
located in the NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4, Section 36, T18S, R15E. It is
situated on an east-west trending ridge between washes tributary to Wasp
Canyon Wash and is within the area designated as a "grassland" by
McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). Site elevation is about
5280 ft.
Feature 5 was designated by the ASM survey as a separate site,
M1-S4-L1. Given its proximity to this site, it appears to have been a
related trash dump and therefore has been included as part of AZ EE:1:107
(ASM).

History

No historical information was located for this site.

Features

Four features: two trash scatters and two leveled areas, which
were probably the locations of dwellings, were identified.

Feature 1
This feature was a slightly depressed, cleared area approximately
12 by 17 ft in size. It was thought to have been the location of a tent
or similar structure. A grid of 16 5-ft squares was placed over the
feature and a 100 percent collection was made. Only 14 of the squares
contained artifacts.

Contour elevations are approximate
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Artifacts
Sixty-five artifacts (47 glass, three ceramic and 15 metal) were
collected from Feature 1.
The glass included 46 bottle fragments and one tumbler base.
Thirty-six of the fragments represented two food bottles, one with a
backward "2" on its base and one with a "3" on its base. Both bottles
were clear, machine-made Type 1 preserve containers. The lid was seated
upon a ridge or lip inside the bore; a metal band, that wrapped around
the finish, sealed the bottle in a manner similar to the Phoenix cap
shown in Lief (N.D.:21). Five fragments were SCA and represented one or
more bottles. Five other pieces were from an aqua beer bottle with a
hand formed crown finish. The SCA tumbler base had a vertically ribbed
body.
Only three ceramic fragments were found. These represented two
objects which were all hardpaste white earthen ware. Two pieces from one
plate had a blue transfer printed design. One piece was undecorated and
of indeterminate form.
The metal objects from Feature 1 included one 8d common wire
nail, nine can fragments and five miscellaneous objects. Five tobacco
cans were represented. Four were kidney oval can lid fragments and one
was a plain oval can. Two of the cans contained meat. Both were holeand-cap rectangular tapered cans which opened with a key. One cap had
"ESTAB 20-C/STR 2" on it while the other was marked "ESTAB...". A
fragment of a. metal band was found, which was part of the sealing
mechanism for a Type 1 or Type 2 style preserve bottle. One
unidentifiable can fragment was also collected.
The miscellaneous metal objects collected were: a piece of 17
gage wire, three possible fragments of a wire spring and a tapered square
file. The file was 14 3/4 in long overall and had a crosscut pattern.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was another slightly depressed cleared area,
approximately 15 by 25 ft in size, prepared for the location of a tent or
similar structure. A grid of 28 5-ft squares was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection made. All but four of the squares produced
artifacts.

Artifacts
Feature 2 produced 118 artifacts: 15 glass, 57 ceramic and 46
metal.
Thirteen of the glass fragments appeared to have been from one
clear machine-made Type 1 preserve style food bottle. The base had "10"
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on it. One pieces was from an emerald green, machine-made crown finish
bottle which possibly contained beer. One piece of flat glass, which was
light green in color and 9/32 in thick, was also collected.
The 57 ceramic fragments represented parts of one saucer with a
raised rim design and a thin line gold floral pattern over it, and at
least five other undecorated objects whose forms were indeterminable.
All were hardpaste white earthen ware sherds. The arm of a small doll was
the only porcelain piece observed.
Sixteen of the metal artifacts were tin can and bucket fragments.
Food containers were represented by the lids of two Karo syrup cans, a
filler cap from a Borden's condensed milk can, one hole-and-cap
rectangular tapered meat can, a strip removed from a key-opened meat can
and two wire bails from small, lard type buckets. In all, four cans and
two buckets were represented. The Borden's filler hole cap was distinct
from other caps in that it was 7/8 in in diameter and had vertical sides.
Even when found without its can, the origin of this cap was clearly
recognizable. According to Rock (1978), Borden replaced the cans with
the cap with the sanitary can in 1910.
The nonfood can fragments found at Feature 2 were: a kidney oval
tobacco can and lid, a regular oval tobacco can and three lids, and three
oval, heavy wire handles from large, square cans.
Common wire nails collected at Feature 2 included: a broken
nail, five 8d, two 20d, one 30d and one 40d. The category of
miscellaneous metal objects found included 10 iron wire fragments. Seven
were 17 gage, one was 16 gage and two were 13 gage in size. One piece of
12 gage galvanized wire was also collected.
Other miscellaneous objects included a small D-ring with a piece
of 17 gage wire attached; a cast iron stove part; a 2 by 8 in strip of
iron bar stock; a 1/2 in diameter, 6 in long iron rod; a large safety
pin; a 1 in square nut with a 9/16 in hole; and a horse harness buckle
which was labelled as a "shoe buckle" by Blish and others (1934:231).

Feature 3
A thin trash scatter, measuring 30 by 40 ft was designated as
Feature 3. It was adjacent to the east side of Feature 2. A grid system
of 56 5-ft squares was placed over the site and a 50 percent random
sample collected. Three squares containing artifacts, in addition to
those in the 28 squares sample, were also collected. Only 26 of the 31
squares contained artifacts.

Artifacts
Feature 3 produced the greatest number of artifacts at this site.
Of the 257 fragments collected, 24 were glass, 150 were ceramic, 21 were
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cans and 62 were categorized as miscellaneous. All but one of the
miscellaneous group were metal.
The glass fragments were derived from at least three bottles:
one was SCA of an unidentifiable type; one was a clear, Type 1 preserve
style, machine-made food bottle; and one was an aqua proprietary medicine
bottle. The latter had a diamond with numbers in it on the base and
"...ER'S" in script on one side panel. This was a Fletcher's Castoria
bottle of the type used between 1878 and, at least, 1947 (Brand Names
Foundation 1947).
A number of hardpaste white earthen ware pieces were collected
which included: fragments of one saucer with a raised design on the rim;
a cup with a raised design on the rim; a plate with a red and green
floral printed design; a cup with a raised vertical rib design around its
base; one copper lustre decorated, large, square, round cornered, handled
serving dish; an unidentifiable form with a flow blue decoration; and 75
undecorated pieces whose forms were not identifiable. Only two of these
fragments had maker's marks. One was a green mark, "...WOOD/...EORGE",
belonging to the W.S. George Pottery Company, which operated between 1905
and 1955 (Lehner 1978:55; 1980:60,182). The "...WOOD" refers to the
Derwood pattern which may have been the red and green floral pattern that
was found. The other mark was that of Alfred Meakin on the tea leaf copper lustre decorated serving dish. The Meakin mark has been
illustrated as MEA 18 by Heaivilin (1981:92). The dish probably was
covered.
One softpaste earthen ware sherd, with a red slip and raised
design, was found, but its form and type were unknown.
A number of cans which had contained food were collected. These
were: two hole-and-cap rectangular tapered meat cans; two pieces of a
lard bucket with "CANCO" in an oval on its base; a cut out end embossed
"ORTEGA CHILES"; an end of a small, rectangular spice can; a Royal baking
powder can lid; a lid with "PACIFIC COAST SYRUP CO./PRY OUT FRONT LUGS
AND LIFT" embossed on it; and three miscellaneous fragments, one with a
hole-and-cap. Also included in the food container category were four
wire bucket (lard can type) bails. The Pacific Coast Syrup Company was
in business from around 1890 until 1953 (Zumwalt 1980:326).
The "CANCO" mark was that of the American Can Company. It was
used from after 1901 until 1964 (Vere Weisley pers. comm.). The Royal
Baking Powder Company was in production from 1869 until at least 1929
when it merged with Standard Brands (Periodical Publishers Assoc.
1934:81).
The nonfood related containers found included: one kidney oval
tobacco can; one (possibly two) regular oval tobacco can(s); a continuous
thread metal lid with "MENTHOLATUM" (which dates after 1906) embossed on
it (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:61); an oval ear which held an oval
wire handle in the top center of a large, square can; and two pour
spouts. The spouts were soldered five-part composite objects which, as a
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unit, were soldered like a hole-in-the-top can cap over a hole in the
can. The main part of the spout was a dome onto which a round spout was
soldered. A screw penetrated the center of the dome. A knurled knob was
on the outside end of the screw and a rubber gasket was on the inside
end. When the screw was turned down, the gasket sealed the container
(Figure A.8B, C).
The miscellaneous metal objects found were: 13 pieces of wire,
eight nails and 33 other artifacts. One piece of wire was 12 gage, 11
were 17 gage and one was 18 gage in size. Seven of the nails were common
wire nails: four were 8d, one was 10d and two were 20d in size. One 16d
flooring brad was also collected.
Other metal artifacts found included 23 cast iron fragments of a
stove; part of a hoop for a large barrel; a 7 5/8 in long extension
spring; a 3 7/8 by 11/32 in bowed metal strip with a small hole in each
end; a piece of heavy tin with rolled edges; an iron belt buckle; a
fragment of a pony size horseshoe; eight inches of a 1/2 in diameter iron
rod; a thin iron strip, 1 1/4 by 3 in, with a hole in the center; and two
pieces of a metal lamp. The lamp part had two patent dates: "PAT JUNE th 1890/ PAT. JUNE 30 th
1903".
One piece of vesicular smelter float was also found on the site.

Feature 4
This feature was located north of Features 1 - 3, on the steep
slope between the ridge top and the bed of a wash on the north side of
the site. It had been previously designated, in the field as M1-S4-L1 by
the Arizona State Museum.
Feature 4 consisted of a trash scatter, approximately 40 by 70 ft
in size. Dense vegetation (including scrub mesquite, pinon, oak and
juniper) allowed only a grab sample of surface artifacts to be collected
from each of the feature's four quadrants.
Only eighteen artifacts were collected from Feature 4. These
were: five emerald green, machine-made glass fragments with a crown
finish, possibly from a beer bottle; hardpaste white earthen ware in the
form of a cup fragment and three blue transfer printed pieces, possibly
part of the plate in Feature 1; and nine can fragments.
Food cans consisted of: a Karo syrup can lid; a key and strip
opened, hole-and-cap, rectangular tapered meat can with "ESTAB 20-C/STR
2" on the cap; a small lard type bucket with push through ears; a 400 by
412 sanitary can; and a round can with, "TO OPEN CAN PUNCTURE ...SCORED
"EST 2B" embossed on it. The month of patent was illegible. A search of
the patent records revealed that on August 15, 1905, Frederick Assmann
was granted patent number 797,395 for a method of strip opening cans
(USPO 1905:1989).
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The nonfood cans found were two tobacco cans, one a regular oval
and one a kidney oval. Also collected were two fragments of a square can
that had a hinged lid. This can may have been food related, but so
little of it remained that no definite function could be assigned to it.
The Arizona State Museum survey team collected a number of
fragmentary artifacts from this site during field work performed in 1975.
This general surface material found included an aqua, horizontally ribbed
peppersauce bottle; SCA glass; an AB monogram beer bottle, 1905-1929
(Ayres and others 1980); a willow ware sherd and a blue transfer printed
sherd; a copper lustre handle which was part of the serving dish recorded
above; a porcelain doll's arm; a small fragment of a KC Baking Powder can
lid, dating about 1911-1925 (Ward and others 1977:240); a can embossed
"SANITARY", 1904-1908; a hole-and-cap rectangular tapered meat can with a
round solder flap and embossed "ESTAB 19.."; a round push in-pry out lid
from a miner's lamp carbide can (Blish and others 1945:443) with
"TRADE/UNION CARBIDE/MARK" (dates from 1886) embossed on it (Moskovitz
and others 1980:614); and a 1 1/4 in diameter metal salve box (?) with
"TRADE/EEEEE/MARK" embossed on it. Miscellaneous artifacts found
included a two-hole shell button, cast iron stove parts, a spur and a
large horseshoe.
From Feature 4, the State Museum collected a two-hole shell
button, SCA glass, a light green bottle with "D3" in a diamond on the
base and the base to what may have been a metal kerosene lamp with
"PAULL'S LEADER NO.1" embossed on it.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:107 (ASM) was probably occupied by miners. Four features
were recorded on it: two leveled areas with trash and two trash
scatters.
Most of the 458 artifacts collected at the site were fragments of
whole objects. Nearly 82 percent of the artifacts came from Features 2
and 3. As previously described, a number of artifacts provided dates
from which it was possible to establish occupation dates for the site.
All four features were considered together in order to derive the best
dates. None of the datable artifacts came into existence after 1911, and
none ended before 1910. Accordingly, the most parsimonious estimate for
a time bracket for the site would be 1910-1911; however, the actual time
of occupation was probably longer than is suggested by this narrow range.
Attempts to discover patterns or concentrations of artifacts were
made by plotting the distribution of each class of artifact within each
feature. None were observed.
Few of the artifacts found reflected the nature of activities
that took place at the site. Only one artifact, the carbide can, could
be specifically related to mining. Also, very few artifacts suggested
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the age and sex of the site occupants. The presence of two porcelain
doll arms suggested the presence of a child, and thus, that at least one
family lived at the site. No artifacts were found which specifically
reflected the presence of a woman. Nor, were there artifacts which
provided specific information on the ethnicity, status or other aspects
of economic, social, religious or cultural existence of the site's
residents. The food product containers observed, while obviously not
reflecting the full range of consumables available, did indicate a
relatively simple diet.
The type of architecture that was present on the site is unknown,
but the leveled and cleared areas at Feature 1 and Feature 2 suggest that
they were the locations of tents, frame buildings or other dwelling
types. Because the site was relatively flat, other dwellings could have
been erected without ground disturbance.

AZ EE:1:108 (ASM)

AZ EE:1:108 (ASM), labelled X1-S8-L2 in the field, was a
relatively large site, generally scattered east of a mine shaft in the NE
1/4 of the NE 1/4, Section 36, T18S, R16E (Figures 1.2, 4.29). The site
was located on a northeast-southwest trending ridge between drainages
tributary to Wasp Canyon Wash at an elevation of approximately 5210 ft to
5280 ft. It was within the area designated as "grassland" by McLaughlin
and van Asdall (1977: Figure F-2).

History

No site specific historical information was obtained for this
site; however, it appeared to fall within the Sweet Bye and Bye claim.
The primary mine, AZ EE:1:111 (ASM) on this claim was adjacent on the
west. AZ EE:1:108 (ASM) was thought to be the possible location of the
residential area for this mine.
Features
This site contained eight features, an incipient mine shaft, a
leveled platform, four trash concentrations, a stock pond and a segment
of an old road.

Feature 1
A mine shaft and adjacent tailings pile were labelled Feature 1.
The shaft was a maximum of 9 ft by 13 ft in area, and about 60 ft deep.
A four strand barbed wire fence, now partially fallen into the shaft,
once surrounded the excavation. A combination of galvanized steel pipe
and wood was used as fence posts. Attached to the top strand of wire on
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the west side was what had once been a sign. The tailing pile occurred
on the east and north sides of the shaft.

Feature 2
This feature, which was located at the junction of the current
north-south "main" road and the old road, Feature 8, contained two large
metal pieces related to mining. This trash possibly originated at AZ
EE:1:111 (ASM) rather than at AZ EE:1:108 (ASM). The pieces were from a
large, 4 ft diameter, metal cylinder which was was constructed of
sections of 1/8 in thick steel riveted together. The pieces may
represent part of the boiler for a steam engine.

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a leveled platform about 14 ft on a side. The west
side had been cut into the hillside about 0.75 ft.
A grid system consisting of 30 5-ft square units was placed over
the feature, and a 50 percent random sample collected. Only four squares
produced artifacts. Two additional squares were collected outside of the
grid.

Artifacts
Sixty-seven artifacts, of which 66 were glass, were collected
from the six squares at Feature 3. Six aqua fragments represented one
hand formed crown finish beer, and 11 light green pieces with a "16 S2"
heel mark and a crown finish represented one machine-made beer bottle
(probably manufactured by the American Bottle Company). The heel mark
indicated the bottle was made in 1916. Twenty-eight SCA fragments,
representing one oval pint whiskey bottle, were found scattered over
three squares about 30 ft apart. Clear glass was represented by 21
pieces, 18 of which were from a wine or liquor bottle made in 1965.
One 8d wire nail was also collected.

Feature 4
Feature 4 was a large trash scatter in the southwest corner of
the site. The feature was about 55 ft by 70 ft. A post was situated on
the northwest edge of the trash scatter. It was 1.37 ft in height and
about 0.4 ft in diameter. Two 16d nails were embedded in the top of the
post.
A grid of 154 5-ft square units was placed over the feature, and
a 50 percent random sample collected. Only 54 units contained
artifacts. Diagnostic artifacts were collected from 10 additional
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squares not included in the original sample.

Artifacts
A total of 634 artifacts were collected from Feature 4: 351
glass, 173 ceramic, 109 metal and one shell.
A minimum of 23 bottles, two prescription ware, one proprietary
medicine, one solid food, three whiskey, a bottle with a Kork and Seal
finish, one with a continuous thread finish and 14 beers were included
within the glass category. In addition, 158 fragments of unassignable
bottle glass were collected. Sixty-one percent of these were SCA in
color, 15 percent were brown, 13 percent were clear and the remainder
were aqua, light green and amber glass. Thirty-six nonbottle glass
fragments are also described below.
One of the prescription ware bottles was clear and rectangular;
the other was a machine-made clear bottle with a prescription finish.
The proprietary medicine bottle was an aqua, rectangular, paneled
container with a plain diamond base mark. This mark was that of the
Diamond Glass Company, used since 1924 (Toulouse 1971:500-501).
Nineteen pieces, all located within a few feet of one another,
probably represented a Type 1 preserve bottle. This clear, machine-made,
wide mouth container held solid food. Parts of two SCA whiskey bottles
were found. One was a machine-made, one pint oval with a brandy finish,
and the other was a one quart round bottle fragment. There was also a
clear, half pint, oval, machine-made bottle with a brandy finish.
Only the Kork and Seal finish of a brown bottle was found. The
finish was illustrated by Putnam (1965:266) and came into use about 1920
(Holscher 1965:35, No. 22).
A continuous-thread finish was from a machine-made, clear bottle.
Fourteen beer bottles were represented in the surface trash from
Feature 4. One was a clear, machine-made bottle with a "5" on the base
and incomplete lettering on the body. Six amber fragments with an
underlined square "C" on the base represented one bottle. The mark was
unknown, but was dated by Toulouse (1971:100) as about 1910-1935. Three
bottles were light green in color. One had a partial heel mark which may
have been that of the American Bottle Company, from 1905-1929 (Toulouse
1971:26) and one had incomplete body lettering and, "W.F. & S. MIL " on
the base, dating 1900-1929 (Toulouse 1971:536). The third light green
bottle, represented by only two fragments, had a "C" on the base and,
"C.G. CO. 317" on the heel. This was a machine-made bottle with a crown
finish made by the Crystal Glass Company between 1882 and 1907 (Toulouse
1971:126). The fact that the bottle was machine-made meant that it was
made at the end of the company's life.
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Seven of the nine brown beer bottles were all represented by at
least a crown finish, and were machine-made. All seven were the large
size (22 or 23 oz) export style bottles. Five body pieces contained
undecipherable fragments of lettering, and five heels exhibited number
and letter codes, only four of which were datable ("15...", "14 27", "14
1" and "16 S28"). The latter, and possibly all four, were produced by
the American Bottle Company. The numbers dated the heels to 1915, 1914,
1914 and 1916 respectively. The remaining fragments were parts of two
small (about 12 oz), machine-made, export beer bottles. One had partial
body lettering of the Terre Haute Brewing Company of Terre Haute, Indiana
and a heel mark, "15 28", or 1915. The Terre Haute company was in
business until 1920 (Friedrich and Bull 1976b:265). The other bottle had
a heel mark of "12 31", or 1912.
The nonbottle glass included tumbler fragments, pressed glass,
lamp chimney pieces, flat glass and a bead. Twenty-three fragments of at
least three SCA tumbler fragments were found spread more or less evenly
across the feature. All had at least one molded, horizontal line of
short vertical ridges as decoration near the rim. Only three pieces of
pressed glass were found. All were SCA and represented one or more
objects of indeterminable form. Six SCA fragments of a kerosene lamp
chimney were also found. Flat glass was represented by one light green,
1/4 in thick piece. The bead was a turquoise colored seed bead.
In all, 173 very small ceramic fragments (19 porcelain and 154
hardpaste white earthen ware) were collected at Feature 4. The porcelain
pieces were remains of a cup and a small, deep bowl similar in form to a
Chinese rice bowl. It had an indistinct blue underglaze design, an
illegible base mark and what appeared to be, "IRADEMNIK" (trademark?) on
the base. The cup had a gold floral design on its exterior.
While 90 of the hardpaste white earthen ware sherds could not be
identified as to form and had no decoration, 64 pieces could be assigned
to a form or decoration type. Four of these had datable company marks,
none of which could be associated with a particular form or design.
Three of the marks were those of the Homer Laughlin China Company;
namely, "1 8 7" (January 1908), "Angelus" (about 1909) and "Hudson" (1908
to about 1928). One mark was "PU...W..." or "PURITAN", West End Pottery,
which dated about 1915 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:129, 134, Figure 294d).
Eight ceramic forms were represented. One small plate and one
saucer were decorated with a gold line on the rim, a thin turquoise line
under that and below the turquoise line, a polychrome geometric floral
design. Two dinner plates had a raised design on the rim, a scalloped
edge and a red and green floral (rose?) design. Another plate, without
the raised design on the rim, had a gold line at the rim and green and
blue in the floral decoration. A cup with a gold floral design on the
exterior was also identified. An identical design was seen in Feature 7.
A gold floral design was also present on an unidentified form. A small
bowl, with a wide gold band at the rim exterior and a thin gold line
below it, was represented by only one sherd.
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Included with the artifacts collected from Feature 4, were 30
cans and several related items (54 fragments in all), 13 pieces of wire,
21 nails and 21 items of a miscellaneous nature.
Eighteen of the 30 whole and fragmentary cans, and a number of
miscellaneous items were food related. These were a hole-and-cap,
rectangular, tapered meat can in two pieces; two small, round meat product
cans with, "ESTAB 2B/9" and, "ESTAB 2B" on them; and two keys with
strips. One of the keys was 1 5/8 in and the other was 1 9/16 in long.
There was a matchstick filler hole type evaporated milk can; a baking
powder can and four lids, at least two of which were Royal brand; and
nine sardine cans, four of which were three-piece cans and five of which
were two-piece cans. In addition, a sardine can top and three top
opening keys with strips were collected. Miscellaneous items thought to
be food container related were a bucket lid; a push in-pry out, or
friction lid; a fragment of a round can; and two wire bucket bails.
Nonfood related cans were a Colgate toothpowder can top, as well
as three kidney shaped oval and six plain oval, pocket tobacco cans with
eight lids. The latter were the Prince Albert type.
Miscellaneous can fragments that could not be related to one of
these groups, were four round can fragments, a lid and a small
rectangular can with a pry out lid.
Thirteen pieces of wire, one 15 gage, one 16 gage and 11 17 gage,
were collected.
A fragment each of a square cut nail and a finishing nail, a
complete 5d smooth box nail and 18 common wire nails ranging from 5d to
30d in size, were found. The 8d size was the most numerous wire nail.
The miscellaneous metal items covered a wide range of functions.
Nine closures and fragments, five crown caps (one with a nail hole
through the center), a 1 3/8 in diameter cap for a continuous thread-finished
bottle or jar and three pieces of a Phoenix cap used to seal
food bottles were represented; as were a man's suspender buckle, a
stamped tin toy dinner knife (Figure A.11F), two corset lacing strips and
two small iron wedges. One wedge was similar in form to that shown in
Schroeder (1969:500), but it was more elaborate. Instead of having one
side groove which held a screw to further spread the handle and thus hold
the wedge and tool in place, this wedge had two side grooves, one on each
side of the wedge. At the base of the grooves, about in the center of
the wedge, were two holes. These would allow the nails or screws, when
driven, to cross through the wedge and penetrate the wood on the opposite
side, thus holding the wedge in place. The other wedge was similar in
shape but had no grooves or holes.
Six pieces of metal were unidentified.
One approximately 30 ligne shell button was collected. The back
of the button was reduced to form a shank with one hole.
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Feature 5
This feature was a small trash scatter about 20 ft by 40 ft,
located on the ridge top along a minor drainage channel north of Feature
4. A fallen wooden post and three pieces of wire occurred on the
surface. East of this feature was a wash basin on the surface.
A grid system of 40 5-ft square units was place over the feature,
and a 50 percent random sample of artifacts collected. Seventeen units
contained artifacts. Diagnostic artifacts were collected from three squares
not included in the sample, including an additional square added to the grid.

Artifacts
The surface of Feature 5 produced 17 glass, 71 ceramic and 28
metal artifacts.
The glass represented at least four different bottles: a
machine-made, one pint oval, brandy finished, clear whiskey; an SCA,
machine-made, prescription finished, prescription ware bottle; an SCA
rectangular ball neck panel, which was a proprietary medicine or
prescription ware bottle; and an unidentifiable aqua bottle fragment.
The 71 hardpaste white earthen ware ceramic fragments resulted
from at least five vessels, separated on the basis of decoration or lack
of it. Twenty-nine pieces represented one or more saucers with a gold
floral design on the rim, eight saucer fragments had a raised rim design,
five pieces from an unidentifiable form had a blue and green decal
decoration, one piece had a floral design outlined in black with hand painted
colors and one fragment had a plain rim. Twenty-four undecorated
fragments could not be associated with any of these. The Homer Laughlin
China Company was represented by three pieces of the mark illustrated by
Gates and Ormerod (1982: Figure 116a) with a date stamp, "(8?)3 L" or
August (?) 1903. This mark could not be associated with any of the
ceramic vessels at Feature 5.
The 28 metal artifacts reflected a wider range of activities and
uses than did the glass or ceramic artifacts. four 8d wire nails, eight
cans and 16 miscellaneous items made up the collection. The cans
included a Royal brand baking powder can lid; two oval Prince Albert type
tobacco cans; two fragments probably of food cans; a meat product can
with, "ESTAB 2B/R" on one end; a fragment of an evaporated milk can with
a matchstick filler hole; and a kidney oval shaped carbide can. The
latter was identical in form to the "Justrite" brand can illustrated in
Blish and others (1934:443). The words, "PAT APPLIED FOR" appeared on
the bottom of the can. The Justrite Company was in business at least
from 1901 to 1937 (Wilson 1982). Royal Baking Powder was produced from
1869 to at least 1929, when it merged with Standard Brands (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:81).
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The miscellaneous metal included a metal cap for a continuous thread
bottle finish; a 7/32 in triangular file fragment; a 2 1/2 in toy
shovel; a heavy brass faucet; a wire bucket bail; a complete strap hinge
with a 1 1/4 in joint and 4 1/4 in long straps; an unidentified fragment
with four screw holes, possibly a strap hinge; four pieces of 17 gage and
one of 10 gage wire; a coil of wire, once probably wrapped around a
broken axe handle; two pieces of composite wires made by twisting six
small strands (made up of seven strands each) into a single large strand;
and a fragment of a lacing strip from a corset.

Feature 6
A bulldozer created earthen stock tank was labelled Feature 6.
It was located on the north end of the ridge in the northeast corner of
the site. It was roughly 40 ft by 50 ft in size. The tank was
constructed within the Rosemont Grazing Allotment for use by livestock.
It postdated the historic occupation at the site.

Feature 7
A small trash scatter, Feature 7, was located north of Feature 5,
along a minor drainage channel on the south side of Feature 8. The
scatter covered an area about 15 ft by 35 ft.
A grid system of 21 5-ft square units was placed over the
feature, and a 50 percent random sample made of surface artifacts. Only
six units contained artifacts.

Artifacts
A total of 24 artifacts (seven glass, three ceramic and 14 metal)
were collected from the surface of this feature.
The glass included two pieces of a brown, crown finished,
machine-made beer bottle; two fragments of a horizontally ribbed
peppersauce bottle; and two piece of an SCA and one of an aqua, bottle.
Three hardpaste white earthen ware sherds probably all represented
one saucer which was decorated with a narrow turquoise line below the rim.
The metal included a large wire bucket bail which had a wooden
hand grip; a piece of copper wire; an 8d and a 40d wire nail; and a .45
caliber revolver cartridge case, made at the Frankford Arsenal in
December, 1906. The headstamp read, "F A 12 06" (Suydam 1979:234). In
addition, nine cans or can related items were collected. These were two
keys and strips from top opening sardine cans, a round syrup can, two
sanitary food cans, a sanitary meat product can with, "ESTAB 183" on it,
a 208 diameter sanitary meat product or chili pepper can which was side
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opened with a key and strip and a wire handle from a large square can.

Feature 8
A segment of road running east-west, following the ridge top
through the site, was labelled Feature 8. The road began at the "main"
north-south road on the west side of the site and extended eastward around
the south side of the hill on the east side of the site. One branch of
the road may also have continued around the north side of the site, but
erosion and the stock tank have obliterated traces of it there.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:108 (ASM) represented the remains of mining activity and
was probably the area occupied by workers in the mine at AZ
EE:1:111 (ASM). Eight features were recorded at this site: a leveled
platform, an incipient mine shaft, four trash concentrations, a recent
stock pond and a road segment. One of the trash features consisted only
of two large metal objects, which were probably related to the mining
operation. No portable trash was observed or collected at this or at
three other features.
In all, 841 artifacts (mostly fragments of whole objects) were
collected at the leveled platform (Feature 3) and at the three major
trash concentrations (Features 4, 5 and 7). As described earlier, only a
few of these provided dates which might be useful to the establishment of
a range of dates for the occupation of the site. Because so few
specifically datable artifacts were found in Features 3, 5 and 7, all four
Features (3, 4, 5 and 7) were lumped together for the purpose of dating.
The most parsimonious time bracket that included all the datable
artifacts within its scope was 1906-1916. No datable artifact came into
existence after 1916 and none ended before 1906. At this late date,
bottles (especially beer) generally had a short life, and the beer bottle
manufacturing dates were assumed to approximate deposition dates, the
arguments of Hill (1982:291-327), notwithstanding. Conversely, specific
year dates for manufacture of a ceramic item were not treated in the same
way; the manufacture date was treated only as a beginning date because of
the relatively long use period expected.
Attempts to discern patterns or concentrations of artifacts were
made by plotting the distribution of each class of artifact: ceramics,
glass and so on, within each feature. No patterns or concentrations were
observed, except for the 21 nails in Feature 4, which were all located
within a 30 ft by 35 ft area in the center of the 50 ft by 70 ft grid.
It was thought that this concentration did not indicate the former
presence of a building because of the slope at this point. All other
artifacts were evenly distributed across the surface.
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Few artifacts reflected the nature of activities taking place a
the site. Only one artifact, the carbide can (Feature 5), was
specifically related to mining. The age and sex of the occupants were
also suggested by only a few artifacts. The presence of men was
represented by a suspender buckle and tobacco cans; women by cold cream,
the corset parts and the bead; and children by the toy knife and shovel.
The toy dinner knife suggested the presence of a girl, and the shovel,
that of a boy.
No artifacts provided specific information on ethnicity and
status of individuals, or other aspects of their economic, social,
religious or cultural existence.
The specific food products observed reflected a simple diet, but
the can and bottles collected reflected only a small portion of the total
range of food products consumed.
The type of architecture on the site was unknown but the one
leveled platform suggested that it was the location of a tent or frame
building. It was not known if the two posts, one in Feature 4 and one in
Feature 5, were related to buildings or structures on the site. They
were not directly associated with the leveled platform. If the site had
been occupied by a group of miners working at the nearby mine, other
dwellings would have been required. Because of the relative flatness of
the site, tents, frame buildings or other types of dwellings could have
been erected without requiring ground disturbance. The strap hinge, and
the possible part of a second, may have been related to a building once
located here. The small quantity of nails (28) and the lack of window
glass (one piece) hinted at the possibility that housing less formal than
frame shacks was in use.

AZ EE:1:109 (ASM)

AZ EE:1:109 (ASM) was a small mining-related site (Figures 1.2,
4.30) located in the NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4, Section 36, T18S, R15E. The
site was located on an east-west trending ridge and was within the area
designated as "grassland" by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2).
The site elevation was between 5310 ft and 5320 ft.

History
No historical information was located for this site.

Features

The site contained three features, including trash areas and
probable platforms.
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Feature 1
This feature consisted of two, small, probable platforms and
surrounding trash. Both were level areas that appeared to have been
cleared of rocks. The westernmost was 13 ft by 14 ft, and the
easternmost was 10 ft by 15 ft. A grid of 58 5-ft squares was placed
over the feature and a 50 percent random sample collected. Fourteen of
the squares contained artifacts, as did four additional squares which
were collected as purposive units.

Artifacts
A total of 232 artifacts, 213 glass and 19 metal, were collected
from Feature 1. No ceramics were observed.
The glass was made up exclusively of bottle remains, the largest
number of which were from machine-made SCA food bottles. The 104
fragments represented about six small, relatively straight-sided or
cylindrical Type 2 preserve bottles. The lid is seated upon a lip or
ridge inside the bore, just below the sealing surface. A metal band or
phoenix cap that wrapped around the finish, sealed the container (Lief
N.D.:21). Three fragments of one of the 3/8 in wide metal bands were
found. The bottles all had a valve lifter scar on the base, but only one
bottle had a base mark (.7). The Phoenix closure was dated 1892 to 1913
by Newman (1970:75).
Ten SCA fragments may have been part of the food bottles but
could not be definitely assigned to them.
Three fragments were from a light green, machine-made, crown-finished
beer bottle. It had ".1" on its base. Eight light green
fragments were from a rectangular, paneled, proprietary medicine bottle.
Thirty light green pieces could not be associated with a specific form.
The remains of two aqua proprietary medicine bottles were
collected in 23 pieces. One was represented only by a double bead
finish. The lower bead came to a point, rather than being rounded. The
other 22 pieces included the letters: "BO...",
"... &
CHE../...t1o...", and "...CO...". These were from one of the several
Cuticura products manufactured by the Potter Drug and Chemical
Corporation, Boston. Wilson and Wilson (1971:30) dated the bottle to
around 1885 or 1887 or later. Four aqua fragments were not associated
with a specific form.
Twenty-three clear fragments, two of which are embossed with
"...ITY" and "CA..." (Capacity?), may represent a round, quart whiskey
bottle.
Eight additional clear fragments had a yellowish or straw color
which may have indicated the use of selenium as a decolorizer. This was
used from about 1916 (Munsey 1970:55).
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The 19 metal artifact fragments included three cans and related
objects, and five miscellaneous items.
One can was a hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can with,
"ESTAB 20-C" on the cap. The can was opened with a key. Two cans were
represented only by lids: one, a lid to an oval tobacco can and the
other, a lid to a 6 oz Schillings Best product. The related items were
six 1 5/8 in long stamped can keys and strips, and a 14 gage wire bucket
bail.
Miscellaneous items were a brass grommet from a tent or
tarpaulin, a piece of 17 gage wire, a piece of angle iron, a small,
cruciform-shaped piece of tin and the three food jar sealing band
fragments mentioned above.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was a trash scatter about 20 ft by 35 ft in size,
located east of Feature 1. A grid of 28 5-ft squares was placed over
the feature and a 50 percent random collection made. Only nine squares
contained trash. On the south end of the scatter was what appeared to be
a small cleared area seven ft by 12 ft.

Artifacts
This feature produced 29 artifacts: 11 glass, 17 metal and one
miscellaneous. No ceramics were observed.
Four clear glass pieces were parts of an oval, pint, machine-made
whiskey bottle with, "B 5" on the base. The remaining seven clear
fragments were probably part of the same bottle.
Five cans were represented by 10 fragments. These included one
oval tobacco can; one kidney-shaped, oval tobacco can with a lid; a
Justrite brand pocket carbide can (Dohs 1974:54); an entire 305 x 502
sanitary can with a 208 diameter, pry-out lid, and a food can. The food
can consisted of two cut-out ends, one embossed with "Empsons" and the
other, with "E". Both were from the same can. The J. Empson and
Daughter Canning Company canned vegetables in Colorado from about 1887
(May 1938:71) to 1927 when the firm merged with the Kuner Company. A 1
5/8 in long, stamped can key with a strip was not matched with a can.
An 8d common wire nail; two pieces of wire, one 17 gage and one
16 gage in thickness; a round iron bar fragment; an unidentified, stamped
tin object; and a fragment of a 7/8 in diameter, carbon battery core were
also collected.
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Feature 3
The remaining trash scatter, which covered an area approximately
in
diameter, was designated Feature 3. A 100 percent collection
20 ft
was made from the grid of 20 5-ft squares. All 20 squares contained
artifacts.

Artifacts
Twenty-eight glass, six ceramic and 67 cans and related artifacts
were collected from Feature 3.
The glass represented two, and possibly three, SCA, machine-made
food bottles (11 pieces) of the type found in Feature 1, and one
rectangular paneled proprietary medicine bottle (10 pieces). Fragments
of the latter contained a "B3" in a diamond and a "9" on the base, and
the letters, "...TREATMENT.../...ECTIONS/SKIN", "...TER.../C..." on the
body. This was, "Cuticura Treatment for Affections of the Skin", a
product of the Potter Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston (Baldwin
1973:139).
An SCA fragment of a tumbler base was also found, as well as six
small hardpaste white earthen ware sherds without decoration or
discernible form.
Forty-seven of the can fragments represented at least 27
rectangular, tapered, hole-and-cap meat cans, all with doubled side
seams. Thirteen of these cans have, "ESTAB 20-C" on the caps, and 17
were opened with a key. One was opened along the scored key strip with a
can opener. The condition of the remaining cans prevented a
determination of the opening method used.
Three can keys and strips were collected. All keys had stamped
ends and were approximately 1 5/8 in long.
Evaporated milk was represented by one can with a "matchstick"
filler hole.
Eight can fragments have "EMPSON'S" or "E" in script. "EMPSON'S"
occurred on five can ends, so there were at least five cans. Two of the
cans were 306 in diameter. The Empson firm canned vegetables between
1887 and 1927 (May and others 1938:71).
Eight fragments of sanitary cans could not be assigned a product,
and the number of cans represented by the fragments could not be
determined. Some of the fragments may have been parts of the Empson
cans.
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Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:109 (ASM) was a probable habitation site for mining
activity; but the specific mine involved and the type of activity, are
unknown. Three features, all trash concentrations, were recorded at this
site. One of these features contained two cleared and leveled areas, and
one feature contained one cleared area. Other than the cleared areas
which are characteristic of mining sites in the Rosemont area, and a
single carbide can, there was little to support the supposition that this
had been a mining-related site.
A total of 362 artifacts, mostly fragments of whole objects, were
collected at the three features. Only a few provided information useful
for determining the occupation dates of the site; and those dates are
general. The artifacts from all the features were lumped together
because so few dates were available at any one feature.
The most probable date for the occupation of the site was between
1916-1919. No datable artifact came into existence after 1916 and none
ended before 1919.
Attempts to discern patterns or concentrations in artifact
distribution within the features proved unrewarding.
Two features (1 and 2) had small, cleared and slightly leveled
areas which may be the location of dwellings. No architectural evidence
remained at either of the two features, if the single 8d nail at Feature
2 and the tent or tarpaulin grommet at Feature 1 were discounted. The
grommet, however, suggested the presence of a tent or a tarpaulin used as
part of a shelter.
The few artifacts whose specific function could be determined, do
not provide adequate information on age, sex, ethnic background or other
aspects of the society, economy or culture of the occupants.
The few specific food products noted reflected a simple diet.

AZ EE:1:110 (ASM)

AZ EE:1:110 (ASM) was a small site (Figures 1.2, 4.28) located in
the NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4, Section 36, T18S, R155E about 150 ft southeast
of AZ EE:1:107 (ASM). This site may have been part of the latter site.
The site was located on the same east-west trending ridge as AZ EE:1:107
(ASM), and was within the area designated as "grassland" by Mclaughlin
and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). The site elevation was between 5250 ft
and 5265 ft.
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History
No historical information was located for this site.

Features
The site was made up of three features, two rockpiles and a rock
alignment. A very thin trash scatter was distributed across the site
which had experienced some surface erosion.

Feature 1
Feature 1 consisted of one well-defined rock alignment,
approximately 15 ft in length; a rock alignment less well defined about 7
ft in length, and a small, amorphous rock pile. The alignments may have
delimited a former tent or building location. A grid of 42 5-ft squares
was placed over the feature, and a 100 percent collection made. Only 15
squares contained artifacts.
Artifacts collected were a 20d wire nail; seven bottle fragments
(clear, brown and light green glass); a lid for a Jack Frost Baking
Powder can; a fragment of a similar lid; one clear tumbler fragment;
three pieces of 5/64 in thick flat glass; three SCA fragments of pressed
glass; 14 hardpaste earthen ware sherds, two of which were part of a cup
with a floral decoration; one small bucket bail; one teaspoon (Figure
A.13C); two fragments of 17 gage wire; and an unidentified metal strip.

Feature 2
A rock pile located about 60 ft southeast of Feature 1 was
designated Feature 2. The pile, which is 4.5 ft in diameter, may have
been the remains of a mining claim marker.
A grid of 12 5-ft squares was placed over the feature and a 100
percent collection made. Only five squares contained artifacts.
This feature yielded 11 fragments of a clear, round whiskey
bottle with "CAPACITY ONE FULL QUART FB" on the base, and a clear piece
from another bottle.

Feature 3
A second rock pile, designated Feature 3, was located west of
Feature 1. The pile was about four feet in diameter and may also have
been the remains of a mining claim marker.
No systematic surface collection of artifacts was made. The grab
sample method produced seven SCA fragments of a wide-mouth food jar, with
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a pry-off type metal lid; a fragment of a small bucket with pushed
through ears; and a piece of a pressed milk glass lid from a candy or
similar dish.
In addition to the feature specific collections, a small bucket
fragments, one hardpaste white earthen ware cup sherd, wire, a key and
strip from opening a sardine can, two clear glass fragments and an
unidentified piece of iron were collected across the site.
In 1975, the Arizona State Museum field survey team observed or
collected artifacts from this feature. These included an oval tobacco
can lid; SCA glass; an SCA "Gebhardt Eagle Chili Powder" bottle; a small,
light green glass jar; a teaspoon; a lard bucket and bail; hardpaste
white earthen ware; and a shovel blade with the front and back handle
reinforcing straps riveted to the blade. The front strap contained the
words, "LINDSAY STEEL". The chili powder bottle was machine-made with a
continuous-thread finish and an illegible number within a diamond on the
base. The product was made from 1896 to 1937 (Devner 1964:11). The jar
was a machine-made, continuous-thread container with a "35" on the base.
It measured 2 5/16 in by 4 3/8 in. The teaspoon was marked with a "W" in
a diamond. The mark was that of E.M. Weinberg and Company of New York,
about 1915 - about 1922 (Rainwater 1975:185).

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:110 (ASM) was thought to represent a habitation site
probably related to mining, which was evident to the south and west.
Feature 1 may have been the location of a building; but only the rock
alignments, a 20d nail and two fragments of 5/64 in thick window glass
could be cited as evidence for this.
The datable artifacts were the SCA glass, about 1880 - 1919; the
SCA, machine-made Gebhardt's Chili Powder bottle, about 1906 - 1919 (on
the basis that it was SCA and machine-made); the oval tobacco can lid
from about 1908 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:74); the wire nail, in
use after around 1900; and the shovel blade, which was common at and
before the turn-of-the-century. The riveted construction was evident in
the 1897 Sears, Roebuck Company catalog (Israel 1968:48) but not in the
Sears catalog for 1908 (Schroeder 1969:520).
On the basis of the few datable artifacts and the limited
quantity of trash, this site was probably occupied for a limited time
between 1900 and 1920; but, because no datable artifact comes into
existence after 1915 and none ends before 1919, occupation dates for this
site may approximate 1915 - 1919.
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AZ EE:1:111 (ASM)

The only site within the study area where underground mine
workings occurred was at a site designate in the field as M4-S1-L1 by
ASM (Figures 1.2, 4.31). More extensive workings could be found at the
Narragansett Mine and at numerous other locations, but these were all
excluded from consideration as a condition of the present study. The
site was on the side of a hill in the center, NE 1/4 of the Section 36,
T18S, R16E, overlooking site AZ EE:1:108 (ASM) to the east. It was
situated between approximately 5320 ft and 5360 ft elevation, within the
area designated as "woodland" by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977: Figure
F-2). It covered an area approximately 60 ft by 80 ft.

History

Much less was known historically about AZ EE:1:111 (ASM) than the
Narragansett or Old Rosemont operations, which were larger and much more
extensive. However, this site appeared to represent the next most
important mining operation in the Rosemont study area.
The claim on which the mine was situated was called the Sweet Bye
and Bye by Richard Parks who located it in the early 1880's, probably in
1882 (Document 109). His claim was on the east side of the Oregon Copper
and Erie claims which were both Old Rosemont claims. Production occurred
as early as 1887-1888 when Parks and George Brooks shipped ore from the
claim to St. Louis for processing. In 1897, William Powers apparently
purchased parat of the claim, and possibly others in the area, and
shipped ore to Helvetia for smelting. He and Parks operated the mine for
awhile before leasing it briefly to E.L. Vail (Document 109). Powers, in
turn, sold part of his interest in his various claims to Charles Jones,
Joseph Muheim and John Anderson, in about 1907 (Document 110). In 1909
Schrader reported that the mine was owned by Powers but his description
of the mine does not seem to fit AZ EE:1:1111 (ASM) (1915:130).
About 1916, the Sweet Bye and Bye was bonded to C.A. Farmer and
Associates who made plans to erect new employee housing and a commissary
and to build a good road (Document 111). This effort apparently failed
because in February, 1917, Charles Jones of Bisbee (one of the mine
owners) had a crew at work there (Document 110). In 1919, Powers was
reported to have visited the mine to observe ongoing work there (Document
112). To further complicate the picture, William Grafen said he sold the
mine to Mr. Muheim (Document 37) sometime before 1928. Keith (1974)
lists (Charles) Jones, MacFarland and Powers as owners.
Virtually nothing is known of the subsequent history of this
claim until 1972-1979, during with time it appeared to have been
relocated by ANAMAX as the Santa Rita No. 26 (Document 113).
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Features

This site contained five features: a mine shaft, equipment
foundations, an adit, a recent drilling platform and an area of blasted
rock. No artifacts were collected from this site.

Feature 1
The remains of two machinery or equipment mounts or foundations
made up Feature 1. One of the foundations was 3 ft by 13 ft, was made of
concrete, and had eight threaded 3/4 in bolts (four along each side)
embedded in it. The other foundation was about 3 ft by 6 ft in size and
was made of at least four 8 in by 8 in timbers. It had been somewhat
disturbed, but originally it was rectangular in plan. Both were oriented
with their long axes north-south. The wooden foundation may have pre
dated that of concrete, but no evidence was found to determine whether
they were contemporaneous or not. Whatever their chronological
relationship, they clearly related to the mining process, and were most
likely the foundations for machinery used to hoist ore out of the shaft.
A tall oak tree stump with embedded wire and nails stood on the
west side of the concrete foundation.

Feature 2
Feature 2 (Figure 4.32) was a 6 ft by 8 ft mine shaft which was
at least 100 ft in depth. About 10 ft below the surface, a horizontal
adit or drift tunnel was observed extending southward.
The shaft was timbered (at least near the surface where it was
visible) with 2 in by 12 in planks placed vertically behind larger,
various sized horizontal timbers. The shaft appeared to have been
divided into two compartments: a larger one (about 6 ft by 6 ft) for
hauling ore out; and a small one (nearly 2 ft by 6 ft) on the west side
of the shaft. The smaller compartment would have been used as a manway.
This configuration was nearly identical to that recommended by Krumlauf
(1966:11) for small mines.
In 1975, the Arizona State Museum survey team reported the
remains of a 30 ft tall head frame over the shaft (Figure 4.33). The
head frame was constructed of 8 in by 8 in timbers fastened together with
3/4 in bolts. It also included a metal chute on one side and a large
pulley on top of the head frame. By 1982, this structure had completely
disappeared; no evidence of its existence remained. A ladder fastened to
the compartment divider, but which was no longer visible from the
surface, had also been reported by the survey team.
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Figure 4.32 AZ EE:1:111 (ASM), Feature 2, mine shaft. View looking south
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Figure 4.33 AZ EE:1:111 (ASM), Feature 2, mine shaft headframe. Feature
3, adit, on the right. View looking southeast. Arizona State Museum
photograph
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Feature 3
South of Feature 2 was a 60 ft long north-south adit.
Approximately 30 ft into the adit where it narrowed, a doorway had been
constructed. It was thought that when the adit revealed no mineral vein,
the doorway was built, and the adit used for storage of mining equipment
and supplies. The tunnel at this point was about 6 ft high and 7 ft wide.
The doorway was framed between two vertical 4 in by 4 in timbers.
On the west side, a board filled the small space between the timber and
the wall of the adit. On the east side, brick and mortar and a large
piece of heavy sheet metal were used to fill the space bet%een the frame
and adit wall. The 2 ft wide door was constructed of 1 in thick boards
and was hung on two heavy strap hinges. The door was 5 ft in height.

Feature 4
This feature represented a recent, pre 1975, drilling platform
prepared for subsurface sampling of mineral potential at the site. The
platform was a leveled area about 50 ft in diameter located west of
Features 1 and 2. Two 4 in diameter drill holes and several segments of
partially buried steel cable could be seen. The drilling activity may
have destroyed features relating to the use and occupation of the site.
To prevent collapse of the steep hillslope above the drill pad, it had
been cut back in steps.

Feature 5
Feature 5 was a 10 ft diameter area, east of, and down slope from
Feature 2 that had been blasted by explosives. Several large boulders
contained remnants of drill holes.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:111 (ASM) was the only mine recorded within the project
area. Very little of the above ground features were in existence when
the site was recorded by the State Museum, but a head frame was more or
less intact. Subsequent vandalism completely removed all trace of this
structure between 1975 and 1982.
This mine, thought to be on the Sweet Bye and Bye claim, was
first worked in 1887 or 1888, and continued until at least 1919.
Activity here was not connected with contemporary events either at Old
Rosemont or at New Rosemont. The claim was not patented historically.
Few artifacts were seen on the surface of this site, and most
were of recent vintage. None were collected.
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AZ EE:2:70 (ASM)

A small mining related site designated AZ EE:2:70 (ASM) was
located in the NW 1/4 of the NW 1/4 Section 31, T18S, R15E southeast of
the Martinez Ranch (Figures 1.2, 4.34). The site was located on an eastwest trending ridge between washes tributary to Wasp Canyon Wash and was
within the area designated as "grassland" by McLaughlin and Van Asdall)
1977:Figure F-1). The elevation of the site was about 5070 ft.

History

No historical information was located for this site.

Features

Four historic features, including a rock pile, a rock ring and
two trash concentrations, were located. Two features of recent vintage
were also recorded.

Feature 1
This feature consisted of a 10 ft diameter rock pile. No
artifacts were associated with the feature which may represent the
remnants of a claim marker.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was a small trash scatter measuring 35 by 45 ft. A 100
percent surface collection was made from the 63 5-ft grid squares laid
over the feature. Only 16 of the squares contained artifacts.

Artifacts
A total of 35 artifacts, 16 glass, 10 ceramic and nine metal,
were collected from Feature 2.
The glass consisted of light green, cobalt blue, SCA, aqua and
clear bottle fragments. A cobalt blue bead finish, probably from a small
Bromo-Seltzer bottle, which dates from about 1888) Wilson and Wilson
1971:107) and one SCA fragment were collected. One aqua piece, embossed
"...8", was part of an H.H.H. House Medicine DDT 1868 bottle. This was a
proprietary medicine bottle for use by humans. The product was
introduced in 1868 and continued in use until at least 1915 (Wilson and
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Wilson 1971:43; Herskovitz 1978:16; Devner 1968:44). The clear fragments
were part of a rectangular paneled proprietary or prescription ware
bottle.
Except for one Papago plain sherd, the ceramics were all
hardpaste white earthen ware. One fragment had a blue floral (?) design,
and one was part of a printed floral design. Only one vessel form was
identifiable, a cup, represented by a handle fragment. The remainder
were undecorated. The Papago sherd was from a bowl which had a black
core. It was unslipped and had a sooted exterior. The interior was
black and shiny as a result of having been used for cooking purposes.
Only five of the seven can fragments were noteworthy. One was an
oval tobacco can, and one was a 506 diameter can end with small holes
punched through it. There was no pattern to the holes. It may have
served as a homemade sieve. Two soldered can fragments, one with a holeand-cap, may have been parts of the same round can. A rectangular,
tapered meat can with a hole-and-cap was also represented.
A harmonica reed plate and a metal overall button were also
collected. The button had a brass face and an iron shank. The face was
embossed with five stars over a sprig or spray of vegetation.

Feature 3
South of Feature 1 was a roughly circular, 5 ft diameter, rock
pile or ring. No artifacts were observed. The purpose of the feature,
which had a large juniper tree growing on one side of it, was unknown.

Feature 4
A thin trash scatter, located south of Feature 2 along a
shallow drainage channel, was designated Feature 4. The scatter
approximately 20 by 55 ft in size. A 100 percent collection was
from the 33 5-ft grid squares laid over the feature. Only eight
contained artifacts.

small
was
made
squares

Artifacts
Four glass, five ceramic and two metal artifacts were recovered
from Feature 4. The glass included a piece of an aqua proprietary
medicine bottle, a piece each of SCA and light green bottle glass and a
fragment of an SCA pressed glass object of unidentifiable form. The
undecorated ceramic sherds were all hardpaste white earthen ware whose
form(s) could not be determined. A 504 diameter bucket lid had holes (in
no discernible pattern) punched through it. A coiled spring, probably
from a bed, was also present.
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Features 5 and 6
Features 5 and 6 were two short walls, 15 ft and 10 ft long
respectively. Both were simple dry-laid masonry structures without
associated artifacts. It was believed that these walls postdated the
occupation of the site, and that they might be related to the informal
annual pseudo-military games held in the area.
In addition to the artifacts collected in 1982, the Arizona State
Museum collected several in 1975. Those from 1975 included a base to an
aqua beer bottle, a finish from a proprietary medicine bottle, the base
of an assay crucible, a Royal Baking Powder can lid, the tip of a
carpenter's rip saw, a sanitary can, a hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered
meat can and a lid to a lard bucket.
The beer bottle had a small, hand-formed brandy finish and "L G
Co 25" on its base. Although Toulouse (1971:323) identified this mark
with the Louisville Kentucky Glass Works, or Company, in fact, it is an
unknown. The bottle type and the mark were common in sites dating about
1880 to 1895. The assay crucible had an illegible maker's mark on its
heel. Royal Baking Powder was produced from 1869 until at least 1929
when the company merged with the Standard Brands firm. It probably
continued in essentially its original form even after 1929 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:81). The lard bucket lid had "COTTOLENE (in
script)/THE(N.K.)FAIRBANKS/...COMPANY" embossed on it.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:2:70 (ASM) contained four historic features, two piles of
rock and two concentrations of surface trash. The site was probably a
habitation site related to mining activities, although the specific mine,
or the type of activity could not be identified. No recognizable cleared
and leveled areas where dwellings once stood were recorded. Feature 1, a
possible claim marker, and Feature 3, which may also have been a claim
marker, may postdate the occupation of the site. Beyond the fragment of
assay crucible, there was little to support classification of the site as
mining related.
Fifty-four artifacts, mostly fragments of whole objects, were
recovered from the site. Only a few provided information that was useful
for determining the occupation dates of the site. Therefore, the
artifacts from the entire site were lumped together.
The best time estimate for the occupation of the site was about
1895-1908. No artifacts could be dated prior to 1895 nor after 1908.
Too few datable artifacts were found for these dates to be considered as
totally reliable.
The small amount and variety of trash recovered limits the
meaningful generalizations that can be derived at this site. No patterns
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or concentrations of artifacts were discernible in the feature. Of
primary interest was the fact that the range of types of artifact
materials and the food products represented were similar to those from
other small sites studied in the Wasp Canyon area. The small number of
artifacts recovered are suggestive of a short occupation.
Nothing relating to architecture was observed at the site.

AZ EE:2:145 (ASM): Precipitation Tanks

This site (Figures 1.2, 4.35), designated M74-S1-L1 during the
1976 Arizona State Museum survey, was located in the NW 1/4 of the NW
1/4, Section 32, T18S, R16E, about 600 ft south of Old Rosemont. It was
situated on the north side of an east-west trending ridge at an elevation
between 4840 and 4865 ft, in an area designated by McLaughlin and Van
Asdall (1977: Figure F-2) as both "grassland" and "woodland".

History

No site specific historical information was located for AZ
EE:2:145 (ASM). ANAMAX geologists were of the opinion that this site was
constructed in the late teens or early 1920s.

Features

The site consisted of a compact cluster of 29 features arranged
from the top of the ridge to its base. No artifacts were collected at
this site.
Feature 1
Feature 1 was a rectangular concrete pad of unknown use, located
on the top of the ridge. It measured 5.8 ft by 10.2 ft, with the long
axis oriented east-west. The pad had a 0.5 ft wide and 0.3 ft high lip
around the edge, creating a shallow, round cornered basin. A scatter of
small fragments of concrete around the feature suggested that the lip may
have been higher at one time. The surrounding surface was also
scattered with several pieces of dimensional lumber and wire nails.
Whether these were directly related to the feature is unknown.

Feature 2
A low mound of gravel about 20 ft in diameter, on the ridge top
west of Feature 1, was labelled Feature 2. The gravel appeared to have
been obtained from a nearby wash and had not been sorted to any
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particular size. This material was evidently used to make the concrete
for the construction of the various features.

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a hexagonal, concrete equipment foundation, which
was basically a 3.55 ft by 4.4 ft rectangle with two opposing corners
missing. The hexagon was created with wooden forms. Based on the
pattern of bolts, the foundation appeared to have held two distinct
objects. On the north half of the foundation were four 1/2 in diameter
threaded bolts, spaced in a square pattern 1.3 ft apart. Eight 1/4 in
diameter, threaded bolts, arranged in pairs and spaced 1.17 ft apart,
were located on the south half of the foundation. The bolts in each pair
were spaced 0.32 ft apart. The latter bolts stood 0.22 ft, and the
former 0.28 ft above the surface of the foundation.

Feature 4
This feature consisted of the remains of a 0.45 ft by 0.6 ft
wooden timber which was 1 ft in height. It may have been part of a
larger structure that included Features 5-9.

Feature 5
Feature 5 was a 1 ft tall, broken, 0.5 ft square timber placed
vertically in the ground.

Feature 6
This feature was an upright, 0.5 ft square timber standing about
1 ft tall. It had a 1.1 ft diameter concrete collar around it at ground
level.

Feature 7
North of Feature 6 was Feature 7, a concrete collar with a 0.5 ft
square hole. The upright timber, which was once surrounded by the
collar, was missing.

Feature 8
A concrete pad measuring 0.9 ft thick, 2.8 ft wide and 5 ft long
north-south, was labelled Feature 8. It had two concrete piers flanking
the north end. The one on the east side supported a 0.45 ft by 0.6 ft
upright timber, and was surrounded by a 1.4 ft diameter concrete collar.
The pier on the west side supported a 0.3 ft by 0.5 ft upright timber,
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and was also surrounded by a 1.4 ft diameter collar. The timber rested
partially on the pier and partially on the concrete pad.

Feature 9
Feature 9 was a rectangular, square U-shaped, concrete structure,
located immediately north of Feature 8. Overall, the structure varied in
width from 2.6 ft to 3 ft and was 4 ft long. The open end faced north.
The concrete was poured into rough forms with only the surfaces of the
two "arms" relatively smooth and level. Timbers of large dimensions
rested horizontally on the "arms". The concrete on the interior of the
"U" (at its base), and an irregular mass on the exterior west side were
added after the timbers were in place. The feature was in alignment with
Feature 8 and most likely was functionally related to it. What its
specific function was could not be determined.

Feature 10
This feature was a cylindrical, concrete tank set into the
hillside. It was the only complete and undamaged tank at the site. It
had an exterior diameter of 8 ft and its greatest exposed height above
ground surface was 17.6 ft. The top of the tank was sealed with a
concrete cap, and the exterior surface had been coated with a thin cement
plaster. The ground surface between Features 9 and 10 had been
artificially filled and leveled to a depth of 5 ft at the tank. The fill
was supported on the west side of the tank by a 3 ft long, dry laid rock
wall.

Features 11 - 12
Below Feature 10 were two square upright timbers surrounded at
the base by concrete collars. They were about 5 ft apart, were
apparently related in function and may have been related to Feature 13.
Feature 11 was a 0.62 ft square timber, 2.65 ft in height, with a 2.5 ft
diameter concrete collar at ground surface. Feature 12 was a 0.6 ft
square timber, 3.35 ft in height, with a collar identical in size to that
at Feature 11.

Feature 13
Feature 13 was a 4.7 ft high and 8.95 ft long structure that had
been shaped by pouring concrete into wooden forms. It appeared to have
been constructed in three parts: a rectangular concrete base or footing,
a tapered concrete "wall" on top and a truncated, pyramid shaped block
on top of each end of the "wall". The 1 ft thick rectangular footing
slab was 2.1 ft by 8.95 ft in size. On top of this was poured a tapered
block or "wall" extending the full length of the footing. This piece was
1.9 ft wide at the base (where it rested on the footing) and 1.7 ft wide
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at the top. On each end of the "wall" was a 2.55 ft tall, truncated,
pyramidal block, 1.7 ft by 1.75 ft at the base, and 1.28 ft square on
top. Embedded in the top center of each of these blocks was an upright
1/2 in bolt, but only the east bolt remained in place. The bolt which
was 0.6 ft high had its upper 1 3/4 in threaded. A 1 1/4 in steel pipe
spanned the distance between the two end pieces about midway down from
the top.

Feature 14
East of Feature 13 was a partially intact, open top, cylindrical
concrete tank, designated as Feature 14. The north side of the tank had
fallen downslope, but the south side was intact. The tank was 6.68 ft
deep and 7.8 ft in diameter, overall. The interior diameter was 6.8 ft.
Both the interior and exterior of the feature appeared to have been
plastered with a thin layer of cement. Poultry netting and miscellaneous
fragments of iron were used as reinforcing material in the 0.5 ft thick
wall of the tank. Although very little of the footings for the tank were
visible, red, fired bricks were observed. The tank was flanked by two
upright wooden timbers, both about 3.5 ft tall. The west timber was 0.4
ft by 0.45 ft and the east timber was 0.3 ft by 0.45 ft.

Feature 15
Feature 15 (Figure 4.36) was a partially intact, open top,
cylindrical concrete tank, very similar to Feature 14. The south side,
and possibly some of the upper portion of the tank, had fallen. The tank
had a 0.45 ft thick wall and an interior diameter of 7 ft. The remains
indicated a tank that had been at least 5.25 ft in height, and possibly 3
ft higher. Accurate depth measurements could not be made. The tank may
have been plastered with cement on both the interior and exterior
surfaces.

Feature 16
This feature was a rectangular, concrete equipment foundation,
laid up in wooden forms. It was 3.6 ft by 6.5 ft in plan and was 1.7 ft
in height above ground surface. In each corner was a threaded 1 1/8 in
diameter, 0.4 ft high bolt. A layer of cement, about 0.1 ft thick, had
been added to the surface. The machinery had apparently been placed on
the foundation while the cement was still wet, because impressions of
four 4 in wide and 9 in long wooden blocks remained in the cement, one
adjacent to each of the bolts.

Feature 17
A three part, concrete equipment foundation was designated
Feature 17. All parts were poured in wooden forms. The largest part was
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a rectangular concrete pillar, 1.5 ft east-west by 2.8 ft north-south at
the base, and 1.5 ft by 2.35 ft at the top. Added to the north end was a
concrete column that was 1.5 ft east-west by 1.2 ft north-south at the
base, and 1.5 ft east-west by 0.85 ft north-south at the top. Overall, the
foundation was 1.5 ft wide and 3.2 ft long at the top, and was about 4 ft
in height above the present ground surface. Sometime after the concrete
was dry, a small triangular buttress was added near the south end of the
west side. The buttress was 0.6 ft wide north-south, 1.65 ft long
east-west at the base and terminated about 0.54 ft below the top of the
foundation. A shallow, irregular groove was chiseled out of the side of
the foundation in an attempt to more securely anchor the buttress to it.
The surface on which one or more pieces of equipment rested was
in three levels, the highest being at the south end. This level was 1.05
ft in length, north-south. Two threaded, 11/16 in diameter bolts, spaced
about 0.75 ft apart and oriented east-west, were embedded in the highest
level. A depressed, rectangular area surrounded the bolts.
The next level to the north was 0.13 ft lower and contained no
bolts. It was 0.5 ft in length.
The 1.65 ft long third level was 0.08 ft lower than the second.
It had four threaded, 11/16 in diameter bolts laid out in a square
pattern. A depressed square area surrounded the bolts. These bolts were
spaced slightly further apart than the two on the south end, which may
indicate that more than one piece of equipment had been placed on the
feature.

Feature 18
The cover from slope wash and by large concrete fragments,
precluded an accurate assessment as to the extent and character of this
feature. The only part of the feature that was visible was a 2.2 ft high
and 0.4 ft wide concrete wall on the north side. The concrete trough,
Feature 19, began at Feature 18 with a 4.75 ft wide exit.
The wall extended east of the trough for 4 ft to a corner, and
west of it for 4 ft. At this point, it was offset 1 ft to the south,
from where it then continued another 3 ft west. From both corners, the
wall extended under the debris to the south for an undetermined distance.
Overall, the feature was 16 ft long east-west. A threaded, 1 1/4 in
diameter bolt was located in each of the two northernmost corners, and one
each was located closer to the trough. Both pairs of bolts were spaced
about 3 ft apart. A fifth bolt was located in the corner on the far west
side.
The purpose of this feature is unknown. It may have been part of
a tank, or a tank may have rested on a level surface created by the wall.
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Feature 19
A V-shaped, concrete trough connecting Features 18 and 20 was
designated Feature 19. The trough, which sloped downward to the north,
was made from two 0.4 ft thick, 3 ft high and 10 ft long concrete slabs.
It rested on Features 18 and 20, and against a pair of concrete support
buttresses. Where the two slabs met at the bottom of the trough, cement
had been used to seal the crack. The trough was about 1.8 ft wide at its
north end, 4.75 ft wide at its south end and about 2.8 ft in depth. The
extra width at the south end was a result of the addition of concrete
extensions on the sides of the trough.
The trough was supported in its mid section by four concrete
supporting buttresses, situated opposite one another. The sides closest
to the trough were angled so that the buttress fit snugly against the
trough. The buttresses were placed about 4.5 ft north of Feature 18 and
2.5 ft south of Feature 20.

Feature 20
Feature 20 was an intact, cylindrical concrete tank set into the
ground. The top of the tank was only 0.5 ft above the present ground
surface. The interior diameter was 6.8 ft and the wall was 0.45 ft
thick. Most of the interior was filled with soil and concrete fragments.
Judging from Features 21 and 23, the tank may have been from 5 ft to 6 ft
deep. The interior of the tank was plastered with cement, and there was
evidence of the use of poultry netting as reinforcement material.
Feature 19 terminated at the south side of this tank.
Unlike Features 10, 14 and 15, this tank was nearly completely
buried in the ground.

Feature 21
On the east side of Feature 20 was another, buried, cylindrical
concrete tank. The top of the tank wall was only 1 ft above the present
ground surface. The interior diameter was 6.9 ft, and the wall was 0.45
ft thick. The concrete floor of the tank, which was visible, was 5.2 ft
below the top of the wall. The wall showed evidence of the use of
poultry netting as reinforcement material. The tank was plastered with
cement on the interior.

Feature 22
This feature was a buried, cylindrical concrete tank with a 0.45
ft thick wall. The interior diameter was 6.9 ft. The interior of the
tank was nearly filled with soil; only 0.7 ft of the wall top was
visible.
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Feature 23
Feature 23 was a partially buried, cylindrical concrete tank with
a 0.45 ft thick wall. The tank interior was 6.9 ft in diameter, and its
depth was 6.6 ft. The interior was cement plastered, and it had a
concrete floor. A metal pipe was located at the bottom of the east side
of the tank interior. This obviously had been used to drain the tank;
but it was not evident what the tank drained into, since the pipe on the
tank exterior was completely buried.

Feature 24
A low concrete wall, forming a rectangle open on the west side,
was designated Feature 24. The west end of the north wall terminated on
the north side of Feature 22. The west end of the south wall ended on
the east side of Feature 21. The wall was 0.5 ft thick and stood a
maximum of 2.3 ft high above the present ground surface. The north wall
was 24 ft, the east, 20 ft and the south, about 13.5 ft in length.
The purpose of the feature was unknown, it clearly did not
represent the footings for a building. It may have been a filled-in tank
or basin, or it may simply have been a retaining wall to maintain a level
working surface at that location.
Inside. the rectangle, was a large, cylindrical, open ended, metal
object with a smaller cylinder attached to it at an angle. The large
cylinder was 8.5 ft in length and about 5.5 ft in diameter. The smaller
cylinder was 4.6 ft long. The object had the appearance of a large,
topless and bottomless coffee pot. In the interior southeast corner of
the feature, was an upright 50 gal steel drum, all bu 0.4 ft of which was
below the surface. The presence of the drum in this position added
support to the possibility that the feature was a tank or related object.

Feature 25
On the east side of the site were three simple, concrete
equipment foundations aligned in a row east-west. They were placed on an
artificially leveled platform created by cutting down the slope on the
south side.
On the west side of this cluster was Feature 25, the largest of
the three features. It was a 1 ft tall, rectangular concrete block 2.6
ft by 3.5 ft in size. Three 10d wire nails, with points up, and a
threaded, 1/2 in diameter bolt were embedded in the concrete. The bolt
stood 1.35 ft high. Oriented east-west in the center of the block, was a
round bottomed, shallow trough closed at the west end.
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Feature 26
Feature 26 was a 1.5 ft by 1.8 ft concrete pier, standing 1 ft
above the surface. It was located about 4.6 ft east of Feature 25. In
the center of the pier was a threaded, 1/4 in diameter bolt standing 1.3
ft high.

Feature 27
The easternmost of the three equipment foundations was a 1.5 ft
by 1.45 ft concrete pier, standing 1 ft above the surface and 5.3 ft east
of Feature 26. A threaded, 1/2 in diameter bolt, standing 1.2 ft high,
was located in the east center part of the pier.

Feature 28
East of the northeast corner of Feature 24 was a thin, east-west
oriented, scatter of fragments of large panels of fire brick material.
The feature extended over an area approximately 12 ft north-south and 50
ft east-west. The panels were large, slightly curved pieces, with a groove
on one edge and a raised ridge on the opposite edge. One fragment was
marked, "DENVER FIRE...". The shape of the pieces suggested that they
were used to line a cylindrical object. They did not appear to have been
in their original location.

Feature 29
Slightly downslope and northeast of Feature 14 were the
fragmented remains of a circular concrete tank. Its size appeared to
have been about the same as the others on the site. The wall of the tank
was 0.5 ft thick. The interior of the tank was lined with fire brick,
mortared in place with cement. The bricks were 2 1/2 in by 4 1/2 in by
8 3/4 in.

Summary and Interpretation

The 29 features at AZ EE:2:145 (ASM) were apparently all part of a
complex system for treating copper ore.
Some of the tanks were more or less intact, but several had been
partially demolished. All movable machinery and wood frame structures on
the site (if any), had been removed. Machinery, specifically motors,
appeared to have been placed - at Features 16 and 17, and at Features 25 27. Features 4-9 suggested the possibility of a ramp or bin for holding
ore, with a chute or conveyor for subsequently sending it down the slope
for processing.
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There was some confusion as to the exact purpose of this site and
of the process employed. Debowski (1980:151) reported the site as a
"large flotation ore extraction complex". She dated it between 1916 and
1920, based on information received from ANAMAX employees. However, the
flotation process would have required the use of a ball mill (Young
1970:232) and no foundation substantial enough for one was located. A
later discussion, with an ANAMAX geologist resulted in the suggestion that
the site may have been a series of precipitation tanks for copper ore.
It was even possible that the cyanidation process was intended for use at
the site (Young 1970:283-5).
Whatever process was intended, the total absence of ore, tailings
or other processable material, strongly suggested that the site was never
placed in production once it was constructed.
The thin surface scatter of trash at the site was not collected.
Observation of it suggested nothing dating earlier than the late teens or
1920s. Much of it appeared to date later.

AZ EE:2:153 (ASM)

AZ EE:2:153 (ASM) was primarily
1.2, 4.37) located in the NE 1/4 of the
an east-west trending, mesquite covered
was probably grassland as classified by
The site elevation was about 5100 ft.

a mining related site (Figures
SW 1/4, Section 30, T18S, R16E on
ridge. Historically, the ridge
McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977).

History

No historical information was located for this site.

Features

Six features were recorded. These included two platforms, a
recent earth stock tank and three prospect holes, one of which contained
cinders or slag.

Feature 1
A platform measuring approximately 12 ft by 15 ft with a low,
rock, reinforcing wall on its northeast corner, was labelled Feature 1.
A grid of 187 5-ft squares was placed over the feature, and a 100
percent collection made. Only 26 squares contained artifacts which
tended to cluster east and southwest of the platform.
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Artifacts
The total of 174 artifacts from Feature 1 included: 84 glass, 62
ceramic and 28 metal fragments.
Nine clear jar fragments, one with a backward "2" on the base;
three SCA sherds from an "Economy" fruit jar; and an aqua continuous thread
fruit jar finish, all represented food related containers. The
Economy fruit jar was patented in 1903 by the Kerr Glass Manufacturing
Company (Creswick 1982:59). Alcoholic beverage bottles were represented
by 25 aqua sherds from one or more export style beer bottles, and by six
greenish brown ("black glass") pieces from a 12-14 oz bottle with,
"A/65/./L" on its base. This might have been an ale bottle of English
origin. Three proprietary medicine bottles were represented by one amber
prescription finish, three light green fragments of an oil finish and an
aqua fragment with "SCOTTS (E)MULSIO(N)" embossed on it. The latter
dates from about 1890 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:82, 137), and was still
being sold as late as 1926 (Brewer and Company 1926:88). Six milk glass
fragments were from a continuous thread-finished cosmetic (?) jar.
Fragments that could not be assigned to a form or content were: nine
clear, 19 SCA and one aqua.
Sixty-two ceramic sherds, including 48 hardpaste white
earthen ware, 11 stone ware and three porcelain, were collected at Feature
1. Forty of the hardpaste white earthen ware pieces could not be
assigned to a form. One was from a small plate with a dark green,
printed, floral design, one was a cup fragment, two had a gold floral
design on the rim and four had a raised rim design.
The 11 stone ware pieces were all from a clear glazed, three
gallon crock with round lug handles. A "3" appeared on one of the lugs.
The three undecorated porcelain pieces were from one or more
saucers.
The 22 can fragments were all from food cans. A 212 diameter
friction push in-pry out syrup can lid had "KARO" in script on it, and
one can held evaporated milk. This can was 215 x 406 in size, had a
matchstick filler hole and was opened with a knife (two holes).
According to Simonis (N.D.) this can size was in use from 1915 to 1930.
The most numerous cans were meat containers. Seven of these can pieces
represented six hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered, key opened cans with
"ESTAB 22" on the caps. Five round cans (six fragments) with "EST 22"
embossed on their caps were also found. These 304 diameter cans were
opened with a key on the side. Soldered to the underside of each cap
were tin, solder catching disks.
Five miscellaneous fragments and a fruit jar lid with, "ECONOMY
JAR/... GLASS MFG. CO ." embossed on it, were also found.
Other metal included two wire nails, one 4d smooth box and one 3d
finishing nail; a 6 1/4 in diameter, galvanized tin disk with five 3/8 in
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holes punched through the center; a thin, 3/8 in wide by 10 1/2 in long,
metal strip with rounded ends (possibly from a corset or similar
garment); and two pieces of smelter float of the same type seen in
Feature 6.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was a platform located on the south side of the ridge.
The platform was a roughly oval, level area about 15 ft by 27 ft in size,
with rock alignments on the north and south ends.
A grid of 35 5-ft squares was placed over the feature, and a 100
percent collection made. Only two squares in the northeast part of the
platform contained artifacts.

Artifacts
Only 10 artifacts were found on the surface at Feature 2. These
were five clear fragments of a fruit jar with a continuous thread finish
and a "5" on its base, and a milk glass fruit jar lid liner; a
galvanized, folded, riveted and heavily soldered metal strip; a cast
iron fragment; a piece of 16 gage iron wire; and a worn draft horse
horseshoe.

Feature 3
This feature was a recent bulldozer created 10 ft deep, earthen
stock tank, 20 ft by 50 ft in dimension. Feature 3 was the only feature
at the site related to cattle raising, rather than mining.
There were no surface artifacts associated with this feature.

Feature 4
A prospect hole about 15 ft in diameter and about 3 ft deep was
designated Feature 4. On the south side of the hole was a vertical 4 in
by 4 in post supported by a pile of rocks. This post was the type
commonly used as a mining claim marker in the Rosemont area.

Feature 5
Feature 5, also a prospect hole, had two 4 by 4 in mining claim
marker (?) posts on its south side, only one of which was still standing.
It was surrounded by rock. The hole was approximately 15 ft in diameter
and was about 4.5 ft deep.
There were no surface artifacts at either Feature 4 or Feature 5.
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Feature 6
This feature was also a prospect hole which was about 10 ft in
diameter and 2.8 ft deep. It had a 4 in by 6 in mining claim marker post
on its south side. An unusual aspect of this feature was a 0.3 ft deep,
10 ft by 15 ft pile of slag on the southeast side of the prospect hole.
The slag was generally in a cinders-like or float form. These cinders
may have represented debris from a portable smelting unit.
No surface artifacts were seen at this feature.
In addition to the float, a 4 in by 4 in mining claim (?) post
and a heavy, 8 ft long, steel wire cable were observed on the feature.

Summary and Interpretation

This site primarily represented the remains of mining activity.
Six features were recorded: two platforms, a recent earthen stock pond
and three mining prospects. One of the latter, Feature 6, had a small
pile of smelter produced, "float" like cinders associated with it. This
material may have been from a portable smelter.
A total of 184 artifacts, mostly fragments of whole objects, were
collected from two of the features, both of which were platforms. These
features may have represented the location of dwellings, possibly tents,
used by the individuals performing the prospecting and smelting on the
site.
The small
indicated a short
however, the site
since a number of

number and limited variety of artifacts on the site
occupation, sometime between about 1903 and about 1926;
may well have been contemporary with New Rosemont,
the same artifacts occurred at both sites.

None of the artifacts found reflected mining activity.
The stock pond (Feature 3) was of recent origin and reflected the
current use of the entire Rosemont area for cattle grazing purposes.

AZ EE:2:149 (ASM)

AZ EE:2:149 (ASM) was located on a slope on the west side of upper
McCleary Canyon Wash and the road, in the SE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section
19, T18S, R16E (Figures 1.2, 4.38). The site was located within the
"woodland" area, as designated by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure
F-2) and was between 5080 ft and 5100 ft in elevation.
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History

No historical information was found for this site.

Features

The site contained three features, all probably tent platforms.

Feature 1
This feature was partially cut into the side of the hill slope
and was a leveled area approximately 15 ft by 35 ft. No rock alignments
were present. The very thin artifact scatter was collected using the
grab sample method.

Artifacts
Ten artifact fragments were collected from Feature 1. These were
three light green pieces from a wide mouth, machine-made food bottle,
possibly containing olives, with the number "452" on its base; a machine
made, clear Type 1 preserve bottle fragment; four light green pieces of a
machine-made, 12 oz beer bottle which had a "1" on its base; an aqua
bottle sherd; and a round, friction, pry out lid from a tin can.

Feature 2
Like Feature 1, this feature was also cut into the side of the
hill slope, with the spoil being used to create a leveled area about 15
ft by 27 ft. No rock alignments were present. The thin surface scatter
of artifacts was collected using the grab sample method.

Artifacts
Feature 2 produced nine artifact fragments: a brown bottle
sherd; a piece of a small, milk glass jar, probably Mentholatum; four
plain, hardpaste white earthen ware sherds; two tin can fragments; and a
square buckle with, "PAT JAN 5 1909" stamped into it (Figure A.14F).
Also from Feature 2, one 3d smooth nail, three 8d common wire nails and
one 6d finishing nail were found.

Feature 3
Feature 3, which was about 12 ft by 20 ft, was similar in
appearance and construction to the other two features. The quantity of
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angular rock on the east side of the platform suggested that a rock
alignment or retaining wall had been present on the east edge of the
leveled area. However, the rock had scattered down slope to the extent
that no in-place linearity existed. A grab sample from the very thin
surface artifact scatter was collected.

Artifacts
From Feature 3, a total of 14 artifact pieces were collected.
These were two light green bottle fragments; one SCA rectangular panel
from a prescription ware or proprietary medicine bottle; two hardpaste
white earthen ware saucer sherds with a scalloped edge and a raised
design on the rim; six fragments of a small earred bucket; and three
pieces of one or more tin cans.

Summary and Interpretation

This site consisted of three probable platforms on which tents
or other dwellings were erected. Although there was no artifactual
evidence to support the idea, it seemed likely that the site was occupied
by individuals engaged in mining. The location of the site near New
Rosemont and its similarity with other, known mining sites in the
immediate vicinity, strengthened this supposition.
Only 33 artifacts were located at the three platforms. Only one
artifact, the buckle, was specifically dated (1909). The presence of SCA
glass (1880-1919), the probable Mentholatum jar (after 1907) and machinemade bottles (after 1906) clearly suggested a post-1906 date for the
occupation of the site. This site was most likely contemporary with New
Rosemont (1915-1921).
From the small quantity of artifacts, nothing could be determined
about the occupants, except that the buckle, which was of the type used
on straps attached to tarps or tents, may suggest that they lived in
housing less formal than a frame building.

Chapter 5
RANCHING SITES

The ranching history of the Rosemont area is considerably less
well known than that of mining. There were fewer ranches than mines to
begin with, and during the early Anglo period one could establish a ranch
without recording or owning the land utilized. For the most part, only
the large ranches, and those for which legal title was obtained, are
known today. No specific documentation was found to indicate that cattle
were grazed on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains during the
Spanish or Mexican periods, but it seems likely that some were. No
ranching sites of the Spanish or Mexican periods are known in the
northern Santa Ritas.
In the first few years following the Gadsden Purchase, a few
easterners began ranching southwest of the Santa Ritas. However, the
removal of the U.S. Army during the Civil War forced many of these
individuals to abandon their efforts. It was not until after the Civil
War and the early 1870s that ranching, like mining, was reestablished.
The first recorded ranching operation in the area east of Old
Rosemont was begun by an unnamed Mexican in an unknown year. About 1870,
Edward Fish (of Tucson) purchased this ranch in the name of his brotherin-law, William Wakefield, and named it Empire Ranch. About six years
later, he put the property up for sale. In late 1876, Walter Vail and
Herbert Hislop purchased the Empire Ranch and, within a five year period,
acquired three additional ranches in the general vicinity (Steward
1974:43-55).
By 1877, cattle raising had become one of Arizona's leading
industries (Wagoner 1952:38). Although the majority of cattle ranches
were held by owners of Mexican origin (Wagoner 1952:40), the largest
ranches were Anglo-owned. An example was the huge Anglo-owned Empire
Ranch which had over 5000 cattle in 1880 (Wagoner 1952:41).
Over the past 100-125 years, a number of Federal laws have had
greater or lesser impacts upon cattle ranching in the Rosemont area.
Among the most important of these were the Homestead Act of 1862, the
1877 Desert Land Act, and later variations of, and additions to these
acts (Stein 1981:4-7).
The establishment of the Santa Rita Forest Reserve in 1902 had a
profound effect on both cattlemen and miners at Rosemont. After 1902, a
Forest Ranger controlled grazing, woodcutting and other land uses in a
mountain range which previously had been popularly considered an
unrestricted area of use where wood, grass and other resources were free
332
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for the taking. The era which allowed the use of public lands with
impunity, and their treatment as though they were an extension of one's
own property, was over. The promulgation of National Forest grazing
regulations, effective July 1, 1905, placed further controls on users of
public lands (Ames 1967:118).
Construction of the Southern pacific Railroad
the Santa Rita Mountains, provided an opportunity for
large numbers of cattle for the first time. The Vail
stations, built in 1880, became shipping points which
ranchers to compete in the national market.

in 1880, north of
ranchers to market
and Pantano
allowed local

By 1903-1904 (Patagonia USGS Quad. Map, 1905), there were at
least 17 ranches within eight air miles of Old Rosemont; six of these
were within a radius of 2.5 miles. Two of the six, the Martinez and
Lopez ranches, were so small that they hardly merit the designation
"ranch", although they were so labelled on the USGS map. They and the VR
Ranch, all within the study area, were located within what later became
the Santa Rita Forest Reserve. Only the VR Ranch was legally
homesteaded. The remaining three ranches (the Young, Chapo and
Scholefield) were all outside the study area. Located about 2.5 miles
from Old Rosemont, they were also within the Forest Reserve. The
Scholefield Ranch was legally homesteaded by George Scholefield. Of the
six ranches, all of which were founded before 1900, only the Scholefield
(now Hidden Valley) and the VR ranches are still in existence.
Livestock grazing on the Santa Rita Forest existed in two forms,
that established by the ranchers and that used by miners and others (such
as Martinez and Lopez) who had very few cattle and horses. The latter
group of land users were allowed, in the early years of the 20th century,
to graze their animals without obtaining permits.
In mid-1905, five individuals had 250 cows and 71 horse grazing
on the forest under permit. None of these people were ranchers located
in the immediate Rosemont area (Document 39:326-327). The Forest Service
did not charge for these permits until 1906 (Ames 1967:118).
By 1917 the Vail Company (that is, the Empire and VR ranches) was
fully utilizing the available Rosemont range. George Scholefield also
ran livestock there, as did a few miners (Document 38). In 1928, the
Vail Company owned 1949 of the animals on the range, and 100 belonged to
George Scholefield (Document 48).
In 1934 the Taylor Grazing Act further structured and classified
the use of public lands by the cattle industry. In 1935 the Rosemont
grazing allotment contained 11,369 acres with a carrying capacity of 6276
cows/month (Document 50). This area was approximately conterminous with
the archaeological study area which is the subject of this report.
Document 50 illustrates a steady decline in the carrying capacity of the
Rosemont Allotment between 1930 and 1940. In 1931, for example, the
capacity was 8544 cows/month; by 1938 that figure had dropped by nearly
40 percent (Document 50). From 1938 to 1951, only the Chiricahua Ranches
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Company (successor to the Vail Company) utilized the Rosemont Grazing
Allotment (Document 49).
The trends towards a drier climate, national economies and
foreign competition contributed to a decline in the number of ranches
after World War I. As a result, many of the smaller ranches were forced to liquidate
their holdings or consolidate them with the larger ranches.

AZ EE:2:146 (ASM): The Lopez Ranch

AZ EE:2:146 (ASM) is the site of the Juan Lopez Ranch (Figures
1.2, 5.1) which was located on McCleary Canyon Wash in the NE 1/4 of the
SW 1/4, Section 19, T18S, R16E. In 1976, the corrals on this site
(Feature 5), were assigned a field number, M81-S1-L1, by the Arizona
State Museum, with a brief mention of the main ranch site about 700 ft to
the south. It is not surprising that the survey team did not recognize
the significance of the main part of the ranch, given its almost total
destruction by the U.S. Forest Service.
The main ranch buildings were located on both of the relatively
steep sides of the wash at the point where the main north-south road
along the wash takes a sharp hairpin bend.
The site is located at an elevation of 5173 ft, within the area
designated as "woodland" by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977: Figure F-2).

History

Juan Lopez came to Arizona from Sonora, Mexico around 1874, and
he married around 1881. Sometime after 1881, probably in the early
1890's, he moved to the Rosemont area where one of his children was
reportedly born in 1894 (Document 118; Document 77). A daughter was
born in 1897 in Greaterville, but whether or not the family had moved
there temporarily from Rosemont is unknown (Document 78). The family was
in Rosemont in 1899 when another son, Ruperto, was born (Document 118;
Document 47).
No information has been found as to when Lopez arrived in
Rosemont. The fact that he worked periodically as a miner suggests he
arrived in 1894 or shortly before, to begin work for the Rosemont
Smelting and Mining Company which began operation in 1894.
On October 17, 1899, he recorded a brand, Y 9, to be used on his
cattle at Rosemont (Document 35).
In 1900 Lopez had seven children, ranging in age from eight
months to 17 years. Only two of them were in school. His occupation in
1900 was listed as "Vaquero", which may mean that he was well enough
established that he no longer relied on mining and could devote full time
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to his ranch (Document 118).
Like AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), the Martinez Ranch the Lopez Ranch, also
known as Rancho San Jose (Document 47), was a small, nearly selfsufficient family operation, but Lopez seemed to have more than one piece
of property. He was reported to have "loaned" or rented two of them to
others, one to the Daniels family and one to a family named Nanez,
possibly Yanez (?). The Daniels' occupied one of them from about 1903 to
about 1907 (Sims 1976). The locations of the two properties are not
known.
The earliest map on which the name "Lopez" was indicated, was the
1905 GLO map for which field work was conducted from 1903-1904. Its
location was shown in the NE 1/4 of the NW 1/4, Section 30, T18S, R16E.
This appeared to be an error because a later version of the GLO map, the
1905 USGS Patagonia Quad, located the ranch correctly. A later USFS map
dated 1917 (Document 38) also located the Lopez Ranch correctly.
Lopez must have occasionally taken odd jobs to supplement his
income. At least during the period from March 24 to May 7, 1905 he
worked on the Santa Rita Forest Reserve for Armour Scholefield (Document
41).
That he was a relatively important person within the greater
Rosemont community, was demonstrated by the fact that from 1905-1906 he
served as one of the trustees of the Rosemont School (Document 36).
The Lopez Ranch occasionally must have been one of the social
centers of Rosemont. Armour Scholefield, the Santa Rita Forest Reserve's
first ranger, reported in his field diary (Document 41) that on June 24,
1904 he, "went to J. Lopez's to a dance" and on the 25th of June, he
remarked, "rode to Lopez's, danced". In July, he visited the Lopez Ranch
twice. The purpose of one trip was to get figs which grew there.
In 1909, the Lopez family left the Rosemont area for another
ranch called "El Tonel" or "The Tunnel" (Document 77) where they lived
until Lopez retired in 1916 (Document 81). Lopez sold his rights to the
Y9 brand to Francis C. Mack in 1918 (Document 35); Mack had also
apparently purchased Lopez's second ranch (Document 58).
According to one of Lopez's sons, the family returned to the New
Rosemont area in 1917 (Document 47). Two sons, Juan Jr. and Ruperto,
worked in the Narragansett and Daylight mines. Another son, Francisco,
owned a saloon and dance hall (New Rosemont Feature 45) which was plotted
on Saenz's interesting, but occasionally geographically inaccurate,
sketch map of New Rosemont as it was in 1918 (Baker 1980:23). Francisco
appeared to have lived north of AZ EE:2:150 (ASM) but he is not mentioned
specifically (Baker 1980:23). According to Saenz, Juan Lopez, Jr. lived
in New Rosemont proper and Juan Lopez, Sr. lived near the dance hall
where he operated a small store (Baker 1980:23; Document 47).
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The exact location of the Juan Lopez, Sr. residence at this time
was not determined. No sites were located south of the dance hall and
west of the road as shown by Saenz. No one in the family reoccupied the
San Jose Ranch, which was not shown on the Saenz map.
The Lopez Ranch was indicated on a map as late as 1917 (Document
38). The occupants may have been Abundio and Juana Sierras who lived on
the site after Lopez left and who were still there as late as 1920 (Mrs.
Vindiola pers. comm.).
In the mid-1920s, Luz and Rafael Armarillas established a mining
claim around the Lopez Ranch. Mrs. Armarillas occupied the ranch from
about 1925 to 1946 with eight children, including Anita, who later became
Mrs. Vindiola. They "kept up their rights" to the property for several
years afterwards, possibly as late as 1956 (Mrs. Anita Vindiola pers.
comm.). According to Mrs. Vindiola the ranch consisted of two adobe
houses with concrete floors; a well; a corral (Feature 5); a frame, dirt floored
tack room; an outdoor toilet; and a chicken coop. The houses,
tack room and toilet were on the east side of McCleary Wash and the road.
The well was in the wash and the chicken coop was west of the wash and
road. Stone retaining walls lined both sides of the wash.
One of the adobe houses had an attached, roofed ramada that was
later covered partly with screen and partly with corrugated metal sheets.
The life of the Armarillas family probably resembled that of
several of the Mexican families who lived at various times in the
Rosemont area. Mrs. Vindiola reported that they kept cows, horse, pigs
and chickens and maintained a "temporal", or garden, with corn,
watermelon and cantaloupe without benefit of irrigation. They made
cheese from the cow's milk.
Since the family had an automobile, they made occasional trips to
Tucson for groceries and other supplies.
To supplement their income, the family collected acorns and sold
them to a Chinese storekeeper who owned "La Barata" on the corner of 18th
and Convent in Tucson. Additional income was also derived by serving
occasional meals to local miners.
A wide variety of native plant foods were utilized. An "atole"
drink was made from wild grapes. Walnuts were cracked and eaten around
the fire in the evenings, and mesquite beans, acorns and numerous other
plant foods were consumed. A number of plants were exploited for
medicinal purposes, as well. Rabbits, deer and squirrels were hunted,
the latter by use of a steel trap.
Nonindigenous peach, pomegranate, quince and fig trees which had
probably been planted by Juan Lopez, also provided food.
A large burlap-wrapped Papago olla was used to cool drinking
water. Wheat was placed in the wet burlap and allowed to sprout, thus
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providing an attractive green "cover" for an otherwise drab container.

Features

The Lopez Ranch site included seven features: a bulldozed area
east of the wash, a platform with a rock alignment, two possible
prospects, a retaining wall, a corral and a segment of fence. In
addition, a fig tree, a pomegranate, and an unidentified, nonindigenous
vine were growing on the site. At least one quince and one peach tree
were also there, according to Mrs. Vindiola.

Feature 1
Feature 1 represented the former location of the Lopez Ranch
house and outbuildings which were located on the east bank of McCleary
Canyon Wash. The feature was totally demolished by the U.S. Forest
Service. Because of the destruction, no information could be obtained in
the field about the buildings or other aspects of the ranch.
The feature consisted of a bulldozed area approximately 25 ft
east-west by 80 ft north-south.
A grab sample of the few surface artifacts was made.

Artifacts
Only seven artifacts were found on the surface of Feature 1,
including five bottle glass fragments: one piece of SCA and one of aqua
glass, an SCA whiskey bottle stopper and two clear base fragments with a
Hazel-Atlas Glass Company mark dated 1920-1964 (Toulouse 1971:239). Two
pieces of a plastic bottle cap were also found.

Feature 2
This feature appeared to be a leveled platform on the inside of
the hairpin bend in the road and west of Feature 1. The platform was
about 7 ft by 20 ft in size and was cut into the side of the slope. A
interrupted rock alignment was located along the east side and on the
northwest corner. A fence line ran parallel to the west edge of the
feature and contained poultry netting and barbed and unbarbed wire.
Three large oak trees, with wire attached to each, grew around the
leveled area.
This feature might have been the remains of an animal pen. It
did not appear to have been a tent platform. The feature might have been
the location of the chicken coop reported by Mrs. Vindiola.
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A grid of 42 5-ft square units was placed over the feature and a
100 percent collection made. Thirty-three of the squares contained
artifacts.

Artifacts
From Feature 2 were collected 170 glass and 30 metal artifacts.
The glass was all from bottles and jars. Four light green, 24
green, four dark green, 17 emerald green, 43 clear, 51 amber, 16 aqua
and 11 brown fragments were collected.
One of the light green pieces was from a Coca Cola bottle and one
had "412" on its heel and an "S" in a star on the base. This mark was
that of the Southern Glass Company from 1917 to 1931 (Toulouse 1971:457).
Among the green glass samples were three machine-made crown
finishes from beer bottles; eight beer bottle fragments from bases
containing the letter, "A.B.Co/X/30N"; as well as pieces containing "2 8S", "...8-S", and "9", the Owens-Illinois mark, "1/251". The first three
were all products of the American Bottle Company and dated 1930, 1928,
and 1928(?) respectively. Toulouse had an end date of 1929 for this
company, but it was clearly still in business in 1930 (1971:30-33, 373,
454-455). The latter mark dated 1941 or 1951 (Toulouse 1971:403). One
green fragment was from a wine bottle. One dark green piece was a
continuous thread finish from a wine bottle, and three crown finishes
were from emerald green soda (?) bottles.
Four of the clear fragments were from one or more continuous
thread-finished, wide-mouth fruit jars, or food jars purchased at a
store. Six pieces were from a 9 oz crown-finished, NEHI soda bottle; and
one piece from a whiskey bottle has the "FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS..." slogan
which was in use from 1933-1964. Three fragments were from a continuous
thread-finished wine bottle with raised grape clusters and leaves on it.
Two base fragments had the letter "L" in an oval mark, which was in use
since 1957 by the Latchford Glass Company. One had the letters, "LM" in
a circle mark used by the Latchford-Marble Glass Company from 1939 to
1957. And one had the Owens-Illinois mark which was dated 1932, 1942 or
1952 (Toulouse 1971:316,332,403).
One clear wide-mouth jar lid had the instructions, "TO OPEN
INSERT KNIFE AT NOTCH/PRESTO/12".
Five of the amber sherds were from a round, continuous threadfinished wine bottle embossed with raised grape clusters and leaves. It
had the Owens-Illinois mark and was dated 1927, 1937 or 1947 (Toulouse
1971:403). Eight pieces were from one or more large export-style beer
bottles; eight were from two recent beer bottles; and one was from an
Owens-Illinois-made bottle dated 1933, 1943 or 1953. Five pieces were
from a continuous thread-finished whiskey bottle with "ONE QUART" on its
heel. One bottle sherd may have been from a soda container, and had
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"CONTENTS 11 o(z)..." on its heel. One fragment had, "ONE GALLON" on its
heel and the "L" in an oval mark of the Latchford Glass Company, in use
since 1957. Another had a "B" in a circle, the mark of the Brockway
Glass Company, in use since 1925 (Toulouse 1971:59).
The seven identifiable aqua pieces, two crown finishes and a base
fragment, were from two beer bottles.
The six identifiable brown sherds were also from beer bottles.
Two pieces were from a base with a large "123" on it; one small beer
(about 12 oz) had "D2" on its base; one had the Owens-Illinois mark,
dated 1931, 1941 or 1951; and two pieces were from a large, export style
beer bottle.
The metal from Feature 2 included: a fragment of a can having a
friction lid that fit over the body of the can; a Kerr-type fruit jar lid
with a rubber gasket; a 308 by 504 syrup(?) can with a push in - pry out
friction lid; a 5d smooth box nail; a 30d common wire nail; 17 pieces
of flat, heavy tin sheet metal (possibly roofing material), two of which
had nail holes; two pieces each of 17 and 20 gage iron wire; a strap
hinge with four holes on each side; a fragment of a 1 3/4 in wide hoop
from a large barrel; and two unidentified pieces.

Feature 3
This feature was a possible prospect, cut into the hillside on
the east side of the wash. It measured 9.5 ft by 11 ft. No trash was
seen at this feature.

Feature 4
Feature 4 was a rock alignment near a fig tree, north of the
hairpin bend in the road. It was about 5 ft in length and 2.5 ft in
height. It seemed to have been built to stabilize the edge of the bank
where the fig tree was growing. The feature had no associated trash.

Feature 5
This feature was a corral used by the occupants at the Lopez
Ranch. It was situated on the west side of McCleary Canyon Wash about
700 ft north of the Banner bench mark, which was located between Features
2 and 4. The presence of a small spring may account for the location of
the corral at this spot.
The corral was about 33 ft by 40 ft in size, with a smaller
enclosure or pen in the interior northwest corner measuring 15 ft by 18
ft. The small pen had a gate in the south end of its east side, and the
corral had a gate in the west end of the south fence. Nothing remained
of the gate for the pen, but the corral gate was still in place. An iron
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bed spring frame, about 4 ft by 6 ft in size was used for the gate. The
springs were all missing and in their place was a network of baling wire
and boards.
The pen was constructed of several sizes of lumber, including 1
in by 4 in, 2 in by 4 in, 2 in by 6 in, and 4 in by 4 in pieces nailed to
vertical 4 in by 4 in posts and trees.
The corral and the pen had a common fence on the west side. The
west corral fence was constructed in the same manner as the pen; that is,
lumber nailed to 4 in by 4 in posts. This was the only side of the
corral that was intact. The other three sides had completely collapsed
and it was not clear whether a postand-wire or postand-board fence had
been used.
On the west side of the pen was a galvanized wash tub, possibly
used as a water trough or as a grain box for the animals in the pen. In
the northeast corner was a 4 in by 4 in mining claim post surrounded by a
rock pile. It postdated the use of the corral.
Despite the condition of the corral, it appeared to have been in
better shape than would have been expected if it had been constructed
during the occupation of the site by Juan Lopez. It was probably
remodeled and used by later occupants, such as the Sierras or the
Armarillas families. Mrs. Vindiola stated that her family had used the
corral. Their cows were milked there.
No artifacts were collected at this feature.

Feature 6
This feature was a small area cut out of the hillside at the
sharp bend in the road. It was about 10 ft by 10 ft in size. It may
have been excavated as part of a mining-prospecting operation. No
artifacts were observed at this feature.

Feature 7
Feature 7 was a segment of wire fence between Feature 2 and the
Banner bench mark. Most of the wire was fastened to trees rather than
posts. No surface artifacts were collected at this feature.

Summary and Interpretation

The Lopez Ranch site was the location of a small Mexican ranch
which had been reduced to seven relatively unimportant features: a
bulldozed area, once the location of two adobe houses, a tack room and a
latrine; a platform with a rock alignment; two possible mining prospects;
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a retaining wall; a corral and spring; and a segment of fence.
The site was founded by Juan Lopez, Sr. in the early 1890's,
probably around 1894. It had a long history of occupation by Rosemont
standards. The last occupants, the Armarillas family, left in 1946;
although they continued to use the site into the 1950's. The
establishment of a mining claim around the Lopez Ranch buildings was a
convenient fiction which gave the Armarillas family the right to live on
the property. Lopez might even have established his right to live at the
site in the same manner.
A total of 207 artifacts were collected from the surface of two
features, Feature 1 and Feature 2. Only seven of these were found at
Feature 1. With the possible exception of two pieces of SCA glass at
Feature 1, no artifacts were found that dated to the Juan Lopez, Sr. or
to the Sierras occupations of the site.
The artifacts from Feature 2 suggested a date range from 1928 to
1947. This very closely fitted the dates, 1925 to 1946, when the
Armarillas family was living on the site. An insufficient quantity of
artifacts was collected upon which to base conclusions about this family.
Soda, beer, wine and whiskey bottle fragments, food jar or fruit jar
fragments and a syrup can represented the total identifiable containers.
Nothing was observed of the architecture at the site.
Architecturally-related artifacts included only two nails, several pieces
of possible roofing metal and a strap hinge.

AZ EE:2:68 (ASM): The Martinez Ranch

The Martinez Ranch site (Figures 1.2, 5.2) was located in the NW
1/4 of the NW 1/4, Section 31, T18S, R16E and has been designated, AZ
EE:2:68 (ASM) by the Arizona State Museum. This site and the site AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM), which lies to the north, were believed to contain
features of the ranch. The former site was located on the top of a low,
narrow, east-west trending ridge, and the latter was situated to the
north, at the foot of the ridge, on both sides of a branch of Wasp Canyon
Wash. The ranch was within an area designated "grassland" (McLaughlin
and van Asdall 1977:Figure F-2), at about 5115 ft elevation.

History

The ranch of Juan Martinez, located on Wasp Canyon Wash, was
first indicated as three "shacks" on the 1905 Patagonia GLO quad map, for
which field work was done in 1903-1904. The map showed buildings both on
the ridge [AZ EE:2:68 (ASM)] and along the wash to the north [AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM)]. It was then later indicated on a U.S. Forest Service map
dated 1908 (U.S. Forest Service 1908:9), although the data for this map
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may have come from the GLO.
Juan Martinez was mentioned several times in Armour Scholefield's
diaries from 1904-1906 (Documents 41-44), and on one occasion, December
2, 1904, his place was referred to as the "J. Martinez Ranch".
Scholefield was a frequent visitor of the Martinez family. By 1917,
Martinez no longer occupied the ranch; a U.S. Forest Service map showed a
"William Graffin" living there (Document 38). William Grafen, a
native of Germany (Document 37), was listed on the 1910 census
(Document 119) and was known to have been mining in the area. The map
was probably referring to him.
Martinez and his wife, Dominga, were the only individuals at
Rosemont listed on both the 1900 and 1910 census, although there were
some discrepancies in the data. On the 1900 census (Document 118), Juan
was listed as being 40 years old and Dominga, as 20. Both were born in
Arizona and neither could read, write nor speak English. Curiously, Juan
was listed as an alien. They had been married six years and had one
child who was not recorded. Juan's occupation was listed as copper
miner, and he rented the property on which he lived. The 1910 census
schedule listed Juan as 60 years of age and Dominga as 32. Juan was now
shown as having been born in Arizona, being able to speak English, and
having the ability to read and write. Dominga, born in Arizona, was
listed as unable to read, write or speak English. They had been married
for 22 years and had four children. Only one of their children, 13 year
old Ramona, was listed. The number of years that they were married, or
their ages seem to be in error. It is unlikely that a 32 year old woman
would have been married for 22 years! Two of Juan's sisters-in-law were
living in the household, 28 year old Delphina Chaves and 31 year old
Sarra Chaves. Both could read, write and speak English. Delphina was
married but the husband was not mentioned (Document 119).
In 1900, Juan was a copper miner. He may have worked at the
Chicago or another of the Lewisohn Brothers' mines. By 1910, he must
have been working at another mine, and probably for a different company,
because he was labeled a silver miner.
The differences in the two census, regarding Juan's and Dominga's
ages and length of time they had been married, was puzzling. Two
different individuals named Juan Martinez may have been involved, but
there was enough similarity between the two to believe that they were the
same person. The census during this period was notoriously incomplete
and inaccurate, especially in rural areas such as Rosemont. In 1900, the
census was taken by John Anderson of Greaterville, and in 1910, it was
taken by George Scholefield. Both men knew Martinez personally.
The size of the Martinez Ranch "headquarters" must have been
small, but Martinez probably had access to an unfenced range for grazing
his livestock. He most likely had just a few animals which allowed him
to supplement his income as a miner. He apparently did not have a cattle
brand, since none was registered.
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Occasionally, as in 1903, he made money by supplying firewood to
the school at Rosemont (Document 53).
Exactly when Martinez arrived in the area and when he left is
unknown. He was in Rosemont from at least 1900 to 1910 and had
definitely left by 1917.
In John Anderson's account book, 1885-1900 (Document 60), is an
entry: "1894 Juan Martinez began work on the Bacchus placer claim" in
the Greaterville area. This may have been the same Juan Martinez who was
listed as living in the Rosemont area in 1900. If the entry referred to
the same individual, then Martinez moved to the Rosemont area between
1894 and 1900.

Features

Six features were recorded at AZ EE:2:68 (ASM). This site was
part of the Martinez Ranch, and was situated on top of the ridge, south
of a branch of Wasp Canyon Wash. At least one of these, the grave of
Warner Pfenninger (Feature 1), related to activities along the wash at AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM).
In addition to the grave and a trash concentration beside it, are
a house site, a depression and trash scatter and three other trash
concentrations.
Feature 1
Feature 1 was a grave (Figure 5.3) with a headstone, a small pile
of rocks and a small concentration of trash to the north of the grave.
The grave was marked with an oval rock ring measuring 9 ft by 5.50 ft,
and had a concrete headstone on the west end. The headstone had a brass
plaque, 1 ft by 2 ft, which was bolted to it and inscribed, "W.J.
Pfenninger 1862-1933". Warner Pfenninger, who actually died in 1934, had
been a caretaker employed to watch over the mining interests of Henry and
Joseph Muheim. It was not known whether he resided at the Martinez Ranch
site or at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM), while he was caretaker (Document 85;
Document 38).
Immediately north of the grave was a small concentration of
trash, designated Feature 1A. A grid of 16 5-ft squares was placed on
the feature and a 56 percent surface collection made.

Artifacts
Feature 1 contained 29 glass, 77 ceramic and eight metal
artifacts.
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Figure 5.3 AZ EE:2:68 (ASM), the Martinez Ranch, Feature 1. View
grave looking west
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Only two of the bottle glass fragments could be identified, one
was from an aqua rectangular paneled proprietary medicine bottle and the
other was part of an SCA horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle. Two
brown, 130 aqua and 12 SCA bottle fragments were unidentified as to
content or form.
Of the 77 ceramic fragments, 55 were from hardpaste white
earthen ware objects whose form could not be determined. Nineteen pieces,
fragments of at least four cups, had at least one Goodwin Brothers Potter
Company mark dating 1885 to about 1897 (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 53,
Figure 43b). Two additional cup fragments had a blue floral printed
decoration. One sherd of a stone ware crock with a clear glaze on the
interior and a brown glaze on the exterior was also found.
Only five nails, one 6d, two 8d and one 20d common wire nails,
and a broken square cut nail were collected as were an 8 gage bail from a
small bucket, and a piece each of 15 gage and 16 gage iron wire, both
with machine-made baling loops.

Feature 2
Feature 2 consisted of a low, roughly rectangular or U-shaped
mound or berm open to the east. The distance between the north and south
berms was about 11 ft and their total length was approximately 20 ft.
The west berm joined the two. The surface of the feature was scattered
with small, angular rocks.
Surface manifestations suggested that the mound represented the
site of one of the three buildings of the Martinez Ranch. The surface
appearance of the mound suggested the remains of a thoroughly
disintegrated adobe building. Excavations were conducted to try to
determine the purpose of the mound. Prior to excavation, a rectangular
grid of 72 5-ft squares was placed on the site and a 100 percent surface
collection made. Only 27 of the squares contained artifacts.
Hargis and Harshbarger (1977: Figure D-3; 50) labelled the soils
at the Martinez Ranch site, the "Casto" soils. These soils consisted of
a very thin layer of dark brown, very gravelly, sandy loam which overlaid
a thicker reddish brown, very gravelly, sandy clay loam. At Feature 2,
there was only subsoil; the upper layer appeared to have been eroded away
at this location.
Complete excavations were done on squares EU-13, 21, 30 and 31,
located on Feature 2. In addition, two 2 ft wide trenches were excavated
to try to locate indications of any architecture represented by the
mounding. One was along the west side of EU's 32 and 33, and the other,
on the south side of EU's 14 and 23.
EU-13 was excavated in four arbitrary levels. Each level was
0.30 ft thick, with a total depth of 1.20 ft. The west half was
excavated first and the east half later. Rodent activity was evident in
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Levels 2 - 4, and root molds were found throughout.
Level 1 in EU-13 contained primarily a reddish-brown rocky soil.
Level 2 soil was also rocky but seemed to be darker with more organic
material. Levels 3 and 4 contained sterile, rocky, brown soil.
Ash and charcoal were encountered in a lens at the north end of
the east half of the square. The soil surrounding the ash showed signs
of having been subjected to high temperatures, suggesting that a fire for
camping or other purposes occurred at this spot. The lens did not extend
into EU-14 but probably did into the unexcavated square EU-22. The lens
was about 0.2 ft thick, 0.8 ft north-south and at least 2.5 ft east-west
in dimension. The lens lay under the berm which did not appear to have
been disturbed by it.
EU-21 was also excavated in arbitrary 0.3 ft levels. Scattered
ash and charcoal were encountered in Levels 1 and 2. At the base of
Level 2 was a pit or lens of ash and charcoal, with fragments of burned
earth in the east center of the unit. The pit, which bottomed at the
base of Level 3, was 0.4 ft thick with overall dimensions of 2.8 ft eastwest and 3.25 ft north-south. It extended eastward into EU-30 about 0.2
ft. The fill in the lens was designated Level 3. Elsewhere in the
square the fill in Level 3 was sterile. A 0.65 ft strip was excavated
along the west wall, and another 0.5 ft on the south side of the unit.
Both were excavated to the bottom of Level 3 at 1 ft. The remaining fill
surrounding the ash lens was not excavated. A considerable number of
root molds were located in EU-21, especially in the upper part of Level 3.
EU-30 was on the east side of EU-21 and was excavated in three
arbitrary levels, 0.35 ft, 0.30 ft and 0.15 ft deep respectively.
Sterile soil was encountered in Level 3, so excavations ceased at 0.75 ft
below the surface. As in EU-21, small flecks of charcoal and ash were
found throughout the upper levels, possibly as a result of rodent
activity. The ash pit or lens from EU-21 extended into this unit about
0.20 ft. The ash lens lay under the berm which showed no indication of
having been disturbed.
The fill in Levels 1 and 2 of EU-21 and EU-30 was similar to that
elsewhere in Feature 2, except that it appeared to be darker. The
arbitrary levels in EU-21 and 30 corresponded in thickness to those in
EU-13. The lens appeared under the berm and did not cut though it.
On the north side of EU-30, EU-31 was excavated in the low
depression between the north and south berms. The surface of this unit
contained a large number of angular rocks. This unit was excavated in
two levels; Level 1 was 0.35 ft deep and Level 2 was 0.26 ft deep.
Level 2 was terminated at 0.61 ft below the surface when sterile soil was
encountered. The fill in Levels 1 and 2 was identical to that in EU-13.
A 10 ft long test trench running north-south along the
westernmost 2 ft of EU's 32 and 33, was excavated to investigate the
north berm. Since Level 1 had an irregular surface, it was excavated from
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0.05 ft to 0.30 ft down to a uniform depth of 0.65 ft below the datum at
the top of the berm at the junction of the two units. A small ash lens
or hearth was located on this surface which became Level 2. The lens,
surrounded on the north and west sides by small, burned rocks, was
located in EU-33, north of the berm. The ash covered a horizontal area
about 1 ft by 1.90 ft and was 0.20 ft thick. The small part of the lens
outside the trench in EU-24 was not excavated. Level 2 was excavated to
a depth of 1.15 ft below the datum, throughout EU's 32 and 33. It was
taken to a depth of 0.45 ft at the junction of the two units. At the
base of Level 2 was a rodent burrow.
To investigate the west berm, a 2 ft wide trench was excavated on
the south edge of squares EU-14 and 23. A cluster of rock, oriented
north-south, was found across the east half of EU-14. Level 1 was 0.15
ft in depth below 'the surface at the west end of EU-14, and 0.40 ft deep
at the east end of EU-23. The fill corresponded to that seen in EU-13.
No cultural features were encountered.
Only sterile soil was found between 0.60 ft and 1 ft below
surface. Considerable rodent activity and the presence of tree root
systems probably affected the area.
The two test trenches and the four squares that were excavated,
failed to reveal any indication that the berm was the remains of an adobe
or similar type of building. The soil examined during and after
excavation appeared to be the same as that found elsewhere at Feature 2
and throughout AZ EE:2:68 (ASM). It was possible that the berm marked the
location of a frame building where soil gradually accumulated at its
periphery. This berm could also have been intentionally built up by
piling dirt at the base of the building to prevent animals, such as
skunks, from crawling underneath. Whatever the nature of its formation,
the berm appeared to be cultural rather than natural in origin. The berm
was identical in appearance and configuration to those which were
hypothesized as marking former building locations at Promontory, Utah
(Ayres 1982:26,31).
It was
lenses, one of
accompanied by
were under the

also difficult to explain the presence of three ash
which was surrounded with rocks, and two of which were
clumps of fire-hardened earth. Since two of the lenses
berm, they must predate it.

It was possible that the berm and the ash resulted from an
unknown activity related to mining or ranching, but no evidence existed
to substantiate a relationship between the two.

Artifacts: Surface
One hundred five artifacts: 63 glass, 19 ceramic and 23 metal
were recovered from Feature 2. Included in the glass category were 35
clear fragments of small food jars with five continuous thread finishes.
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One body fragment had "1 cup 1 2/3..." on it. These fragments
represented at least five containers. All appeared to be relatively
recent (late 1940s-1950s). In addition, one yellow brown, three amber,
five brown, four SCA, nine aqua and six clear fragments were collected,
as was a clear knob or finial, perhaps the top of a coffee percolator.
The ceramics from Feature 2 consisted of 15 pieces of hardpaste
white earthen ware whose forms could not be determined, a cup fragment,
two pieces of a footless oval bowl and a cup(?) with a dark green printed
decoration on its rim.
An all steel beer can, a rectangular, tapered meat can (both
recent) and a hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered meat can came from
Feature 2. Other metal artifacts were: one 20d and one 30d common wire
nails and one 6d smooth box nail; five pieces of 15 gage, two 16 gage and
six 17 gage iron wire; a brass eyelet from a man's shoe; a cast iron
stove fragment; and one unidentifiable piece of cast iron.

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavations in Feature 2 produced only 40 artifacts.
Five artifacts came from EU-13. In Level 1 were a lapped seam
can fragment, a 4d smooth box nail, a 1 in by 3 1/2 in piece of strap
iron and a tin disk used on beer bottle tops to prevent the wire from
cutting into the cork. This disk is identical to that illustrated by
Herskovitz (1978:
.
74, Figure 31c). Only one 8d square cut nail was found
in Level 2.
The trench through EU-14 and EU-23 produced only one 6d common
wire nail from Level 1, EU-14.
Only one artifact, a worn, wide-web horseshoe of the type
discussed by Berge (1980:242) came from Level 1, EU-21. The remaining
nine artifacts were found in the ash lens; seven from Level 2 and two
from Level 3. An aqua bottle glass fragment, a 4d smooth box nail, three
6d and one 8d common wire nails, a 9d square cut nail, and a piece of 16
gage iron wire with a machine-made baling loop came from Level 2, and a
broken common wire nail and a 3d smooth box nail were found in Level 3.
From EU-30 came a 2 in horseshoe nail (Level 2) and the first
phalanx of a Bos taurus (Level 3). The latter was in the ash lens.
EU-31 produced a 4d smooth box nail in Level 1, and a broken
horseshoe nail; a piece each of cobalt blue, SCA and clear bottle glass;
three clear fragments of a kerosene lamp chimney; and one piece of
undecorated hardpaste white earthen ware from Level 2.
The trench in squares EU-32 and EU-33 contained 12 artifacts.
Only one piece of 16 gage iron wire came from EU-32, Level 1. Level 1 of
EU-33 contained two clear pieces of a small machine-made food jar with a
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continuous-thread finish, a 0-size dry cell flashlight battery, a 3/32 in
thick piece of aqua flat glass and a homemade singletree hook. The
hook, which was 4 1/2 in long, attached to a singletree end clip. A
clear fragment of a machine-made, small, continuous thread-finished food
jar, a 10d square cut nail and three undecorated pieces of hardpaste
white earthen ware came from Level 2. Only a D-size dry cell flashlight
battery came from Level 2 in the ash lens.

Feature 3
About 10 ft northwest of Feature 2 was a depression approximately
15 ft in diameter and 0.6 ft below ground surface. Its occurrence with
historic features on this site suggested that it was cultural in origin,
but since it was not excavated, there was no evidence to support that
supposition.
A grid system comprising 25 5-ft squares was laid over the
feature and a 48 percent sample collected. Only five of the squares
contained artifacts.

Artifacts
The 10 artifacts from Feature 3 included a piece each of brown,
aqua and SCA bottle glass; four pieces of hardpaste white earthen ware
representing two different undetermined forms; a hole-and-cap, crimped
seam, rectangular, tapered meat can; and two fragments of two round cans.

Feature 4
A light trash scatter, 25 ft by 38 ft, was positioned 50 ft
southeast of Feature 1, on the south edge of the ridge. A grid system of
56 5-ft squares was laid over the trash scatter and a 50 percent sample
collected. Two additional squares were also collected, for a total of
30.

Artifacts
Feature 4 had 89 artifacts, 40 of which were glass. One of these
was a piece of a green wine bottle with a kickup, two were from an amber
beer bottle and one was an SCA fragment from a horizontally ribbed
peppersauce bottle. Two brown, three amber and 31 SCA pieces from
unidentified bottle forms were also collected. There were 23 undecorated
hardpaste white earthen ware sherds, as well as eight fragments from at
least two cups and three pieces from a small oval bowl.
Ten surface fragments were parts of tin cans. Five of these were
from four hole-and-cap rectangular, tapered meat cans, one was a complete
hole-and-cap, 215 x 406, soldered, evaporated milk can, one was a 600
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diameter friction lid that fit over a can or bucket body and three were
hole-and-caps only. The evaporated milk can was dated 1915-1930 by
Simonis (N.D.).
Also from Feature 4 came one 8d common wire nail, a 9/16 in
diameter brass grommet with a 1/4 in hole, a piece each of 16 gage and 17
gage iron wire and the tip from a stamped tin spoon or fork handle.

Feature 5
This feature was located 25 ft south of Feature 2 on the south
edge of the ridge. This scatter of trash, which covers an area about 30
ft by 40 ft, was probably associated with Feature 2. A 53 percent sample
of the 54 5-ft grid squares laid over the feature was made. Two
additional squares were also collected.

Artifacts
A total of 258 artifacts, 137 glass, 90 ceramic and 31 metal,
were collected at Feature 5.
Thirty four of the 137 glass fragments represented at least 13
bottles whose form or content was identified. One SCA fragment was
from a probable wide mouth food jar. One amber, one aqua and 13 brown
pieces were from beer bottles. The aqua piece was a blob type finish and
two of the brown fragments were brandy finishes. The five dark green
pieces, one with a brandy finish, and the brown fragment of a shoulder
seal, were both probably liqueur bottles. Two SCA sherds, a finish and a
base were from a whiskey picnic flask. Ink is represented by two aqua
base fragments of a Carter's ink bottle which may date from 1902 (Nelson
and Hurley 1967:72). Five SCA and one clear fragments were from
prescription ware bottles, and one aqua and one light green fragments
were from proprietary medicine containers.
In addition were 38 brown, 22 SCA, 12 amber, 12 aqua, eight dark
green, two yellow green and seven light green fragments whose form or
content could not be determined.
Two SCA tumbler rim sherds were also collected.
Forty-five undecorated hardpaste white earthen ware fragments,
one with "HOTEL" impressed in it, could not be identified as to form.
The one porcelain sherd recovered was in the same condition. The form of
44 additional undecorated sherds of hardpaste white earthen ware could be
identified. Two of these were from a saucer, one from a dinner plate,
six from at least one small plate, one from an oval bowl and 34 from at
least 10 cups.
Only two can fragments, a piece from a round can and a 500
diameter friction lid that fit over a can or bucket body were found.
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Nails included both wire and cut in about equal numbers. One 4d
and five 6d smooth box and four 8d, two 10d and two 20d common, made up
the wire nail category. Six broken, one 3d, one 4d, two 6d and three 8d
were all square cut nails.
One fragment of galvanized sheet metal and a section of a
triangular file, 7/16 in on a side, completed the Feature 5 inventory.

Feature 6
Located 110 ft west of Feature 2 was a small trash scatter 12 ft
by 20 ft in dimension. A rectangular grid of 15 5-ft squares was laid
over the feature. Surface collections were made from nine of the
squares.

Artifacts
The artifacts from Feature 6 totaled 105, 93 of which were
fragments of glass and 12 of cans.
Most of the glass at Feature 6 appeared to be from food
containers. Of the 23 clear, food-related fragments, two were from fruit
jars, one had "Ball" in script on its base (1900 to ?) and one had the
letters "AHK" (1944 to ?). These dates were from Toulouse (1971:68,44).
Eleven clear fragments were from wide-mouth food jars and had various
maker's marks. One had the mark of the Hazel-Atlas Glass Company dating
1920 to 1964 (Giarde 1980:51); three had the 1937 to 1967 mark of the
Glass Container Corporation (Giarde 1980:45); one had the mark of the
Latchford-Marble Glass Company, 1939-1957 (Toulouse 1971:332); one had
the 1949 to ? mark, and one the 1923 to 1949 mark of the Thatcher Glass
Manufacturing Company (Giarde 1980:112); and four had the dated mark of
the Owens-Illinois Glass Company, 1929 - 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403). Only
two of these had date marks, one of which was 1933, 1943, or 1953 and the
other, 1936 or 1946. Two clear pieces had, "...Tourmade Kitchen
Bouquet/PAT..." on them; four clear pieces were from continuous thread
finishes; one was a clear crown finish. All seven of these were probably
from food-related containers. Three clear pieces were from a hot sauce
bottle with a continuous thread finish, and embossed, "TABASCO/NEW
IBERIA". Seventeen straw-colored fragments were from a bottle whose base
read "Superior/8/Honey". All of the food containers were machine-made.
Eleven amber and four clear fragments were from at least one wine
and three whiskey bottles. All were machine-made, and one clear wine and
one amber whiskey had continuous-thread finishes. One amber and one
clear whiskey had the, "Federal Law Forbids Sale Reuse..." statement
embossed on them. This warning dated 1933 to 1964.
Eight fragments of a cobalt blue Vicks bottle, dating after 1907
were recovered (Kirkpatrick 1980:1047).
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In addition, one brown, nine amber and 20 clear fragments could
not be assigned to a specific bottle form.
The 12 can fragments also reflected the relatively recent
character of the trash at Feature 6. Meat cans were represented by a
rectangular, tapered can with "ESTAB 199" on it; two round, 208 diameter
cans also with "ESTAB 199" on them; and two rectangular, tapered cans
with "URUGUAY/6/Inspeccionado". All were opened with a key, and all are
of recent vintage. One can contained sardines, and had, "Packed in
Portugal/98/Importe du Portugal" on it. This was a two-piece drawn can,
opened with a straight opener. In addition, there were three sanitary
can fragments, and three can keys, two with an oval head and one with a
triangular head.

Summary and Interpretation

The Martinez Ranch was occupied by rancher-miner Juan Martinez
from at least 1900 to 1910 and presumably for a few years before and
after this time. Six features were recorded at the site. Only one of
these was architecturally related; the rest were trash concentrations
only. The depression at Feature 3 was not excavated, so it was not
possible to establish its purpose, or even whether it was cultural.
Feature 6 postdated the occupation of the site.
In all, 721 artifacts, mostly fragments of whole artifacts, were
collected from the surface (681) and from the excavations in Feature 2
(40).
The only specifically datable artifacts found in Features 1 - 5
were SCA glass, 1880-1919, from all features, a Goodwin Brothers ceramic
mark dating 1885 to around 1897 from Feature 1, and an evaporated milk
can, 1915 - 1930, from Feature 4. There were twice as many wire nails as
square cut nails found in those features, with the majority, 13 square
and 14 wire, coming from Feature 5. Feature 2 contained a total of three
square and 13 wire nails. The presence of both types of nails argued for
a turn-of-the-century or later, date for the site. Unfortunately, little
could be made of the archaeological material for establishing an
occupation date for the site.
Feature 6 contained several, specifically datable artifacts
including the Kerr, Hazel-Atlas, Latchford, Thatcher, Owens-Illinois, and
Glass Container Corporation bottle marks, and the "Federal Law
Forbids..." slogan. These could have been deposited as a group on the
feature between 1946 and 1949. They postdated both the Martinez Ranch
occupation and that documented historically at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM). This
trash was identical to the 1945 to 1957 trash found at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM)
and possibly originated as part of the mining activity of the Muheims.
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The location of this site, and especially its purposes or
functions through time, was established from a study of the historical
documentation, rather than from the artifacts recovered or the features
observed. We knew that the site and part of AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) was
occupied by a miner and part-time rancher for at least 10 years. Later,
the site was used to some extent by those occupying AZ EE:1:106 (ASM).
Both were located because of the presence of a spring, Feature
14, at AZ EE:1:106 (ASM).
The artifacts did appear to reflect domestic trash but none
indicated the occupation of the individuals living here.
Fragments of horizontally-ribbed peppersauce bottles, commonly
seen on sites with known Mexican occupants, may have indicated the
presence of Mexicans on this site. Only one artifact, part of a man's
shoe, reflected the sex or age of the occupants. No patterns or
concentrations of artifacts within specific features were observed when
distributions by grid square were plotted, except that the nails were
concentrated in Feature 2 on and around the berm, and on its neighboring
Feature 5, 25 ft to the south of the berm.
The type of architecture present at Feature 2 was unknown. As
indicated in the feature descriptions above, the berm, which was similar
to those reported at Promontory, Utah (Ayres 1982:26,31), was clearly not
the remains of an adobe building. The quantity of nails from the limited
excavations in Feature 2, and on the surface of Feature 5, suggested that
a frame building corresponding in size to the berm, was once sited here.
Other than the nails, no architecture-related artifacts were found at the
site.

AZ EE:2:152 (ASM)

South of Old Rosemont were the remains of a small ranch
identified as ARS 9 in the field (Figures 1.2, 5.4). The site was
located in the SW 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section 29, T18S, R16E at an
elevation of about 4840 ft, within an area designated as "grassland" by
McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). The site was located on a
relatively flat area along a north-draining wash, tributary to Barrel
Canyon Wash. The wash flowed into the site from the west, and at Feature
1 turned sharply to the north. Most of the site was located north and
west of the wash.

History

Mrs. Anita Vindiola, an informant, reported that a man and woman
lived at this site at the same time the Armarillas family lived at AZ
EE:2:146 (ASM), the Lopez Ranch. That would be some time between the
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mid-1920s and the late 1940s.
Features

The site contained six features: an erosion control feature, a
concrete water trough, a privy, a rock and cement wall, a series of rock
alignments and a short rock and cement wall with water pipe.

Feature 1
This feature was a small erosion control structure built to
prevent a small drainage channel from eroding the road into the site.
The feature was a 5 ft long fence-like structure built of small mesquite
poles, an iron pipe and wire. The poles were places vertically and wired
to the pipe which was laid horizontally across the channel. The poles,
which were loosely wired together, appeared not to have been driven into
the ground. Erosion had displaced and nearly destroyed this feature.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was a number of related rock alignments and a short
segment of barbed wire fence on the west side of the wash. The wash
appeared to have eroded away much of the alignments on the east side.
All that remained were three east-west alignments, parts of the east
alignment and a 15 ft long alignment extending south from the northwest
corner, creating the only alignment on the west side. The north
alignment was 18 ft long, the middle alignment was 17 ft long, and the
south alignment was 10 ft long. This feature may have marked the
location of one or more buildings, no trace of which exists today.
A grid system of 33 5-ft square units was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Only four of the
units contained artifacts.
Twenty-two artifacts were collected from the surface of Feature
2: one aqua piece from a rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine
bottle; a clear fragment of a continuous thread finish from a wide mouth
jar; 16 pieces of 3/32 in thick aqua flat glass; three sherds of a
ceramic sewer pipe; and an oval tobacco can with "(PRINCE) ALBERT"
embossed on the base.

Feature 3
A recent concrete livestock water trough was labelled Feature 3.
The trough was a two compartment type seen elsewhere in the Rosemont
area [at AZ EE:1:92 (ASM) and AZ EE:2:155 (ASM)]. Its overall length was
10 ft; its width was 3.2 ft; and it was 2.2 ft in height on the east end
and 1.5 ft on the west end. The main water holding section from which
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livestock drank was 2 ft wide and 6.3 ft long. The easternmost 2.2 ft of
the trough had slightly higher side walls and had a 2 in by 6 in board
cover. This compartment held the float mechanism that regulated the flow
of water into the trough. A thin concrete partition separated the two
compartments. The trough still contains water and is in use by local
ranchers.

Feature 4
Feature 4 represented the remains of a check dam in the wash and
a rock and concrete wall. The dam consisted of an 8 ft long piece of
corrugated sheet metal, standing on edge across the wash. The sheet had
been fastened to the east bank of the wash with boards and rock. About 5
ft north of the check dam was a 10 ft long cement and rock wall, oriented
north-south. A faucet attached to a vertical pipe in the ground was
located at the middle west side of the low wall. A number of boards and
a length of iron water pipe was nearby. The purpose of the wall was
unknown.

Feature 5
This feature was a 36 ft long cement and cobble wall along the
north edge of the wash. It appeared to have been constructed to prevent
erosion of the area north of the wash by keeping the wash in its channel.
The ground surface was flush with the top of the wall which was 2.5 ft in
height and 1 ft wide. Part of the south face of the wall was plastered
with cement.

Feature 6
South of Feature 5, across the wash, was a one-hole outdoor
latrine. The latrine, which was labeled Feature 6, was a small wood
frame building, 3.9 ft front to back, 3.4 ft wide, and 7 ft high in front
and 5.9 ft high at the rear. The sides were covered with 1 in by 6 in
tongue and groove pine boards nailed vertically to a 2 in by 4 in frame.
The shed type roof was constructed of plywood covered with roofing paper
and sheet metal. The doorway was 2 ft wide and 5.7 ft high. The door
had been removed and largely destroyed. The seat was 1.5 ft wide and 1.4
ft in height and had a 7 in diameter hole cut in the center of it.
The latrine rested on a 4 in by 4 in frame over a depression
which had a present diameter of about 4.5 ft.

Summary and Interpretation

The features at this site represented the remains of a small
"ranch". It was occupied by squatters (a man and a woman) for a short
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time between the mid-1920s to the late 1940s, according to Mrs. Anita
Vindiola.
Only five features were present: the water control feature
(Feature 1); the rock alignments (Feature 2); the rock and mortar
alignment, faucet and check dam (?) (Feature 4); a cement and rock wall
(Feature 5); and a latrine (Feature 6). Feature 3 was a cattle watering
trough, which post dated the occupation of the site and was still in use
today.
The 22 artifacts collected from Feature 2 (the only feature
containing trash) failed to provide the means by which to date the
occupation of the site. Nothing collected contradicted Mrs. Vindiola's
statement that the site was occupied from the late 1920s.
Presumably, a dwelling, probably a frame building, stood at
Feature 2. No trace of it remains. The relationship between the rock
alignments and the building is unknown.

AZ EE:2:139 (ASM)

The VR Ranch (Figures 1.2, 5.5 - 5.8), located in the center west
1/2, Section 32, T18S, R16E, on the west side of Barrel Canyon Wash and
Forest Road 81, was the only occupied site in the study area. The ranch
buildings and other improvements were clustered on the floodplain at the
foot of a low, east-west trending ridge, between two large, eastward
draining washes at approximately 4840 ft to 4870 ft elevation. The ranch
was situated at the junction of a "woodland" and a "riparian" vegetation
community, as designated by McLaughlin and van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2).
The ranch buildings and other improvements covered an area about 600 ft
east-west by 720 ft north-south.

History

The VR Ranch was the only ranch still in existence within the
Rosemont study area. It was founded by Edward L. Vail and a man named
Risely in 1883 (Document 33). In his homestead entry application
(Document 33), Vail did not mention Risely, who apparently had very
little involvement with the VR Ranch. Vail claimed that in 1883 he built
a two room adobe house (about 16 ft by 30 ft), a shed large enough to
quarter two horses and a 1200 ft pipeline to bring water from a spring to
the ranch. In 1886, he added a cement water tank and a pipeline to carry
water to his house, and he fenced a 300 ac pasture. He had a well dug
and a windmill erected in 1898. He also had about 4 ac under
cultivation, where he grew corn, vegetables and hay, and had a few fruit
trees.
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Figure 5.6
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Vail affirmed that he had lived on the land since 1883; that is,
from 1883 to 1906 (Document 33). Someone, possibly a ranch hand, may
have been living at the ranch all that time, but Vail clearly had not.
According to the 1900 census schedule for Rosemont, he was boarding with
William Kemp. Kemp was the manager for the Rosemont Copper Company at
the time; therefore, Kemp was probably occupying the Old Rosemont Hotel.
About 1903, Vail was elected County Treasurer, a post he held for a
number of years. During this time, he resided in Tucson (Document 33).
Before 1903, Vail was said to have lived on the ranch for seven years.
George Scholefield, however, stated on a "Homestead Proof - Testimony of
Witness" form, dated April 16, 1907 (Document 33), that Vail had lived at
the ranch continuously for 12 years (1883-1895), and on and off after
that time. Scholefield's statement seemed to fit the facts more closely
than did Vail's. Certainly, after he was elected County Treasurer, Vail
never again lived at the ranch. He had probably permanently left by
1901, if not before.
Vail's property was patented on January 13, 1908 and included 160
acres or the E 1/2, NW 1/4 and N 1/2, SW 1/4, Section 32, T18S, R16E
(Document 33). His homestead was the only one within the Rosemont area.
Prior to his receipt of a patent for 160 acres in 1908, he had
received a patent (No. 190) dated November 24, 1906 for 40 acres. He
acquired this parcel (SW 1/4, NW 1/4, Section 32, T18S, R16E) by
exchanging a similar one he owned in California (Document 34) with the
General Land Office.
At least as early as 1898, two brands were registered to Vail and
Risely, the J2 and the VR (Livestock Sanitary Board of Arizona 1898:70,
115). The last entry for these brands was in 1916 (The Arizona Livestock
Sanitary Board 1916:120, 238). Edward Vail apparently made no attempt to
change the ownership of the two brands even after Risely had nothing to
do with the VR Ranch.
Ultimately, the VR Ranch became part of the Empire Land and
Cattle Company holdings. This occurred sometime between 1908 and 1912,
when the heirs of Walter Vail, Sr. owned the company's holdings. The
Empire Ranch, the VR Ranch and other holdings were sold to the
Chiricahua Ranches Company in 1929, which in turn sold the property to
John Greenway in 1950. The VR Ranch was sold by Greenway to Manerd and
Alice Gayler in 1969 (Schafer 1979:30). John Gayler, their son, now
occupies the ranch which has been acquired by the ANAMAX Mining Company.

Features
A total of 29 features (Table 5.1) were identified at the ranch
headquarters with the assistance of the occupant, Mr. John Gayler. Of
these, nearly all were reported to date from the 1960s and 1970s.
Features 6 and 23 were thought to date from the 1950s. Mr. Gayler was
not eager to have excavations performed, or for detailed studies to be
made of the houses because they were in use. Therefore, only preparation
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Table 5.1. Features at the VR Ranch
Feature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Function

One room frame shack
Adobe garage - now storage shed
Pumphouse - now food storage
Generator shed, now storage
"Main" house
Wooden outhouse
Tin roofed hay shed - tack room
House
Propane tank on concrete supports
Stone check dam
Concrete pad and incinerator barrel
Elevated water tank and concrete cistern pods
Metal tank on metal pipe stand
Hole with trash
Scattered cement blocks - supports?
Metal stockfeed trough
Livestock loading chute
Concrete stock trough
Corral complex
Squeeze chutes
Metal stock feed trough
Chicken coop and garden
Circular water tank
Concrete stock water trough
Concrete stock water trough
Metal pressure tank
Check dam
Check dam
Small pen

of a detailed site map accompanied by brief descriptions of each feature,
was possible. Only three features were positively identified as being
historic, or as incorporating historic elements.

Feature 2
This feature was a gable roofed, adobe building, about 17 ft by
33 ft, with 2 ft thick walls standing about 8.5 ft high. The roof was
covered with corrugated metal sheets. Three large, garage type wooden
doors extended across the entire north facade. Each door was about 8 ft
tall and 10 ft wide. Interior and exterior walls were covered with
cement plaster, and a poured concrete floor extended throughout the
interior. A 1 ft high and 0.4 ft wide concrete "skirt" encircled the
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building at the exterior base of the three walls.
A recently added, metal roofed carport was attached on the north
side at the northwest corner.

Feature 5
Although Feature 5 was known as the "main house", it was
currently used as a bunkhouse. It incorporated an L-shaped adobe which
enclosed a porch in the angle. The adobe was about 22 ft by 32 ft and
was cement plastered. Additions were constructed of cinder blocks.
Overall, the house was rectangular in plan, and was 31 ft by 56 ft in
size, including porches.
The roof over the adobe was gabled on the north side of the
house. That over the south half of the house was a split level gable,
with the north half of the room higher in elevation than the south half.

Feature 8
A two room adobe building with modern additions was labelled
Feature 8. The adobe was about 16 ft by 32 ft, with additions on its
north, west and south sides that created a building with an irregular
floor plan. The total area of the present gable roofed, building and
its porches was a maximum of 43 ft by 48 ft. Both interior and exterior
walls were plastered with cement. The building was surrounded by a
fenced yard. It was being used as a residence by Mr. Gayler.
Of the three buildings incorporating historic adobe elements,
only Features 2 and 8 appeared likely to encompass Edward Vail's original
1883 two room adobe house. According to Vail's sworn statement (Document
33), his adobe was 16 ft by 30 ft in size. The adobe at Feature 2 was
about 1 7 ft by 33 ft and that in Feature 8 was about 16 ft by 32 ft in
size. Because it was divided into two rooms and approximately
corresponded to the size of the 1883 adobe, Feature 8 was potentially
more likely to be the 1883 adobe than the slightly larger Feature 2;
however, Mr. Gayler believes that Feature 2 was the 1883 adobe.

AZ EE:1:92 (ASM)

This site (Figures 1.2, 5.9) was situated in the NE 1/4 of the NE
1/4, Section 26, T18S, R15E, on a terrace between two large, unnamed
washes, on the west side of the Santa Rita Mountains. A jeep trail
bisected the site east-west. The site elevation was about 4720 ft. It
was located about one mile southeast of the abandoned mining community of
Helvetia.

At Ocotillo
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History

No historical information was found for this site, which had been
located in 1980 as a result of a survey conducted to supplement the
original Rosemont survey (Huckell 1981). The lack of documentation
suggested this was a squatter occupied site rather than a formally filed
upon homestead. The site was not shown on GLO or USGS maps.

Features

Six features were located at this site. Artifacts were collected
from Features 1, 4 and 5 by the grab sample method.
Artifacts observed by Huckell (1981:5) and not associated with
Features 1, 4 or 5, and therefore not collected by ARS, included Papago
pottery; horseshoes; green, aqua, brown and SCA bottle glass; stove
parts; tin cans; and a .44-40 and a .50-70 cartridge case.

Feature 1
This feature consisted of a cleared, level area, building debris,
an alignment of dead ocotillo, a fig tree, a small rock pile, a recent
campfire, a small concrete basin and a 350 ft long, rock alignment.
The cleared area was bounded on the east by what was once a live
ocotillo fence, and on the south by part of the 350 ft long alignment,
the purpose of which was unknown. The cleared area measured about 40 ft
by 60 ft. It was at least partially created by a U.S. Forest Service (?)
bulldozer, which destroyed a building standing on the site. Surface
debris suggested that the building was wood frame with a corrugated,
sheet metal roof. A fig tree stood in the northeast corner of the
cleared area next to the ocotillo fence. On the south end of the cleared
area was a small rock pile and a shallow circular concrete basin. The
basin was 2 ft in diameter. A recent campfire was located in the middle
of the cleared area.

Artifacts collected at Feature 1, were two carriage bolts, a
light T-hinge, an 8d and a 10d wire nail, a piece of galvanized steel
pipe, a Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (U.M.C.) .45-60 caliber cartridge
case, a lid to a 6 oz Jack Frost Baking Powder can, six porcelain and
seven hardpaste white earthen ware fragments (all undecorated), a fragment
of a small milk glass jar, four fragments of SCA glass and an SCA,
fluted, tumbler base fragment. In addition, a charred, right, proximal
tibia fragment from an Ovis aries, was collected.
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Feature 2
Feature 2 was a rectangular concrete stock trough, located 165 ft
east of Feature 1. It measured 2.4 ft by 13.2 ft, and was 2.7 ft high
with 0.4 ft thick walls. The interior depth was 1.5 ft, except on the
south end, where the depth was 0.3 higher. This 1.5 ft long, raised
section was covered with a wooden cover, bolted to the concrete. The
cover protected a homemade float to regulate filling of the trough, which
was no longer in use. A similar trough was found at AZ EE:2:155 (ASM)
and at AZ EE:2:152 (ASM).

Feature 3
A metal water tank was labelled Feature 3. It was situated about
210 ft east of Feature 2 and may have been its source of water. The
roofless tank was 12.5 ft in diameter with an interior depth of 5.5 ft.
The tank was constructed of large metal sheets riveted together. It
rested on a concrete pad. No pipes or other traces of a well were
located.

Feature 4
This feature was an 18 ft by 25 ft, rock reinforced, leveled area.
It was possibly a tent or building platform, and was situated north of
Feature 1. The rock acted as a retaining wall.
A carriage bolt; a 20d wire nail; a fragment of 1/16 in thick,
flat glass; three undecorated, hardpaste white earthen ware sherds; one
Papago plain sherd; one banded yellow ware (a softpaste earthen ware);
three SCA glass fragments; one clear, ballneck panel bottle fragment; and
one fragment of a green wine bottle with a kickup, were collected from
Feature 4.

Feature 5
Feature 5 designated the remains of a building constructed of dry
laid local rock. The interior measured about 10 ft on a side. The rock
was laid in an overlapping pattern and formed walls about 1.5 ft thick.
Portions of the wall stood 3.5 ft high. A doorway appeared to have been
located in the east wall.
A scatter of ceramic fragments on the west side of the building
was collected. These were 15 undecorated, hardpaste white earthen ware
sherds representing at least one dinner plate; one brown, transfer
decorated, hardpaste white earthen ware sherd representing a plate; and
one floral decorated, hardpaste white earthen ware sherd. One of
the undecorated pieces contained a hallmark of the Knowles, Taylor, and
Knowles firm of East Liverpool, Ohio (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 119, Figure
99C). One SCA glass fragment was also collected at Feature 5.
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Feature 6
A small, 2 ft deep, prospect hole, measured 3.5 ft by 4.5 ft, was
located between Features 5 and 1. It was the only feature recorded that
was directly related to mining activity.
Two features (7 and 8) at AZ EE:1:92 (ASM), which had been
recorded by Huckell in 1981, could not be relocated by Huckell or ARS.
Feature 7 was a single room, rock building, virtually identical to
Feature 5. It lay north of Feature 5 and the road through the site.
Feature 8 was a rock alignment, approximately 30 ft in length. It lay
north of Feature 2 and the road through the site.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:1:92 (ASM) was thought to represent the remains of
agricultural activities, specifically ranching. Because it was within
the Coronado National Forest, and because no homestead or purchase
records were located, the site was probably occupied by squatters. It
had a more permanent appearance than all but one or two of the Rosemont
mining sites, and it was outside the mineralized areas which were
normally the focus of mining activities. The fig tree, the ocotillo
fence and the rock walled buildings, all suggested permanence.
The site contained the location of a frame house; remains of two
stone buildings; a metal water tank; a livestock watering trough; a
possible building location represented by a rock reinforced, leveled
area; two rock alignments, one 350 ft in length; and a mining prospect.
The latter may have postdated the occupation of the site.
The Coronado National Forest was created in 1908 from the Santa
Rita Forest Reserve, which had been established in 1902 (Ames 1967:120).
Because the site was on the National Forest, it was unlikely that a ranch
would have persisted much after about 1904 or 1906, when the government
began to actively remove individual trespassers, such as squatters and
other unauthorized users and abusers from forest lands. Since the ranch
was only about one mile southeast of Helvetia, it may have been occupied
at the same time as Helvetia, or from the 1890s to 1911 (Granger
1983:297). In fact, very few individuals lived in this area until
Helvetia was established.
Only six artifacts provided workable dates. The "UMC .45-60"
headstamp was on an obsolete cartridge, in use approximately 1879 to
about 1935 (Barnes 1980:122); and the Union Metallic Cartridge Company
(UMC) no longer made cartridges after 1910 (Suydam 1979:329). The .44-40
cartridge was in use 1873 to about 1942 and the .50-70 cartridge was in
use from 1866 to about 1940 (Barnes 1980:78, 127). The SCA glass was
generally thought to date from about 1880 to about 1919. The wire nails
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were in use after about 1900. Finally, the Knowles, Taylor and Knowles
ceramic mark was in use from 1890 to about 1907 (Gates and Ormerod
1982:119, Figure 99C).
Based on all of these dated artifacts, the best estimate for the
occupation of AZ EE:1:92 (ASM) seemed to about 1900-1910.

Chapter 6
THE U.S. FOREST SERVICE FACILITY

The site of the U.S. Forest Service facility at Old Rosemont is
located in the south central part of Section 29, T18S, R16E (Figure 1.2).
It is east of the Old Rosemont junction, and consists of two components.
These include the small, early part of the facility [AZ EE:2:156 (ASM)]
located south of Barrel Canyon Wash, and a later, more extensive complex
[AZ EE:2:143 (ASM)] on the north edge of the wash, south of Forest Road 81.
Both components were constructed on the floodplain. Site elevation is
approximately 4760 ft.
Vegetation at both components is characterized as "riparian" by
McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). Chinaberry trees and
English walnuts were planted at AZ EE:2:143 (ASM) but only the chinaberry
trees survive.

History

The Santa Rita Forest Reserve was established on April 11, 1902;
a supervisor stationed locally was appointed sometime thereafter but the
individual's identity, his date of appointment and location of his office
are not known. Thomas Meagher, in a letter of April 17, 1905, states
that a man named Baker was the supervisor in March, 1903 (Document
39:209). This contradicts Ames and Scholefield who cite Meagher as the
first supervisor (Ames 1967:121; Document 40). Meagher became supervisor
in 1904 with Tucson as his headquarters. On September 14 of that year he
moved to Rosemont and set up office at the Scholefield Ranch north of Old
Rosemont (Document 40). On April 3, 1905, he moved back to Tucson
(Document 39:143). His last move may have been prompted by the fact that
the forest reserves were transferred from the Department of Interior to
the Department of Agriculture in 1905. Meagher died in late 1905 and was
replaced by M.W. Watson who also was stationed at the Scholefield Ranch.
Watson died in 1906 (Document 40).
To assist the forest supervisor, one or more rangers were hired
whenever money allowed. Their job was to oversee the daily operation of
the forest. Armour Scholefield, son of local rancher and miner George
Scholefield, was reported to have been the first forest ranger on the
Santa Rita Reserve (Document 40). He began work in 1904 under Thomas
Meagher and later worked under M.W. Watson. His oath of office was
notarized in Greaterville on December 7, 1904 (Document 59). Armour
Scholefield died in November, 1906 (Document 44).
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His field diaries and other sources hint at the ranger's busy and
varied schedule. He selected and marked boundaries of firewood sales,
watched for game poachers, helped build Forest Service facilities such as
cabins and trails, watched for fire and maintained a close watch on
miners, cattlemen and other forest users. He also rode to Vail to take
the train to Tucson where he bought supplies and attended meetings.
Almost daily he was in the saddle riding over the forest reserve
(Documents 41-44).
During most of his nearly two years as a ranger, Scholefield
lived at the family ranch northeast of Old Rosemont, as did Meagher and
Watson at various times.
Sometime in 1904, construction began on a ranger cabin near Old
Rosemont. On December 21, 1904, Scholefield wrote, "packed up and went
to Rosemont to work on well" (Document 41). He spent three days digging
a well but did not complete it; in March, 1905, Thomas Meagher hired W.S.
George, the postmaster, to spend five days finishing it (Document
39:340). The location of the well is not known but in keeping with local
procedure it was probably situated in or near a wash, in this case Barrel
Canyon Wash.
The sequence of events leading to the completion of the frame
ranger cabin at Rosemont is confused. Scholefield may have been building
both a house and a cabin, the former possibly at the Scholefield family
ranch and the latter at Rosemont. On December 30, 1904, he recorded that
he was working on the house at the Ranger Headquarters (Document 41).
Later between the 2nd and 18th of January, 1905, he states that he spent
two days working "on house" and six days working "on caben" [sic]
(Document 41). In mid-September, 1905, he was again working on the "Gov.
caben" [sic] (Document 42) and by April, 1905, the cabin was completed
(Document 39:231). Material for construction of the cabin came from two
sources. In February, 1905, Meagher mentions that he had previously
purchased a frame house in Rosemont for $20 from Felipe Guerra who lived
in Mexico (Document 39:40, 195). Earlier, in January, he had removed a
house from an unidentified squatter location and used the lumber to build
a field cabin at Rosemont (Document 39:358). The cabin at Rosemont was a
two-room, frame building, 12 ft by 20 ft in size (Document 39:106).
Comments in Scholefield's diary throughout 1905-1906 suggest that he
actually spent very little time at the cabin (Document 43-44; Document
39:403).
The first supervisor of the Coronado National Forest, established
in 1908, was M.W. Hockaday who was in that position from July to
September, 1908. The supervisor's office was located in Benson during
the period 1908-1915 (Ames 1967:121) and presumably Hockaday was - located
there during his brief tenure as supervisor. Hockaday is listed as
living in Rosemont in 1908 (City Directory 1908) and the 1910 census
lists him as a ranger at Rosemont along with Carl Scholefield, David
MacBeath and Charles Scoville. Scholefield was living at his parent's
ranch and MacBeath and Scoville were boarding at the hotel run by L.J.
Stone (1910 census). Hockaday appears to have left Benson after his
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three months as supervisor, if that was where he actually was working.
He then took up the lesser duties of forest ranger at Rosemont.
Although there is no evidence to support the speculation,
Hockaday, who as supervisor had to live in Benson, may have resigned and
returned to Rosemont as an ordinary ranger to be near his girl friend.
They were married in 1909.
Carl Scholefield began working as a ranger in 1908 (Document 40),
and lived at his parent's ranch. When he married in 1911 he moved into
the frame cabin at Rosemont which was located on the west side of a
small, one-room adobe building. This cabin was the one built earlier by
his brother Armour. Late in 1912, a new frame house was built north of
the cabin and adobe building, and north of Barrel Canyon Wash (Mrs. Lee
pers. comm.). Scholefield was stationed in Rosemont until 1921 when he
transferred to the Chiricahua National Forest. At this point the
Scholefields had five children, four girls and a boy who was 2 or 3
years old.
The only existing historical documentation of the adobe was a
photograph dated 1909, owned by Mrs. Harold Lee, and used by Ames
(1967:120). The photograph also showed the frame building described in
part in Document 39 and Documents 41-44 (See Figure 6.1 below).
In the photograph, the facade of the adobe was obscured by Carl
Scholefield sitting on a horse. Its west side was hidden by the frame
building of which only the facade and a portion of the west wall were
visible.
The adobe had a doorway in the center of the facade and a
shingled, gable roof. The board and batten wood frame building had a
doorway and a window in the facade; a wooden step sat in front of the
doorway. The window is the double hung six over six light sash type
common to the period. The same type of window was in the west wall. The
gable roof was wood shingle covered. Both buildings were oriented northsouth with the facades facing north. The distance between the two
buildings is not known but it appears to have been less than 5 ft.
The ranger station north of Barrel Canyon Wash included a house,
a frame barn, a windmill and a separate office building. English walnut
and chinaberry trees were planted by the Scholefields.
When these new ranger facilities were constructed, the old frame
cabin was demolished and the adobe relegated to duty as a chicken coop.
Sometime after 1917, a concrete front porch was added to the new house
(Lee pers. comm.), and in fiscal year 1919, the Forest Service purchased
material to construct a septic tank system for the house (Document 45).
Based on photographs in the possession of Mrs. Harold Lee, the
Forest Ranger's house was a board and batten frame building painted
white, with dark trim. It had a hipped roof with a small ventilation
gable in the center of the north side. Two windows and a doorway were
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located slightly off center in the north facade (front of the house).
Window detail is not clear but they appear to be the six over six light
double hung sash type. Two windows on the east side are identical. One
photograph shows a large Papago olla hanging on the porch. Southeast of
the house is a gable roofed, frame barn oriented east-west. No
photographs exist of the other buildings.
When Carl Scholefield left Rosemont, another ranger named Olaf
Olsen occupied the house with his family until about 1928. John Pomeroy
replaced Olsen from about 1928 to 1929 when he too left (John Pomeroy
pers. comm.). In 1932, the facility was downgraded from "headquarter" to
"temporary" status, and at the same time the barn and a 17 mile telephone
line between Elgin and Rosemont were condemned and presumably removed
(Document 46). Whether anyone occupied the site between 1929 and 1932 is
unknown.
Sometime after 1929, and probably after 1932, the U.S. Forest
Service rented the ranger's house to George Scholefield who had sold his
nearby ranch in 1929. He occupied the house until about 1937 (Mrs. Lee
pers. comm.). After 1937 the house was removed from the site.

AZ EE:2:156 (ASM)

The early component of the U.S. Forest Service facility (Figures
6.1, 6.2) included an adobe ruin, a small amount of surface trash and a
number of relatively insignificant features. This component was located
on the south side of Barrel Canyon Wash, at its junction with a small
minor drainage which marked the west boundary of the site.
Excavation was conducted on the interior of the adobe building to
original floor level. Limited excavations were carried out on the
exterior in all or parts of 15 - 5-ft squares. These exterior
excavations were conducted primarily on the west side of the building to
investigate suspected features and to collect additional information on
the construction of the adobe. A rock alignment, a post hole, a hearth, a
post mold, a possible pit with partially buried wire and an area along
the west exterior and northwest corner of the adobe were examined in
detail.
In addition to the four grid squares which quartered the interior
of the adobe ruin for excavation purposes, a rectangular grid of 160 5-ft
squares was laid over the site and a 100 percent collection of surface
trash was made. Only 49 of the squares contained artifacts; nearly 90
percent of those squares were located at the rear of the adobe ruin.
This grid not only covered Feature 1, but it extended over the other
features as well.
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Figure 6.2 AZ EE:2:156 (ASM), Feature 1, adobe building and frame
cabin. View looking southeast, about 1909. Carl Scholefield on horse.
Mrs. Harold Lee photograph
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Artifacts: Surface
A total of 112 artifacts were collected from the surface within
an area approximately 70 ft east-west and 75 ft north-south around the
adobe. Seventy-six of the artifacts were glass bottle fragments: 27
SCA, three aqua, 18 amber, 16 brown, three clear and one light green. At
least five of the amber and two of the clear were very recent, post occupation
fragments. Only one of the pieces could be assigned a specific content,
that is, a brown fragment of a beer bottle. Other glass collected was a
1 3/8 in diameter flashlight lens or compact mirror which was light green
in cross section, a piece of 1/16 in thick flat glass and six pieces of
5/64 in thick flat glass.
Only five ceramic fragments were seen; all were hardpaste white
earthen wares. One was a rim fragment with a brown printed design on both
sides, and one, possibly from a saucer, had a raised rim design and a
scalloped edge.
The four can fragments from the surface were two hole-and-cap
cans. One was 402 in diameter with a 300 diameter cap, and one was 306
in diameter with a lapped side seam and a 204 diameter cap.
Other metal included: 12 nails (Table 6.1); a triangular file,
1/4 in on a side; a brass harness rivet; a piece of 12 gage galvanized
wire; three saddle horse size horseshoe fragments; a 10 gage wire bail; a
triangular piece of tin with solder from an unknown object; and five
cartridge cases. Two of the latter were .22 caliber cases with an
"H" headstamp, the mark of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. One
case had a "W.R.A. Co./.30 W.C.F." headstamp and two had a "W.R.A.
Co./.32 W.C.F." headstamp, both of which were products of the same company
as the .22 case. The .33 caliber case dated from 1895 and the .32 case
from 1882 (Barnes 1980:48,60).
Two leather fragments, possibly part of a shoe, were also
collected from the surface.

Feature 1: Interior
The adobe ruin (Figures 6.3 - 6.5) was divided into four
quadrants for the purpose of excavation. As is frequently the case with
adobe ruins, the interior was basin shaped, that is, the center of the
one room building was considerably lower in elevation than the tops of
the walls. The highest part of the ruin was the south wall with wall
heights generally diminishing to the north. The north wall stood a
maximum of 1.6 ft high above the floor level and the south wall a foot
higher.
The interior was excavated in three levels. Level 1 was a thin
layer of organic soil 0.2 ft thick, and included leaves and small sticks
on its surface. Level 2 contained some organic material but was
primarily an irregular level of melted adobe. It varied in thickness
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Figure 6.5 AZ EE:2:156 (ASM), Feature 1 after excavation. View looking
southeast
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from 1.75 ft against the south wall to 0.4 ft deep at the north wall.
Melted adobe made up a trashy Level 3 which terminated at the floor.
This level was a relatively uniform 0.3 ft thick. Level 4 was excavated
only in the northwest corner of the southwest quadrant below the floor.
This level exposed the rock foundation and the sterile layer below the
floor. The level 4 excavation covered an area 2 ft by 3 ft in size and
was 0.2 ft in depth.
The interior of the building measured 8.4 ft east-west by 11.4 ft
north-south. The floor was a hard packed earthen surface located at a
uniform 2.67 ft to 2.69 ft below the datum at the top of the southwest
wall corner. The floor was situated at the base of the adobe walls. No
indication of a wooden floor was located and it is likely that there was
none. The floor surface, especially in the north-west and south-east
quadrants, contained numerous artifacts including shingles and other wood
fragments, nails, window glass and wire. No organic material was found
to document the final use of the adobe as a chicken coop.
Disturbance on the interior came from two sources including
rodent activity and a tree. A rodent burrow followed the entire length
of the east and north walls at floor level and ended at the southwest
corner in a 2.5 ft by 3 ft disturbed area. A small mesquite tree in the
northeast quadrant disturbed the floor.
In the southwest corner several bricks appeared to have been fire
reddened over an area about 1 ft in diameter. This may indicate a post
abandonment camper or hunter's fire, but no ash or charcoal was seen.
A doorway, located in the center of the north wall, was indicated
by a gap in the wall and the remains of a 2 in by 3 in by 4 ft wooden
threshold. The top of the threshold board was 0.5 ft above the floor.
Two 0.25 ft wide cuts, spaced 2.1 ft apart, marked the location of
vertical framing pieces for a relatively narrow doorway.
The adobes were placed on a shallow, angular rock foundation the
same width as the walls. No evidence of a foundation trench was
observed.
The adobe bricks used in the construction of the building were 3
in by 10 in by 15.5 in and were made from a pink to brown clay and fine
sandy gravel. The mortar was grey to black in color and contained small
tabular fragments of rock. Mortar joints varied from 0.02 ft to 0.2 ft
in thickness; all corners were bonded.

Artifacts: Excavation
The interior fill from the four quadrants of the adobe building
produced 144 artifacts: 61 glass, two ceramic, 63 metal and 18
miscellaneous.
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Level 1 (22 artifacts), which was primarily a thin layer of
organic debris, contained one amber bottle glass fragment; three pieces
5/64 in thick, and one 1/16 in thick of aqua flat glass; a piece of
hardpaste white earthen ware; 12 nails (Table 6.1); a 1 in wide 12 in long
piece of flat strap iron with two countersunk holes; a fragment of
poultry netting; a wood shingle fragment; and a two-hole, 30 ligne shell
button.
Level 2 contained 31 artifacts: three SCA, two clear, one dark
green and five aqua pieces of bottle glass, one of which is from a
horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle; two milk glass fragments probably
from a Mentholatum jar; one fragment each of 3/32 in and 3/64 in thick,
and two pieces of 1/16 in thick aqua flat glass; a hardpaste white
earthen ware cup fragment; six nails (Table 6.1); three pieces of 17 gage
iron wire; a pocketknife bolster; a valve stem with, "SCHRADER U.S.A.
PAT. 11/13/00 - 1/14/02 - 3/31/03 - 12/20/04...5/15/17"; and two small
wood shingle fragments.
From Level 3 came 57 artifacts including: a piece each of aqua
and dark green bottle glass; a fragment of a milk glass lamp chimney or
shade; one piece each of 5/64 in and 1/16 in thick aqua flat glass; five
pieces of 3/64 and 16 pieces of 3/32 in thick flat glass; 20 nails
Table 6.1); a piece of 17 gage iron wire; a copper rivet of the type used
for horse harness repair; and two pieces of coal. Also from this level
were four artiodactyl fragments including one rib fragment with saw and
cut marks, one Gallus gallus right tarsometatarsus, and a fibula and a
caudal vertebra from a small mammal.
Thirty-four artifacts were found on the floor in the southeast
and northwest corners. These were: a piece from a brown beer bottle; a
clear bottle fragment; 11 large pieces of 3/64 in aqua flat glass; 13
nails (Table 6.1); three fragments of 17 gage iron wire; and five large
shingle fragments.
The subfloor excavation (Level 4) produced no artifacts.

Feature 1: West Exterior
In addition to the excavation of the features, two other areas
were investigated, that along the exterior west wall of the adobe in EU11, EU 17 and EU-25, and that in EU-103 and EU-5. Adjacent to the
exterior west wall of the adobe building in what was the space between
the adobe and the wood frame building, the east halves of EU-11, EU-17
and EU-25 were excavated to investigate the exterior adobe wall and
footings, to recover trash and to attempt to locate the original ground
surface. The present surface along the west wall, built up of adobe melt
and some material deposited from the hill above the ruin, slopes sharply
to the north and west. Both Levels 1 and 2 thinned to the north and
west. Level 1 was about 0.3 ft thick on the north end and 0.8 ft on the
south; Level 2 was 0.25 ft thick on the north end and 0.7 ft thick on the
south end. The entire length of the exterior west wall was excavated in
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two natural levels. Level 1 was primarily a layer of adobe melt and
Level 2 was a layer of adobe melt, loam, rocks and trash. A sterile,
rocky surface was encountered at the bottom of Level 2. Feature 5 was
located in EU-25. At the conclusion of the excavations it was apparent
that the space between the two buildings had been used as a minor trash
dump by Forest Service employees.

Artifacts: Excavation
A total of 281 artifacts were recovered as a result of the
excavations of the three half squares adjacent to the west exterior wall
of the adobe (Feature 1), 37 from Level 1 and 244 from Level 2.
From Level 1 came one brown, one amber and three aqua bottle
glass fragments; four thicknesses of aqua flat glass, one 1/16 in, one
3/32 in, four 3/64 in and six 5/64 in thick; a red slipped Papago jar
sherd with a carbon streak; 15 nails (Table
); a piece of cast iron; a
1 in long wood screw; and two pieces of wood shingles.
Level 2 produced a piece each of dark green and light green
bottle glass; three thicknesses of aqua flat glass, seven 1/16 in, three
3/32 in, and 16 5/64 in thick; 201 nails (Table 6.1); two 7 in by 9 3/4
in metal U.S. Forest Service signs with three nail holes each on top and
bottom, and "NATIONAL/FOREST/BOUNDARY" on them; a 1 in long wood screw; a
broken drill bit for a rachet bit brace; a square nut with an 11/16 in
hole; a fullered mule shoe; a .22 caliber cartridge case with an "H"
headstamp; two cartridge cases with a "W.R.A. CO./.30 W.C.F." headstamp;
and three complete and three fragments of saddle horse size horseshoes,
all fullered. A number of pieces of dimensional lumber were found, but
not collected, in EU-17 and EU-25, Level 2.

Feature 1: Northwest

Exterior

For reasons similar to those leading to the excavations along the
exterior west wall of the adobe, excavation was also performed along the
north wall west of the doorway. A trench 2 ft wide was excavated in EU103 for a length of 5 ft east from the northwest corner of the adobe.
The trench was extended an additional 2 ft into EU-5 on the west. Fill
was a uniform brown rocky soil; apparently any adobe melt deposited had
been eroded away. The 7 ft trench was excavated to 0.7 ft below surface
against the north wall; because of the downward slope of the surface to
the north, excavation was only 0.2 ft below surface on the north edge of
the trench.

Artifacts: Excavation
Only six artifacts were found in this excavation. These included
one brown and three aqua fragments of bottle glass; a 2 7/8 in long, 1/4
in diameter carriage bolt with nut; and a badly worn saddle horse size
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horseshoe.

Feature 2
The rock alignment was located 5 ft west of, and in line with,
the front wall of the adobe. Excavation of this feature was restricted
to uncovering its extent. It was 10 ft in length, about 1 ft wide and
its east end was 5 ft from the northwest corner of the adobe.
The area removed to expose the alignment was 5 ft by 10 ft, that
is the north half of EUs - 12 and 13 and the south half of EUs - 6 and 7.
Fill was removed to a uniform depth of 0.40 ft below surface except in
the southwest corner (EU-13 was removed to 0.70 ft below surface).
The 1909 photograph (Figure 6.2) shows two rock alignments, one
about 10 ft north of the building and one along its facade west of the
doorway step. The former was too far north to be Feature 2. However,
the latter which extended from the step westward at least to the
northwest corner of the building was in the approximate location of
Feature 2. A horizontal board covered what would have been an open space
under the facade, so it was unlikely that the alignment would have been
used to fill that space. A 4 in by 4 in wooden piece was situated
vertically on the north side of the alignment. It does not show in
Figure 6.2; its purpose is unexplained.
No other archaeological evidence relating to the frame building
was found.

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavation to expose the rock alignment produced 123
artifacts: 19 glass, two ceramic, 101 metal and one miscellaneous. All
were found no deeper than 0.4 ft below surface in parts of three squares
(EU-6, EU-7 and EU-12).
The glass included a piece each of SCA, light green and dark
green bottle glass; a clear tumbler rim fragment; and 15 pieces of aqua
flat glass, one 3/64 in thick, six 5/64 in thick and eight 3/32 in thick.
Other artifacts found included: two sherds of hardpaste white
earthen ware; 71 nails (Table 6.1); one 16 gage, one 20 gage and two 17
gage pieces of iron wire; a 1 5/8 in long, oval headed can key with a
strip from an opened can; and one half of a cut out can end with four
nail holes in it. Three pieces of poultry netting; a 1 1/4 in long wood
screw; a 3/4 in by 1 in iron buckle of unknown use; a piece of egg shell;
and 18 cartridge cases were also recovered.
Four .22 caliber long rifle cartridges cases with an "H"
headstamp, five cases with "W.R.A. Co./.32 W.C.F.", and three cases with
"W.R.A. CO./.30 W.C.F." were all made by the Winchester Repeating Arms
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Company. The .22 caliber cases dated from 1882 and the .30 cases from
1895 (Barnes 1980:289, 60 and 48). Three cases each with headstamps,
"U.S.C./.30
"U.M.C./.41 LC" (Long Colt) and "U.M.C./.32-20" were
also found. These dated between 1895 and 1910, 1877 and 1910 and 1882
and 1910 respectively (Barnes 1980:48, 179, and 60; Suydam 1977:324).
All three of these cases were made by the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company, as were two .22 caliber short cases with a "U" headstamp. One
cartridge case has the "DM/* */K" headstamp of the Des Moines Ordinance
plant. This otherwise unidentified cartridge has a case length of 0.847
and a rim and base diameter of 0.390.

Feature 3
Feature No. 3 was a small post hole apparently cut through the
melt from the adobe building after the adobe was in ruin. It was located
7 ft west of the adobe and was first noticed at the surface as a roughly
circular pattern of dark soil 1.20 ft by 1.40 ft surrounded by adobe
melt. At 0.24 ft below surface a square hole, 0.60 ft by 0.60 ft was
observed in the center. This postmold continued to the bottom of the pit
0.70 ft below the surface. The purpose of a post at this location could
not be ascertained.
Associated with this post hole were two nails (Table 6.1), a shoe
heel fragment, half of a man's shoe heel with iron nails and machine
placed iron screws and three small fragments of tin.

Feature 4
The hearth was located on the edge of the small, natural drainage
channel at the west edge of the site, about 42 ft southwest of the adobe
building. Like Feature 3, the hearth appeared to postdate occupation of
the site by the U.S. Forest Service.
The hearth consisted of
ft in diameter sitting on a 0.5
rock, incompletely burned wood,
and nine fragments of long bone
were charred.

an irregular cluster of tabular rock 2.5
ft deep basin filled with ash, charcoal,
14 small pieces of partially burned wire
from a large artiodactyl, eight of which

Feature 5
At the bottom of Level 2 a "post" mold resulting from a
vertically placed 2 in by 4 in piece of lumber was observed against the
west wall of the adobe at the southwest corner in EU-25. The mold
extended 0.55 ft into a sterile layer below level 2. The purpose of it
was not determined.
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Feature 6
Wire protruding from the ground in EU-51 appeared to have been
placed in a pit or a latrine. Excavation began by removing Level 1 at an
arbitrary depth of 1 ft below surface on the south end of the square;
because of the slope this level was only 0.1 ft deep on the north end.
Level 2 was 0.4 ft deep, Level 3 was 0.5 ft deep and Level 4 was 0.2 ft
deep. Levels 2-4 were removed only in the north half of the square. The
fill was consistently a brown sandy and rocky soil with no apparent
natural stratigraphic differences observed. Level 3 bottomed on sterile
rocky material and Level 4 was excavated into the sterile level. Sterile
soil was encountered at 1.2 ft below surface in the north end of EU-51.
No pit could be defined.
Only the north half of Level 1 in EU-43, which abuts EU-51 on the
north, was excavated. Fill was identical to that in EU-51. Level 1 was
0.40 ft thick on the south and 0.25 thick on the north. No latrine or
trash pit was located, although a small amount of subsurface trash was
recovered.

Artifacts: Excavation
In addition to the pieces of poultry netting and what appeared to
be galvanized telephone line wire, 40 artifacts were recovered from the
excavation. Level 1 produced a piece of hardpaste white earthen ware; a
fragment of an oval salmon can; three nails (Table 6.1); and a .22 caliber
cartridge case with an "H" headstamp, the same mark as that discussed in
Feature 2 above.
The eight artifacts from Level 2 were a clear piece of bottle
glass and seven nails (Table 6.1).
Level 3 contained two sherds of a hardpaste white earthen ware
saucer with a raised design on the rim and a scalloped edge; seven can
fragments including part of one round, hole-and-cap can; 16 nails (Table 6.1);
and a small piece of unidentified iron.

AZ EE:2:143 (ASM)

Features

Various kinds of features were represented at the site of the
more recent Forest Service component (AZ EE:2:143 (ASM)) at Rosemont
(Figure 6.6). The more important features were from the Forest Service
period; several related to more recent ranching activity and camping.
Because of their relatively recent nature, this latter group of features
is not described below in detail. No grid of 5-ft squares was placed
over the site because of the paucity of U.S. Forest Service period debris.
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Feature 1
This feature (Figure 6.7) represented the remains of the
foundation of the Forest Ranger's House with the front porch, steps,
flower box and rock lined walkway. The rectangular house (27 ft by 35
ft) sat upon a number of concrete piers arranged in five equally spaced
north-south rows of five each. At the rear (south) an additional row was
slightly off-set from the house piers and may have represented supports
for a narrow porch. Overall only 16 of the piers, which measured about
0.80 ft by 0.85 ft by 1.80 ft high, remained intact and in place.
The rear porch appeared to have been about 5 ft wide and to have
extended the entire width of the house. Like the front porch, it may
have been added after the house was built. In the center of the south
side were three poured concrete steps and on the east side of the steps
was a concrete flower box 2.50 ft by 11 ft in size.
After the house was built, the space between the ground surface
and the building was enclosed with a concrete and angular rock "skirt"
which was 1.70 ft high and wider at the base than at the top. The
"skirt" surrounded the piers on three sides.
At the front were the remains of a porch with steps on its east
end. This porch, added a number of years after the construction of the
house, was 8 ft wide and extended across the entire front of the house.
The porch was enclosed on the north and west sides by a wall 1 ft wide
and 4 ft high. It abuts against the "skirt" under the north side of the
house. In its final form, with porches, the exterior measurements of the
house were about 27 ft east-west and 39 ft north-south.
Beginning at the east end of the front porch and extending about
75 ft northward were the remains of a rock lined walkway.
Two small excavations, labelled EU-3 and EU-4, were placed in
this feature. EU-3, located in the interior northwest corner of the
house foundation, was 2 ft wide and 5 ft long. The east-west dimension
narrowed to about 1.50 ft as the concrete skirt widened. Sterile soil
was encountered 0.25 ft below surface. EU-4 was excavated in the
southwest corner of the porch to a depth of 1.8 ft which was below
original ground surface in sterile soil. The excavation was 2.50 ft by
2.30 ft in size.

Artifacts
A few artifacts were collected by the grab sample method from the
surface on and near Feature 1. Most of these reflected the recent and
ongoing use of the site by hunters, campers, ranchers and miners.
Artifacts included aluminum beer cans; motor oil cans; 29 nails (Table
6.2); wire; flat glass; sanitary food cans; a snuff can; and a 7 in by 9
3/4 in metal sign with "NATIONAL FOREST BOUNDARY" on it.

Figure 6.7 AZ EE:2:143 (ASM), Feature 1 and barn. View looking south
about 1912. Mrs. Harold Lee photograph
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Only two nails (Table 6.2) were found in the excavation labelled
EU-3 which was located inside the building footings. No artifacts were
found in the excavation on the porch, EU-4.

Feature 2
This foundation was situated about 200 ft northeast of Feature 1
and was apparently constructed to support a small, wood frame office
building of which no trace remained. The foundation was 19 ft square and
was made of rectilinearly shaped rock held in place with lime mortar. It
was about 1 ft in height and 0.90 ft wide.
on the east wall of the foundation was one, and possibly four,
vents for air circulation. The relatively intact vent was framed with 1
in lumber and covered on the exterior with 1/8 in hardware cloth.
Against the north wall at the northeast corner were concrete
steps and a platform. The two steps were 6 ft in length; the platform
was 3 ft by 6 ft in size and was badly deteriorated. A porch may have
covered the steps.

Feature 7
A concrete slab measuring 9 ft by 10 ft by 0.25 ft thick was
situated about 60 ft south of Feature 1. The Forest Service windmill sat
over this slab which had a remnant of a square wooden post at each
corner. Whether the posts were part of the superstructure for the
windmill or supports for its legs is not known. The posts were about
0.40 ft by 0.40 ft in size originally. The slab was broken into six
fragments. No remnants of the windmill were extant.

Feature 9
Feature 9 was an open 25 ft deep well about 60 ft south of
Feature 1 and just east of Feature 7. It was lined with a steel culvert
3 ft in diameter. This well was probably originally hand excavated to a
diameter larger than 3 ft with the culvert placed inside to provide
support for the sides of the well. It is possible that this was the well
dug in 1905 by Armour Scholefield and W.S. George. Currently, the well
is covered and surrounded by a fence.

Feature 10
Southwest of the house on the north bank of Barrel Canyon Wash
was a rock alignment 4.5 ft wide and 87 ft long. Although no historical
record of this feature exists, it was probably constructed by the Forest
Service to prevent erosion of the ranger facilities.
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Feature 12
Two disturbed concrete slabs were located 5 ft to 8 ft south of
Feature 1 on the surface. These were between 1.5 ft and 2 ft wide and
about 4 ft long with ceramic tile and metal pipe fragments embedded in
them. These slabs were probably part of the septic system installed by
the Forest Service in fiscal year 1919 for Feature 1. A third larger
rectangular slab was uncovered in EU-5. The slab measured 4 ft by 4.3 ft
and was 0.25 ft below the present surface.

Artifacts: Excavation
Excavations to fully reveal a concrete slab at Feature 12
produced only 12 artifacts; a piece of a recent amber beer bottle; the
base of a clear tumbler with a sunburst pattern on it; four nails (Table
6.2); a piece of 16 gage iron wire with a machine tied baling loop; a
piece of 17 gage wire; two fragments of sewer tile; and two .22 caliber
cartridge cases with the "U" headstamp of the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company and its successors.

Features 18 and 19
Two features were located during excavation in the 5-ft square
labelled EU-2; Feature 18 represented the remnants of a wooden post and
Feature 19 was an ash deposit. This excavation was conducted between the
former location of the barn and the wash in an area that received
considerable use during the time the Forest Service occupied the site.
EU-2 was excavated to 0.60 ft below surface where these features were
encountered.
Only the north end of the 0.25 ft deep lens was found and
excavated. The lens obviously expanded and continued to the south and
east beyond the confines of the 5-ft square.

Artifacts: Excavation
From the ash deposit found in EU-2, and labelled Feature 19, came
six clear pieces of a continuous thread-finished, wide mouth food jar; a
3/32 in thick piece of light green flat glass; two softpaste, red ware
flower pot sherds; a fragment of a horseshoe; five nails (Table
); 17
pieces of 5/16 in diameter carbon cores from D-size flashlight batteries;
and a fragment of cotton cloth.

Feature 20
This feature, thought to have been a latrine, was discovered by
probing; no evidence of its existence occurred on the surface. EU-1 was
placed over the suspected feature and excavated to a depth of 0.65 ft
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where the top of the feature was encountered. Subsequent levels were
excavated in arbitrary increments all of which, except Levels 5 and 7,
were 0.5 ft in depth. Level 5 was 0.65 ft and Level 7 was 1.20 ft deep.
The bottom of the latrine was encountered at 4.5 ft below surface.

Artifacts: Excavation
Feature 20 produced 166 artifacts from its seven levels. Sixteen
artifacts were found in Level 1: two brown and one aqua bottle glass
fragments; two crown caps; seven nails (Table 6.2); a window sash spring
bolt; a metal piece from a ball and jacks game; a .22 caliber cartridge
case with a "U" headstamp; and a cartridge case with "WESTERN/.32 SHORT
COLT" as a headstamp. The "U" was used by the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company and its successors. The latter mark was that of the Western
Cartridge Company dating 1908 to the present (Suydam 1979:325).
Level 2 contained a piece of 12 gage iron wire, a strip from a
key opened sardine can, two nails (Table 6.2) and a fragment of a carbon
core from a D-size flashlight battery.
From Level 3 came two clear pieces from a glass mug; a hardpaste
white earthen ware fragment from a small oval bowl; a piece of a stone ware
crock or jug; one nail (Table 6.2); a teaspoon; a piece of insulated 20
gage copper wire; and a tortoise shell (?) hair ornament.
Two brown bottle glass fragments, one a crown finish; four clear
pieces from a Type 1 preserve bottle; one nail (Table 6.2); a piece of 20
gage copper wire insulated with rubber and cloth; a 9 in by 14 in piece
of 3/64 in thick galvanized sheet metal; a chamfered square headed bolt 2
1/2 in long and 5/8 in in diameter; and a doll bed were found in Level 4.
The 8 1/2 in by 14 1/2 in bed was made of 12 gage iron wire and could be
folded to become compact. The head was 8 1/2 in wide and 12 in high, and
the foot was 6 in high and 8 1/2 in wide. The bed "springs" were three
1/2 in wide tin strips between the two 14 1/2 in long side rails.
Level 5 contained 25 artifacts, including three clear fragments,
one clear crown finish, two SCA bottle glass sherds and a hardpaste
white earthen ware cup fragment. The latter was made by Homer Laughlin
and was decorated with the Empress pattern; that is, red roses and green
leaves with a yellow background all with gold borders. Several pieces of
this design dated 1906 are listed in Level 7 below. In addition, a piece
of 17 gage iron wire; 14 nails (Table 6.2); a fragment of a porcelain
doll's head; a garter hook or buckle; a piece of a rubber garden hose;
and a piece of an unidentifiable iron object were also found.
Nineteen artifacts came from Level 6: seven nails (Table 6.2); a
piece of 11 gage galvanized wire; a steel pipe coupling and a piece of
steel pipe; a 1 3/4 in long wood screw; two horseshoe fragments; a
complete horseshoe; a 2 1/4 in by 2 1/2 in by 7 in stainless steel tray;
the male half of a large clothing snap with "U.S.F." (Forest Service
related?) on it; and two pieces of black rubber with a red and a white
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layer over it.
Of the 82 artifacts from Level 7 of Feature 20, 15 were whole
bottles. Two of these, Horlick's Malted Milk and a Heinz vinegar bottle
were food related. The former was a 9 oz clear, continuous threadfinished, machine-made bottle with "5 P/D" on its base. The 32 oz clear
Heinz bottle had "H.J. HEINZ CO./96/PAT'D" on its base. It had a brandy
finish without the ring, was machine-made and was either for vinegar
(Zumwalt 1980:223) or was used between 1904 and 1912 for olive oil
(Eastin 1965:31). Although this form was patented in 1904 and may not
have been used after 1912, I am inclined to think that it was a vinegar
bottle.
The most numerous bottles were those related to medicinal
purposes. Included were two prescription ware bottles, a proprietary
medicine, a Castoria, a Lysol bottle and two homeopathic vials. The
clear prescription ware bottles both had prescription finishes; one had a
1 oz and one had a 1 1/2 oz capacity. The former had an "I" in a diamond
"3"/"LYRIC" on its base, and was machine-made. The mark was that of the
Illinois Glass Company, 1916 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:264). The latter was
hand-finished and had the remnants of a druggist's label on it. The aqua
proprietary bottle had a hand-formed oil finish, a 3 1/2 oz capacity and
no labelling. One machine-made aqua double ring finished, 2 1/2 oz
bottle had "Chas. H. Fletcher" and "CASTORIA" on it. This bottle was
identical to that shown by Wilson and Wilson (1971:72). The Lysol bottle
was an amber, 8 oz, machine-made container identical to that shown on the
bottom of page 15 in Eastin (1965). Lysol was first introduced in the
United States in 1890 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:58). The two
homeopathic vials were clear and the largest of the two had a 1/2 oz
capacity. A 3 oz milk glass jar with a continuous thread finish probably
contained cold cream or a similar cosmetic preparation.
Four additional clear, whole bottles were also found. All but
one were machine-made. These were all proprietary or prescription ware
containers. One was an 8 oz ballneck panel bottle with a patent finish
and "400" in a diamond on the base; one was a 1/2 oz bottle with a handmade prescription finish; one was a 1/4 oz bottle with "GETS IT" embossed
on its base; and one was an approximately 2 oz bottle with
"K.A.P./LA.CAL." on its base. The latter had a continuous thread finish.
In addition to the whole bottles, several bottle fragments were
found in Level 7. Three clear pieces were from a machine-made
prescription ware bottle; one clear piece with "...MAN'S DRUG STORES" on
it was also a prescription ware container; five clear pieces were from a
1 qt (?) continuous thread-finished bulk ink bottle with "Carter's/NO.
322/MADE IN USA" on its base; a clear glass rod was from an iodine (or
similar product) applicator; and 16 clear fragments were unidentifiable.
Level 7 contained eight fragments of Homer Laughlin's Empress
pattern hardpaste white earthen wares. Seven sherds, one of which
attaches to the cup fragment in Level 5, were from at least one cup. One
piece, from a berry dish, had "HOMER LAUGHLIN/EMPRESS/10 6 M" on it. This
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indicated an October,

1906 manufacture date.

Food related can fragments included a round, 208 x 110, meat can
which was not opened with the strip on the side, a sanitary can fragment
and a key and strip from the top of a sardine can. Also, a fragment of
an oval tobacco can; three pieces of an approximately 300 diameter, two
piece salve box; a 212 diameter push-in pry-out type friction lid; and a
Kork and Seal finished can pour spout were collected.
Seven nails (Table 6.2); two brass grommet-like fasteners of the
type called "curtain fasteners" (Spivey 1979:79); a 33 ligne two-piece
metal button with a loop shank on the rear and a streetcar over a heart
on the face, a mark of the Carhart Company; a piece of 9 gage wire; two
complete and three pieces of 1/4 in wide, 9 in long, brass tipped corset
stays; two fragments of a corset lacing strip; a pot metal toy cup, 11/16
in high and 7/8 in maximum diameter; a fragment of a cup identical to
that above; and a toy plated metal watch with a glass bubble face and
Roman numeral hour indicators, were also found. The strap on the watch
was missing.
Miscellaneous artifacts included a complete 5 in tall celluloid
doll with "MADE IN JAPAN" on its back; a 6 in long fragment of rubber of
the type found in Level 6; a piece of 14 gage, buff-colored plastic-like
Wire; a piece of a lead pencil; and a bone toothbrush (Figure A.11A).
The brush had three rows of bristles of 19, 20 and 19 holes. A two-word
brand name on the obverse is illegible. Two Gallus gallus cranium
fragments were also collected from Level 7.
Other Features
Features 3-6, 8, 11, 13-17 and 21 were relatively recent
manifestations of postForest Service occupation of the site. These
features reflected the use of the site by campers and ranchers,
especially the latter, over a period of years up to and including the
present. Features 15 and 16, located north of the main site complex,
were also recent and were not related to AZ EE2:143 (ASM). They were
excluded from this report and Figure 6.6. Features 3, 8 and 11 were all
various forms of tanks or troughs for providing water to livestock and
Feature 4 and Feature 5 included a metal pumphouse and distribution
pipes. Feature 6, originally thought to have been a stock tank, was
probably the hole remaining from the removal of the septic tank.
Two Features, 17 and 21, represented the use of this site for
camping; both features were excavated. Feature 17, in EU-6, was a small
pit measuring 2.7 ft north-south, 1.8 ft east-west, and 0.9 ft deep. It
was filled with 1950's trash. Feature 21 (EU-8), situated on the west
side of Feature 2, was a 2.8 ft deep barbecue or roasting pit
approximately 3.5 ft square. Feature 14 was a depression 27 ft in
diameter filled with lumber, corrugated metal sheets, pipe, wire and
other building or ranch debris. The depression was at least 6 ft deep.
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Summary and Interpretation

For a variety of reasons the U.S. Forest Service facility at
Rosemont was one of the most interesting sites studied in 1982. It
contained the remains of the earliest Forest Service buildings in the
Santa Rita Mountains; it was occupied by members of the Scholefield
family, the patriarch of which, George, was one of the pioneer settlers
in the area; a relatively large number of photographs and other documents
existed for the site (a rarity at Rosemont); and a former resident, and
daughter of Carl Scholefield (Mrs. Harold Lee), was able to provide
considerable assistance towards understanding both the events taking
place at the facility and the people who lived there.
At AZ EE:2:156 (ASM) six features including the adobe ruin, a rock
alignment, and four minor features were studied. All were excavated.
These features represented the earliest component at the U.S. Forest
Service facility.
A total of 21 features were recorded at the later component, AZ
EE:2:143 (ASM), but most of these postdated the occupation of the site by
the Forest Service. The important features were the Forest Ranger's
house, the office, windmill platform, well, rock alignment, concrete
slabs, an ash lens and post and a latrine. Twelve other features were
not discussed in detail. From the earlier component 736 artifacts were
recovered, and at the later component, 242 artifacts were related to the
important features.
The historical documentation and information from informants
discussed above indicated that the two components of the Forest Service
facility were in existence from 1904 to around 1937. Construction of the
frame cabin at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM) started in late 1904 and was completed
in early 1905. It was demolished in 1912.
There was no solid information relating to the construction of
the adobe building. No evidence suggested that it predated use of the
site by the Forest Service or that it was erected when the frame cabin
was built. If Armour Scholefield, who died in 1906, had been involved
with it he no doubt would have mentioned it in his work diary (Documents
41-44). The adobe was first documented in a photograph dated 1909 in the
possession of Mrs. Lee. Ames (1967:120) uses the same photograph but he
dated it in error as 1907. The adobe was probably erected by a Forest
Service employee sometime between 1906 and 1909. M.W. Hockaday may have
been living at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM) during part of this period (1908-1910)
and may have been responsible for construction of the adobe. In 1912 the
adobe began use as a chicken coop while its earlier use is unknown. It
was probably not used after 1921 when Carl Scholefield left Rosemont.
John Pomeroy, who lived at the site about 1928 to 1929 did not remember
the adobe.
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AZ EE:2:156 (ASM), first established in 1904-1905, was only
occasionally used in its early years. It may have had a more or less
permanent occupant or use from about 1908 to 1912.

Although nearly 1000 artifacts were recovered from the facility,
undoubtedly more would have been found had it not been for the
commendable Forest Service policy of keeping its facilities trash free.
Indeed, even in 1906, Scholefield reports working at cleaning up around
the "government cabin" at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM) (Document 43).
In a general way, the artifacts found at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM)
supported the historical data. Except for the obviously intrusive World
War II cartridge case, no artifacts postdated 1921, the year Carl
Scholefield left the facility. Of the clearly dated artifacts, the one
dated closest to 1921 was a Schrader valve stem with a 1917 patent date.
A number of cartridge cases dated no later than 1910, and the presence of
hole-and-cap cans, SCA glass and square nails suggested an earlier,
rather than later, position within the 1904 to 1921 occupation period.
The buildings at AZ EE:2:143 (ASM), including the frame house,
barn and office, were constructed in 1912 with minor additions to the
house in 1917. These structures remained until about 1937 when they were
removed or dismantled.
There was no trash at this site that suggested an occupation
earlier than 1912. The absence of square nails, occurrence of only a
couple of pieces of SCA glass and the preponderance of clear, machine-made
bottles all supported an occupation of this component from 1912 to
1937.
Only one feature at this component, the latrine (Feature 20),
provided meaningful artifact dates. The presence of a bottle with an
Illinois Glass Company mark, in use from 1916 to 1929, clearly indicated
that the filling of this latrine began no earlier than 1916.
A post1912 deposition for the trash was further supported by the
presence of a number of toys. The Carl Scholefield children were the
only ones known to have lived at the site during this time.
No intra-feature patterns or concentrations of artifacts were
discerned on the surface of AZ EE:2:156 (ASM). No general surface
collection was made at AZ EE:2:143 (ASM).
Nothing in the nature of the building remains suggested function
except perhaps at Feature 1, AZ EE:2:143 (ASM), with its porch. This may
have been determined to have been a house or an office building. The
presence of nails, flat glass and the sewer tile would also have been
suggestive of those possibilities. Archaeologically, there were no remains
of the barn.
Nothing at the adobe except a few pieces of poultry netting
suggested its final use and nothing is known of its initial use. The
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occurrence of flat glass and shingles on the floor revealed the type of
room and the fact that a window, not visible in the photo, was probably
present. The rock alignment (Feature 3) and a large number of nails
would have suggested the presence of a frame building next to the adobe,
had no documentation been available.
The space between the adobe and the frame building was apparently
used as a minor dump. It contained boards, a large number of small
nails, several worn out saddle horse horseshoes, cartridge cases, flat
glass, a sherd from a large red slipped Papago olla probably used to cool
drinking water and other artifacts.
The evidence of the U.S. Forest Service was sparse. Two
"National Forest Boundary" signs were found on the west side of the adobe
building and one was found on the surface at Feature 1, AZ EE:2:143 (ASM).
A clothing snap with "U.S.F." may also have been a Forest Service
artifact. The telephone line wire at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM), Feature 4, may
have been from the Forest Service's Elgin to Rosemont telephone line
which was discontinued in 1932.
Finally, the presence of relatively substantial footings, or
foundations, especially at Feature 1, with its porch, suggested the
possibility that someone with money or a governmental agency was involved
with their construction. They clearly were larger and more elaborate
than those at any of the other Rosemont sites. Ultimately, the
historical documentation and interviews had to be relied upon to
establish the presence of the Forest Service and to determine feature
function.
The presence of a man was seen most strongly at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM)
with the large number of cartridge cases, a man's shoe and horseshoes.
The latter reflected a heavy reliance on the horse as a means of
transportation, a conclusion supported by Armour Scholefield's work diary
(Documents 41-44). Although the use of horses continued throughout the
tenure of the Forest Service at this site, there was little evidence of
that at AZ EE:2:143 (ASM). Possibly after 1917, Scholefield or the Forest
Service also had a vehicle on the site. There was also very little
evidence of beer or liquor at the site.
Although there was no evidence of women or children at AZ
EE:2:156 (ASM), substantial evidence for them existed in Feature 20 at AZ
Et:2:143 (ASM). The presence of a woman was suggested by a garter hook,
corset stays, a corset lacing strip, a tortoise shell(?) hair ornament, a
cosmetic (cold cream) jar and a flower pot. A female child was suggested
by a doll's bed, a six-pronged metal piece from a ball and jacks game, a
porcelain doll's head, two toy metal cups, a toy watch and a celluloid(?)
doll.
The presence of a child was also reflected in the number and
variety of home remedy items. These included Castoria, an iodine
applicator, Horlicks Malted Milk, Lysol, homeopathic vials, a tin salve
box and several unmarked prescription ware and proprietary medicine
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bottles.
The Carl Scholefields had five children by the time they moved
from Rosemont in 1921. All but one were girls. The boy was only 2 or 3
years of age at that time which probably explains why no boy's toys were
found.
No specific evidence of the Olson or Pomeroy occupations of AZ
EE:2:143 (ASM) was found on the site. In addition, no artifacts
specifically provided information on ethnicity or on the status of
individuals, or on other aspects of their economic, social and cultural
existence.

Chapter 7
ROSEMONT PUBLIC SCHOOL SITES

AZ EE:2:144 (ASM): Rosemont School Site

The schoolhouse site (originally recorded as Feature 21 and
Feature 22, Old Rosemont) was located about 160 ft south of the road
junction at Old Rosemont, along the road that ran from the junction to
the VR Ranch. The site was 120 ft east of the road, between the road and
Barrel Canyon Wash (Figures 1.2, 7.1).
The site was situated on the edge of the flood plain, just a few
feet above the Wash in the SE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section 29, T18S, R16E.
It was within the riparian vegetation zone, as designated by McLaughlin
and van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). The site elevation was about 4780 ft.
The extent of the schoolhouse site was about 30 ft by 40 ft, an
area considerably less than that recorded by the ASM survey team.

History

Rosemont School District No. 30 was formed in 1895 (Document 51)
and existed through the school year 1899-1900. The names of only two
teachers for this period were known, Veronica Power (Document 82) and
Richard Lusk (Superintendent of Public Instruction 1900:98). The
location of the District No. 30 school was not certain; but in 1903-1904,
a building labelled "school" was shown at the location of AZ
EE:2:144 (ASM) (GLO map for T18S, R16E dated 1905).
In 1900, the District changed its designation to No. 13 (Document
51). It was formally disbanded in 1910, although no classes had been
conducted during the school year 1909-1910 (Document 52). In 1910, the
few remaining students in the district were either sent to Greaterville
or did not attend school.
The teachers employed during this period are listed in Table 7.1.
It was interesting to note that only one teacher in 12 years taught for
more than one year. The remote and relatively primitive surroundings
apparently discouraged teaching careers at Rosemont. Two names are shown
on Table 7.1 for 1918-1919. One of the teachers probably did not complete
the school year, which was then finished by the other. Salaries for
teachers during the 1900-1910 period ranged from $65 to $75 per month,
and during 1918-1921, $100 to $125 per month.
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Table 7.1. Rosemont School Teachers
Districts No. 13 and No. 11
1900 - 1921
(Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1902-1908;
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1916-1920;
Documents 51- 53).
District No. 13
Year
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
1905-1906
1906-1907
1907-1908
1908-1909
1909-1910

Teacher
Unknown
J.A. Firth
Wm. I. McKay
F.S. Hafford
Grant Smith
Burk Wilson
Burk Wilson
Mabel Boshedor
Mary C. Miller
None

District No. 11
1917-1918
1918-1919
1919-1920
1920-1921

Unknown
Edith Heim and Ruth Barnhart
Marie Harmon
Helen Maloney

School teachers lived in a variety of accommodations in Rosemont.
Since a one year (9 month school year) stay was the maximum time spent in
Rosemont, housing tended to be of a temporary nature. Boarding with a
local resident or living in the hotel was probably common. A few, no
doubt, lived on their own, as did the unidentified individual who
occupied the tent platform, AZ EE:2:148 (ASM) (Mrs. Lee pers. comm.).
Edward T. Vail, owner of the VR Ranch, rented the school building
to the district, at least between 1902 and 1908, and probably for the
entire life of District No. 13 (Document 53).
Firewood was supplied to the school at various times during the
life of District No. 13 by the postmaster, W.S. George; Juan Martinez, a
miner and small rancher; Albert Steinfeld; and others (Document 53).
A number of the local miners, ranchers and other prominent
citizens served on the Board of Trustees for the school at various times.
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Among these were William Kemp, who was in charge of the smelter at one
time; Edward L. Vail, rancher; W.S. George, the postmaster; Juan Lopez,
rancher; H.V. McFadden; Thomas F. Meagher, U.S. Forest Service employee;
and others (Document 36). Vail, George and McFadden also served for
various years as District Clerk for the Board of Trustees.
Based on a photograph dated 1911 (Figure 7.2), which was in the
possession of Mrs. Harold Lee, the school house could be described as a
board and batten frame building with a shingled, gable roof. A doorway
was situated in the center of the north wall and three double-hung, six
over six light, sash windows were located on the east wall. The building
appeared to be resting on low, square concrete(?) piers. Horizontally
placed boards covered the space between the ground surface and the
building.
The concrete slabs, stone, concrete sidewalks(?), and the round
concrete structure, which are discussed below, were not visible in the
photograph; although AZ EE:2:144 (ASM) was the probable location of the
school in the photograph.
School census figures (Table 7.2) were infrequently preserved;
however, the available numbers seemed to reflect the mobility of the
mining population. The peak student population was reached in 1897 and
generally declined thereafter. It is not known why there was a large
increase in 1908. The figures given for 1899 may have been reversed.
The student population numbers tended to mimic those of the general
population of Rosemont from the U.S. Census and other available
population and historical data.
In 1916, the Tucson Daily Citizen reported that a school was
being constructed at Rosemont (Document 83), but School District No. 11
was not organized until July 1, 1917 to serve the educational needs at
New Rosemont. The location and nature of the school are unknown, but
presumably it was at New Rosemont where the majority of the population
was residing at the time. Mr. W.R. Ramsdell, owner of the mine, served
as clerk of the school district for two years. The district ceased to
exist in 1921 (Document 51).
In 1920, Mrs. Carl Scholefield and J.F. Harmon, school trustees,
wrote to the Pima County Superintendent of Schools, stating that District
No. 11 needed a new school building, as the old building was to be torn
down by the owner. It was made of "iron"; probably, a frame building
covered with corrugated metal sheets. They also wanted to move the
school 1.5 miles east so it would be more convenient (Document 55).
Moving the school 1.5 miles would have put it in the Old Rosemont area if
it was located at New Rosemont in 1920.
On August 9, 1920, Mrs. Scholefield wrote from the Rosemont
Ranger Station that Mr. Lopez had sold the building which had been used
as a school during 1919-1920. The school furniture had been moved to
another building owned by George Scholefield that was available to rent.
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Figure 7.2 AZ EE:2:144 (ASM), the Old Rosemont schoolhouse. View looking southeast about 1911. Mrs. Harold Lee photograph
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Table 7.2. Number of School Age Children in Rosemont
and Actual Attendance at School, 1896-1908
(Superintendent of Public Instruction 1900-1908; Document 54).

Year

Total no. of school age
Children at Rosemont

Total in School

1896
1897
1898
1899
1902
1904
1906
1908

22
58
33
24
20
21
12
17

18
38
25
25
14
19
9
15

This building had previously been a schoolhouse (Document 56). This
letter suggested that the District No. 11 school was at or near New
Rosemont where Juan Lopez resided. The building owned by George
Scholefield may have been the school previously rented from Edward Vail.
The Scholefield school building was apparently rented for the
1920-1921 school year. In 1921, the district was declared lapsed and was
never reopened.

Features

The Old Rosemont school site consisted of two features and a
surface scatter of trash (Figure 7.3).
The schoolhouse site was an integral part of the community of Old
Rosemont and was included with that site during field work; but for the
purposes of this report, AZ EE:2:144 (ASM) and AZ EE:2:148 (ASM), a
related platform, were considered together, separately from Old Rosemont.
The platform was believed to have been the location of the residence of
one or more of the school teachers.
The remains at the schoolhouse site included two thin cement
slabs (Feature 21) and a circular, nearly flat, roofed concrete structure
(Feature 22).
The northernmost slab measured 13 ft by 15 ft and 0.25 to 0.35 ft
thick; the other slab was 11 ft by 15 ft and 0.20 to 0.30 ft thick. Both
of the slabs were too thin to have been structural; they were apparently
used as play areas(?) or patios. Both slabs were badly fragmented. The
east edge of the northernmost slab and the north edge of the other,
exhibited impressions of boards which may have resulted when the slabs
were poured against the wood frame schoolhouse; in other words the
northernmost slab appeared to have abutted the south side of the frame
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Figure 7.3 AZ EE:2:144 (ASM), Feature 21. View of concrete slabs looking north
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school building and the other slab abutted the east end of it.
The circular concrete structure was 7.5 ft in diameter with a
nearly flat top. A wood-framed opening in its north face was about 3 ft
wide. The interior was partially earth-filled. The function of this
structure was unknown, but it may have been a cistern.
Three small trenches were excavated, one along the east edge of
the northernmost slab (Trench A), one along the north edge of the other
slab (Trench B), and one northeast of the two slabs (Trench C). The two
trenches adjacent to the slabs, formed an L-shaped excavation 1.5 ft
wide. The north-south trench was 14.5 ft long and the east-west trench
was 10.5 ft long. Both were excavated in two arbitrary 0.3 ft levels to
about 0.6 ft which was sterile.
Excavations were carried out at this location to ascertain the
thickness of the concrete slabs, to determine if subsurface foundations
existed for the schoolhouse and to obtain subsurface artifacts, if any.
A third trench (Trench C), located about 15 ft northeast of the
slabs, was 11.5 ft long and 5 ft wide. This trench revealed an alignment
of cobbles and lime mortar which may have been part of a step or sidewalk
in front of the schoolhouse; but this was uncertain because of the
broken and scattered nature of the alignment. Excavations were made in
two arbitrary levels, each 0.5 ft deep.
Extensive probing, using a heavy, 8 ft long steel bar, was
carried out south, west and east of the concrete slabs in an attempt to
locate latrines or buried trash deposits. None were found.
Surface trash was 100 percent collected from a rectangular, east-west
oriented grid laid over the site. The grid consisted of 181 5-ft
squares, 73 of which contained artifacts. No clustering was obvious.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 418 artifacts were collected from the surface of AZ
EE:2:144 (ASM): 150 glass, 24 ceramic, 237 metal and six miscellaneous.
Thirteen fragments of a clear, wide-mouth bottle, possibly
recent; a light green piece of fruit jar made in a blow-over mold; and
two SCA pieces of a jelly jar with patent dates embossed so they are
backwards, were all food containers. An identical jelly jar was
described under Feature 17, Old Rosemont and in Ayres and Stone
(1981:42). Eight brown fragments were from a beer bottle. One clear
piece was from a prescription ware bottle.
Most of the 132 pieces of bottle glass were small fragments whose
form or content could not be determined. These were 10 clear, 55 SCA,
five aqua, 13 light green, one milk, one amber and 22 brown fragments.
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Other glass collected on the surface included a 16 ligne milk
glass button with four holes, a milk glass fragment of a lamp shade,
three SCA tumbler fragments, and 13 pieces of flat glass. Three light
green pieces of the latter were 1/16 in thick, five were 5/64 in thick,
two were 1/8 in thick and two were 7/32 in thick. One clear fragment of
flat glass was 3/32 in thick.
Twenty-two of the ceramic sherds were from hardpaste white
earthen ware objects. Although no forms could be definitely determined,
most appeared to be from flat pieces for table use. A number of pieces
contained remnants of designs. Six pieces had a single blue line below
the rim, two had remnants of a blue printed design, two had overglaze
gold flowers, one had a gold line on a rim edge, and 11 pieces had no
design. In addition to the table ware, two fragments of red, fired,
common brick were also collected.
Twenty-one can fragments and related items were collected from
the surface of Features 21-22. With four exceptions, all were
unidentifiable as to form or content. One baking powder can lid fragment
had "CALUMET/...OZ/(BAK)ING POWDER/..." on it. Calumet was first
produced in 1889 but apparently did not have national distribution until
about 1927 (Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:37). A fragment of an oval
tobacco can with a missing lid was also found. Noncans included an
ovalheaded, 3 1/4 in long key with a strip attached and a heavy bucket
bail.
Other metal included eight pieces of 17 gage iron wire, one of
which had a machine tied baling loop; 184 nails (Table 4.3); two horseshoe
fragments; four crown caps; four pieces of sheet metal (tin); two
grommets from a tent or tarpaulin; a 5 1/2 in long, 5/16 in diameter
carriage bolt with two washers and a square nut; a slotted head,
countersunk, 1 1/2 in long and 3/16 in diameter stovebolt; a 3 in long
window spring bolt; a 2 in, and a 1 in long wood screw; a metal corner
reinforcing piece, once riveted to a leather or cardboard suitcase or
trunk; a 6 1/8 in diameter tin disc with a small center hole; four
unidentified pieces; and a brass cartridge case with a "W.R.A. Co./.25:25 W.C.F." headstamp. This cartridge was introduced in 1895 (Barnes
1980:30).
The six miscellaneous artifacts were five fragments of roofing
paper and a two-hole, 10 ligne, shell button.

Artifacts: Excavations
Excavations in Trenches A-C all produced artifacts. Trenches A-B
were excavated along one edge of the two concrete slabs to create an "L"
shaped trench. Because of the proximity of these excavations, the
artifacts from the two trenches were considered together.
A total of 68 artifacts were recovered: 13 glass, one ceramic,
53 metal and one miscellaneous. All but one of these were from Level 1.
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The 13 glass items included one brown bottle glass fragment; 11
light green, flat glass sherds (one each 3/64 in, 1/16 in, 3/32 in and
1/8 in thick, and seven 5/64 in thick); and one SCA 5/64 in thick piece
of flat glass.
The sole ceramic artifact was a complete white porcelain drawer
knob with a center hole.
Metal artifacts were: a top to a small rectangular spice can; 47
nails (Table 4.3); a clothespin spring; a 2 3/8 in long mine car track
spike; a 1/4 in diameter, 2 1/2 in long tin tube; a 1 in long wood screw;
and a five point, 7/8 in tin star with a center hole.
One miscellaneous artifact, a two-hole, 24 ligne shell button,
was also collected.
Only one artifact, a broken common wire nail, was recovered from
Level 2.
A piece of dimensional lumber in Level 1, Trench B, and a piece
of roofing paper in Level 1, Trench A, were not counted or collected.
The excavation around 15 ft northeast of the northernmost slab
was designated Trench C. The excavation trench was laid over a
concentration or alignment of rock, partially visible on the surface, to
determine its extent and purpose. Within the trench were found numerous
scattered angular stream cobbles around a 1 ft wide by 1.7 ft long block
of lime mortar and cobbles, in two irregular courses. The alignment was
about 2 ft wide and 3.2 ft long overall.
The purpose of this construction was unknown; however, it was
possibly part of a step or landing that was located in front of the door
of the schoolhouse.
Trench C produced 28 glass, 46 metal and one miscellaneous
artifact, all from Level 1.
Bottle fragments consisted of 10 pieces of brown glass, one aqua,
one SCA and five clear. The latter are all from one wide-mouth jar. Two
1/16 in thick and seven 5/64 in thick pieces of light green, flat glass
were collected, as was one piece of 1/8 in thick SCA flat glass. One
battered and broken red, blue and white spiral glass marble was also
found.
Two small fragments of tin cans (one a hole-and-cap), an aluminum
continuous-thread cap, and a 404 diameter friction lid that fit over the
body of a large can or small bucket, were collected. The latter had the
information, "USE ONE-THIRD LESS THAN BUTTER/(a square S monogram with
"CO" enclosed within each of the "curves" of the S)/TRADEMARK/KEEP IN A
COOL PLACE" embossed on it. All the cans were found together in the
center of the south edge of the excavation, and might represent
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deliberately buried trash.
Other metal artifacts from Trench C were: 38 nails (Table 4.3);
a metal ferrule from the end of a lead pencil; a 1 1/2 in square, 1/4 in
thick piece of iron, cut on all four sides with a chisel; a 1 in wood
screw, and a broken, 4 1/2 in long grab hook for a heavy chain.
The miscellaneous artifact was a complete, right metatarsal from
a Lepus sp. (jack rabbit).
The 1977 ASM survey forms for the school site reported a "dense
portable artifact scatter" south of Features 21 and 22. By 1982, this
dense scatter was no longer visible. Given the proximity of the features
to Barrel Canyon Wash it was likely that episodes of flooding had
obliterated this scatter by silting it over or washing it away.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:2:144 (ASM) was well documented as the site of the Old
Rosemont schoolhouse. Two features, one consisting of two thin cement
slabs and trash, and one a circular concrete structure, possibly a
cistern, were recorded.
A total of 554 artifacts were collected from the surface and from
three small excavations (Trenches A-C) near the concrete slabs. So few
of these artifacts were specifically datable that all proveniences were
combined for the purposes of dating the site.
Datable artifacts included SCA glass fragments (1880-1919), a
patented SCA jelly jar (last patented 1906), a Calumet baking powder can
(from 1889), the oval tobacco can (from 1908), and the W.R.A. Co.
cartridge (from 1895). All three of the latter were made until at least
1920. If this was the case, and SCA glass ended about 1919, the
effective dates for the use of the school site were 1906 or later, to
1919. This placed the trash toward the end of the period of known use of
this site for school purposes (1895-1909). Further, none of the datable
artifacts appeared to be related to a school function; in fact, only two
artifacts, a marble and a lead pencil, both from an excavated context,
might have reflected school activities. This was hardly surprising.
Personal experience with small, rural schools suggests that relatively
little trash would be accumulated at a school, and little would be
scattered about the school "yard". The fact that both square-cut and
wire nails occurred together argued for a turn-of-the-century date for
the site; however, the nails were likely to be architecturally related
and would therefore have dated to the construction of the school
building, or around 1895.
Most of the trash, in fact, reflected other than school use. The
ceramic table ware, spice can, clothespin spring, beer and tobacco cans,
food cans and bottles, the cartridge and other artifacts suggested that
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the schoolhouse may have been used as a dwelling after 1909, when the
Old Rosemont school was closed. Although only one mining-related
artifact, the mine car track spike, was found, it was possible that an
individual engaged in mining occupied the site after that time.
An attempt to discern patterns or concentrations of artifacts was
made by plotting the distribution of each class of artifact within each
feature versus the site as a whole. No patterns or concentrations were
observed.
Other than those reflecting domestic activity and the one mining
related object, no artifacts suggested the number of people occupying the
site, their ages, sex, status or other aspects of their economic, social,
religious or cultural existence.
A number of artifacts were architectural in nature, including the
nails, the window glass, a brick, board fragments, roofing paper, roofing
nails and the window spring bolt.
The schoolhouse was a one room frame building with three windows
in the north side, and a doorway in the west end. The two cement slabs,
the cistern and the possible rock and cement step did not show up in the
photograph of the schoolhouse. They may have been added during the time
the building served as a dwelling. It was unknown whether the building
was moved at the end of its useful life at AZ EE:2:144 (ASM) or whether it
was dismantled and the lumber used elsewhere.

AZ EE:2:148 (ASM)

This site (Figures 1.2, 7.4) was located on a hillside about 12
ft above Barrel Canyon Wash, and about 100 ft southwest of the U.S.
Forest Service adobe building. It was on the south side of the wash in
the SE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section 29, T18S, R16E, and was situated in the
riparian vegetation zone, as designated by McLaughlin and van Asdall
(1977:Figure F-2). The site elevation was about 4800 ft.
This site was not reported as part of the Arizona State Museum
survey project.

History

The platform was believed to have been a site occupied by at
least one of Rosemont's many school teachers. According to Mrs. Harold
Lee, a school teacher lived in a tent on the opposite side of Barrel
Canyon Wash from the school. An intensive search of the area revealed
only one site, a platform, AZ EE:2:148 (ASM). The quantity of trash
present suggested that the site may have been occupied by more than one
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teacher.

Features

To collect the surface scatter of trash, an approximately square
grid of 1094 5-ft units was laid over the site. This area was about 150
Only 230
ft square. One hundred percent of the squares were searched.
contained artifacts. The distribution of material culture revealed
clustering in three loci, one in a shallow erosional channel east of the
platform (Feature 2), one in a relatively steep, shallow erosional
channel on the west side of the platform (Feature 3) and a large, thin
scatter on the hill slope south and southwest of the platform. The
latter was difficult to explain in terms of occupation of the tent
platform because normally, trash is not deposited up slope from the point
of origin. It was possible that an occupation at the top of the hill
existed at one time, but nothing at that location today supported that
suggestion. Because this trash was thin and discontinuous, only the
concentrations were considered here.
These included the trash around the
platform (Feature 1), a concentration (Feature 2) about 25 ft east of
Feature 1 and a second concentration (Feature 3) about 5 ft west of the
limits of the trash around the platform. Overall, the three features
covered an area about 60 ft north-south and 75 ft east-west.

Feature 1
Feature 1 (Figures 7.5, 7.6) covered a roughly rectangular area,
40 ft east-west by 50 ft north-south, with a platform in the center.
This area included 70 5-ft squares, of which 39 contained surface
artifacts. Those squares excavated are discussed below.
To create a level platform surface on which to place a tent or
other structure, the hillside had to be cut away on the south side to a
depth of about 2.5 ft. The northeast corner had to be built up with rock
and earth, held in place with a dry laid, tabular stone retaining wall.
The east wall was 8 ft long and the north about 10 ft long. The wall
reached its maximum height of 2 ft at the northeast corner and narrowed
from that point. The surface created was a relatively level platform
measuring about 20 ft north-south and 25 ft east-west.
At the center of the north edge of the platform stood a large oak
tree whose roots had somewhat disturbed the retaining wall. Since
abandonment of the platform, considerable organic debris had been
deposited by the oak and a small amount of alluvium had been washed onto
it from upslope.
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Figure 7.6 AZ EE:2:148 (ASM), Feature 1, platform. View of rock reinforcing wall at the northeast corner, looking northwest
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Artifacts: Surface
A total of 269 artifacts (158 glass, eight ceramic, 100 metal and
three miscellaneous) were collected from the surface of Feature 1.
Bottle glass accounted for 62 fragments, including: one clear,
three aqua, one cobalt blue, three amber, five SCA, 15 brown and 29 light
green, whose form or content was unknown. Three SCA pieces were from a
machine-made Type 1 preserve style food bottle, described elsewhere in
this report. One brown, short brandy finish was from a beer bottle, and
one amber piece was from a very recent beer bottle. Three additional
fragments were from a Mentholatum style, milk glass jar. One other SCA
piece was from a pressed glass object, five SCA pieces were from a
kerosene lamp chimney and six clear fragments were parts of one or more
tumblers. Eighty-one pieces of light green flat glass: 15, 1/16 in
thick; 25, 5/64 in thick; 39, 3/32 in thick; and two, 7/64 in thick, were
collected from the surface.
None of the eight hardpaste, white earthen ware sherds collected
could be assigned to a specific form.
Only nine can related artifacts: 1 1 5/8 in long, oval head key;
a hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can; a hole-and-cap, lapped
seam, 208 diameter meat can, opened with a key; and six unidentifiable
fragments, were found.
Also, under the metal category were 25 wire and 44 square cut
nails. Smooth box nails were found in the following sizes: 3d (one), 4d
(three), 5d (four), 6d (seven); and common wire nails were in four sizes:
4d (one), 8d (one), 10d (six) and 20d (two). Square cut nails came in
seven sizes: broken (18), 3d (three), 4d (three), 5d (one), 6d (seven),
8d (five) and 10d (seven). Five miscellaneous nails included two 3/4 in
long cut tacks; two horseshoe nails, only one of which was complete (1
7/8 in long); and one large head, 1 1/2 in long roofing nail.
Other metal artifacts were a 3/4 in long brass wood screw; a
brass lacing hook from a man's shoe; a 25 ligne, metal overall button
with, "THE (NU)..AL" on the face; a brass knob from a watch winding stem,
two 9 in high by 16 3/4 in long coat hangers made of 12 gage iron wire; a
tin disk with raised "bumps", used to prevent the wire holding corks in
beer bottles from cutting into the cork (identical to that illustrated by
Herskovitz:1978: Figure 31C); a 3 3/8 in wide by 5 in long mule shoe with
a toe cleat; a piece of 17 gage iron wire and a piece of 11 gage
galvanized wire twisted together; a piece of flat tin with nail holes; a
badly worn horseshoe fragment; and two pieces of iron strap with three
countersunk holes on each (one of the pieces was 1 in by 3 3/4 in, the
other was 1 in by 3 1/8 in). Five strands of 17 gage wire, which had
once been wrapped twice around a 2 in diameter object (probably a wooden
post or tree), were found on the north side of the platform. In the same
area, were also found two strands of 17 gage wire. These had also been
anchored to a 2 in post or tree, and had a loop in the center to allow
the wire to be tightened by twisting. The wire may have been used to
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anchor a tent or similar building. A .41 caliber revolver cartridge
case, with a "U.M.C./.41 L.C." (Long Colt) headstamp was also found.
This cartridge was first manufactured in 1895, and the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company mark was not used after 1910 (Suydam 1971:191,324).
Miscellaneous artifacts were a fragment of a thin board, possibly
a shingle (?), a 19 ligne, two-hole shell button and an unidentifiable
fragment of rubber.

Artifacts: Excavation
Excavation at Feature 1 occurred in all or parts of 21 squares
located both on the surface of the platform and at various excavations on
all four sides. The purpose of the excavation was to delineate the rock
reinforcing walls, to examine the rock fall on the east side of the
platform, to examine the slope on the north side of the platform, to
fully expose the grooves in the platform surface and to investigate the
upslope fill above the platform. Only 12 of these squares contained
artifacts.
The only significant aspect of Feature 1, was a series of shallow
grooves or trenches cut into the level, relatively soft bedrock surface
or "floor" (Figure 7.5). One groove, at least 7.5 ft long, was placed
north-south along the west side of the leveled area. Three grooves,
spaced about 1.25 ft apart, extended eastward from it. The east-west
length of the two southernmost grooves was 12.5 ft overall. The groove
on the north side could be traced eastward only 3.75 ft from the west
side groove. The north-south groove on the east side of the platform
could only be followed for 3.75 ft from the southeast corner. The
grooves were deepest at the southwest corner and became shallower and
less obvious to the east and north. At their deepest point, the grooves
were 0.1 ft deep, and they were 0.4 to 0.6 ft wide. No grooves were
detected in the filled in northeast corner and north side.
The grooves were probably cut to provide a level surface on which
to seat wooden joists or footings for the superstructure or floor. A tent
or other building was placed on this floor. If the size of the floor was
somewhat greater than 7.5 ft north-south and 12.5 ft east-west, adequate
room on the leveled surface would have been available on the north, east
and west sides for work, storage or other purposes.
Forty artifacts were discovered in eight squares, during the
course of clearing and excavating the leveled platform surface and
delineating the grooves. Level 1 was the only level. It was removed by
sweeping and troweling to expose the very uneven bedrock. The depth of
the level varied from less than 0.1 ft to 0.6 ft in part of one square.
In Level 1 were found one fragment of brown, one of aqua, four of
clear and three light green bottle glass; two pieces of 3/32 in thick,
and one piece of 5/64 in thick, light green flat glass; a fragment of
porcelain; two smooth box nails, 5d (one) and 6d (one); three common wire
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nails, 4d (one) and 8d (two); three square cut nails, broken (four), 4d
(three), 5d (one) and 10d (two); nine 1 1/2 in long, large head roofing
nails; an 8d finishing nail; a 5/8 in long cut tack; a 3 1/6 in wide tin
strip with two nail holes; and a .45 caliber automatic pistol cartridge
case with a "F/A/8/14" headstamp. The cartridge was manufactured by the
Frankford Arsenal in 1914 for the .45 Colt U.S. Government pistol (Suydam
1979:236).
A pile of rock near the south end of the east reinforcing wall
was excavated because it appeared to have a circular form. Subsequently,
it was determined that the form was fortuitous, and that the rock pile
was probably fall from the end of the reinforcing wall. parts of two
squares were excavated to uncover the rock pile, which was found to be
resting on the surface. The excavations covered an area about 2.5 ft
wide and 10 ft long, adjacent to the middle of the exterior east
reinforcing wall. One level was excavated. It varied from less than 0.1
ft to 1.1 ft in depth. The fill was a uniform rocky clay.
Only seven artifacts were found: two 5/64 in thick pieces of
light green flat glass, a broken square cut nail, an 8d common wire nail,
a 1 1/2 in long, large head roofing nail, a battered piece of strap iron
and a machine twisted brush handle made of 10 gage iron wire.
A 2 in round, pointed hardwood stake was found embedded in the
ground about 10 ft south of the center of the south side of the platform.
No other artifacts were found in the two shallow, partially excavated
squares on the south side, or in the partially excavated square on the
north side of the platform.
The final excavated square was located on the exterior southwest
corner of the platform. It was excavated in two levels. Level 1 was of
uneven depth from surface to a maximum of 0.27 ft, and Level 2 was
excavated only in the east third of the square because of the bedrock.
It ended at bedrock at a maximum depth of 0.31 ft.
Seventeen artifacts from Level 1, and 14 artifacts from Level 2,
were collected. Level 1 produced four dark green pieces of glass
identical to those of the Johann Hoff bottle found in Feature 3; three
smooth box nails, 4d (one), 5d (one) and 6d (one); and 10 square cut
nails, broken (three), 3d (two), 4d (two), 5d (one), 10d (one) and 20d
(one).
From Level 2, came a clear prescription finish from a
prescription ware bottle; one clear and five dark green bottle glass
fragments, the latter of which were identical to the Johann Hoff bottle
found in Feature 3; three 5/8 in cut tacks; one 7/8 in cut tack; one 5d
smooth box nail; and two square cut nails, one 6d and one 8d.
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Feature 2
A small concentration of trash, located on the slope on the east
The feature, which was
side of the platform, was designated Feature 2.
about 25 ft east of Feature 1, extended over an east-west oriented
rectangular area approximately 20 ft by 35 ft.
Eighteen of the 28 5-ft
squares within the feature contained artifacts.

Artifacts
A total of 146 artifacts were recovered from the surface of Feature
2: 124 glass, 15 ceramic, and seven metal.
Most of the glass was bottle fragments whose form or content
could not be determined. Of these pieces, two were dark green, one was
light green, five were clear, four were amber, nine were brown, 36 were
SCA and 39 were aqua in color. Of the remaining 28 pieces, 10 were SCA
in color and were from two whiskey bottles. One of these was a picnic
flask, and the other was a round quart bottle with a "2" on its base.
Three fragments were from beer bottles, one brown with, "—Co" on its
base and one aqua with, "(A.B.) G.M. C(00/..." on its base. Toulouse
dates the Adolphus Busch Glass Manufacturing Company as about 1886-1928
(1971:26). Proprietary medicine containers, one aqua, rectangular panel
and one brown, rectangular panel with, "...IU."" on it, were also found
on Feature 2. One SCA sherd was thought to be from a prescription ware
bottle.
In addition to the bottle fragments, three 3/32 in thick pieces
of light green flat glass and nine pieces of tumblers, were found. Four
of the tumbler fragments were SCA in color and had narrow vertical ribs
on the body. Five clear fragments probably represented one tumbler with
a flat base.
The 15 ceramic sherds from Feature 2 were all hardpaste white
earthen ware, seven of which appeared to be from the same plain cup.
The metal category included three can fragments and four
miscellaneous items. The can fragments represented three hole-and-cap,
lapped side seam, rectangular, tapered meat cans, all opened with a key.
Also collected were a 9 gage wire bucket bail, two pieces of flattened,
large square or rectangular cans and a flattened 409 tall can. All the
flattened cans had one or more nail holes through them.

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a small trash concentration within a very shallow
erosional channel. The channel was on the relatively steep slope about
10 ft west of the west edge of the platform, Feature 1. The trash
covered a north-south oriented, rectangular area, about 20 ft by 40 ft.
Within this area, 28 of 32 5-ft grid squares contained surface artifacts.
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In addition to the collection of surface remains, a 5-ft square was
excavated in the center of the north edge of the feature to determine the
depth of trash, if any. The excavation extended from 0.15 ft to 0.3 ft
below surface where sterile soil and rocks were encountered. The trash
appeared to have been deposited only on the surface with some subsequent
covering by sheet erosion from the hillside above.

Artifacts: Surface
Only 103 artifacts: 53 glass, seven ceramic, 40 metal and three
miscellaneous were found.
Glass bottle fragments included one clear piece, probably from a
wide mouth food container; seven brown beer bottle fragments, one of
which had, "(A.B.) G.M. C(0.)/.—" on its base; a clear piece from a
rectangular, paneled prescription ware bottle; and three light green and
two clear pieces from proprietary medicine bottles. The former had an
oil finish and, "...ME..." on a panel; the latter had, "...B..." on a
panel. Unidentifiable bottle glass fragments were: one amber, two
clear, four brown, six light green, 13 SCA and 13 aqua.
Three 1/16 in thick, one 3/32 in thick light green, and three
5/64 in thick, aqua, flat glass sherds, were also collected.
Seven hardpaste white earthen ware fragments, one with the
Goodwin Brothers Pottery Company "Pearl White" hallmark, may all have
been part of two dinner plates. The mark dated 1885 to about 1897 (Gates
and Ormerod 1982:53, Figure 43b).
Eight can fragments were recovered, including parts of a 504
diameter friction lid that fit over the body of a bucket or can; a small
bucket; two hole-and-cap, lapped side seam, key opened, rectangular,
tapered meat cans; and four round cans, three of which had hole-and-caps.
Seventeen nails were collected from the surface of Feature 3:
one 8d and five 5d smooth box; one broken, one 10d and one 16d, three 8d
and four 20d common wire; and one broken square cut.
Other metal artifacts were a 9 gage 4 1/2 in high bucket bail, a
split shank, large head tack for furniture or luggage, a 1 in interior
diameter, galvanized steel pipe fragment, two pieces of 17 gage iron
wire, nine pieces of flattened large cans or buckets and a horse collar
sweat pad hook. The flattened can fragments all had one or more nail
holes through them. Two were lard buckets, one had the words, "FAIRBANKS
& CO/PURE REFINED/FAMILY LARD/ST. LOUIS & CHICAGO" on it. This piece was
6 in high and 10 in long and had a square cut, 5/8 in long tack through
one corner. One bucket, now a 6 1/2 in by 7 in fragment, had, "ANGLOAMERICAN.../PURE (over scales and a star)/TRADEMARK/—.LARD/...PROVISION"
embossed on it. The horse sweat pad hook was identical to that
illustrated on the No. 310 pad in Blish and others (1934:222).
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Two fragments of oyster shell and an iron nailed heel from a
woman's or child's shoe, were also excavated.

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavation produced 39 artifacts: 32 glass, six ceramic and
one metal.
The glass included seven light green and five SCA bottle
fragments whose form or content were unknown; two aqua pieces of a
rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine, and 16 dark green sherds from
a round, Johann Hoff Malt Extract bottle of the style dated about 1894 by
Wilson and Wilson (1971:44). Two pieces of 1/16 in thick flat glass, one
light green and one clear, were collected.
Only six hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were found. One had
the Goodwin "Pearl White" hallmark as described above. These pieces and
those from the surface were probably all from the same two plates.
One fragment of a flattened tin can with three nail holes was
also collected from the excavation.

Summary and Interpretation

According to an informant, the platform, Feature 1 was probably
the site used by at least one school teacher as a residence sometime
during the period 1895 to 1909. School teachers also resided at the
hotel (Old Rosemont Feature 2) and some probably boarded with families
living in the area.
Three features were recorded at AZ EE:2:148 (ASM). These were a
prepared building platform (Feature 1) and two trash concentrations
(Features 2 and 3). A thin scatter of trash connected the three features
and extended south up the ridge from them. This general scatter was not
studied and was, therefore, not included in this report. The artifacts
appeared to be contemporary with those from Features 1 - 3.
The number of artifacts collected from the three features totaled
594. This number included those from the limited excavations as well as
those from the surface. For dating purposes, all proveniences were
combined, because surprisingly few artifacts provided dates. Only the
Mentholatum jar (from 1907), the machine-made Type 1 preserve bottle
(from 1906), SCA glass (1880-1919), the .41 caliber cartridge (18951910), the .45 caliber cartridge (1914), the two A.B.G.M.Co. beer bottles
(1886-1928), the Johann Hoff proprietary medicine bottle (from about
1894) and the Goodwin Brothers hallmark (1885 to about 1897), were
datable. Excluding the ceramic date, these provided a possible range
from about 1894 to 1914. This range included the known dates for the use
of the schoolhouse and the need for school teachers. If it was assumed
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that the 1914 cartridge was a late intruder on the site, the resulting
1894-1910 date would almost perfectly match the dates the school was in
operation at Old Rosemont. The presence of approximately equal numbers
of square cut nails and wire nails, and a number of hole-and-cap cans,
generally supported the time frame suggested by the datable artifacts and
the historical record.
Attempts to discern patterns or concentrations of artifacts were
made by plotting their distribution. The nails and flat glass were the
only artifacts found that were obviously restricted to specific
concentrations. All of the 98 fragments of flat glass found during the
surface collecting process of the 1094 5-ft grid squares and from
excavations were only found on the three features. Three pieces were
recovered at Feature 2 and nine were collected at Feature 3. The
remaining 86 pieces came from Feature 1. Here they occurred only on the
south half of the platform and on the slope above it to the south. In
fact, most of the fragments came from the slope above the platform.
The nails reflected a very similar pattern. Of the 156 nails
found within the 1094 5-ft grid squares, 121 came from Feature 1, none
from Feature 2 and 17 from Feature 3. Only 18 nails were found outside
the areas of the three features. The fact that slightly over 60 percent
of the nails at Feature 1 were of the square cut variety, suggested a
late 19th century construction date. This would be supported by the
historic record and Mrs. Lee's comments. The nails at Feature 1 were
clustered on the southern 3/4 of the platform and on the slope above it
to the south.
There were not many artifacts whose functional category could be
determined. Several items were related to food preparation and
consumption, including food containers and ceramic and glass table ware.
A number of personal items were clothing related, including a woman's (or
child's ?) shoe fragment, a shell button, a lacing hook from a man's
shoe, a metal overall button and two wire coat hangers. A man's watch
stem knob was also found. A few artifacts related to medicine and health
and to personal indulgences (beer, whiskey). The lamp chimney fragments
suggested the method of illumination used. Wire, screws and some nails
may have been associated with furniture and equipment, and construction
and repair activities, both inside and outside the dwelling; but nothing
specific could be determined of them. The mule shoe, the horseshoe,
horseshoe nails and the collar pad hook suggested the use of draft or
pack animals. This would not be expected if this were only the residence
of a school teacher.
The man's shoe part, watch stem piece, overall button, the
cartridge cases and the beer and whiskey bottles, all suggested the
presence of a man, only the fragment of a woman's (?) shoe and possibly a
fragment of a pressed glass object, hinted at the possible presence of a
woman at the site. The artifacts appeared to indicate the presence of a
family; that is, a man and a woman. Most of the school teachers from
1895-1909 were men; women taught only during the last two years.
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Nothing artifactual clearly provided information on ethnicity or
status of the occupants or of other aspects of their economic, social,
religious or cultural existence. Nothing reflecting the teaching
profession was found.
AZ EE:2:148 (ASM) may have
may have been the residence of one
more years. Given its proximity to
utilized by an individual employed
suggested either possibility.

experienced a multiple occupation. It
or more school teachers for one or
Old Rosemont, it may also have been
there. Nothing in the artifacts

The type of architecture at the site was unknown, but the leveled
platform (Feature 1) would have indicated the presence of a tent or frame
building. The large quantity of construction nails, roofing nails,
window glass, the shingle (?) fragment and the numerous flattened tin
cans, buckets and other small pieces of "sheet" metal with nail holes, as
well as the grooves in the platform surface, all suggested the presence
of a frame building. The possible shingle fragment and the relatively
large number of pieces of "sheet" metal with nail holes, suggested that
the roof may have been covered both with wood shingles and homemade tin
shingles.

Chapter 8
OTHER SITES

The sites included in Chapter 8 were primarily those that did not
fit easily into the categories of Chapters 4-7. They were sites with
unique functions, were large sites without histories or were sites with
multiple occupations where one or more of the occupations were by unknown
individuals performing unknown activities. Some, such as AZ EE:2:151
(ASM), may have been occupied by miners, but the evidence was not
conclusive.

AZ EE:2:150 (ASM)

This site is a spring (Figures 1.2, 8.1) located in the west bank of
McCleary Canyon Wash northwest of AZ EE:2:151 (ASM), in the SE 1/4 of
the SW 1/4, Section 19, T18S, R16E. It is situated within the area
designated "woodland" by McLaughlin and van Asdall (1977: Figure F-2) at
an elevation of about 5075 ft.

History

Other than the fact that the spring is shown on Saenz' about 1918
map of New Rosemont, no history of the site was located. This spring is
No. 694 on the U.S. Forest Service inventory (Document 57).

Features

The site contained two features, both of which were structures to
enclose a spring. No artifacts were collected at this site.

Feature 1
Feature 1 was a three-sided rock and cement structure,
constructed against the west bank of the wash. Its purpose was to
enclose a spring, thereby creating a small pool of water for use by
livestock and humans. The walls of the structure were 1 ft wide and
enclosed a space about 8 by 12 ft. At the time of this survey, the
structure appeared to be no longer in use and was deteriorating. The
pool area was partially filled with earth and rocks, fallen from the west
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Figure 8.1 AZ EE:2:150 (ASM), Feature 1. View looking west
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side slope. It was observed to contain water only part of the year.

Feature 2
Adjacent to Feature 1, on its north side and slightly higher in
the banks of the wash, was evidence of an earlier attempt to impound
spring water at this site. To allow the water to pool, a small wood and
sheet metal barricade or "dam" had been constructed across the face of
the recessed spring. This north-south oriented barrier was about 3.5 ft
long and was constructed of a pole (about 5 in in diameter) laid across
the opening. A piece of corrugated sheet metal and pieces of 1 in
dimensional lumber standing upright against the pole formed a wall or
"dam". To anchor this structure, at least one small pole on each side
extended westward from the 3.5 ft long pole back into the spring. The
poles rested in a saddle notch which had been cut into the larger pole
and were held in place with nails.
Feature 2 was filled in with earth and rocks and is overgrown
with vegetation.

Summary and Interpretation

The spring, AZ EE:2:150 (ASM), consists of two features, both
designed to impound water for human or livestock use. Given its size and
placement on the bank of the wash, Feature 2 was only for human use, and
given its condition, is obviously the older of the two features. The
placement of the spring on Saenz' sketch map of New Rosemont around 1918
(Baker 1980) indicates that the spring was in use at that time, probably
by those individuals living at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM), the dance hall (New
Rosemont Feature 45), AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) and other nearby sites. There is
nothing to suggest that the spring was in use before the founding of New
Rosemont in 1915, but it may very well have been in casual use.
Feature 1, which was lower in the bank of the wash, appears to be
later in time than Feature 2. It was probably constructed by cattlemen
using the Rosemont Grazing Allotment.

AZ EE:2:151 (ASM)

AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) was a habitation site (Figures 1.2, 8.2) which
was not recorded by the Arizona State Museum. It was located on the east
side of McCleary Canyon Wash, immediately north of AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) in
the SE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section 19, T18S, R16E. Like AZ EE:2:154
(ASM), it was situated within both the "grassland" and "woodland" areas
as designated by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). The site
elevation was 5070 ft. The site was located on a relatively flat, low
terrace, which had a hill on the east and north sides and a low ridge on
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the south side. The west edge of the site was created by the road and
the wash. The site appeared to have been covered to varying degrees by
erosion from the hillsides.

History

No historical documentation referring specifically to AZ EE:2:151
(ASM) was located; however, the site may have been the location of the
"Manuel Celaya" residence, shown on Robert Saenz' sketch map of New
Rosemont about 1918 (Baker 1980:23). The relative location of AZ
EE:2:151 (ASM) in respect to the spring/well (Saenz' No. 26) and the
dance hall (Saenz' No. 25) seemed reasonably close to that observed on
the ground.

Features

AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) contained eight features. Features 1, 3, 5 and
6 all had rock alignments and may have been building locations; Feature
7, which had a pit, and Feature 8, were trash scatters; and Features 2
and 4 were too small to have been building sites. The purpose of the
latter two features was unknown.

Feature 1
This feature was a slightly depressed, leveled area about 15 ft
by 23 ft, with a 7 ft long rock alignment on its south side. Two shorter
segments of alignment delimited the edge of the area on the north side.
A scatter of rock, which may have been part of the alignments, occurred
on the surface. The feature was probably a dwelling platform.
A grid system of 42 5-ft squares was placed over the feature and
a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Twenty-one squares
contained artifacts.

Artifacts
A total of 91 artifacts (27 glass, six ceramic, 54 metal and
three miscellaneous) were collected from the surface at Feature 1.
The glass consisted of fragments of a clear, machine-made,
prescription bottle with a prescription finish; a tequila bottle with
"ELADIO SAU.../TEQUILA JAL. MEXICO" on the heel, and on the base, a V and
M monogram, which was the mark of the Cartel Vidriera de Monterrey glass
company dating from 1909 to the present (Fontana 1968:48; Toulouse
1971:593); a machine-made bottle with "THE A-M-S Co/5" on the base and
S C..." on a body fragment; a machine-made, aqua, proprietary
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medicine bottle with a double bead finish, the lower bead of which comes
to a point rather than being rounded; a small, milk glass jar with
vertical ribs on its side; and five brown, four amber and one SCA
fragments representing unknown bottle forms.
Nonbottle glass was represented by a milk glass fragment,
probably from a plate or similar flat object.
The six ceramic fragments were all from hardpaste white
earthen ware objects. The only identifiable form was a cup with a machine
applied, red floral band at the rim.
Fourteen can fragments, 13 nails and 27 other fragments of metal
objects were recovered at Feature 1.
Food products were accounted for by a Royal Baking Powder can
lid; a fill plug from a Borden's Eagle Brand condensed milk can; a cutout can end embossed "SANITARY"; a round, 208 diameter, meat can, opened
with a key; a similar meat can not opened with a key; and a soldered can
fragment embossed "PRY OUT FRONT LUGS AND LIFT/PAT NOV 3' 14/REFUSE IF
THIS (arrow) LUG IS BROKEN". The words "PRY...LIFT" also occurred on a
Pacific Coast Syrup Company can lid in AZ EE:1:107 (ASM). The syrup can
dated from 1890 to 1953. Also two cut out round can ends and an 11 gage,
small bucket bail were probably food related.
Four oval tobacco cans made up the nonfood can category.
Twelve fragments of iron wire (one 8, one 12, two 14, one 15, six
17 and one 18 gage) were collected. One of the 17 gage pieces was a
machine twisted baling loop (Blish and others 1934:157). One piece of
"Winner" barbed wire was also recovered (McCallum and McCallum 1965:244).
One 4d smooth box nail and 12 common wire nails (one broken,
three 7d, three 8d and five 10d) were found.
Other metal objects collected were a crown cap; a lid for a
bottle with a lug finish; a granite ware cooking pan handle; two pieces
of an iron strap, 7/8 in wide and 2 1/2 in long; an iron rod, 3/8 in
diameter and 8 1/2 in long; an automobile leaf spring fragment, 1 1/2 in
wide; a 13 gage wire coil spring, possibly a bed spring; and six pieces
of heavy, flat tin, one with a nail hole, that may have been used as
roofing material.
Two pieces of rubber, one of which may have been an automobile
part, and a roll of black friction tape, were also recovered.

Feature 2
Feature 2 was a leveled area measuring 8 ft by 12 ft, and was
partially cut out of the base of the hillside. No rock alignments were
observed. The purpose of the feature was not determined. It appeared to
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be too small to be a building site.
A grab sample was made from the thin trash scatter on and around
the feature.

Artifacts
Only a very few artifacts were seen at Feature 2. Six fragments
of glass, one amber, two SCA, two aqua and one brown were collected, as
was a whole 306 x 408 sanitary can.

Feature 3
This feature was
partially cut out of the
existed in the center of
the feature was unknown,

a leveled area measuring 7 ft by 16 ft,
base of the hillside. A short rock alignment
the north side of the feature. The purpose of
although it may have been a building platform.

No artifacts were associated with Feature 3.

Feature 4
Feature
alignments, and
by 9 ft in size
been a building

4 was a roughly rectangular, leveled area without rock
located southeast of Feature 3. The feature was 6.5 ft
and was of unknown purpose. It was too small to have
site.

No artifacts were associated with this feature.

Feature 5
Feature 5 was a leveled area, 17 ft by 24 ft, situated against
the hillside. A rock retaining wall or rock alignment which was about 1
ft wide and 15 ft long was located on the east side against the hill.
This feature was though to have been the site of a building.
A grid system of 30 5-ft square units was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection of artifacts made. A total of 25 squares
contained artifacts.
Six 5-ft squares (EU-10, 11, 16, 17, 22 and 23), extending west
from the rock alignment on the east side of the feature, were partially
excavated. A layer (Level 1) of small rock and organic debris (about 0.3
ft thick) was removed throughout, as was a thin (0.1 ft) layer (Level 2)
of silt and sand below it. Only the south half of one square (EU-10) was
excavated to light brown sterile soil (Level 3), which was located at a
depth of 2.2 ft below surface. Level 3 was a layer of dark organic,
rocky soil with two small lenses of ash and charcoal.
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A 5 ft long segment of an east-west rock alignment, which was
partially visible on the surface, was discovered and excavated during
removal of Levels 1 and 2. The base of the alignment was approximately
0.6 ft below surface. This alignment may originally have joined the
north-south alignment. Both may have been part of a building foundation.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 243 artifacts was collected from the surface and the
four small excavations in Feature 5.
Glass (156 specimens) accounted for over half the artifacts
recovered, all but 10 of which were bottle fragments. From the surface
material, food containers could be identified from eight clear fragments
representing two machine-made, Type 1 preserve bottles with finishes for
a Phoenix-type closure. A clear, machine-made fragment with an oval
label panel and horizontal ribs and "CROWN PRODUCTS CORP/REG/CAL/S.F. &
L.A./DESIGN PAT 5/ 108592" on its base; a clear, machine-made, 1/2 gallon
bottle fragment with an incomplete Owens-Illinois Glass Company mark
(Toulouse 1971:403) dating 1929-1954; five fragments of a 1/2 gallon,
clear, machine-made, wide mouth jar with "...419" on its base; a
continuous thread finish from a wide mouth jar; and nine fragments of a
continuous thread-finished, machine-made, clear, wide mouth container
that had "Duraglas" in script on the heel and "...15-E" on the base. The
Duraglas mark was in use from 1940 to 1963 (Toulouse 1971:403).
Most, if not all, of the 30 amber glass fragments were from
relatively recent beer bottles. A complete, machine-made, 12 oz, Coors
beer bottle with "A 1 CG 73" on its base, was collected. The mark was
that of the Columbine Glass company of Denver, which has been in business
since 1970 (Toulouse 1971:125). The "73" probably indicated a 1973
manufacture date. Thirteen additional amber fragments, and possibly 16
unclassified amber fragments, represented an unknown number of recent
beer bottles, all of which may have been Coors. Two light green
fragments represented a machine-made beer bottle with a crown finish.
The seven yellow-green fragments were all from one 1/2 gallon,
continuous thread-finished jug. The container had an aluminum cap and
probably held wine. Two clear, continuous thread finishes may also have
been from a wine bottle. One of these finishes may have been part of an
oval wine bottle fragment which had "ONE PINT" on the heel and "0 4/D 23"
on its base. Whiskey was represented by a brown, one pint, oval bottle
with a continuous thread finish. It had "10/D11/56-43" and the OwensIllinois Glass Company mark, which dated 1929-1954 (Toulouse 1971:413),
on its base. The "43" probably indicated that the bottle was made in
1943.
Proprietary medicine was represented by one aqua fragment with a
squarish "W" and a "5" on its base; by a brown fragment of a rectangular,
paneled bottle with "-.YORK" on it; and by a clear fragment of an oil
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finish.
The remaining identifiable fragments included an aqua base,
possibly from an ink bottle, and a loop handle from a large, brown, (one
gallon?) bleach jug.
Fragments that could not be associated with a particular form or
content were five SCA, one blue, two brown and 25 clear pieces.
Nonbottle glass was represented by nine milk glass fragments,
possibly from a plate or other flat object, and by an SCA tumbler base.
Only 14 hardpaste earthen ware ceramic fragments were recovered
and one was
on the surface. One had a partial maker's mark,
decorated with a thin turquoise line below the rim. One fragment of
stone ware, with a clear glaze and a blue decoration stripe, was found.
No form could be determined for the 15 ceramic pieces.
Thirty-two metal artifacts, including 10 cans, eight nails, eight
pieces of wire and eight miscellaneous pieces, were collected from
Feature 5.
Seven of the cans, one in two pieces, contained food products.
Meat products were represented by two cans, both opened on the side with
a key. One was a round, 208 diameter can and the other was a
rectangular, tapered can. Three cans, all of which had matchstick filler
holes, held evaporated milk. Only one can could be measured, and it was
207 x 207 in size. This size was dated by Simonis (N.D.) as being used
from 1931 to 1948; but it is not known on what this was based. A
fragment of a round, key opened coffee can, and two fragments of a drawn,
two-piece fish can, completed the food can category. The fish can, which
probably held sardines, measured 302 x 404 x 010, and was embossed with,
"PACKED IN NORWAY/L". The can was top opened with a key. The drawn,
one-piece body for fish cans, dated from 1901 (Rock 1978).
Two all steel beer cans with denticulated side seams were
collected. One, which could be measured, was 210 x 412 in size. Both
were opened with a "church" key, which was introduced in 1935. The
notched or denticulated side seam on beer cans was first used in the
1960s (Rock 1978).
Eight nails were collected in the west half of the feature: two
6d, one 8d, four 10d and one 20d.
The eight pieces of wire recovered included one segment of 14
gage copper wire, one 14 gage and one 9 gage galvanized iron wire, and
three 17 gage and one 16 gage iron wire. The 16 gage pieces was twisted
into a 4 in diameter loop. One piece of Brotherton Barbed-style barbed
wire, patented in 1878, was also collected (McCallum and McCallum 1965:254).
Other metal included a 4 1/2 in long, 3/8 in diameter, carriage
bolt; a 22 ligne, iron overall button; three fragments of a cast iron
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stove pipe damper (with "... COMPANY" and "...INCH/...QUE, IOWA", and
other lettering on it; see Blish, and others 1934:530 for similar, complete
examples); and a corner fragment of an Arizona license plate with
"[ARIZONA] A-38". The "38" represents 1938, the year during which the plate
was valid. Two metal lids for continuous thread-finished bottles were
also collected.

Artifacts: Excavation
Subsequent to the surface collection, excavation was performed in
a block of six contiguous 5-ft squares (EU-10, 11, 16, 17, 22 and 23) in
the south half of the feature, west of the north-south retaining wall.
Level 1 was 0.3 ft thick throughout all squares, and Level 2 was 0.1 ft
thick. Level 3, which was 1.8 ft thick, was excavated only in the south
half of EU-10. A 5-ft long segment of an east-west trending rock
alignment discovered in EU-11 and 17 was excavated as part of the effort
in those units. No trash was found in EU-23.
In Level 1 of EU-10, six amber and two milk glass fragments were
found. The amber pieces were from a recent, short, crown finished beer
bottle. In Level 3, one undiagnostic clear fragment was found. Also in
Level 3, were three hardpaste white earthen ware fragments, two of which
were parts of a cup. Metal from EU-10 included 10 common wire nails (an
8d and a 10d in Level 1, and two 6d, four 8d and two 10d in Level 3).
Four smooth box nails, three 4d and a 6d, were also found. in Level 3.
Two other metal objects were recovered from Level 1, a piece of 17 gage
wire and a fragment of a wheel, probably from a toy wagon. The wheel was
3 3/8 in in diameter and may have had a solid rubber tire.
Other metal from Level 3 included a 1 7/8 in iron washer with a
1/2 in hole, a piece of 17 gage iron wire with a machine twisted baling
loop, a 3/4 in diameter bolt fragment with a 1 1/2 in square nut and an
11 gage wire bail that once had a wooden hand grip.
EU-11 produced only one 20d common wire nail. It was located at
the edge of the north-south rock alignment in Level 2.
Ten fragments of glass were found in EU-16. A machine-made,
clear fragment came from Level 1. It had an Owens-Illinois Glass Company
mark with a "4" on the right of the mark. The "4" dated the manufacture
of the piece to 1934, 1944 or 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403). Eight fragments
of two machine-made, recent, amber, short, crown beer bottles were from
the same level. One undiagnostic brown fragment was found in Level 2.
Level 2 also produced a teaspoon in two pieces, a small fragment of a
flat copper sheet and two pieces of heavy, flat tin that may have been
roofing material.
Seven pieces of glass, one amber, one aqua and five brown, came
from Level 1 in EU-17. No diagnostic features were observed on these
pieces. A 50d common wire nail from Level 1 and a large head, 3/4 in
long roofing nail from Level 2 were also found. Other metal from Level 1
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included a 14 gage wire bucket bail; a mass of twisted 17 gage wire; two
small triangular pieces of galvanized sheet metal; and seven fragments of
flat heavy tin (one with two nail holes), probably the remnants of
roofing material. Four additional pieces of the flat, heavy tin were
found in Level 2.
EU-22 produced only a fragment of a recent, machine-made, amber
beer bottle.

Feature 6
A rock alignment about 10 ft long and 1 ft wide, and a thin
scatter of surface trash, were labelled Feature 6. The feature was
within a relatively flat area about 30 ft by 35 ft in size. The very
thin trash scatter was collected, using the grab sample method. Three
recent, rock ring campfires were also located within the feature
boundary. Feature 6 was probably the site of a building.
Two small trenches were excavated within the feature, one along
the rock alignment and one at the edge of the road on the west side of
the feature area.
Excavation Unit 1 was a 6.5 ft by 8 ft test pit on the south end
of the rock alignment. It was excavated to a depth varying from 0.4 ft
to 0.6 ft below surface. In addition, as part of the excavation, a
shallow 2.5 ft wide area over the rock alignment was dug to the north to
expose the tops of the rocks in the alignment. The test pit revealed a
low, 3 ft long extension of the alignment running west from its south
end. Within the test pit, a smaller area (2.5 ft by 5 ft) was excavated
to 2 ft below surface in an attempt to ascertain alignment depth. A
confusing array of angular rock occurred at various levels making it
difficult to separate alignments from the scattered rock. In an
unsuccessful attempt to clarify the seemingly numerous alignments, a
shallow, 3.5 ft wide and 15 ft long trench was excavated southwest from
the test pit. The trench, which was excavated 0.2 ft to 0.9 ft below
surface, only succeeded in exposing additional patternless rock.
Throughout these excavations there was a dark, highly organic soil with
pockets and lenses of small rocks. Cultural debris was found only in
about the upper 0.5 ft.
Excavation Unit 2 was a 5 ft by 7 ft excavation at the edge of
the road on the west side of the feature. The fill in this test unit was
dark, highly organic soil with large numbers of rocks. The rocks were
primarily in lenses, one at the surface and one about 0.8 ft to 1 ft
below surface. Artifacts were encountered to about 0.5 ft below surface.
The excavation terminated at from 1.4 ft to 2.35 ft below surface on a
rocky, grey, sterile soil.
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Artifacts: Surface
The surface of Feature 6 produced 64 artifacts, consisting of 45
glass, six cans, two nails and 11 other metal artifacts. Ninety-three
artifacts were collected from excavations.
Eight fragments of clear glass represented a continuous threadfinished wide mouth food jar. Twenty-three pieces represented three
whiskey bottles. Two of the bottles were brown, oval, 1/2 pints with the
same heel mark: "GB 2145". One had the Owens-Illinois Glass Company mark
and the date number "4" and the word "Duraglas" in script on the base.
The other was identical except for the date number "2". The former dated
1944 or 1954 and the latter 1942 or 1952. The use of Duraglas dated from
1940. A round, clear, 4/5 quart whiskey bottle was represented by six
fragments and had "2236B" and the mark of the Thatcher Manufacturing
Company on the base. This mark dated from 1900 (Toulouse 1971:496-499),
although this specimen probably dated after 1946. Three yellow green
fragments were from a 1/2 gallon wine bottle. Comparable pieces could be
seen in Feature 5 and Feature 7. Two fragments, one of which had a
continuous thread finish, were parts of small milk glass Mentholatum
jars. One had the words "MENTHOLATUM/REG/TRADE/MARK" on its base; and
one had "MENT...". Two small pieces of SCA glass were also found.
Seven milk glass fragments were part of a plate or other flat
object.
Six can fragments were collected. All but one of these was food
related. These included a 208 diameter meat product can, opened on the
side with a key; a sanitary can; and two evaporated milk cans. The milk
cans both had matchstick filler holes. One was about 208 x 208 in
size; the other was smashed. This size milk can was dated between 1915
and 1930 by Simonis (N.D.). A push in-pry out lid, about 110 in
diameter, was also found. An all steel beer can, which had been opened
with a church key, had a denticulated side seam, dating it from the 1960s
(Rock 1978).
The metal recovered included two common wire nails, a 20d and a
60d, and 11 miscellaneous items. The latter were a plated, ornamental
cast iron stove part with, "PR ZE..." on it; three fragments of heavy,
flat tin sheeting, possibly used as roofing material (one piece had a
nail hole); a small fragment of a 7/16 in diameter, 8 in long, galvanized
iron pipe, threaded on one end; a 3/4 in diameter, 1 3/4 in long
extension spring; a 9 gage and an 8 gage wire bucket bail; and a heavy
strap hinge. The hinge was 12 in long overall.

Artifacts: Excavation
Two excavations were performed at Feature 6. EU-1 was placed
over a rock alignment and EU-2 was located west of the alignment at the
edge of the road.
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At EU-1, Level 1 produced 17 glass fragments. Fifteen were
bottle related and two were miscellaneous pieces. The bottle glass
included five fragments representing three proprietary medicine bottles.
One was an aqua bottle with "MEDI.../SC..." on its body; one was a clear
rectangular paneled bottle; and one was an aqua HHH Horse Medicine
bottle. One fragment of the latter read, "...ORSE/...NE". One of the
aqua pieces was a double bead finish with a lower bead that came to a
sharp edge rather than being rounded. It was probably part of the horse
medicine bottle.
HHH Horse Medicine, for human use, was first produced in 1868 and
continued at least until 1915 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:43; Herskovitz
1978:16; Devner 1968:44). Ten fragments, two brown, seven clear and one
SCA, had no diagnostic features. A clear tumbler fragment and a 1/8 in
thick piece of aqua flat glass, also came from Level 1.
Fourteen glass fragments, five light green, two brown, four clear
and three aqua, were found in Level 2. One brown piece had "...HUD..."
embossed on it, and one of the clear fragments was a prescription finish
from a prescription ware bottle.
Level 2 also produced a softpaste earthen ware sherd from a
Mexican-made, yellow-brown, interior-glazed bowl.
Two unidentifiable can fragments came from Level 1. Level 2
produced parts of three round cans, all of the hole-and-cap type. One
had a lapped and heavily soldered side seam with a 200 diameter cap. One
was a heavily soldered fragment. Two of the pieces were can ends with
110 diameter caps.
Two common wire nails, one 8d and one 16d; one 4d smooth box
nail; and one 16d finishing nail, came from Level 1. Level 2 produced
one 4d smooth box nail, one 8d common wire nail, one 2 in long horseshoe
nail, and 14 square cut nails. The square nail number and sizes were:
four 5d, four 6d, one 7d, one 8d and four broken.
Miscellaneous metal from Level 1 included a "C u shaped piece of
14 gage brass wire, a piece of 16 gage wire with a machine twisted baling
loop, a fragment of a brass, kerosene lamp wick assembly, a brass shoe
eyelet, and three .22 caliber cartridge cases, all with "HP" headstamps.
"HP" represented "HIPOWER", a trademark of the Federal Cartridge Company,
in business since 1916 (Suydam 1979:323).
From Level 2 came a fragment of an iron overall button; two, twopiece, four-hole, 26 ligne metal buttons; a rimfire, .44 caliber
cartridge case with a "P" headstamp, the mark of the Peters Cartridge
company from 1887 to the present (Suydam 1979:324); two center fire, .45
caliber Colt revolver cartridge cases without headstamps, made since 1873
(Suydam 1971:231); and two centerfire, .40-65 caliber, cartridge cases
without headstamps, made from 1887 to about 1935 (Barnes 1980:108). The
Peters rimfire cartridge above, according to Suydam (1979), had been
discontinued at least by the late 1920s.
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Twenty-three bone fragments were recovered from Level 2. Bos
taurus was represented by a left intermediate carpal and possibly by a
sawn vertebrae epiphesis. Two pieces were possibly from Ovis aries; a
left rib head and a thoracic vertebra fragment. Eighteen pieces were
from undeterminable artiodactyl; two long bone fragments and a possible
sawn vertebra fragment were from a medium-sized animal; and 11
indeterminate fragments included two that were sawn and two that had been
burned. A possible rib fragment from a medium-sized mammal was also
collected.
Only a few artifacts came from EU-2. All of these were from
Level 1. They were an unidentifiable, nonbottle SCA fragment; an oval
tobacco can and lid; two can fragments; a continuous thread cap for a
glass bottle; an 8d square nail; a 16d and a 20d common wire nail; seven
crown caps, many of which appeared to be recent; and a piece of 17 gage
iron wire.

Feature 7
This feature was first observed as a trash scatter with a small
depression or pit situated in the southeast part of the site.
A grid system of 12 5-ft square units was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. A total of 10
squares contained artifacts. It was subsequently discovered that the
surface trash probably was not related to the feature. The trash seemed
to be a continuation of Feature 8.
The depression was excavated in two levels. Level 1 was removed
from the 5-ft square (EU-8) placed over the depression and from half of
the 5-ft square (EU-5) on its east side. The rocky, irregular level,
which varied from 0.1 ft to 0.6 ft in depth, consisted of small rocks and
organic debris. At the bottom of Level 1 was a 2.4 ft north-south and
3.75 ft east-west pit. This accounted for the surface depression. The
pit was excavated as Level 2. Its irregular bottom was 1.4 ft to 1.9 ft
below surface.

Artifacts
Feature 7 produced 266 artifacts from the surface and from
excavation, of which 185 were glass, eight were ceramic, 70 were metal
and three were leather shoe fragments.
Food was represented on the surface by only two SCA fragments of
a machine-made milk bottle with "T.MFG.CO " on its base. This was a mark
used on milk bottles by the Thatcher Manufacturing Company from about
1910 to 1924 (Giarde 1980:112). Fragments of alcoholic beverage bottle
accounted for over half the glass collected. Wine was represented by 37
yellow-green fragments from two Gallo wine bottles, one of which was a
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half gallon size and one was a 4/5 quart size. These were continuous
thread -finished bottles. The smaller size had a ".../g" in script
within a circle on the base. This was the mark of the Gallo Glass
Company and dated from about 1966 (Toulouse 1971:219). Two beer bottles,
one aqua with the AB monogram and "R4" on its base, and one amber bottle
with "...FIGHT...", were represented by three fragments each. The
former, which had the American Bottle Company mark, dated from 1905 to
1929 (Ayres and others 1980), and the latter was a recent Coors bottle.
Thirteen clear and two brown glass fragments were from an
unidentified bottle. One clear base piece had the mark of the OwensIllinois Glass Company and a "7" for a date mark which stood for either
1937 or 1947 (Toulouse 1971:403).
In Level 1, EU-5 produced three clear, machine-made Type 1
preserve bottle fragments; five SCA fragments, one of which was a
continuous thread finish from a wide mouth (food?) jar; three clear,
continuous thread finish fragments from a wide mouth (food?) jar; two
fragments of a yellow-green Gallo wine bottle of the type from the
surface; a clear prescription finish with collar; three pieces of an
aqua, patented lip proprietary medicine bottle; five aqua fragments,
possibly part of the previous medicine bottle with the letters,
"...AND...", and "...0 L.../."ive..." on
them. Four brown, four light green and 13 green fragments could not be
assigned specific contents. In addition, a fragment of an SCA, fluted
tumbler base was found.
Level 1 in EU-8 produced two milk bottle fragments, one SCA and
one clear. The clear piece had a screened, applied color label remnant,
reading "...(D)AIRY/(T)RADE...". This labelling technique was developed
around 1920 and became common in the 1930s (Munsey 1970:52). The two
pieces were probably from the same bottle. Eight clear fragments
represented two machine-made straight-sided Type 2 prserve bottles with
square ring finishes below the sealing surface. These bottles had pry
off metal lids. In yellow-green fragments of a Gallo wine bottle,
identical to those previously described, had "1305"/a "g" in script with
a circle/"19P" on the base and "4/5 QUART" on the heel. Nine amber
pieces with "(FED)ERAL LAW..." embossed on them and a continuous thread
finish were probably a whiskey bottle. The "Federal Law" phrase was in
use from 1933 to 1964. Beer was represented by two bottles. Eleven
fragments from a brown, hand finished bottle included a base with "C.V.
NO. 1/6/MILW" on it. This was the mark of the Chase Valley Glass
Company, 1880 to 1881 (Toulouse 1971:111). The other beer was amber in
color, had a crown, twist-off cap, and "CG/72/31" on the base. The mark
was that of the Columbine Glass Company, in use since 1970 (Toulouse
1971:125). This specimen was probably made in 1972. Medicine bottles
were present in the form of an SCA prescription finish, a clear
prescription ware base fragment and eight aqua pieces, one of which was a
hand formed brandy finish without the ring. One piece had "H..." on it
which was probably an HHH Horse Medicine bottle, as described in Feature
6. In addition, 23 clear fragments and one SCA piece were recovered but
could not be assigned to a specific form or content.
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Level 2 produced four glass fragments: a yellow-green Gallo,
gallon-sized, wine bottle as formerly described; a brown, brandy finished
beer; a clear prescription finish; and an aqua fragment.
Only eight ceramic fragments came from Feature 7. The surface
produced a cup fragment, one piece of a yellow-glazed saucer and one
unidentifiable form with a floral printed decoration, all three of which
were hardpaste white earthen wares. A porcelain fragment from EU-5,
Level 1, may have been part of a lid to a small dish. Level 1, EU-8,
produced four pieces. One was from a tall, one liter-size, stone ware
gin bottle with a red-brown glaze; one was a piece of a Papago plain
bowl; one, a porcelain fragment; and another, a softpaste yellow ware
bowl with a mottled brown exterior design.
Thirty metal fragments and whole objects were collected from the
surface. Twelve were food cans which included two round meat products,
opened by an opener other than a key. One was 208 x 208 in size. A 500
diameter one pound coffee can lid and three evaporated milk cans were
also included. The milk cans all had matchstick filler holes; the only
measurable can was 207 x about 208 in size, and dated 1920 to 1931,
according to Simonis (N.D.). There were also two fragments of a small
bucket and three miscellaneous pieces of cans, which may have been food
containers. One oval tobacco can was also collected.
A 10d common wire nail was the only nail found on the surface at
Feature 7. Seven pieces of wire were collected. Five of these were 17
gage iron wire fragments, one of which had a machine twisted baling loop,
and two were fragments of what may have been Ford's kink and coil barbed
wire. The kinks in the wire were not obvious, so the identification was
tentative. This wire was patented in 1885 (Clifton 1970:41-42).
A number of pieces of flat sheet metal were also found. Four
fragments were heavy tin that may have been used as roofing material, and
four were small round, triangular or rectangular pieces of galvanized
sheet metal.
A 3 1/8 in long, 3/4 in diameter bolt with a square, chamfered
head and a coil spring fragment from a bed, were collected.
Three pieces of a man's high top leather work shoe were found on
the surface in the southeast corner of the feature. The largest piece
consisted of the instep portion of the sole, with part of an upper
attached. It was sewn and fastened with machine-applied brass screws.
Iron nails were also present but they may have been related to repair
work on the shoe. The remaining two pieces were parts of the upper, with
eyelet hole rows.
The excavations produced a number of metal artifacts, mostly in
EU-8. Level 1 of EU-5 contained only three small can fragments; an 8d
common wire nail; a 13 gage wire bucket bail; two pieces of wire, 17 and
18 gage respectively; and two pieces of heavy tin which may have been
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roofing material.
Level 1 of EU-8 contained the remains of 15 cans. Eight, and
possibly 13, of these were food-related. Three of the four evaporated
milk cans had "PUNCH HERE" twice on one end. These 215 x 314 cans were
dated from 1935 to 1945 by Simonis (N.D.). The fourth can measured 207
x 207 and was dated 1931 - 1948 (Simonis N.D.). All had "matchstick"
filler holes. Two condensed milk cans with "BORDEN'S EAGLE BRAND
CONDENSED MILK" embossed on them, and two 208 diameter meat cans
completed the list of easily identified food cans. Four probable food
cans were all of the sanitary type. Only one could be measured; it was
306 x 409. Also in the "probable food" category was a small bucket with
push-through type ears.
Nonfood containers were an all steel beer can measuring 211 x
412 with a denticulated side seam, and a small metal jar lid. The beer
can was opened with a "church" key. The type of side seam indicated that
the can was produced in the 1960s (Rock 1978). The continuous thread
lid, which had "MENTHOLATUM" embossed on it, dated after 1906 (Periodical
Publishers Assoc. 1934:61).
Other metal from EU-8, Level 1, included two common wire nails,
an 8d and a 10d, and one square cut 10d nail; a piece each of 14, 17 and
20 gage iron wire; a 13 gage bucket bail in two pieces; two fragments of
galvanized sheet metal; two pieces of an automobile fuel line; a
cartridge case and bullet; a blacksmith hardy; and a metal frame for a
cloth change purse. The cartridge case had a "REM-UMC 32 ACP" headstamp.
This cartridge was for a .32 caliber automatic pistol and was first
introduced in 1903 (Barnes 1980:167). The Remington Arms Company and the
Union Metallic Cartridge Company joined forces in 1910 (Suydam 1971:324).
The blacksmith hardy is of the same shape as that illustrated in Blish
and others (1934:68). The purse was 4 in wide and had a ball catch and a
single pocket.
Level 2, EU-8, produced only one piece of metal. This was a cut
out can end from a Borden's condensed milk can.

Feature 8
This feature was a trash scatter adjacent to the road and
McCleary Canyon Wash, in the southwest corner of the site. It covered an
area approximately 25 ft by 35 ft.
A grid system of 34 5-ft square units was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection made. Thirty-two of the squares contained
artifacts.
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Artifacts
The surface collected artifacts from Feature 8 totaled 566: 359
glass, 40 ceramic, 164 metal and three miscellaneous.
Food was represented by eight pieces of one or more Type 1
preserve bottles. All the fragments were clear and machine-made, and one
had a "7" on the base.
Other food containers were represented by fragments of three
clear, continuous thread-finished, wide mouth jars; four fragments of a
small, aqua wide mouth jar; and one clear base fragment with
"...FOODS/REG. DESIGN PATENT/80, 918". Two possible additional food
containers were represented by three clear fragments from two, one quart
bottles with H over A monogram/ "0 6532/22" and "8/ H over A monogram/05173..." on their bases. The H over A monogram was the mark of the
Hazel-Atlas Glass Company, 1920 - 1964 (Toulouse 1971:239).
Alcoholic beverages predominated. Fragments of at least six
beer, four whiskey and five wine bottles were recovered. Three of the
beer bottles were brown, two had number on both the heel and the base and
two had a machine-made crown finish. Two aqua fragments, a machine- made
crown finish and a base with "WF&S MIL/6" on it, were from one bottle.
William Franzen and Son made bottles between 1900 and 1929 (Toulouse
1971:536) or 1896 and 1929 (Toulouse 1971:152). One beer was a machinemade, clear, crown finished bottle, and one was an amber bottle
represented by six fragments.
One whiskey bottle was brown and had embossed on it
"FED.../...OR/R..." or "Federal Law Forbids Sale or Reuse of this
Bottle", which dated from 1933 to 1964 (Munsey 1970:126). A clear
bottle, represented by one fragment, had the same embossed lettering.
The third bottle was a machine-made amber, one quart bottle with "377/an
"L" in an oval/1" on the base and "ONE QUART" on the heel. The "L" in an
oval has been the mark of the Latchford Glass Company since 1957
(Toulouse 1971:316). Another whiskey may have been represented by a
brown, round base fragment with a partial Owens-Illinois Glass Company
mark, which dated the bottle to 1929 - 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403).
Twenty-five wine bottle fragments represented at least four
bottles. Twenty of the fragments were from at least two amber bottles
which had a cluster of grapes and leaves embossed on them. At least two
bottles were represented by five clear fragments. Both the clear and the
amber bottles were machine-made, one pint, oval containers with
continuous thread finishes.
Two proprietary medicines were represented by pieces of an amber,
rectangular, paneled bottle with an Owens-Illinois Glass Company mark and
a "1" date code, as well as by parts of a brown oval bottle with an
embossed safe and the letters "...00HESTER, N...". The former dated
either 1931, 1941 or 1951; the latter was Warner's Safe Cure, which dated
1878 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:144) to at least 1926 (Brewer and Company 1926:96).
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Other partially identifiable bottles were two, one gallon, clear
jugs with loop handles. One had a continuous thread finish and one had a
Kork and Seal finish. These may have been food or wine jugs.
In the same partially identifiable category was an emerald green
base with an "V' in a triangle "X/C 59 9". The "r' in a triangle was the
mark of the Reed Glass Company, 1927 to 1956 (Toulouse 1971:432). This
may have been a soda bottle. Two fragments of a continuous threadfinished , vertical-ribbed milk glass jar, were also collected. This
container may have been either for a salve or a cosmetic product.
Over 70 percent (258) of the glass fragments could not be
identified as to form or contents. This number included 108 clear, 33
brown, 57 amber, 24 aqua, 29 SCA, four light green and three green
fragments.
Nonbottle glass was also present, including an SCA, fluted
tumbler base, a clear fragment of a shot or bar glass and an SCA jelly
jar rim. The tumbler had an "F" in a shield, the mark of the Federal
Glass Company from about 1944 (Toulouse 1971:192) or 1932 (Peterson
1968:48).
The 40 ceramic fragments were made up of domestically used
pieces, a brick and a large insulator. Four porcelain and two hardpaste
earthen ware sherds had no decoration and no recognizable form. Forms
which were undecorated were a hardpaste white earthen ware handleless cup
and a porcelain saucer. Decorated hardpaste forms were a plate with a
blue line at the rim and geometric floral (rose) design below it, and a
small plate or saucer with a wide gold band at the rim and a gold line
below it. A mixing or serving bowl and two Papago jars made up the
softpaste earthen ware category. The bowl had a light blue glaze on both
the exterior and the interior. The Papago jar sherds were both
apparently from large ollas, one with a red slip and the other with a
white slip. Both had a dark carbon streak, the result of using horse
manure for temper. The brick fragment had a high sand content, was
fired, was hand-screeted on one side, and measured 2 1/4 in by 4 7/8 in
by at least 4 1/2 in. The porcelain insulator was a 1 5/16 in thick
electrical object in eight fragments. On it, in relief, was "...A CAT.
428/...50 VOLTS...". Its specific use was unknown but it did not appear
to have been used at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM), because no electricity was
available there.
Metal on Feature 8 included cans, nails and other miscellaneous
fragmentary artifacts.
The majority of the can fragments contained food products,
including meat (14), evaporated milk (four), condensed milk (one), coffee
(two) and fish (four). In addition, sanitary cans (nine), small buckets
(four), wire bails (two) and the key and strips (three) from opened cans,
were probably all food related.
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The meat cans consisted of two types, one a 208 diameter round
can, and the other, a rectangular, tapered form. At least five round
cans were found. All were 208 diameter and had "ESTAB" numbers. Only
two legible "ESTAB" numbers, "183" and "22", were observed, and all but
one of the five cans was opened with a key. Only one of the three
rectangular cans may have been a hole-and-cap type. At least one of
these cans was recent; it had the words "INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA" embossed on
it. Three keys and strips, probably from meat cans, were collected. Two
of these were the stamped-hole type; one was 1 3/8 in long and the other
1 5/8 in long. One of the keys was the sheared-hole type and was 1 3/8
in long.
Four fragments represented four matchstick filler hole,
evaporated milk cans. None were measurable. One filler plug from a
Borden's condensed milk can was also collected.
A single one lb coffee can and lid were found. The key-opened
can was 500 in diameter.
There were two cans with one-piece drawn bodies. One had "6T" in
a triangle and "NORVEGE" embossed on it. These cans represented a fish
product, probably sardines, and postdated 1901, according to Rock
(1978).
Nine round sanitary cans, fragments of one small bucket, and two
bails were also thought to be food related. Only two of the sanitary
cans were complete enough to be measured. One was 211 x 215 and the
other 306 x 408.
In addition to the food cans, there were a carbide can lid, a
salve box and 14 miscellaneous can fragments. The carbide can lid had
"NATIONAL/TRADEMARK/CARBIDE" embossed on it. The salve box was
represented by a 108 diameter base. The miscellaneous fragments included
partial cans and cut out can ends, representing 10 cans. Two of these
were soldered.
Ten nails were collected, including one 6d, one 8d, two 10d, two
20d, one 30d and one 40d common wire; and one 4d and one 16d smooth box

nails.
Twenty-eight pieces of wire were found on Feature 8. There was a
fragment each of 9, 12, 14 and 16 gage, two of 15 gage, and 15 pieces of
17 gage iron wire; two pieces of "Winner" type barbed wire dating after
1874 (McCallum and McCallum 1965:244); a piece each of 15, 17 and 19 gage
copper wire; and two fragments of 10 small wires twisted to form one 9
gage wire. Two of the 17 gage iron wire pieces had baling loops.
Other metal included four fragments of a heavy, nonfood bucket;
a buckle fragment with a 1 7/8 in long tongue; 26 pieces of flat, heavy
tin roofing metal, four of which had nail holes; a 4 1/8 diameter hub cap
with "Ford" in script on it; fragments of two extension springs; a round
head, 1 3/8 in long, 5/16 in diameter stove bolt with an 11/16 in square
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nut; a granite ware cooking pan handle; a piece of soft white metal; a
Champion brand, J-8 spark plug; a vehicle leaf spring fragment; half of a
horseshoe; a brass, elbow-shaped, flared tube connector from an
automobile gas line (Blish and others 1934:789, No. B-2449); seven crown
caps; a stamped iron handle fragment; a clothespin spring, a mechanism
patented in 1895 by the U.S. Clothespin Company (Bulkeley 1984); six
bails, probably from nonfood related buckets; two cast iron pieces; and
five unidentifiable iron objects.
Three 4-hole buttons, two of hard rubber and one of shell,
completed the list of artifacts from Feature 8. One of the rubber
buttons was black in color and was 20 lignes in diameter. The other was
light brown and 21 lignes in diameter. The diameter of the shell button
was 16 lignes.

Summary and Interpretation

Eight features were recorded at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM). These were
four possible building locations, two small leveled areas, a trash
scatter with a pit and a large trash scatter.
A total of 1353 artifacts, mostly fragments of whole objects,
were collected from the surface of the site and from excavations at
Features 5, 6 and 7.
The datable artifacts from the features at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM),
indicated that this location experienced two separate periods of use.
The first took place about 1915 to 1920, and the second occurred about
1945 to 1966. Between the two periods, and subsequent to the final use
of the site, trash was deposited on the surface by campers, hunters or
other casual users of the area.
The initial period of use appeared to be related to the mining
operations at New Rosemont. In fact, the date range for the trash
coincided almost exactly with the occupation of New Rosemont (1915-1921).
The Saenz map showed Manual Celaya as the probable occupant of AZ
EE:2:151 (ASM) about 1918 (Baker 1980:23). Photographs of New Rosemont,
which had been taken by Celaya, were in the possession of Saenz. So
presumably, Celaya was a miner employed by the Narragansett Mines
Company. At least he was there when New Rosemont was in existence.
Celaya was not listed in the 1910 census (Document 119) and like most of
the employees of the Narragansett Mine Company, probably moved to the New
Rosemont area specifically to work for the company. All the employees,
like Celaya, had moved on when the mine closed in 1921.
With the exception of a fragment of a 1938 Arizona automobile
license plate, no trash could be assigned solely to the years 1920-1945.
This means that the site was unoccupied during this time.
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A considerable quantity of trash was deposited on the site after
1945, primarily on Features 7 and 8. This material appeared to have been
thrown onto AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) by the occupants of AZ EE:2:154 (ASM),
which lay on a low ridge on the south side of AZ EE:2:151 (ASM). AZ
EE:2:151 (ASM) was several feet lower in elevation than AZ EE:2:154
(ASM), and was separated from it by a rock outcrop. The outcrop was a
convenient point over which trash could be thrown off the AZ EE:2:154
(ASM) occupation surface. There was no evidence that AZ EE:2:151 (ASM)
was used after about 1920 for other than trash disposal purposes.
Some surface trash, such as the amber Coors (?) beer bottles and
those made by the Columbine Glass Company, revealed that AZ EE:2:151
(ASM) continued to be littered by campers, hunters or other casual users
of the area, well after AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) was probably abandoned in the
1960s.
Excavations revealed that the subsurface artifacts at Features 5
and 7 were mixed. For example, the pit in Feature 7, EU-8, contained the
1880-1881 C.V. No. 1 beer bottle fragments, SCA glass, a Columbine Glass
Company-marked fragment dated 1972 and several fragments of a yellowgreen Gallo wine bottle dating 1966 or later. A wide range of artifacts
covering the entire period of occupation and use of AZ EE:2:151 (ASM),
were found in this pit.
The mixing was a result of postoccupation disturbance, possibly
by bottle collectors.
To further complicate our understanding of events at AZ EE:2:151
(ASM), was the presence of the beer bottle with the Chase Valley No. 1
maker's mark. This bottle was dated by Toulouse (1971:111) as 1880-1881,
on the basis of a reliable historical source. In the same category were
15 square cut nails from the excavations at Feature 6, and one from the
pit excavated at Feature 7. Normally, these artifacts would not be
associated with an occupation as late as 1915-1920. While we can not
offer a definitive reason for their occurrence at the site, a number of
explanations are possible. One possibility is that there was an
occupation at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) about 1900 or earlier. This is unlikely,
given the small quantity of artifacts involved. More likely, these
artifacts were carried to AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) from an older site, such as
Old Rosemont. For example, cannibalization of older building for lumber
and nails for reuse elsewhere was a frequent practice in rural areas.
Given the number of cartridge cases present, the bottle may have been
carried to the site for target practice.
Attempts to discover intra-feature patterns or concentrations of
artifacts were made by plotting the distribution of each class of
artifact within each feature. None were observed.
As with many other sites in the Rosemont area, few artifacts were
found at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) that reflected the occupation of its
occupants. Like AZ EE:1:107 (ASM) and AZ EE:1:108 (ASM), for example,
this site had only a single carbide can lid to indicate an affiliation
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with mining.
No artifacts provided specific information on status or other
aspects of economic, social, religious, or cultural existence.
A relatively large number (eight) of transportation related items
were found at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM). All but two pieces of automobile fuel
line, which came from the excavation at Feature 7, were found on the
surface. The surface collected artifacts were a horseshoe, two
automobile leaf spring fragments, a Ford hub cap, a Champion J-8 spark
plug, a brass tube connector, and a 1938 Arizona license plate fragment.
The automobile parts probably all related to the occupation of AZ EE:2:154
(ASM) rather than to the Celaya period.
Occupants of AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) during 1916 - 1930 were thought to
have been Mexican. This conclusion was based on the Saenz map which
labelled the location as having been occupied by Manual Celaya, on the
presence of a Mexican made glazed bowl (Feature 7), and on the presence
of Papago pottery (Features 7 and 8). The latter was represented by
fragments of a Papago plain bowl (Feature 7) and of two large Papago
ollas, one with a red slip and one with a white slip (Feature 8). Papago
pottery was widely used in southern Arizona by nonIndians, especially by
Mexicans. While Anglos in Tucson frequently used the large ollas to
store and cool drinking water, the use of plain bowls for cooking
purposes was largely confined to the Mexican population. The pottery was
probably obtained from Indians who hauled it from San Xavier during their
annual visit to the Rosemont area to collect acorns.
Only three artifacts indicated the presence of women and
children. Two were milk glass cosmetic jars and one was half of a split
disk type wheel from a coaster wagon, scooter or tricycle. None could be
assigned conclusively to either of the two use periods represented at the
site.
The remains of food containers present suggested a relatively
simple diet; but obviously, the full range of consumables was not
represented.
It was not certain what types of architecture were present on AZ
EE:2:151 (ASM), but the level areas with rock alignments (Features 1, 5
and 6) may have been the locations of tents, frame buildings or pole and
thatch buildings. The size of the leveled areas, the presence of rock
alignments, nails and probable roofing metal, all supported this
suggestion. In addition, a strap hinge and a piece of flat glass were
found at Feature 6. A large headed roofing nail came from Feature 5.
Eight percent of the nails came from Features 1, 5 and 6; 63 percent of
those were found at Feature 5 and 6. Other than a rock alignment and a
relatively large leveled area, there was no evidence that a building was
located at Feature 3. No trash was found there. Both Features 2 and 4
appeared to be too small to have been building locations. No specific
function could be assigned these features.
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On the basis of this meager evidence, it was suggested that
centrally located Feature 6 may have been the location of the Celaya
dwelling, and that at least Features 1 and 5 contained other dwellings or
outbuildings.

AZ EE:2:154 (ASM)

AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) was a relatively recent, large habitation site
(Figures 2.1, 8.3). It was located on the end of a low ridge on the east
side of McCleary Canyon Wash in the SE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section 19,
T18S, R16E. The site was not recorded by the Arizona State Museum, but
the number, M81-S1-L1, was inadvertently used by ARS in the field to
designate it. The buildings once standing on the site, as well as the
occupational surface of the site, were reportedly destroyed by the U.S.
Forest Service. This probably occurred with the use of a bulldozer.
The site was situated within both the "woodland" and "grassland"
areas, as designated by McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2). The
site elevation was about 5065 ft.

History

No historical documentation was located for this site.

Features

The site contained six major features, including the footings for
two small buildings, two latrines, one trash pit and a concentration of
trash. A number of recent rock ringed campfires, rock piles and other
postoccupation and postdestruction features, are shown on Figure 8.3 but
are not reported in the following descriptions.

Feature 1
Feature 1 (Figure 8.4, 8.5) was the footing or foundation
remnants for a small, possibly frame, building. No trace of it remained
because of the destruction of the site. From the relatively recent
appearance of the site and the trash in Features 3-6, a limited amount of
attention was given to Features 1 and 2. Initially, a grid of 87 5-ft
square units 940 ft by 55 ft) was placed over the feature, for a 100
percent collection. The feature was then completely swept, and soil and
debris on top of the footings were removed with trowel and shovel. This
effort revealed a three-sided foundation of cement and unmodified,
locally available rock. The foundation enclosed an interior space about
11.5 ft north-south and 18 ft east-west, and was about 1.5 ft wide. The
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Figure 8.5 AZ EE:2:154 (ASM), Feature 1. View looking north
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east and west sides projected south beyond what remained of the south
side of the rectangle. The east side extended about 2.5 ft and the west
side, about 5 ft. The latter extension was made up of rock without
cement, and terminated at a remnant of a round wooden post. The south
side was made entirely of rock; no cement had been used. Along the
exterior of this side, was a partially buried, 1 3/4 in by 3 5/8 in
board. The east half of this foundation was apparently removed during
destruction of the building.
At the center of the west side, on the exterior, were numerous,
common red bricks which may have been part of a chimney.
The 1 3/4 in by 3 5/8 in board, the post remnant at the exterior
southwest corner and the fact that the east and west foundation walls
extended beyond the south side, may indicate that a porch was once
located on the south side of the building.
A relatively flat area, about 22 ft east-west and 30 ft northsouth, extended south from the foundation. In the southwest and
southeast corners (and elsewhere), small nonindigenous chinaberry trees
had reemerged since the bulldozing of the site. This space may have been
the "front yard" for the building and was possibly fenced.
Parts of two squares, EU-23 and EU-15, were excavated to
determine the depth of the north wall footings in the northeast corner.
The north wall was entirely within EU-15. EU-23 was only excavated to
0.2 to 0.3 ft below surface, except for the last 0.3 ft at the north end,
where the depth extended to 1 ft. On the interior of the north wall,
adjacent to EU-23, EU-15 was excavated to a depth below surface of 1.5 ft
(Level 1). The trench on the interior was 3.3 ft north-south and 3 ft
east-west. The trench on the north side, along the exterior of the wall
in EU-15, was 1.2 ft north-south and 3.4 ft east-west. EU-15 was
excavated to a depth of 1.5 ft on the exterior of the footing wall. The
two excavations were connected by a narrow trench cut through the wall
footing to obtain a cross section of it.
The footing trench was 1.6 ft wide and 1.3 ft deep, with the
footing set against its south edge.
No artifacts were found in the builder's footing trench or
elsewhere in EU-15.
Seven squares were completely excavated to a depth of 0.2 ft to
0.3 ft (Level 1) below surface. One was excavated adjacent to EU-15 on
the west, over the wall. Three were excavated on the west side of the
west wall to expose the concentration of common red brick. Three more
were excavated on the interior along the north wall.
No evidence of a floor was encountered during these excavations.
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Artifacts: Surface
Feature 1 produced 313 artifacts from the surface and 70 from
excavation.
The surface glass was found in very small pieces, most of which
could not be assigned to a form or content. Of the 182 bottle glass
fragments, 46 were clear, two were aqua, 13 were SCA, one was cobalt
blue, two were milk, 24 were various shades of green and 94 were brown
and amber. Nine of the clear fragments were from a continuous thread
food jar, embossed with "BEST(FOODS).../20..." and the mark of the OwensIllinois Glass Company, 1929 to 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403); 20 pieces
were from at least five brown and amber beer bottles. One base had the
Owens-Illinois mark and a "5" date marker, which indicated manufacture in
either 1935 or 1945; one base had "WF&S", the mark of William Franzen and
Son, 1900 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:336); and a recent heel fragment had
"PLEASE..." on it. Soda was represented by eight emerald green "SevenUp" bottle fragments and seven "Georgia" green Coca Cola bottle sherds.
The Seven-Up product dated from the 1930s (Munsey 1970:105). One of the
Coca Cola pieces had "9", a C in a circle, "48" on the body, and
"PHOEN(IX) ARI(ZONA)" on the base. The "48" indicated a manufacturing
date of 1948. The Phoenix Coca Cola Company began operation in 1905
(Munsey 1972:59, 297). Seven pieces of brown glass were probably from a
Clorox bottle.
Other glass from the surface was a piece of green glass telephone
or electric line insulator; a clear kerosene lamp chimney fragment; seven
pieces of a clear, pressed glass bowl; a clear tumbler rim sherd; 12
pieces of a yellow "depression" glass plate, with a molded design on the
underside; one piece of 3/32 in thick, flat glass; and 49 pieces of 5/64
in thick, flat glass.
Three of the ceramic sherds collected were porcelain and 27 were
hardpaste white earthen ware. One of the latter had a thin red line
below the rim exterior; one was from a saucer; and three others
represented three different plates.
Two hole-and-cap, rectangular, tapered meat can fragments, a 210
x 410 sanitary can, and two sanitary can fragments, were from food
related containers. Non food was represented by three pieces of a
rectangular, flat, hinged aspirin box, and an oval tobacco can. In
addition, 10 miscellaneous can fragments were collected.
Other metal included 33 nails (Table 8.1); one piece of 17 gage and
one of 15 gage iron wire; a piece of 15 gage aluminum wire; a piece of
"Winner" barbed wire; a 10 gage iron wire bucket bail; three links from
an automobile tire chain; a crown cap; a 7/8 in diameter continuous
thread bottle lid; an aluminum pour spout from a round salt box; a safety
pin; a small piece of lead; a hasp loop; a 3 5/8 in long, 1/2 in
diameter, square headed bolt with a nut; a piece of a drill bit; a 15/16
in diameter iron ring; a 1/4 in wide strip of aluminum; three
unidentifiable pieces of iron; and a 1 1/2 in diameter iron washer with a

TABLE 8.1. NAILS, AZ EE:2:154 (ASM)
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1/4 in hole. Also collected were five cartridge cases: three .22
caliber, a .30 caliber, and a .38 caliber. One of the .22 cases was long
rifle, with the Super-X headstamp of the Western Cartridge Company, 1908
to the present (Suydam 1977:325, 327); one had the "CCI" mark of Cascade
Cartridge, Inc, dating from 1960 to the present (Suydam 1977:323); and
one had a stylized "N" headstamp. This may have been a Western Cartridge
Company mark. The .30 caliber case had, "SUPERSPEED .30 W.C.F." on its
head. This case was produced by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company
from about 1895 (Barnes 1980:48). "Superspeed" was a relatively recent
trade mark. The Remington - Union Metallic Cartridge Company produced
the .38 caliber case that had "REM-UMC.38 SpL" on it. Suydam (1977:174)
listed this as a World War II military cartridge.
In the miscellaneous artifact category was a piece of a wooden
window sash.

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavations in eight grid squares (one level) produced only
70 artifacts.
One SCA, one emerald green, one yellow green, five brown and
amber and six clear bottle glass fragments were found in Level 1. One of
the clear pieces, which had, "2993-6/20", Owens-Illinois mark, "9/18" on
it, dated 1939 or 1949 (Toulouse 1971:403).
Light green flat glass accounted for 39 pieces, of which 34 were
5/64 in thick and five were 3/32 in thick.
Two hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were also found in Level
1. One had a gold line on the rim, and one was a piece of a child's toy
porcelain plate. There were also five nails (Table 8.1); a fragment of a
sanitary can; a piece of heavy sheet metal (roofing?); and seven pieces
of linoleum or possibly heavy roofing paper.

Feature 2
A second, and more substantial, building foundation (Figure 8.4,
8.6) was designated Feature 2. It also had been affected by bulldozing
or similar activity. A grid of 90 5-ft squares (45 ft by 50 ft) was
placed over the feature and a 100 percent collection made. The feature
was then swept, and soil and debris on top of the approximately 2.5 ft
wide foundation wall was removed with trowel and shovel. The foundation
was made of cement and unmodified, locally available, angular rock. It
enclosed an interior space of 12 ft north-south and 20 ft east-west.
Unlike Feature 1, all the walls of this foundation were intact, all were
constructed of similar material and the floor was located.
The east quarter of the interior fill was removed to better
understand the method and type of construction present. Initially, this
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Figure 8.6 AZ EE:2:154 (ASM), Feature 2. View showing excavated area,
looking west
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consisted of an area 5 ft east-west by 12 ft north-south, along the
east wall. The fill in the excavations was labelled Level 1. The
interior excavation was later expanded slightly with a contiguous, small,
2.8 ft by 3.4 ft, excavation through the east wall where the foundation
appeared missing or badly disturbed. The depth of this excavation was
2.7 ft below surface. The purpose of the latter excavation was to obtain
a cross section view of the wall. The interior of the building was
excavated to a cement floor which was 1.7 ft below the top of the wall in
the northeast corner and 0.7 ft below the wall top in the southeast
corner. A 1 in by 8 in board was found against the north wall. The
board was originally thought to be a possible baseboard, but that
interpretation was rejected when no other similar boards were found. It
was not fastened to the wall.
Additional, shallow (0.2 to 0.3 ft), excavations were performed
in seven squares (EU-12 to 16, 22 and 32) to fully define the top of the
wall on the north and west sides. Two squares on the interior of the
west side were also similarly excavated.
One square (EU-22) in the interior northwest corner was partially
excavated in two levels, each 0.5 ft deep, to locate the floor at this
point. The excavation was 2 ft square.
The results of the excavation indicated that the foundation and
remnants of the walls were constructed as one continuous unit. The base
of the wall was built in a footing trench about 1 ft deep and 2.5 ft
wide. The rock used was not laid in courses. Both the interior and
exterior walls were covered with a cement plaster up to 1 in in
thickness. The floor was constructed of poured concrete that was laid
before the walls were completed. The 0.8 ft thick concrete floor
extended into the walls about 0.4 ft. Apparently, the walls were
constructed to the base of the floor. Then the floor was poured and
overlapped 0.4 ft onto the walls. Finally the walls continued around and
over the concrete overlap. A 0.2 ft thick layer of cement was added on
top of the floor. This layer was added after the building was
constructed because it was continuous with the cement wall plaster.
The small excavation over the east wall revealed that the east
wall was not continuous. It was possible that a doorway had been
situated at this point along the wall; and that it had been approximately
3.4 ft wide. The missing wall segment may also have been removed during
the destruction event. Because of the destruction at this feature,
remains of related exterior features (such as a porch) were not found.
Most of the building was spread out in a low mound on the south and east
sides of the feature as a result of the destruction activity.

Artifacts: Surface
A total of 509 artifacts were collected from Feature 2; 357 of
these were from the surface and 152 were from the limited excavations.
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The bottle glass recovered from Feature 2, like that from Feature
1, was in small pieces. Only a few forms or contents could be
determined. The 210 surface pieces included one yellow brown, one green,
four cobalt blue, nine milk, 10 aqua, 10 light green, 41 brown and amber,
63 SCA and 71 clear. Ten of the clear pieces were from food bottles; six
were from one or more Type 1 preserve bottles; and four were from a bottle
with, "84", LM in a circle, "40/B525" on the base. The "LM" mark was
that of the Latchford-Marble Glass Company from 1939 to 1957 (Toulouse
1971:332). One clear piece had a painted label and was probably part of
a soda bottle. Four clear sherds were from two continuous threaded fruit
jars, and one clear fragment from a proprietary medicine bottle had
"BOTTLE MADE IN USA" on the base. Three aqua sherds were from at least
one rectangular, paneled proprietary medicine bottle. A base had a
diamond on it, which had been the mark of the Diamond Glass Company since
1924 (Toulouse 1971:550).
Twelve brown fragments were from at least two beer bottles.
Non bottle glass included six fragments from a small, continuous
thread finished milk glass jar; one clear and one SCA piece from a
pressed glass bowl; two sherds of a yellow "depression" glass plate,
identical to that found in Feature 1; a kerosene lamp chimney fragment; a
clear glass insulator; and one 7/32 in, one 1/8 in, two 5/64 in and two
3/32 in thick pieces of light green flat glass.
Ceramics from the surface in Feature 2 were more numerous than
elsewhere on the site. The 113 fragments included 104 hardpaste white
earthen wares and nine porcelain. One porcelain piece had a gold line on
its rim. Five of the earthen ware pieces were from a plate with a yellow
glaze; one (a cup?) had a gold band on the exterior of the rim; three
pieces had a printed geometric design on the rim; one had a blue glaze;
one piece was from a plain cup; and six pieces were from a plate marked,
"DER(WOOD)/W.S. (GEORGE)/70...". This was a pattern of the W.S. George
Pottery Company which was in business between 1909 and 1955 (Lehner
1978:55; 1980:60, 182).
A piece of a common red brick and a fragment of a porcelain doll
face were also collected.
A hole-and-cap, lapped seam, rectangular, tapered meat can; a
fragment of another meat can; a 1 lb coffee can lid, removed with a key;
a 302 x 406 sanitary can; and an unidentifiable fragment were collected
from the surface.
Other metal included two nails (Table 8.1), an alarm clock frame, a
piece of round iron bar, two crown caps and a clothespin spring.
Miscellaneous artifacts collected were a piece of red plastic and
an oval, red faceted plastic bead.
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Artifacts: Excavation
From Level 1 of the excavations, came one green, two light green,
nine aqua, nine brown and amber, 10 SCA and 34 clear bottle glass
fragments. Six of the clear pieces were from one or more Type 1 preserve
food bottles; one had the mark of the Glass Container Corporation, in use
since 1945; and one was a continuous thread finish with an aluminum cap
embossed, "100% PURE CALIFORNIA WINE". Two of the aqua fragments were
from a machine-made, crown finished beer bottle. One brown, 12 oz beer
bottle base had, "8569/3", the Anchor-Hocking mark, "42/26" on it. This
mark had been in use since 1938 (Toulouse 1971:48). One brown base had
the Owens-Illinois mark and a "3" date mark, representing 1933, 1943 or
1953 (Toulouse 1971:403). Two brown continuous thread finishes may have
been from pint wine bottles.
Non bottle glass from Level 1 consisted of a small white bead, a
clear stopper with a cork band from a whiskey bottle, a cobalt blue
sugar bowl or creamer with a handle and two pieces of 1/8 in thick, five
of 1/16 in thick and nine of 5/64 in thick, flat glass.
Level 1 produced one porcelain, one softpaste yellow ware, and 14
hardpaste white earthen ware sherds. No form could be identified for the
undecorated porcelain sherd. The yellow ware fragment was from a large
bowl and had raised, white lines on the exterior under the rim. One of
the hardpaste sherds was from a yellow glazed plate identical to that
from the surface; one piece had a floral, printed design; two were from a
cup decorated with two gold lines at the rim; and one was a cup fragment
with an overglaze geometric design. A 2 1/4 in by 3 7/8 in by 8 in
common red brick was also found in Level 1.
Comprising the category of metal were 30 artifacts: an end of a
sanitary can; two oval headed can keys, one of which was 3 3/4 in long;
10 nails (Table 8.1); a small two piece grommet, possibly from clothing; a
plumbing reduction coupling; two horseshoe fragments; one crown cap; a
small, unidentified brass tube; a white metal thimble; a 1/2 in diameter
lead disk; a bobby pin; a piece of 11 gage iron wire; a window spring
bolt; and a piece of window screen.
Five cartridge cases: one .38 caliber with a "U.M.C./.38 S&W"
headstamp; three .22 caliber with "Super-X", "R" and "U" headstamps
respectively; and a shotgun casing with a "FEDERAL/NO. 12/MONARK"
headstamp, were identified. The .38 S&W case, which dated from about
1876 to 1910 (Suydam 1971:168, 324), was made by the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company. The "Super-X" case was that of the Western Cartridge
Company dating from 1908 to the present (Suydam 1979:325). The "R" case
was possibly made by the Robin Hood Ammunition Company, 1910-1920 (Suydam
1979:324). The "U" headstamp was that used by the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company and its successors from 1867 to about 1962 (Suydam
1979:327-329). The shotgun case was produced by the Federal Cartridge
Company, about 1916 or 1923 to the present (Suydam 1971:323; Steward
1969:27).
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Miscellaneous artifacts were a fragment of pressed cement block,
four pieces of roofing paper, an oilcloth fragment, three pieces of the
bristle end of a bone toothbrush and seven pieces of a wood window sash.
Only five artifacts were recovered in the limited excavations
that extended to Level 2. These were three clear fragments representing
two fruit jar finishes, one sherd from a yellow glazed hardpaste white
earthen ware plate and a metal clothing snap with "GRIPPER" on it.

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a trash pit located upslope about 50 ft north of
Feature 2. It was initially observed as a 1.3 ft deep depression. A 5ft square was placed over the depression and the fill excavated in six
arbitrary levels, to a depth of 4 ft. The pit was sub-rectangular in
plan, about 3.25 ft by 4.25 ft near the top, and about 2.75 ft by 4.5 ft
at the base. A galvanized metal wash tub of about 20 gallon capacity was
found midway in the pit fill. The presence of the tub seemed to preclude
the interpretation that this feature had been used as a latrine.
No grid was laid over this feature.

Artifacts
A total of 360 artifacts were collected at Feature 3, four from
the surface and 356 from four of the six levels. No artifacts were found
in Levels 2 and 3.
The surface artifacts were two clear and one SCA bottle glass
fragments, and one nail (Table 8.1).
Level 1 produced 16 artifacts: a fragment each of light green
and brown bottle glass; three can fragments; two nails (Table 8.1); a
stamped tin pan handle; three pieces of a 1 3/4 in deep metal pan or
tray; an unidentified iron ring; and an iron key like object. Three twohole shell buttons, one each of 20, 21 and 22 lignes diameter, were also
found in Level 1.
In Level 4, 135 artifacts were recovered. Of these, one was
aqua, one was brown and 109 were clear bottle glass fragments. At least
three beer bottles were represented by the clear glass, including one
with a partial paper label with, "PALE BEER" and "CORONA" on it. Two
clear pieces were from a continuous thread finished fruit jar. Five
clear bases were also found in Level 4. Two had the "R" in a triangle of
the Reed Glass Company, dating 1927 to 1956 (Toulouse 1971:432); one had
the Glass Container Corporation's mark, in use since 1945 (Toulouse
1971:220); one had a "6" on it; and one had an "N" in a square, the mark
of the Obear-Nestor Glass Company from 1915 to the present (Toulouse
1971:374).
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Metal artifacts included six can fragments, five nails (Table 8.1),
three pieces of the same pan or tray found in Level 1, and a piece of a
1/8 in diameter brass tube.
A piece of cloth, two fragments of rubber and six faunal
fragments (Table 8.2) were also collected.
Only six clear glass bottle fragments came from Level 5. One of
these was a crown finish from a beer bottle. There were also 100
fragments of animal bone and eggshell (Table 8.2) from this level.
A heavy wire (7 gage) object which was not identified, and 98
faunal fragments (Table 8.2) were recovered from Level 6.

Feature 4
This feature was a possible latrine (Figure 8.7), located about
35 ft northeast of Feature 2. It was observed on the surface as a 2.3 ft
deep depression. The feature was excavated in five levels to the bottom
of the pit at 5.25 ft below surface. The pit was about 2.75 ft by 3.75
ft at the top and 2.25 ft by 3.5 ft at the base. A credit card dated
"1961" was found on the bottom of the pit.
No grid was laid over this feature.

Artifacts
Excavation of Feature 4 produced 61 artifacts from five levels.
Level 1 contained 11 clear fragments of bottle glass, nine nails
(Table 8.1), and four "GEM" single edge razor blades.
Only five artifacts were collected from Level 2. These were
three clear pieces of bottle glass and two nails (Table 8.1).
Level 3 produced a fragment of clear bottle glass and two nails
(Table 8.1).
From Level 4 came one piece of clear bottle glass; 13 nails
(Table 8.1); two "GEM" single edge razor blades; the head of a double edge
razor; a 1951D Lincoln head penny; and a D-size, dry cell, Eveready
flashlight battery.
The bottom level in Feature 4 contained seven nails (Table 8.1).
two "GEM" single edge razor blades, and a plastic credit card with a "1061" expiration date.
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TABLE 8.2.
Level

4

Taxa

Quantity

Remarks

Sawn

Dorsal rib fragment
Indeterminate fragment

Calcined

Indeterminate

1
1
1

Ovis aries

2
1
1

Right distal humerus
Left
Right ulna

1

Right ulna fragment

Charred/calcined
11
Charred/Calcined,
cut marks
Calcined

1
1
1

Right scapula fragment
11
radius
Right carpal

Med. sized
artiodactyl

Med. sized
artiodactyl

2

1
1
7
15
3
19
42
Aves, Indeterminate
cf

Antilocapra
americana

It
Med. sized
artiodactyl
II

3
1
1
2

Right distal radius
proximal radius
"
Carpals

Calcined
Charred
Calcined

1
1
4

Ulna fragment

Calcined

1
1

'I

Ayes, indeterminate

Charred/calcined
Calcined
Calcined, possible
antelope
Calcined

Scapula
Lumbar vertebra
Ventral rib fragments
Dorsal rib fragments
Rib cartilage
Long bone shaft fragments
Indeterminate fragments
Indeterminate fragment
Egg shell fragments

1

6

Element

Right lumber vertebra
Right cervical vertebra

Ovis aries

1

5

FAUNAL REMAINS, FEATURE 3,
AZ EE:2:154 (ASM)

14
6
28
36
5

II

Calcined
Charred/calcined
11
Calcined
11

11

Scapula fragments
Rib cartilage
Right half lumbar vertebra
Dorsal rib fragments
Ventral rib fragments
Long bone shaft fragments
Indeterminate fragments
Eggshell fragments

Sawn
Calcined
Charred/calcined
It

II
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Figure 8.7 AZ EE:2:154 (ASM), Feature 4. View of excavated latrine
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Feature 5
Feature 5 was a latrine, located about 20 ft northeast of Feature
4. Like Features 3 and 4, it appeared on the surface as a depression
which was about 1.7 ft deep. The fill was not completely excavated in
this pit because numerous plastic artifacts were discovered. The pit was
about 3.75 ft by 5.0 ft in size. Excavation was discontinued at 1.5 ft
below surface in Level 2.

Artifacts
Of the 212 artifacts from Feature 5, 125 were from Level 1 and 87
were from Level 2.
The glass in Level 1 consisted of 10 pieces of a brown, paneled
proprietary medicine; 18 fragments of a green wine bottle with the,
"Federal Law Forbids..." slogan (1933-1964); 23 clear bottle fragments,
three pieces of which had horizontal ribs and were probably from a
peppersauce bottle; a complete continuous thread finished bottle with
the, "I" in a circle mark of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company, in use
since 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403); two pieces of light green, 5/64 in thick,
flat glass; six fragments of a beaded top, kerosene lamp chimney; a piece
of a green glass dish; and a sherd of a clear, very thin, unidentified
glass object.
Two pieces of hardpaste white earthen ware (one from a saucer),
were also collected from Level 1.
Four sanitary can fragments also came from this level, as well as
a toothpowder can; an oval friction lid; an oval headed, 2 5/8 in long
key with a strip; 44 nails (Table 8.1); an aluminum pour spout from a round
cardboard salt box; two pieces of 17 gage iron wire; and two foil liners
from cigarette packages. Faunal remains included three pieces of Bos
taurus and one from an indeterminate Artiodactyl.
Level 2 contained 11 clear, one green and two brown glass bottle
fragments. One of the clear pieces had a continuous thread finish, and
one fragment had, "BROCKWAY" in script on its base and, "DURAGLAS" in
script on its heel. The Brockway mark dated 1925 to 1936 for fruit jars,
according to Toulouse (1971:59); he gave no dates for its use after 1936
on other bottles. Duraglas in script, normally an Owens-Illinois Glass
Company mark, dated from 1940 to at least 1963 (Toulouse 1970:170).
Non bottle glass included a fragment from a small milk glass jar;
two pieces of 5/64 in thick, light green flat glass; five kerosene lamp
chimney pieces; a fragment of a clear glass Christmas tree ornament; and
a sherd from an automobile light.
Nine hardpaste white earthen ware sherds also came from Level 2.
Three were from a small bowl and had a yellow glaze. Two with a
polychrome floral design had "ACA.../KASUGA.../JAPAN/HAND PAINTED" on the
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base.
The collection of cans was comprised of one complete, 214 x 208
sanitary can, and two fragments; a piece of an oval tobacco can; two
fragments of a rectangular can with, "BAND AID" on it; part of an all
steel beer can; and two 2 3/4 in long, oval headed can keys with strips.
Band-Aids had been marketed since 1921 (Moskovitz and others 1980:224).
Twenty-seven nails (Table 8.1); a piece of a metal backed, handled
mirror with 5/64 in thick glass; a D-size, dry cell flashlight battery;
four pieces of plastic; a pink nylon stocking; seven pieces of Bos
taurus, including ribs and scapula; two indeterminate fragments of an
Artiodactyl; and two indeterminate mammal bone fragments, concluded the
list of artifacts from Level 2.

Feature 6
Located on the south side of the site, on the sloping bank of
McCleary Canyon Wash, was a scatter of trash labelled Feature 6. A 25
percent sample of the trash was collected over an area about 35 ft by 50
ft. The grid contained 81 5-ft square units. A total of 21 squares were
examined for artifacts, only 20 of which contained artifacts. In
addition, four units were purposively collected.
On the northeast edge of the scatter, was a small 1.5 ft diameter
rock pile. On the southwest, at the east-west mid-line of the feature,
was the remnant of a barbed wire fence and a possible rock alignment at
the top of the slope.

Artifacts
A total of 180 artifacts: 95 glass, 12 ceramic, 70 metal and
three miscellaneous, were collected from a total of 24 squares within the
81 square grid, laid over the extent of the trash concentration at
Feature 6.
Of the 95 glass fragments, only seven pieces of fruit jars
(representing at least three jars) could be considered food containers.
Thirty-nine pieces were from alcoholic beverage bottles. Eight fragments
were from at least six dark green, green, light green and clear wine
bottles. One of the clear bottles had an Owens-Illinois mark, a "4" date
mark, and "DURAGLAS" on it. This dated 1944 or 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403).
Beer was represented by one amber twist off crown finish; an aqua base
with AB monogram, 1905-1929 (Ayres and others 1980); and nine brown
pieces, one with an "N" in a square and one with an Owens-Illinois mark,
a "50" date mark, and "DURAGLAS". This dated 1950. The "N" was the mark
of the Obear-Nestor Glass Company from 1915 to the present (Toulouse
1971:374). Eight brown and seven clear sherds were from at least seven
whiskey bottles ranging in size from 1/2 pint to 4/5 of a quart. Two had
the dated Owens-Illinois marks, one possibly dating 1946 and one possibly
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dating 1949 (Giarde 1980:112). One had the Owens-Illinois "I" in a
circle, in use since 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403). Another had the "A" in a
circle mark of the Armstrong Cork Company, used from 1938 to 1969
(Toulouse 1971:24). Three fragments had the "Federal Law Forbids..."
slogan (1933-1964). Five clear pieces represented two bottles, one with
the Glass Container Corporation's mark, 1934 to 1967 (Giarde 1980:45),
and one with the "I" in a circle, in use since 1954.
The rest of the identifiable products represented at this site
were an aqua piece from a proprietary medicine, two green sherds from a
Seven-Up bottle, a clear, continuous thread finish from a hair oil bottle
and three milk glass pieces of a Mentholatum jar.
Thirty-one bottle fragments: 27 clear, two brown, one light
green and one amber, were from bottles whose contents could not be
determined. Five companies were represented by eight base marks. OwensIllinois date marks were, "0", "4" and "4/DURAGLAS". These dated
respectively, 1930, 1940 or 1950; 1934, 1944 or 1954; and 1944 or 1954
(Toulouse 1971:403). The Hazel-Atlas Glass company mark dated 1920-1964
(Giarde 1980:51); that of the Maywood Glass Company about 1958 (Toulouse
1971:357); that of the Latchford-Marble Glass Company, 1939 to 1957
(Toulouse 1971:332); and that of the Glass Container Corporation,
mentioned previously, 1934 to 1967.
In addition to bottle glass, there were two pieces of a milk
glass plate, a green glass plate and an SCA coaster for furniture legs.
The coaster had a bee with spread wings and "HIG" on it. This object was
made by the Higbee Glass Company from 1907 to about 1916 (Peterson
1968:47). Seven light green pieces of flat glass: four 3/32 in thick,
two 5/64 in thick and one 11/64 in thick, were also collected.
Eight hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were found. Two had a
polychrome floral design; three had a yellow glaze; two were from a
plate; and one was an undecorated piece, whose form could not be
established. Also on the surface, were two softpaste yellow ware sherds
which came from a bowl with white and blue bands on the exterior rims.
There was also a stone ware jug sherd with a clear glaze in the exterior.
A fire brick fragment with "...& HOWARD/...(ST) LOUIS..." was included in
the ceramic category.
The primary representatives of food containers were 63 whole and
partial tin cans. Seven of these were evaporated milk cans, all with
matchstick filler holes. Only two cans were complete enough to measure.
One was 208 x 205, and the other 215 x 315. Simonis dated both sizes
as 1950 to the present (N.D.). The nine meat can fragments were from at
least five cans. Two of these were rectangular cans with rounded
corners. One had "OSCAR MAYER" on it; one was a rectangular, tapered can
with "INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA/ESTAB 16/INSP" on it; and one round 208 x 109
can had "ESTAB 855" embossed on it. Coffee was represented by five
fragments of four cans, three of which were 1 lb, key opened cans. One
was a lid to a 1/2 lb coffee can. Two lids were found from two different
square cans which had once contained Lipton's tea. Three pieces
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represented two rectangular, round cornered, key opened sardine cans.
There were also 22 sanitary can fragments which were all thought
to have once contained food. Only three were marked and had the word
"CANCO" in an oval embossed on them.
Five oval tobacco cans were also collected, was well as an oval
powder can with a sprinkler top; three all steel beer cans, one of which
was a cone top; a small, possible food bucket with soldered ears; a can
with soldered seams (around 308 x 408); a 708 diameter friction lid that
fit over the body of a can or bucket; and three miscellaneous fragments.
Other metal artifacts included one nail (Table 8.1); two crown
caps; a clothespin spring; an aluminum, continuous thread cap which was
embossed with "BAYER/BAYER"; a 8 1/2 in by 9 1/2 in piece of galvanized
sheet metal with a 2 3/4 in hole in its center; and a 1 in long, 1/4 in
diameter round headed stove bolt.
Miscellaneous artifacts found were a D size dry cell flashlight
battery; a 22 ligne, four-hole, black, hard rubber button; and a 26 ligne
four-hole, white plastic button.
-

Summary and Interpretation

Other than the fact that AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) represented a
habitation site, little could be said about the activities in which the
occupants were engaged. Six features were recorded at the site. These
were the remains of two houses, a trash concentration or dump, two
latrines and a trash pit. All but Feature 6 were excavated, and all but
Feature 4 and Feature 5 provided surface artifacts.
A total of 1705 artifacts were collected. Of these, 854 came
from the surface and 851, from the five excavations. A relatively large
quantity of this trash was datable, both from the excavated pits and on
the surface. As a unit, this trash suggested a 17 year occupation for AZ
Whether
EE:2:154 (ASM), covering approximately the years 1945 to 1961.
this occupation was continuous or not was unknown. Feature 4, a possible
latrine, had a plastic credit card with an expiration date of October
1961 in the bottom level. Since the card was at the bottom of the pit,
it was clear that the pit was still being filled after the card was
deposited; however, there was nothing to suggest that the card was thrown
into the pit at its expiration.
Trash on the surface and from excavations in Feature 7 at nearby
AZ EE:2:151 (ASM), was believed to have originated at AZ EE:2:154 (ASM).
This trash covered a 21 year period from about 1945 to 1966, and may have
more accurately reflected the period of occupation at AZ EE:2:154 (ASM).
A number of artifacts that dated earlier than 1945 were also
found at AZ EE:2:154 (ASM). Most of these were from the surface. They
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included SCA and aqua glass, a William Franzen and Sons beer bottle, two
cartridge cases and the Higbee coaster. These may have been the result
of casual disposal during the 1915-1920 occupation at AZ EE:2:151 (ASM)
because there was no extensive trash or building remains clearly dating
earlier than 1945 at AZ EE:2:154 (ASM).
No intra-feature patterns or concentrations of artifacts were
discerned when this distribution was plotted. It was not surprising that
more nails were found at Feature 1 (38) than at Feature 2 (12). The
former was the probable site of a frame building, and the latter, a stone
and cement building. What was unexpected was that the feature with the
greatest"number of nails (43 percent of the total from AZ EE:2:154 (ASM))
was a latrine, Feature 5. Most of these were construction size nails
(Figure 8.1).
No artifacts were found that reflected the occupation of those
living at the site. It seemed unlikely that the U.S. Forest Service
would have allowed individuals other than those engaged in mining or
ranching to construct housing and occupy this site. It is therefore
suggested either that miners lived at AZ EE:2:154 (ASM), or it was
occupied by employees of ranchers using the Rosemont Grazing Allotment.
In addition to a razor and razor blades, and probably cartridges,
and the ubiquitous alcoholic beverages usually associated with males,
there were a number of artifacts that reflected the presence of at least
one woman and child. These were two beads, a bobby pin and a nylon
stocking. A miniature ceramic plate was undoubtedly a child's toy. A
Christmas tree ornament also suggested the presence of a family at the
site.
No artifacts specifically provided information on ethnicity or on
the status of the individuals, or on other aspects of their economic,
social, religious or cultural existence.
A greater number and variety of food containers were collected at
this site than at most other Rosemont sites. These reflected a similar,
relatively simple diet.
Features 1 and 2 were the locations of two buildings once present
on the site. Feature 1 was thought to have been a frame building,
resting on a cement mortared, rock foundation. A concentration of common
red brick on the west side suggested that a chimney had existed on the
west side of the building. Some evidence was found that indicated a
porch had been located on the south side. The concrete floor, the rock
and cement mortared wall stubs at Feature 2 and the large quantity of
broken pieces of rock and cement wall east of Feature 2 all represented
a concrete building.
The presence of roofing paper at Feature 2, and possibly at
Feature 1, suggested that a wood frame roof, covered with roofing paper,
existed on both buildings. Only one large head roofing nail was found in
Feature 1, and none in Feature 2. Most of the roofing nails came from
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Feature 5. Other artifacts related to architecture at Feature 1,
included construction nails, a fragment of a wooden window sash and 89
fragments of flat glass. At Feature 2 were construction nails, a piece
of a wooden window sash, a piece of window screen, a window sash bolt and
22 fragments of flat glass. Only Features 5 and 6 contained architecture
related artifacts other than nails. Four pieces of flat glass were found
at Feature 5 and seven at Feature 6.
A number of chinaberry trees had been planted to enhance the
feeling of "home". This fact would seem to indicate an expectation of
long term occupation of the site on the part of its residents. Some of
these trees have survived the destruction of the site.

AZ EE:2:155 (ASM): The "Dead Cow Ranch" Complex

This complex of features (Figures 1.2, 8.8) was located on a
terrace on the east edge of McCleary Canyon Wash in the NW 1/4 of the NE
1/4, Section 30, T18S, R16E. Four separate field numbers, HP21-S2-L1,
HP21-S2-L2, X82-S1-L1 and X82-S1-L2, were assigned the site by the
Arizona State Museum survey team in 1977. In 1982, for a reason
odoriferously obvious at the time, the entire complex was labelled the
"Dead Cow Ranch". it was designated a single site primarily because of
the contiguity of the eleven features, and not for any assumed historical
relationship between them. There was no reason to assume that the site
was a "ranch".
There were a number of small fig trees which had survived the
bulldozing activity on the site.
Eight mining prospects on the hillsides to the north and east of
the site, were not included as features but were shown on the site map
(Figure 8.8).
The complex was within an area designated as "Woodland" by
McLaughlin and van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2), at an elevation of about
5150 ft.

History

Floyd Daniels reported in 1976, that midway between the Old and
the New Rosemont communities, there had been a store owned by Ramon (last
name not given), who was Daniels' uncle (Sims 1976). An unidentified
informant, who was mentioned in the ASM survey forms, pointed out that
the area of Features 1-3 was the site of "Ramon's store" around 1915.
Daniels also said that at the same location, there was a corral owned by
Jose Maria Carabajal, who supplied burros for the transportation of ore
from the New Rosemont mine (Sims 1976). No further information was
found, and neither was listed on the 1910 census.
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Features

Eleven features were recorded at AZ EE:2:155 (ASM). These were
two leveled areas with rock alignments, a trash pit, two latrines, a
partially sunken wash tub, a retaining wall and trash scatter, a corral,
two water troughs for livestock and a spring.
Feature 1
Feature 1 was a leveled area flanked on the east and west edges
by rocks. On the east side was a 22 ft long north-south rock alignment
with a 5 ft long segment extending west from the northwest corner. On
the west side was a remnant of a dry-laid, rock retaining wall. The wall
was 10 ft long running north-south, about 1 ft high and about 1 ft wide.
This retaining wall was used to create and stabilize a leveled area,
which was about 15 ft east-west and 40 ft north-south in extent. The
entire south end of the feature had been impacted by bulldozer activity.
Because the leveled area was larger than most tent platforms observed at
Rosemont, and since the retaining wall was more substantial than
necessary for a tent platform, a more permanent frame house or cabin
probably stood on this location.
A grid system of 168 5-ft square units was place over the feature
and a slightly over 50 percent random sample collected. Seventy-one of
the squares contained artifacts. One purposive unit was also collected.

Artifacts
The artifacts from Feature 1 totaled 455, of which 260 were
glass, 24 were ceramic, 163 were metal and eight were miscellaneous.
Among the 260 pieces of glass, were 71 amber, 147 clear, 10 aqua,
one straw, three yellow green, one brown, one milk, five cobalt blue and
19 SCA fragments of machine-made bottle glass.
Among the collection of amber sherds were 27 pieces from at least
three beer bottles, one of which had the mark of the Brockway Glass
Company and a "66" year (1966) designation. This bottle was identical to
those found in Feature 2 and Feature 3 below. Two bottle bases had the
Owens-Illinois mark and a "7" and a "48" date designation, or probably
1947 and 1948. One continuous thread and two crown finishes were also
found.
There was a somewhat wider range in form and content among the
clear glass pieces. Thirty of these were from at least five continuous
thread-finished wide mouth food jars, and 30 were from at least three
soda bottles. Included in the soda bottle category, were 14 pieces with
remnants of painted labels, and a crown finish. Nine clear pieces were
from at least one prescription ware bottle. One piece had graduations on
one corner, one was a rectangular panel and one had, "6.../ILLIN(OIS)" on
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its base. Five clear bases whose form or content could not be
determined, were: two Hazel-Atlas (1920 to 1964); three Owens-Illinois,
one with "Duraglas" in script and with "2", "3" and "5" date
designations or probably 1952, 1953 and 1945, respectively; and a "C" in a
circle, the mark of the Chattanooga Glass Company, in use since 1927
(Toulouse 1971: 239, 403, 108).
A fragment of a rectangular paneled proprietary medicine or
prescription ware bottle and a piece made in a blow-over-mold were both
SCA in color. The latter may not have been part of a bottle. The one
straw-colored piece was from a wide mouth food jar, and one aqua piece
was a crown finish from a beer bottle.
One piece of light green, 5/64 in thick flat glass, and a
fragment of an aqua glass insulator were also collected.
Six of the 24 ceramic sherds were from a clear-glazed stone ware
crock or jug. Similar pieces were found in other features at this site.
Seventeen pieces were hardpaste white earthen ware, of which 12 were from
one or more cups. One piece had a blue floral printed design and two
pieces were from a saucer with a scalloped edge and a raised design
around the rim. One sherd was from an underglaze polychrome decorated
porcelain cup.
Within the collection of 19 can fragments, were four fragments of
at least three oval tobacco cans; a 1 lb coffee can; an oval salmon can;
four round (208 x 108) meat cans; an all steel beer or soda can; two
sanitary cans; and six fragments.
Other metal included a continuous thread lid with "MELLESS"
embossed on it; 35 nails (Table 8.3); 28 pieces of iron wire, two 12 gage,
three 13 gage, two 15 gage, one 16 gage and 20 17 gage; 55 pieces of
heavy sheet metal (tin) from roofing material or large cans (eight with
nail holes); three short segments of galvanized iron pipe; a 3/4 in wide
broken strap iron; a piece of corrugated metal roofing; a granite ware
dipper handle; two mine car track spikes; a 3 in by 7 in piece of
galvanized flat sheet metal with nail holes; a 60d common wire nail bent
into a u-shape and with the head battered into a cone shape; a coat
hanger made of 11 gage wire; a piece of cast iron; a 1 3/8 in diameter
iron washer; a fragment of a carriage bolt; a twisted wire handle from a
brush or kitchen implement; three unidentified pieces; one whole, and one
fragmentary, saddle horse horseshoe; three .22 caliber cartridge cases,
with the "F" headstamp of the Federal Cartridge Company (1916 to present,
Suydam 1977:323); and a home-made cup. The cup, made from a sanitary
can, was about 4 7/8 in tall, and had a wire handle (Figure A.8A).
Miscellaneous artifacts from Feature 1 were three pieces of a
cloth and rubber garden hose, three pieces of tar, a sewn and nailed shoe
sole fragment and a piece of hard rubber with the 1929 to 1954 OwensIllinois mark and, "47" on it. Presumably the "47" indicated the year
1947. Normally this company produced only glass products.
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Feature 2
A buried trash pit (Feature 2) observed on the surface as a
depression, was located about 20 ft northeast of Feature 1. A 5-ft
square was placed over the pit, which was excavated in four levels. The
first level was only 0.2 ft deep to clean out recent soil and organic
debris and to create a level surface in the square. Only Level 1 was
excavated across the entire 5-ft square. Some disturbance was noted. At
the base of Level 1 there was a rectangular pit, 2 ft by 4 ft in size.
Levels 2-4 were excavated only within the pit which became narrower as it
progressed downward. Level 2 was 0.45 ft, Level 3 was 0.5 ft and Level 4
was only 0.3 ft deep. The bottom of the pit was 2.8 ft below the
surface.

Artifacts
A total of 118 artifacts came from Feature 2.
On the surface were found one amber, one clear and two SCA pieces
of bottle glass; a clear-glazed stone ware crock or jug fragment; an all
steel beer or soda can; a piece of a large, round, blasting powder can;
three nails (Table 8.3); a cast iron fragment; a piece of corrugated metal
roofing; and an oval plastic lid from the pour spout of a plastic
refrigerator-type juice container.
The ASM survey team reported an Owens-Illinois mark with a "7"
date designation (1947), a Hazel-Atlas Glass Company mark (1920 to 1964)
and the post1945 mark of the Glass Container Corporation (Toulouse 1971)
from the surface.
Level 1 contained five amber bottle fragments; nine clear
fragments, six from a wide-mouth, continuous thread-finished jar, one
from a base with the Owens-Illinois mark and a "3" date designation and
two of the same with a "2" date marker (probably dating 1953 and 1952
respectively); four aqua pieces, including a crown finish and an OwensIllinois mark with a "4" date designation (probably 1954), both from a
beer bottle; a whole amber Burgermeister beer bottle with the Brockway
Glass Company mark and a "66" year date (Toulouse 1971:59); three
fragments of a milk glass fruit jar lid liner; a hardpaste white
earthen ware cup fragment; and two clear-glazed stone ware sherds from a
crock or jug.
Metal included an all steel beer or soda can; a rectangular,
round-cornered sardine can, 16 can fragments, a lid for a lug-type glass
jar finish and five nails (Table 8.3).
From Level 2 came eight amber beer bottle sherds; 19 pieces of a
clear, wide-mouth food jar with the mark of the Hazel-Atlas Glass
company, in use between 1920 and 1964 (Toulouse 1971:239); a milk glass
fruit jar lid liner; and a 1/16 in thick piece of light green flat glass.
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The other artifacts from Level 2 included four nails (Table 8.3);
four church key-opened soda cans; a sanitary food can; a piece of
aluminum; and four pieces of a leather shoe.
In Level 3 were found three bottle glass fragments, one clear,
one SCA and one amber; a piece of a tin can; a clear continuous thread
finished jar with a metal lid in place; and a piece of plastic, probably
from a bread wrapper.
Only a piece of a recent amber beer bottle came from Level 4.

Feature 3
Feature 3, a latrine (Figures 8.9, 8.10), was also discovered on
the surface as a depression. It was located about 8 ft east of Feature
2. The first level was excavated to a depth of only 0.2 ft to clean out
debris and to level the surface of the feature. At this level, a
rectangular pit, measuring 3.5 ft by 5.4 ft was observed. The entire pit
was then excavated 1.05 ft with Level 2 being 0.55 ft and Level 3 being
0.5 ft in depth. Because the trash encountered appeared recent (1960s),
only the north half of Level 4 was removed. It was excavated 3.35 ft to
sterile.

Artifacts
A total of 123 artifact fragments were recovered from the four
levels of Feature 3.
Level 1 produced only one piece of aqua and one of SCA glass;
part of a 1 lb coffee can; two all steel beer or soda cans; three nails
(Table 8.3); a piece of heavy sheet metal (tin) from roofing material or a
large can; and a .22 caliber cartridge case with an "H" headstamp, a mark
of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company.
From Level 2 came a whole 12 oz amber Burgermeister beer bottle
with a paper label, copyrighted in 1966. The base mark, a "B" in a
circle and "66", was made in 1966 by the Brockway Glass Company (Toulouse
1971:59). A whole 4/5 quart, emerald green Gallo "Ripple" wine bottle
was also found in Level 2.
Level 3 contained three clear bottle glass fragments; two 210 x
413, all steel Coors beer cans; 43 can fragments; and a plastic bread
wrapper.
In Level 4 were seven whole Burgermeister beer bottles, all made
in 1966; a Gallo "Ripple" wine bottle; three all steel soda cans; an all
steel Coors beer can; and a plastic bowl. None of these were collected.
Also not collected from Level 4, were 14 immature Odocoileus sp.
bones representing two individuals; three pieces of Ovis or Capra sp.;
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Figure 8.9 AZ EE:2:155 (ASM), Feature 3. View of latrine before
excavation
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Figure 8.10 AZ EE:2:155 (ASM), Feature 3. View of latrine after
excavation
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and one bone from a gallinaceous bird.

Feature 4

Feature 4 was a dry-laid, rock retaining wall and a trash scatter
on the side of the east slope or bank of McCleary Canyon Wash.
Originally, the wall may have extended for a distance of 40 ft, at about
3 ft in height. Most of the wall was destroyed or buried with earth,
fencing and other debris by the U.S. Forest Service when site features
were bulldozed.
A grid system consisting of 63 5-ft square units was placed on
the feature, and slightly over a 20 percent random sample made. Thirteen
of the units contained artifacts, and two units were purposively
collected.

Artifacts
Forty-three artifacts: 28 glass, five ceramic, eight metal and
two miscellaneous, were collected from the surface of Feature 4.
One each of emerald green and light green, four amber, five brown
and 15 clear bottle glass fragments were collected.
One of the clear pieces, from a whiskey bottle, had the "FEDERAL
LAW FORBIDS..." slogan on it; two were from a soda bottle having the
Owens-Illinois mark, in use since 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403); and one was a
prescription finish from a prescription ware bottle. Four fragments were
from amber beer bottles; one had an "L" in an oval and one had the OwensIllinois mark cited previously. The "L" was the mark of the Latchford
Glass Company in use since 1957 (Toulouse 1917:316). One brown piece was
from a quart beer bottle that had "(NOT TO BE) REFILLED" on it; and a
light green fragment of a tequila bottle had "...ROS S.A./D.F." embossed
on it.
Also collected were a fragment of a clear kerosene lamp chimney
and a piece of aqua, 1/16 in thick, flat glass.
The five ceramic sherds included a piece each of two hardpaste
white earthen ware plates, one with a polychrome decoration and one with
a yellow-green glaze. The latter was marked "Russel Wright/MFG
BY/...ENVILLE", and was in use by the Steubenville Pottery Company from
1939 to around 1955 (Lehner 1980:144,195). One piece of white earthen
ware had a floral decoration and one was plain. A piece of clear-glazed
stone ware was also collected.
Three can fragments were found along with part of a 400 x 411
sanitary can, a mine car track spike, a piece of poultry netting, a
malleable iron washer with illegible lettering (Blish, and others
1934:180), the base of a light bulb, a boy's brogan style shoe, and three
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pieces of an artiodactyl rib fragment. Since no electricity was
available at the site, the presence of the light bulb was unexplained.
In addition to the artifacts collected by ARS, the State Museum
reported several datable artifacts which were not present in 1982. These
were a Mentholatum jar base dated about 1895 to 1955 (Eastin 1965:5-7);
two Hazel-Atlas maker's marks, one with "59 0" and one with "0 55" probably, 1959 and 1955; an Owens-Illinois mark with a 1945 date; and
Owens-Illinois mark with "Duraglas" in script and a 1948 date; another
Owens-Illinois mark with "Duraglas" in script and a 1952 date (Toulouse
1971:170, 403); and the mark of the A.H. Kerr Company, in use since 1944
(Toulouse 1971:44).

Feature 5
A roughly rectangular corral existed on the north end of the AZ
EE:2:155 (ASM) complex. It was about 26 ft north-south and 70 ft eastwest in size. Its west end apparently abutted a north-south fence line
which once ran along the west side of the site, on the edge of the
terrace overlooking the wash. Although the corral fences were very badly
deteriorated, key points remained. The fence was five strands of barbed
wire in height. It was attached to several oak and juniper trees and
sawn, square posts. A gate was located in the southeast corner.
It was not known
activity on the Rosemont
relationship to the rest
only by the occupants of

if the corral related only to the cattle raising
Grazing Allotment in general, with no
of this site complex, or whether it was used
the site.

South of the corral was a nonindigenous fig tree.

Feature 6
The platform or house site was a leveled area about 35 ft by 50
ft in size and was bordered on its south end by a 37 ft long, 1.5 ft high
dry-laid, rock retaining wall. The wall had been breached in at least
two points by erosion. The west end of this rock wall was included as
part of the Arizona State Museum's HP 21-S2-L1, and the east end was part
of X82-S1-L1. A simple rock alignment, which was now much disturbed, had
been built on the southeast corner and along a short segment of the east
side of the platform. Its overall length was about 20 ft.
A grid of 130 5-ft square units was placed over the feature and a
100 percent collection made. A total of 109 of the units contained
artifacts.
On the slope above the platform was a dense, 10 ft diameter
scatter of large rocks with associated trash. After mapping and surface
collection, the loose rocks were removed to reveal an alignment about 9
ft in length. A 1 2 ft by 15 ft area of the surface was then swept. A 5

-
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ft square, which included the rock alignment on its north side, was
excavated in two arbitrary 0.5 ft levels. The alignment was exposed for
its full height in the north face of the square. The excavation was 1 ft
in depth along the north side but the levels pinched out on the south
side because of the slope. The rock alignment appeared to be a crude
wall which extended about 4 ft east beyond the excavated square. Its
function could not be established, although it may have served to divert
runoff from the slope away from the building or structure standing on the
leveled surface below.

Artifacts: Surface
In all, 741 artifacts: 558 glass, six ceramic, 113 metal and 64
miscellaneous were collected from the surface of Feature 6.
Of the 224 amber bottle glass fragments collected, 48 were from
continuous thread-finished, 1 gallon bleach jugs; 14 of the pieces were
definitely from CLOROX brand containers, a trademark adopted in 1915
(Periodical Publishers Assoc. 1934:25). Eleven pieces were from at least
three crown-finished beer bottles, and one piece whose content or form
could not be determined had an "N" in a square, the mark of the Obear
Nester Glass Company from 1915 to the present (Toulouse 1971:374).
Clear glass bottles were represented by 170 fragments, of which
seven pieces were from three food bottles, including one Type 1 preserve
jar. These pieces, including a crown finish, and a fragment with
"...TENTS 8 FL..." on the heel and "...AZ" on the base, were from soda
bottles. One piece was a brandy finish from a whiskey bottle. Five
clear fragments from bottles whose form or content could not be
established had, respectively, "Duraglas" in script (1940-1963), two
Owens-Illinois marks with a "3" date mark and "Duraglas" in script (1943
or 1953), and the mark (since 1938) of the Anchor-Hocking Glass Company
(Toulouse 1971: 170,403,48).
One light green crown finish was from a beer bottle. The
remaining eight fragments may have been part of this bottle.
The 15 brown bottle glass fragments included one crown finish and
a heel with "18" on it, both were from beer bottles. The latter may have
been a date mark (1918) of the American Bottle Company from 1917 to 1929
(Toulouse 1971:30).
Only one beer bottle heel mark, "17s...", could be identified in
the collection of 16 aqua sherds. The heel mark was that of the American
Bottle Company and dated 1917 (Toulouse 1971:30).
Sixteen emerald green fragments were from one or more wine
bottles. One heel piece had "4/5 QUART" on it, and a base fragment had
the Owens-Illinois mark, 1929 to 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403).
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Only one of the 33 SCA pieces could be associated with a form.
It was a rectangular panel from a proprietary medicine or a prescription
ware bottle.
Two cobalt blue pieces and one milk glass fragment were also
collected. One blue piece with "...PORUB" on it was from a Vicks Vaporub
container. The milk glass piece was from a small, continuous threadfinished jar that probably held Mentholatum.
Miscellaneous glass from the surface included an SCA tumbler
fragment; a four-hole, 22 ligne, milk glass button; 19 light green pieces
of 3/32 in thick, 28, of 3/6 in thick and eight, of 1/8 in thick flat
glass. Sixteen very light green pieces were 1/4 in thick; one had a
beveled edge. These latter pieces were probably from a mirror.
Only six ceramic pieces, all hardpaste white earthen wares, were
collected at Feature 6. One sherd was from a cup and two were possibly
from plates. One of the latter had a scalloped edge and a raised, molded
design on the rim.
Only one of the 11 can fragments, a hole-and-cap, rectangular,
tapered meat can with "ESTAB 22" on the cap, could be identified as to
content.
Other metal included: 69 nails (Table 8.3); a 2 in wood screw; a
square nut; a 1/2 in diameter, 5 1/2 in long bolt; three mine car track
spikes; three crown caps; an aluminum pour spout from a round salt box;
an ear from a granite ware kettle or bucket; a handle from a galvanized
wash tub; an iron brace from a folding wooden cot; two pieces of stove
pipe; three pieces representing two small bucket bails; a fragment of a
safety razor blade; a 22 ligne, iron-shanked, overall button with
"R.A.U.F.C.O." on it; a piece of a rat-tailed, triangular file; a piece
of 17 gage iron wire; a piece of poultry netting; three unidentifiable
pieces of iron; and a 6 in by 10 1/2 in piece of sheet metal with two
nail holes. A breast chain straight "T" from a horse harness (Russell
and Erwin (1980:308); a rifle cartridge with the headstamp "WRA 58", and
a plus sign in a circle; and two with a "DEN/43" headstamp, were also
collected. "WRA" stands for Winchester Repeating Arms Company. The
"DEN/43" is a product of the Denver Ordnance Plant, 1943.
Miscellaneous artifacts from the surface were: a nodule of tar,
a 1 15/16 in diameter rubber gasket, two pieces of an automobile tire, a
carbon core from a D-size flashlight battery and a piece of cement
mortar.
In addition to the surface artifacts collected, a number of
datable glass bottle bases, not seen by ARS, were recorded by the State
Museum. Several Owens-Illinois marks with date designation numbers 0, 2,
3, 4, 5, 7 and 44, were reported. These potentially covered a range of
dates from 1930 to 1954, but from the nature of the previously reported
trash, a date of 1944 to 1954 probably more closely reflects the actual
occupation of the site (Toulouse 1971:403). Other marks were the "I" in
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a circle of Owens-Illinois, in use since 1954; the "L" in an oval of the
Latchford Glass Company, in use since 1957; the "MG" mark of the Maywood
Glass Company, in use around 1958; the mark of the Glass container
Corporation, 1934 to 1967; and the mark of the Thatcher Glass
Manufacturing Company, in use after 1949 (Toulouse 1971:403, 316, 357;
Giarde 1980:45,112).

Artifacts: Excavation
The excavations at Feature 6 produced 26 artifacts, all from
Level 2, including 10 amber and two clear bottle fragments, and a piece
of a small milk glass jar; two can fragments; one nail (Table
); a
costume jewelry pendant; a 5 1/2 in long leaf from a spring; a 2 in
diameter ring, probably from a horse harness; an iron clothing buckle; a
man's shoe with a hobnail sole; and three elbow, and two T-shaped braces
from a folding wooden cot. Identical cot parts were found at other sites
in the Rosemont area and by Stone and Ayres at the San Bernardino Ranch
(1982:31).

Feature 7
Feature 7 was a 2 ft diameter galvanized wash tub located upslope
and about 40 ft northeast of Feature 6. The 20 gallon tub was buried
within 4 in of its rim and was 3/4 filled with soil. The fill in the tub
was removed, as was the tub which had no handles or manufacturer's
markings. The use of the partially buried tub was unknown, although it
could have been used to provide water to small domestic animals.

Artifacts
A few artifacts were collected in and around the tub. They were
probably more closely related to the general surface trash at Feature 6
than at Feature 7.
Of the 60 artifacts recovered, 28 were glass, 25 were ceramic,
six were metal and one was a piece of roofing (?) tar.
Twenty-one pieces of glass were from one or more amber Clorox
bottles; seven were from a clear wide mouth, continuous thread-finished
food jar; and two pieces of Clorox bottle were found in the tub fill.
All the 25 ceramic pieces in and around the tub were Mexican-made
brown ware sherds. Five pieces were from a bowl with a clear glaze on
the interior, and 13 sherds were from an unglazed jar. One jar sherd and
six bowl sherds were found in the fill of the tub.
The six metal artifacts included two sanitary can fragments, one
in and one out of the tub; a 1 3/8 in diameter iron washer with a 9/16 in
hole; two pieces of 17 gage iron wire; and a wagon-related, heavy, 1 in
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long iron rivet. The piece of roofing tar came from the tub.

Feature 8
A latrine located about 70 ft northeast of Feature 6 was labelled
Feature 8. It was recognized on the surface as a 1.5 ft deep depression.
The feature was 2.5 ft by 4 ft in size and 4.9 ft in depth. the last 3.5
ft of the hole had been originally dug through a relatively soft, tabular
bedrock. Archaeological excavation was carried out in four arbitrary
levels.

Artifacts
A total of 103 artifacts came from the four levels in Feature 8.
No artifacts were found on the surface of this feature.
Level 1 produced a clear bottle glass fragment, a child's cup
sherd with a polychrome design and two pieces of 17 gage iron wire with
baling loops.
From the second level came four pieces of a clear fruit jar base
with a "T" in a triangle; three nails (Table 8.3); a piece of 18 gage iron
wire; three fragments of heavy, flat tin; and the lower portion of a 904
x 904 square, 5 gallon size can. The top of the can had been cut off
and the edges of the base were irregularly rolled over on the exterior to
form a 6 in to 7 in high container. The "T" mentioned previously, the
mark of the Turner Brothers Company, possibly dates from 1910 to 1920
(Giarde 1980:122) or around 1915 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:490).
Level 3 contained three clear, whole, continuous thread-finished,
machine-made bottles. Two of these were prescription ware containers.
One of the latter was 1 oz in size, and had a plastic cap and the OwensIllinois mark with an "8" date designation. This dated 1938 or 1948.
The other was 1/2 oz in capacity, had "ILLINOIS", the Owens-Illinois
mark and a "2" date indicator. This dated 1932, 1942 or 1952 (Toulouse
1971:403). One complete bottle had the inscription "INSIST ON/ VIRGINIA
DARE/FLAVORS/PAT'D" on its base. Two fragments of a base with
"CHESEBROUGH/3/MFG/CO.CD." were part of a clear, continuous threadfinished, wide mouth jar. This was a Vaseline container.
Additionally, from Level 3 came four pieces of a clear kerosene
lamp chimney; five nails (Table 8.3); a piece of 17 gage iron wire; three
pieces of heavy flat tin, possibly roofing material; 45 pieces of a large
can, possibly a blasting powder can; and 18 pieces of bone (Table 8.4).
The 24 artifacts from Level 4 were a piece of SCA glass; 14
fragments of clear kerosene lamp chimney; two nails (Table 8.3); a gate
hook of the type commonly used on screen doors; four fragments of flat,
heavy tin, possibly roofing material; two pieces of a pocket knife; a
fragment of a woman's nylon stocking; and 40 pieces of bone (Table 8.4).
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TABLE 8.4. FAUNAL REMAINS, FEATURE 8,
AZ EE:2:155 (ASM)

Remarks

Level

Taxa

Quantity

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

Ovis aries
cf Ovis aries
cf Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Med artiodactyl
Artiodactyl
Small avian

3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

Cut; rep. one femur
Right femur
Right calcaneus
1st Phalanx
Cut marks
Right innominate
Right innominate
Sacrum
Sawn
Lumbar vertebra
Sawn
Vertebral epiphesis
Vertebra fragment
Indeterminate
Possible femur shaft
Unidentified
1st phalanx
Sawn
Thoracic vertebra

1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
7
1

Right femur
Left & right tibia
Left calcaneus
Left tarsols
Right humerus
Right radius
Left metatarsal
Right ulna
Right scapula
Lumbar vertebra
2nd phalanx
Long bone frags.
Unidentified

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Bos taurus
Bos taurus
cf Antilocapra
americana

11

II

Medium artiodactyl
11

Artiodactyl

11

11
7

Element

Cut

Cut
Rep. one scapula
Cut
Calcined
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Feature 9
Three features (Features 9-11) in McCleary Canyon Wash were part
of an integrated system designed to provide water to livestock. They
were located on the south side of AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) in the wash and
produced no artifacts.
The most important feature at AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) was the spring
(Figure 8.11), Feature 9. It may have been developed and used by both
the occupants of the site and by the users of the U.S. Forest Service's
Rosemont Grazing Allotment. In fact, the site might not have been
occupied if it had not been for the spring, the only source of potable
water for some distance.
The spring had a semi-circular, 8 ft wide, and at least 4 ft
high, rock and cement mortar enclosure around its south side, which faces
McCleary Canyon Wash. The enclosure was in the wash and abutted the bank
of the wash. The top of the enclosure was covered with flat metal
sheeting and boards to prevent the spring from being filled with debris.
Water was transported by an underground pipe to Feature 10 which
was about 110 ft east of the spring. Feature 11 was about 95 ft east of
the spring. When it was in use, it was fed in the same manner.
The spring was number 695 on the U.S. Forest Service's inventory
and was called "Tub Spring" (Document 57).

Feature 10
Feature 10 (Figure 8.12) was a concrete trough located at the
southeast end of AZ EE:2:155 (ASM). It was 19 ft in length overall or 18
ft on the interior. It was 1.8 ft wide on the interior and 1.8 ft in
height. The side walls were 0.5 ft thick. The trough was divided into
two compartments, the westernmost being the smallest. It was 2.5 ft long
and was separated from the rest of the trough by a 0.3 ft thick wall.
The side walls of this compartment were about 0.25 ft higher than the
rest. This section of the trough originally had a wooden cover with a
float mechanism under it, to regulate the flow of water from the spring
(Feature 9) into the trough. A rough, 2 ft wide apron of concrete
extended around the periphery of the trough.
This trough is still in use today.

Feature 11
Feature 11, the metal trough (Figure 8.12), was set up to operate
in the same manner as Feature 10. When it was worn out, probably from
rusting, it was apparently replaced by Feature 10. Water was initially
piped into a buried 46 in diameter metal cylinder on the west end of the
trough. This cylinder probably was rigged with a float mechanism to
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Figure 8.11 AZ EE:2:155 (ASM), Feature 9, covered spring. View looking
northeast
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Figure 8.12 AZ EE:2:155 (ASM), Features 10 and 11, stock troughs.
View looking northeast
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the flow of water into the trough. A small pipe carried water
cylinder to the trough. The trough consisted of a roundpiece of metal reinforced on the top by a strap metal frame to
was bolted. It was 2.4 ft by 8.4 ft in size on the interior.
cylinder and the trough were silted full.

Summary and Interpretation

AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) was a combination of four ASM field numbered
sites. Like many of its neighbors, it was located adjacent to a major
wash, at the site of a spring. Because of the spring, one part of the
site or another had experienced a relatively long use.
In all, 11 features were recorded. These were leveled areas with
rock alignments, a trash pit, two latrines, a partially sunken wash tub,
a retaining wall and trash scatter, a corral, two water troughs and a
spring. Only Features 1-5 were affected by the U.S. Forest Service's
site destruction process. Features 1 and 4 were affected the most.
Excavations were conducted at Features 2, 3, 6 and 8; and
Features 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 produced surface artifacts.
A total of 1669 artifacts were recovered, 1312 from the surface
and 357 from excavations. Many of these artifacts, both from the surface
and from the excavations, were datable; many were datable to a specific
year of manufacture.
AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) was particularly interesting because it was the
only site in the Rosemont area for which there was evidence of three
distinct episodes of occupation, one contemporary with New Rosemont and
two subsequent to 1943.
The archaeological evidence of "Ramon's Store", around 1915, was
limited to a scatter of small fragments of SCA, aqua and brown glass,
characteristic of the 1915 period. The store was identified by an
informant as being in the Feature 1-3 area. It may have been associated
with the rock alignment (footing?) in Feature 1. Twenty fragments of SCA
and aqua bottle glass were found at Feature 1; two were found on the
surface, and one came from Level 3 of Feature 2; and two were found in
Level 1 at Feature 3. The presence of this early glass in the subsurface
parts of Features 2 and 3 was probably accidental, as were the two
fragments found in Level 4 of Feature 8. The bulldozing of the Feature
1-3 area obscured the features and precluded making substantive
generalizations about the presence or absence of artifacts. The surface
of Feature 6 was a relatively undisturbed leveled area. It contained 64
pieces of early bottle glass, including one with a 1917 date and one with
a 1918 date. It was possible that this feature was in some way related
to the store, or to Carabajal who may have lived at Feature 6. However,
the presence of slightly over 700 artifacts from Feature 6 suggested that
the feature may have had only one occupation, which would have been after
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1943.
There were
approximately 1915
several feet above
been the result of

no sites in proximity to AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) where the
trash could have originated, and because the site was
the road, it was unlikely that this trash could have
garbage tossed from passing vehicles.

The corral (Feature 5), where no artifacts were collected, may
have been the corral Daniels said was used by Carabajal.
The trash in Features 1-4, 6 and 8, suggested a second occupation
lasting about 15 years, or from 1943 to about 1958. Feature 1 dated
about 1945 to 1953; Feature 2, 1947 to 1954; Feature 4, 1945 to 1958;
Feature 6, 1943 to 1955; and Feature 8, 1948 to 1952. Subsequently, a
short-term third occupation occurred about 1966. This latter use of the
site was based on well-dated Burgermeister beer bottles made by the
Brockway Glass Company. These bottles were found on the surface of
Feature 1, in the disturbed Level 1 of Feature 2 and throughout the lower
three levels of Feature 3. Only Feature 3 appeared to be clearly a 1966
feature.
No intrafeature patterns or concentrations of surface artifacts
were discerned when their distributions were plotted. Over 79 percent of
the nails were found on the surface of Features 1 and 6, both likely
candidates for building locations.
No artifacts suggested the presence of a store. The few horse
harness parts, wagon parts and horseshoes found were not so numerous as
to suggest the presence of a teamster for the mines. The reported use of
burros, indicated that ore was being hauled on the backs of these
animals, rather than in wagons, as was frequently done in the Rosemont
area. No burro shoes were found to indicate Carabajal's presence.
There were a few artifacts (more than in several sites where
mining was clearly the occupation of the residents of the site) that
could be associated with mining activity. The remains of blasting powder
cans were found in Features 2 and 8, mine car track spikes were found at
Features 4 and 6, and a hobnail miner's shoe came from Feature 6. All
these could have originated with any of the three occupations of the
site.
A few artifacts reflected the presence of at least one woman and
one child, in addition to a man, at the site. These were a piece of
costume jewelry, a nylon stocking, a boy's brogan-style shoe and a
child's cup.
None of the artifacts from the site provide unambiguous
information on ethnicity, or on other aspects of economic, social,
religious or cultural existence.
A wide variety of food-related artifacts were collected,
including plastic bread wrappers. These reflected a relatively simple
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diet, and a greater reliance was probably placed on goods obtained from a
store, than was the case for many of the earlier sites at Rosemont.
On the basis of the presence of rock alignments (footings?),
leveled areas and relatively large quantities of construction-size nails,
it was thought that at least two frame buildings, located at Feature 1
and Feature 6, were present on the site. Added to this were a piece of
corrugated metal roofing; numerous pieces of heavy sheet tin, some with
nail holes and possibly also roofing material; a few roofing nails;
roofing(?) tar; flat glass; and a screen door hook.
A number of small fig trees were present on the site. These were
evidently planted for food purposes, probably by the earliest occupants
of the site. A fig, a pomegranate and a peach tree were planted for the
same reason at AZ EE:2:146 (ASM), the Lopez Ranch.
A fig tree was also found at AZ EE:1:92 (ASM). These all may
have been remnants of more extensive and varied orchards at these sites.
The livestock watering trough, Feature 11, filled automatically
through the use of a float mechanism. Feature 10, which operated in the
same manner, was an earlier version of Feature 11. The trough (Feature
3) at AZ EE:2:152 (ASM) and the one (Feature 2) at AZ EE:1:92 (ASM), were
identical in form to Feature 11.

AZ EE:2:140 (ASM)

An isolated, possible platform (Figures 1.2, 8.13) was designated
AZ EE:2:140 (ASM). It was located in the NE 1/4 of the SW 1/4, Section
18, T185, R16E north of Fig Tree Spring on the western slope of Sycamore
Canyon. The site was within the area designated "grassland" by
McLaughlin and Van Asdall (1977:Figure F-2), at an elevation of about
4720 ft.

History

No historical information was located for this site.

Feature

Only one feature was recorded at this site.
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Feature 1
The platform consisted of a level area, about 10 by 11 ft,
bordered on the south side and southwest corner by a rock alignment of
angular pieces of limestone. The segment north from the corner was about
4 ft long and that on the south side was 6 ft long. A small pile of rock
surrounding a mesquite tree probably marked the southeast corner.
The thin scatter of trash on and around the feature was collected
using the grab sample method.
The only artifacts observed and collected at AZ EE:2:140 (ASM)
were eight fragments representing four cans. Two of the cans are holeand-cap, rectangular tapered meat cans with lapped and soldered side
seams. Both caps have a "C" on them, and both have circular tin disks
soldered to the underside of the cap to catch solder. Both cans had been
opened on the side with a key. One round can is 404 in diameter, and has
a soldered lapped seam. The can ends are crimped and soldered. It had
been key opened on the side. Its original contents are unknown, but
given the way the can had been opened, it may have held meat. The
remaining can is round, has a lapped and soldered side seam and crimped
and soldered end seams. It is at least 304 in height. A cap which once
had a solder catching disk is probably part of one of the latter two
cans.

Summary and Interpretation

This site may have been related to mining or ranching activities,
but no evidence was seen to support either classification. The platform
was similar to those seen on mining related sites elsewhere in the
Rosemont area.
TO ascertain a date of occupation or use of the site, on the
basis of four cans, is risky at best; however, a few key elements
relating to can technology can be of some value to that end. Three of the
cans were opened by using a key to remove a strip of metal on the side.
The key method of can opening was developed by Edward Norton in 1895 (May
1938:221). In 1891 a machine was invented to solder meat cans (Lee
1914:41). The solder on the cans from this site is even and thin,
suggesting machine application. Meat products after 1907 were required to
have the firm, or establishment, number on the can. None of the cans
from this site has an establishment number. The two tapered cans have a
"C" on the caps.
Generally, lapped side seams on cans were uncommon at Rosemont
after 1900. Based on technological considerations and the labeling
requirements, the cans and the site are believed to date from about 1895
to about 1907.
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AZ EE:2:142 (ASM): The Rock House Site

The Rock House site (Figures 1.2, 8.14) was located to the right
of the road along McCleary Canyon Wash in the NW 1/4 of the NE 1/4,
Section 30, T18S, R16E. It is on the flood plain east of the road and
the wash at the foot of a north-south trending ridge. The site is within
an area designated as "woodland" by McLaughlin and van Asdall
(1977:Figure F-2). The elevation of the site is between 5100 and 5110
ft.

History

No historical information was located for this site although an
informant, Mrs. Josefina Encinas, thought that Features 1 and 3 were
parts of the same site.

Features

Three features were recorded: a building constructed of rock and
adobe; the possible remnants of a second building; and a mining prospect.
The site was designated HP21-S1-L1 and L2 by the Arizona State Museum
survey.

Feature 1
Initially, this building (Figure 8.15) appeared as a rectangular
pile of rock with vague alignments where the wall remnants were. The
rocks were angular and made of locally available material. Sections of a
wall standing about 1 ft above grade at the northwest and southwest
corners, and of a north wall, could be distinguished. No rocks were seen
in the southeast corner. The interior of the building was depressed and
partially filled with wall fall. A break in the east side of the south
wall indicated the probably position of a doorway.
When the building was seen by Ayres in 1970, the northwest corner
and the west wall to the doorway stood about 5 ft in height. The
doorway and the southwest corner were prominent. There was an opening
for a small window between the northwest corner and the doorway which was
intact.
A grid of 59 5-ft squares was placed over the feature, forming a
rectangle of approximately 35 ft by 40 ft. A 100 percent collection was
made. Only 15 squares contained artifactual remains.
Upon completion of the surface collecting, 17 5-ft squares were
totally or partially excavated to sterile soil levels in order to
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completely expose the building remains. Excavation revealed a building
much more complex than it had appeared on the surface. The building had
two rooms, rather than the single room which had been assumed. Room 1,
the main room, was constructed partly of rock and partly of adobe. Room
2, a small room attached to the southeast corner of Room 1, was
constructed entirely of adobe. Whether or not the rooms were constructed
at the same time could not be clearly established, but because part of
the south and east walls of Room 1 were made of adobe, it is likely that
the entire building was constructed at the same time.

Room 1
The north and west walls (Figures 8.15, 8.16a) were constructed
entirely of angular, locally available rock, as were parts of the south
and east walls. The rock was laid in no definable courses and was held
in place with mud mortar. The largest rocks were placed at the base of
each wall. The room was built with square, bonded corners and vertical
walls, indicating that an individual with some experience as a mason was
responsible for its construction.
The internal stratigraphy in Room 1 was relatively simple. The
ground surface, except in the southeast corner, had a wall fall layer on
it. Below the rock was a layer of dark organic soil and rock which
varied in thickness from less than 0.1 ft to over 1 ft. In the southeast
corner of this stratum, some melt from the adobe walls occurred. This
stratum extended to the floor surface and probably represents fill
deposited after the building was abandoned.
After removal of surface wall fall, the fill in the room was
removed in two arbitrarily defined levels. Because of the basin shaped
contour of the fill, Level 1 varied in depth from less than 0.1 ft to 0.6
ft. Level 2, which rested on the floor, was a consistent 0.5 ft thick.
Artifacts in contact with the floor were bagged separately.
The room had an irregular plan: the length of the interior east
wall was 12.7 ft; the west wall, 12.4 ft; the north wall, 9.8 ft; and the
south wall, 11.3 ft. The maximum height of the walls above the floor
also varied. The south and east rock walls measured 3 ft; the south and
east adobe walls 0.8 ft; the west rock wall 1.6 ft; and the north rock
wall 1.8 ft. No footing trenches for the walls were observed. The width
of the walls was also found to vary. The east wall adobe measured 1.5 ft'
and the south wall adobe was 0.8 ft wide. The rock walls varied from 1.5
to 2 ft in width but in most cases 2 ft appeared to be the width for
which the builder was striving. The width of the doorway in the west
wall was 2.6 ft.
The southeast corner and parts of the south and east walls were
constructed of adobe bricks. No rocks from fallen walls were seen on the
surface, and no rocks were found on, in or near the walls during their
excavation. The same was true for Room 2. South from the northeast
corner, about 7 ft of the wall was rock, and the remaining 6 ft of adobe
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Figure 8.16a AZ EE:2:142 (ASM), Feature 1. View of the field stone
portion of Feature 1, looking north
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construction. From the southwest corner east, 2 ft of the south wall
were rock, and the remaining 9 ft were adobe.
The rock on the adobe near the southwest corner of Room 1
suggests a possible overlapping of rock and adobe brick courses to tie
the two wall segments firmly together. The adobe bricks were grey and
the mortar red-brown in color. Both contained numerous small rocks up to
1 in in diameter. In the south wall near the southeast corner, a 1.8 ft
wide low spot was found in the adobe which probably marks the location of
the doorway into Room 2. The top of the low spot, or "threshold" was 0.6
ft above the floor in Room 1.
The earthen floor was located at the base of the wall rocks or
slightly below them. The base of the west wall was lower than floor
level by about 0.4 ft. The floor was probably excavated and leveled
after the walls were constructed. At the east end of the room, the
floor was cut into a sterile, red-brown clay layer about 0.2 ft to 0.3
ft. Moving from east to west, progressively less material had to be
removed in order to create a level floor surface so that in the west end
nothing had to be removed. The floor surface, which had a number of
artifacts on it, was consistently level throughout the room.

Room 2
The adobe brick walls of Room 2 (Figure 8.15, 8.16b), attached to
the southeast corner of Room 1, enclosed a nearly square space which may
have been used as a storage room.
The room was excavated in three arbitrary levels. Level 1 varied
in thickness as a result of an uneven ground surface but was
approximately 0.8 ft in depth. The depth of Level 2 was 0.35 ft and
Level 3, which rested on the floor, was about 0.4 ft in depth. The floor
was a slightly irregular, sterile red-brown clay layer identical to that
in Room 1, except it was about 0.1 ft higher. It was about 0.5 ft lower
than the doorway "threshold" in the north wall. The fill in Room 2 was
similar to that in Room 1 except that, in Levels 2 and 3 a quantity of
ash, charcoal and burned adobe brick fragments were found. These were
possibly the result of a postabandonment campfire. Adobe melt was found
throughout the room fill.
Three adobe bricks were found standing on edge along the interior
face of the south wall. The purpose of these bricks could not be
determined. They may have been placed there to prevent salt erosion of
the wall.
The interior wall lengths of Room 2 were: east wall 4.5 ft,
south wall 4.9 ft and west wall 5 ft. The heights of the walls above the
floor were 1.4 ft, 1.5 ft and 1.45 ft respectively. In their present
deteriorated condition, the walls varied from 0.8 ft to 1 ft in width.
The walls appeared to be only one brick wide, that is, the bricks were
laid lengthwise in the wall.
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Figure 8.16b AZ EE:2:142 (ASM), Feature 1. View of the adobe portion
of Feature 1, looking west
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The pattern of corner bonding or abutting was not entirely clear,
given the condition of the walls. Only the southeast corner was
unmistakably bonded, where alternating courses of the two walls
overlapped. Whether the southwest and northwest corners were bonded or
abutted could not be established. The east wall of Room 2 appeared to
be an extension of the east wall of Room 1.
The adobe bricks were grey and the mortar red-brown in color.
Clearly, they were made on the site. Both contained an exceptional
quantity of small rock which, no doubt, lessened the quality of the
bricks and contributed to their deterioration. The deteriorated
condition of the bricks made measurements obtained from them unreliable.
Those measurements that could be made indicated that the bricks were
about 0.3 to 0.4 ft thick, 0.8 to 1 ft wide, and 1.4 to 1.7 ft long.
Excavations on the exterior of the building
areas adjacent to the walls and, for the most part,
expose and define the exterior sides of the walls.
excavated more extensively, the northwest corner of
southeast corner of Room 2 (EU-23).

were confined to
were made only to
Two areas were
Room 1 and the

A 2 ft by 5 ft trench, whose surface sloped up to the north, was
excavated at the exterior northwest corner along the west wall. It
extended north, 2 ft beyond the corner. Excavation was carried to a depth
of 1.5 ft on the north end and 0.9 ft on the south end. Dark, organic soil
with large quantities of small rocks was encountered throughout. No
cultural material was found below the top of Level 3 which was 0.93 ft
below the surface at the north end and 0.23 ft below the surface at the
south end.
A complete 5-ft square, EU-23, was excavated on the exterior of
the southeast corner of Room 2. Its purpose was to investigate a small
depression which, subsequently, was found to be natural rather than
cultural in origin. The southeast corner of the adobe wall (Room 2) was
encountered in the northwest corner of the square at 0.55 ft below
surface. The 5-ft square was fully excavated in three levels (surface to
1.45 ft), except for the wall corner encountered at 0.55 ft below
surface. A fourth level was also excavated. It was 0.65 ft in depth,
and covering only a 3-ft square in the southeast corner of EU-23. Level
4 was excavated to a sterile, red-brown clay layer which was identical to
that found to be the floor in Room 1. Trash was located at all four
levels.

Artifacts: Surface
Only 26 artifacts were collected from the surface of Feature 1.
Glass accounted for 10 of the fragments: two clear, three aqua, one
amber and one cobalt blue. All fragments were from bottle glass. Two
pieces were of an aqua, rectangular panel of a proprietary medicine
bottle. Another was a 3/32 in thick piece of aqua flat glass. Only one
ceramic sherd was found, a piece of an undecorated, hardpaste white
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earthen ware cup. The nine can fragments included six miscellaneous
pieces, two fragments of a kidney oval tobacco can with match striking
ridges on its base and a round syrup can. Other metal artifacts were:
one wire 8d finishing nail; a 300 diameter can end with a nail hole
through the center; a piece of wire (Table 8.5); and a safety pin.
Miscellaneous artifacts included a piece of leather and a two-hole, 16
ligne shell button.

Artifacts: Excavation
A total of 347 artifacts were recovered from the excavations in
and around Feature 1. One hundred and fifty-four of these came from the
building interior fill, 62 were found on the floor and 70 were discovered
while trenching around the exterior of the building. An additional 61
came from EU-23, which was a trash deposit near the southeast exterior
corner of the building.
From the interior, at Level 1, came 12 fragments of glass: three
SCA; six aqua, one of which was a rectangular paneled bottle, probably a

proprietary medicine; and a fragment each of clear, brown and
glass. The latter had a machine-made crown finish and was of
origin. Eleven can fragments: a piece of a round can, a 408
can end and nine pieces of a large square or rectangular can,
found in Level 1.

amber
recent
diameter
were also

Other metal included: 11 pieces of wire (Table 8.5); one 4d
smooth box nail; 1 3/4 in long iron rivet; and a 37 ligne face from a
two-piece brass button. The button had "LEVI/STRAUSS/& CO" embossed on
it. Only one shell object, a four-hole, 23 ligne button was found in
Level 1.
Level 2, interior, produced seven pieces (two clear, five aqua)
of glass. One of the aqua pieces had "S..." on it, and was probably from
a proprietary medicine bottle.
Most of the can fragments (25) were from large square or
rectangular cans. One fragment was from a hole-and-cap, lapped seam, key
opened, rectangular tapered meat can. Another was part of a 204 diameter
baking powder lid with "...ABSOLUTELY PURE" on it. There were also two
miscellaneous fragments.
Fragments of wire were numerous at Level 2, where 57 pieces were
found (Table 8.5). Only five nails, one each of 4d square, 3d and 6d
smooth box and 8d and 20d common, were found. Other metal objects from
Level 2 included: a 3 1/2 in long strip of tin; a 3 in long iron rivet
from a wagon; two pieces on a 14 gage small bucket bail; a 2 1/4 by 15 in
long broken iron strap from a wagon; a 1 by 1 14 in roller harness
buckle, with a fragment of leather still attached; and a .22 cartridge
case with an "H" headstamp. The "H" headstamp was that of the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company, 1966 to the present (Suydam 1977:325).
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TABLE 8.5. WIRE, AZ EE:2:142 (ASM)

Area

8

12

Gauge
16
14

Exc. Interior
L. 1
Exc. Interior
L. 2

1

2

Miscellaneous
1

11

50(5) 3

1

57

4

1

Exc. Exterior
L. 2

1

1

Totals

10(1)

28

Floor
Exc. Exterior
L. 1

17

28
6

1(1)

3

1

EU-23

L. 1

1(1)

1

EU-23

L. 2

1(1)

1

EU-23

L. 3

1

1

Surface
Totals

1

1(1)

2

1

3

94

7

2

109

(Numbers in parentheses indicate number of pieces of wire with machine
tied baling loops.)
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Eleven miscellaneous artifacts were collected. These were: two
pieces from a child's slateboard; three fragments of rubber; a 23 ligne,
two-hole shell button; and five pieces of bone. The bone consisted of an
indeterminate, sawn and calcined fragment of Bos taurus; two large
Artiodactyl phalanx fragments, also calcined; a Bos taurus femur head
sawn across the top; and an entire first phalanx from Bos taurus.
Sixty-two artifacts were recovered, which were in direct contact
with the floor. These included: four pieces of aqua flat glass, three
of which were 1/16 in thick and one which was 3/32 in thick; a fragment
of hardpaste white earthen ware; five round can fragments; four pieces of
a large square or rectangular can; a cap from a hole-and-cap can, part of
a friction lid that fit over the body of the can; 28 pieces of wire
(Table 8.5); a 2 in long horseshoe nail; two 1 1/2 in long, large head
roofing nails; a 1 1/4 by 3 3/4 in felloe plate (part of a wagon
assembly, see Spivey 1979:34); a .22 cartridge with a "U" headstamp (mark
of the Union Metallic Cartridge Company which dates 1867 to at least
1910, see Suydam 1979:324); nine pieces of rubber; an irregular shaped
white chalk like material (paint?); two fragments of a man's shoe,
consisting of an eyelet row and one hook; and a short piece of leather
harness strap, lapped and riveted with two copper rivets.
Excavations along the walls of the exterior of the building on
the east, west and south sides produced 70 artifacts. Level 1
contained: three aqua bottle glass pieces, and one sherd of 1/16 in
thick aqua flat glass; a piece of a kidney oval tobacco can with match
strike ridges on the base; a 212 diameter push in-pry out friction lid;
six pieces of wire (Table 8.5); one 8d finishing nail; a 4d common wire
nail; a 4d smooth box nail; a 5/8 in square cut tack; a 3d square cut
nail; a fragment of a rifle cartridge case; a 1 1/2 by 3 11/16 in two
holed iron object (possibly part of a wagon); two, 22 ligne metal overall
buttons; a piece of unidentified, tapered iron; a brass and iron button
like object (also unidentified); and a strip of tin.
Twenty-two pieces of bottle glass were found at Level 2 which
included: an aqua fragment of a horizontally ribbed peppersauce bottle;
two dark green and one light green fragments; eight aqua pieces with "Dr
KING'S/NEW DISCOVERY/FOR CONSUMPTION", a proprietary medicine bottle;
and, 10 aqua fragments labelled "(HO)STETTER'S (ES)SENCE OF (JAM)AICA
GINGER/PITTSBURGH" which were also from a proprietary medicine bottle.
King's products dated from at least 1886 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:53)
until at least 1926 (Brewer and Company 1926:71). The fragments that
were found compared to those which were illustrated by Wilson and Wilson
for the 1890s. The Hostetter's Jamaica Ginger bottle probably dated
after 1875 (Wilson and Wilson 1971:45). It was not listed by Brewer and
Company for 1926.
Additional artifacts that were collected from Level 2 were:
three pieces of wire (Table 8.5); a lead bullet 0.76 in in diameter; and
a brass, 9/16 in diameter, knurled edge, threaded and slotted nut which
was attached to a 2 in long brass tube.
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From Level 3 (only excavated at the exterior northwest corner)
came 14 aqua fragments from a Hostetter's Essence of Jamaica Ginger
bottle. These fit onto the fragments that were found in Level 2 of the
same location. A piece of 1/16 in thick aqua flat glass was also
collected in Level 3.
A small depression (EU-23), located near the southeast corner of
the building, was also excavated. The depression, which appeared to be
of natural origin, was apparently used for trash disposal. A total of 61
artifacts were excavated at EU-23.
Level 1 produced two clear pieces of a machine-made, continuous
thread bottle finish; one SCA fragment; a piece of a round syrup can with
part of the lid in place; and a piece of wire (Table 8.5). Level 2
contained 34 artifacts including: three SCA pieces of a Type 1 preserve
food jar; eight clear sherds, three of which were from a paneled catsup
bottle; four aqua pieces of a ring peppersauce bottle and finish
(identical to that in Putnam 1965:211); one SCA brandy finish from a
whiskey bottle; and one light green and two brown bottle fragments.
Additional objects were also collected from Level 2: a porcelain
finial; a round can fragment; a piece of 411 tall sanitary can; two
pieces of an oval tobacco can and lid; five fragments of a round syrup
can with part of the lid (all of which attach to the syrup can from Level
1); a fragment of a 5 in round friction lid that fit over a can body; a
piece of wire (Table 8.5); two pieces of an 11 gage small bucket bail; a
fragment of a leather shoe heel with iron nails; and a fragment of a
rubber syringe bulb.
Level 3 produced eight clear pieces of a paneled catsup bottle
which were probably part of that found in Level 2; a cut out can end; and
one piece of wire (Table 8.5).
From Level 4 came only 11 aqua pieces of an oval, horizontally
ribbed, peppersauce bottle with an oval label panel which was identical
to that found at Level 2. The base had "2931" on it.

Feature 2
A mining prospect, designated Feature 2, was located about 60 ft
east of Feature 1 on the side of the north-south ridge. The excavation
was about 9 ft square and a least 5 ft deep. No artifacts were observed
on the surface.

Feature 3
Initial inspection of this feature revealed what appeared to be
the remains of a level platform, located adjacent to the road along
McCleary Canyon Wash, about 290 ft north of the Rock House (Feature 1).
The site was within the flood plain, and flooding, construction of the
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road and occasional grading of the road appeared to have adversely
affected it.
Very little remains of this feature except for part of the lower,
rear (east) wall, part of the north wall, a leveled area and a thin
scatter of trash. The building was constructed of locally available,
angular rocks which were probably held in place with mud mortar. The
rear wall remnant was about 1.3 ft in height, 15 ft in length,and it
varied in width from 1 to 1.5 ft. A segment of the south wall extended
from the southeast corner toward the road for a distance of about 8 ft.
The level area between the walls and the road probably approximated the
original floor level of the building. A small, flat piece of galvanized
metal sheeting which was found on the north side of the level area, may
have been a remnant of the roof covering.
A grid system of 42 5-ft square units was placed over the feature
and a 100 percent collection of surface artifacts made. Only 10 squares
contained artifacts.
At the conclusion of the surface collecting, a 5-ft square at the
end of the south wall segment, and within the building, was excavated. No
floor or other building related elements were encountered.
After removal of the wall fall in the southeast corner,
excavation began, using arbitrary levels. The surface of the square
sloped to the south and slightly to the west. Level 1 was a uniform 0.2
ft in depth and followed the slope. It contained some cultural debris as
did the upper part of Level 2. Level 2 was excavated to sterile soil at
a depth of 0.45 ft on the east end of the square. At the west end, the
bottom of Level 2 and that of Level 1 coincided because sterile soil
approached the surface at this point. Level 2 was therefore wedge shaped
in east-west cross section. The bottom of Level 2 was a level surface.
The surface at, and beyond, the excavated area toward the road, had
apparently been disturbed or removed.

Artifacts
Only 29 artifacts were recovered from this feature; 18 from the
surface and 11 from excavations in what had been the building's interior.
Glass, all from the surface, consisted of seven pieces, one of
which was clear and six amber. The amber pieces represented two recent
stubby beer bottles; one had a 15 oz capacity.
Only two undecorated hardpaste white earthen ware sherds were
collected. one was possibly from a plate.
The metal artifacts which were collected from the surface were
three cans and six miscellaneous items. One of the cans was a whole, all
steel beer can, 211 x 412 in size; one was a fragment of a bucket lid 56 in in diameter (possibly from a lard can); and one was a fragment of a
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soldered can. Two cartridge cases were collected. One was a Remingtonpeters 12 gage shotgun shell, made after 1962 (Suydam 1971:329), and one
was for a .45 caliber revolver. This cartridge had a headstamp, "F A 6
05", indicating that it was made at the Frankford Arsenal in June, 1905.
This cartridge type was made only in the years 1905 and 1906 (Suydam
1979:234).
An 8 1/2 in diameter, cast iron stove lid with a lifter hole was
found, as were a piece of 16 gage wire, a piece of 17 gage wire and a 1
in diameter bolt and nut. The head had been cut off of the bolt which
was 12 in in length. The square nut was 1 5/8 in on a side.
In the 5-ft square, excavated through the present surface within
the building, only a few artifacts were recovered. In Level 1 were:
five common wire nails, three 4d, one 6d, one 8d and a 1 in fencing
staple; the fragment of a small clothing buckle; and parts of three
metal overall buttons, each 22 lignes in size. In Level 2, only one 4d
nail was seen.

Summary and Interpretation

The house remains (Feature 1) at AZ EE:2:142 (ASM) may represent
the habitation of a miner, possibly the one who excavated the prospect,
Feature 2. However, nothing was found at Feature 1 that indicated the
occupation of the person(s) who lived there.
The quantity of trash found at Feature 1 was surprisingly
limited. Only 373 artifacts, 26 from the surface and 347 from
excavations, were found. Only a few of these provided dates which might
be of use in determining the site's occupation dates.
No well dated artifacts, from any provenience, were found at
Feature 1. The presence of a small quantity of SCA glass, sanitary cans,
oval tobacco cans and machine-made bottle glass clearly indicated a post
1900 date for the site. It is even possible that this site was occupied
at the same time as New Rosemont (1915-1919) or later.
No patterns or concentrations of artifacts were observed except
that the flat glass was found only along both sides of the east wall,
which was the only one known to contain a window.
A number of artifacts such as long iron rivets used on wagons, a
wagon wheel felloe plate and a number of other pieces of iron possibly
related to wagons, horseshoe nails, a leather harness strap and a harness
buckle suggest that a wagon and at least one horse were used at the site,
possibly for transportation purposes. It is also possible that the
resident of the site was a teamster for the mines.
The age and sex of the occupants of the site were suggested by
few artifacts. No artifact could specifically be said to reflect the
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presence of a woman, and only a few fragments of a slateboard may have
been child related. The slateboard could just as easily have been used
by an adult. The preponderance of functionally identifiable artifacts,
including tobacco cans, cartridge cases, a whiskey bottle, a man's shoe
and a man's pants and overall buttons, reflected the presence of a male.
So many specifically male artifacts (relative to the number of possible
female - child artifacts) were found at this feature, that it seems
possible that only single male occupied this site.
No artifacts clearly provided information on the ethnicity,
status or other aspects of the resident's economic, social, religious or
cultural existence.
The most interesting aspect of the site was the remains of the
dwelling at Feature 1.
The combination of stone and adobe in a single small building is
unusual in Arizona, and no other example of it was found at Rosemont.
While the use of two different materials may be unusual, it cannot be
said that such a combination was a surprise. A perusal of photographs of
mining camps in southern Arizona revealed that mining camp architecture
and indeed, rural vernacular architecture generally, during the late 19th
and early 20th century, was most eclectic in character. The largest room
of the structure, constructed mainly of mud mortared stone, had a window
and a doorway in the west wall. These were probably the only openings in
the building. The roof may have been a shed roof sloping to the rear, or
east, of the building. No evidence of the roof, beyond a couple of
roofing nails, was found.
The walls appeared to have been set on the surface without a
builder's trench of any kind. The dirt floor was below the bottom of the
walls, may have been excavated and leveled after the walls were erected.
A number of artifacts were found on the floor.
The small, approximately 5 ft square adobe room at the southeast
corner was too small to have been used for living purposes, but it may
have been used for storage. A 1.8 ft wide opening, with an adobe
threshold, allowed entry into the room.
A considerable amount of ash, charcoal and burned adobe fragments
in the fill above the dirt floor of this room probably resulted from a
postoccupation campfire. The floor showed no evidence of burning.
The 29 artifacts from Feature 3, some of which were recent in
origin, did not provide enough information to establish either the
feature's function or its occupation period. The glass, the beer can and
the shotgun shell found were of recent origin. The other objects may
have represented trash that had been deposited during occupation of the
site, but only the .45 caliber cartridge case was datable.
If, as our informant Mrs. Encinas believes, this feature was a
contemporary of Feature 1, then the latter should date the same as
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Feature 1, or post-1900. She also stated that Feature 3 was constructed
entirely of stone.
The nails found during excavation and the metal roofing pieces
probably indicate that the building had a metal covered wood roof. The
building materials (especially the stone) which were used at both
features, reflected a more permanent architecture than was generally seen
in the Rosemont area. Who erected these stone buildings and for what
purpose remains unknown.

AZ EE:1:94 (AS M)

This site (Figures 1.2, 8.17) contained a single, rock
reinforced, level platform in the SW 1/4 of the NE 1/4, Section 1, T19S,
R15E, and was located on a high, steepsided north-south trending ridge
within an area of grasslands, as defined by McLaughlin and Van Asdall
(1977). The platform was about 5330 ft in elevation.

History

No historical information was located for this site, which had
been discovered in 1980 as a result of a survey conducted after the
original Rosemont study (Huckell 1981).

Feature

The platform (Figure 8.18) was an artificially leveled rectangle,
approximately 15 ft by 25 ft. The east side and the southeast and
northeast corners were held in place by a single course of large, angular
rock. West of the platform, on the crest of the ridge, was a dirt road.
On the downhill slope east of the platform, was a very thin scatter of
trash collected by the grab sample method. Two oval tobacco cans with
hinged lids (Prince Albert style), an unidentifiable can fragment, a
kippered herring can, a sanitary can fragment, an evaporated milk can,
bottle glass (brown, light green and clear), five ceramic fragments
representing one cup and two flat glass fragments, were collected.

Summary and Interpretation

On the basis of the carefully constructed, rock reinforced,
platform and on the limited trash present, no conclusion could be reached
as to the purpose of this site. It was more likely to be related to
mining than to agricultural activity, but no known mining activity was
located within a reasonable distance.
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Figure 8.18 AZ EE:1:94 (ASM). View of rock alignment looking south
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Based on the trash collected, only a few usable dates could be
ascertained. The oval tobacco cans dated, at the earliest, from 1908
(Periodical publishers Assoc. 1934:74). The kipper can has the word,
"NORVEGE" stamped on it. The place of origin was required on cans
containing fish after 1907 (May 1938:157). The construction of the
oblong can was two piece; that is, a drawn, one piece body with a machine
attached top. A can of this type was first used in the U.S. in Maine,
beginning about 1900 (Lawrence 1914:52). The sanitary can end dated
after 1897, when open top or sanitary can making machinery was perfected
(May 1938:82). The evaporated milk can measured 214 x 406, and was
dated by Simonis (N.D.) to 1915-1930. Simonis did not cite his sources
for these dates.
A hand-finished, crown cap beer with A.B. Co. on its base,
provided additional dates. The American Bottle Company produced bottles
between 1905 and 1929, but they discontinued making hand-finished bottles
after 1917 (Toulouse 1971:30, 32). Finally, machine-made, clear, wide
mouth food bottle fragments were found. The finish was for a pry off
type, metal lid or a two-piece cap with a sealed disk top held by a tear
off or otherwise removable, metal band which came into use after 1910
(Holscher 1965:35).
On the basis of the datable artifacts and the small quantity of
trash on the surface generally, occupation of the site probably occurred,
for a limited duration, sometime between 1910 and 1920.
The presence of two fragments of 7/64 in thick, flat glass hinted
at the possibility that a building with one or more windows stood on the
platform; however, the glass was thicker than common window glass. This,
and the lack of nails on site, mitigated against the suggestion that a
building existed on the site.

Chapter 9
DATA INTEGRATION AND INTERPRETATION

Introduction

A total of 30 sites were studied during the course of this
project: 14 mining, five ranching, four governmental (two related to a
school and two to the U.S. Forest Service) and seven miscellaneous sites
whose use was either unknown or had more than one purpose.
The occupation periods of these sites cover more than a century,
from 1883 to the present (Table 9.1).
The earliest occupied site in the study area, if we are to
believe Edward Vail (Document 33), was the VR Ranch. Vail established
this ranch in 1883. James Brown was living at the Narragansett Mine at
least by mid-1881 but this site is outside the study area. A casual
search of the Narragansett claim revealed nothing dating to the 1880s.
William McCleary was in the area in the 1880s, but no site was located
which had been occupied by him at that early date.
The Sweet Bye and Bye claim was established about 1887. Although
it is believed that the mine on the claim was identified, trash at the
mine [AZ EE:1:111 (ASM)] and at a nearby habitation site [AZ EE:1:108
(ASM)] did not predate 1906.
The first major occupation of the Rosemont area occurred in the
mid-1890s, during which time Martinez and Lopez founded their small
ranches [AZ EE:2:68 and 146 (ASM)] and the Old Rosemont community
(including the school site, AZ EE:2:138, 144, 148 (ASM) was established.
Only Old Rosemont, the so-called school teacher's platform [AZ EE:2:148
ASM)], a small mining site, AZ EE:2:70 (ASM), and AZ EE:2:140 (ASM)
contained trash dating them to the 1890s.
Eight sites appear to have been created during the period between
the decline of Old Rosemont and the ascendancy of New Rosemont (1904 to
1912).
New Rosemont, the most notable of the 20th century sites, was
established in 1915. Seven smaller sites were also created in 1915 and
another one possibly a year later, in 1916.
Only four sites seem to have been founded after 1916: the
precipitation tanks, AZ EE:2:145 (ASM); the small squatter ranch, AZ
EE:2:152 (ASM); the leaching tank, AZ EE:1:105 (ASM); and a habitation
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TABLE 9.1. OCCUPATION DATES FOR THE ROSEMONT HISTORIC SITES
Site
Number

AZ EE:2:139 (ASM)
AZ EE:1:111 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:68 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:138 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:146 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:148 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:70 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:140 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:156 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:93 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:108 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:144 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:107 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:92 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:94 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:143 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:157 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:106 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:110 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:153 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:149 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:151 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:155 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:142 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:109 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:145 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:152 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:105 (ASM)
AZ EE:2:154 (ASM)
1890

1900

1910

1920

1 Dashed lines represent uncertain dates.

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980
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site, AZ EE:2:154 (ASM).
Three sites, AZ EE:1:106 (ASM), AZ EE:2:151 (ASM) and AZ
EE:2:155 (ASM), were all founded in 1915 and abandoned by 1927, but each
was again occupied later. The first site was occupied a second time
between 1945 and 1957, the second between 1945 and 1966 and the third
between 1943 and 1958. The latter site was briefly occupied for a third
time about 1966.
A number of sites including Old Rosemont, New Rosemont, the
Martinez Ranch, and several others contained occasional pieces of posthistoric
period occupation trash. While some of this trash was
undoubtedly of a casual nature, some, such as that at New Rosemont, may
reflect short term occupations by miners, campers or others.
In summary, two sites predate 1890, six had been created by 1900
and 17 were established between 1900 and 1916. Only four sites were
founded after 1916. One site, AZ EE:2:150 (ASM), was undated.
With the exception of the VR Ranch, 1966 seems to represent the
last year that anyone was living within the project area. The
termination of three of the four sites occupied in 1966 may have been due
to bulldozing of sites in the Rosemont area by the U.S. Forest Service in
order to discourage "hippies" from living on the Coronado National
Forest.

Research Domains

The historic sites portion of the Rosemont archaeological
project was designed to identify historic sites and features, to date the
periods of occupation or utilization and, where possible, to determine
site functions and life styles. The latter included aspects of socio
cultural behavior, settlement or demographic patterns, subsistence and
mining and ranching technology.
The research domains are listed in detail in Chapter 3. To
address the questions or research domains listed in Chapter 3, this
chapter consolidates their discussion into five general categories:
interaction, both economic and personal; population characteristics;
subsistence; settlement, including geographic aspects; and architecture
and technology.
An attempt was made to address each of these categories equally
through the use of archaeology, historical documentation and informants.
Obviously, the quality and quantity of data from each source varied
substantially. The characteristics of the latter two sources are more or
less obvious; however, that for archaeology at Rosemont is not.
Therefore, a brief discussion of the nature of the archaeological remains
is necessary.
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Because sites were located on both patented and Coronado National
Forest lands, it was originally intended that more intensive field work
be performed on the forest lands. However, in order to provide greater
comparability between sites and artifacts, it was decided that more or
less equal attention should be given to each site. This resulted in
several sites, such as New and Old Rosemont, receiving less attention
than they might otherwise have merited.
Most sites consisted of little more than surface scatters of
trash; this led to greater attention being given to the surface than to
excavations. In most cases, a grid of 5-ft squares was established over
a site or feature and then 100 percent of the surface trash was
collected. In some cases, random samples of lesser quantities of trash
were taken.
Generally, the trash consisted of very small fragments which
created collection and identification problems. Complete artifacts
were confined to small objects, such as buttons and nails.
Vandalism was another factor which affected the quality and
quantity of the data. The trash dump at Old Rosemont and a few of the
features at New Rosemont had obviously been dug into by bottle
collectors. Although there was no direct evidence, it was suspected that
some surface collecting on other sites had also been carried out by
collectors. On the whole, however, the level of vandal activity was such
that the effect on site identification, dating and interpretation was
minimal. Several features at New Rosemont had been disturbed by
bulldozers. This was probably done by miners who were improving the
roads or performing required work on claims. Most discouraging and
unnecessary was the almost total obliteration of a number of historically
important sites along McCleary Canyon Wash by the U.S. Forest Service.
An analysis of surface artifact distribution on most of the
features failed to produce any evidence of patterning, clustering of
functionally specific remains or other observable spacial differences.
However, in a number of cases, some evidence was found that nails were
often clustered on platforms. Possibly, this was a reflection of the
former presence of buildings. In many cases, however, the greatest
numbers of nails were not on platforms but were in trash dumps.
Similarly, the quantity of mining specific artifacts found on sites known
through documentation to be mining related, such as New Rosemont, was
confusing. Only 22 out of nearly 28,000 artifacts collected at that site
were connected to mining. Most of those sites thought to have been
constructed in association with mining activities, contained only a
single mining related artifacts. The nails and mining artifacts were, at
best, ambiguous indicators of the presence or absence of architecture,
and for the assignation of mining as a site function. The same held true
for the use of other artifacts to establish or verify ranching, school,
Forest Service or other site functions.
One or more generalized habitation or domestic occupations were
reflected by the trash on most sites. Rarely did the artifacts provide
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unequivocal information regarding specific feature functions. In two
instances at Old Rosemont (Features 5 and 7, both assay offices), the
artifacts clearly reflected the nature of the activity. Historical
documentation was available for only one of the two features.
Perhaps future trash collections from such sites need to be
computer evaluated as total units comparing one site or feature with
another on the basis of ratios of the artifacts types found.
From the perspective of hindsight, we can see that little was
gained by the use of the 5-ft square grid systems or by the random
sampling performed at several sites. It appears that if surface trash
had been collected using only the grab sample method, similar results
would have been obtained overall.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that without the
historical documentation that was available, most of the sites could not
have been assigned to mining, ranching or other functional categories on
the basis of the artifacts alone. The absence of artifacts clearly
reflecting feature or site function, placed all the more value on the
collection and use of historical documentation.
Interaction
A major area of research concern centered on the nature and
extent of interaction that took place among the residents of the Rosemont
sites, and between them and residents of nearby communities, both
economically and socio-culturally. It was found that these interactions
varied through time, partly in response to changing and improving
communication routes.
Before 1894, the population of the Rosemont area was small and
transitory. The level of interaction that occurred among individuals is
unknown, but disposal of the ore produced by Parks and Brown, for
example, would have been required. Mining and disposal of ore would have
neccessitated interaction. We know that Parks shipped some of his ore to
St. Louis, but what Brown did over the years is not clear. He may have
used the smelter at Helvetia for a time. Such primarily economic
interaction would have been sporadic. Brown, at least, would probably
have oriented himself westward towards Helvetia, the Santa Cruz River
Valley and Tucson.
Tucson would have been a major locus of activity during this and
subsequent periods, because of its size and its status as the Pima County
seat where mining claims had to be registered. It would also have been a
source of labor and the only location where major repairs to heavy
smelter equipment could be facilitated (Document 99).
By the time Parks, Brown and others in the Rosemont area began
mining, the Southern Pacific Railroad, which reached Tucson in 1880, was
already in existence to the north. To the south, the New Mexico and
Arizona Railroad had been completed in 1882. It later became part of the
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Southern pacific system.
With the increase of activity at Rosemont after 1894 (Figure 9.1).
communities on the railroads assumed new importance as larger quantities
of ore and matte were shipped from the mines, and as labor, machinery,
supplies and other goods were brought in. In at least one instance in
1894, wagons were used to haul machinery and supplies to Old Rosemont,
directly from Tucson (Document 121). Direct economic interaction with
Tucson declined after 1894, but contact was maintained.
In 1894, the results of ore smelting, or the matte (impure,
highly concentrated copper sulphide), produced at Old Rosemont, was
shipped via Sonoita; coke was freighted back to the smelter (Document
89). Vail may also have been used as a shipping point. In 1899, the
Lewisohns first shipped their matte from Vail, but because it was
cheaper, they later hauled it to Sonoita (Document 104). Coke for the
smelter was freighted back to Old Rosemont from whichever of the two
railroad stops was being used. When the smelter was incapacitated, ore
was shipped from Vail to the Tucson smelter; later on, it was sent to the
one in El Paso.
16- 1899, a stage line ran from Old Rosemont to Pantano, a stop on
the Southern Pacific line, about 21 miles to the north (Schaefer
1979:14). Just when this route was initiated is unknown; possibly it
began in 1894. It may have continued until 1910 but it was probably
terminated shortly after 1900.
Throughout most of Helvetia's existence, matte and raw ore from
its mines were also freighted to Vail, and mining equipment and supplies
were hauled back. In 1909, Helvetia had daily mail and passenger service
from Vail, 18 miles to the northeast; between 1901 and 1912 two stage
lines connected Tucson to Helvetia (Feil 1968:91).
The U.S. Post Office also provided a level of interaction between
Old Rosemont and the surrounding communities. The Old Rosemont post
office, which operated from 1894 to 1910, acquired the mail via Pantano
(Document 74). In 1902 the citizens of Old Rosemont enjoyed tri-weekly
mail delivery (Connell 1902:145). When the post office closed, mail was
sent to Helvetia for delivery to Old Rosemont. In 1921, the Helvetia
post office closed and the mail was routed through Vail.
There was a less formal interaction between Greaterville and Old
Rosemont residents. John Anderson, in his capacity as Notary Public,
served individuals from old Rosemont on a number of occasions. He
notarized a school census made by the postmaster, W.S. George, in 1902; a
school teacher's annual report in 1904; an oath of office for U.S. Forest
Service Ranger, Armour Scholefield; another school census in 1905; and an
oath of office for Armour Scholefield as Deputy Fish and Game
Commissioner in 1905. Anderson, who ran the store in Greaterville and
who took the 1900 U.S. Census of Rosemont, was elected the Justice of the
Peace of Helvetia in 1902.
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Figure 9.1
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Employees of what eventually became the U.S. Forest Service were
responsible for the supervision of the Santa Rita Forest Preserve, which
later became the Coronado National Forest. They had daily interaction
with miners, ranchers and others within the forest. These employees were
headquartered in or near Old Rosemont from about 1904 to about 1929.
Vail was commonly used as the point on the railroad from which these men
traveled to Tucson (Document 39).
These rangers regulated the cutting of wood for fuel and fence
posts, watched for game poachers, maintained a watch over miners,
ranchers and other users of the forest and attempted to close saloons on
the forest. The efforts to close the Helvetia saloons involved a great
deal of correspondence (Document 39).
There is little documentation available expressing the level of
interaction among individuals living in or near Old Rosemont. The major
places of personal contact and interaction at Old Rosemont would have
been the various places of work (smelter or mines), bunkhouse, store,
hotel, post office and store, school and Forest Ranger's facility.
Presumably the miners, ranchers, forest service employees and school
teachers traded at the company store. They also probably utilized the
blacksmith shop and patronized the post office. Miners may have
conducted business with their employer at the hotel, which probably housed
the company office.
Judging from the individuals loitering around the store in Figure
4.3, it seems to have been a casual meeting place. It is uncertain who
operated the store through time, but Adolfo Verdugo and Bartolo Barcelo
had stores both in Helvetia and Old Rosemont by 1899. They purchased
goods from Anderson in Greaterville (as did William McCleary and other
Old Rosemont residents from time to time) but most of their good came
from Zechendorf and Company in Tucson (Document 122). Sometime after the
downfall of Old Rosemont, a store was operated there by George
Scholefield until the late 1920s.
Old Rosemont's Pantano - Vail - Sonoita - Greaterville - Helvetia
network came to a close with the demise of its smelter. After 1910, only
the U.S. Forest Service and a few others remained in the surrounding
area. Contact with the outside was attenuated with no post office, stage
line or freighting to the railroads. A pre 1894 sort of isolation must
have prevailed.
Old Rosemont continued to operate in an abbreviated form within
the interaction network. This was due to George Scholefield running a
store at the hotel and holding occasional dances that attracted the New
Rosemont residents. The Forest Service also maintained its presence near
Old Rosemont. The interface between rangers and with miners continued
throughout the area. The post office at Helvetia remained to serve the
Rosemont area during the time New Rosemont was in existence.
In 1915, however, a new and less complex network developed to
accommodate the residents of the community of New Rosemont (Figure 9.2).
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Figure 9.2
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Pantano, Greaterville and Sonoita no longer were included in the Rosemont
network but Vail and Helvetia continued to be important. All the ore
produced from the Narragansett Mine was now hauled to Vail by wagon and
truck for shipment to a smelter. With improved means of transportation
through use of the automobile, Tucson was more easily accessible than it
had ever been.
With the development of the Narragansett Mine in 1915, the focus
of activity shifted from what remained at Old Rosemont to the burgeoning
community of New Rosemont. At the latter, a number of facilities
developed to accommodate the needs of the residents and others living in
the vicinity (Baker 1980:23). The mine owner-manager's house probably
served as the company office. The company store, the pool hall and card
games establishment, the boarding house, the dance hall and the school
were places of interaction among the residents. The store, school and
boarding house served the same functions as the store, school, bunkhouse
and possibly the hotel at Old Rosemont. The pool hall and dance hall
represented new functions for Rosemont and as such provided new places
for interaction. The location of the New Rosemont school, another place
of interaction, could not be determined. The Lopez store which had been
near or in the dance hall, and that operated by Scholefield in Old
Rosemont were also centers of interaction during this period.
Not enough is known of the post1921 residents of the project
area to determine potential spheres of interactions.
Recreational facilities in the Rosemont area were limited, and
indeed most recreation was likely to have ben of an informal nature.
This, nonetheless, provided a certain level of interaction. Judging
from the cartridges at a number of sites, some individuals engaged in
hunting or target shooting. Dances were also popular and were common at
both Old and New Rosemont (Document 47) and at the Lopez Ranch (Documents
41-44). Music, other than that at dances, may also have been available
to some of the people, based on the presence of phonograph record
fragments at New Rosemont. The New Rosemont pool hall and the occasional
visits to the camp by prostitutes, provided recreation for males,
especially single men.
Interaction of both the Old and New Rosemont communities with the
surrounding communities, Tucson and the railroads presupposes a
connection with the national economy. More specific evidence that the
Rosemont area was fully integrated into the national scene will be
presented below.

Characteristics of the Population
Given the boom and bust nature of historic mining, the population
of the Rosemont area could be expected to be a dynamic, changing entity,
fluctuating widely over short periods of time.
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The primary sources of population information were the population
schedules from the decennial censuses of the United States, and to a
lesser extent city directories, business directories, newspapers and
similar sources. These sources provided information about individuals at
Rosemont, including their occupations, movements, ethnic backgrounds,
age, sex and so on. While these sources were indispensable, they had
limitations. The fundamental problem with the census and the directories
was that they were incomplete. The census enumeration district
boundaries also did not correspond to those of the project area, making
it impossible to report one to one relationships between the individuals
and a given spatial entity.
Both of the relevant censuses for the Rosemont area (1900 and
1910) obviously only included Old Rosemont. The appropriate 1920 census
schedules for New Rosemont have not been released. The individuals reported
on the 1900 census were scattered from the Empire Ranch on the east, to
the crest of the Santa Rita Mountains on the west. At least a four mile
north-south distance was covered. The census area enumerated in 1910
excluded the Empire Ranch.
Population figures reflected by the U.S. Census for 1900 and 1910
(Documents 118 and 119), andwhich were presented in city directories and
other sources, varied widely. This may in part have been because of
variations in the size of the area considered to be "Rosemont".
Newspaper reports of men on the payroll at Old Rosemont varied
from 50 in 1894 (Document 87), 40 to 75 in January, 1897 (Document 100
and 111), back to 40 in September, 1897 (Document 120) and up to 100 in
1899 (Document 105). The 1900 census listed 118 individuals (excluding
the Empire Ranch) in the Rosemont area. Connell (1902:145) listed 125 in
1902 and the Gazetteer publishing Company (1905:353; 1909:423) listed 150
for 1905 and 150 for 1907. In 1908, the Tucson City Directory Company
(1908:46) listed only 60 people and only 25 were listed in 1909 (the
Gazetteer Publishing Company 1909:458). The 1910 census listed 68
individuals. No figures were found for the period after 1910.
At New Rosemont, the work force on the payroll in 1917
reportedly "averaged about 250 men" (Document 7). However, Daniels
stated that in 1917, the mine employed only 30 to 40 men on each of three
shifts per day (Sims 1976). He reported a total population of
approximately 200, a figure more in keeping with reality than the
newspaper article that was promoting mining in the Tucson area.
The 1900 census (Document 118) listed 26 households or 118
individuals within the enumeration district. Mexican families
represented 15 of the households and Anglos, four. The Anglos included
W.S. George, the postmaster, who was listed as a copper miner, two other
miners and William Kemp, whose occupation was not listed. Kemp was
actually the superintendent of the Lewisohn mining operations at Old
Rosemont. Being postmaster was obviously a part time vocation for George
at Old Rosemont. In addition, one Anglo probably worked as a mining
company supervisor. Eight Anglos, all single (?) men, were listed as
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copper miners, two Mexicans were packers of mine supplies and nine
Mexicans were copper miners. Not all of these miners were employed by
the Lewisohn interests. The single miners either lived alone (four),
boarded with a family (two), or in the case of four individuals, they
doubled up to create two households.
Additional notable occupations included a Mexican fruit peddler;
a woman who kept boarders and sewed; verdugo and Barcelo, who operated
the store; and three "servants". All the servants were Mexicans who
lived with families. One of these was the Kemp family, one was an Anglo
miner's family and one was a Mexican miner's family. Two of the servants
were men. Based on the census, only 22 individuals are thought to have
lived at Old Rosemont in 1900.
The 1910 census (Document 119) listed new occupations and changes
in the population, including a 58 percent decline for the enumeration
district. It listed 23 households with a total population of 68
individuals. It must be stressed again that not all of these were
necessarily living in the community of Old Rosemont. Six of the
households represented Anglo families and 10 contained Mexican families.
At least eight households (three Anglo and five Mexican, or 22
individuals) lived or worked at a gold mine outside of the project area.
This mine was probably the Helena Mine discussed by Schaefer (1979) and
Debowski (1980).
Based on the census, only five individuals can positively be said
to have lived at Old Rosemont in 1910. This includes four connected with
the U.S. Forest Service. The fifth individual was Leo Stone, who served
as watchman at the smelter for the Lewisohn interests at Rosemont. Two
of the Forest Service Rangers lived in the hotel with Stone. Hockaday
and his wife probably lived at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM).
A number of individuals were listed as cattle herders or ranchers
and probably lived outside the project area. A unique occupation for
Rosemont, that of "author", was listed for one person in 1910. Only two
individuals, Juan and Dominga Martinez, were listed on both the 1900 and
the 1910 census schedules.
In 1900, 19 women were keeping house, one was a "servant" and one
ran a boarding house and sewed. By 1910, 16 women were keeping house; no
other occupations were listed for women.
The 1900 census indicated that the largest Anglo family had three
children, and the two largest Mexican families had eight children each.
In 1910, the largest family in each group had three children.
While the community of Old Rosemont reflected considerable change
over the period covered by the censuses, the ranches were relatively
stable. The Vail Ranch (VR) and the Martinez Ranch continued unchanged
except for a small increase in population at the latter. The Lopez
family left their ranch in 1909. No new ranches were established during
the 1900-1910 period, and only one small, squatter occupied site [AZ
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EE:2:152 (ASM)] where ranching activities took place, was created
subsequent to it. This site and the VR Ranch were Anglo occupied.
Miners had unlimited flexibility in creating new camps on U.S.
Forest Service lands; ranchers on federal lands were gradually forced out
unless they were on patented land, as was the VR Ranch.
The archaeological evidence indicated that in addition to
families being present at Old Rosemont, they were found at New Rosemont,
AZ EE:1:108, 143, 148, 151, 154 and 155 (ASM). On the basis of
documentary evidence or interviews, families were also known to have been
present at AZ EE:2:146, 68 and 139.
Two ethnic groups, the so-called Anglo and Mexican, represented
the dominant groups found in the project area through time. Mexicans
outnumbered Anglos both in total numbers and in the number employed in
mining and ranching.
Anglos clearly dominated economically in mine ownership, in
supervisory positions and in technical jobs related to mining. At both
Old and New Rosemont, at the extensive Muheim interests and earlier at
the Sweet Bye and Bye and the Narragansett, Anglos owned and controlled
the mines and camps. Except for the mine foremen at New Rosemont, the
foremen, assayors, engineers and other technically trained employees at
both camps were all Anglos. Teamsters also tended to be Anglos, but the
operators of mule teams used to haul ore were Mexican.
The positions in the U.S. Forest Service, post office and schools
were always filled by Anglos. Other service jobs such as butcher or
storekeeper were filled by Mexicans. Operators of the pool hall and
dance hall at New Rosemont were also Mexican. A boarding facility at Old
Rosemont and possibly that at New Rosemont were Mexican owned. Most of
the mine and ranch labor in the Rosemont area was Mexican. Many of the
Mexicans were not citizens of the United States.
Historically, Papago Indians frequented the project area to
collect acorns. Collecting camps were not identified archaeologically,
nor were they identified through the documentary or interview sources.
Remains of Papago-made pottery used by Anglos and Mexicans alike were
found in both Old and New Rosemont and a few other sites. Its use at AZ
EE:2:143 (ASM) after about 1917 was documented in photographs owned by
Mrs. Harold Lee.
One other ethnic group was represented archaeologically but not
in the documentary record. A number of Chinese artifacts at Old Rosemont
suggested the presence of at least one individual, possibly a cook, at
the hotel.
Nothing in the archaeological record suggested class or status
differences although they clearly existed. Ramsdell, the mine owner at
New Rosemont, was shown on Saenz's map to have lived in the largest house
at the camp (Baker 1980:23). Task specialization existed but was not
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reflected archaeologically. There was also no evidence relating to
kinship and its use and influence, either archaeologically or in the
documentary record.
To the extent the documentary sources reflect reality, Juan Lopez
appeared to be the only Mexican in the Rosemont area who achieved some
level of involvement in community and political affairs. He was the only
Mexican known to have served as a school trustee (Document 36).

Settlement
The majority of the 30 historic sites studied were located
adjacent to Barrel Canyon Wash and its tributaries, McCleary and Wasp
Canyon Washes and their major branches. Many of the sites (Old Rosemont,
the school, U.S. Forest Service facility, Lopez Ranch and many others)
were established in "woodland" or gallery "forests" that followed these
major drainage systems. Some, like the Martinez Ranch, New Rosemont and
AZ EE:2:153 (ASM), were located on relatively flat ridge tops or areas of
grassland adjacent to the drainages. Most of the grassland areas had
been subsequently invaded by mesquite and other vegetation. Sites such
as New Rosemont, which were once on relatively open ground, were found to
be covered with dense stands of mesquite.
With sites in both of these environmental zones, selection of
site location was obviously more complicated than just whether the site
had trees or not. A number of factors had to be considered and a balance
between them achieved for optimal site location. Placement of major
mining camps depended on an exploitable ore body, transportation factors
and water. At New Rosemont, for example, the camp was located near the
mine and reasonably near water. Water was available from a well (Feature
39), a spring [AZ EE:2:150 (ASM)], and probably other springs in the
branch of McCleary Canyon Wash that bisected the camp. The camp was near
enough to the mine that the labor force could walk to work.
Transportation of ore involved about an 18 mile haul by wagon or truck to
the railroad.
The strategy devised at Old Rosemont was somewhat more complex.
The main camp, Old Rosemont, was located on mill site claims which had
been placed on land where minerals were thought not to be present, and
where enough water would be available for use by the residents, the
smelter and other industrial features. An adequate supply of water came
from a large open well in Wasp Canyon Wash. The camp location was
selected with permanency in mind. Mines feeding the smelter and the
miners who worked at them were located a mile or more to the west.
Transportation of ore required that it be hauled from the mines to the
smelter for processing. The concentrated matte was then hauled about 18
miles to Vail or about 14 miles to Sonoita. Sometimes, the ore was
hauled without processing directly to those shipping points.
Ranches and other sites, such as the Forest Service facility and
the school, could be located with fewer variables to consider. The
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ranches needed access to grass and water; the others primarily to water.
The Lopez and VR Ranches were both located near a spring and both dug a
well. The Martinez Ranch had a spring, and AZ EE:2:152 (ASM) and the
U.S. Forest Service facility each had a well. AZ EE:2:155 (ASM) and AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM) both relied on springs. A spring, AZ EE:2:150 (ASM), was
used by a number of individuals living at or near New Rosemont, but not
all necessarily worked at that camp.
Most sites
only nonhabitation
some extent on the
site, the more and

were primarily habitation sites but a few contained
features. The types of features found depended to
size of the site. Not surprisingly, the larger the
varied the features.

Evidence of building locations was apparent at many sites, but
remains of architecture were uncommon. The most common features at
habitation sites were small, artificially leveled areas with or without
rock alignments or rock retaining walls (Figure 9.3 and others). These
more or less distinct leveled surfaces, called "platforms", were thought
to be the locations of dwellings (tents, frame buildings and others) and
nonhabitation buildings (storage, workshops and others).
In almost every case, these platforms were accompanied by a
scatter of trash. Some less common features were rock piles (often the
location of a mining claim marker), rock alignments that served as check
dams, rock rings (frequently the remains of a campfire), earthen stock
tanks, concrete or metal troughs, prospects, adits, corrals, fences,
formal trash dumps and isolated trash scatters.
Old and New Rosemont contained the greatest number and variety of
features, 23 and 77, respectively. There was little similarity between
these sites, although they served roughly the same purpose for the mining
companies that created them.
Both sites contained the remains of a store, trash scatters,
dumps, prospects and features related to more recent ranching activity.
Only two (possibly four) rock alignments for platforms were seen at Old
Rosemont compared with the 42 platform features at New Rosemont. Six
features represented the remains of substantial buildings at Old
Rosemont, but none were found at New Rosemont. Some features at both
camps reflected posthistoric use and possibly occupation.
In general, Old Rosemont represented a rather dispersed
settlement with a thin scatter of features on six of the seven mill site
claims. At least one feature on each claim established the right of
McCleary and later the Lewisohns, to occupy them. New Rosemont
experienced a larger, more compact population with a greater number of
features. No particular order or structure to the arrangement of
features at either camp was discerned.
Old Rosemont and the U.S. Forest Service facility were the only
sites whose remains indicated that some level of permanency was intended.
A number of sites, including old and New Rosemont, contained unique
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Figure 9.3 Houses in Helvetia, Arizona about 1900. View showing
bear grass and pole, tent, frame and adobe dwellings. Note rock
alignment along right side of the bear grass and pole house
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features. There was only one smelter site, for example, and only one
underground room. Some sites contained structures only, rather than
buildings. These included the leaching tank at AZ EE:1:105 (ASM), the
precipitation tanks, AZ EE:2:145 (ASM) and AZ EE:1:111 (ASM).
The architecture of the Rosemont area could
an eclectic vernacular bordering on the primitive.
types utilized were unique to Rosemont but could be
of mining camps, ranches and other sites throughout

be characterized as
None of the various
seen in photographs
southern Arizona.

Buildings constructed of adobe brick which were seen in profusion
in southern Arizona, occurred only rarely at Rosemont. A small adobe was
excavated at AZ EE:2:156 (ASM), part of the Forest Service facility;
another that housed the later assay office at Old Rosemont was also
excavated; and three still in use at the VR Ranch represented the total
known. Those at the VR Ranch have been incorporated into modern
buildings. One building at AZ EE:2:142 (ASM) which was partially
constructed of adobe was excavated.
Historic photographs of mining camps (such as Helvetia) with
numerous adobe buildings can be seen in Hastings and Turner (1965:116,
120, 124, 136 and 162), Feil (1968), in the collections of the Arizona
Historical Society and in numerous other publications and repositories.
Wood frame buildings were known to exist at both Old and New
Rosemont, the Forest Service facility, the school site, the VR Ranch, at
AZ EE:1:106 (ASM) and a few other sites. This type of construction was
very common and no doubt occurred in one form or another on most of the
major Rosemont sites. Many of these buildings were covered with
corrugated sheet metal.
One site [AZ EE:2::142 (ASM)] contained an adobe mortared field
stone building and part of a wall of a second. This building represented
a unique form of architecture at Rosemont. To make it even more
interesting, its southeast corner and a small attached room were built of
adobe bricks.
Concrete and cement showed up at the school site in the form of
two flat slabs, as mortar and a chimney base at the hotel in Old
Rosemont, as stock troughs and water tanks in several locations, as
mortar in foundations at AZ EE:1:111 (ASM), AZ EE:2:144 (ASM), AZ
EE:1:105 (ASM), Feature 3, Old Rosemont, AZ EE:2:145 (ASM), AZ EE:2:143
(ASM) and at other sites.
Remains of three types of dwellings known to have been used have
not been preserved at Rosemont. These were tents, beargrass covered pole
buildings and buildings constructed in the cojon or pise' method.
Tents were very common at Rosemont, especially at the mining
sites, and were known to have been used at New Rosemont in large numbers.
Some of these were simply canvas tents staked to the ground, and some
were wood frames roofed with canvas (Document 123; Spude and Paher
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1978:39, 47). Some of the latter had wood floors (Baker 1980:31) and
some had dirt floors (Document 47). The dirt floors were prepared by
watering and pounding the surface, thus creating a relatively hard,
stable floor.
Simple rectangular pole and post buildings were also used (Figure
These were constructed by placing posts in the ground and then
9.3).
nailing or wiring small poles horizontally to them. Smaller, vertical
poles were often placed between the upright posts. The form of the roof,
also created with small poles, was covered with a thick layer of
beargrass. Lopez reported the use of "palm leaves" as a roof cover but
he must have meant beargrass (Document 47) because no palm trees grow in
the Rosemont area. The sides of the building were also covered with
beargrass, as well as canvas and other materials. This type of dwelling
was common at Helvetia, and Lopez reported that there were "many" in the
New Rosemont area (Document 47). It is unknown what, if anything, was
used to prevent the roof from leaking. The floors were of dirt.
According to Enzenberg (Document 123), mud and rocks were
sometimes used in a wattle and daub or half timbering fashion to fill the
spaces between the posts.
The remaining architectural type used in the Rosemont area was
one where the walls were created by placing mud and rocks in forms. This
type was often called pise' or cojon. At Rosemont, at least, the roof
covering consisted of beargrass tied in very tight bundles and placed on
the roof frame. Over the beargrass was placed a layer of mud to help seal
the roof from the elements (Sims 1976). The Lopez Ranch house may have
been constructed in this manner.
In addition to Figure 9.3, several historic photographs show
tents and the beargrass covered pole and post buildings in use. Complete
tents are shown in Hastings and Turner (1965:54, 55, 116, 118, 120 and
122) and Debowski (1980:157). Wood frames with canvas covers are
illustrated in Hastings and Turner (1965:118), Baker (1980:31) and Feil
(1968). Beargrass building can be seen in Hastings and Turner (1965:116,
118, 120 and 122) and Debowski (1980:157). No illustration of a pise'
building has been identified.
Known sanitation facilities consisted of outdoor privies for the
Old Rosemont hotel, the U.S. Forest Service facility, the mine owner-manager
at New Rosemont, AZ EE:2:152 (ASM), AZ EE:2:154 (ASM) and AZ EE:2:155
(ASM). Indoor bathrooms used with an underground septic tank were added
to the Old Rosemont Hotel, the VR Ranch and the Forest Ranger's house at
AZ EE:2:143 (ASM). The school and other Anglo operated or controlled
sites or features also probably had outdoor privies. Very few of the
Mexican inhabitants of the Rosemont area enjoyed the luxury of an outdoor
facility. Lopez (Document 47) states that the arroyos, stands of trees
or whatever else was available was used during the New Rosemont period
instead of privies.
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Helvetia, a larger community, had several privies as shown in
Hastings and Turner (1965:118, 120 and 122). Obviously, many of these
were used by the Mexican population.

Subsistence
Supplies, equipment and machinery used in the Rosemont area came
from national and even international sources via the railroad to the
shipping points previously discussed. As can be seen in the artifact
discussions in Chapters 4 to 8, food products of all kinds reflected
similar sources. Few identifiable items originated in Tucson, the only
major community of the historic period in southern Arizona. This is not
surprising since very few products were manufactured or packaged there
that would be reflected in the archaeological record.
On an individual basis, the quality and quantity of goods
purchased depended to a great extent on the level of wages. There was an
incomplete view of wages for labor available, and most sources were
related to the mining industry. Hinton, writing in 1877, reported that
Whites were receiving $2 to $3 per day and Mexicans and Yaqui Indians,
from $.50 to $1.50 per day (not necessarily for the same job, however).
Mexican agricultural laborers received $15 per month, but some staples
and probably lodging were supplied to them (Hinton 1954:213).
In 1895, average wages for Arizona copper miners were $3.19 per
day underground and $2.63 above ground (The Scientific Publishing Co.
1896:604). At Helvetia, in 1899, the underground rate was $3 per day
with $1.25 to $1.50 per day for surface work (Feil 1968:87).
According to Schrader, miners in Helvetia were paid $3.50 to $4
per day in 1909. Muckers, roadmen and laborers, all Mexican, received $2
per day. Ore haulers, again Mexicans, were paid $3 a ton for freighting
ore to Vail. Mexican miners at the Helena Mine northeast of Rosemont were
receiving $2 per day (Schrader 1915:97, 139). Lopez reported that the
miners at New Rosemont were paid $2.25 to $3 per day, depending on the
type of work.
Judging from the above figures, $3 per day was the high wage for
underground miners in 1877 and in 1917. While it appeared that wages did
not improve overall during this 40 year period, in fact, they did. The
high rate in 1877 was for Anglo miners only. Through time, Anglo miners
were gradually replaced by Mexican miners, so that the Helena Mine in
1909 and the Narragansett Mine from 1915 to 1921 had an all Mexican labor
force. Over the 40 year period between 1877 and 1917, wages for Mexican
labor doubled.
Wages from mining represented the major source of income at
Rosemont. Among the Mexican population (at least during the New Rosemont
period) some individuals derived income from selling milk, cheese, beef,
mescal candy made from agave, wild honey and other products (Sims 1976).
Mrs. Anita Vindiola reported that acorns were sold to a store in Tucson
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to obtain cash.
The VR Ranch owner received income from the sale of livestock,
from performing labor, such as working with a mineral survey team and
from renting the building used as the school. Lopez and Martinez, also
known as ranchers, were more like subsistence farmers than ranchers in the
VR Ranch sense. They periodically worked in the mines, sold produce
(both plant and animal), performed day labor and sold firewood. Lopez
derived some income from renting a building that was used as a school and
by working for the U.S. Forest Service.
Not much information was located relating to the prices paid for
groceries. Lopez (Document 47) mentioned that eggs sold for 10 cents a
dozen. For the same time period (New Rosemont), Daniels stated that a 25
lb bag of flour cost 50 cents in Helvetia and a cabbage was 10 cents
(Sims 1976). Baking soda cost 10 or 25 cents, depending on the size of
the can.
The earliest documentation of food products used at Old Rosemont
was a short list appearing in Document 60. Between 1894 and about 1900,
Anderson's store in Greaterville was one of the sources of goods for the
Old Rosemont store operated by Verdugo and Barcelo. They purchased:
Food
Potatoes
Beef
Ham
Cabbage
Bacon
Sugar
Onions

Personal Items

Household Goods
Salt
Beans
Oranges
Lemons
Chiles
Corn

Matches
Cloth
Brooms
Thread

Mining Equipment
Drills
Pick handles
Powder

Starch
Soap
Blacking
Vaseline

Tobacco
Beer
Cigars
Whiskey
Overalls

Other Items
Rope
Household nails
Hay
Lumber

Few of the food products purchased would have been packaged in
containers that would be found in an archaeological context. In the
archaeological context at Old Rosemont, food products were primarily
found in the form of glass bottles and jars, cans and faunal remains.
The glass consisted of Type 1 and Type 2 preserve bottles, fruit
jars, jelly jars and a number of other wide mouth food containers. Some
of the latter were food products bottled by Bishop and Company of
California; the Smith Brothers of Fresno, California; Cutting of San
Francisco, California; Curtice Brothers of Rochester, New York; and two
English firms, Bagley and Company and J. Kilmer and Sons. Other brand
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name products included Worchestershire sauce, Gebhardt's chili powder and
Heinz vinegar, apple butter and pickles. Catsup, mustard, olive oil,
peppersauce and a milk bottle were also recorded.
Fruit, vegetables and other food were packaged in the numerous
hole-and-cap and sanitary cans found. The Empson Company of Colorado, a
packer of vegetables, was represented by a number of cans. Meat in both
round and rectangular, tapered cans; oysters in cans; lard in buckets;
maple syrup from Vermont; Calumet and Royal brands baking powder; Walter
Baker cocoa; coffee from Boston and San Francisco; evaporated and
condensed milk; Towle's and Karo brands syrup; Ortega (green) chilies;
biscuits or cookies; and fish were all represented in the cans collected
at Old Rosemont. Included among the latter were sprats, sardines and
salmon from France, Portugal, Norway, Belgium and the United States.
The faunal remains at Old Rosemont included beef, sheep, chicken,
squirrel(?) and egg shells.
No formal list of store goods was available for the New Rosemont
store, but Lopez (Document 47) listed a few products available there. He
mentioned flour, Angel brand coffee in a paper bag, sugar, beans, corn,
cereal, Karo syrup in a red can, panocha from Nogales, eggs, bacon, beef
and lard. Peas, corn, green beans and asparagus were available in cans.
At his small store near New Rosemont, Juan Lopez sold apples,
oranges, bananas, candy and gum (Document 47).
From surface collections and excavation at New Rosemont were found
a variety of food product containers including Type 1 and Type 2 preserve
bottles, fruit jars, jelly jars and several different wide mouth food
jars. Brand name products included Worchestershire sauce, Gebhardt's
chili powder and Heinz catsup. Fragments of bottles recognized as having
once contained salad oil, mustard, olive oil, peppersauce, olives, catsup
and milk were also collected.
Canned goods included evaporated milk; condensed milk; round and
rectangular, tapered meat cans; Karo and Towle's brands of syrup; Ortega
(green) chilies; spice; coffee; lard buckets; salmon; sardines from
France; kippers; KC, Jack Frost, Calumet and Schilling's brands of baking
powder; and Hershey's cocoa. Cans packed with vegetables by the Empson
Company of Colorado and sanitary food cans were frequently found.
The faunal remains from New Rosemont included beef, pork,
chicken, sheep, oyster shells and egg shells.
Peach seeds were also found.
A significant part of the diet of the Mexican
Rosemont, and of others as well, was not reflected in
remains. Not only were such items as those listed in
found archaeologically, but of the several food items
surrounding area, most left no trace.

population at
the archaeological
Document 60 not
gathered from the
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The gathering and collecting of locally available plant food was
a common activity, especially among the Mexican population. Acorns,
walnuts and grapes growing wild in the canyons were all used for food
(Document 47; Sims 1976; Mrs. Anita Vindiola). Mesquite beans, mescal
candy made from agave, little red berries called "little limes" and wild
honey (when it could be found) were also consumed (Mrs. Anita Vindiola;
Sims 1976).
Fruit and nut trees were planted by a few individuals. Carl
Scholefield planted walnut trees at the Forest Service Ranger Station;
Juan Lopez planted peach, fig, quince and pomegranate trees at his ranch;
and fig trees were found at AZ EE:2:155 (ASM).
Gardens must have been planted at several sites, but the only one
known was that planted by the Armarillas family at the Lopez Ranch.
Corn, watermelon and cantaloupe among other things were grown in their
temporal, or nonirrigated garden.
A number of individuals at both Old and New Rosemont, at the four
ranches and at other sites kept cows, pigs and chickens. The Armarillas
family had all three. In addition to meat, these animals provided milk,
cheese and eggs. Beef was often made into jerky for relatively long term
preservation. This was important in the period before refrigeration. At
New Rosemont, the company store had the only refrigerator in the area.
For recreation and for economic reasons, hunting of deer,
rabbits, squirrels and quail was common (Document 47: Mrs. Anita
Vindiola; Sims 1976).
Disposal of trash, the end product of food acquisition and
consumption, was an informal activity. Except for the trash dumps at the
largest sites, such as Old and New Rosemont, trash was thrown or
accumulated by whatever means, over entire site surfaces. Individuals at
each site were responsible for their own disposal. Apparently trash was
not deliberately buried as a means of disposal.
So little trash was found at the major ranching sites (the Lopez
occupation of AZ EE:2:146 (ASM), the Martinez Ranch and the VR Ranch), that
no specific comparisons of subsistence were possible for them. There was
no reason to believe that subsistence at these sites varied substantially
from that of the mining camps. There was also no reason to think that
life at the Ranger Station, school, teacher's house site, and at the
other Rosemont area sites differed substantially from that of their
neighbors.
The railroads insured constant and steady contact with the national
economy and allowed Rosemont to participate fully in it. Nothing in the
artifact assemblage suggested an increase or decrease in this contact
through time; only the middle men and the contact points differed. This
contact meant that the leading national brands of food for the period were
available, that more than one brand was available for many products (even
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at the company stores) and that fresh produce was obtainable.
Because many in the Mexican population at Rosemont had close
family ties to Mexico, they participated in the economy of both that
country and the United States. They obtained food products from both
countries, as well as some ceramics and other goods.

Technology
A cohesive statement on the level of mining technology utilized
at Rosemont was not possible, based on the nature of the project. In
general, the mines were outside of the study area, so that detailed
examination of them was not possible. Even if they had been included, it
is doubtful that evidence of the mining process would have been complete
enough to understand it. There is some literature (Schrader 1915:
Document 62) that provides details of what was done at Rosemont (that is,
the excavation of shafts, tunnels, adits and so on) but virtually none on
the technology employed to perform the various mining operations.
The operation of AZ EE:1:111 (ASM), the Sweet Bye and Bye, clearly
involved the use of a headframe to remove the ore from the mine shaft,
and Feature 1 undoubtedly was the location of the machinery used to hoist
the ore from the shaft. Whether horses of a steam engine powered the
earlier hoist is unknown. A gasoline engine was probably used during the
later period of exploitation.
Hand lifting with a windlass was used on small operations such as
that exhibited by William McCleary in a late 1880s - early 1890s
photograph at the Arizona Historical Society and illustrated by Debowski
(1980:56).
In 1898 (Document 62), the claims owned by the Lewisohns at Old
Rosemont had 26 shafts, 46 cuts, 17 tunnels (or adits), two cross cuts
and one "excavation". Many of these were created as a result of
prospecting and "proving up" the claims. Only a few of the many Lewisohn
claims produced ore in quantity. These included the Ajax Consolidated,
Chicago, Oregon Copper and Coconino claims.
The shafts at AZ EE:1:111 (ASM), at nearby AZ EE:1:108 (ASM) and at
Feature 55 at New Rosemont appeared to have been the two compartment
type described by Krumlauf (1966). Prospects and adits seen at a number
of sites contained nothing obviously revealing as to the level of
technology employed.
A hoist was used at the Narragansett Mine in 1916, but its
characteristics were not reported (Document 8). Both the hoist and ore
car rails, etc" were listed in Document 8 which placed a value of only
$350 on them. This low value indicated a relatively simple arrangement
which contrasted with that of the Helvetia Copper Company whose machinery
was worth $2500. The Narragansett was said to have employed a tunnel and
incline shaft method of extraction, requiring only small units of
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machinery (Document 7).
Artifacts recovered from a number of sites suggested that
blasting powder was used in the mines and that a number had ore car
tracks. No mining tools were recorded, except perhaps for the shovel
remnants. The carbide can fragments and carbide lamp parts made it clear
that the level of technology used in the mines for lighting was confined
to a portable fixture that each miner had to wear.
Once the ore had been extracted, other technologies came into
play. The raw ore was often shipped out of the Rosemont area to a
smelter. At Old Rosemont, ore was taken to the smelter at Feature 6
(when it was in operation). A smelter was never erected at New Rosemont,
although the construction of one was contemplated.
The cinders found at AZ EE:2:153 (ASM) suggested the possibility
that a portable smelter had been used there. No building or structure was
found in association and the quantity was quite small.
Subsequent to the decline of both Old and New Rosemont, other
methods for processing ore and tailings were established at two sites.
One, AZ EE:1:105 (ASM), was a leaching tank constructed by the Muheims and
the other, AZ EE:2:145 (ASM), was a series of precipitation tanks
constructed by an unknown individual or company.
There is no reason to suspect that there was much variety in the
mining technology employed through time at Rosemont. Clearly, much of
the process required hand labor and the use of machinery was limited.
The sequence of events in the mining process was elaborated upon in the
previous interaction section, as was the relationship between mines and
their supply networks.
It is fair to say that a complete mining system (that is, from
mine to market) did not exist at any time at Rosemont. Even the matte
produced at the smelter at Old Rosemont had to be reprocessed before it
became marketable copper.
In the historic period, ranching in the Rosemont area was
substantially similar to that in the rest of Arizona. The Rosemont ranches tended to
small, owner-operated affairs with a few cows and horses. Only one of
the four ranches at Rosemont, the VR, was a ranch in more than name. It
was the only one with grazing rights on the Rosemont Grazing Allotment
within the Coronado National Forest.
Other than at the sites designated ranches, evidence of ranching
activity was found only in the form of fences, corrals, earthen stock
tanks and water troughs.
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Archaeology at Other Mining and Ranching Sites

In the early 1880s, when both mining and ranching activities were
in their infancy at Rosemont, a myriad of contemporary mines and ranches
were already in existence in the Santa Rita Mountains and in the
surrounding area. Many of these have been mentioned or alluded to
elsewhere in this report.
A few of these mining sites have been recorded by archaeological
surveys. The major survey related efforts have been conducted by Somers
(1975), Debowski and others (1976), Schaefer (1979), Ackerly (1979),
Debowski (1980), Baker (1980) and Ayres and Stone (1983). Survey efforts
leading up to work at the Reward Mine have been documented by Teague
(1980).
The earliest study of a mine site that went beyond survey was the
work at the Jackrabbit Mine reported by Reynolds and others (1974). This
mine was located in 1875 and operated sporadically until about 1922. The
only substantial and complete study of a mining site was that of the
Reward Mine which was exploited from about 1879 or 1880 to about 1915
(Teague 1980). It is interesting to note that both of these studies and
that by Somers were conducted on the Papago Indian Reservation. No
mining site archaeology had been performed off the reservation until the
Rosemont project came to fruition.
Archaeological studies of ranch sites, other than occasional
mention in survey reports, have been even less common. The best known of
these was Fontana and Greenleafs' 1962 report on Johnny Ward's Ranch,
which was occupied from about 1858 to about 1903. The other
archaeological report related to the Rancho Punta de Aqua, which was
occupied from about 1855 to about 1877 (McGuire 1979).
There have been no archaeological studies of the other types of
sites, such as the Forest Service ranger station and school site seen at
Rosemont.
Of all these sites, only the Reward Mine could be easily compared
with sites at Rosemont. Mexican and Papago Indian laborers were used,
but no distinctions could be made between the Mexican and the Anglo
occupied features. For the most part the same was true at Rosemont.
Determining the make up of the work force and the presence or absence of
families was also a problem at Reward. Like Teague, this author was
concerned about the number of toys or articles of women's clothing needed
at a specific feature or site before the presence of a family could be
established. Heavy reliance on the documentary evidence and interviews
was necessary to support the interpretations.
Subsistence at Reward was not unlike that found at Rosemont.
Food had to be hauled into the Reward Mine camp and little fresh food was
available. The same was true at Rosemont, except that locally available
dairy products and wild plant and animal foods were commonly used to
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supplement what was probably a monotonous fare available from the store.
Rosemont residents could buy at more than one store; brand selection and
fresh fruit were available, especially at New Rosemont. Teague reported
an increase in bottled foods and the use of patent medicines through time
and a decrease in the consumption of alcoholic beverages. The trash at
Rosemont did not suggest similar trends, except that the increase in the
use of glass bottles for food packaging was very apparent. However there
was little difference between Old and New Rosemont in this regard. The
number and variety of alcoholic beverages appeared to be relatively
stable. The effect of prohibition was not apparent at Rosemont, and even
if it did have an effect, homemade liquor and that brought from Mexico
would have maintained the supply (see Lopez remarks, Document 47). The
use of proprietary medicines at Rosemont was relatively static throughout
the entire period.
The Reward site, like both Old and New Rosemont, was seemingly
occupied by individuals without concern for site organization. Dwellings
and mine related buildings and structures were situated with criteria
other than a formal street grid in mind. No site, like Teague's Site 44
with its laid out north-south and east-west alignments, was seen at
Rosemont. The architecture remains at Rosemont were very similar in form
and materials to those at Reward, with some specific differences. Tents,
frame buildings and adobe were used in both.
Although Teague had access to the mine at Reward, he found little
evidence of the level of technology used there. Even less evidence was
found at Rosemont.

Chapter 10
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Mining generally was an impetus to the early settlement of
Arizona; however, lack of easy access to markets inhibited development.
Although mining was attempted long before the railroads arrived, it was
not until their construction that the mining industry was in a position
to exploit mineral resources on a large scale.
The construction of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1880 and the
New Mexico and Arizona Railroad in 1882 helped to change the face of
Arizona. This also led directly to a larger effort to develop marginally
valuable mineral resources, such as copper, at Rosemont. For the first
time, railroads provided relatively easy and comparatively inexpensive
access to national markets (ore or matte out and supplies in). It was
only after the arrival of the railroads that the mineral resources at
Rosemont were thought to be exploitable on a large scale.
The early effort was made by individuals, such as McCleary, Rose
and Brown, who were prospecting or working small holdings. These
individuals probably achieved a meager subsistence. All three men
ultimately sold their interests to other parties. It has not been
determined how much McCleary and Rose received from the sale of Old
Rosemont in 1896. In 1915, Brown received $60,000 from Ramsdell for the
Narragansett. This was not a small sum in those days. However, there is
some question as to how much of that figure he actually received before
Ramsdell went broke.
The attempt to exploit copper resources in the Rosemont area was
generally led by small, under-capitalized companies. Except perhaps for
the Lewisohns, these companies were remarkably informal in their structure
and record keeping. The founders of the companies were individuals who
relied on experience rather than formal training in geology, mining
engineering or other important aspects of the business.
With few technical skills, limited capitalization and bad
management, it was little wonder that mining in the Rosemont area enjoyed
little real success. In addition, mineralization of the area was
marginal (at least for the level of technology practiced at the time).
The two Rosemonts were similar to hundreds of other Arizona
mining camps as manifestations of a remarkably long lived phenomenon in
the American West. This was the get-rich-quick-by-making-a-big-strikein-mining mentality, epitomized by the California Gold Rush.
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The mining industry at Rosemont was never static for long.
Optimism and "boom" were quickly followed by "bust". A daunting array of
variables faced the miner, who was affected by wars, depressions, mineral
prices, availability of water, transportation, labor and other problems.
All of these factors determined whether a mine would succeed and whether
or not the men in the labor force would have food on their tables. From
the perspective of the present, mining at Rosemont has always been a huge
gamble. So far no one has succeeded against the house.
The two Rosemonts existed from 1894 to 1921 during a period of
unprecedented technological development in the United States. According
to some authors, acquisition of more and newer products created by a
booming industrial complex in the postvictorian era, became a way of
life for most Americans.
On the whole, little evidence of such materialism could be seen
at Rosemont. Technological changes could be seen in food packaging with
the introduction of the key opened can; the sanitary can and machine-made
bottles; in shoe manufacture; in the introduction of the truck and
automobile relatively late in the New Rosemont operation; and in the use
of phonograph records. With the exception of the records used on a hand
cranked phonograph, these technological changes were utilitarian in
nature. There was nothing technologically new reflected in the most
common transportation related artifacts (horse and wagon), in the tools
and equipment used in mining, in clothing, in household goods and
furnishings of all kinds, in ceramics, in lighting, in plumbing or
sanitation or in most other aspects of everyday, preplastic life.
This conservatism in material culture may have been due to the
fact that the majority of the laborers in the mines at Rosemont were
Mexican. Most of these individuals could be characterized as rural in
their orientation and experience. They tended to be conservative in
their outlook and were generally uneducated. Basically, they were Godfearing, hard working and law abiding individuals often struggling to
raise large families.
Usually Mexican labor was paid less than Anglo labor, possibly
because the former lacked education and technical skills, and spoke
little or no English. There was undoubtedly some discrimination against
them because they were Mexican. They never rose in position above
company storekeeper or shift foreman in the mines.
These workers had to be self reliant, for there was no unemployment
compensation, welfare or other social services available when the mines
failed and jobs ended. The Mexican population was basically from a
culture and heritage little influenced by the Victorian era or by
materialistic urges.
Anglos, on the other hand, held the better jobs, were less likely
to be tied to the ranch or community in which they lived and were better
paid. They owned the mining companies, held the major supervisory
positions and ran the governmental functions (Forest Service, schools,
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census and post office). They also probably had no access to social
services, and were no doubt generally conservative in their outlook.
Anglo occupied sites and features in the field could only be
distinguished from the Mexican occupied sites or features on the basis of
the artifacts, in a very general way. This was a situation also
experienced by Teague at the Reward Mine (1980). Apparently, the Anglos
and the Mexican population who utilized the same stores, were buying much
the same types of products. The major difference in diet would have been
reflected only by those items which would not be preserved in an
archaeological context (tortillas versus bread, for example).
Thirty historic sites were studied at Rosemont as a basis for
mitigating the possible impacts on them from a proposed land exchange
between the U.S. Forest Service and ANAMAX. Fourteen mining, five
ranching, four government related and seven miscellaneous sites were
mapped, surface collected and in a few cases, partially excavated.
Over 51,500 artifacts, mostly in the form of small fragments of
whole objects, were collected from the 30 sites. Slightly over 54
percent of the artifacts were recovered from New Rosemont and nearly 23
percent from Old Rosemont, the two largest and most important sites
studied.
Sites generally tended to be devoid of obvious remains of
architecture. Scatters of trash were common. These often denoted the
former location of a dwelling or other building.
The study covered sites ranging in date from the 1880s to a few
with components dating as late as 1966. The earliest sites were either
not surface collected (VR Ranch) or had no artifacts [AZ EE:1:111 (ASM)].
The earliest trash was dated to the mid-1890s. The VR Ranch is the only
Rosemont site that remains occupied and still maintains its original
function.
On the site level, artifacts were most useful in determining the
location and extent of features, providing dates for the occupation of
most sites, for establishing the level of technology used in artifact
manufacture and for evaluating subsistence. To a lesser extent, they
were helpful in determining the presence of families.
The artifacts did not pattern or cluster in a manner as to
suggest function of a feature, except in a very few instances (the Old
Rosemont assay offices). In a few cases, structures provided site
function. The distribution of nails often suggested the possible
locations of former frame or other buildings, but frequently the largest
number of nails on a site came from a trash dump rather than from
platforms. Basically, the scatter of nails on the surface was not
thought to be a totally reliable indicator of the presence or absence of
buildings.
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The artifacts generally exhibited a rather monotonous consistency
throughout. Surprisingly, no artifacts of a religious nature were found;
and no artifact provided unambiguous information on age, status or other
social or cultural aspects of life at Rosemont.
The most perplexing problem with the artifactual record, as
mentioned earlier, was that artifacts were rarely useful in determining
feature or site function beyond the level of labeling them habitation
sites. There was nothing inherent in the trash recovered at New Rosemont,
for example, that would lead to the conclusion that the site was a mining
camp. Only 22 of the nearly 28,000 artifacts were mining related. More
than anything else, its location adjacent to the Narragansett Mine would
have suggested that it was a mining camp, had not the documentary and
interview data identified it as such.
The presence of certain structures (for example, the leaching
tank, AZ EE:1:105 (ASM); the slag pile at Old Rosemont; and the mine shaft
at AZ EE:1:111 (ASM)) clearly denoted a mining function. However,
artifacts were useful for identifying function only at the two assay
offices at Old Rosemont. Nothing at the other Old Rosemont features
(store, hotel or bunkhouse, for example), at New Rosemont, at the small
ranches, at the school site and so on, provided information as to site
function. Architectural remains were frequently ambiguous. It is
uncertain whether the remains of an adobe building would indicate a
feature whose function was habitation related or something else. The
adobe at Old Rosemont was used only as an assay office. The adobe at the
Forest Service facility may have been used as a habitation at some time;
for several years it was used as a chicken coop.
When the identifiable remains of functionally specific structures
and artifacts that clearly reflect the nature of activities at a feature
or site are absent, the archaeologist must supplement the deficiencies in
the archaeological record through the use of published and unpublished
historical documentation, photographs and interview data. The full
utilization of these sources is essential. Without them, the historical
archaeologist will fail to understand the historical values associated
with sites, will be unable to identify and evaluate the archaeological
record and will be unable to formulate meaningful conclusions and
generalizations.
With additional time and resources, it may have been possible to
pursue other research interests at Rosemont. Nevertheless, the project
has been successful in documenting the characteristics of the Rosemont
mining camps and the other sites located there. It has provided
information to allow the re-creation of the various economic and, to some
extent, the personal networks established through time.
Both Old and New Rosemont were rural communities functioning
within a complex of relationships with nearby communities, and through
them with the rest of the nation.

Appendix A
ARTIFACT PHOTOGRAPHS

Only a few of the artifacts from the Rosemont project could be
illustrated in this report. Some of these, including the Type 1 and 2
preserve bottles, the hole-and-cap rectangular tapered meat cans, the
small bucket bails and can keys, were found on many sites. Some of the
illustrated artifacts were unique or occurred in very small quantities.
Most of the artifacts illustrated were from Old and New Rosemont.
In order to conserve space, these sites were referred to as OR or NR
respectively in the photograph captions and the specific feature from
which each came was identified below as FE.
Each illustrated artifact was referenced in the text under its
proper provenience, but where an artifact form occurred in several
proveniences, it may also have been cited elsewhere.

FIGURES
Glass

A.1
A
B
C
D

Type 2 preserve
Tumbler, NR, FE
Ink bottle, OR,
Type 1 preserve

bottle, NR, FE 9
9
FE 7
bottle, NR, FE 9

Assay Ceramics

A.2
A
B

Scorifier, OR, FE 7
Cupule, OR, FE 7

A.3

Mexican glazed bowl fragment, NR, FE 22

A.4

Karo syrup can lid, NR, FE 73

A.5

Rectangular tapered, hole-and-cap meat cans
A
B
C
D

Unmarked can end with
Can end marked "E4/1"
Can end marked "ESTAB
Can end marked "ESTAB

oval head key, NR, FE 59
with oval head key, NR, FE 59
20-C/1", NR, FE 75
119", NR, FE 75
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Hole-and-cap cans

A.6
A
B

Can with unused scored strip, OR, FE 1
Can with solder catching flap under vent hole. View
from can interior, OR, FE 23
Cans

A.7
A
B

Kidney oval tobacco can and lid, NR, FE 9
Top of a spice can, OR, FE 1
Miscellaneous artifacts

A.8
A
B
C

Can made into a cup by adding a wire handle, AZ EE:2:155 (ASM),
FE 1
Top view of dome topped pouring spout assembly, without spout, AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM)
Side view of dome topped pouring spout assembly, dome and knob,
NR, FE 74

A.9

Three types of bucket bails from New Rosemont

A.10

Miscellaneous artifacts

A
B
C
D
E
A.11
A
B
C
D
E
F
A.12
A
B
C
D
A.13
A
B
C

Borden's milk can opener
Shoe button hook, OR, FE
Can key, NR, FE 71
Can key-like object with
end, NR, FE 55
Triangular head can key,

(?), OR, FE 17
7
an oval head, straight shank and beveled
OR, FE 1

Miscellaneous artifacts
Child's size bone toothbrush, AZ EE:2:143 (ASM), FE 20
Small scissors, NR, FE 38
Hair pin, NR, FE 7
Part of tin toy, OR, FE 7
"Cricket" noisemaker, NR, FE 7
Toy table knife, AZ EE:1:108 (ASM), FE, 4
Miscellaneous artifacts
Part
Part
Pipe
Coin

of an alarm clock, NR, FE 30
of a pocket watch, NR, FE 64
bowl with silver bolster, NR, FE 9
purse frame, NR, FE 9

Miscellaneous artifacts
Table knife, NR, FE 55
Food whip, OR, FE 16
Tablespoon, AZ EE:1:110 (ASM), FE 1
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A.14
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Buckles and buttons
Belt buckle, NR, FE 55
Buckle, NR, FE 9
Horse harness buckle, OR, FE 7
Clothing buckle, OR, FE 1
Clothing buckle, NR, FE 9
Tent or tarp buckle, AZ EE:2:149 (ASM), FE 2
Suspender buckle, NR, FE 55
Suspender buckle, OR, FE 1
Suspender buckle, AZ EE:1:106 (ASM), FE 11
Garter buckle, NR, FE 76
Suspender buckle, OR, FE 1
Metal overall button, NR, FE 9
Metal overall button, NR, FE 64

A.15

Shovel fragment, NR, FE 54

A.16

Oxford bag frame, NR, FE 75

A.17

Single bit axe head, NR, FE 59

A.18

Cast iron stove leg, NR, FE 74

A.19

Cast iron stove door, NR, FE 7

A.20

Three-tined meat fork, OR, FE 2

A.21

Brass tube clamp, OR, FE 7

A.22

Metal brace from a wooden cot, NR, FE 67
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Figure A.1 Glass artifacts: A, Type 2 preserve bottle, NR, FE 9; B,
tumbler, NR, FE 9; C, ink bottle, OR, FE 7; D, Type 1 preserve bottle,
NR, FE 9
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Figure A.2 Assay ceramics: A, scorifier, OR, FE 7; B, cupel, OR, FE 7

Figure A.3 Mexican glazed bowl fragment
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Figure A.4 Karo syrup can lid

Figure A.5 Rectangular tapered, holeand-cap meat cans: A, unmarked can end
with an oval head key, NR, FE 59; B,
can end marked "E4/1" with an oval head
key, NR, FE 59; C, can end marked "ESTAB
20-C/1, NR, FE 75; D, can end marked
"ESTAB 119", NR, FE 75

Figure A.6 Hole-and-cap cans: A, can
with unused scored strip, OR, FE 1;
B, can with solder catching flap under
vent hole, viewed from can interior, OR,
FE 23

Figure A.7 Cans: A, kidney oval tobacco
can and lid, NR, FE 9; B, top of a spice
can, OR, FE 1
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Figure A.8 Miscellaneous artifacts: A,
can made into a cup by adding a wire
handle, AZ EE:2:155 (ASM), FE 1; B,
top view of dome topped pouring
spout assembly without the spout, AZ
EE:1:106 (ASM); C, side view of a dome
topped pouring spout (dome and knob),
NR, FE 74

Figure A.9 Three types of bucket
bails from New Rosemont

A
A
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Figure A.10 Miscellaneous artifacts:
A, Borden's milk can opener (?), OR,
FE 17; B, shoe button hook, OR, FE 7;
C, can key, NR, FE 71; D, can keylike object with a beveled end, NR,
FE 55; E, triangular head can key,
OR, FE 1

Figure A.11 Miscellaneous artifacts:
child's bone toothbrush, AZ EE:2:143
(ASM), FE 20; B, small scissors, NR,
FE 38; C, hair pin, NR, FE 7; D, part
of a tin toy, OR, FE 7; E, "cricket"
noisemaker, NR, FE 7; F, toy tableknife, AZ EE:1:108 (ASM), FE 4
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Figure A.12 Miscellaneous artifacts:
A, part of an alarm clock, NR, FE 30;
B, part of a pocket watch, NR, FE 64;
C, pipe bowl with a silver bolster,
NR, FE 9; D, coin purse frame, NR,
FE 9

6.0""mase.mime,

"..

Figure A.13 Miscellaneous artifacts:
A, tableknife, NR, FE 55; B, food whip,
OR, FE 16; C, tablespoon, AZ EE:1:110
(ASM), FE 1

u.

Figure A.14 Buckles and buttons: A,
belt buckle, NR, FE 55; B, buckle,
NR, FE 9; C, horse harness buckle,
OR, FE 7; D, clothing buckle, OR, FE
1; E, clothing buckle, NR, FE 9; F,
tent or tarp buckle, AZ EE:2:149
(ASM), FE 2; G, suspender buckle, NR,
FE 55; H, suspender buckle, OR, FE 1;
I, suspender buckle, AZ EE:1:106 (ASM),
FE 11; J, garter buckle, NR, FE 76; K,
suspender buckle, OR, FE 1; L, metal
overall button, NR, FE 9; M, metal
overall button, NR, FE 64

Figure A.15 Shovel fragment, NR,
FE 54
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Figure A.16 Oxford bag frame, NR, FE 75
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Figure A.17 Single bit axe head,
NR, FE 59
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Figure A.18 Cast iron stove leg,
NR, FE 74
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Figure A.19 Cast iron stove door,
NR, FE 7

Figure A.20 Three-tined meat fork,
OR, FE 2
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Figure A.21 Brass tube clamp, OR,
FE 7

Figure A.22 Metal brace from a wooden cot, NR, FE 67
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Unidentified Newspaper Article, "State Gets Taxes off
Narragansett Mining Co."
Mine files, Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Technology, The University of Arizona, Tucson
June 20, 1920

Unidentified Newspaper Article, "Narragansett Copper
Company Sued for $254."
Mine Files, Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Technology, The University of Arizona, Tucson
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Document 21
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 22
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 23
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 24
Item:

The Tucson Daily Star 6:3
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
November 13, 1918

Articles of Incorporation of the Narragansett Mercantile
Company
Arizona Department of Library, Archives and Public Records
November 11, 1918

Unidentified Newspaper Article, "Sued for Taxes."
Mine Files, Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Technology, The University of Arizona, Tucson
February 21, 1918 or 1919

Date:

Unidentified Newspaper Article, "Suit against the
Narragansett Continued."
Mine Files, Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Technology, The University of Arizona, Tucson
January 20, 1919

Document 25
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Star 8:3
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
September 4, 1919

Document 26
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Star 2:4
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
July 16, 1919

Location:

Document 27
Item:

Date:

Unidentified Newspaper Article, "Legal Notice. Notice of
Sheriff's Sale."
Mine Files, Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Technology, The University of Arizona, Tucson
September 1, 1919

Document 28
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 6:3
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
February 15, 1916

Document 29
Item:
Location:
Date:

Mineral Survey 3954
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
December 29, 1924

Location:
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Document 30
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 31
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 32
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 33
Item:

Unidentified published source in the "Narragansett" file
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology, The University of
Arizona, Tucson
December 15, 1938

Report on the Crescent Mining properties of the Rosemont
Consolidated Copper Company by G.O. Peterson
Arizona Department of Mineral Resources, Phoenix
November, 1916

Not Used

Location:
Date:

Letters, Forms and Depositions accompanying Homestead Entry
Application No. 577 dated August 1906 and Final Certificate
No. 138 dated January 13, 1908
National Archives, Washington, D.C.
August 1906 - January 1908

Document 34
Item:
Location:
Date:

FX Patent No. 190
National Archives, Washington, D.C.
November 24, 1906

Document 35
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 36
Item:
Location:

Territorial Brand Book 1897-1918 Book II, p. 783,
Certificate No. 7358
Arizona Department of Library, Archives and Public Records,
Phoenix
October 17, 1899

Date:

Ledger: School Trustees, 1899-1908
In office of Mary Crowe at Office of the Pima County
Superintendent of Schools, Tucson
1899-1908

Document 37
Item:
Location:
Date:

Reminiscences of William Grafen as told to Mrs. George Kitt
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
January 3, 1928
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Document 38
Item:

Location:
Date:
Document 39
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 40
Item:

Ledger: Grazing Working Plan for the Santa Rita Division
of the Coronado National Forest, Arizona. Includes map of
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
1917

Copy Book No. 2. Santa Rita and Santa Catalina Forest
Reserves, Arizona
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
February 14 - December 1905

Location:
Date:

Untitled, handwritten account of the early days in the
U.S. Forest Service by Carl Scholefield
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
about 1942

Document 41
Item:
Location:
Date:

Field Diary No. 1 of Armour M. Scholefield
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
June 1904 - December 1904

Document 42
Item:
Location:
Date:

Field Diary No. 3 of Armour M. Scholefield
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
July 1, 1905 - December 31, 1905

Document 43
Item:
Location:
Date:

Field Diary No. 4 of Armour M. Scholefield
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
January 1 - July 31, 1906

Document 44
Item:
Location:
Date:

Field Diary No. 5 of Armour M. Scholefield
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
August 1 - October 19, 1906

Document 45
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 46
Item:
Location:
Date:

Ledger: Form 466 Statistical Report: Supervisor's Annual
Statistical Report to the District Forester
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
1910-1939

Ledger: Form 466 Statistical Report: Supervisor's Annual
Statistical Report to the District Forester
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
June 30, 1932
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Document 47

Item:
Location:
Date:

Interview of Ruperto Lopez by Jerome Schaefer
Arizona State Museum, Tucson
1979

Document 48

Item:
Location:
Date:

Ledger: Grazing Permit Record
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
1928

Document 49

Item:

Location:
Date:

Report: Rosemont Allotment Analysis Santa Rita District,
Coronado National Forest. Prepared by Gillies, Riley,
Anderson and Tucker
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
1965

Document 50

Item:
Location:
Date:

Document 51
Item:
Location:
Date:

Ledger: Status of Range Management by Allotments. Forms
438-A
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
1930-1940

Miscellaneous School Records and Files
In Office of Mary Crowe at Office of Pima County
Superintendent of Schools, Tucson
Various

Document 52

Item:
Location:
Date:

Document 53
Item:
Location:
Date:

School Journal, 1908-1913
In Office of Mary Crowe at Office of Pima County
Superintendent of Schools, Tucson
1908-1013

School Ledger No. 2, 1901-1908
In Office of Mary Crowe at Office of Pima County
Superintendent of Schools, Tucson
1901-1908

Document 54

Item:
Location:
Date:

Report of the Superintendent of public Instruction. Annual
School Census
Special Collections, Main Library, The University of
Arizona, Tucson
1896-1898
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Document 55
Item:
Location:

Date:
Document 56
Item:
Location:

Date:
Document 57
Item:

Letter from Mrs. Carl Scholefield and J.G. Harmon to Dr.
W.A. Baker, Pima County Superintendent of Schools
Arizona Department State Library, Archives and Public
Records, Phoenix
July 5, 1920

Letter from Mrs. Carl Scholefield to Mr. H.R. Batterton,
clerk
Arizona Department State Library, Archives and Public
Records, Phoenix
August 9, 1920

Location:
Date:

Memo from Robert LeFevre, Hydrologist, to Mike Borens,
Lands Forester
Coronado National Forest, Tucson
September 14, 1981

Document 58
Item:
Location:
Date:

Interview of Frank Figeroa by Jerome Schaefer
Arizona State Museum, Tucson
October 8, 1979

Document 59
Item:
Location:
Date:

Account Book of John B. Anderson, Notary Public.
Greaterville, Arizona
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
1899-1906

Document 60
Item:
Location:
Date:

Account Book of John B. Anderson, Greaterville, Arizona
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
1885-1900

Document 61
Item:
Location:
Date:

Non-mineral Affidavit for Mill Site Claims for Leonard
Lewisohn
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
August 30, 1898

Document 62
Item:
Location:
Date:

Plat and Surveyor's notes, Mineral Survey No. 1297 A & B
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
October 12, 1898

Document 63
Item:
Location:
Date:

Letter from Francis Hereford to George Thompson
Hereford Collection, Special Collections, The University of
Arizona Library, Tucson
December 1, 1896

572

Document 64

Item:
Location:
Date:

Letter from George Thompson to Francis Hereford
Hereford Collection, Special Collections, The University of
Arizona Library, Tucson
November 25, 1896

Document 65

Item:
Location:
Date:

Letter from Francis Hereford to George Thompson
Hereford Collection, Special Collections, The University of
Arizona Library, Tucson
February 17, 1897

Document 66-69

Item:
Location:
Date:

Rosemont Copper Company, Tax Statements for the Year ending
of Producing Patented and Unpatented Mines
December 31,
Arizona Department of Library, Archives and Public Records,
Phoenix
1917-1920

Document 70-73

Item:
Location:
Date:

Rosemont Copper Company, Mine Tax Statement. Short Form.
Arizona Department of Library, Archives and Public Records,
phoenix
1921-1923, 1929

Document 74

Item:
Location:
Date:

Topographic Report for the Rosemont post Office
National Archives, Washington, D.C. and Western Postal
History Museum, Tucson
March 28, 1903

Document 75

Item:
Location:
Date:

U.S. Post Office Form A-99 for Rosemont
National Archives, Washington, D.C. and Western Postal
History Museum, Tucson
none

Document 76

Item:
Location:
Date:

U.S. Post Office Location paper for Rosemont Post Office
National Archives, Washington, D.C. and Western Postal
History Museum, Tucson
August 17, 1894

Document 77

Item:
Location:
Date:

Interview of Rafael Lopez. Mexican Heritage Project
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
1982
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Document 78
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 79
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 80
Item:
Location:
Date:

Interview of Eloisa L.M. Ybarra. Mexican Heritage Project
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
1982

Reminiscenes of William B. McCleary as told to Mrs. George
F. Kitt
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
No date

Not Used

Document 81
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Star, article in Clip File
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
May 5, 1951

Document 82
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 2:4
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
September 18, 1935

Document 83
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen Sec. 2:2:1
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
September 1916

Document 84
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Arizona Daily Star
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
April 17, 1930

Document 85
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Arizona Daily Star
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
January 25, 1934

Document 86
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 87
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Phoenix Daily Herald 7:2
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library,
University, Tempe
June 4, 1894

The Phoenix Daily Herald 3:2
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library,
University, Tempe
July 9, 1894

Arizona State

Arizona State
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DocuMent 88
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 89
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 90
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 91
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 92
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 93
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 94
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 95
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Arizona Silver Belt 1:6
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
July 14, 1894

The Phoenix Daily Herald 3:3
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
October 23, 1894

The Phoenix Daily Herald 3:3
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
December 21, 1894

The Arizona Silver Belt 3:2
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
December 22, 1894

The Arizona Silver Belt 2:4-5
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
January 12, 1895

The Arizona Silver Belt 3:5
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
May 11, 1895

The Arizona Silver Belt 2:2
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
July 12, 1895

The Arizona Silver Belt 2:4
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
October 19, 1895
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Document 96
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 97
Item:
Location:

The Phoenix Daily Herald 7:3
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
February 27, 1896

Date:

The Arizona Silver Belt 2:2
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
July 2, 1896

Document 98
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 4:2
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
December 3, 1896

Document 99
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 4:5
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
December 4, 1896

Document 100
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 101
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 102
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 103
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 104
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Arizona Silver Belt 1:5
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
January 7, 1897

The Arizona Silver Belt 1:6
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
January 21, 1897

The Arizona Silver Belt 1:4
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
June 10, 1897

The Phoenix Daily Herald 7:3
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
September 3, 1898

The Nogales Oasis 10:1
Arizona History Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona State
University, Tempe
September 1899
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Document 105
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 4:4
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
June 22, 1899

Document 106
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 6:7
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
February 1, 1916

Document 107
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 2:4
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
January 18, 1916

Document 108
Item:
Location:
Date:

Unidentified article in The Mining World
Mine Files, Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology, The
University of Arizona, Tucson
January, 1950

Document 109
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen 5:2
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson
March 21, 1916

Document 110
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 111
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 112
Item:
Location:

Unidentified article in The Tucson Daily Star
Mine files, Bureau of Geology and Mineral Techonolgy, The
University of Arizona, Tucson
February 12, 1917

Unidentified newspaper article
Mine files, Bureau of Geology and Mineral Techonolgy, The
University of Arizona, Tucson
June 24 or 29, 1916

Date:

Unidentified Nogales (Oasis?) newspaper article
Mine files, Bureau of Geology and Mineral Techonolgy, The
University of Arizona, Tucson
June 21, 1919

Document 113
Item:
Location:
Date:

Mineral Survey 4718
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
October 15, 1979
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Document 114
Item:
Location:
Date:

Mineral Survey 2550 A & B
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
November 11, 1911

Document 115
Item:
Location:
Date:

Mineral Survey 426
Bureau of Land Management, Phoenix
August 11, 1883

Document 118
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 119
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 120
Item:
Location:
Date:
Document 121
Item:
Location:

Enumeration Schedules, 12th Census of the United States,
Microfilm T623, Roll No. 46
National Archives, Washington, D.C.
1900

Enumeration Schedules, 13th Census of the United States,
Microfilm T0624, Roll No. 41
National Archives, Washington, D.C.
1910

The Phoenix Daily Herald
Arizona Historical Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona
State University, Tempe.
September 22, 1897

Date:

The Phoenix Daily Herald
Arizona Historical Foundation, Hayden Library, Arizona
State University, Tempe.
October 10, 1894

Document 122
Item:
Location:
Date:

The Tucson Daily Citizen
The Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
June 15, 1899

Document 123
Item:
Location:
Date:

Interview of Oreon Enzenberg by Jerome Schaefer
Arizona State Museum, Tucson.
October 31, 1979

